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PRESIDENT C. A. RAWSON’S ADDRESS TO 

THE IOWA BRICK AND TILE ASSOCIATION. 

You have just been welcomed to our city by our esteemed 
mayor, Hon. Geo. W. Mattern, and while it is not my in¬ 
tention to take up the time of the convention with any 
extended speech, it seems fitting that I should add to his 
welcome a very cordial greeting to our brothers in the trade 
from every man engaged in the clayworking industry in the 
city of Des Moines. 

In order that you may know how many there are of us 
so engaged in Des Moines, I will say that we have four¬ 
teen working plants here making a diversity of products 
including paving and building brick, sew'er pipe, drain tile, 
hollow blocks, conduits for electric wires, dry press brick, 
etc. We have more than 1,200 men directly employed in 
the clay plants here, and we could count up severeal hun¬ 
dred more if we should include the number of men em¬ 
ployed in mining the coal for our plants and handling the 
shipping of the finished ware. We hope to have the pleas¬ 
ure of showing you some of these plants in action on Thurs¬ 

day afternoon. 

I think it is about five years since this city has had the 
honor of entertaining this association, and I know there 
has been some criticism of the attitude of Des Moines 
towards the convention, but whether or not this criticism 
has been just we want to say to you that we make you 
most welcome to our city and that we hope to make this 
convention the best the association has ever had. We hope 
to make it so, not by any extravagant entertainment, but 
by joining heartily with you in all matters concerning the 
welfare of the association. 

As we all know there has never been and probably never 
will be any semblance of a trust or trust methods in the 
brick and tile business in this state, the rule always having 
been every man for himself. Very naturally this condition 
has produced and is bound to produce some little friction 
and distrust in our competitors’ methods, and it seems to me 

the chief office of a convention of this kind is to, as far as 
possible, do away with such friction and distrust among 
members. 

While we expect to find that the papers that will be pre¬ 
sented at this convention will be most interesting and in¬ 

structive, it lias always seemed to me that perhaps the largest 
benefit in a meeting of this kind is not what we learn from 
the papers presented but from a free intercourse among the 
members, the exchange of ideas and the getting acquainted 
with our neighbors, whom we have always looked upon as 
our competitors only, and whom in nearly every case we find 
upon personal acquaintance to be also our friends. 

There is an old, old story that I have no doubt most of 
you have heard, but one that seems to me to illustrate this 
point, so I will venture to tell it again. As I recall the story 
it happened in a convention similar to the one we are having 
to:dav, and I take it for granted it happened on the last 
day of the session. It runs something like this: Two mem¬ 
bers of the association were sitting in the lobby of the hotel 
talking together when they were joined by a third member 
who was a close neighbor and competitor of theirs, and with 
whom they had had some serious business battles. This 
third member after talking with them a few minutes ex¬ 
cused himself and as he walked away one of the men said 
to the other, “Blank seems to be a pretty good fellow after 
all, doesn’t be?” and the other replied, “Yes, but do you 
know that before I met him here at the convention I thought 
he wore horns.” 

I know from personal experience that a competitor who 
is known only through your knowledge of his prices and 
business methods, such knowledge having usually been gath¬ 
ered by you through hearsay only, and that from interested 
buyers, is the one we all fear and not the man, who, while 
he is our competitor, is also our friend through a personal 
acquaintance. So I say lets get together during the next 
few days and get acquainted with our competitors. I ven¬ 
ture to say that you will find him to be a man like yourself, 
trying to make the best ware for the least money and trying 

93202 
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to sell it for the best price that you will let him, and trying 

like yourself to make an honest living for himself and his 

family. 

I believe the brick and tile manufacturers can make no 

better expenditure of time and money than to visit the 

plants of the other clay workers. I know from my own ex¬ 

perience that I have never yet made such a visit without find¬ 

ing in the ether man’s plant some idea that I could work 

over to fit conditions in my own plants and that would make 

big returns on the time and money I had spent in making 

the visit. 

Our business like every other has its ups and downs, its 

good and bad years, but it seems to me that we can all look 

forward to the coming year with confidence. Crops in Iowa 

are good, business of all kinds is prosperous and if we con- 

I find that it is a common error, especially among manufac¬ 

turers new to the clay industry, to figure their cost price on 

paper at the beginning of the year rather than from their 

bank balance at the end of the year. Any one can become 

rich by sitting down with paper and pencil and figuring how 

many brick and tile his machine will turn out in an hour, 

and what he can sell them for, but it will bother him some 

to find the money at the end of the year. I hope we may 

none of us figure our cost in that way, but that we may make 

due allowance for interest on our investment, depreciation, 

and a just return for our labor and management. If we 

know what our goods really cost us we are much more apt 

to get a fair selling price for them. 

In this connection I should also like to caution our mem¬ 

bers against getting scared over market conditions early in 

A Group of Clavworkers at the Iowa Brick and Tile Association Meeting. 

duct our business in a business-like manner we should be 

able to find ready sale for our output at a reasonable price. 

The new drainage law, now that it has been found con¬ 

stitutional, ought to make a better market for drain tile, not 

Only the larger sizes, but later on the smaller sizes for lateral 

work. Personally I am not engaged in making any kind of 

brick, and am not so familiar with the prospects for a good 

market for that class of ware, but there is one thing that 

has always struck me about the brick makers and that is 

their continual lack of prosperity. 

There is one subject that I should like to have discussed 
in this convention, if not on the platform, then on the floor 

among the members and that is the question of cost price. 

the season, and making a low price that will set the standard 
cf prices for the whole season. We have no need to worry 
because we find ourselves with a few brick and tile on our 
yards in February and no orders coming in. I venture to 
say that the same stock will look mighty good to us in April 
and May when the season’s rush opens up. 

In closing I want to say a good word for some of the 
men who have joined with some of the Des Moines clay 
workers in giving of their time and money to entertain the 
members of this association. These are the men who are 
selling to all of us coal, machinery, oil and all kinds of mill 
furnishings and repairs. I think you will find representatives 
of all these firms among you, and I am sure you will find 
they are all good fellows, ready and anxious to give you a 
square deal on anything in their line. 
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BRICK VERSUS ASPHALT PAVEMENTS 

IN IOWA.* 

By A. Marston, Ames, la. 

For the last few years one of the violently debated ques¬ 

tions of public policy in many of our Iowa municipalities 

has been brick versus asphalt for paving. In some cases 

one material has finally be selected, and in other cases the 

other. Both as brick manufacturers, as taxpayers, and 

above all as public spirited citizens, the members of this 

organization are greatly interested in the matter. All of 

us wish the right decision to be made in each case, no mat¬ 

ter which material it favors. 

In brick and asphalt we have two very different paving 

materials, both, however, having most excellent special 

qualities and both suitable for the construction of most ex¬ 

cellent pavements. Together they are largely displacing 

other paving materials in this state. 

Brick first came into use in Iowa about 1889. In 1900 

and 1901 a committee of which the writer was chairman, 

collected data of brick paving in Iowa, which data were 

published in the form of a sixty-page pamphlet, containing 

the opinions of the engineers of all towns in Iowa having 

pavements, on all the principal features of brick pavements. 

A few copies still remain for distribution. 

At the time this bulletin was published there were 4,030,- 

696 square yards of brick paving in Iowa, and only 192,884 

square yards of asphalt. That is the asphalt was only about 

per cent of the brick. 

I do not have at my command figures of the construction 

of brick pavement in Iowa since 1901, but a statement fur¬ 

nished by the Barber Asphalt Company shows the growth 

of asphalt paving in Iowa since it was first introduced, in 

1896, to have been as follows: 

1896—11,861 sq. yds.; 1897—54,612 sq. yds.; 1898—13,- 

188 sq. yds.; 1899—24,041 sq. yds.; 1900—24,547 sq. yds.; 

1901—165,399 sq* yds.; 1902—110,728 sq. yds.; 1903— 

227,603 sq. yds.; 1904—96,030 sq. yds.; 1905—184,000 sq. 

yds. This gives a total of 896,009 sq. yds. of asphalt 

paving in Iowa at the present time, as compared with some¬ 

where from 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 sq. yds. of brick. 

There have been a few cases of failure in Iowa of both 

brick and asphalt pavements, mainly in each case among 

the first pavements built. In the case of brick the main 

causes of failures were the early use of soft, inferior and 

uneven brick, such as would now be rejected, or cheap, 

weak foundations. In the case of asphalt the causes of 

failure were poor asphalt or poor workmanship, or poor 

foundations. 

For good asphalt pavements the asphalt and other in¬ 

gredients must be of the best quality, and they must receive 

the most skillful treatment during construction. In some 

of the early asphalt pavements in Iowa disastrous experi¬ 

ments were made with new material and with an inferior 

type of construction. Ottumwa had a disastrous experience 

along this line and Sioux City has had trouble with one of 

the early streets. Marshalltown has had trouble with a 

♦ Read at the Des Moines meeting of the Iowa Brick and Tile Association. 

recent pavement on one street which the contractors at¬ 

tribute to the use of the old weak macadam foundation of 

the former pavement. The foundation of an asphalt pave¬ 

ment should attain great strength at an early date, for even 

before the pavement is put into actual use the foundation 

must sustain very heavy loads from the steam rollers used 

in construction. Unless the foundation is strong and un¬ 

yielding, the asphalt will not receive enough compression 

during construction. 

In spite of the few early failures mentioned, it has been 

amply demonstrated in Iowa that most excellent pavements 

can be built with both brick and asphalt. It has not yet 

been ascertained by the actual wearing out of pavements 

in Iowa which material will outlast the other, or withstand 

heavy traffic better. In fact, it is difficult to make a fair 

comparison as to these points, since the traffic may not be 

the same on the streets compared, and since the durability 

depends so much on the quality of the particular brick or 

asphalt used, on the design of the particular pavement, and 

on the skill and honesty of its construction. 

Starting out, then, with the demonstrated fact that most 

excellent and durable pavement can be constructed with 

either material, the question remains, how shall we decide 

between brick and asphalt in any particular case? To this 

question no absolutely general answer can be given, for 

under some conditions brick should be chosen, under others, 

asphalt. Each material has advantages and disadvantages 

peculiar to itself. 

First, as to Cost. Asphalt is in general more expensive 

than brick. In the case of a firsLclass brick pavement on 

a concrete base the difference in price in favor of brick 

ranges from almost nothing up to thirty cents or more per 

square yard, averaging probably twenty cents to twenty- 

five cents per square yard. For a street with pavement 

thirty feet wide this would amount to about $4,000 per mile. 

In the case of a one course brick pavement on a macadam 

foundation the difference in price averages about fifty cents 

to fifty-five cents per square yard, or say $9,000 per mile 

in favor of brick. These relative prices vary greatly in dif¬ 

ferent places, and it should be noted that in 1905 some very 

low prices were bid in Iowa for asphalt. 

Second, as to Relative Durability. We may regard this 

point as unsettled in Iowa. The advocates of each material 

claim greater durability. The city engineer of Sioux City, 

which city has had the longest experience with asphalt in 

Iowa, thinks brick the more durable. Both pavements are 

very durable if well made and maintained. 

Third, as to Smoothness and Freedom from Noise. Here 

asphalt has the advantage, and it is usually this quality 

which leads to a preference for asphalt when it is preferred 

in Iowa. 

Fourth, as to Slipperiness. Here brick has the advantage 

and is frequently preferred on steep grades on this account. 

Fifth, as to Cleanliness. Asphalt can be cleaned more 

thoroughly, but if not cleaned is injured by moist dirt, 

which would only protect brick from wear. 

Sixth, as to Sanitary Qualities. I would make no differ¬ 

ence between the two materials. 
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Seventh, as to Resistance to Hauling. Traction tests 
made under my direction show that there is little difference 
between the two materials. Brick generally shows a little 
less traction resistance, especially in summer, since the re¬ 
sistance to hauling on asphalt increases greatly as the tem¬ 
perature rises in summer so as to soften the surface. 

Eighth, as to Maintenance. The maintenance and repair 
of brick pavement require only ordinary skill, and can 
readily be attended to even in small towns. The main¬ 
tenance and repair of asphalt, on the other hand, require 
special appliances, and a high degree of skill. No city in 
Iowa has as yet attempted asphalt repairs itself, such work 
being done in every case so far by the asphalt contractor. 
In the case of small towns, repairs are apt to be especially 
costly and subject to delay on account of the necessity of 
getting in an outside contractor for a small amount of work. 
The imperfect cleaning of streets in small towns may in¬ 
juriously affect asphalt. 

Ninth, as to Encouragement of Home Industries. Here 
the advantage is with brick, but even in the case of asphalt 
most of the money is spent at home. 

Tenth, as to Skill Required in Construction. The ad¬ 
vantage is greatly with brick. Common labor answers in 
the main for brick pavement construction, though skilled 
foremen are needed. The apparatus required is simple. In 
the case of asphalt an expensive plant is needed for pre¬ 
paring and mixing the materials, and the utmost skill and 
care are required throughout the work. A mistake any¬ 
where may be fatal to success. 

Eleventh, as to Supervision and Tests Required to Secure 
Good Work. Here, again, the advantage is all with brick. 
Any city engineer is prepared to test the brick according to 
well established methods, and their close inspection as de¬ 
livered is a simple matter. The other materials, also, are 
readily passed upon, and every step of the work can be 
clearly specified and closely inspected and supervised, with 
the certainty that faithful supervision will produce good 
results. In the case of asphalt, on the other hand, there is 
at present not a single testing laboratory for asphalt in 
Iowa. It is true that the Engineer Experiment Station at 
Ames proposes to equip for such tests immediately, but even 
then the processes of testing are more difficult, and not so 
well standardized as in the case of brick. The methods of 
construction, also, in the case of asphalt pavement are not 
well understood by the average engineer, who cannot there¬ 
fore so supervise the work as certainly to secure good re¬ 
sults. Heretofore, therefore, reliance for good results with 
asphalt has been placed mainly on the contractor’s guarantee 
for a term of years, a guarantee which will be carried out 
just about as long as the contractor thinks best for his own 
Interests. On the above accounts asphalt pavement con¬ 
struction is mainly in the hands of large companies rather 
than individual contractors, and there has been little compe¬ 
tition. 

In this connection we have heard much about undue in¬ 
fluence exerted on property owners and councils by the 
agents of asphalt companies. While I am not one of those 
who believe that our public officials are in general corrupt, 
yet it is evident that systematic campaign of argument car¬ 
ried out by an organized asphalt company might very fre¬ 
quently win the day for asphalt, though brick were equally 
good. Who is there to work as hard for brick? On the 
other hand, the councilman who by politicel influence secures 
the appointment of an incompetent brick paving inspector 
from his ward, expecting payment in votes, should be con¬ 
sidered as corrupt as if he were bribed with money. 

So far I have been giving you mv own views on the sub¬ 
ject of brick versus asphalt, but now I will offer in evidence 

the views of men whose opinions must have more weight, 
viz.: the city engineers of Iowa who have had direct experi¬ 
ence with both asphalt and brick paving. It has been my 
good fortune again to be connected with an investigation 
of Iowa pavements, in this case with asphalt, as formerly 
with brick. The results are to be embodied in an asphalt 
paving bulletin similar to the one already published on 
brick. 

To the city engineers of all cities in Iowa having asphalt 
pavements, blank forms were sent containing a large num¬ 
ber of questions concerning the important features of asphalt 
paving. One of these questions asked whether asphalt has 
proven satisfactory, whether it stood heavy traffic as well 
as brick, and whether the present tendency in that town 
favored brick or asphalt. The answers received were as 
follows: 

Cedar Rapids.—“Our asphalt is very satisfactory. We 
have none that is subjected to what would be considered 
heavy traffic.” 

Davenport.—Asphalt just constructed. 

Des Moines.—“Our asphalt pavements have been very 
satisfactory and show but little wear. In certain localities 
here asphalt is favored, and in other localities brick pave¬ 
ment is preferred.” 

Fairfield.—Just constructed. 

Fort Dodge.—“Nearly everyone here is very well pleased 
with it so far. Stands traffic well. Shows tendency to crack 
and check up in cold weather.” 

Indianola.—“We have no other kinds in Indianola. My 
observations of this paving in other western cities and towns 
is that asphalt will not stand the traffic that brick will, pro¬ 
vided the brick be good, sound, hard burnt, but not over- 
burnt, and laid on the same foundation that the asphalt is 
laid and properly cushioned, the brick being easier to main¬ 
tain as it can be done by the ordinary city force.” 

Marion.—No report. 

Marshalltown.—“Not altogether satisfactory. Some 
streets stand traffic well, but our Third Avenue, which has 
heavy traffic, was partly resurfaced in 1905. Present ten¬ 
dency, owing to endless litigation, is against asphalt.” 

Mason City.—No report. 
Ottumwa.—“One asphalt street carries heavy traffic. All 

the brick and coal for domestic use hauled over it. Brick 
is generally preferred as many of our grades are steep. 
Brick wears longer.” 

Sioux City.—“With the exception of one street, asphalt 
pavement has proven satisfactory. Do not think it will last 
as long under any condition as brick. About an equal 
amount of brick and asphalt has been laid, but think that 
asphalt will lead in the future, as the greater amount of 
pavement will be laid in the residence district.” 

Tipton.—No report. 
Waterloo.—“In service as a pavement it has proven very 

satisfactory, especially on residence streets. Have had no 
streets laid until 1905 that would give a satisfactory test 
of the wearing qualities under heavy traffic. Public opinion 
not prejudiced toward any one pavement.” 

I feel that I cannot do better than to conclude this paper 
with these expressions from the men in Iowa whose tech¬ 
nical knowledge and daily experience fits them to speak on 
this subject, while at the same time they have no material 
interests to give them a partisan bias. 

The Hendricks Brick Co., Kingston, N. Y., has been in¬ 
corporated with $50,000 capital stock. Incorporators: Clar¬ 
ence P. and Maria V. Hendricks, East Kingston, and Fred 
P. and Jennie F. Luther, of Kingston. 
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PAVING BRICK AND PAVEMENTS.* 

By W. H. Brecht, Des Moines, la. 

Many papers have been written and read on this subject, 

Paving Brick and Pavements,” by men whose experience 

and study extend over a long period of years, and when 

our genial president asked me to present a paper at this 

convention I objected on the grounds that these various 

papers—and I take it that most of you have either heard or 

read them—so thoroughly covered the subject that I had 

nothing of advantage or interesting to say. With a few 

suggestions, however, I promised to make the venture. ' I 

first want to ask your indulgence for I may, unfortunately, 

show inexperience or ignorance in the handling of the sub¬ 

ject as well as in the attempt to pose as a literary light, 

instead of an ordinary brickmaker. 

Through the National Brick Manufacturers’ Association, 

and more especially through the efforts of the individual 

manufacturers, the standard of paving brick is nearly all 

that can be desired. I know from a limited experience, 

however, that the making of paving brick is a difficult mat¬ 

ter, requiring not only the proper raw materials and the 

proper methods and processes of mixing and burning, but 

a scientific and practical knowledge of the business in gen¬ 

eral. The first paving brick laid in this city were neces¬ 

sarily rather poor in quality, but the product has steadily 

improved until now it can safely be said that our Des Moines 

paving brick manufacturers produce a brick equal in quality 

to any produced in this country. It is true and it must be 

conceded that the manufacturer of paving brick has reached 

a higher degree of perfection and is conducted with greater 

skill than any other part connected with the construction of 

a brick pavement. Brick, as a paving material, has received 

some criticisms because of the inferior quality of the material 

which has sometimes been sent out by the manufacturers 

and there will always be need to exercise care in selecting 

brick of uniform quality, but I believe that the manufac¬ 

turers are awake to the situation and that this need will 

grow less year after year. 

Des Moines’ first brick pavements were laid, I believe, in 

1889, sixteen years ago, and since that time many miles 

of brick have been laid, the large majority, however, in the 

early 90’s. 

These first brick pavements were laid on a foundation 

consisting of a layer of gravel or sand and a course of brick 

laid flatwise; during later years it has consisted of six inches 

of Portland cement concrete and this has been adopted as 

the necessary foundation. That brick as a paving material 

has proven successful in Des Moines goes without saying, 

but it is true that many of the streets, more especially those 

first paved, are now very much in need of repaving. So far, 

only two of our streets originally paved with brick have 

been repaved. One of these, West Grand Avenue, which 

is our most prominent and beautiful residence street, was 

paved during the year 1891, for a distance of fourteen 

blocks, with an inferior quality of hard burned brick. The 

foundation consisted of a layer of sand and a course of 

♦Read at the Des Moines Meetiug of the Iowa Brick and Tile Association. 

brick laid flatwise. Unfortunately this pavement was opened 

from one end to the other, for various purposes, such as 

telephone conduits, water and gas mains, as well as smaller 

openings for making extensions from the street to private 

property. The amount spent for repairs on this pavement 

was practically nothing and as a result it maintained itself 

for a period of only a trifle less than thirteen years. It 

was replaced with sheet asphalt on a five inch concrete 
foundation during the summer of 1904. 

Walnut Street, which is our main business thoroughfare, 

was paved from the Des Moines River to W. Twelfth 

Street during the year 1882 with cedar blocks on a sand 

foundation and replaced during the summer of 1893 with 

brick on a six-inch concrete foundation. These brick today, 

right from the kiln, would not be classed as a standard 

paving brick; they would not compare favorably in any 

respect with the material now being produced, and it is true 

that under the heavy traffic they wore off to a considerable 

extent. This wear, however, was slight compared to the 

damage as a result of the constant opening of the pavement. 

I will venture to say that this pavement, twelve blocks in 

length, was opened in no less than five hundred places, in 

addition to being opened the full length for the purpose of 

laying electric light and telephone conduits. You will not 

feel that this is an exaggerated statement when I say that 

the ordinance now in force, which requires that before 

making an opening a permit must be secured from the Board 

of Public Works, has not been strictly enforced, and any 

citizen, corporation or contractor has been permitted, upon 

any sort of a pretext, to make an opening in a pavement 

without notifying either the Board of Public Works or City 

Engineer. The replacing of the pavement cut out was in 

most cases done in a slip-shod manner and the result was 

that the pavement soon became rough and the cry was: 

“Repave the street.” It was repaved during the summer 

of 1905 with sheet asphalt, an additional three inches of 

cement concrete being placed upon the old foundation to 

bring the street to grade. While brick was not chosen as 

the best material with which to repave this street, 'it is 

gratifying to the brick interests of Des Moines to know 

that with the continued abuse and neglect from the time the 

brick were first laid in 1893—and it must not be forgotten 

that those brick were inferior in quality to those now being 

produced—the pavement maintained itself for a period of 

twelve years. It remains to be seen whether or not the 

new pavement will do as well. 

In the management of municipal affairs, no one item of 

expense aggregates more than that of improving and keep¬ 

ing the streets in repair. It is always up for consideration. 

Cities of medium size are as a rule not extremely wealthy. 

They have no extra money to spend. Your convention city 

has had some experience along this line and I believe is up 

against a proposition at this time. It appears that the fund 

set aside last spring for street cleaning purposes is almost 

exhausted and with the larger part of the winter before 

them there is considerable speculation as to what the appear¬ 

ance of the streets will be in two or three months or when 
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the next appropriation is made. This condition prevails not 

only in Des Moines and is cited to show that the writer 

believes that the strictest economy must be practiced in the 

management of municipal affairs as well as in the manage¬ 

ment of any business concern. 
Brick’s only real competitor in Iowa is asphalt and when 

a street is to be paved, as a general rule, petitions are cir¬ 

culated among the property holders by the advocates of 

both materials. 

In a paper on “Paving” read before this association by 

Mr. John B. McGorrisk of this city at the 1903 convention, 

the methods employed by the competition in promoting 

paving and circulating petitions were fully and I believe 

correctly explained. If the same methods were and could 

be employed by the advocates of brick, I firmly believe that 

the minority petitions would be much less. When a petition 

is presented to a council, whether it be a majority or minor¬ 

ity petition, it should first consider carefully the material 

best adapted for economy and general utility. It must select 

a material of sufficient strength and durability for the local 

needs and take careful thought of the first cost as well as 

the cost of cleaning, and especially the item of repairing, 

which after the guarantee period expires, falls upon the 

city. Inasmuch as petitions are not generally circulated 

by the property holders, but by an agent in the employ of 

some paving concern, for the benefit of that concern, I do 

not believe in letting the people, alone, make the selection. 

Officials are chosen because of their fitness to properly 

administer the affairs of a city, and I do not believe that the 

general public are as capable of judging the economy of an 

improvement as are these officials who devote their time 

and study to these matters. This would, however, be not 

only a poor, but a vicious policy in cities where the officials 

forget that their positions are not to be used for private 

gain, as is sometimes the case. 

As to the first cost of the two pavements it may be esti¬ 

mated that asphalt will be from one-fourth to one-third 

more and will cost during the remainder of its lifetime per¬ 

haps ten or fifteen times as much for repairs as a brick pave¬ 

ment. 

A brick pavement, constructed in accordance with the 

specifications adopted by the National Brick Manufacturers’ 

Association, will last for twenty-five years or longer. If 

it does not, there is something wrong in the construction. 

This is the question that is worrying engineers today; not 

the question of getting good brick, for through the in¬ 

dividual efforts of the manufacturers good brick can be 

secured in most every locality at a reasonable figure. 

Brick pavements have sometimes been brought into dis¬ 

repute on account of the contractor’s failure to comply with 

the specifications. This occurs where contracts are let to 

irresponsible parties, which is often the case. Our efforts 

to educate the public as to the best and most economical 

pavement that can be constructed must not be interfered 

with, and it might be a good idea for the manufacturers 

to protect themselves by refusing to sell their brick to con¬ 

tractors who do poor work. We recognize the fact that 

the use of our most excellent material has not expanded in 

the same way as the use of other materials and I believe 

that the poor work done by some contractors is one of the 

causes. 

I might mention here one bad characteristic of some city 

officials and that is an inclination to cut the price of brick 

pavement to the lowest possible figure, and more especially 

the awarding of contracts to the lowest bidder, whether he 

be an experienced and reliable contractor or not. It must 

not be forgotten that the contractor has to pay living wages 

and he must have a fair profit, and if the price bid is below 

a reasonable point he will, without regard to the specifica¬ 

tions, make good the loss in some other way. 

Let me say in conclusion that brick pavements if prop¬ 

erly presented will win against all competitors, and if mem¬ 

bers of this association will be more active in their efforts 

to educate and agitate for brick roads in the future, than 

they have been in the past, the demand for brick pavements 

will be materially increased. 

I thank you, gentlemen, for this privilege. 

-- 

THE PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS OF THE 

NATIONAL SAND-LIME BRICK 

ASSOCIATION. 

There seems to be a wrong impression in the minds of 

Manufacturers of Sand-lime Brick as to the attitude of the 

Association in reference to publishing the papers and dis¬ 

cussions, which were presented at the Convention in Detroit. 

It was decided by the Association that, in view of the 

fact, much money had been spent in accumulating data, in 

getting professional services and for making experiments, 

it would not be fair to have this published in the Trade 

Journals giving the public the benefit. It was, therefore, 

determined that the proceedings should be printed in full in 

book form and distributed among the members of the Asso¬ 

ciation only. Therefore, any one who wishes to avail him¬ 
self of this valuable material can do so by becoming a mem¬ 
ber of the Association. 

The initiation fee is $5, the annual due is $5 and for the 
year 1906 there is an additional assessment of $30, making 
the total expense of becoming a member $40. This is an 
exceedingly small cost for the amount of information fur¬ 
nished. Several members have already told me that the 
information they obtained at the meeting showed them 
where they had been making some serious mistakes and 
would be a saving to them of at least several thousand dol¬ 
lars. This is the case, no doubt, with a great many mem¬ 
bers. It would be ridiculous to assume that there are any of 
us who cannot learn something new that is of value in the 
manufacture of Sand-lime brick. If we can be working to¬ 
gether and help each other out at a small annual cost of $30 
or $40, it certainly is a mistake for us to try to work out our 
own problem independently at a much greater cost. 

Many manufacturers of Sand-lime brick who have visited 
me have stated that, if they had had someone to give them 
the information that they now possess, when they started, 
they would have been able to save a good deal of money; 
and instead of merely paying expenses they would have 
been in a position to pay dividends. 

H. O. Duerr, Secretary. 
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RELATIVE .MERITS OF CEMENT AND CLAY 

PRODUCTS.* 

By J. O. Reaver, Des Moines, la. 

During the last three or four years there has been ex¬ 

tensive advertising and exploiting of cement products by 

cement machinery makers, who have introduced their molds 

in every town and community where there was a sand bank 

close at hand and an investor with a few hundred dollars 

who aspired to be a manufacturer. With devices innumer¬ 

able on the market the strife has been keen between these 

machine makers, the advertising widespread, and the tempt¬ 

ing tales of riches easily acquired has induced hundreds 

to go into the business. The field of the brick and tile 

manufacturer has been especially aimed at by the cement 

and sand enthusiasts, and the world has been promised a 

cheaper and “just as good and better” material for building 

and construction of all kinds than clay. So far the only 

thing that has been accomplished has been the production 

of a cheaper material—cheaper in that sense of the term 

which means inferior quality. 

Cement is adapted to many uses, and when intelligently 

handled and properly combined with other materials prob¬ 

ably has no equal for certain classes of construction; but 

with every Tom, Dick or Harry who never manufactured 

anything before, mixing it up without knowledge of its 

properties and with no idea of the results of his experiment, 

then palming it off on his neighbor as “just as good,” it has 

certainly been one of the biggest bunco games of recent 

years. 

For a time the cement wave threatened to engulf the clay 

manufacturer, and doom for his carefully built up business 

was written on every hand—if you believed the claims of 

the cement promoters. Happily any fears of this sort have 

been dispelled—and no one has contributed more to this 

than the maker of cement products himself. Instead of 

making the best article he could, the competition of the 

sand man across the way has led him to draw heavily on 

his own sand bank, and the ever present idea of making 

as cheap as possible something that is to be cheap in price 

has made it extremely problematical what a man was getting 

when he bought cement products. 

That any article made from cement and sand and fash¬ 

ioned in the forms made popular by clayworkers can have 

equal merit with burned clay every one of you will be quick 

to deny, but the bold assertions and false assumptions of 

the cement machine promoters that the products of their 

molds are “just as good or better” need to be corrected if 

only to. maintain our self respect—not counting the service 

we will be doing our fellows in preventing them from being 

victimized. 

Take cement blocks, for instance, the manufacture of 

which has been pushed harder than any other form of 

cement product. Do they compare in any way with the clay 

product they seek to displace? Are they as good, are they 

cheaper, are they as strong and durable, can they be utilized 

for as many different forms of construction and meet as 

*Read at the Des Moines Meeting of the Iowa Brick and Tile Association.. 

many requirements in resisting the ravages of time and the 

elements? The answer to all these questions must be in 
the negative. 

Vitrified clay brick and block are impervious to moisture. 

The cement block with all its air spaces and double air 

spaces has not yet been manufactured that will not absorb 

moisture and retain dampness, and the manufacturers of 

blocks realizing this fatal defect have sought and are still 

seeking a cure for it. Some machine makers offer a special 

recipe or preparation for waterproofing, thus acknowledging 

that their air-spaced blocks are not what they have pretended 

to be. 

Made with any semblance of honesty they have not been 

shown to be cheaper than clay. A writer in the current 

issue of a trade paper devoted to cement interests giving 

his method of making what he calls good blocks, ends with 

the statement that if his directions are followed the cost 

will be no greater than brick or lumber. 

As to strength and durability, thousands of years of use 

attest the lasting qualities of burned clay, and tests of every 

kind have demonstrated its strength. Cement concrete in 

the form of building blocks, being of such recent use, has 

not had the tests that burned clay has been subjected to, but 

it must be regarded as less durable and less able to with¬ 

stand the “gnawing tooth of time” when its ability to absorb 

moisture, the alternate effect of freezing and thawing, ex¬ 

pansion and contraction are considered. 

The cement block can certainly have no claim for recog¬ 

nition from an artistic standpoint as compared to brick and 

other forms of clay, with their wide range of design and 

permanence of natural colorings. Concrete blocks are a 

failure even as an imitation of stone, a sad substitute for a 

beautiful material. 

The fire-resisting qualities of well-burned clay are too 

well known to make extended mention necessary. Cement 

blocks are claimed to be fire proof, but are they? Throw¬ 

ing some light on this question is the report of an insurance 

inspector of a fire which destroyed a building made of 

“patent stone” at Geary, Okla., in May, 1904. After stating 

that the adjoining building, where the fire originated, was 

made of fairly good brick and stood up for half an hour 

after the cement building collapsed, he adds: “The patent 

stone building was constructed of blocks 30 inches long, 10 

inches wide, and 9 inches high. Each block has two hollow 

spaces 4 by 10 inches. Eye witnesses state that as soon as 

the roof got to burning well, the walls commenced to bulge 

and the blocks fell apart with reports like pistol shots, one- 

half of the block going one way and the other half the 

other. Toward the rear is a portion of the wall about ten 

feet high on the south side, and the entire rear wall up to 

the second story was still standing. However, the stone in 

every block (including those next the ground as well as 

those higher up) was completely disintegrated. The por¬ 

tion of the wall standing is badly cracked and worthless. 

Not a drop of water was thrown on this building at any 

time.” 
But We don’t need to go as far away as Oklahoma, nor 

is it necessary to have people antagonistic to cement demon- 
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strate its unfitness as a fireproof material. The machine 

men are obliging. They furnish their own illustrations. 

Last year at the Iowa State Fair a machine maker built a 

house of blocks, presumably the best he knew how to make, 

and advertised widely a fire test. Not being present I 

cannot say how severe the test was, but I have the word 

of a member of this association, who observed the effects 

of the fire, and who states that the building was cracked 

on every side, from top to bottom, some cracks large enough 

to throw a cat through—with the exception of the front of 

the building. On the front there were two openings, a 

door and window, and the only crack was above the door. 

My friend did not have his camera at the time, but the next 

morning hurried out to get views of the building, only to 

find it had been torn down and removed. That same day 

appeared in the daily papers a half-page advertisement 

announcing the complete success of the test and a picture 

showing the front only of the building, the skill of the 

photographer having eliminated the one crack over the 

door. This unscrupulous dealing with the truth shows what 

reliance may be placed in the statements of the machine 

makers. 

I think the indictment against cement block as compared 

with clay, is complete. Summed up and stated briefly it is 

charged with not being fireproof or waterproof; with not 

having proved durability or strength; with not being honest 

or artistic in construction. It will be found guilty and be 

condemned as rapidly as the good people become acquainted 

with it. 

The machine manufacturer is still abroad in the land, 

however, with his get-rich-quick schemes. His latest con¬ 

tribution is a complete sewer pipe outfit, which produces 

“just as good or better” pipe than that made from clay, and 

of course so much cheaper that we are put out of business 

at once. But the machine maker in his frantic chase after 

the dollars of the gullible, ignores the experience of former 

adventurers in this line. 

There was a spasm of cement sewer pipe making about 

thirty years ago, and nearly every city of the country felt 

the effects of it. The experience was a disastrous and ex¬ 

pensive one in most places, and the complete failure of the 

material was chronicled by the engineers of the leading 

cities of the United States, all of them declaring its unfit¬ 

ness and registering their views as to the superiority of clay 

pipe. The reasons given for the failure of cement pipe 

were numerous, but the principal ones were that it had not 

requisite strength, even though made thicker and heavier 

than vitrified clay, that it was seldom of uniform texture 

and that it was subject to disintegration from various causes. 

Several Iowa railroads about twenty years ago made cement 

pipe for use as culverts under and alongside their embank¬ 

ments. These cement pipe have been replaced long ago 

with culverts of clay pipe and other forms of construction, 

and the railroads are now and have for years past been 

using thousands of feet of clay pipe for the reason that it 

is considered more reliable and durable. Cement pipe can 

undoubtedly be made to stand a fair degree of pressure, but 

it takes a good quality of cement and too much of it to 

make the production profitable to the makers. The same 

conditions apply to its manufacture as to cement blocks. 

There is no way of discriminating between the improperly 

made and the properly made article. The temptation is 

always to use more sand, and the purchaser will always be 

at the mercy of the dishonest and ignorant mixer of ma¬ 

terials. No chain is stronger than its weakest link, and no 

line of pipe can be stronger than the weakest piece therein, 

the caving in of a single piece, which often happened in the 

former use of these sand pipe, obstructing the whole sewer. 

What has happened once it is reasonable to suppose will 

happen again, and it is not anticipated that cement pipe will 

become a serious competitor with clay, but we will have 

with us for some time to come the activity of the machine 

man and the cement manufacturer to combat, and also have 

some interesting experiences in setting people on the right 

road—the clay road. 

That the concrete productions have any intrinsic merit 

comparable with clay, or that in any part of the clay in¬ 

dustry the cement imitation is a serious or worthy com¬ 

petitor, I do not believe; but it seems to me that it is the 

duty of every member of this association to present in his 

community and to his patrons such arguments as he knows 

to be true against the use of a material inferior to his own 

product, and by sending forth from his kilns the very best 

ware he can produce at as reasonable price as he can with 

a fair return for his labors, forever set at rest any imputa¬ 

tion that there is any material on earth or within it as good 

for the uses to which it has been put as burned clay. 

APPLICATION TO INCORPORATE THE DUKE 

SUCCESS MACHINE WORKS. 

The Duke Success Machinery Company has applied for a 

charter. The incorporators are F. H. Reid, E. E. Merry, 

Joseph Townsend, T. L. LeMalta and J. G. Duke. The 

capital stock is placed at $50,000 and the corporation will 

absorb the J. G. Duke Machine Works at Huling and Mul¬ 

berry streets, Memphis, Term. 

Frank H. Reid will be president of the new concern, 

J. G. Duke, vice-president; Ernest B. Merry, treasurer; 

Thomas L. LeMalta, manager, and Joseph Townsend, secre¬ 

tary. 

Mr. Reid is president of the Success Brick and Machinery 

Company and is also connected with the South Memphis- 

Brick Company, recently organized in this city. Mr. Merry 

is a mechanical engineer and a member of the firm of Merry 

Brothers of Augusta, Ga. He is also associated with the 

South Memphis Brick Company, which concern will use 

several of his patent devices for the manufacture of brick 

and the conveyance of same. Messrs. Duke and LeMalta 

have been associated with the J. G. Duke Machine Works, 

and Mr. Townsend has for the past sixteen years been asso¬ 

ciated with the Memphis National Bank. 

Mr. Merry will later organize a corporation and operate 

in this city a fiber plaster works. 
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THE NEW BREWER NO. 25 HORIZONTAL 

BRICK MACHINE. 

That H. Brewer & Co., Tecumseh, Mich., are branching 

out is again indicated by their new No. 25 Horizontal Brick 

Machine, which is just now being offered to the trade. Their 

upright Drain Tile Machines have been well and favorably 

known for fifty years and they have served as an excellent 

foundation upon which a prosperous business has been 

built; but a manifest demand for a horizontal brick machine , 

has prompted the design of this pattern herewith illustrated 

which is one of three sizes to be placed upon the market as 

soon as possible. 

It is very difficult to give an accurate detailed idea of this 

machine in the space properly allowable in this journal, but 

sufficient specifications will be given to bring out the ex¬ 

taking up wear. The operating lever may be placed on 

iron, closely fitting the liner. Several patterns of screw 

are provided, but the standard pattern is single pitch 

throughout its length except the front half turn which is 

double pitch. The Hinge Front and Safety Latch is so 

designed that an ordinary machine-bolt, readily procured 

anywhere, serves as the safeguard against breakage of other 

parts when foreign substances by accident get into the ma¬ 

chine, or when the clay has been given a stiffer temper than 

desired. The Outboard Bearing is mounted upon the same 

steel I-beams which connect all other parts making the 

machine self-contained in every respect. The construction 

at this point is also such that direct electric motor drive can 

readily be arranged for without any extra expense or trou¬ 

ble. The Friction Clutch is of high grade 4-arm pattern 

The New Brewer No. 25 Horizontal Brick Machine. 

cellent points of design and construction claimed by the 

manufacturers. First of all should be mentioned the great 

strength and rigidity of the gear frame which is a massive 

one-piece casting of such shape that spring or vibration is 

impossible. The gears are heavier than usual for the size 

and capacity of the machine and the bearings are all self- 

oiling, a feature which, we are given to understand, is not 

included in any other pattern. The Back Thrust is self-oil¬ 

ing, self-aligning and adjustable to take up the wear of the 

screw and is made of white-iron plates ground to a surface. 

The Pugging Cylinder is made up of two pieces machined 

together and machined to the gear frame and screw case, 

properly ribbed upon the interior surface. The Pugging 

Shaft is round, 8 inches in diameter, and provides for forged 

steel knives being mortised into it. The Feed Roll is of 

such construction that it efficiently prevents bridging of the 

clay in the hopper and is so incorporated into the machine 

that it may be easily removed and replaced when worn. 

The Screw Case Liner is of white-iron properly corrugated 

upon the interior surface and the screw itself is also white¬ 

witli all parts machined together and ample provisions for 

either or both sides as desired. 

Roughly the specifications of the machine are as follows: 

Weight, 13000 pounds, Length over all, 12 ft. 6 in. Width 

over all, 4 ft. 6 in. Height over all, 5 ft. 4 in. Gears, 6 

inches and 8 inches face, 2j4 and 2% inches pitch. Journal 

boxes, 12 inches long, self-oiling. Driving pulley, 42 inches 

in diameter, 12 inches face. Speed, 275 to 300 revolutions 

per minute. Capacity under ordinary favorable conditions 

5000 standard size bricks per hour. 

The American Pottery Supply Co., 616 N. Calvert street, 

Baltimore, Md., has been incorporated with $150,000 capital 

stock by Henry M. Hanna, James C. Gittings, Stuart S. 

Janney and Albert C. Ritchie. 

The W. F. Barnes Commercial Co., 320 Crossley Build¬ 

ing, San Francisco, Cal., will build several sand-lime brick 

plants on the Pacific coast. They operate under the Scien¬ 

tific System. 
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THE KNOB BLOCK DOUBLE FACED 

PAVING BRICK. 

While in attendance upon the convention of Sand Lime 

Brick Manufacturers at Detroit, Mich., something new in 

the line of paving brick was brought to our notice, and inas¬ 

much as all paving brick manufacturers are on the look-out 

for anything and everything to‘ improve brick paving con¬ 
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struction, we are confident that they will be interested in a 

brief description of this new article. 

We visited the local office of the Improved Paving Brick 

Equipment Co., Wetherbee Bldg, in that city, where, among 

other places the new paving brick was on exhibition. The 

Calder Brick & Coal Company’s plant at Cameron, Pa., are 

tained. The small lugs near the ends of the block fall on- 

the longer lug in the center of the adjacent block, thereby 

preventing this longer lug from holding up the filler. The 

depressed letters, together with the grooves in the central 

panel, provide a perfect key, holding the block firmly in place. 

The height of the lugs regulated the size of the fibre space, 

so that either a larger or smaller space may be secured at 

will; i.e., if the lugs are made 1-16" high then the space 

between the blocks will be ]/%"', or if the lugs are made 

high, then the filler space will be J4". Any desired 

width of filler space may thus be secured by the use of this 

block. It is impossible to lay the block so that the filler 

space is destroyed, for they may be layed either face to, and 

either edge up. This advantage not only assures the bond 

made by the filler being continuous and even, but also 

greatly saves time in laying the pavement, and in handling. 

The shape of the lugs makes breakage of this impossible 

in handling. The alignment is also perfectly assured, even 

where bats are used. All these features of the “Knob- 

Block” are certainly of great value to all interested in the 

success of brick pavements. 

SECTION or PAVEMENT NOTE - UNIFORM FILLER SPACE 

manufacturing the “Knob-Block” payer in large quantities, 

and it is to this paver we desire to call the attention of our 

readers, in the belief that their interests and that of improved 

paving will be served thereby. 

Mr. Alvin F. Knobloch devised and patented this new 

design pf paver, which bears his name, “Knob-Block.” It 

was first manufactured by the Calder Co., but the demand 

for it has outgrown the capacity for any one plant to meet, 

and it is to be made in many other plants all over the country 

in the near future. Its principal and most novel feature is 

that it is a “double faced” block, i.e., it has lugs or knobs on 

both faces, in place of but one face, as is the case with all 

other paving blocks: the object being to provide a continu- 

out and even filler space between the blocks throughout the 

entire pavement. The “Knob-Block” certainly does provide 

such an even and continuous filler space, thereby making a 

perfect bond possible, an absolute essential in a good pave¬ 

ment. The lugs are so arranged, shaped and based on the 

block, that no. matter where the joint is broken, lug always 

contacts with lug, and so the required filler space is main- 

One of the prominent city engineers in Detroit says of 

this paver that, “It is a long step toward the perfection of 

brick pavements.” All practical men who have seen it are 

unanimous in their approval of the “Knob-Block,” and we 

ourselves cannot help but agree with them that it is an im¬ 

portant advance over anything yet produced for the purpose, 

NOTE— UNIFORM FILLER 5PACE 

END VIEW 

and worthy of the most careful consideration of all paving 

brick makers. The present Commissioner of Public Works 

of Detroit, J. J. Hauer, speaks of it in the highest terms. 

He says: 

“I have seen the ‘Knob-Block’ double faced paver which 

you submitted, and it appeals to me as the best constructed 
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paving brick I know of. I shall recommend that the brick 

to be made by our municipal plant be constructed after this 

model, with lugs on both sides as covered by that patent; 

and shall make recommendation that all our machinery be 

equipped to turn out the same style of brick, covering the 

same points of advantage, to include lugs on both faces of 

the block. This is the only construction of block that as¬ 

sures a continuous and even filler space throughout the pave¬ 

ment. I shall recommend to the manufacturers whose brick 

we use that they construct a double faced paver after this 

pattern, or one equally as good, in making brick to be used 

in Detroit pavements. 

“I believe the ‘Knob-Block’ solves a problem in brick 

paving, and with our City Engineer, R. H. McCormick, 

agree that this construction is a decided advance toward per¬ 

fection in brick paving.” 

Three questions will naturally arise in the minds of manu¬ 

facturers reading this article, viz.: “How is this new brick 

made?” “What will it cost for extra machinery to make 

it?” “Can any repress now in use, be used for its manu¬ 

facture ?” 

In reply to these questions, it may be said that this double 

faced paver can be made on any repress, the principal thing 

required being a special set of die plates. The lugs are so 

shaped that they deliver readily from the lower die plate of 

the repress. In the drier and kiln they are handled as the 

ordinary paving brick is. It will be seen from this that the 

expense for the change required to manufacture the “Knob- 

Block” is very small. 

Where desired, Wm. D. Southwick, Bus. Mgr. of Im¬ 

proved Paving Brick Co., will make it possible for all who 

wish to make a double faced paver at their plant to do so 

under this patent, which covers all double faced construc¬ 

tion, raised letters, lugs, etc. It is quite probable that this 

double faced paver will be on exhibition at the exhibit hall 

at the meeting of the National Association at Philadelphia. 

FOOTPADS SLUG AND ROB PAYMASTER OF 

CONCERN. 

After having deposited $7,000 in a safe in the Hydraulic 

Press Brick Company’s office, at St. Louis, Mo., Henry P. 

Ashmeyer, paymaster, started for home and was accosted 

by two highwaymen a short distance from the plant, King’s 

highway and the Frisco railroad tracks. 

The thieves, who were masked, beat him because he de¬ 

clared he had no money, and after searching him departed 

with his pocketbook, which contained a small sum, and his 

gold watch and chain. 

It was pay day at the plant, and it is presumed that the 

robbers believed Ashmeyer would have the salaries of many 

employes who did not call for their pay. 

He fought his adversaries valiantly, but was overpowered. 

His belongings were taken from him by one of the robbers 

while the other held him prostrate on the ground. He suf¬ 

fered several scalp wounds in the fight. 

Ashmeyer lives at 3428 Vista avenue. The robbery took 

place at King’s highway and the Frisco railroad tracks. 

THE GIANT CAR MOVER. 

The M. Mitshkun Co. of Detroit, Mich., has placed upon 

the market a car mover (adjustment can be found on an¬ 

other page) which should find ready recognition among our 

readers. 

To shippers or receivers of goods in car load lots, the 

necessity for employing car movers is many times empha¬ 

sized. In switching cars, the engineman engaged in that 

duty is not invariably careful as to locality, but even when 

he is, the occasion to move the car to a more convenient 

place frequently arises, and these are the times when car 

movers are brought into requisition. The moving of a 

loaded car requires a number of men, entailing expense, but, 

by the use of a “Giant Car Mover,” one man can move any 

loaded car, even up grade, because the sliding wedge blocks 

the car and holds what the lever gains. 

The Giant Car Mover is sold direct from the manufac¬ 

turers to you (no middlemen profit to pay) at the low price 

of $3.00 each, which is only a fraction over cost of manu¬ 

facturing, with a guarantee that any malleable part broken 

within six months from date of invoice will be replaced free. 

Over 11,000 movers were shipped during 1905 and they 

have thousands of unsolicited testimonials, showing what a 

convenient tool they are around cars. 

Write for their monthly publication, “The Railway 

Equipper,” describing fully their railway specialties. 
-•- 

ALSO A BY-PRODUCT THAT YIELDS BRICKS 

AND PAVING BLOCKS. 

A plant was recently erected at Zurich, Switzerland, for 

disposing of the city garbage by burning, the heat engen¬ 

dered being utilized to manufacture electricity. The plant 

is located in the outskirts and contains twelve furnaces, 

which are capable of burning 125 tons of garbage in twenty- 

four hours. The wagons loaded with garbage are lifted by 

means of a derrick upon a platform above the furnace into 

which the garbage is dumped. As garbage, however, does 

not burn easily, an electric blower injects a strong current 

of air which has been heated by passing through flues in the 

furnace walls. 
The heat engendered is sufficient to make steam, which 

is used in the usual way to operate the dynamo. The electric 

power produced is used first for the purpose of the plant 

and to supply part of the power of the electric railroads of 

the city. Complete combustion of the garbage does not take 

place. From 30 to 40 per cent of its original weight remains 

in the form of slag. This slag, by mixing with lime, is used 

for making bricks and paving blocks. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURERS. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

804,890. Mold for the Manufacture of Cement Brick. 
William A. Shock, Huntington, Ind. Filed Apr. 29, 1905. 

Claim.—A combination in a machine or mold for the man¬ 
ufacture of cement brick, of end and side plates attached 

together at the upper margin thereof by detachable bolts or 
screws, with wedge-like projections on side and end plates, 
with removable loop pressing against wedge-like projections 
forcing side and end plates into position when pressed down¬ 
ward, with tamper-plate fitting into mold from above, with 
springs attached to side and end plates throwing lower 
edge of side and end plates outward when released by rais¬ 
ing loop, all substantially as set forth. 

80^,242. Fireproof Quartz Brick or Block. Ernst Stoff- 
ler, Zurich, Switzerland. Filed May 11, 1904. Serial No. 
207,479. 

Claim.—The herein-described process of making fireproof 
brick, which consists in mixing sand or its equivalent with 
magnesia alone as a binding material, molding the bricks, 
then hardening them with steam and then burning the hard¬ 
ened bricks. 

805,418. Mold. Robert T. Frost, Dows, Iowa. Filed 
Feb. 15, 1905. Serial No. 245,725. 

Claim.—In a mold, the combination of a base, a plurality 
of independent standards extending upwardly from the base, 
a mold-box composed of separate sides and ends to be held 
together by the standards, the cams 11 carried by the sides 
and ends to engage the standards, and the lugs 12 projected 
from the sides for co-operation with the standards to facil¬ 

itate positioning of the cams 11 with reference to said 
standards. 

804,944. Cement-Roofing-Tile-Making Machine. Alfred 
Gaspary, Markranstadt, near Leipsic, Germany. Filed Feb. 
3, 1905. Serial No. 244,030. 

Claim.—In a beating and stamping press for making 
roofing-tiles or artificial stones in which the material is 
beaten or pressed upon a beating table or mold, a beating- 

iron consisting of a narrow plate provided with a handle 
and having the contour of the tile to be formed, longitudi¬ 
nal fillets or bars also shaped to the contour of the tile and 
connected with the plate at one end, a cross-bar fixed to the 
opposite end of the fillets and a pair of guides fixed to the 
table and adapted to guide the cross-bar and with it the 
beating-iron substantially as described. 

805,702. Apparatus for Producing Vitrified Bricks, Tiles 
and Other Articles. Ralph Baggaley, Pittsburg, Pa. 

Claim.—Apparatus for the manufacture of vitrified arti¬ 
cles from slag, comprising molds means for feeding molten 
slag thereto, gravity-retained covers for said molds, and 
movable pieces adapted to press upon a portion of the slag 
in the molds and to shape the same; substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 

Apparatus for the manufacture of vitrified articles from 
slag, comprising molds adapted to receive molten slag, means 
for moving the molds in a series for a sufficiently long period 
of time to permit setting of the articles, and an annealing- 
chamber into which the articles are discharged, said anneal¬ 
ing-chamber having a sloping bottom and an opening for the 
discharge of the annealed articles; substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 

805,665. Conduit. Daniel E. Reagan, Terre Haute, Ind. 
Filed March 10, 1905. Serial No. 249,362. 

Claim.—The combination of conduit-sections having lon¬ 
gitudinal openings for the reception of the devices to be 
carried thereby and also smaller longitudinal perforations 
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parallel therewith for the reception of dowel-pins, said last- 
named perforations having wing-like recesses extending lat- 
rally therefrom, and dowel-pins the ends whereof are adapt¬ 
ed to extend into the corresponding perforations in adjacent 
ends of the conduit-sections and the wings whereon are 
adapted to enter and be received by said wing-like recesses, 
all substantially as shown and described. 

805,953. Cement-burning Kiln. Guy D. Helmick, Fort 
Russell, Wyo. Filed March 27, 1905. Serial No. 252,295. 

Claim.—The combination with a burning-furnace, of a 
regenerator located below said furnace, a spirally-descending 
flue communicating between said furnace and said regener¬ 
ator and provided with an aperture in its peripheral surface, 
a dust-collecting box adjacent said aperture, and flue connec¬ 
tions between said regenerator and said furnace for intro¬ 
ducing the returned heated air to the material being treated. 

806,672. Brick-grapple. Samuel Hunziker, Sutton, Neb. 
Filed March 24, 1905. Serial No. 251,844. 

Claim.—In a brick-grapple, the combination of an expan¬ 
sible bar, jaws pivoted to the ends of the bars, arms pro¬ 
jecting upwardly from the jaws, standards projecting up¬ 
wardly from the bar near the end portions thereof, levers 
pivoted to the standards, links connecting the levers with 
the arms of the jaws, a handle, and link-bars adjustably 
connecting the levers with the handle. 

806,312. Brick-machine Attachment. James G. Barbour, 
Canton, Ohio, assignor to the Metropolitan Brick Company, 
Canton, Ohio, a Corporation. Filed March 6, 1905. 

Claim.—In a brick-machine attachment for the purpose 
described, the combination of a casing and die, a shaft ro¬ 

tatable within the casing, and an auger mounted upon said 
shaft, a hub provided with radial bars, said hub loosely 
mounted upon the auger-shaft and located intermediate the 
forward end of the auger and at the rear of the die, substan¬ 
tially as and for the purpose specified. 

806,197. Brick-tongs. Fritz Schulz, Chicago, Ill., assign¬ 
or to the Good Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill., a Corpora¬ 
tion of Illinois. Filed Apr. 10, 1905. Serial No. 254,728. 

Claim.—A lifting-tongs comprising two L-shaped jaw 
members movable telescopically relatively to each other, a 
chain or the like secured to the jaw portion of one member 
and adapted to engage locking means on the other thereof 
to hold said members against relative movement in one 

direction and serve as fulcrums upon which said jaw por¬ 
tions turn, the interfitting portions of said members forming 
stems for actuating said jaw portions to turn the same, and 
one of said stem portions being provided between its ends 
with a fulcrum upon which the other stem turns. 

806,530. Sand-drier. Clark J. Duncan, Windber, Pa. 
Filed Sept. 6, 1905. Serial No. 277,200. 

Claim.—In an oven of the character described, the com¬ 
bination with a suitable conveyer, of a casing, said casing 

having a bottom of substantially frustrated conical shape 
and top, infusible material surrounding the bottom of said 
casing, an inner shell mounted in the bottom of said casing, 
coils of tubing supported within said inner shell, said coils 
having common stand-pipes, one of said stand-pipes com¬ 
municating with a suitable supply of steam, a tapering spout 
carried by the bottom of said casing, tubing supported within 
said spout, a water-trap, and pipes establishing communica¬ 
tion between one of said stand-pipes, said tubing and said 
water-trap, substantially as described. 
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“I like to read American advertisements. They are in 

themselves literature, and 1 can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

CONVENTIONS. 

The twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Illinois Clay 
Workers’ Association will be held at Champaign, January 

23, 24, 25th. Headquarters at the Beardsley. 

The sixth annual meeting of the Wisconsin Clay Work¬ 

ers’ Association will be held at Menominee, date not set. 

The Eighth Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic 

Society will be held in Philadelphia, Pa., February 5-6-7, 

1906. Headquarters at the Continental Hotel. 

The Twentieth Annual Meeting of the National Brick 

Manufacturers’ Association will be held in Philadelphia, 

Pa., February 7-8-9, 1906 (date of meeting). 

An ungrateful man is the meanest thing that crawls. 

A coward is a man who knows he is wrong but refuses 

to admit it. 

Clay Record—semi-monthly—one dollar for a whole 

year. Try it. 

Your ship will never come in unless you go out with a 

tug and meet it. 

While it doesn’t take any more time to be polite than 

disagreeable, the latter seems much easier to some people. 

Wise is the man who knows himself thoroughly and does 

not try to find out things about his competitors. 

The time of the meeting of the Illinois Clay Workers 

Association to be held in Champaign, Ill., Jan. 23, 24 and 

25, is rapidly drawing near and soon will be upon us. 

Everything promises an unusual attendance, and one of, if 

not, the most interesting conventions ever held. 

The program is an exceedingly comprehensive one, deal¬ 

ing with almost every subject of interest to the progressive 

and the up-to-date clay worker; and from the nature of the 

subjects and those who will present them the discussions 

will be lively and entertaining as well as profitable. 

There is every inducement to the man in the business to 

attend the convention, and he who misses it will certainly 

regret he did so, when he subsequently learns from other 

sources, after the convention, of the good things he missed. 

These annuals are no longer what they used to be in the 

years gone by—occasions for hilarious times—but have be¬ 

come the one and only opportunity occurring each year when 

men engaged in the same line of business may compare 

notes, exchange ideas, detect errors of their own in the ex¬ 

periences of others, or learn from others their mistakes and 

avoiding making in the future the same mistakes themselves. 

“A word to the wise is sufficient.” So we say, £lon’t for¬ 

get the dates of meeting, and be there. 

More than once in these columns have we had something 

to say on the subject which is the point of this editorial. 

Increased experience, wider observation thus far have 

failed to reveal the motive of the members of Boards of 

Public Works which prompts them to ignore home produc¬ 

tion, in the way of clay products, and place the contracts for 

the material elsewhere when at home as good, if not better, 

material could be obtained. 

Of course in these days when it would seem that there 

is but one thing which influences and controls, viz., graft, 

that possibly the explanation lies there, but we are weary 

of looking to “graft” as the explanation of everything which 

is irregular and objectionable and against the interests of 

industries in communities, and whether we can explain or 

solve the problem on some other ground is a matter yet to 

be determined. 

There are many people so constituted they can see noth¬ 

ing good in their own locality; this fact was noted long ago 

by one who is reported to have said that “a prophet is not 

without honor save in his own country,” and people of this 
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peculiarity, strange to say, by some hook or crook get into 

public stations and when supplies are required they look to 

and secure them from outlying districts, ignoring everything 

the home market offered which, in the majority of cases, 

was equal to if not.superior in quality and lower in price 

than that imported. 

It seems to us that in localities where such state of things 

exists there should be a mighty effort on the part of those 

affected (and not only these but public spirited men gen¬ 

erally) to arouse public sentiment to such a pitch so as to 

make it impossible or next to impossible for such things to 

happen as buying from foreign markets materials which may 

be had in the local markets. 

We noted a case in Denver, Colorado, recently where a 

quality of brick could have been bought, as a large quantity 

was made up in the full expectation of selling it, of quality 

equal to and price lower than the outside product, but the 

Board of Public Works flatly refused to buy the material, 

and, without even condescending to make a test which it 

was invited to do, went to a neighboring state and bought. 

Now if the material was not up to the standard, or if it were, 

and price obtainable elsewhere could not be met that would 

put the “shoe on the other foot” and change the question 

decidedly, but quality could have been equaled and price 

made lower, still the local concern did not get the business. 

In our opinion, public opinion and suitable regulations of 

the Boards should make this kind of injustice impossible, 

and we hope the brickmakers generally will bring about this 

state of things in the not distant future. 

WOMAN HELD TO BE NO WIDOW OF 

L. J. HOWARD. 

St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 13.—Probate Judge Crews today 

rendered a decision in the Leafgreen-Howard will contest 

to the effect that Mrs. Mary Almeda Leafgreen has no legal 

title to any portion of the $500,000 estate of Laclede J. 

Howard, wealthy fire brick manufacturer, who died intestate 

April 4, 1903. Mrs. Leafgreen sued for a widow’s share of 

the estate, claiming that she married Howard at Decatur, 

Ill., in 1883 and that he was then known as Charley How¬ 

ard, a cigar-maker. 

Mrs. Leafgreen’s suit was filed May 12, 1905, but did not 

come to trial until December last. About two weeks were 

occupied in the trial and more than sixty witnesses were 

examined. Evidence was introduced to show that the How¬ 

ard married to Mrs. Leafgreen was Thomas Jefferson Miller, 

now mayor of Turnwater, Wash., and his deposition was 

read to this effect. Counsel for Mrs. Leafgreen said after 

the decision that the case would be appealed to the circuit 

court. 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

Wm. Buchholz has begun action against the Wooster (O.) 

Shale Brick & Clay Co. to recover on two notes given by 

W. C. Yost as president of the company. 

R. C. McLean, of the West & McLean Brick Co., Alle¬ 

ghany, Pa., says the company is not a bankrupt and claims 

that his partners deceived him. 

Ole Rudd, a Norwegian employed at the plant of the 

United States Brick Corporation, Michigan City, Ind., was 

badly scalded about the face by coming in contact with a 

rush of steam from the boiler. 

Adam Lynn, an employe of the new brick and tile plant 

at Fairfield, la., fell 20 feet and was badly hurt. He is 

still alive, but helpless. 

A petition asking that the Laurel (Md.) Clay Products 

Co. be declared bankrupt has been filed in the district 

supreme court by several of the officers of the company. 

The Great Western Railroad Co. has brought suit against 

the Lehigh (la.) Clay Works for the recovery of money 

withheld by fraudulently misrepresented weights. 

The Manitowoc (Wis.) Clay Co. has filed notice of an 

appeal from the award of $7,500 made by the appraisers for 

the C. & N. W. Ry. cutting through their property. 

The supreme court confirmed the sale of the property of 

the Great Northern Clay Co., Ballard, Wash. The original 

application was brought by Robert Nesbitt and upon his 

application J. E. Ballou was appointed receiver. After sev¬ 

eral months he resigned and A. L. Brown was appointed. 

William Halls, Jr., of New York, bought in the plant of 

the Ferguson Brick Co., Troy, N. Y., for the mortgage plus 

$500. 

While lighting a fire in the kiln of the Enterprise Brick 

Co., St. Louis, Mo., Mark Fisher caught fire and was burned 

so that he died a few hours later. 

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

The entire plant of the Natchez (Miss.) Brick Mfg. Com¬ 

pany was lost by fire. Loss, $20,000. No insurance. Ori¬ 

gin unknown. 

The Dickinson (N. Dak.) Fire Brick & Pressed Brick 

Co.’s machinery building was completely destroyed by fire, 

causing a loss of $2,000. No insurance. 

The dry kilns of the Arkansas Brick and Mfg. Co., at 

Little Rock, were destroyed by fire, causing a loss of $3,000. 

The office of the Olive Hill (Ky.) Fire Brick Company 

burned and caused a loss of $10,000. 

The brick plant of Ingram & Co., one mile south of New 

Brighton, Pa., was badly damaged by fire. The loss will be 

$6,000, with $2,000 insurance. Robt. R. Ingram of Alle¬ 

ghany, is the principal owner. The plant will be rebuilt at 

once. 

Mrs. L. B. Kerwood, Ballard, Wash., is trying to estab¬ 

lish a pottery in that city. 
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TIES MADE OF CLAY. 

Since the concrete tie has demonstrated its durability under 

conditions of severe traffic inventors are coming forward 

with numerous other substitutes for the oak tie, which, it is 

universally admitted, is becoming seriously scarce. 

The latest claimant for honor in this field is an Indiana 

man, who proposes a vitrified clay tie made in two pieces, 

connected by a steel rod. The blocks are made preferably 

about 30 inches in length, eight inches in width and six 

and a half inches thick. Recesses are provided in the top 

of the block to receive the steel bolts, which engaged with 

the rail, and which are to be secured in place by grouting 

with lead, sulphur or some similar binding material, which 

would be poured into the receptacles. 

It is asserted that such a tie can be manufactured for less 

than the present cost of an oak tie. 

THE RAILROAD COMPANY WILL WORK UP 

THE INDUSTRY. 

The Frisco railroad company is taking up the clay indus¬ 

try along its lines and is devoting a great deal of time to the 

development of the industry. They realize that the industry 

is not only growing rapidly, but the center of the industry 

is moving west. The Brazil field, the largest of them all, 

was responsible for the change of base and the interest that 

now centers around the industry. The Frisco people have 

had a number of clay experts here lately looking into our 

resources, and express themselves as both surprised and 

pleased with the outlook. They all agree that the character 

of the clays and shales here are superior to that of any 

other field, which means that they will devote a large pro¬ 

portion of their efforts to this field. There are other clay 

fields along their lines, but that of this section is by a long 

shot the best of them all. When the Frisco attempts any¬ 

thing it is done thoroughly, and we expect to profit hand¬ 

somely by their interest in the industry. 
-- 

GAS BELT ASSOCIATION OF BRICK PLANTS 

HOLD ANNUAL MEETING. 

The brick plants of the Kansas gas belt, organized into 

association, held its annual meeting at Independence, Kan¬ 

sas, the 6th, and besides the routing of business elected, or 

rather re-elected, the following officers: 

President—J. J. Amos, Humboldt. 
Vice-President—R. Nesch, Pittsburg. 
Secretary—E. R. Dick, Coffeyville. 
Treasurer—A. W. Shultis, Independence. 

Executive Committee—J. J. Amos, E. R. Dick, E. R. 
Dickinson, Cherryvale; B. E. La Dow, Fredonia; A. C. 
Stitch, Independence; F. E. Schumard, Cherryvale. 

It was recommended that the common brick henceforth 

be made the following uniform size: 2^x3^x8j4> 

The association is now composed as originally of 26 plants. 

As regards the proposed merger of all the brick plants of 

the gas belt, we are informed that the option on these plants 

has been extended from January 1, 1906. to March 31, 1906. 

HEAVY REFRACTORY BRICK ORDERS. 

The Harbison-Walker Refractories Company, Pittsburgh, 

Pa., reports the demand for its products as very large and 

constantly increasing. Some of the larger contracts on 

which it is now shipping or which it has recently completed 

are as follows: Blast furnaces and stoves: Brick for com¬ 

plete lining for pipe connections, boiler settings, etc., one 

blast furnace and four stoves, Midland, Pa.; for two blast 

furnaces and eight stoves, Youngstown, Ohio; for one blast 

furnace and four stoves, Chicago, Ill.; for three complete 

furnace linings, Sydney, Nova Scotia; for two complete 

furnace linings each to Bethlehem, Pa., and Buffalo, N. Y.; 

for one complete furnace lining, Wharton, N. J.; Detroit, 

M(ich.; Canal Dover, Ohio; Sharpsville, Pa., and Harris¬ 

burg, Pa., and for complete linings for nine stoves to an 

Eastern iron company. These orders call for approximately 

17,125,000 brick. Beehive Coke Ovens: 1,700,000 brick for 

the Territory of New Mexico, 1,000,000 for the Connells- 

ville Basin Coal & Coke Company, 700,000 for the West 

Virginia Coal & Coke Company, 200,000 for the Perry 

Coke Company, and 1,000,000 for the Washington Coal & 

Coke Company. By-product Coke Ovens: 2,500,000 brick 

for the Harrisburg district. Many orders have been received 

from cement manufacturers, including one for complete lin¬ 

ings for 15 rotary kilns for Kansas and Texas. 

The company is also experiencing an exceedingly large 

demand for silica brick for open hearth steel furnaces, glass 

furnaces, copper furnaces, etc., and for magnesite and 

chrome brick from open hearth steel works, copper works, 

etc., and also a large run of carload orders from regular 

consumers for all classes of refractory materials. As con¬ 

tracts for refractory material are usually placed considerably 

in advance of the date of completion of plants the Harbison- 

Walker Refractories Company is in a favorable position 

to judge of the possibilities and prospects for the future. 

The very large demand for such material is considered an 

excellent indication of an active state of business for some 

time to come. 

MR. MICHEL CHANGES HIS BASE. 

Mr. A. Eugene Michel is now with the Geo. H. Gibson 
Co., Advertising Engineers, Park Row Bldg., New York 
City, having resigned at Assistant Advertising Manager of 
the Standard Paint Co. Mr. Michel is a graduate of Rose 
Polytechnic Institute and his professional experience in¬ 
cludes : two years in the Engineering Department of the 
Diamond Chain Works of the Federal Manufacturing Co., 
charge of the Testing Department of the Ewart Mfg. Co., 
and the Assistant Managership of the Department of Pub¬ 
licity of the International Steam Pump Co. under Mr. Gib¬ 
son. The Geo. H. Gibson Co. writes and conducts the ad¬ 
vertising of a number of engineering concerns, but is not 
an advertising agency in the usual sense of the term, that 
is, it does not deal in advertising space or material, nor does 
it receive commissions from the papers. With the acces¬ 
sion of Mr. Michel its staff of writers now includes three 
engineers who have had extensive practical experience in 
civil, mechanical, electrical and mining engineering and en¬ 
gineering journalism. 
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HUDSON RIVER BRICKMAKERS MAKE EARLY 

RENTALS WITH GREAT EAGERNESS. 

Never before in the history of the brick business has such 

keen anxiety and eagerness to secure brickmaking plants 

by those identified with the business been witnessed as is 

now in evidence. Notwithstanding that the conditions which 

have prevailed for the past two years, the spirit of harmony 

existing between all departments of the trades, iron work¬ 

ers, etc., seem to be giving away to a feeling of dissatis¬ 

faction, at least that is becoming quite strained over the 

action of the Housesmiths’ Union in New York city, the 

brickmakers give no thought to anything but pleasant 

conditions. Not a man identified with the trade can see any¬ 

thing except the most glorious prospects for the next few 

years, and visions of a lifetime’s competence is so fasci¬ 

nating as to be irresistible. Consequently there is a rush 

to secure brickmaking plants unparalleled in the history of 

the trade. 
During the last few weeks many changes are being an¬ 

nounced. It is from three to six months ahead of the reg¬ 

ular brickyard renting season, and this shows conclusively 

the desire to get in the business. As a result, some anecdotes 

are creeping out. 
Something about five years ago when Reilly and Nichol¬ 

son occupied one of the Eckerson yards, at Haverstraw, they 

were very tardy in making their lease, and as the brick¬ 

making season was then about to open, they were rather 

surprised when William Levy and his partner, John O’Brien, 

slid in underneath them and made a five-year lease, cut¬ 

ting them off one of the Nicholson yards. Mr. 

Nicholson is now reported to have turned the tables and 

has rented from the Eckersons the yard recently operated 

by Levy & O’Brien, shutting them out entirely. There is a 

report in circulation that Messrs. Levy & O’Brien have 

secured the option or lease of a piece of property in the 

vicinity of Saugerties. 

The DeNoyelles are to operate the big river yard entirely 

another year, thus forcing out the Bennetts, who in turn 

are reported to have leased the Gillies yard, recently pur¬ 

chased by the Messrs. Eckerson. 

Mr. P. J. Lynch is reported to have secured a lease of 

the yard lately operated by Tanney & Coyne, who began 

business pretty late in 1904, owing to the flooding of the 

big Eckerson bank, but who were fortunate enough to be 

in the big boom of the last two years and have realized a 

comfortable little fortune. 

John Reilly, formerly of the Reilly & Nicholson firm, is 

reported to have rented the Island yard near Grassy Point, 

which has been idle for fifteen years or more, having been 

practically abandoned, as it was claimed the clay was ex¬ 

hausted. This yard now belongs to the Lilbum estate and 

the material will be secured west of the railroad. 

The Messrs. Nicholson will operate their other yard on 

the Eckerson property. 
-- 

Dewitt Rowell, Mathiston, Miss., will establish a plant for 

the manufacture of brick. 

THE WONDER MACHINERY CATALOGUE 

Catalogue No. 20 of the Wallace Manufacturing Co. of 

Frankfort, Ind., is just off the press. Like the previous adver¬ 

tising this one is attractive and complete. It illustrates sev¬ 

eral of the machines in such a way that the inner construc¬ 

tion principles are seen at a glance. This Wonder family is 

growing. There are now four of them, The Zenith Won¬ 

der, Big Wonder, Intermediate Wonder and Little Wonder. 

The cutting tables are also of several sizes and are for the 

making of brick, tile or hollow blocks. The pug mills and 

rolls, dry pans, elevators, trucks and barrows are all splen¬ 

didly illustrated so that one carl readily see just what one 

will suit his purpose. Write to them and mention The Clay 

Record if you are interested. 

TILE MANUFACTURERS CANNOT GET CARS. 

Drain tile manufacturers of Indiana are complaining of a 

shortage of cars, and so long as they are unable to fill orders 

on account of lack of cars they assert there is no reason 

to think about increasing prices, even if an advance were 

intended. The tile men said they must have cars, and that 

the most important matter before the annual meeting was to 

devise ways and means to obtain cars. 

EMPLOYE OF BRICK WORKS LOSES WEALTH 
IN A CLAY PAN. 

Russah Nikkoley, a foreigner employed at the brick plant 

of the A. F. Smith Company, New Brighton, Pa., recently 

suffered financial loss in rather a strange manner. Nikkoley 

is employed at the shop in feeding the pan that puts clay 

into the crusher, and at about 10 a. m. ran excitedly to the 

foreman and declared that he had been robbed. 

So worked up was the man that the machinery was closed 

down and a search was made. The machinery was exami¬ 

ned, and in the crusher several pieces of battered money 

were found and sticking to the side of the machine was 

found a paper dollar. 

Nikkoley says he had $160 in his pocket when he started 

to work. The money either fell out of his pocket or was 

accidentally pulled out, and fell into the machinery. 

BEST GRADES ARE BRINGING $10.50 PER 
THOUSAND IN NEW YORK. 

Hudson river brick are bringing $10.50 per M for the 

best grades to the open wholesale market, the highest price 

since 1882, when common hards sold in April for $10.50 

per M, and in the early part of May for $11 by the cargo 

afloat. The record prices were those paid in the year 1866 

following the Civil war, when common brick sold for $18 

per M by the cargo, but gold was then at a premium. 

President Hammond of the Hudson River Brick Manu¬ 

facturers’ Association remembers distinctly that the price of 

brick delivered in Broome street that year was $20. At this 

time last year good brick were selling for an average of 

$7.87, but the ten dollar mark was touched before the water 

closed. The owners of brick yards along the Hudson river 

have veritable gold mines. 
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SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

The Lehigh Granite Brick Company, Phillipsburg, Pa., 

has been incorporated with $50,000 capital stock. Incor¬ 

porators : Howard E. Seyfried, Nazareth, Pa.; Henry Wentz, 

Frank C. Wolfe and Robt. F. Wentz, Allentown, Pa. 

The Luckey (O.) Hydrated Lime Co. has been incorpor¬ 

ated with $50,000 capital stock by George B. Christian, 

N. B. Eddy, J. F. Dombaugh and J. M. Stone. 

The Carver Bros., Britten, S. Dak., will put in a brick 

plant on their farm near town. 

The Savannah (Ga.) Sand-Lime Brick Co., will increase 

their capital stock from $30,000 to $40,000 and double the 

capacity of the plant at Eden. The office is in the Provident 

Building, at Savannah. 

The Florida White Brick Co., Jacksonville, Fla., is arrang¬ 

ing to install especially built mixers and machinery and will 

increase the present capacity, which is 40,000 brick daily. 

Geo. P. Doeker is the general manager. 

Frank Stehm, 310 Crocker Building, Des Moines, la., will 

be the superintendent of a new cement brick and tile plant 

that will be located there. 

C. B. Ebert, of Chicago, is now with the American Sand¬ 

stone Brick Machinery Co., of Saginaw, Mich. 

Col. E. A. Forbes and associates, Marysville, Cal., will 

build a plant for the manufacture of sand-lime brick under 

patents recently purchased. 

The Intermountain Building Material Co., Boise, Idaho, 

incorporated with $36,000 capital stock, will succeed to the 

business that was to have been started by the Boise Sand- 

Lime Brick Co. The incorporators are: Robert Aikman, 

G. B. Rogers, Thos. McMillary, D. O. Stevenson, J. W. 

McLain and J. F. Koelsch. 

The Frankfort (Ind.) Brick & Con. Co. will add a cement 

block plant to the works. 

The Sioux Falls (S. Dak.) Pressed Brick Co. has decided 

to shut down and make some improvements to their plant 

which will take to March 1st. They can’t supply the de¬ 

mand. 

Andrew Smith has bought the entire holdings of the 

stockholders in the Hydraulic White Brick Co., at Wil¬ 

mington, N. C. He will continue the business and later will 

make some improvements. 

The International Sand Lime Brick & Machinery Co., 

New York, has been incorporated with $100,000 capital 

stock by John F. Cloonan, J. A. Byrne and Arthur McCaus- 

land, who are the directors. 

New York Concrete Block, Sand-Lime & Brick Co. has 

been incorporated with $15,000 capital stock. Incorporators: 

Wm. C. Foster, Benjamin Merklen, Jr., and Robt C. Boker- 

han. 

The Princeton (W. Va.) Brick & Lumber Co. are in the 

market for machinery for the making of cement blocks. 

The J. L. Roark Estate, Greenville, Ky., are in the mar¬ 

ket for machinery for making concrete blocks. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

The Brook (Ind.) Terra Cotta, Tile & Brick Co. has in¬ 

creased its capital stock from $30,000 to $75,000. John M. 

Haynes, president; Lawrence E. Lyons, secretary. 

The Killian (S. C.) Tile Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $25,000 capital stock. The officers are: T. M. Waring, 

president and treasurer, and H. F. Hayne, secretary. 

H. M. Kaninsky and Samuel Butters of Boston, Mass., 

have bought the plant of the Fiske Brick Co. at Dover Point, 

N. H., which they are dismantling. 

Judge Joseph Rea, Savannah, Mo., is still engaged in 

investigating the quality of the clay on his farm and the 

kind of machinery to handle the clay. 

The American Vitreous Stone Co., Clementon, N. J., has 

been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock to manufac¬ 

ture brick, artificial and natural stone. Incorporators: Ar¬ 

thur M. Hay, Charles B. and Herbert J. Rockwell. 

The Champion Brick Co., Baltimore, Md., has increased 

its capital stock from $60,000 to $100,000. 

Murray Brothers, Pittsburg, Pa., sewerpipe makers, with 

capitalists from St. Louis, Kansas City and Denver, Colo., 

are considering the building of a large sewer pipe plant at 

the latter city. 

Pierce Crockett, Abingdon, Va., will be in the market 

for brick machinery. 

The Hancock Brick & Tile Co., Findlay, O., is building 

a plant at Hamler, O., which was necessary to keep up 

with its orders. 

G. W. Isenhour of Spencer, N. C., will install a plant at 

Whitney, having just received a contract for 5,000,000 

brick. 

Burroughs & Mankin, brick manufacturers at Richmond, 

Va., has bought machinery to increase the capacity of their 

plant. 

The Haeger Brick & Tile Works at Dundee, Ill., are to 

be greatly increased in capacity. The demand exceeded the 

capacity of the increased output this year. 

C. W. Darden, Franklin, Va., wants the catalogues and 

information about brick machinery. 

In the last issue of the Clay Record we described the 

machinery of the Egg Harbor Brick Mfg. Co., Egg Harbor 

City, N. J., and was mistaken in the make of the brick 

machine and cutter used. It should have said that this 

machinery was made and furnished by the Chambers Broth¬ 

ers Company of Philadelphia, Penna. 

The Schneider Brick Co., of Detroit, Mich., have placed 

contracts with the Henry Martin Brick M'achine Mfg. Co., 

of Lancaster, Pa., covering the latest improved “Martin” 

system of handling and drying soft mud brick, of 35,000 

daily capacity. 

Edward Brock, Beaumont, Texas, is desirous of cor¬ 

responding with manufacturers of machinery, etc., pertain¬ 

ing to preparing and manufacturing Kaolin and Fuller’s 

earth. 
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Mlartin Rogers, Arcanum, Ohio, who has been running his 
brick and tile plant for 20 years, would sell or trade same 
for a farm and retire. 

D. W. Jeter, Macon, Ga., wants to correspond with mak¬ 
ers of machinery for the manufacture of jugs and flower 
pots. 

W. F. Mitchell, Des Moines, la., is at the head of a move¬ 
ment to form a stock company with building contractors to 
build a building brick plant. 

The New Jersey Terra Cotta Works, Perth Amboy, N. 
J., gave to their employes, numbering 150, from $5 to $20 
each for a Christmas present. 

The Edmonton (Alberta) Pressed Brick Co. is now add¬ 
ing a dry pressed brick machine to their plant, making a 
combination plant, both stiff mud and dry press. 

The Orchard Knob Clay Works, Ironton, Ohio, will dou¬ 
ble the capacity of their plant by building four new kilns, 
adding a dry pan, a tunnel dryer and steam power for con¬ 
veying the clay. 

The Fond du Lac (Wis.) Pressed Brick Co. at its last 
directors’ meeting decided to double the capacity of the plant 
by adding a new machine and a pulverizer and a 150 h. p. 
steam plant. 

The Utica Pressed Brick Co. has secured land and let 
contracts to build its plant on same at Canastota, N. Y., on 
the Lehigh Valley railroad. 

Another company has been organized to make brick and 
tile at Kellogg, Iowa. 

About fifty Bohemian architects, contractors and builders 

of Chicago have organized a $100,000 brick company and 
have secured forty acres of land at Chicago Heights, Ill., 
just southeast of the new plant of the National Brick Co. 

The Horseheads (N. Y.) Brick Co. has closed a contract 
with New York parties for the delivery of 7,000,000 brick. 

C. W. Goldner is now the superintendent of the brick 
and pottery plant being erected by Peter E. Iler at 2nd and 
Hickory streets, Omaha, Nebr. 

The American Brick Mfg. Co., Wilmington, Del., has 

been incorporated with $250,000 capital stock. The incor¬ 
porators are all from Wilmington. 

The Denison (Texas) & Sherman Pressed Brick Co. has 
been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock. Incorporators : 
R. E. Krueger, J. C. King and John Windsheimer, all of 
Sherman. 

• 

The General Fireproof Construction Co., Buffalo, N. Y., 
has been incorporated to manufacture brick, tile, cement and 
earthern products. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators: C. E. 
Green, of Buffalo; Thomas Shannon and John B. Sheridan, 
of Cleveland, O. ■ 

The Kensington Brick Cc., Berlin, Ct., has been incor¬ 
porated with $25,000 capital bv John Carbo, E. S. Bagley, 
M. N. Napli. Anton Napli and John McDonald. 

The American Roof & Tile Co. has been incorporated at 
Charlotte, N. C., with $200,000 capital stock by R. A. Dunn, 
William C. White and F. M. Sawyer. 

The Middleton (N. S.) Clay Working Co., Ltd., has 
been organized with $10,000 capital stock. The officers 
are: W. B. Ross, president; L. E. Shaw, manager and sec¬ 
retary. 

The main office of the Karthaus (Pa.) Fire Brick Co. 
has been moved from Lock Haven to the works. P. L. 
Knecht, secretary and treasurer, resigned, and D. I. McNaul 
elected in his place. 

W. H. Henry, of North Carolina, will open up a brick 
yard in the spring at Radford, Va., that will make 13,000,- 
000 brick annually. 

Two Portland, Ore., men have leased a brick plant at 
Oroville, Butte Co., Cal.,.and will erect an up-to-date brick 
making plant to cost $10,000. 

H. A. Hege and W. N. Kinney, Lexington, N. C., have 
formed a partnership and will engage in the manufacture 
of brick. 

Williamson, Hedgecock & Fontaine, Martinsville, Va., 
has been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock. E. L. Wil¬ 
liamson is president; J. A. Hedgecock, vice-president and 
manager. 

Philip Burns, Marysville, O., will establish a new brick 
and tile works in the spring. It will cost $15,000. 

J. M. Lackey, Lincolnton, N. C., is in the market for 
brick-making machinery for a 50,000 daily capacity plant. 

The Jenkins Brick Co., Wetumpka, Ala., has been incor¬ 
porated with $75,000 capital stock. Hie incorporators are 
W. L. Lancaster, Frank W. Lull, and others. 

The Saco (Maine) Brick Co. has been incorporated with 
$50,000 capital stock. Officers, John Hearne, president; J. 
A. Durgin, treasurer, and T. A. Marston, clerk. 

The. citizens of Crisp, Texas, are organizing a company 
with $25,000 capital to install a brick plant at that place. 

Julius Gobeaux, the Everett (Wash.) pottery man, ex¬ 
pects in a short time to open up a brick plant there that 
will cost $25,000. Others are interested with him. 

The Duke-Success Machinery Co., Memphis, Tenn., has 
been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock. The company 
will absorb the J. G. Duke Machine Works. Frank H. Reid 
is president; J. G. Duke, vice-president; Ernest B. Merry, 
treasurer; Thos. L. Le Malta, manager, and Joseph Town¬ 

send, secretary. Mr. Reid is president of the Success Brick 
Machinery Co. and the South Memphis Brick Co. 

The Glasgow (Ivy.) Brick Co. has been incorporated with 
$10,000 capital stock. The business was inaugurated a year 
ago and has been a paying venture. The plant will be en¬ 

larged. 

The Ivatterjohn Brick Co., Paducah, Kv., has been in¬ 

corporated with $50,000 capital stock by H. W., T. W., F. 
W., G. W. and H. A. Tvatterjohn. 
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CLAY LAND FOR LEASE. 

On a 32 acre farm, 4 miles west of Macomb, Ill., 
containing 20 acres of a 10-foot vein of fine pottery 
clay, a 5x10 foot shaft in good repair at same. Will 
lease from one to ten years or longer at 10 cents per 
ton, weighed on ground and settled for monthly. 
Company to have access to any part of land for 
mining and digging clay. Alsoa vein of coal 25 to 30 
feet below the clay to lease at )4 cent per bushel. 
For further particulars address 

milton McDonald, 
Lock Box 39 P. R. 5, Colchester, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
One complete brick yard plant, consisting of boil¬ 

er and engine, stiff mud machine, rolls, automatic 
cut off, shifting pulleys, belting. Complete equip¬ 
ment for a 25,000 capacity plant. A bargain if sold 
at once. 

WM. W. THIRLBY, 
Traverse City, Mich. 

WANTED 
A man to take charge and manage a brick and 

tile plant. He must thoroughly understand 
machinery, setting brick and drain tile and burning 
same. The plant is engaged in manufacturing stiff 
mud brick, dry pressed brick and drain tile. A 
permanent position to the right man. State age, 
experience, salary expected and full particulars. 
Prompt action required. Address. 

FACTORY, 
Care, Clay Record. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa¬ 
tion address 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
Freese Combination Brick Machine, 30.000 brick 

capacity, side-cut board delivery table, 60 horse- 
po*er Tubular Boiler, 50 horse-power Engine, 11,000 
three-slat 10x36 pine Pllets, Trucks and Barrows. 
All in good condition. Will sell separate or whole. 
Address JOHN POEHLEIN, 

1600)4 18th St., Louisville, Ky. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 25,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention 

TERRA HAUTE PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute. Ind. 

WANTED. 
Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 

tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 
T, care Clay Record, 

Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
For sale, reasonable, in condition— 

One 5x18 foot Horizontal Tubular Boiler. 
One No. 20A Penfleld Hollow Brick Machine. 
One 14 foot Pug Mill. 
One Disintegrator, 
One 40 foot Clay Conveyor, with 20 foot belt. 
Forty Fire-proofing Dies, with two extensions, 

pullys, clutches and belting. 
Reasons for sale, are making different ware. 

R. 611, W. 51st St.. 
New York City. 

BRICK PLANT FOR SALE 
For Sale—$20,000 00 will purchase an active in¬ 

terest in a well established and profitable Fire Brick 
and Paving Brick manufactory located in the Flint 
Clay District of Kentucky. Good position open to 
purchaser. Splendid opportunity for a good man. 

Address, E, care of Clay Recrod, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One Lehman Slumming Machine, One Garden City 

Double Fan, in use only 60 days. Write for prices 
etc. to J. R. VAN BUREN & CO. 

Griswoldville, Ga. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
One of the best pressed brick pl.nts in Colorado. 

Modern Machinery in perfect order, abundances of 
clay. Conveniently located for both city delivery 
and shipping. Splendid market for product, with 
large orders on hand A rare opportunity for a 
brickmaker. Inquiries solicited Address 

COLORADO, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

Matchin?n? For 

FOR SALE 
Two Wiles Soft Mud Steam Power Brick Machines. 

Two Tempering Wheels for horses. 40 h p. Boiler. 
30 h p Engine. 5 or 6 Trucks. All necessary Belt 
and Shafting. Also about 500 feet light Steel Rails 
with Switches. Everything in good working order. 
Will sell cheap as we have started an in-door yard. 

E. T & IRVING HAND, 
Plainfield, N.J. 

FOR SALE 
One Komnick 1000 to 1200 per hour sand-lime 

Brick Press in good condition. Was replaced with 
larger capacity press, same make. Inquire of the 

SAUINAW SANDSTONE BRICK CO. 
Saginaw. Mich. 

FOR SALE. 
50 rack cars for 82 inch pallets, capacity 432 brick; 

track gauge 24 inches. 
Also 55 flat, cars for soft mud brick, with foot pallets 
Track gauge 25 Inches. 

Both styles of cars in first-class repair. 
ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT,” 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of various gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x34 inches. Addret-s 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, III. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One second-hand Chandler & Taylor 80 horse¬ 

power Horizontal Tubular Boiler, 60 Inch diameter 
by 6 feet long, with full flush front. 

AMERICAN CLAY MACHINERY CO. 
Bucyrus, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 70 horse power Frost Tubular Boiler, one 45 

horse power Frost Slide Valve Engine. In good con¬ 
dition, will sell cheap as we have changed to electric 
power. 
CENTERVILLE BRICK & CONSTRUCTION CO. 

Centerville, Iowa 

WANTED. 
An experienced and competent brickmaker to 

take charge of soft mud plant near Cincinnati. 
State experience, references and wages expected. 

GENERAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO. 
24 State St,, New York. 

BRICK PLANT FOR SALE. 
Splendid Chance for Contractor. 

One of the finest, most modern brick plants for 
sale in southern part of Central Illinois. Live 
growing city, good prices, making money. Dry 
press, built in. 1904. Best of reasons for selling. 
Price $25,000, if taken at once. Address 

ILLINOIS, care Clay Record. 

Paper Joggei-8 quo'ed. 
R A. HART. 41 White St., 

Ho betf~r imfe, rut t'oir 
S3 and $10, U 

4 Wheel, $3 00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers 

BATTLE CREEK. f.lKH 

FOR SALE. 
Up-to-date brick plant with Creager machinery, 

in prosperous city of 15 000 inhabitnnts. in Southern 
Illinois. Good residence and farm of 40 acres at¬ 
tached to plant. Splendid opportunity. Only plant 
in city. Address 

H. H., care Clay Recor , Chicago. 

CARS WANTED. 
Two transfer, two flat and two turntables, 24 inch 

guage. Sander wanted also. 
E. T. & IRVING HAND. 

Plainfield. N. J. 

MACHINERY FOR SALE. 
One new steam iron Quaker soft-mud brick ma¬ 

chine, bought of the Wellington Machine Co. Sev¬ 
enteen iron bound molds, one dump table, all new;, 
never been used. Capacity 80,000 per day. Address 

G. W. NICHOLS, 
Stock bridge, Mich. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Position as manager of brick or tile plant, by an 

experienced mao. Can build a complete up-to-date 
plant and operate it successfully. Address 

UP-TO DATE, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 8 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections. 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. C. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines. from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery Is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1782 Powers St.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 

PALLETS WANTED. 
Wanted 3500 all steel foot pallets, 36 in. long by 

10)4 in. wice by 3^4 high. Stategaugeof steel, width 
of foot and general detail". 

FAYETTE FIRE BRICK CO. 
Uniontown, Pa. 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
One Barnhard Style “B" Marion Shovel. Good 

condition. Large enough to dig Clay for 100,000 brick 
in 8 hours. Apply at 

ILLINOIS BRICK CO. 
915 Chamber of Commerce, Chicago 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANtE FOR A GOOD 
FARM. 

$16,000 brick plant, clearing $6,370.40 yearly. Good 
reason for offering for sale. 

Box 761, Muncie, Ind. 

FOR SALE. 
The Newport brick and Tile plant at Newport, 

Indiana. Address 
JOHN RICHARDSON, Receiver. 

WANTED. 
A man to superintend the manufacture of brick 

by the dry process. Must understand machinery; 
also the setting and burning of brick. State age, 
experience, salary expected and give references. 
Address NEWMAN, 

Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
With experience in modern brick making. Ma* 

terial suitable for fire, face, enamel or paving brick. 
Good proposition for a hustler with some money to- 
invest. I or particulars address 

W. P. ALLEN, 
Enterprise, Kansas. 
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A REPORT OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH AN¬ 

NUAL MEETING OF THE ILLINOIS 

CLAYWORKERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

The twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Illinois Clay Workers’ 
Association, its enrollment showing an increase in membership of 
20 per cent above that of the preceding year, was called to order by 
its president, Mr. John W. Stipes, in Elks’ Auditorium, Champaign, 
at 2:30 p. m., Tuesday, January 23, 1906. 

The meeting was opened by an announcement from the president 
that owing to sickness in the family of His Honor, S. A. Blaine, 
mayor of Champaign, it was deemed inexpedient for him to be 
present to deliver the address of welcome; that it was his great 
pleasure however, to introduce Mr. John R. Trevitt, who would 
fulfill this function in place of the mayor. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

Our mayor had promised himself this pleasure, but he has been 
unavoidably detained, and has requested me, upon his behalf and in 
behalf of all our citizens, to extend to you a welcome. I don’t know 
that I need say to you that we take considerable pride in the fact 
that you have chosen our city for a second meeting. We think you 
must have a kindly feeling toward us at least. 

It is the wish of our mayor, as it is the wish of all of us, that 
you have not only a profitable time—and that, of course, you will 
attend to yourselves—but that your visit or stay with us shall be 
pleasant in all respects. I know that our mayor intended to extend 
to you the entire freedom of the city, otherwise he would not have 
sent his police commissioner here to welcome you. (Laughter.) 

Your president has given me permission to tell you just why the 
mayor is not here. The facts are these: Our mayor is a very 
ardent Republican, and a great admirer of President Roosevelt, and 
since the president issued his dictum in regard to race suicide there 
has been lots of business around at the mayor’s house. (Laughter 
and applause.) 

It is our wish that every convenience and courtesy, every facility 
and opportunity for pleasure be extended to you, and if anything is 
overlooked or anything lacking, it is the fault of your worthy presi¬ 
dent. (Laughter.) The fact of the business is that Mr. Stipes prac¬ 
tically owns this city, and he has anything that he is disposed to ask 
for. He started in here years ago in the tile business. He drained 
all the water off our farms around here, and all the money out of 
the pockets of the farmers. Then he started into the brick business, 
and put up these brick buildings around here, and pretty thoroughly 
covered our streets with pavement, and incidentally he has covered 
all our property with bonds, and is recognized as one of the “mil¬ 
lionaires” of the city. (Laughter and applause.) 

I don’t know much about the clay workers’ business, and I cannot 
say much to you on that line. All I know about it is what my friend 
has said to one of your members a while ago: “Dig up money 
enough to pay to register among the brick and tile people and be¬ 
come a clay worker.” (Laughter.) 

The first clay worker I remember about was Pharaoh, and I be¬ 
lieve he had some trouble in his business. He was in the brick line, 
and his people went on strike because he quit furnishing the straw. 
Moses was a kind of walking delegate, and he made lots of trouble 
for the old man—I presume you have troubles also in that way. 
(Laughter.) 

But really, the tile business has been the means of redeeming our 
territory here from swamps and changing it into productive, rich 
farm lands, so that our section has become one of the wealthiest, in 

the state. 
If the price of lumber keeps going up, we will have to depend 

upon the brick men for residences and business structures, so that 
our good wishes are with you for all of your efforts in the brick 
line—and the other, too, I suppose, although I don’t know anything 

about the other part of it. 
I hope you will come again. We don’t want to be selfish, but 

wouldn’t mind if you would make this your headquarters for all 

future meetings. (Applause.) 

PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS. 

My friends, you are aware that it is written in the good book, 
“To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose under 
the heaven.” A time to weep, and a time to laugh. A time to 
mourn, and a time to dance. A time to break down, and a time to 
build up. One year ago you had your time to laugh when you made 
choice of me to pose as president of this association. I had my 
time to mourn for a whole year—mourned that men whom I had 
learned to love because of their many excellent qualities should 
unpremeditatedly act so unwisely. But, gentlemen, believing that 
you, too, sorrow for your one rash act and are now penitent, I 
forgive you, knowing if prosperity attend our labors it must be a 
harmonious working together with our combined wisdom for the 

best end. 
In point of time our organization is yet young, yet to us who are 

so firmly wedded to its grand purposes and aims, its strides have 
been magnificent. And the past twelve months cannot be noted as 
exceptional. Our friends and helpmates, the “Clay Worker,” ‘ Clay 
Record” and “Brick,” have not only had a watchful eye upon us in 
our individual capacity, but have gathered and disseminated,-* 1 so that 
in point of useful facts the association today is as one man, and 
we are again ready in our fraternal organized capacity to commend, 
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criticise or condemn. And then with a zeal consistent with the 

purposes of our organization we must go forward. 

I would like to pause here, and if I were competent to do so, 

take up the individual items of work that were planned a year ago 

and trace the progressive steps that have been made. But in doing 

this I would trespass on the fields of work assigned to the various 

committees, from whom we shall hear in the proper order of 

business. 

And while I have many things that I would like to say pertaining 

to the details of our common work, courtesy demands that I defer 

to you who are older and wiser than I. Yet there are, in my 

opinion, fundamental issues that should ever be kept before us as 

governing principles never to be lost sight of. We do not magnify 

our organization when we say, as we know, that the “Clay Workers” 

are second to no association in this great state of Illinois. And 

when we say this it is not for the mere play of words; it is said 

with a meaning that challenges refutation. 

What is the character of the balances with which we shall weigh 

ourselves? You will answer, “The greatest good to the greatest 

number.” True. A few weeks ago the National Bankers’ Associa¬ 

tion met in the city of New York, and one of the wise things they 

did there was to confer the honor of president of their association 

upon a worthy citizen of the state of Illinois. Recently some two 

hundred men of the clan lighted down on the little town of Hoopes- 

ton and banqueted their president, John /L. Hamilton. John, in 

response to their greeting, reminded them that their combined mil¬ 

lions represented finance and financiers marvelous. 

It is by comparison sometimes that we are better able to see our 

greatness and our littleness. It would be a pleasing task to make 

comparisons from several standpoints between the Bankers’ Asso¬ 

ciation and our own, but my time limits me to one, to-wit, the 

Bankers’ Association has a membership of seven thousand and 

seven hundred, made up of the leading bankers from the different 

states and Alaska, Cuba, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippines. 

Friends, have you ever thought of the army of men in the, not 

the whole United States and the islands of the ocean, but in the 

state of Illinois, that are looking to us for work, for a sustenance 

for themselves and families? In the assuming and the strengthen¬ 

ing of our organization we are taking upon ourselves a grand but 

fearful responsibility. Machinery has taken the place of men, and 

co-operation weakens self-reliance. The man out of a job today is 

far more helpless than the man of fifty years ago. So, friends, 

when we come together to deliberate, it must not, it cannot be, 

alone as financiers, but also as humanitarians. Hence, the impor¬ 

tance of having far-seeing, liberal-minded men in the ascendency 

in our deliberations. And to this end we cordially welcome the 

inventor, the artisan, the educator, the schools and the man of 

letters as our helpers and co-workers. And just at this time, when 

the whole world is talking peace, when swords and spears are being 

beaten into plow-shares and pruning-hooks, the laboring man must 

multiply rapidly. We do not pose as dominant financiers, but as 

workers, “clay workers,” we do not aim at riches. We believe with 

John Ruskin that life without industry is guilt, and industry with¬ 

out art and education is brutish. We have not been lacking in in¬ 

dustry, but we were not making the rapid strides in art and educa¬ 

tion that some of you thought our association had a just right to 

attain to. Hence the action at our last annual meeting in appointing 

of a committee to visit our state capital and impress upon our legis¬ 

lators the necessity of a school of ceramics. That committee was 

successful, and we shall listen with pleasure tp their report. Just 

what this school may mean for the state of Illinois none of us dare 
predict. But I am sure we thank our legislators, and trust that the 

time is not far away when we shall be permitted to say to them, 

“Honorable gentlemen, you builded better than you knew.” 

Again, the year 1905 has been a very prosperous year for the clay 

workers. There has been a great amount of building, also a con¬ 

siderable amount of paving. I think this part of the clay industry 

will be greatly benefited by the change in the special assessment law. 

The large crops and the high prices throughout Illinois will have a 

tendency to make money plentiful and when this is the case people 

are more desirous of making improvements. It has been demon¬ 

strated for the past two or three years that investments in real 

estate have been profitable, and in my judgment will continue to 

be so for some time to come. If so, this is a good time for the clay 

workers to get their plants in good shape to meet the demands. 

One of the important things is the building of the interurban 

lines. It is helping in a large measure to advance the price of lands. 

It is also the means of bringing the people in the country in close 

touch with the people of the towns and cities, and this will broaden 

the views of both. It will also make more liberal spenders of the 

country people and spending the money is what makes business. 

The price that Illinois land has reached, especially in central Illi¬ 

nois, is from $150 to $200 per acre. The advancement in the price 

of land will compel the owner to underdrain, so as to derive the 

greatest benefit from the high-priced land. This will help the 

tile man. 

It has been demonstrated that the system of Prof. A. N. Talbot 

for the disposal of the sewage is a success. This will make it pos¬ 

sible for the cities and small towns that do not have large streams 

flowing near them to have a sanitary sewer system. In time all 

small cities as well as large will construct sewer systems, and this 

will create more of a demand for sewer pipe. So I predict the 

year 1906 will be a banner year. 

I am pleased to see so many of you come back to Champaign, as 

this is my home. I am exceedingly desirous that each and everyone 

of you shall have a pleasant and profitable time. The excellent pro¬ 

gram that is prepared for you I know you will enjoy. If there is 

anything that I can do to make your stay in our city a pleasant one, 

do not hesitate to call on me. 

The president’s address was followed by the report of the Com¬ 

mittee on Clayworking School, by Frank W. Butterworth, chairman 

of the committee. Other members of this committee: William 

Hammerschmidt, Walter Colyer, John W. Stipes, D. V. Purington 

and Dr. A. L. Converse. 

REPORT OF COMMITTTE ON CLAYWORKING SCHOOL. 

I have not very much of a report to make—I don’t know about 

making any report on this legislative committee. This “graft” in¬ 

vestigation has been going on so strongly in the past year, and the 

chairman of this committee, here, had three hundred dollars to 

spend with the legislators—and there may be an investigation. 
(Laughter.) 

The committee met in Springfield, first. The primary object of it 

was to consider ways and means of getting an appropriation. The 

amount talked about here was $50,000—$25,000 a year. We had no 

thought at that time of reducing that. The principal thing brought 

up at the discussion there was whether we should not make it more 

Understand, of course, this was the first meeting. 

We divided the thing up a little bit. Mr. Colyer, who was ap¬ 

pointed on the committee on publication, being in the newspaper 

business, was to get it before the people prominently all over the 

state. We wanted an appropriation to play with. Mr. Hammer¬ 

schmidt was appointed chairman of the Democratic head, so he took 

up his quarters at the St. Nicholas with the Democrats, and he told 

me that the first meeting he had with them they left him “broke.” 

(Laughter.) Mr. Stipes and I were to take care of the Republican 

end at the Leland House. Of course, we were all right there; being 

a temperance hotel, we were all safe. 

After getting through with that sort of business, as we had the 

time and opportunity we thought we would see the governor. He 

was right there, and of course all we had to do was walk right over 

and see him. And we went over to see him. It seemed like a very 

easy and simple thing to accomplish. All we would have to dc 

would be to present our cards and we would get admittance. But 

we found sentinels posted, ramparts as it were, Gatling guns, and 

all guarded like a military camp—and we did not seem to have the 

pass-word. We were in the ante-room, and we staid in there for 

about four hours. I saw prominent people come in, go in and see 

the governor, and come out. We still staid there. There was a 
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very pleasant young man—the governor’s secretary—a very pleasant 

young man there, although we found him considerable of a stum¬ 

bling-block. And we staid; and after staying there a long, long time, 

I went up and asked how soon he thought we could get to talk 

with the governor. He answered us this way—and his remark be¬ 

came a watchword for this legislative committee all through the 

session of the legislature—he said, “Patience and perseverance will 

drive snails to Jerusalem.” (Laughter). And, gentlemen, if “driv¬ 

ing snails to Jerusalem” required patience and perseverance, this 

job that you gave us to do down there certainly required more, 

much more. 

We finally saw the governor the next day, however, and had a 

very nice talk with him, and he gave us some encouragement, al¬ 

though he thought we were probably working along the same line 

as that of the Geological Survey bill introduced to advance geolog¬ 

ical work all over the state. We explained to him that although 

we worked in harmony with the Geological Survey, ours was not 

the same thing at all. 

Well, the next morning we held another meeting, and thought we 

would go around and interview some members of the legislature. 

They were all very glad to see us, and didn’t think we would haye 

much trouble getting through our bill asking for $50,000 appropria¬ 

tion. The cause, they said, was a worthy one—“but my friend, over 

here, will introduce that bill for you, of course. I have so many 

things to attend to, and this man, over here, will get it before the 

House.” And we went off to him, and he also gave us great en¬ 

couragement, but like the first one, has a friend “over here,” and 

that friend had another, and he had one, and finally we wound up 

at the original starting place. (Laughter.) That was about tbe 

result of the first visit. We went down again, and encountered 

about the same thing. Finally, we got some of them interested, 

but T think we made about fifteen (trips. 

Finally, however, the matter began to receive some attention, and 

we got the bill through. But every trip we took off about $2,000, 

and at the end we considered that we had been verv lucky indeed 

to get ten thousand dollars instead of fiftv—and I think we were, 

because it was a start, anvway: so we got $5,000 a year. 

The expense of the legislative committee amounted to about the 

amount donated here—about $500—for hotel bills, printing and such 

as that. However, we got that much money for the use of the 

school. 

And the work of the Clay Workers in getting this apprporiation 

is not finished. We should stand right back of that school and 

earnestly do everything we can to make it a success in everv wav- 

in advice, backing up its merits, getting tbe younger generation in¬ 

terested in it so that they will attend it. (Applause.) 

President Stipes: Has anyone any remarks to make upon that 

report? Professor Rolfe- 

Prof. C. W. Rolfe: I mav take occasion to make some remarks 

upon this report later on. At present I think tbe members of this 

association should give to the committee a vote of thanks for their 

enterprise, faithfulness, perseverance and success in accomplishing 

the purposes before them and for which they were appointed. 

(Applause.) 

I did not intend to say anything on this point at all. and did not 

expect to be called upon to do so. One thing ought to be explained, 

however. At another session of the legislature we started out, as 

you did, to get an appropriation for surveying the clay-beds of 

Illinois and for instruction in ceramics. The one part, relating to 

survey, was separated from your bill and added to the general 

geological survey; and consequently an investigation of the clay- 

beds of Illinois becomes a part of tbe geological survey, and the 

question of the appropriation coming up at the same time as that 

of the geological survey, it was thought it would help the vote. 

The appropriation for the investigation of the clay was not the 

amount that had been anticipated. I think, however, that the 
average legislator will always be disposed to treat the clay men in 
this state fairly in regard to this matter, and to do for them any¬ 

thing that he may do. 
I hope the closing remarks of Mr. Butterworth will sink very 

deeply. The clay school is ordered, and it will be opened for in¬ 

struction the beginning of week after next. We are doing at the 

university everything we can do to make that school a success; hut 

it will be difficult to keep students in attendance, and little good it 

will do to young men if young men do not come. We have so far 

two enrolled, and we have inquiries from six or eight others today. 

They will get a scholarship which has been voted by the university 

for the purpose of encouraging ceramics at the school. I would 

be very glad indeed if this matter should take hold enough on these 

gentlemen here so that each one of you would feel disposed to send 

his son, or a brother, or some young man to the school; get them 

interested and induce one at least to attend the university and to 

take one of the courses that has been offered for instruction in clay 

work. I presume every person in this room has received a circular 

containing the course of study. I have used the very best means 

at my command to get a complete list of the names of the clay 

workers of the state and their addresses, and have made an effort 

to send a communication to everyone of these addresses. 

I presume everyone here has received a copy of that circular I 

have referred to. If not, hand in your name here on a slip of 

paper, and I will see that you get it. I would be very glad indeed 

if some time during the week every member of this association 

would hand me a list of all the clay workers and people who are 

interested in clay working within forty or fifty miles of their own 

plant. I do not know of any better way than that of getting a 

reliable list. I could then compare the lists thus given me by the 

members here with the list I have on file, and could then feel that 

I had an accurate list of all the clay workers in the state. Besides, 

a good many times we want to communicate with you, and you with 

us, upon points of mutual interest, for which such a list of names 

and addresses will be found invaluable. 

Let me close as I began, and recommend a vote of thanks to this 

committee, who, if they had but accomplished one-half of the work 

they actually did complete in behalf of the clay workers last winter 

at Springfield. I should have said that they had fought a good fight 

and had well deserved an acknowledgment of gratitude from those 

in whose behalf they had labored. (Applause*) 

W. D. Gates, Chicago: T think this association most fortunate in 

having a committee with the ability and will to undertake and to 

do the work that this committee did. I should like to add, however, 

if I may be permitted, that a laree, gold medal should be conferred 

upon each one of the members of tbe Illinois legislature who voted 

for the bill as it was finally passed; but perhaps that will not be 

necessary if tbe association will take action similar to that which 

this committee took in falling only two thousand dollars on each 

visit to the state governor. It’s a wonder to me that the gentlemen 

of this committee came off at Springfield as well as they did in the 

matter of expenses and disbursements there. I was a member of a 

committee at Washington once, and we had a great deal of trouble 

in getting our tickets redeemed, getting our baggage back—and 

when we got back we had nothing. (Laughter.) 

Now. this business has only started. We have made wonderful 

progress in introducing this school,, in getting men at the head of 

it who have the ability and energy to push it forward. But the 

committee have not done all that is to be done—have not finished 

the work. They are men who are interested in this work, and I 

know they are going on with it with the same unabated, commend¬ 

able zeal, just as they did before. But I think we are all members 

of a committee to push this school along, to do and work for this 

school, and to see that our immediate neighborhood becomes in¬ 

terested and that the eyes of all are opened to the absolute neces¬ 

sity of such a school. 

I can go back and see the marvelous change that has come over 

our craft in something like twenty years—from the day when we 

were all in darkness, experimenting with a handful and combination 

of this, that and the other thing, observing results; then taking a 

handful of something else, and another, and so on, keeping up the 

process and searching, experimentally, for something to produce 

certain desired results, and failing, trying something else—some 
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other combination; now, that was working in darkness. I know, 

when I started, I couldn’t obtain any literature on the subject at 

all. Every door was locked. I knew nothing about some of the 

most vital matters relating to the business and processes in clay 

working, and had simply to go to somebody often and wring out 

of him what some person had said could be done with such and 

such materials, and if you couldn’t get just those materials, and in 

their proper proportion—then you were absolutely in the dark! 

Now, these associations, and schools that have been established, 

have brought about an entirely different condition of affairs. Clay 
working has come to be a recognized science—modern clay work¬ 

ing—and it is an evidence of broad-mindedness among all people. 

And let us not sit down satisfied with a thing partially accom¬ 

plished, but believing in the future of the clay working industry, 

let us second, supplement, fill out and as nearly as may be, complete 

the work that has been initiated in so able a manner. 

With the facilities furnished him, the clay worker of today has 

less need to consume time with experimentation. The information 

he gets from institutions of learning gives him a very, very great 

advantage. 

Now, that is what these schools are doing—what this school is 

doing in this state particularly, and we have a state here with untold 

treasure underlying it—no one knows all that is underlying it— 

and this school is going to promote the clay working industry of the 

state beyond all our dreams. And' what we want to do is to help 

that school all we can, let our own neighborhood know it is here, 

and that it is here for a purpose, that its purpose is to let the 

young men in to get the benefits of knowledge, training and educa¬ 

tion that will enable them to build up this business. And we want 

to be very, very grateful for all that has been done. The com¬ 
mittee has done well, and I honor them for having done all that 

they could do to aid this work. 

The motion that a vote of thanks be tendered to the Committee 

on Clayworking School for the work accomplished by them having 

been duly made and seconded, was submitted to the meeting and 

carried unanimously. 

The president announced as the next subject upon the program 

a paper on the “Relation of the State Geological Survey to the Clay- 

worker,” by H. F. Bain. 

ADDRESS BY PROFESSOR H. F. BAIN. 

H. F. Bain : I am not much on reading papers. I wrote one and 

turned it over to the secretary, and I suppose, if finished off with 

some revision, it might be readable; but I would prefer just now to 

be excused from doing the act in that form, and to proceed to have 

a heart-to-heart talk with you on this matter. 

As Professor Rolfe has explained, there was a mix-up of the 

various bills. A part was taken from the bill relating to the clay 

workers’ part of the work, and a part of the money, and was added 

to the bill of the general Geological Survey. I was not here at the 

time, nor had I the slightest expectation of being here; I only 

know what people say. 

The reason for that was that the work which they proposed to 

do was exactly the sort of work expected of the Geological Sur¬ 

vey—having relation to all the mineral resources of the state—and 

it was thought better to consolidate the two, the results of the 

survey to be applied to the uses of the school. Acting on that basis, 

at the first meeting of the commission, the one at which I was 

elected, and which also accepted Professor Rolfe’s resignation to go 

upon the Clay Workers’ committee, acting on my own authority 

and trusting that the commission would act in the matter afterwards, 

I made an allotment for the clay work; and, as I was informed 

yesterday, that allotment as planned, and the work, were approved 

in every way. 

I will explain this—that the money was specially appropriated for 

the school of ceramics. Nothing was allowed for instruction. 

It was to be used for the equipment of the school. And so far as 

investigating the resources of the state was concerned, there was 

no provision, unless it was understood that it was to be with money 

taken from the' appropriation for Geological Survey. Now, if we 

were to pay for Mr. Purdy’s time, physical tests, chemical analyses, 

printing, reports, and all that line of work, it stands to reason that 

even with the full amount of money appropriated for the Gelogical 

Survey it was not possible to do in one year all the work planned 

to be done. 

And so we make our plans as to what kind of work ought to be 

done, and take it up piece by piece; and we are happy if the legisla¬ 

ture will favor us with the means to do a part towards the comple¬ 

tion of our investigation from time to time. But for the present, 

we will have to take up one part only; just as Professor Rolfe, in 

arranging his duties, might not have determined as to the question 

of paving brick in just what order it should come with reference to 

instruction on pottery, structural brick, clay tile and other works 

in clay, and the various questions relating to the sorts of clay to be 

used. 

Now, a portion of this work, that is actually field matter, is the 

question of deposits taken in connection with the mapping of the 

clay and other resources of the state. It is, of course, more 

economical to have a man go into a given region and map it out 

with reference to the coal, clay and other deposits, than to send a 

separate man to do those things, relying upon a special expert to 

assort and particularize details. It is along that line of co-opera¬ 

tion that we propose to work. 

You know, perhaps, what geological survey is. For a good many 

years most of the civilized states and countries, and perhaps many 

of the uncivilized as well, have had geological surveys. And there 

has been some difference of opinion upon the subject of geological 

survey, what it is. its object and necessity. But it is generally 

understood as having a direct bearing upon the education of the 

people in the mineral resources of the country. It has the support 

of the government and the people. 

Everything which geological survey does must have some prac¬ 

tical bearing in view. It is without the province of geological survey 

to take up the survey for purely scientific purposes. Science enters 

into it—there is a scientific side to it; but we want to take up those 

lines that lead to something of direct practical benefit, like that re¬ 

lating to the organization of the clayworking industries which we 

have in band here. And our particular field, of course, is among 

the1 raw materials and not the finished work. 

Now, in making this up we want to get as much advice and help 

as we can. We don’t want to start in to do the work and not get 

it all finished. We want to print it, and send it out, and if you 

will give us your criticism now you won’t have so much of it to 

give after we get through. So I invite you now to give us your 

ideas, what you want done and what you think ought to be done. 

I have turned the clay business over to Professor Rolfe and his 

assistants. At the same time I will tell you this: I expect to look 

after the coal personally, and have made the same sort of a state¬ 

ment to the coal men. We have had an immense amount of help 

from the coal men. have had much assistance from them, and they 

are going to be helpful as the work goes along. 

So, in closing, I will say, I am very glad to have met you, and 

hope to know you all better at the close of the work. (Applause.-) 

RELATION OF THE STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY TO THE 

CLAY WORKER. 

Within the last century more or less extensive geological surveys 

have been made by practically every civilized country. These have 

been of all degrees of excellence, and the bureaus which conducted 

them have varied greatly in organization, in resources and in plans 

Tn practically every country, however, the utility of the survey has 

been recognized, and the fact that it is a proper line of official 

activity has been accepted by all forms of government. In the 

United States both the federal and state governments have taken 

the same view. The early military and other governmental expedi¬ 

tions through the west usually included a geologist, and from this 

beginning tbe present United States Geological Survey grew. In 

1905 this organization celebrated its twenty-fifth birthday. It now 

has an annual appropriation of only a little less than two million 

dollars. ' | 
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The state bureaus have been far less elaborate. Their resources 

have ranged from $250 a year to $100,000, but in the aggregate the 

states have spent and are now spending considerable money in sup¬ 

port of geological work. It needs no argument to one who has 

ever asked a state legislature for appropriations to convince him 

that there must be substantial return for this money or the work 

would long ago have stopped. It is, I believe, the honest purpose 

of every state geologist to give honest returns to the people for the 

money appropriated, but there is much difference of opinion as to 

just what work should be taken up and how it should be carried on. 

In organizing our own survey these problems have occasioned much 

discussion, and I am very glad to be able to go over the matter 

with you with a view of getting your suggestions and advice. It 

may clear up matters a little to consider first the general purpose 

and nature of a geological survey. 

A geological survey, and by that I mean the bureau or organiza¬ 

tion which is charged with the work, is primarily an organization 

for applying science to industry. Problems of research which are 

strictly scientific in their bearings are not the primary work of 

such an organization. It is always difficult to tell when a strictly 

scientific inquiry may begin to throw light upon a very practical 

problem, and it is not always easy therefore to draw the line be¬ 

tween a scientific and a practical investigation. It is safe to say, 

however, that it is outside the main purpose of the survey to attack 

any line of research which does not give rather definite promise of 

practical return. In the past there has been no attempt to enforce 

this rule in any narrow or petty spirit, and I think it safe to assume 

that in the future a reasonably broad interpretation may be ex¬ 

pected. When money is appropriated it is none the less a condition 

or tacit agreement between the officers of a geological survey and 

the people, and we should be as loyal in living up to it as though 

it were specified in the act. It seems to me, though, there is no 

consensus of opinion on this point, that strictly technical investiga¬ 

tions of machinery and processes are almost if not quite as much 

aside from the main purpose of the geological survey. In Illinois 

there is extra reason for assuming this ground, since the state, 

through its very excellent Engineering Experiment Station and the 

Department of Ceramics of the University, makes direct appropria¬ 

tions for this work. Our own investigations must deal especially 

with materials and in a supplemental manner with products. Our 

problem is to bring to bear the best that science has to offer on the 

materials and products of the mineral industry with a view 

especially to stimulating the development of the industry and, as 

we may, improving the product. The first is our main purpose, 

and to it our main efforts must be directed. 

In answer to the question which might be asked, why the state 

should do this work rather than individuals, it may be pointed out 

that a certain range of broad problems is beyond the resources of 

any individual operator. Even when the individual might have the 

funds and the disposition to examine, for example, all the fire clays 

in the state before locating his plant, it is certainly better for an 

official organization to do this and place the information at the dis¬ 
posal of each intending investor than to suffer the economic losses 

incident to repeated and less complete investigations by individuals. 

It is the old doctrine of the greatest good to the greatest number. 

It needs hardly to be stated that such information, collected at the 

expense of the people as a whole, must be freely given to them, and 

that proper safeguards must be adopted to prevent the funds being 

used on purely personal investigations for the benefit of a few. 

It is this requirement which prevents the survey, in' the absence of 

specific appropriations for such work, from making free assays or 

free analyses except as they fall in line with some general investi¬ 

gation carefully selected and maturely planned. 

But the work of a modern survey is not alone that of investi¬ 

gating. There is slight value in the mere accumulation of valuable 

data. The facts must be digested, put in attractive form and pub¬ 

lished so as to make them as widely useful as possible. I believe it 

to be as much the function of a survey to exploit, in a high class 

manner, the resources of the state as to merely determine what 

those resources are. It is newer, better and larger industries that 
are wanted; more deposits used, more men at work, more money 
coming in from larger sales of higher class products. It is our func¬ 
tion to do what we can to bring this about by having the right sort 
of information on tap or by getting it as rapidly as possible. 

To consider a specific line of work in the light of these general 
principles, the clay investigations may be taken as an example. 
I take it that the information most desired is: (a) Where are our 
clays? (b) What sort of clays have we? and (c) For what are 
they adapted? Finally, in certain cases it is important to know 
what sort of products are now being made from these clays, how 
this product compares with that met in competitive markets, and 
whether the grade can be improved. This second line of inquiry 
I consider less directly a function of the survey, and yet to a certain 
extent we must go into these problems. To carry out these in¬ 
vestigations we need both field and laboratory investigations. The 
different clayworking plants must be visited and samples of clay 
collected. Unworked deposits must also be sampled and the at¬ 
tempt made in each case to determine for what use the clay is best 
adapted. The field work should cover investigations of the extent 
of the deposit, its uniformity or variability, its situation as regards 
stripping or mining conditions, transportation, fuel, water and mar¬ 
kets. The laboratory investigations should be directed to discover 
the nature, properties and availability of each clay. They should 
include chemical, physical and burning tests, followed where need 
be by tests of the finished product to determine its quality. 

Such investigations systematically carried on should result in in¬ 
formation by means of which the most economical development of 
our great clay resources could be stimulated. The information 
should be published in the form of maps, charts and reports, and 
given wide publicity in the attempt to stimulate our clay working 
industries and the use of clay goods. In the years to come it is 
undoubtedly true that clay goods are to assume a relatively greater 
importance in human industry than they now have, aside from the 
normal increase due to a denser population. To take the best ad¬ 
vantage of this increase we must have the best knowledge of our 
resources and of their adaptabilities. We must know what we can 
do, and parenthetically I may remark we should also know what 
not to attempt. Our mistakes must be recognized as well as our 
successes. The work so far planned by our own survey contem¬ 
plates the thorough study of the clays of the state now used or 
capable of being used. This work is being done in close co-opera¬ 
tion with the Department of Ceramics of the university, Professor 
Rolfe being in immediate charge of both. The plan contemplates 
taking up the clays of each industry separately and studies of pav¬ 
ing brick and pottery clays are already under way. As fast as men 
and money are available the other lines are to be taken up while in 
connection with our geological mapping the entire clay resources of 
particular areas are being studied. 

One of the best means of studying an industry' is through accurate 
statistics. Figures which are not accurate are often more harmful 
than helpful, and accurate statistics can only be obtained through 
the cordial and regular co-operation of the producers. It is a prime 
requisite in all such work that the detailed figures relating to each 
plant should be treated absolutely as confidential. They should 
never be published, they should never be seen even, except by a 
properly accredited and reliable official. It is our purpose to do 
what we can to aid in the collection of such statistics, and to that 
end we have entered into co-operative relations with the Division 
of Mineral Resources, whereby one of our men will be made an 
official of their organization and authorized to collect the figures on 
our joint account. It is believed that in this way increasingly ac¬ 
curate figures will be obtained and the growing importance of the 

mineral industry of the state will obtain wider recognition. I be¬ 

speak your particular co-operation in this work, and especially re¬ 

quest that you give prompt attention to the official blanks wljen they 

reach you. .Only totals by industries, or in cases, counties, will, be 

published, and only totals of output and price are asked. No:at¬ 

tempt is being made to collect figures of labor, cost, etc.,,such as 
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the census office decennially asks for. An examination of the cards 

sent will, I think, convince you that you may answer them without 

any fear of the answers being used to your disadvantage. I believe 

you will all see the advantage to the state of regularly and ac¬ 

curately collected statistics over less regular and less accurate ones, 

and I therefore especially request your help in this matter. In this, 

as in all other lines of work, we would be glad tp have your free 

and frank criticism, and we hope by taking criticism of plans in 

advance to have less criticism to meet when our work is completed. 

President Stipes: Is there anyone who would like to speak on 

this subject? There is one thing I want to impress on the next com¬ 

mittee—that we ought to have had the coal men interested. We will 

have one of them, the next time, on that committee. Please remem¬ 

ber that. 

Mr. Bain: I would like to say a word. You are not the only 

man who has suggested that. The same suggestion came from one 

of the coal operating committees of the Mine Owners of America. 

President Stipes: The next on the program is a paper by Mr. 

Walter D. Pratt, of Earlville, on the subject of “Drain Tile and 

Tile Drainage.” 

Mr. Pratt: Apologizing for the brevity of my paper on the 

ground of the short time I have had in which to prepare it, and on 

the further ground that I am about to speak on the same subject 

in the interest of the trade before the Farmers’ Institute, I think it 

best not to go into detail at the same length here. 

DRAIN TILE AND TILE DRAINAGE 

As the use of under-drains and later tile-drains for removing the 

surplus water from localities, where it was a detriment in many ways, 

has been practiced for many centuries, and the benefits from their use 

have been published in books and periodicals at different times, 1 

think a brief mention of tile-drainage and its advantages will be 

sufficient. 

From an agricultural standpoint it can be said tile-drained lands 

do not hold frost so late in the spring, and, by removing the surplus 

water, permits of earlier cultivation, it also allows the ground to 

become warmer earlier than undrained soil, thus promoting more 

rapid germination and growth of crops. 

Farmers and those cultivating the soil readily appreciate the ease 

with which drained soils cultivate, requiring much less labor to pre¬ 

pare for and tend the crops. 

They notice that when the soil is full of water to a point at or near 

the surface, the roots of plants growing thereon cannot penetrate 

below the surface in search of its food, which is obtained from the 

soil, and therefore will die, or, at most, make a very unsatisfactory 

growth. 

We find that when the surplus water is removed, that the air has 

much freer access to the pores of the soil, making possible the 

chemical changes necessary to make the elements available food for 

the growing crops. This change, I believe, is also assisted by the 

soil bacteria. * 

Again, tile-drainage, or under-drainage, producing a porous condi¬ 

tion of the soil, provides a large storage capacity below the surface 

for the rainfall, preventing loss of soil and crops by surface washing, 

allowing it to pass through the pores to the drains below, and in this 

way holding the moisture during longer periods between rains. 

We are taught, also, that in dry times, capillary attraction brings 

moisture from below within reach of the roots of growing crops. 

Under-drainage as a sanitary measure cannot be disputed, as by 

such means many depressions containing stagnant water have been 

redeemed and the source or home of disease germs removed. 

When financially considered, there is nothing the land-owner can 

invest money in with assurance of larger or more certain profit as, 

by the proper use of tile, low and waste lands can be made to equal 

in value any of the surrounding cultivated fields, and yield usually 

considerably more. • 

Some suggestions about the drains may be in place here, such as the 

outlet, fall, size of tile in drains and laying to a true grade established 

by an engineer. The distance of drains apart depends upon depth 

laid, nature of subsoil, etc. 

Very little need be said about the tile used, if they are straight, 

round, cut true on ends and well-burned. 

Mr. J. M. Mamer, Campus: I had occasion recently to be in 

the southern part of the state for several weeks, with my head¬ 

quarters at the county seat of Jackson county. It would seem, from 

the talk I had with farmers there, that a very few if any of them 

know anything about tile drainage. Anybody there without drain¬ 

age is regarded as out of style, and for that reason mainly most of 

the farmers of any standing have had it in for some years. But just 

to illustrate, with one incident, how some look at the question. 

I was talking to one man about the benefits that would come to the 

town there if they ever got to putting in tile drains. After a long 

talk, summing it all up, he said he thought it would be an awful 

job for the town to have to put in all those tiles. 

J. M. Powell, Brooklyn, Indiana: Mr. Pratt’s paper has said about 

all there is to say on the question. It is a strong paper, and the 

points are well taken—so well taken that no one can attempt to 

dispute them. We all realize the benefits of tile drainage in Illinois. 

Indiana and Ohio, and there is no dispute as to that. There may 

be some localities, as the gentleman has just explained, where they 

do not know the benefits of tile drainage, and possibly we might 

benefit our business by letting them know; but in this day and age 

of the world men in general have found it out. I think that the 

subject has been well treated in the paper. However, we could let 

our customers know something about the benefits occasionally, and 

it would help us as individuals—those of us who are engaged in the 

business. But outside of that, ’most everyone knows, and there is 

just occasionally a man who does not know of the benefits following 

tile drainage.. 

James Luther, Terre Haute: I will ask you, Mr. Powell, in re¬ 

gard to under-draining. How far apart should tile be laid to thor¬ 

oughly perform the work of draining? For instance, suppose tile 

is laid one foot underground: How far on each side of the line 

of tile does it drain the land? Query: If laid at a depth of one 

foot it drains sixteen feet on each side, if laid at a depth of two 

feet, will it drain thirty-two feet each way? 

Mr. Powell: The deeper a drain is laid, where the soil is adapted 

to it, the further on each side it will drain. It is not well to lay 

drain pipe as low as three feet in Illinois soil. There th esoil is 

too closely packed to lay it so deep; but the most of our soil in 

Indiana, the “black lands,” will admit of a depth of four feet, and 

in that case it will drain well for a distance of three rods on each 

side. I have a piece of land where 1 put in eleven hundred rod of 

small tile—fifteen rows of tile crossed the forty-acre tract, tile 

laid at the depth of anywhere from three and half to five feet— 

and we never lost a crop. We always got the best crops—always 

plowed the land earlier and always harvested the crops earlier than 

where the drainage was not in. And 1 will give it as my opinion, 

from my own experience and from what I have read of the ex¬ 

perience of others, that tile will drain three rods on either side in 

that soil; and in some soils it will drain six or eight rods, and in 

some not over a rod. I think in ordinary drainage tile should be 

laid at a depth of from three to four feet. 

President Stipes: The next subject taken up will be “Clay 

Products in Our Recent Fires,” by W. D. Gates, of Chicago. 

CLAY PRODUCTS IN OUR RECENT FIRES. 

A good many years ago, I remember, my mind goes back to the 

first event I ever attended of this nature, an Illinois convention; 

and I cannot help but think—if I may be allowed to wander from 

my subject for a little while—of the change there has been in the 

intervening time, change in the character of the men, change of 

the methods of obtaining information, a general change of the 

situation and workings of our trade. I remember at that conven¬ 

tion I came down with a sample of clay in my pocket, showing it 

to everybody. And I ran down an old veteran there once, and was 

talking to him, and reaching in my pocket for my sample of clay, 
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I found it was not there—some thief had taken it! I said, “I wish 

I had that sample of clay to show you.” And he said, “My friend, 

I have been twenty years in the business, and I am frank to confess 

to you that I couldn’t tell you anything about the mixture and burn¬ 

ing of it.” And I marveled at the wisdom of the old man’s speech! 

Not in twenty years had he learned anything. But in twenty years 

we have learned how little is to be found out in the clay business. 

I suppose you have found out men, like I did, and with hypothet¬ 

ical quantities of clay have tried to argue with and illustrate to 

them—men in all walks of life, in the hardware business, in the dry- 

goods and grocery business, lawyers, ministers and physicians, who 

would become interested in your talk and argument, and watched 

you while you handled the clay; men who have not known the 

difference between a clay bank and a national bank. (I think there 

is a difference, although there are some who have the idea that if 

they can own a clay bank they are on the road to being able to own 

a national bank.) They have become interested in a clay bank and 

invested. These men are coming in all the time, and experiencing 

trouble, what do they do? Instead of taking the course they should 

take, as in case of sickness calling the physician, or of legal trouble 

the man who is expert in the legal profession, they waste time in 

experimentation. Finally, in their dilemma, they do go, perhaps, 

to some one supposed to be an expert in the clay business; and such 

a man who has seemed to single me out as one able to help him to 

some extent, I attempt to tell the truth to—give him as truthful 

account of his case as it is possible to give—and he goes off seeming 

to think that I have been trying to “down” him, and he is my enemy. 

Now, I have all along held the theory that God Almighty made 

these great beds of clay throughout our state and the world, de¬ 

signing that they should be mixed; and to make those clays valu¬ 

able they must be mixed with brains. Now, when everybody looks 

doubtful, and tries to find out where we get our clay, I have never 

succeeded in demonstrating to them where we got it. The best re¬ 

sults are from mixed clays—God Almighty has left it to us to mix 

those clays. We have three or four clays on our place, from neither 

one of which is made the article of merchandise, but by mixing 

them we may produce the most elegant article of commerce. It 

may be by the mixing in of something from the outside, but it is 

our business to find out the required article, the proper ingredient 

to be intermingled with the staple, raw material entering into the 

composition of our wares. 

This, of course, does not look like getting down to my own sub¬ 

ject. I do not know what “my own subject” means. When I re¬ 

ceived a letter from my secretary the other day—and he is the most 

affable secretary—he told me they had sized me up for a subject at 

the annual meeting, but didn’t say a word as to what that subject 

was going to be. When I looked at the program, though, I read 

“Clay Products in Our Recent Fires.” I thought, “What recent 

fires? Am I not turning out clay products from fires all the time?” 

Then the horrible thought struck me, “What are we getting out of 

our kiln?” and you know that is a subject too sacred to bring up 

before us. Then it occurred to me that possibly it might refer back 

to the Baltimore fire. I remembered my resolution at that time to 

resolutely begin the work of inquiry. I went to work by a labored 

process to make tests, and simply marked down a great many things 

that were failures; and still we tussled for the pearl, the product 

that would withstand all tests—to the coal merchant and to the oil 

man, and to different places we distributed our surplus. And I 

let it go. 

I suppose you all know as much about the Baltimore fire as I 

do—and all the fires except our own fire, and that is personal. 

Immediately after the Baltimore fire a great many of our Chicago 

architects went down there, as well as others, to study on the 

ground the effects of the fire. Unfortunately circumstances would 

not allow me to go, and I did not have the opportunity of studying 

at Baltimore the effects of that great fire. But I have given study 

to the subject. 
Now, you know, that at the Chicago fire there were certain build¬ 

ings that stood almost undamaged from the effects of that fire, and 
the universal verdict from all the experts who ever investigated the 

subject has been that well burned clay withstood the effects of that 

fire better than other material. 

Many things must be taken into account. I remember the discus¬ 

sion between the cement men and the clay men. I know we had a 

meeting of the Architects’ Club, where they had an expert hollow- 

tile manufacturer read a paper applauding the achievements of 

hollow tile in that fire; and immediately the cement men came back 

at them with a summons for a grand rally of the cement men—and 

we had quite an argument—or rather, I did not, the rest did. I ap¬ 

pealed to the warring factions, and suggested the propriety of taking 

that fire lesson seriously and saying to ourselves, “Let us study the 

fire each one for himself, and not run down the other man’s ma¬ 

terial—see how each can be benefited and make better work.” 

Everybody knows that we have the material that resists heat. 

Everybody knows that when we start a fire in the kiln the fire blazej 

up against the crown wall of the kiln, and is increased day atfer 

day, playing on the under side of that nine-inch brick wall, upon 

which you can walk up and down, walking upon it as you could 

upon no other material; you know you can do that although the 

heat is continuous and increasing. You know, and everybody 

knows, that when you want lining for a furnace of any kind, you 

go and get fire brick. But there is another thing that enters into 

the manufacture of our ware that is to be taken into consideration, 

not as universally realized. We have all been working to make a 

product of great resisting qualities, but do not think that we have 

taken into consideration what is wanted to make ware for standing 

fire. People jump to the. conclusion that because our ware is made 

in a heat of from 2,000 to 3,000 degrees, therefore it is fire resist¬ 

ing—fire proof. But coming back to your furnaces, you do not take 

any clay to build up your furnace. You know where to get good 

fire brick, and you get them at that particular place. If you are 

building a furnace for exceptional heat, you get exceptionally good 

brick. If the heat in the furnace is not to exceed a certain tempera¬ 

ture, you get the kind of clay that will best stand that action. 

Silica brick will stand continuous heat better than sudden heating 

and cooling. And we have to take into account the proper burning 

of the clays so the brick will stand the alternate heating and cooling. 

Some pictures are shown of the Baltimore fire results that are 

misleading. One picture I saw of a rotunda entrance, where ap¬ 

parently all the tile had dropped off. A little investigation showed 

that after the tile men had put in their ceiling, the marble men 

came around to make some alterations and do some finishing work, 

and had taken a hammer and broken off the tile; and this was 

shown as an example of failure of clay in fireproof construction. 

The question of mixing enters very largely into this subject, the 

texture of the goods. Upon this largely depends .the resisting quali¬ 

ties of the ware to sudden heating and cooling. The sudden throw¬ 

ing on of water also is a matter that has to be reckoned with, and 

the resistance of the ware to treatment of this character while at 

a high temperature depends largely upon the quality of the clay. 

That is one of the interesting lines of investigation. You may burn 

two or three or more articles of clay at the same temperature—that 

is, at 2,000 degrees—and get entirely different results. You know 

(and I have used the illustration before somewhere; I think I 

spoke of it to the paving brick manufacturers), agents will come 

into your office in the city sometimes with a lamp chimney, and 

boldly throw the article down on the floor. It does not break, and 

you buy it forthwith. It has been tempered with reference to the 

work that will be required of it. You temper your cold chisel with 

reference to the particular work it has to do; it is of just as much 

importance that you temper your ware, and it is with the same 

objects in view—made equal to the demands that may be made 

upon it. There is the greatest necessity of watching the heating of 

the ware, because, as Professor Orton has shown, there are a great 

many things that are points of danger in heating; and the points 

of danger in cooling are just as great. 

I was speaking to someone today of a little experiment at a labor¬ 

atory which was put in for experimental purposes. Three little 

porcelain vases were placed in the furnace, and were burned to the 
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regular copper color; then conditions were changed so that the 

vases were burned to the blue color; and again changed so that 

they were burned to the red—all from the same blaze, the same 

temperature, the same material, all in the same kiln. The changes 

were simply due to physical changes in the oxide of copper. 

Now, I didn’t come here to make a long talk on this subject; but 

that is the way it strikes me—that we should study the effect of 

fire-resisting qualities just as we study to get ware for particular 

use in furnaces; and I am satisfied that we will gain a remedy for 

our ware in this regard. We want to feel our way. Get an idea of 

how great a heat a particular ware will stand under test, but re¬ 

member it will not take that heat and stand it under all circum¬ 

stances. There are some questions involved that are new to me. 

Many a startling proposition will arise in the course of investiga¬ 

tions and experiments. 
Gentlemen, I am glad to have been with you, but will not take 

up your time longer. 
Mr. Butterworth: Might it not be, Mr. Gates, that this Baltimore 

fire, being a very unusual fire, is not away beyond the limit at which 

to set the resisting powers of our ware? Would it be a good idea 

to try to make ware of such a nature that it would be certain to 

resist a fire of that character? Better take into consideration that 

that was a very unusual fire and try to meet ordinary conditions 

than to attempt to go so far. 

Mr. Gates: Our fires are usually very “unusual” fires. I believe 

in making the best test possible. 

D. O. Loy: It would be well for the brick men and the clay 

workers to build their factories so perfectly that no fire could de¬ 

stroy them. Then, in case of a conflagration our buildings would 

stand as advertisements of having survived an extraordinary test; 

they would advertise to the world, “There is clay workers’ material 

that no fire can destroy.” 
Mr. Gates: One thing might interfere with Brother Loy’s theory 

—one thing, and that is, we have a house or shed on another’s 

place; we couldn’t build fire-proof and didn’t have time, and it 

wasn’t in the nature of the thing that we would build fire-proof on 

property outside. We didn’t have time enough nor money enough 

to build fire-proof. When I go to the next world, however, when 

I feel the question urgent enough, I shall build fire-proof. 

(Laughter.) 

The next subject taken up was “Some Ways in Which the Uni¬ 

versity Offers to Help the Clayworker,” by C. W. Rolfe. 

S ME WAYS IN WHICH THE UNIVERSITY OFFERS TO 

HELP THE CLAY-WORKERS. 

One year ago I came before you with two propositions which 

were favorably received and which you, through your committee, 

have carried out. I come now with my report. 

Just here permit me to say that the clayworkers of the State owe 

much to the members of this committee for their intelligent and 

unselfish activity in presenting and urging these matters before 

the Legislature. It is my opinion that the bills would not have 

passed except for their whole-hearted efforts. 

While these matters were under consideration before the Legis¬ 

lature the Clayworkers’ Bill was divided, and that portion of it 

which provided for a survey of the clay resources of the State was 

attached to the General Geological Survey Bill with a reduced 

appropriation. This reduction I cannot but consider as most un¬ 

fortunate, but, as Dr. Bain has already told you, your interests in 

this direction will be looked after by the Survey, and their investi¬ 

gations will be pushed as rapidly as the small appropriations made 

to the Survey will permit. 

The other portion of your bill, which provided for the installa¬ 

tion and equipment of courses of instruction in Ceramics, passed 

without material change. This bill carries an appropriation of five 

thousand dollars per year for the support of the School, and my 

only regret in the matter is that we were so modest in fixing the 

amount asked for. I hope that when your new committee shall be 

appointed to present the needs of the School to the next Legisla¬ 

ture, it will be instructed to increase the asking. I also hope that 

you will see that this committee is appointed before the close of 

this meeting and that you will carefully select for its members 

persons who will have large influence with our Springfield friends. 

I ask this because it seems to me that we should have all our plans 

formulated and our bill before the Legislature before your next 

winter’s meeting. 

The senate committee struck out the clause creating an advisory 

committee but President James, acting for the University, appointed 

Messrs. J. W. Stipes, F. W. Butterworth, D V. Purington, W. D. 

Gates and A. W. Gates as such committee. 

Acting under the advice of this committee, the School has been 

organized under the plan set forth in a circular which I have en¬ 

deavored to mail to every clayworker in the State. Laboratories 

have been equipped and a small kiln house capable of accommo¬ 

dating two small kilns, frit furnaces and a dry pan with motor, has 

been erected. 

We hoped to have all these things in place and everything ready 

for the opening of school in September, but educated ceramists are 

not numerous in this country, and men having the combination of 

college training, practical experience, and ability to teach are hard 

to find. So, although we began our search as soon as Governor 

Deneen had signed the bill, and were ready to offer a good salary, 

it was October before .we succeeded in finding a man who pos¬ 

sessed these qualities and was not already so firmly rooted that he 

could not be moved. At that time we considered ourselves for¬ 

tunate in securing the services of Mr. Ross C. Purdy who, in addi¬ 

tion to a course in the School of Ceramics of the University of 

Ohio, had four years’ practical experience in a large factory and 

served three years as Assistant to Prof. Orton in his School. He 

is also a member of the American Ceramic Society and of the Na¬ 

tional Brick Makers’ Association. Mr. Purdy began his work on 

the first of October and since that time, in addition to advising 

with regard to the organization of the School, formulation of 

courses of study and equipment of laboratories, has been making 

the acquaintance of Illinois clayworkers and Illinois plants. 

Within the last ten days we have also been fortunate in secur¬ 

ing the service of Mr. Junius F. Krehbiel, who is a graduate of the 

New York State School of Ceramics, has had one year’s practical 

experience as Superintendent of the Robineau Pottery of Syracuse, 

N. Y., and is now Instructor in the School from which he gradu¬ 

ated. We hear excellent reports of his teaching ability. Mr. 

Krehbiel will begin his work with us the first of the coming month. 

In this connection I wish to call especial attention to the 

scholarships in Ceramics offered by the Trustees of the University. 

One scholarship is allowed to each county in the State each year. 

They are good for four years and their value is one hundred and 

six dollars each. Candidates for these scholarships are to be 

nominated by this Association, but they must be able to fulfill the 

entrance requirements of the College of Science either by exam¬ 

ination or by the presentation of a certificate from an accredited 

high school. If any county fails to nominate a candidate for a 

fellowship, the vacancy will be filled by assignment from those 

counties which nominate more than one. These scholarships will 

materially reduce the expense of a college course for your promis¬ 

ing son or for any bright young man in whom you may be inter¬ 

ested. 

In way of elucidation of a paragraph in his paper, Professor 

Rolfe said: 

Let me say in this connection something that is not written here: 

We have also made provision for those who do not care to take 

the full course, and this statement you will also find in that cir¬ 

cular. We admit as special students to the University any young 

man over twenty-one years of age, and permit him to take any 

work in ceramics that he is fitted to take by his previous prepara¬ 

tion. We would not permit him to take a course which he showed 

himself not qualified to take with advantage to himself. Anything 

he is qualified to take, we will permit him to take. If this young 

man when he enters is not able to fulfill the requirements of the 
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University for entrance to the University after he has completed 

thirty hours’ work, that is, one week in the University, we will give 

him credit on entrance requirements for the practical ability which 

he may develop. In other words, after he has been in the Uni¬ 

versity long enough so that we may know what his brain power 

really is worth in the judgment of the University, and he is found 

capable of taking up ceramic work, we will credit him for his 

ability on this requirement and allow him to take up his regular 

course if he chooses to do so.) 

Competition is making the demands upon the successful business 

man more and more exacting every day, and this condition is 

likely to increase rather than decrease. The young man who 

would be really successful in business must be as well informed ait 

twenty-five or thirty as his father was at forty-five or fifty. This is 

a serious matter and there seems to be but two ways in which this 

rapid development of business power may be brought about. The 

young man may be put to work in some large factory at an early 

age and be expected to absorb the details of the business by virtue 

of his contact with them. Sometimes this plan produces a man of 

exceptional business ability, but far more often it results in his 

becoming a clerk, a mechanic, or a rule-of-thumb foreman. This 

failure arises partly from his lack of initiative and foresight. He 

may be ambitious, energetic and industrious, anxious for success, 

and in every way willing to do what seems to him necessary to 

become efficient; in other words, he may be naturally capable and 

in every way willing, but his ideals are almost always low. He 

does not understand what the requirements for a successful busi¬ 

ness career are and so does not take advantage of all his oppor¬ 

tunities. Another reason for the failure is that he is usually work¬ 

ing on a salary and his employer finds that his interest lies in 

keeping him at one particular line of work. Even if the employer 

takes an interest in the lad and by frequently changing his employ¬ 

ment seeks to give him a general acquaintance with the business, 

he finds real progress difficult, for while the workmen with whom 

he comes in contact are able to tell him how to do things, they are 

usually not able to give him a reason for their methods, and so he 

goes on accumulating methods and rules which are available in 

particular instances, but is largely left in ignorance of the under¬ 

lying principles which would enable him to vary these methods to 

meet new conditions. The average young man who enters a 

manufactory at an early age never really comes to know his busi¬ 

ness, occasionally one reaches a fair control in middle life, and the 

exceptional one gains a good knowledge of its principles. It is an 

uphill road from start to finish. 

I think you will agree with me when I say that all this could have 

been changed if the boy had first been taught the scientific prin¬ 

ciples which underlie all manufacturing processes and then placed 

under the care of men who not only know the most approved 

processes and the principles which underlie them, but are able to 

explain them in a way which the boy can understand. These men, 

whose sole business it is to instruct, attain a wide grasp of the 

principles of the business and great facility in imparting their 

knowledge rapidly and in devising laboratory exercises which will 

quickly give manual dexterity as well as brain power. 

There is a notion abroad in the business world that educated men 

are apt to be impractical. The teachers are themselves largely to 

blame for this. Until recently most teachers believed that the 

acquirement of an education was essentially a course in mental 

gymnastics and they had arranged a series of exercises in mathe¬ 

matics, the classics, philosophy and kindred subjects which cer¬ 

tainly did accomplish the object sought, but they fell into the error 

of maintaining that this was the best, or, as many insisted, the only 

series of exercises which would bring the desired results. They 

failed to recognize that it is the judiciously controlled exercise of 
a muscle or a faculty that gives it power, and not the particular 
piece of resistance to which its force is applied. The result was 

that the students came from college really powerful mental engines 
but with no belt to connect them with the machinery of the busi¬ 
ness world, and hence they drifted into the so-called “learned 
professions.’ 

Within the last fifty years a new idea has been gaining ground 

with the educators of this country. The demand that young men 

shall become men of affairs before they have hardly reached phys¬ 

ical maturity, has made our educators feel that they must devise 

other exercises equally effective with those formerly used in devel¬ 

oping mental power, and which shall at the same time bring to the 

student familiarity with the practical problems of the business 

world. This idea has taken the form of a demand which the 

educational world has been and is trying to meet, and the result 

is seen in the constantly increasing attendance at the schools in 

which these lines of work are being developed. This new idea has 

only recently invaded the precincts of the clayworking fraternity. 

Until recently many ceramists seemed to believe that the surest 

road to success in their business lay in the development of secret 

and well guarded formulas and so far as possible keeping all 

knowledge of their processes from the world. These manufactur¬ 

ers naturally did not look with favor upon the introduction of 

schools whose declared purpose was to give their students, as a 

part of a liberal education, the best formulas and best methods 

which could be obtained; and not only this, but to give them as well 

the ability to develop fromulas and processes for themselves which 

were better than any then in use because based on scientific prin¬ 

ciples and hence more easily controlled and more readily varied to 

meet changing conditions. 

To Prof. Orton of Ohio belongs the credit of making the first 

breach in this Chinese wall of exclusiveness and, although for 

years he had serious difficulties to overcome, the recent rapid 

growth of his school and the readiness with which his graduates 

find lucrative positions prove that the workers in clay are begin¬ 

ning to recognize the correctness of his. point of view. I earnestly 

hope that the good work he started may go on, and that the spirit 

of the schools may come to pervade the individual workers and 

their associations until the annual meetings shall be looked upon as 

clearing houses to which each worker shall bring the results of his 

year’s work and receive in return his share of the world’s progress 

in his art. 

Since the surest and safest road to success for the future ceramist 

lies through some school which is especially equipped to meet his 

wants, I come before you to-day to plead his cause and to urge 

that you give the boys a chance. It is your duty to give them the 

best preparation which lies within your reach for their life work, 

and if you can place them where at twenty-five (this is intended 

to include two or three years of practical work after graduation) 

they will have a more thorough knowledge of the ceramic industry 

than they fathers had at fifty, what better investment could you 

make for them? 

The University of Illinois offers your son the best resources it 

can command in his line. The State has used your money for the 

organization and equipment of the school. It will continue to use 

your money for its support. It is to be hoped that you will make 

the best possible use of the investment. 

The School wishes to do more than offer instruction. We be¬ 

lieve that our equipment and our relations with the other depart¬ 

ments of the University will enable us to solve many problems 

which could not be readily worked out by the owner of a plant, 

and we wish to keep ourselves continually employed upon problems 

of this kind which are of general interest. It would obviously be 

improper for us to expend any considerable amount of time or 

money upon local matters which would benefit only one or two 

firms, but we shall be glad to receive suggestions as to problems 

whose solution would be generally helpful and we will always give 

them careful consideration. 
We believe it to be part of our duty to gather information in 

regard to clayworking from all sources and to disseminate such as 

would be of general interest. For this purpose we shall issue 

bulletins from time to time and we hope you will find them helpful. 
Now, gentlemen, I hope the future will prove that in the in¬ 

auguration of this movement we have taken a long step in advance, 
one that will be useful and helpful to many interests besides the 
clayworkers’. 
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Please remember that this movement is yours as well as ours. 

It is a sort of partnership whose terms, as agreed upon last winter, 

are that you are to induce each Legislature to supply the funds 

necessary to carry on the work which is agreed upon by the con¬ 

joint action of your advisory committee and the University and we 

are to carry out the plans so made. In this way each will have a 

voice as to what is to be done and a part in its execution. It 

seems to me that the movement must have a bright future if all 

interested parties are as willing to bear their part as are those 

connected with the University. 

W. D. Gates: I do not know what the proper method of appoint¬ 

ment of this committee on Clayworking School is, but I presume 

ordinarily it is a matter that will come up at some future time. 

However, if it is proper at this time, I would like to make the 

motion that this same committee be continued for the next year. 

They have learned the ways of the Governor’s office, they know 

the best chairs in the ante-room, and they have found out the 

addresses of the coal men. I don’t mean that their re-appointment 

should be construed as a reward to pay them off; that is only in 

the way of a slight recognition of what they have done. 

Mr. Gates’ motion to have the present committee on Clay working 

School continued for another year, having been duly seconded by 

Mr. H. de Joannis, was submitted to the meeting and carried in 

the affirmative without dissent. 

President Stipes: I think Brother Gates is a little bit swift, and 

if there is any way on earth of getting him on that committee I 

wish it could be done. 

Mr. Butterworth: The committee may be enlarged. It may be 

enlarged to take in the entire membership of the Illinois Clay 

Workers' Association. I make a motion that Mr. W. D. Gates be 

made chairman of that committee. 

Mr. de Joannis: I second that motion. 

The motion that Mr. W. D. Gates be added to the Committee on 

Clayworking Schools (sometimes called the Legislative Committee), 

duly made and seconded as above, was submitted to the meeting 

and carried in the affirmative. 

President Stipes: Now, let us get back to the subject of Pro¬ 

fessor Rolfe’s paper upon some ways in which the University 

offers to help the clayworker. Dr. Converse, you ought to say 

something on this. 

Dr. A. L. Converse: I want to say this: The study of ceramics 

is probably a new study to the majority of us. But I have come 

to the conclusion that a great many have arrived at, and that is, 

that when scientific men say that a thing is so, it is not very good 

judgment on our part to argue with them. I say that, because I 

know that scientific researches in every direction are proving to 

the world that many things that might long ago have been brought 

to light and used for the advancement of civilization and the im¬ 

provement of mankind have been neglected for want of the spirit 

of proper investigation. There are many things that we are so 

familiar with that perhaps on account of that very familiarity we 

know little about; and I predict that the work of this institution 

in the direction of our industry will not only help us to put money 

in our pockets, but it will develop the resources of the State of 

Illinois in a direction and to an extent that will be a wonder to 

the mass of the people. It is going to be not only in the interest of 

agriculture, or in the interest of the architects and builders, but in 

the general interests of mankind, in the interests of those branches 

of science and art of which we stand greatly in need today; and we 

will be able to instruct, under the help we receive from that insti¬ 

tution, in a way that we never thought of before. 

I have it in view for no one in my family—I have no boys. But 

there are thousands of young men in the State of Illinois who will 

be glad of the opportunity that is going to be given them of in¬ 

forming themselves on this important subject, and the result will 

be to add greatly to the wealth of the State and the country at 

large, besides contributing luxury which is beyond all conception. 

Now, Mr. Butterworth, I don’t think that your suggestion to 

include all the membership of our Association upon the Committee 

on Clayworking School was made so much in a spirit of levity as 

that you meant that the bulk of the clayworking fraternity should 

cooperate as if they all belonged to a committee having for its 

object the promotion of these ends. If you did, it was but a piece 

of inspiration that was thus given to you to make a suggestion that 

was in exactly the right direction. I think, gentlemen, that we 

ought all to be thoroughly wide awake to the importance of this 

subject—so wide awake that we will keep our eye on this Uni¬ 

versity, and be ready with such aid dtid suggestions as we may be 

able to provide, and from them we will from time to time ourselves 

have aid in the direction in which we most need help. They can¬ 

not get all the help that is needful now. But what will be the 

crowning help for them and for all of us will be the results of their 

work. 

Now, I am not going to talk much on this subject; but I do want 

to ask that the labor which has been begun in a small way may be 

continued and made to develop the great results anticipated by the 

spirit in which it was undertaken. (Applause.) 

Mr. Butterworth: What I said was not intended to be said in 

a spirit of levity, though it might have given that impression. The 

Legislative Committee want every member of this Association to 

become a party in this matter—every member of the Association to 

be a member of the Legislative Committee—because we certainly 

need the help of every clay worker in the State of Illinois, not only 

to get what we want from the Legislature, but in every way to talk 

up the University and induce students to attend and take up this 

course of ceramics. 

I gather from Professor Rolfe’s remarks—and we have talked 

it over a great deal—that this is going to be essentially a practical 

course; it must be scientific, of course, with lots of theory, and yet 

graduates from this course are meant to be ready to take up the 

practical work of a clay worker. Am I not right, Professor Rolfe? 

Professor Rolfe: We don’t expect to just turn them out as 

immediate workers in the clay-working industries; but we do ex¬ 

pect to put the student in the position that with a very short resi¬ 

dence as a worker in some first class establishment he will be in 

a position to be a practical worker. 

Mr. Butterworth: That is just what I wished to bring out: 

That this school is just as nearly practical as a school of ceramics 

can be. I think the National Association appropriates two hundred 

and fifty dollars a year. With that amount we could get a paper 

from an authority that would be simply invaluable, something we 

would be glad to get no matter what the material from which it was 

taken—and at an outlay only to the extent of $250. 

Now, the Legislative Committee has succeeded in getting for 

you $5,000 a year, of which a large proportion need not be spent, 

but held in reserve. Now, if the National Association can do so 

much with $250 a year, how much more can be done with $5,000 a 

year? 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: The actual amount allowed the members 

of this committee here is ridiculously small. Legislators are to be 

elected next fall, and thousands will be around asking for petitions 

under the new law. Now, we want something besides an allowance 

for our mere expenses. We want something that will help us 

along, and it makes a great deal of difference if you all help. And 

these legislators,—and some of them will be re-elected next fall— 

we want to call on them again, and solicit them to help keep this 

school going. If that is done, and you can help us to do it—if you 

all help—we can get them to increase the appropriation. 

G. C. Stoll: To defray all the expenses of this committee at 

Springfield, I don’t know where this appropriation is to come from. 

The proposition is to enlarge the plan of this committee. A mem¬ 

ber of this committee will have to have some money to spend—he 
will have to show that he is a “good fellow,” and that will take a 
more liberal allowance for expenditure for which we ought now to 
make some provision. What that provision ought to be—whether 
by increasing the dues from one dollar to two, or three, or by some 
other means, should be determined at this meeting. It is something 
that ought to be done, and done now, so that the money may be 
available. 
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Dr. Converse: I want to say one word in that connection: I 

have had a good deal of experience, and if there is anything that 

I feel strongly on, it is on that. If you have a measure that is of 

no account, an “axe to grind” for an individual, and you have the 

money with which to work, you will find plenty of “grafters” who 

want the work and will even beg it of you. But I want to say to 

you, and I speak from a legislative experience of over thirty years— 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: You don’t look it 

Dr. Converse: With the Legislature of the State of Illinois— 

you can go down to that Legislature in a patriotic spirit, with some¬ 

thing good for the State of Illinois and something in which the 

people and the lawmakers of Illinois should be alike interested,— 

and I have never known them, have never known that sort of a 

committee to get any men to help them. Now, gentlemen, I know 

I am right. I know that if that Legislative Committee last year 

had had more financial means at their command and had not been 

troubled with any scrupules as to their manner of expending them, 

—well, there has already been some intimation here as to probable 

results. 

Now, the difficulties encountered by our committee were very 

natural ones. It was very hard to keep them together. At their 

meetings other subjects than the one for which they were appointed 

would come up. 

I want to say for the committee that both the House and Senate 

treated us with great courtesy, gave us an opportunity to be heard 

at the earliest possible moment, and I had an opportunity to talk 

with a great many legislators on a great many subjects. And I 

want to tell you, as a member of that committee, that the Governor 

was accessible just the moment it was possible for him to see us; 

and, greatly to my surprise, they talked as intelligently upon this 

subject as any man on this floor has talked today. It was not a 

new subject to them at all. The Governor was well with us. But 

let any of us undertake to force a measure which has the appearance 

upon it that money is to be gained by it, and you will find plenty of 

“grafters” who will be reaching out for it. Honest, legitimate busi¬ 

ness, as regards the Legislature of Illinois—and other Legislatures 

are the same—cannot be brought before them without money in 

any sort of way. The members of this committee have referred 

to this in a joking way; but, gentlemen, it is money that is the 

object. The subject is full of sound, common sense. To get in 

without money is as impracticable as to get a wedge in where some¬ 

body else has a wedge in at the same time. 

Mr. Stoll: I don’t want to be misunderstood. If we don’t make 

some sort of appropriation for the members of our committee to 

go down there, they will have to pay their own expenses. If we do 
give them money for their expenses down there, it will be for their 

legitimate expenses, as railroad and carfare, board, etc., that is 

what I mean. I didn’t mean that anything should be given to the 

legislators. It was to defray their legitimate expenses, and they 

themselves understand it in this way. 

Mr. W. D. Gates: Perhaps it is on my account that this in¬ 

creased appropriation is asked—it was to help me out; and I will 

not say much about it, only to rivet what Mr. Hammerschmidt has 

said if possible. And my experience with the legislator has been 

that the one thing that appeals to him is the question of the vote; 

and I think we should remember what Mr. Hammerschmidt has 

said—and let us hammer that into all the members of this meeting 

—that we must keep after our legislators. If we neglect that, 

that is, to hammer it right into them and let them know that some¬ 

thing will be doing or they will not be re-elected,—if we neglect 

that it will be a very important omission. 

Mr. Butterworth: I would like to take back anything I may 

have said in my report here regarding the use of money by the 

committee, which certainly must have been understood,—that part 

of it which it might be possible to misconstrue,—was said in a 

joking way. And I would like to say right now, before the Legis¬ 

lative. Committee, that on the whole we were treated in Springfield 

in the best way possible. I remember very distinctly that the 

Governor postponed consideration of a letter for an hour and a 

half so that he could finish a discussion with us when it came up. 

I would not have construed his conduct for a minute as leading us 

to feel otherwise than that we had been accorded by the Governor 

every consideration and courtesy. 

President Stipes: I think, Mr. Butterworth, that most every¬ 

one understood that, unless it was, perhaps, the Doctor. I think, 

gentlemen, that Mr. Butterworth wanted to impress upon you the 

fact of our inexperience (I will except the doctor, and in speaking 

of inexperience I will say that for my own part it was my first 

experience), and he did not intend to convey the idea that the 

committee had not been well and properly received with all due 

consideration and courtesy at Springfield. 

Now, as far as the Legislature is concerned, I don’t think that 

the Legislature got any of that money; in fact, I think the railroads 

and hotels got it all. That is my experience. 

Dr. Converse: Yes, there is. Now, gentlemen, I can take a joke 

as well as anybody, I think. Such things as this continual harping 

and joking on subjects of that kind lead the average man to believe 

that they are genuine. Now, I will tell you how genuine they are: 

I have the applications—and some of the rest of you had, I know 

some of them had,—for a measure the passing through of which 

footed up a bill amounting to twelve hundred dollars that was 

expended in the Legislature at the last session for business that 

did not require twelve hundred cents. You will find people ready 

to take what you have, jf you have it to offer. But it is the idea 

of the average business man, that the only way to get an enter¬ 

prise through is to back it up with money. We have an awful 

reputation in this country—that all of our officials are “grafters” 

who are reaching out for what they are not entitled to. 

Now, there are some lines along which it is not good policy to 

joke, and if we do want to do a little joking on these doubtful 

subjects, it is always well to explain ourselves before we get 

through, because it is not everyone who can see through a joke. 

I was not attacking the report, or even making any reflections upon 

it, but smiply wanted it understood that the Legislature of Illinois 

is composed of gentlemen and rascals, and that the majority of 

them are honest; and ten good, honest, upright men in that Legis¬ 

lature can take hold of honest legislation and put it through regard¬ 

less of the rascals—now, that is true. (Applause.) But some peo¬ 

ple, having had no experience in that line, seem to think that they 

must first be approached with money or something to give. Now, 

that is all wrong. It is not the right way to go about it. We have 

something here that is not a “white elephant.” And when a man 

shows he has something requiring patriotism, even without money 

of other consideration, he will find representatives of this State 

who will fall over each other to meet that requirement. (Ap¬ 

plause.) 
President Stipes: Professor Rolfe, do you want a committee 

to look out for this free scholarship? 

Professor Rolfe: Mr. Chairman, the Board of Trustees of the 

University have offered me a scholarship for each county. They 

said that these scholarships should be awarded on the nomination 

of the Association. It was called to my attention the other day 

that it had been left entirely undecided as to what that me%nt. 

The Registrar of the University asked me if that meant that any 

member of the Association might nominate anybody he choose, or 

if it meant that it should be the work of the Association—the 

official work of the Association. 

It seems to me that your Association should take action em¬ 

powering some one, or some committee of more than one—it would 

be better, perhaps, to empower some one, as it would occasion less 

trouble—to make these nominations to the Registrar; or if any 

member of the Association has a nominee in mind, let him send 

the name to someone here who will make the nomination officially 

to the Registrar. 

W. D. Gates: I nominate Mr. Stipes to act for the Associa¬ 

tion. He is right here in Champaign, and can attend to the busi¬ 

ness easily. 
Dr. Converse: I have an objection to that motion. It has 
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occurred to me, and I believe the law has provided, that the choice 

shall be upon the recommendation of the Clay Workers’ Associa¬ 

tion. Now, it seems to me that if we delegate the membership of 

the Association to each county,—whether one or more,—to nom¬ 

inate from that county, it could be much more intelligently done. 

For instance, I think if Mr. Stipes is simply authorized to make 

the nomination, could he possibly do for Sangamon County as 

well as some one familiar with the young men of that county and 

those who would like or desire to avail themselves of this oppor¬ 

tunity? And what will hold good as to Sangamon County is true 

of any other county. 

Now, it seems to me that a motion should be made in this way: 

that a member of this Association from each county be appointed, 

and that those members shall be authorized to nominate, in the 

name of this Association, candidates who will avail themselves of 

this offer. Thus we will get at the interior, and it will give us an 

opportunity of getting good and eligible young men for this pur¬ 

pose. 

W. D. Gates: An objection I can see to the Doctor’s sugges¬ 

tion is that we have not members from every county in the State, 

and Mr. Stipes can readily put himself in communication with 

members from that section and inform himself. I had no idea 

of having nominations made indiscriminately. If some one from 

an outlying county or from any county desires to be informed of 

the qualifications necessary he could communicate with Mr. Stipes. 

Professor Rolfe: I am not in anyway Opposed to the Doctor's 

motion, excepting as to the practical working of his plan. The 

Registrar of the University is not familiar with the members of 

the Clay Workers’ Association throughout the State. If a party 

from Kendall County, for instance, should write him that he was 

a member of the Clay Workers’ Association, the Registrar would 

hardly know whether that was an authentic communication or not. 

My own idea of this is that if some man were appointed, or men, 

and given authority to make recommendations to the Registrar, 

and let the other people make their recommendations to them. 

Now, if you should appoint one, two, three or half a dozen men 

here to take charge of this matter, and Mr. “K” of Kendall County 

should write them here, they would at once know whether Mr. 

“K” had the authority to do that, whether he was a reliable man 

and whether the nomination ought to be taken. 

It seems to me, then, that under the provision of which the 

Doctor has spoken already, this is the most advisable plan, to 

have the men of your Association whom you have chosen to have 

this matter in charge, receive recommendations from the members 

in different portions of the State, and have them make the nomina¬ 

tion over to the Registrar. 

I will say that I think it very proper to have this matter re¬ 

ferred to a few men chosen to act for the Association, in the nature 

of a board—say, five of your best known members here who could 

have charge of this matter. I believe this is one of the duties 

which should properly devolve on such a board, and I move, as a 

substitute for Mr. Gates’ motion, for the appointment of an advisory 

board to whom applications for scholarship could be referred. 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: I move that the Secretary and President 

of this Association be appointed an advisory board, to have charge 

of this matter of the application for scholarship. The Secretary 

and President are well known to every member of the Association, 

and each of them knows all the members. It’s easy for me to go 

to the Secretary here, for instance, and say that such and such a 

member wants to take a scholarship to the school. He would know 

me, and likewise would know the member with the scholar. 

W. D. Gates: I would second that motion, if I thought that 

the Secretary and President could get together and act as an 

advisory board. Those gentlemen, themselves, are best informed 

as to the legality of their acting in this capacity, being officials of 

the organization. 

Dr. Converse: Mr. Chairman, I see that there is merit in all 

the propositions discussed, and this, I think, is one of the best. 

However, I would suggest that a committee of three be appointed 

to draft a sufficient resolution to cover this point, and present it 

tomorrow. Then, after having had an opportunity to reflect upon 

it, we can get it in shape. I think that that is the better way to do, 

and I move that such a committee be appointed. 

Mr. de Joannis: I will second that motion. 

The motion to appoint three members of the Association a com¬ 

mittee to draft resolutions relating to the scholarship proffered by 

the University in the interest of the School of Ceramics, as ex¬ 

plained by Professor C. W. Rolfe to the meeting, was duly sub¬ 

mitted, and was carried in the affirmative. 

President Stipes: Brother Gates has reminded me that I have 

a letter from the street railway people which I ought to have read 

at the start. I will read it now: (Reading.) “Mr. J. W. Stipes, 

Champaign, Illinois. The above company (the letter is written on 

one of the Street Railroad Company’s letter-heads) wishes to 

extend the courtesies of city cars to the clay workers while they 

are in our city. If you will kindly send us a badge such as they 

will wear on this occasion, we will be glad to give the conductors 

proper instructions.” The letter is signed by H. J. Pepper, Gen¬ 

eral Superintendent. Now, gentlemen, all you have to do is to 

get on the cars and ride, and it will not cost you a cent. 

(A vote of thanks to the street railroad company was unani¬ 

mously accorded by the meeting.) 

B. F. Roberts: I was asking Professor Rolfe if the young fel¬ 

lows that ’tend the furnaces, providing they are willing to devote 

the time to it, would be taken in at the University for three or four 

weeks, say, to learn how to make simple tests, and see whether they 

were good for anything or not. He says he is willing to do that 

if the men of this Association want it done, and I would like very 

much to have it discussed. 

President Stipes: That is something that you all ought to be 

able to say something about. 

J. M. Mamer: I think they should only be too glad to do it. 

But they cannot, and I, for one, would hardly be in favor of any¬ 

thing of that kind. 

D. O. Loy: I am not able to say what could be done in that 

line. I want to say that I have lost money occasioned by not 

knowing clay from mud or clay from shale. I think I want my 

children and grand children to continue on in the line that I am 

in—I want them to be clay workers, and clay workers who will 

know something of their business so that they will not make the 

mistakes that I have been making all my life. 

Mr. de Joannis: Do you mean to say that instruction can be 

conveyed by heredity, Mr. Loy? 

Mr. Loy: No; I am a practical man—have been a brick-maker 

all my life. Yet, if I could go out to the University and watch 

the manipulation of mechanical and scientific instruments there, 

and observe the action in the furnaces, I feel that I could get 

some of the information of the kind that boys get who find time 

to spend four years at the University, and don’t have to wait four 

years, until my boys are bringing out the same lots; and the conse¬ 

quence is that the little fellows are going to be handicapped, unless 

they have a chance to get a little knowledge of this sort in this 

way. 

Prof. Rolfe: This thing has been going on among the farmers, 

exactly this same thing. The farmers’ boys will come and stay 

two weeks—they ask to come, the boys, some of the younger men 

and some of the older ones, too—and they attend these exercises, 

say two weeks or more; they come there with the idea of doing 

nothing but that. But in the course of two or three weeks they 

see, often, that there is really something in it for them, and they 

come back ready to take a longer course. Of course a great many 

don’t do that. There are many who come and remain only the 

two weeks or so, and they get a good deal of benefit out of their 

attendance at the exercises during that time,—and I don’t know 

whether you people want this or not; if you do want it, I don’t 

want to throw anything in the way. 

Dr. Converse: This proposition, now, is one of the most prac¬ 

tical that we have had. I think that it ought to be referred to some 
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committee—the same committee having in charge the preparation 

-of those resolutions; and by the time we get these things sifted 

down we find ourselves able to act upon them with intelligence. 

We certainly ought to have the opportunity of viewing the prac¬ 

tical workings of this institution placed prominently before the 

members of this convention here, so as to induce many to avail 

themselves of it. I move that this matter be left with the same 

committee to whom we have already assigned the duty of pre¬ 

paring resolutions relating to the scholarship. 

(The motion was made and duly seconded, to refer the proposi¬ 

tion to allow those desiring it to attend the special exercises at the 

School of Ceramics at the University for a few weeks, and having 

been duly submitted to meeting, was carried in the affirmative.) 

President Stipes: I believe, gentlemen, that now is a very good 

time to appoint that committee; and I therefore appoint Dr. Con¬ 

verse, Professor Rolfe and Mr. Hammerschmidt. 

President Stipes: I see we have on the program for discussion 

at this session of our meeting, first, Tile Drainage and Its Benefits; 

and, second, Which is Better, Deep or Shallow Drainage? Mr. 

Powell, can we hear from you on this subject? 

J. M. Powell: I don’t understand the subject. 

President Stipes: Well, the first one is, Tile Drainage and Its 

Benefits, and the second, Which is Better, Deep or Shallow Drain¬ 

age? 

Mr. Powell: I believe I have said all I care to say on that 

subject. 

President Stipes: We would like to hear something. 

Mr. Powell: I don’t think I care to say more. 

J. M. Mamer: What I say may seem like going over the same 

ground again—a sort of re-hash. But I think there is one thing 

•certain, that when it comes to deciding between deep or shallow 

drains, it will depend entirely upon the soil and the locality you 

are in. 

Geo. F. Beardsley: Is the question now before the house Tile 

Drainage and Its Benefits? 

President Stipes: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Beardsley: It’s a “free for all” subject, as it appears? 

President Stipes: It is for general discussion. We like to hear 

from anyone. 

Mr. Beardsley: I spent some time in the tile business, and it 

seems to me if I were to speak to one who knew nothing of tiles I 

could convince him in about three minutes it is a very important 

thing for a farmer to have about, and I would only have to relate 

one incident in my business. I sold to a man who lived eleven 

miles away from here some tile. He wanted to put them in, but 

couldn’t pay for them till the next spring. We put them in in 

April. They had been in one year, when he came in the next 

spring to pay for his tile, after he had had one year’s crop from 

his land after the putting in of those tile. He paid his bill, and 

I said, “Do you think it has paid you?” I asked him. “Paid me?” 

he said; “Mr. Beardsley, if I were compelled to go and dig them 

up and haul them away after having used them one year, I have 

gotten enough out of the use of those tile to pay me for hauling 

them all back again and replacing them.” Of course that would 

not apply to all kinds of ground—you couldn’t say that of every 

piece of land. This was a flat, wet locality, on which you could 

raise nothing of any account until after it had been drained by the 

tile; but he raised sufficient, enough and more than enough to 

pay him had he been compelled to dig them all up and replace 

them in his ground again. 

It seemed to me when I saw that question on the program for 

discussion, “Drainage and Its Benefits,” I had supposed that that 

thing had long since been “out-lawed,” that it was no longer worth 

while to discuss that proposition; and even now, after discussing 

the question, I mistrust that I may not have heard right, and my 

feelings are as though I may have been arguing on the wrong sub¬ 

ject all the while, and men sometimes, as well as the boys, when 
they make mistakes of that sort,—wander from the subject,— 

should be told to sit down, and I wouldn’t have been at all sur¬ 

prised if you had asked me to sit down. I would have done so, 

feeling like the boy in the school whom the teacher was licking for 

the misdemeanor of throwing paper wads—it’s a story I heard 

John B. Gough relate as a diversion once when his pathos had 

moved two ladies in the front row to almost audible weeping,— 

the teacher was whaling the boy, and the boy laughed inordinately, 

and the teacher, applying his whip, said, “You dare to laugh, do 

you?” and the boy said, “Why, teacher, I laugh, I have to laugh, 

for you have been whipping the wrong boy.” So, if I have been 

“whipping the wrong boy” all this time, it’s my mistake and the 

laugh is on me; for, honestly, I did not suppose that that question 

would ever come up for discussion anyhow. 

President Stipes: Mr. Wheat, I believe you are an advocate of 

shallow drainage? 

G. G. Wheat: I don’t know anything about drainage whatever, 

from experience. I am absolutely a learner in this business. I had 

a discussion with Mr. Hartwell some time ago, about draining 

some of our ponds. The “Wise Men of the East” had been down 

our way to teach us drainage. Some farmers had come out from 

Illinois, and buying some of our flat lands at from four to six 

dollars an acre, had made them worth a hundred dollars an acre; 

and we are just beginning to do what you have been doing here 

in Illinois for years. And there are two or three questions, some 

points upon which I would like to ask a question or two, if I may. 

Ordinarily, we have two or three feet of black soil, and under ' 

that, hard-pan, as the telephone men call it, which is impervious 

to water, or seems to be. Now, if the tile is laid underneath this 

hard-pan, say at a depth of four or five feet, as soon as the soil 

is repacked in the ditch, we might as well have no drainage there 

at all; unless, as some have done, we put in wells; and a well will 

drain a limited area. I would like to ask the question if there 

is any other known way of draining under these conditions—than 

the use of wells? 

J. M. Mamer: Instead of a well, I would go to work and run 

laterals off from the main instead of running off the surface. I 

believe that would have better results. I don’t know, however, of 

any similar circumstances in this State. 

G. G. Wheat: Our farmers have to lay the tile deep, otherwise 

they would be subject to frost, and they couldn’t stand the frost. 

They are laid deep down below the influence of the frost. Of 

course tile that is water-soaked and then frozen, frozen while filled 

with water, will not hold out very long. As to the suggestion 

about running laterals from the main line, that I believe has never 

been tried; you must know that our farmers down there don’t 

know very much about tiling, and the tiling question has been held 

back to some extent. But there has been a great deal of tiling 

done in some places, and some have tried it whose ground has not 

been as well drained as they had anticipated it would be by this 

means, and they have jumped to the conclusion that they could 

not tile that sort of ground. 

J. M. Mamer: I remember the case of a neighbor of ours, twenty 

years ago. He took hold on the theoretical side of tile laying 

readily enough, was much taken with it; and he had his land tiled 

—the tile laid down, I think, about thirty-six inches below the sur¬ 

face. He went down onto his farm one day after a rain, and 

found a low place where the water stood just as though there 

were no tile there. He went to the house and got a spade, and 

walked out through the water which he found to lie about six 

inches deep; and he pushed the spade well down through the soil, 

and soon the water was all gone. It seems that there was some¬ 

thing down there that was impervious to water, and the water 

would not run through it. We have a district, a small tract up 

in our town that was hard-panned underneath; and tile was laid 

there—not perhaps over twenty or forty feet apart. The first 

year the tile did no good; the second year it did a little better; the 

third year still better, and now it is a great success. It seems that 

this tile, for a while, was in that condition—I don’t know the exact 
condition—that it could not at first perform its function, but what¬ 
ever that condition was, it only required the lapse of time to 
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remove it. Watch the history of tile from the time of its first 

introduction in a given locality, and note results. Property that 

seems not to have received much benefit at first is the very piece 

that will be observed to be most benefited after a few years’ drain- 

tile treatment. The tile will be found to work better the second 

year, after having worked very little the first—still better the third 

year, and so on. 

Ross C. Purdy: T want to make a suggestion. Dr. Bain, for¬ 

merly of the Iowa Geological Survey, is here, and on this question 

of what depth in the soil should drain-pipe be laid, I think we 

would be glad to hear from him. 

Mr. Bain : I presume all sorts of things are under discussion 

here: Just what it is that is up now I have had no time for prep¬ 

aration upon, but I gather that it has relation to the problem of 

the depth at which tile should be laid with the most profit accru¬ 

ing from its service in draining water from the soil. 

Now, with reference to the difficulties that have just been under 

discussion here, I think they will be found to have arisen from the 

clay having settled down and solidified above the tile; and all it 

requires, I think, is to be loosened—opened up—simply opened up. 

Now, it is possible that it would of itself break up in time; but the 

object is to reap the profits of the tile laying without having to wait 

the tedious process of years—this gradual breaking up of the' soil 

above the tile. And when you put in your tile, and find you have 

not the desired effect, don’t wait for a series of years to accom¬ 

plish what a little loosening of the soil will do for you, a separation 

of the particles, letting the water through and obviating and avoid¬ 

ing flood. Find some process to cause the water to settle—get it 

cleared from the soil quickly, by the process which requires the 

least time. 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: I would suggest to this gentleman to 

put his tile down deep, and then fill his ditch full with cobble¬ 

stones or anything of that character—fill it up to the surface, and 

in the course of one or two years all will work well. 

James Luther: Mr. President, I am almost afraid to say any¬ 

thing for fear some of my friends will think I am trying to adver¬ 

tise my business; but I would be willing to ship a carload of tile 

under a guarantee that it will last fifty years. I think if burned 

properly tile, when placed in the ground to a depth of two, three 

or four feet—whatever depth it may be laid—if well burned it will 

last a thousand years and not crumble. 

Dr. Converse: A gentleman came to my office some few years 

ago. He had bought some land for a song, almost, and while 

there were some conditions that looked unpromising, I thought 

from his description of it that it certainly in some way might be 

made valuable. He wanted me to make an investigation, and 

finally I concluded to do it. I made the investigation, and found 

hard-pan within ten or twelve inches of the surface, and while 

there was a little soil upon it, it was very moist, and the atmo¬ 

sphere, though, was favorable. The difficulty was, the land was of 

no real value. After talking with one or two men, neighbors of his, 

I became convinced that I was right in my conclusions. I don’t 

believe that that kind of land is going to be improved in any other 

way than by surface drainage. I would not go to the expense of 
putting in tile. I don’t think that that land, even if properly tilled, 

is sufficiently porous to admit of the tile carrying off the water 

effectually. 

President Stipes: Gentlemen, for your benefit, I think, the Uni¬ 

versity of Illinois is putting through quite an experiment with land 

of that kind down in the southern part of this State. Professor 

Rolfe, do you know anything about what the University has been 

doing in the southern part of the State with hard-pan? 

Professor Rolfe: I believe that any land can be successfully 

tiled, notwithstanding hard-pan—“hard-pan,” that much used word. 

Everyone, perhaps, does not know that the hard-pan of one section 

is not the hard-pan of another. I should judge that the hard-pan 

the member has talked about here is exceedingly dense, closely 

packed clay, so fine grained, possibly, as to be practically water¬ 

proof, so that water cannot get through it. If this is the kind of 

hard-pan he is talking about, and that is what is being investigated 

in some parts of southern Illinois—it is found that that is just the 

sort of soil that tile will make porous after a time. There is 

where they need tile. Begin tile-laying in a small way. It will 

pay for itself, even the first year. Then, after tile has been in four 

or five years, the area having been widened and the tile laid deeper 

in the soil, the effects become more and more apparent, so that it 

is possible to determine the position of the tile below the surface 

by the character of the soil above. The untiled soil in the southern 

part of our State is damp to such a degree that it is hardly pos¬ 

sible for a man to walk across his field. These conditions change 

under the influence of tile drainage, and the area of improved soil 

becomes wider and wider as the tile laying progresses. I have met 

men who have had experience such as the gentleman relates with 

regard to the impervious qualities of the hard pan; and where these 

conditions prevail, the tile should be first laid with but a short 

distance between, then increased, as the effect on the soil becomes 

apparent. 

During the glacial period of this country, there was a bold 

depression formed, and the water collecting there, running naturally 

toward this basin, the finest particles of clay were carried by the 

water and deposited there, which formed this impervious bottom. 

Now, it is tile-laying that is breaking this up—it has been doing 

it, and is doing it every day. (Applause.) 

D. E. Morey: Very well answered. While I am a western 

man—not a western land agent—I can appreciate this subject of 

drainage, although the problem confronting us western people, that 

is, the reduction of the water level in the alkali regions outside of 

the Dakotas, may appear to be in some degree related, yet I am not 

aware that these lands stand in particular need of extensive drain¬ 

age, at least I have not heard of it. It is a subject I know nothing 

about. Yet, if there is a way to run off the water from these 

alkali beds and make them suitable for the needs of agriculture 

and the production of crops, the tile theory I have heard dis¬ 

cussed here would certainly appear feasible. 

These alkali grounds grow certain kinds of grass. Some of the 

land has been sold as farms, and it is a question whether the 

application of tile drainage to them would be practicable or ad¬ 

vantageous. 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p. m. to the second session,, 

called for Wednesday morning, Jan. 24th. 

-- 

OHIO RIVER SEWER PIPE PLANTS BUSY. 

The Myers Fire Clay Co., of Toronto, O., the big inde¬ 

pendent sewer pipe manufactory, is still working full 

handed and will continue to do so throughout the winter 
months. 

They have many large orders ahead which will keep the 
wheels turning steadily. 

The Nicholson brick works, of Toronto, and the Minor 

works at Freeman’s are both running, giving employment 
to many men. 

The Stratton Brothers, of Empire, the largest independ¬ 

ent sewer pipe manufacturers in this section, are running 

both the Ohio River and Stratton Fire Clay plants night 

and day and will continue to do so from present indications. 

They have been making sewer pipe twenty years and have 

yet their first time to close down. During the past year 

they run their plants 365 days. No work was done on 

Sunday, but the factories were operated nights, making 

the equivalent of every day on the calendar. 

The new Great Northern works at Stratton, the new 

town above Empire, is rapidly nearing completion and will 

be in operation in less than 30 days. 
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600 TO THE ANNUAL POW-WOW OF THE 

JOHN B. ROSE CO. OF NEW YORK TO 

HUDSON RIVER BRICK 

MANUFACTURERS. 

The John B. Rose Company, whose offices and wharves 
are at the foot of 52nd street, North River, New York, dem¬ 
onstrated that it is quite possible to successfully combine 
business with pleasure. Immediately following their meet¬ 
ing they tendered a luncheon to the manufacturers, dealers 
in masons’ building materials, builders and their friends, at 
the Murray Hill Lyceum, Thirty-fourth street. Six hun¬ 
dred guests were present, among whom were Horatio N. 
Woods, president of the National Bank of Haverstraw, with 
his partner, Brewster J. Allison; Mr. Everett Fowler, presi¬ 
dent of People’s Bank of Haverstraw, with his partner in 
the Excelsior Brick Company; Mr. A. S. Staples, president 
of the Ulster County Savings Bank, Kingston, N. Y.; Jon¬ 
athan D. Wilson, Newburgh, N. Y., Assemblyman W. Gra¬ 
ham and many others prominent in political and business 
life. 

The annual blow-out of the John B. Rose Company has 
become widely know as the “Hot Air Convention.” By way 
of explanation as to the significance of the name, it is 
learned that when the hosts, the John B. Rose Company, is¬ 
sued their prospectus in September, 1902, they promised 
certain reforms. Their competitors immediately cried “hot 
air” and dubbed them “The Hot Air Concern.” Realizing 
the value of a pat expression, the John B. Rose Company 
seized upon this, and at their first annual dinner, in Janu¬ 
ary, 1904, souvenirs were issued in the form of an attractive 
button bearing the date, name of the company, and the 
words “Hot Air.” The assembly immediately became known 
as the “Hot Air Convention.” 

So popular have these gatherings become that the com¬ 
pany found itself with five hundred guests at the second an¬ 
nual dinner, January 19, 1905. Here souvenir buttons, 
with the date and name of the company as before, pro¬ 
claimed to the public that “Hot air cuts ice.” Considerable 
speculation was indulged in as to what expression the com¬ 
pany would hit upon this time, and there was much merri¬ 
ment when the buttons were passed out reading “The John 
B. Rose Company, 1906. Hot Air. What’s Hotter?” 

The hall was profusely decorated. At the verv outset 
everybody became thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the 
occasion, and for five hours were enjovablv entertained. The 
menu was served by L. L. Goldstein, proprietor of the Mur¬ 
ray Hill Lyceum, and was an extensive one. During the 
luncheon Hurtig & Seamon’s orchestra of twelve pieces 
played popular airs. Not infrequently the entire assembly, 
led by a double quartette, composed of former members of 
the: Yale Glee Club, old friends of Mr. Rose, joined in the 
chorus. At the conclusion of the luncheon the tables were 
cleared and a vaudeville program under the direction of 
Harry J. Seamon entertained the guests. 

At the meeting of the manufacturers preceding the Pow 
Wow representatives were present from the Hudson Valley, 
Hackensack and Connecticut. The reports of the business 
for the past year were read, and the general conditions of 
the trade were discussed. Only the brickmakers attended 
this meeting. An address which described brick trade con¬ 
ditions very tersely was delivered by Mr. John B. Rose, 
president of the John B. Rose Company. Mr. Rose said in 
part: 

“A year ago we met here quite satisfied with the year 
that had passed, and hopeful, if not almost confident of the 
future. Today we meet after the most successful year in 
the history of the brick business. Not for twenty years 
have the prices been so high, and never in the history of the 
business have so many brick been produced. Representa¬ 

tives of this comapny have for weeks been at work prepar¬ 
ing an inventory of brick on hand at the close of navigation 
and a comparative statement of the brick manufactured 
during the past years. Six years ago the manufacturers 
found themselves face to face with extermination unless the 
ruinous competition and low prices which then prevailed 
could be remedied. For the purpose of bettering these con¬ 
ditions an association was formed which had that for its 
sole object, and for a number of years the output of man¬ 
ufacturers was reduced from over one thousand millions to 
seven hundred and fifty million brick annually. Thus the 
great surplus which was found in the various yards at the 
close of the season was gradually reduced, until last year 
we found that the supply of brick of that season’s manufac¬ 
ture, which must last until the brick of the following year’s 
manufacture should become plentiful, about the middle of 
June, was scarcely enough to keep pace with the demand. 
With the reduction of brick manufactured annually, and 
consequently the constantly decreasing surplus at the end 
of the manufacturing season, came a gradual increase in the 
demand. To this demand alone are due the high prices of 
today. Not since 1902 has anything been done to secure 
a curtailment, but manufacturers, fearful lest the conditions 
which obtained before 1901 might again come to pass, of 
their own accord were not eager to drive their work. But 
during the past two years, when the users of brick in this 
city have been loudly proclaiming that the brick trust was 
forcing up the price of brick, there has been no combination, 
and we have made all the brick we could produce. From 
the most careful estimates we have been able to make, the 
increase in the manufacture has grown from seven hundred 
and fifty millions in 1904 to eleven hundred millions in 1904, 
and twelve hundred and fifty millions in 1905. This does 
not take into account the large number of brick that come 
into this market from Connecticut, Troy, Albany and from 
South River, N. J. It includes only the brick manufactured 
on the Hudson river from Coeymans, south, and those 
shipped to this market from Hackensack, N. J. The stock 
of brick on hand at the close of navigation in 1904 was two 
hundred fourteen millions, nine hundred and forty-one 
thousand. With an increase of over two hundred millions 
manufactured in 1905 and with a still larger quantity com¬ 
ing into the market from New England, we find the stock 
on hand to be two hundred millions today, with navigation 
still open to Haverstraw, showing that the great demand 
for brick has exceeded the enormous production of twelve 
hundred and fifty millions. How then in the name of all 
that is good and bad can the users of brick in this city yell 
‘brick trust?’ For, notwithstanding the fact that we have 
done our utmost to produce all the brick possible the de¬ 
mand has gone us still one better. There is just one other 
point I wish to make at this time and that is, dealers have 
told us that the high prices of brick may discourage build¬ 
ers. To this I have made the following reply, and am sure 
you will all bear me out in the truth of it. If builders wait 
until the price of brick prevents them from building they 
will never stop. So small a part does brick play in the 
cost of a modern building, that an operation consuming one 
million brick todav and the ground covered, would repre¬ 
sent an investment of one million dollars. Do you imagine 
that even so great an advance as $5 per thousand on the 
price of brick, which would represent an additional cost of 
$5,000 on a million dollar investment, would prevent the 
owner from going on with the work? In the case of a build¬ 
ing where two hundred and fifty thousand brick would 
be used in construction, the same conditions would apply. 
Let us now, and for all time to come, disabuse the minds of 
the users that there is a combination of brick manufacturers, 
for a willing purchaser makes a better market than an un¬ 

willing one.” 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

806,633. Tile-making Machine. Loron O. Burnham, 
Clare, Mlich. Filed March ti, 1905. Serial No. 249,616. 

Claim.—The herein-described molding-machine for plas¬ 
tic material whereby the same may be held temporarily until 
set or partially dry, comprising a suitable supporting-base; 
standards carried by said base; an exterior housing or casing 
5; a controlling-lever operatively connected to said housing; 

a table mounted on said standards ; a centering device 12 car¬ 
ried by the bottom of said housing; an auxiliary lever 10 co¬ 
operating with the controlling-lever and suitable collapsible 
molds adapted to rest upon said table and receive said cen¬ 
tering device whereby when the controlling-lever is elevated 
the housing will be brought to surround said molding appli¬ 
ances and secure them in their operative position; all com¬ 
bined substantially as specified and for the purpose set forth. 

806,765. Portable Brick-elevator. Frederick A. Bach, 
Chicago, Ill. Filed Apr. 10, 1905. Serial No. 254,743. 

Claim.—The combination of a portable frame, wheels sup¬ 
porting said frame, a horizontally-disposed platform adjust¬ 
able to fixed positions at a plurality of different levels in 

said frame, a second horizontal platform mounted to move 
vertically in said frame, a pair of tracks on each side of said 
platforms for supporting a car, said tracks being adapted to 
be brought into alignment with each other to permit a car to 
be run from one platform to the other when said platforms 
are at the same level, four cables secured directly to the cor¬ 
ners of said second platform, sheaves at the upper part of 
said frame for said cables, drums engaging said cables for 
raising and lowering said second platform and worm-gearing 
for simultaneously driving said drums. 

806,927. Cement Block and Brick Machine. Taylor F. 
Shoemaker, Bluffton, Ind. Filed Apr. 10, 1905. Serial No. 
254,806. 

Qaim.—In a cement-block machine, an upright support¬ 
ing-frame ; horizontal bars arranged transversely of said 
frame with rotatable pulleys mounted on the opposite ends 
of each bar; an endless belt passing over the pulleys of each 
of said bars provided with means for engaging with a pal¬ 
let supported on said belt; a pallet mounted on said carrier- 

belts and transverse bars in said frame; a mold vertically ad¬ 
justable relatively to said pallet and arrange in co-operative 
relation therewith; (bifurcated) vertical standards slidably 
mounted in grooves in the inner faces of upright standards 
at each end of the machine, and secured at their upper ends 
to the mold-box; duplicate operating-rods pivotally con¬ 
nected at their upper ends with bifurcated standards and at 
their lower ends pivotally connected to one end of a lever 
whose other end is rigidly mounted upon a rotatable hori¬ 
zontal shaft; an upright operating lever connected with 
said rotatable horizontal shaft to elevate and lower the said 
standards supporting said molding-box; and means for actu¬ 
ating the carriers to remove the loaded pallet from beneath 
the mold when elevated. 

807,136. Pulverizer. Nickolas Spurgin, Ottawa, Ill., as¬ 
signor of one-half to Benjamin B. Holland, Ottawa, Ill. Filed 
Sept. 3, 1904. Serial No. 223,259. 

Claim.—In a pulverizer, the combination with a chamber 
comprising spaced rings provided with internal teeth, of a 
beater having inclined blades and being rotatable within 
the chamber. 

In a pulverizer, the combination with a chamber compris¬ 
ing a series of rings, each of which has at one side a straight 
face and at the opposite side a tapered face, of bosses pro¬ 
jecting from the tapered faces to the plane of the body of the 
ring and having openings, tie-rods extending through the 
openings, and a beater rotatable within the chamber. 

12,418. Pulverizer. James W. Boileau, Detroit, Mich., 
assignor to Louis C. Sherwood, trustee, Detroit, Mich. Filed 
Nov. 21, 1904. Serial No. 233,745. Original No. 764,268, 
dated July 5, 1904. 
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Claim.—A pulverizer-wheel comprising a disk having ra¬ 
dial blades extending from a point near the hub thereof and 
projecting obliquely on each side of the disk, said blades 
having their obliquity alternately reversed. 

A pulverizer comprising a plurality of shafts, each shaft 
having mounted thereon a series of pulverizing-wheels, each 
wheel consisting of a disk provided with radial openings 
extending obliquely through the disk in opposite directions 
alternately at an angle of approximately forty-five degrees 
to the plane of the disk and ninety degrees to each other, 

blades removably secured within the openings with their 
inner ends approaching the hub and with their outer ends 
extending beyond the periphery of the disk, the blades of ad¬ 
joining wheels in each series disposed at approximately 
ninety degrees to each other so as to present a zigzag line of 
pulverizing edges as viewed lengthwise of the series, the 
several shafts so relatively arranged parallel that the periph¬ 
ery of one series of wheels will not intermesh with the 
periphery of another series. 

806,147. Means for Stopping Cars. William P. Hussey, 
Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Standard Dry Kiln Company, 
Indianapolis, Ind., a Corporation of Indiana. Filed July 
31, 1905. Serial No. 272,054. 

Claim.—The combination with a railway-track and a car 
adapted to run thereon, of wheel-housings extending down 
from each side of the frame thereof, a bearing-plate secured 
to the outer side of each rail, a stop-bar with the end next to 

the approach of the car pivoted to said bearing-plate at each 
side of the track, a connecting-bar pivotally mounted at the 
other end of each of said stop-bars, a crank-shaft for elevat¬ 
ing and lowering the connecting-bars at both sides of the 
track, and a hand-lever for actuating said crank-shaft where¬ 
by said stop-bars may be inclined in position to engage the 
housings of a car. 

SHIPPING ROOFING TILE TO COLON. 

A cargo consisting of 3,200 crates of tiles was shipped 

by sailing vessel from Darien, Ga., to Colon, being the sec¬ 

ond cargo of the kind shipped within thirty days. The 

tiles are intended for government buildings in connection 

with canal work and are the output of the Ludovici Roof¬ 

ing Tile Co., whose offices are in Chicago and New Or¬ 

leans. 

CLAY WORKING INDUSTRIES IN 1905. 

In reviewing the progress made by the clay-working in¬ 

dustries in 1905, Mr. Jefferson Middleton, of the United 

States Geological Survey, notes that the year was unusually 

prosperous. There has never been greater activity in build¬ 

ing. 
BRICK. 

In nearly every large city in the United States the de¬ 

mand for structure material, especially brick, was greater 

than the supply. In Greater New York the enormous con¬ 

sumption of brick drove the price up to $10 a thousand for 

common brick during the height of the season. What this 

means will be better understood when it is stated that only 

a few years ago brick of the same grade sold for less than 

half this price. Other great cities also consumed unusually 

large amounts of building brick, though strikes in some of 

them, notably the teamsters’ strike in Chicago, interfered 

to some extent with the building trades. As a result of 

the immense consumption of brick in New York, the out¬ 

put of brick along the Hudson River, in both New York 

and New Jersey, was the largest ever recorded. The same 

stimulus was felt at points in Connecticut and Masachusetts, 

as well as at points in New Jersey some distance from the 

Hudson River. 

During the year the paving brick industry was in a flour¬ 

ishing condition, and returns will show a notable increase 

over the business of 1904. Brick pavement seems to be 

growing more popular in the smaller cities, and as 'he 

proper method of laying it is becoming better understood 

there is no reason why it should not prove entirely satis¬ 

factory. 
The use of face or front brick seems to be increasHg. 

This kind of brick is used now instead of stone on many 

of the largest buildings. 

The output of fire brick naturally reflects the condition 

of the iron and steel industries, and as these were phe¬ 

nomenally prosperous in 1905, it may be expected that the 

production of fire brick in that year will show a large in¬ 

crease over that of 1904. 
POTTERY 

The pottery industry thrived during 1905. The price 

agreement was broken early in the year and caused some 

disturbance in the industry, but by the end of the year 

matters had so adjusted themselves that normal conditions 

prevailed. It is the general impression among producers 

that the product for 1905 will be greater than that for 1904, 

but that the value of the output will be about the same. The 

imports of pottery during 1905 will probably show a falling 

off, possibly explained by the fact that the quality of the 

ware made by American potters is steadily improving. The 

prospects for 1906 in all branches of the clay-working in¬ 

dustries seem to be very bright. 
CLAY. 

In the clay mining industry the conditions in 1905 were 

similar to those in 1904. The fire clay mined will natu¬ 

rally increase with the increase in the fire brick output. 

The potters seem to be unable to procure satisfactory sup¬ 

plies of American kaolin, although a considerable quantity 

of this material is used in paper making. 
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the day after it comes. The very persistence of conspicuous, 

continuous advertising will keep your name and product 

before the reader, and if it is kept alive it is bound to make 

the probable customer write to you for an estimate. 

The Illinois Clay Workers’ Association meeting is over, 

and it was the best ever. Thanks to the professors and ex¬ 

ecutive committee. 

GEORGE H. HARTWELL, Editor. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Send One Dollar bill or stamps for United States, Canada or Mexico 
and one dollar fifty cents for all other foreign countries. 

pipers are not stopped at the end of subscriptions unless the sub¬ 
scribers order them so and pay up the arrearages. 

ENTERED AT THE CHICAGO POST OFFICE AS SECOND-CLASS MATTER. 
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“ | like to read American advertisements. They are in 

themselves literature, and I can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

CONVENTIONS. 

The sixth annual meeting of the Wisconsin Clay Work- 

-ers’ Association will be held at Menominee, March 9, and 

10, 1906. 

The Eighth Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic 

Society will be held in Philadelphia, Pa., February 5-6 7, 

1906. Headquarters at the Continental Hotel. 

The Twentieth Annual Meeting of the National Brick 

Manufacturers’ Association will be held in Philadelphia, 

Pa., February 7-8-9, 1906 (date of meeting). 

A self-satisfied man is always conceited. 

It is easy to smile at trouble—when it visits your neighbor. 

Be sure you are right, but don’t be too sure that every¬ 

body else is wrong. 

The -Clay Record is the only semi-monthly clay journal 

in America. The subscription price is only one dollar for 

24 numbers. Try it now. 

Spasmodic advertising is like trying to get a big business 

and then closing down the works and going on a vacation 

Beginning on the first Monday in February of this year 

the University of Illinois at Champaign will open for the 

first time a school of ceramics, which will give full courses 

in all lines of the clay interest. This has been largely accom¬ 

plished by the Illinois Clay Workers’ Association. The 

course will be most thorough and complete and great results 

are looked forward to in advancing the scientific develop¬ 

ment of all branches of the clay-working industry. The 

university offers each year to each county in the state one 

scholarship which will be awarded by the trustees of the 

university to applicants who intend to pursue either of the 

regular courses. They will be awarded through the Clay 

Workers’ Association upon the recommendation of either its 

President or Secretary. 

The annual session of the Illinois Clay Workers’ Associa¬ 

tion, which has just recently closed at Champaign, was one 

of the best and most successful meetings ever held by the 

association. The program was of three days' duration in¬ 

stead of two as heretofore, and consisted of four sessions 

that were all crowded full of interest. The quality of the 

papers read and the discussions engaged in were of an 

exceedingly high order and far surpassed those of any 

session held in former years. The attendance was also ex¬ 

ceedingly gratifying, there being one hundred and twenty- 

four in attendance. The association is in a most flourishing 

condition and has a membership of almost two hundred. 

The banquet was an elaborate affair and not to be over¬ 

looked. The genial Mr. A. L. Converse was the toast¬ 

master of the occasion, and his wit and humor afforded 

sufficient merriment to enable every one to enjoy it with 

good digestive powers. The hotel accommodations were 

of a high order and, in fact, everything passed off in a most 

satisfactory way and there was nothing to mar the meeting 

in any respect. In our present issue we give a complete 

synopsis of the first session and will follow it up in each 

subsequent edition until we have given you the fullest de¬ 

tails of the entire session. We trust to make these articles 

exceedingly interesting to all the brick trade and hope that 

great good will result from the labors of the convention— 

as we will give the papers and discussions in full. 
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OBITUARY. 

John Druecker, 23 Wisconsin St., Chicago, Ill., dropped 

•dead of heart disease. He was 68 years old and was a 

wealthy dealer in cement at Chicago. 

Joseph Moon, an aged potter, who resided in East Akron. 

Ohio, for 25 years, died of paralysis. He was 76 years old. 

Edward Reid, formerly in the brick and tile business at 

Geneva, Ohio, died at Ashtabula. 

Henry Packman, aged 65 years, one of the oldest and 

most prominent residents of Greenock above McKeesport, 

Pa., died of pneumonia. For many years he was a large 

brick maker. 

Sylvester Robertson, an old citizen of Birmingham, Ala., 

a brick maker and contractor is dead. He was 69 years of 

age. 

George C. Snadley, president of the Jefferson County 

National Bank at Arvada, Col., died in Denver of kidney 

trouble. He had just contracted for a $50,000 brick mak¬ 

ing plant for Fort Collins, which will soon be put into 

operation on his hands. 

— ■* »♦- 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

The McFeely Brick Company’s plant at Latrobe, Pa., 

was practically wiped out by fire. It is estimated the loss 

will reach $125,000, which is covered by insurance. 

Fire of unknown origin destroyed the pottery of the 

Pfaltzgraff Stoneware Co., York, Pa. The loss is esti¬ 

mated at $25,000, covered by insurance to extent of $20,000. 

Al. Graham, an employe of the Brazil Clay Co., Brazil, 

Ind., was severely injured by a mixed shot, that he tried 

to drill out, the powder of which had gone, off, the dynamite 

explosion catching him. 

In the suit of an employe against the York Harbor (Me.) 

Brick Co. for damages amounting to $3,000 for injury 

while at work for the company, the court gave a non-suit 

after the evidence of the plaintiff was heard. 

A permanent injunction has been granted against the 

Miller Brick Co., Alleghany, Pa., by the city preventing the 

company from excavating on their property. 

Henry Moore has brought suit for $10,000 damages 

against Pohlman & Reese, brick makers at Davenport la., 

on account of the clay bank falling on him while at work. 

W. G. McCleary has been appointed receiver of the Kel- 

lerton (la.) Brick & Tile Co., at the solicitation of A. H. 

Teale, one of the owners. Mr. Teale and W. W. Pasley 

own the company. 

John Hunter, an employe of the Athens (0-) Brick Co., 

while feeding a crusher in some manner got his hand caught 

in the belt. By a supreme effort he wrenched his hand 

away and escaped terrible death. 

The brick property of Gabrial D. Stanford at Lake 

Charles, La., was sold at bankrupt sale to Mrs. Hattie An¬ 

drews for $7,600. 

The United States district court of New York has appoint¬ 

ed Lindsay Russell receiver for the H. Huennekes Company 

of New York. 

CALENDERS FOR 1906. 

The Fernholtz Brick Machinery Co., St. Louis, Mo., are 

sending out an embossed calendar of the hunting dogs, also 

advertising the Fernholtz Improved Brick Press and aux¬ 

iliary machinery. 

E. M. Freese & Co., Gabon, O., has issued a very hand¬ 

some calendar, the “Sunset on Long Island,” with the 

name of the firm and brick, tile and terra cotta machinery 

on the margin. 

E. S. McLain & Son, brick manufacturers at Pittsburg, Pa., 

this year is presenting a reproduction of De Costa Smith’s 

“On Watch.” It is an Indian subject and very fine. 

A. M. & W. H. Wiles Co., manufacturers of brick machin¬ 

ery, moulds and trucks, at Grassy Point, N. Y., are out with 

their annual. This year it is a child subject. Two little 

ones at the well—“Have.a drink.” 

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Columbus, O., were not 

to be outdone in this line. The picture is that of the “Jeffrey 

Cutting and Hauling the World.” The name is familiar to 

everyone. 

C. M. Adams, brick manufacturer at Alexandria, La., is 

out this year with another good one. This time it is “See 

the Conquering Heho Comes,” by Witkowski. Very at¬ 

tractive. 

TO ASK POTTERY WORKERS TO SETTLE IN 

THE SOUTH. 

Macon, Ga.—With the advent of the new officers of the 

chamber of commerce, Macon will begin efforts to remove 

from the minds of the pottery workers’ unions in the United 

States and abroad the impression that the south is an un¬ 

desirable place of residence because of alleged social con¬ 

ditions and climatic conditions. Report has been made that 

the pottery workers’ union in Europe and in the northern 

part of this country refuse to issue charters for new unions 

or to exercise jurisdiction in the “black belt” of the United 

States, which means the southern states, and for this reason 

the vast kaolin deposits in Macon’s territory cannot attract 

investment in crockery plants. It is said that the pottery 

workers incorporated this provision in their international 

law because the impression has been created in many parts 

of the world that the south is a barbarous country, where 

whites and blacks are at continual warfare, and where there 

is so much malaria that good health is impossible. 

The business men of Macon are inclined to believe that 

this affords a rich field for missionary work, and they pro¬ 

pose to go to the root of the evil by getting in direct commu¬ 

nication with the officers of the international association of 

pottery workers. The matter is of vital interest to Macon, 

because it is declared that a great deal of money woud have 

been invested in crockery plants for manufacturing Macon’s 

matchless kaolin if it had not been for this condition of 

affairs. 
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GROUND IS BROKEN FOR LARGE POTTERY. 

Ground is being broken in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for 

what will be, when completed, the largest stoneware pot¬ 

tery in the United States. “The company which will be 

a branch of a large pottery in Germany, has acquired sixty 

acres of land and its buildings for the present will occupy 

twelve acres. Ocean going vesels will transport the raw 

material from Germany direct to the pottery and about 600 

men will be given employment when the works open. Many 

of these will come from the four potteries of this company 

in Germany, being skilled artisans. High freight tariffs on 

the manufactured ware and high rates of duty have com¬ 

pelled this company to locate a plant in the United States 

notwithstanding that the necessary raw material to manu¬ 

facture acid proof pottery has not as yet been discovered 

here and must be imported.” 
-- 

TO INCREASE CAPACITY OF BRICK WORKS. 

The building of twenty more houses for employees, an 

increase of the number of men and the enlargement of the 

plant by 50 per cent are some of the things decided upon 

at the annual meeting of the Buckeye Fire Brick Company 

at Scioto' Furnace, Ohio. 

The stockholders re-elected the company directors, con¬ 

sisting of T. C. and Jos. Moulding, Dr. H. N. Goodsmith 

and C. N. Combs, of Chicago, E. P. Stevens, A. T. Hol¬ 

comb, John Richardson, Floyd Knowles and Henry Pres¬ 

cott. The directors organized by re-electing T. C. Mould¬ 

ing, president; John Richardson, vice president; Henry 

Prescott, secretary, and E. P. Stevens, treasurer and gen¬ 

eral manager. 

The company will build six more kilns and by other im¬ 

provements increase the daily capacity of the plant from 

32,000 to over 50,000. With the twenty new houses to be 

built the company will possess almost sixty houses that are 

used by employes. 
-4»» 

MR. GUISE INVENTS NEW BRICK BURNER. 

D. P. Guise, of the Guise Brick and Stone company, 

Williamsport, Pa., has been notified that a patent has been 

allowed on a combination brick kiln of his invention. 

This idea of Mr. Guise’s is expected to revolutionize the 

brick burning industry. The invention not only is a great 

saver of fuel, but only about half the time is required to 

burn the brick, as compared with the old method. 

The invention has been tested thoroughly at the yards 

of the Guise company north of Williamsport. 
-4«» 

BRICK MEN INDICTED FOR ALLEGED 

COMBINE. 

John T. Windsor, William Windsor, Jr., Walter Akers, 
Alfred Akers, William Keller, Frederick W. Keller, Jo¬ 
seph Cooper, Samuel Cooper, William Cooper, James Mc- 
Causlin and John McCauslin, members of five brick man¬ 
ufacturing companies of Akron and Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio1, 
and George W. Carmichael, a prominent contractor and 
manager of the Akron Brick Exchange, were indicted, 
charged with combining to fix exorbitant prices for paving 
and building brick, and to prevent competition. 

MASSEE AGAIN HEADS GEORGIA BRICK 

MAKERS. 

Many prominent capitalists and manufacturers were in 

Macon today attending the regular semi-annual convention 

of the Georgia Brick Manufacturers’ Association. When 

the convention was called to order in the offices of the 

Standard Brick Co., fifty delegates were present, among 

them being Messrs. N. J. Cruger and S. M. Brown, of 

Albany; Harry English, of Atlanta; C. H. Bickerstaff, of 

Columbus, and H. H. Stafford and Charles McKenzie. 

W. Jordan Massee, of Macon, was elected president for 

the coming year, and W. E. Dunwoody, secretary and treas- 

surer. 

No previous meeting of the association has been marked 

with such enthusiasm and fraternal spirit as is the present 

one. Its purpose, as the president stated, is more effective 

organization for the improvement of methods and the re¬ 

duction of prices. During the past few years the brick 

industry in Georgia has taken its place along with the fore¬ 

most enterprises of the state and the convention today will 

give even an additional impetus to this already important 

business. 

President Jordan Massee gave the delegates a luncheon 

at the Hotel Lanier cafe, and toasts were drunk that 

brimmed with cordiality for the host. 

BRIGHT PROSPECTS FOR EDWARDS’ VITRI¬ 

FIED BRICK AND SEWER PIPE COMPANY. 

The Edwards Vitrified Brick and Sewer Tile Company, 
Albion, Ill., composed largely of White county men, now 
have leases on 2,000 acres of land west of Albion which 
call for shale and mineral rights. This territory extends 
to Ellery and covers a well recently dug by the Creamery 
Company at that place. It is said that in digging this well 
a three-foot vein of cannel coal was found at the depth of 
thirty-six feet and that the water tastes so much like coal 
oil that it is unfit for creaming purposes. There are many 
indications of oil and coal on this territory, which is also 
rich in the shale deposits of which vitrified brick is made. 

BOOKLET ON THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER 
COMPANY. 

Fans, Blowers and Exhausters for heating and ventilat¬ 

ing, mechanical draft and other purposes are described in a 

booklet issued by the Green Fuel Economizer Co., of Mat- 

teawan, N. Y. This company has for many years installed 

fans and exhausters for mechanical draft in connection with 

the Green Fuel Economizer and has long been aware that 

important improvements could be introduced in air-moving 

apparatus. The amount of power required for driving is 

often considerable, as fan builders, under the stress of com¬ 

petition, have frequently offered small, inefficient high-speed 

fans where true economy for the purchaser would have 

indicated larger, slower-moving fans. The Green Fuel 

Economizer Co. does not contract for the engineering of 

plants, nor for the installation of heating and ventilating 

plants in competition with the heating and ventilating con¬ 

tractors. It has recently added large shops to its plant at 

■ Matteawan to handle this branch of the business. 
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THE FRISCO OFFERS GREAT OPPORTUNITIES 

The St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Co., better 

known as the “FRISCO,” has built or added to its system, 

over nineteen hundred miles of new railroad during the past 

five years. Also another thing to be remembered is the fact 

that all of this new railroad traverses newly-settled sections 

of the Southwest, principally in Missouri, Arkansas, Indian 

and Oklahoma Territories and Texas. 

These sections of the Southwest are rapidly settling up 

with a good class of Northern Immigrants impelled to locate 

in the Southwest for the following reasons: Lands for the 

cultivation of a wide range of crops can be purchased most 

reasonably; the climate is mild and there are no extremes 

of heat and cold, such as obtain in the Northwest, and ample 

rainfall annually to mature crops. 

Mjbst of the sections traversed by these new lines have 

not previously enjoyed the privileges of railroad com¬ 

munication and these lines, therefore, opened up entirely 

new markets to the manufacturer and wholesaler. 

It is a self-evident proposition that it is cheaper to utilize 

in manufacturing the raw material at its source, instead of 

shipping it in a crude state to some large city or remote, 

thickly settled section. This is a fact that manufacturers 

are beginning to realize more and more and for various 

reasons are turning their steps toward the singularly favored 

locality. 

The principal raw materials available in large quantities 

for manufacture are cotton and its by-products; all of the 

grains; almost every kind of timber found in the North 

Temperate Zone; all of the truck crops, vegetables, melons 

and fruits; minerals, including iron, lead, zinc, gypsum; 

stone, including granite, limestone and cement rock suitable 

for Portland cement; highest grade shale for pressed, paving 

and firebrick, pottery, tile and sewer pipe; and last and most 

important, this fact, that in almost every portion of the 

States and Territories traversed by the Frisco System, fuel 

supply is abundant, either bituminous or semi-anthracite 

coal, oil or natural gas being procurable. 

Labor troubles also in the Southwest are of much less 

frequent occurrence than in the large cities and thickly- 

settled localities of the North and East. 

Possiblv the most attractive inducement, however, that 

could be given manufacturers to secure the location of their 

industries, is the fact that they would in most cases have a 

proprietary right to a vast section of rich territory, as they 

would be almost the onlv manufacturer in their particular 

line in the Southwest. They would, therefore, be free from 

much of the close competition met with in the factory sec¬ 

tions of the North and East. 

From the above extended list of natural resources for 

manufacturing it can be readily seen that almost every kind 

of manufacturing plant can be accommodated with an ex¬ 
cellent location. 

Mr. M. Schulter, Industrial Commissioner of the Frisco 
System, St. Louis, Mo., would like to get in correspondence 
with any manufacturers not entirely satisfied with their pres¬ 
ent factory location, and will cheerfully furnish data regard¬ 
ing favorable locations, inducements, etc. 
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POTTERY NEWS ITEMS. 

The Donaghho Pottery at Terrapin Park, Parkersburg, 

W. Va., has been sold to Senator Camden and the building 

will be moved to other ground. 

The Comal Earthenware Co., New Braunfels, Texas, 

is the style of a new firm just organized by Emil Heinen of 

this city and H. T. Nordhurst of Ft. Worth. 

Rapp Bros., proprietors of the Mlorton (Ill.) Pottery, 

have purchased eight acres of land in East Peoria, and will 

build a pottery there. 

J. W. Lupher contemplates installing machinery for in¬ 

creasing the capacity of the pottery at Tullahoma, Tenn. 

The Sun Porcelain Co., Oakland St., Trenton, N. J., 

has been incorporated with $10,000 capital stock. Incor¬ 

porators, Chas. J. Hetzel, Alfred C. Grainger and Geo. W. 

Wycofif, all of Trenton. 

The Mason City (la.) Sewer Pipe factory contemplates 

the enlarging of the output of their plant by the manufac¬ 

ture of jugs and crockery ware. 

The Marshalltown (la.) Pottery Company is to embark 

in a new business in the near future, the manufacture of 

porcelain ware. The business will be the only one of its 

kind conducted west of Ohio. 

The Croxall Pottery Company, East Liverpool, Ohio, 

has reduced its capital stock from- $50,000 to $25,000. 

The Patterson Foundry & Machine Company, East 

Liverpool, Ohio, recently made a shipment of pottery 

machinery to Seattle, Wash., for a stoneware plant that is 

under course of construction there. Another large shipment 

was made to a firm in Lexington, Ky. 

Monmouth, Ill., is to become the headquarters of a pot¬ 

tery combine with $1,250,000 capital stock. W. D. Brerton 

will be at the head of the organization. 

The art goods which are made at the Tiltonsville (O.) 

Pottery are to be given to the Wheeling potteries and sani¬ 

tary ware is to be made instead. 

The Northwestern Stoneware Co. has been formed at 

Spokane, Wash., to handle the output of the several pot¬ 

teries of the Northwest. The incorporators are F. H. 

Oliver, E. K. Erwin, G. M. Swartwood and C. H. Patton. 

The employes of the Ideal Fire Clay & Porcelain Works, 

Trenton, N. J., presented to Samuel P. Alpaugh, retiring 

superintendent, and Jacob Lindley, retiring foreman, hand¬ 

some signet rings set with diamonds on their departure for 

Tiltonsville, Ohio. 

William Rabb is canvassing the city of Waterloo, Iowa, 

for subscriptions to start a pottery. 

The Volunteer Coal Co., What Cheer, la., manufacturers 

of brick and tile and miners of coal, contemplate the estab¬ 

lishing of a pottery in connection with the business. 

The Angora China Co., Minerva, Ohio, has been incor¬ 

porated with $ to,000 capital stock by J. Shumaker, Willard 

Pennock, E. R. McKean, W. H. Taylor, W. R. Kurtz and 

J. A. Kurtz. 
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SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

The Semi Steel Company of Cleveland, Ohio, have now 

completed a sand-lime brick plant for the Sandstone Brick 

Co. of Schenectady, N. Y. 

D. McArron, of the Cement Brick Co., Port Huron, 

Mich., has presented a proposition to the Chamber of Com¬ 

merce of that city for a cement brick plant which will be 

accepted. 

The Holland Brick Co., Holland, Mich., has just installed 

a new press which will double the capacity of their sand 

lime brick plant. 

The Minnesota Pressed Brick Co. has been organized at 

Bemidji, Minn. S. D. Work of Mankato is one of the 

principal owners. 

The Menominee (Mich.) Brick Co. will soon commence 

the manufacture of sand lime brick with the word “Me¬ 

nominee” stamped on each brick, thus advertising the town. 

At the annual meeting the old officers were re-elected and 

it was decided to double the capacity of the plant. 

The annual meeting of the Lake Superior Sand Brick 

Co., Calumet, Mich., was held the 29th. The old officers 

were re-elected, all of which are copper country people. 

The plant has been successful ever since it was started. 

The Owensboro (Kv.) Sand Lime Brick Co.’s plant is 

now shut down for the purpose of making extensive im¬ 

provements. New engines and boilers will be put in and 

another brick press will be added and the plant will be con¬ 

siderably enlarged. 

The Granite Brick Co., Dublin avenue, Columbus, O., 

which is composed of Columbus and Plain City men, is 

now making brick. The officers are U. P. Lenox of Rich- 

wood. president; O. W. White of Plain Citv, vice-president; 

W. L. Curry of Columbus, treasurer; J. E. Robinson of 

Columbus, secretary, and C. A. Rausch of Plain City, man¬ 

ager. 

The plant of the Fremont (Ohio) Pressed Brick Com¬ 

pany is again running in full blast. The concern is far be¬ 

hind in orders. 

The International Asphaltum Construction Co., Ardmore, 

Tnd. Ter., has been organized with H. G. Stoney, president 

and treasurer; Peter Graham, vice-president; A. G. Ed¬ 

wards. secretary, and M. L. Hurst, general manager, to 

manufacture brick from asphaltum. clay and shale. 

John J. Bishop, Spartansburg, S. C., has engaged in the 

cement brick manufacturing. Claude Foster is associated 

with him and they propose to do extensive operations in 

brick making in Lournes and Greenwood. 

C. W. Williams & Co., Easton, Pa., are now producing 

several dry colors for use in cement and sand lime brick 

manufacture that are attracting attention. They are able 

to specialize in their work beyond the average manufacturer 

in their line. They manufacture a black which is used 
% 

largely for mortar oolors that is looked upon very favor¬ 

ably by leading architects. They are the largest producers 

of colors in the United States, having three plants in Easton 

and one in Allentown, Pa. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

M. B. Taylor, of Jackson, Miss., has bought land south 

of Crystal Springs, Miss., and will build a brick making 

plant. Machinery has already been bought. 

Humboldt, Nebr., is to have a new $50,000 brick plant. 

C. M. Linn is president; A. A. Tanner, vice-president, H. 

E. Boyd, secretary, and C. Z. Hummel, treasurer. 

The Two Rivers (Wis.) Brick Co. has been incorpor¬ 

ated with $25,000 capital stock. Frank L. Wolfe and others 

are interested. 

The Whitewater (Wis.) Brick & Tile Co. has been incor¬ 

porated with $80,000 capital stock, by F. H. Kiser, W. H. 

Francis, L. P. Beach and F. A. Moore. 

The Continental Fireproofing Co., Cincinnati, O., has been 

incorporated with $10,000 capital stock, by T. G. Nicholson, 

C. C. Rothler, Louis J. Hoppe, J. A. Keadin and A. Friberg. 

The Maumee Brick & Tile Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., has 

been incorporated with ■$25,000 capital stock. Officers; 

George Jaap, president; John A. Koehler, vice-president and 

manager; J. E. France, secretary, and Gottlieb Haller, 

treasurer. 

Gunderson & Masse, Baudette, Minn., owners of a saw¬ 

mill there, have bought land and will build a brick yard on 

same. 

Arthur C. Sharpley, owner of the Sharplev Brick Works. 

Bessemer. Ala., has released the ground on which the plant 

is located and bought additional ground and will enlarge his 

plant. 

Cairo, Ills., is to have an extensive brick and tile plant. 

Twentv acres of land has been purchased and the plant will 

soon be in operation. 

John Peifer, Harrisburg, Ark., wants to organize a com¬ 

pany to put in a tile works. He operated a small plant last 

year, and found a ready market. 

The Trenton (Mo.) Brick & Tile Co. at its annual meet¬ 

ing decided to make tile in addition to brick, and machinery 

will be bought for this purpose. 

The California Tile & Terra Cotta Co., Los Angeles, Cal., 

has been incorporated with $^oo,ooo capital stock. Directors 

are: L. Lindsav, E. M. Durant, E. Randolph, B. Curtis 

and F. C. Keller. Tt will take over the Western Art Tile 

Co.’s plant. 

The Grand Ledge (Mich.) Gav Products Co. will erect 

a tile factory in the spring on a site of forty acres which 

they own. 

The Iron Clav Brick Co.. Columbus. O., has been incor¬ 

porated with $500,000 capital stock, by W. D. Brickell, D. 

C. Meehan, A. R. Paff, C. J. Neare and G. J. Marriott. 

The Gleasonton (Pa.) Fire Brick Co. will start operations 

after a shut-down of five months. 

The Eureka Fire Brick Co., Mt. Braddock, Pa., has ar¬ 

ranged to run their works both day and night on account of 

the demands for brick. 
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The Fairmount (Ind.) Tile Co. will close its plant down 

too make repairs and add new machinery and a kiln. 

The Milton (W. Va.) Brick & Merchandise Co. is dis¬ 

solved, and S. J. Hollandsworth and W. S. Bowles become 

the owners of the brick works. 

The well-known firm of Kerr Bros., Wrightsville, Pa., has 

been dissolved and the interests purchased by B. F. Beard, 

who will continue the business. 

The Tuttle & Hudson Brick Co., Moberly, Mo., has been 

incorporated with $30,000 capital stock. Incorporators: F. 

J. Tuttle, F. D. Hudson and M. A. Tuttle. 

The Aberdeen (S. Dak.) Brick Co., recently re-elected 

officers and passed resolutions to double the capacity of the 

plant. A 10 per cent dividend was declared. 

The Fond du Lac (Wis.) Pressed Brick Co’s officers de¬ 

cided to purchase a new 150 horse power engine and boiler, 

a pulverizer and a new pressed brick machine. They will 

also make 40,000 brick per day by the soft mud process. 

The Muskogee (Ind. T.) Vitrified Brick Co. will resume 

operations and will enlarge the plant and put in more kilns. 

They will use fuel oil in the future in its operations. 

H. H. Shellenberger, H. O. Keener, H. H. Myers, H. 

S. M. Cowgill, vice-president of the National Drain Tile 

Co. at Terre Haute, Ind., was recently elected president of 

the Indiana Drain Tile Association, which meets at Ander¬ 

son. 

The Emmetsburg (la.) Brick & Tile Co. has been or¬ 

ganized. G. G. Wheat is president; H. C. Shadbolt, vice- 

president; E. B. Persons, secretary and E. B. Soper, trea¬ 

surer. All estimates for buildings and materials will be 

in by Feb. 15th. 

The Southern Brick & Tile Works, Jackson, Tenn., re¬ 

cently elected Dr. R. A. Jones, president; W. J. Hunt, vice- 

president; C. M. Thompson, secretary and treasurer, and 

X. B. Wickersham, general manager. Hereafter they will 

make only high-grade dry pressed brick and fire brick. A 

10 per cent dividend was declared. 

Beginning with the New Year Albert and Lincoln Sol- 

fisburg of Aurora, Ill., take over the Solfisburg Brick 

Works, which were operated by C. Solfisburg, deceased, for 

the past 40 years. Several improvements have been made 

to the plant. 

The Wooster (O.) Shale Brick Co. recently elected the 

following officers: D. C. Curry, president; John Stevens, 

Jr., vice-president; A. Branstetter, treasurer; Chas. E. Cur¬ 

ry, secretary and manager. Extensive improvements will 

be made in the plant. 

The large brick plant recently moved to Commanche, Ind. 

T., from Lawton is about ready for operation. Quitt & 

Cameron, the owners, already have orders for brick. 

W. Bausman, John Kramer and Frank Slack are the prin¬ 

cipal movers in a deal to lease the Keener Brick Works at 

Middletown, Pa. 

H. G. Hanson will establish a plant at Dean, la., for the 

making of tile. 

Dewitt Rowell will establish a brick making plant at 

Mathiston, Miss. 

The capital stock of the Corona (Cal.) Pressed Brick & 

Terra Cotta Co. has been increased from $75,000 to $150,- 

000. 

Worland (Wyo.) will have a pressed brick plant just as 

soon as the frost is out of the ground. Capacity, 12,000 per 

day. 

The Atlanta Terra Cotta Go., Tottenville, L. I., N. Y., 

will establish a brick manufacturing plant beside their terra 

cotta works. 

The Mason Supply Co., Mason St. and C. & P. tracks, 

Cleveland, O., is negotiating with Akron brick manufac¬ 

turers to buy their plants to supply their members with 

brick. 

Jack Lenig, backed by several Sunbury, Pa., people has 

bought the old Martin Gass farm 2 miles east of town and 

will build a plant with the- latest improved machinery for 

making pressed brick. 

The Algona (la.) Brick & Tile Co. has been incorporated 

with $20,000 capital stock by L. J. Dickinson, preisdent; 

Nels Ostrom, vice-president, and F. S. Potter, secretary 

and manager. 

The Mansfield (Ark.) Brick Co. has brought in their 

third gas well and are drilling the fourth. They are pre¬ 

paring to put in a vitrified brick plant to compete with Kan¬ 

sas brick from the gas belt. 

The Evans & Howard Fire Brick Co., St. Louis, Mo., 

recently elected the following officers: Cecil D. Gregg, 

president; Andrew Sproule, vice-president; Geo. W. Jones, 

secretary and treasurer. 

Banker H. L. Emmert, Sibley, la., offers $100 to anyone 

who will find a 3-foot vein of tile clay within 4 feet from 

the surface and within 3 miles from town. He is desirous 

of having a tile factory. 

William Halls, Jr., who bought the Ferguson Brick Co.’s 

plant at Troy, N. Y., at bankrupt sale has transferred same 

to the Cary Brick Co. of Cohoes, N. Y., who are now 

cleaning up preparatory to starting same. 

Roeske Bros., Michigan City, Ind.. are erecting a dry 

kiln at their plant that will dry 50,000 brick per day, so they 

can run their plant winter and summer so as to take care 

of the demand. 

The Grinnel (la.) Brick & Tile Co. has been incorporated 

with $50,000 capital stock. H. W. Spaulding is president; 

H. H. McHose, vice-president; C. A. Smith, secretary and 

general manager; Joel Stewart, A. J. Neeley, R. G. Coults, 

O. K. Cole, Wm. Vogt and Dr. U. M. Hibbetts are di¬ 

rectors. They take over the McHose plant and rebuild 

and enlarge it. 

The Indiana Fire Clay Co., Montezuma, Ind., was in¬ 

corporated the first of the month. D. N. Lanyon is presi¬ 

dent; J. A. Heber, vice-president, and J. S. Hollowed, sec¬ 
retary and treasurer. The new company takes over the 
D. N. Lanyon plant, the Hoosier Clay Works and the Wa¬ 
bash Valley Co., all clay grinding works, with a 1,500-ton 
per week capacity. 



M&chmcrs? For CLAY LAND FOR LEASE. 
On a 32 acre farm, 4 miles west of Macomb, Ill., 

containing 20 acres of a 10-foot vein of fine pottery 
clay, a 5x10 foot shaft in good repair at same. Will 
lease from one to ten years or longer at 10 cents per 
ton weighed on ground and settled for monthly. 
Company to hare access to any part of land for 
mining and digging clay. Also a vein of coal 25 to SO 
feet below the clay to lease at cent per bushel. 
For further particulars address^ McpONAIjpi 

Lock Box 39 P. R. 5, Colchester, III. 

FOR SALE. 
One complete brick yard plant, consisting of boil¬ 

er and engine, stiff mud maohine, rolls, automatic 
cut-off, shifting pulleys, belting. Complete equip¬ 
ment for a 25,000 capacity plant. A bargain if sold 

at once' WM. W. TH1RLBY, 
Traverse City, Mich. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. Sarty. Good market at hand, 
on address 

A bargain to the right 
For further informa- 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 25,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention 

TERRA HAUTE PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute, Ind. 

WANTED. 
Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 

tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 
T, care Clay Record, 

Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
For sale, reasonable, in condition— 

One 5x18 foot Horizontal Tubular Boiler. 
One No. 20A Penfleld Hollow Brick Machine. 
One 14 foot Pug Mill. 
One Disintegrator, 
One 40 foot Clay Conveyor, with 20 foot belt. 
Forty Fire-proofing Dies, with two extensions, 

pullys, clutches and belting. 
Reasons for sale, are making different ware. 

R. 611, W. 51st St.. 
New York City. 

FOR SALE. 
One 26-horse power Engine and one Henry Martin 

steam power Soft Mud Brick Machine. Address 
LOUIS SCHMIDT, 

Grand Island, Neb. 

WANTED. 
A second hand No. 6 Brewer Brick and Tile 

Machine. Address 
EDMONDSON & ROGERS, 

Kalona, Iowa. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
A good second hand 

E. M. Freese & Co., 
Brick and Tile Machine- 

Address E. R. K., Care Clay Record, Chicago, 

WANTED 
Wanted at Once.—A first class experienced brick 

burner and setter. State age, experience, salary 
expected and reference. 

B. S. ELMES 
Fergusson’s Wharf, Va. 

FOR SALE OR TO LET. 
A complete and only Brick Yard in city of 60,000 

population, in good running order. Demand un¬ 
limited and prices good. Owner 35 years in busi¬ 
ness and wishes to retire. Address 

SHERMAN A. CASE 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

FOR SALE 
Two Wiles Soft Mud Steam Power Brick Machines. 

Two Tempering Wheels for horses. 40 h.p. Boiler. 
80 h.p. Engine. 5 or 6 Trucks. All necessary Belt 
and Shafting. Also about 500 feet light Steel Rails 
with Switches. Everything in good working order. 
Will sell cheap as we have started an in-door yard. 

E. T. & IRVING HAND, 
Plainfield, N.J. 

FOR SALE 
One Komnick 1000 to 1200 per hour sand-lime 

Brick Press in good condition. Was replaced with 
larger capacity press, same make. Inquire of the 

SAGINAW SANDSTONE BRICK CO. 
Saginaw, Mich. 

FOR SALE. 
50 rack cars for 32 inch pallets, capacity 432 brick; 

track gauge 24 inches. 
Also 55 flat cars for soft mud brick, with foot pallets 
Track gauge 25 Inches. 

Both styles of cars in first-class repair. 
ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second-hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT,” 
Care Clay Record, Chioago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of various gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS OAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x34 inches. Address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, III. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One second-hand Chandler & Taylor 80 horse¬ 

power Horizontal Tubular Boiler, 60 inch diameter 
by 6 feet long, with full flush front. 

AMERICAN CLAY MACHINERY CO. 
Bucyrus, Ohio. 

Paper Jogger, quo'ed. 
R A. HART. 41 White St., 

Ho bettor m:.de, rut Iroir 
S3 and $10, to 

4 Wheel, $3.00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH 

FOR SALE. 
Up-to date brick plant with Creager machinery, 

in prosperous city of 15 000 inhabitnnts, in Southern 
Illinois. Good residence and farm of 40 acres at¬ 
tached to plant. Splendid opportunity. Only plant 
in city. Address 

H. H., care Clay Recor ’, Chicago. 

CARS WANTED. 
Two transfer, two flat and two turntables, 24 inch 

guage. Sander wanted also. 
E. T. & IRVING HAND. 

Plainfield, N. J. 

MACHINERY FOR SALE. 
One new steam iron Quaker soft-mud brick ma¬ 

chine, bought of the Wellington Machine Co. Sev¬ 
enteen iron bound molds, one dump table, all new; 
never been used. Capacity 30,000 per day. Address 

G. W. NICHOLS. 
Stockbridge, Mich. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Position as manager of brick or tile plant, by an 

experienced man. Can build a complete up-to-date 
plant and operate it successfully. Address 

UP-TO-DATE, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 8 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections, 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. C. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines. from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by oompetent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1732 Powers St.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 

PALLETS WANTED. 
Wanted 3500 all steel foot pallets, 36 in. long by 

10J4 in. wide by 3% high. State gauge of steel, width 
of foot and general details. 

FAYETTE FIRE BRICK CO. 
Uniontown, Pa. 

FOR SALE. 
The Newport brick and Tile plant at Newport, 

Indiana. Address 
JOHN RICHARDSON, Receiver. 

FOR SALE. 
One 70 horse power Frost Tubular Boiler, one 45 

horse power Frost Slide Valve Engine. In good con¬ 
dition, will sell cheap as we have changed to electric 
power. 
CENTERVILLE BRICK & CONSTRUCTION CO. 

Centerville, Iowa 

WANTED. 
An experienced and competent brickmaker to 

take charge of soft mud plant near Cincinnati. 
State experience, references and wages expected. 

GENERAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO. 
24 State St,, New York. 

BRICK PLANT FOR SALE. 
Splendid Chance for Contractor. 

One of the finest, most modern brick plants for 
sale in southern part of Central Illinois. Live 
growing city, good prices, making money. Dry 
press, built in 1904. Best of reasons for selling. 
Price 825,000, if taken at once. Address 

ILLINOIS, care Clay Record. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
With experience in modern brick making. Ma 

terial suitable for fire, face, enamel or paving brick 
Good proposition for a hustler with some money to 
invest, t or particulars address 

W. P. ALLEN, 
Enterprise, Kansas. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery in first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

FOR SALE. 
31-Acre tract of land located in Central Iowa. The 

finest kind of clay underlaid with coal. Two roads 
running up to the line of property. 

ARTHUR H. LIBBY, 
233 Railway Exchange Bldg., Chicago. 



A REPORT OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH AN¬ 

NUAL MEETING OF THE ILLINOIS 

CLAYWORKERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

SECOND SESSION. 

The second session of the Twenty-eighth Annual Meeting of the 
Illinois Clay Workers’ Association, pursuant to adjournment of the 
first session on Tuesday evening, was called to order, President 
John W. Stipes in the chair, at 10:30 A. M. Wednesday, January 
24th, 1906, at Elks’ Auditorium, Champaign. 

President Stipes: Gentlemen, our secretary, Mr. George 

H. Hartwell, informs me that we lack just one of having the largest 
number enrolled at this annual meeting that we have ever had. Any 
who have not registered, please come forward. I will name for the 
Committee on Resolutions J. M. Mamer, H. de Joannis and S. J. 
Shaw. 

The first number on the programme is the paper “Observations 
and Notes Gleaned on Visits Among the Clay Workers of Illinois,” 
by Ross C. Purdy, Instructor in Ceramics, Champaign. 

OBSERVATIONS AND NOTES GLEANED FROM VISITS 

AMONG THE CLAYWORKERS OF ILLINOIS. 

One of the most gratifying features of my visit among the clay- 
workers of Illinois was the hearty cordiality toward the Ceramic 
department of our University and the State Geological Survey. 
Fortunate is it that the clayworkers of this state are unanimous in 
their support and encouragement of these two institutions. Credit is 
given to this association for taking the initiative in the organization 
of forces for and effort toward the passage of the bills making these 
two organizations possible. 

Fully awake are the large majority to what has been and what 
can be accomplished in a volunteer organization of this character. 
Yet I found a few who do not realize the benefits to be derived by 
affiliation with this association. They fail to see that the inspiration 
for the larger part of the technical advancement in their own field 
was originated and fostered by such organization. That it is in 
associations of this character that the greatest and most beneficial 
movements in our own line have been cradled cannot be denied. 
“What benefits can I derive from being a member of the Illinois 
Clayworkers’ Association?” was not an infrequent question. I 
answered that the association would not have existed and cannot 
continue to exist without a membership and that the more substantially 
it is supported the greater will be its efficiency. It should not be a 
question of what the individuals are going to receive by being asso¬ 
ciated with us this year or next year, but it should be rather a ques¬ 

tion of whether it is not a duty to share the burden and aid the cause, 
the fruits of which are so evident in the impetus given to technical 
progress in schools, technical commissions and surveys. 

A few have argued that their processes and products have been 
developed to their present high degree of excellence without the 
direct aid from associations or schools, and cannot see but what they 
have received but little if any help from them. Granting that there 
are individuals who have not been directly aided, let us consider the 
question in a larger sense. 

Inventions of machinery and discovery of ceramic compositions 
were made when pure science was in its infancy. They were not so 
much a result of a general scientific enlightenment, but rather of in¬ 
dividual inspiration of creative minds that pursued investigations 
doggedly and made discoveries after repeated failures, troubles and 
disappointments. Here and there in the past there are men whose 
achievements stand out brilliantly against those of the lesser inspired 
or less able ones in the craft, whose greatest ability was evidenced in 
the success with which they stole and applied the fruits of their more 
brilliant fellow craftsmen. 

The development of pure science in the early days was made pos¬ 
sible only by independent investigators who published freely the 
results of their researches. From these studies recorded and corre¬ 
lated, broad laws were formulated and truths established from which 
we today have our highly developed sciences of Geology, Chemistry, 
Physics, etc. If our earlier clay manufacturers had not so jealously 
guarded their discoveries, and had the knowledge they acquired been 
disseminated otherwise than through the dishonesty of their un¬ 
scrupulous competitors, there is no telling to what degree of perfec¬ 
tion Ceramic technology might have attained. 

In the domain of pure science, schools were founded upon the re¬ 
sults of the researches of the few, isolated but broad-minded dis¬ 
coverers whose results are thus made of almost infinite value and ex¬ 
tent. In the domain of ceramic technology the secretive and jealous 
discoverers slowly multiplied because of the pure science being thus 
more broadly disseminated, yet they did not and could not found 
broad ceramic laws or principles until they banded together, ex¬ 
changed experiences and correlated their several achievements. 
Earlier an apprentice began where his predecessor began, covering 
the same ground. The time has now dawned, however, when he 
will be able to profit to a large extent from what has been accom¬ 
plished by others and forge ahead. 

It is evident that as means for scientific ceramic education are 
multiplied the more rapidly will we advance. Associations are a 
very potent factor as educational institutions. We cannot progress 
by jealously guarding our individual discoveries, and by enforcing 
strictly the “No Admittance” edict so necessary nowadays to pre- 
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serve factory discipline. Exchange of views are of great aid to the 

individual and a most important factor in the general advancement 

of science. All should willingly support institutions which stand for 

scientific advancement. As citizens, we are all compelled to support 

our University, yet how does our University benefit the day laborer, 

carpenter, mason, merchant, etc., who are compelled to help in its 

maintenance. That need not be answered, but let it be said that every 

ceramic worker is in as large a degree duty-bonud to support those 

institutions that stand for the upbuilding of his craft as is the 

citizen to support those institutions of learning that stand for the 

upbuilding of good, intelligent citizenship. Membership in this as¬ 

sociation will be of advantage to the individual and a strength to our 

ceramic institutions of learning. 

The qualification and training of the superintendents and managers 

of our various ceramic industries is a study that was made in view 

of a guide in the preparation of a ceramic curriculum. Erstwhile 

bookkeepers, machinists, carpenters, contractors, doctors, lawyers 

and most anything other than a college graduate is to be found at 

the working head of our factories. As a rule, however, machinists 

are in the majority as superintendents. 

Many of our ceramic industries are dependent so much more 

largely upon mechanical processes than upon chemical, that it re¬ 

quires a mechanic to supervise their operation. In the brick industry 

the pure sciences aid in the selection of material and in the economiz¬ 

ing and controlling the burning, but beyond this it must be frankly 

stated that the pure sciences enter but very little into consideration. 

In terra cotta, pottery, glass and cement industries, the case is very 

different. There the superintendent should be equally as well trained 

in pure sciences and mechanics. 

Our ceramic school should not and cannot, with justice to the 

broader development of ceramic technology, confine its whole en¬ 

deavor to preparing her graduates to become superintendents. They 

must necessarily train a few men for the more theoretical work 

which leads us on to greater possibilities in even our more simple 

industries. The majority of our students, on the other hand, will in 

time, become foremen, superintendents and managers. But whether 

the future work of the graduate shall be along theoretical or practical 

lines, the same fundamental training must be given to both. There¬ 

fore it was demonstrated to my satisfaction that our courses of 

study should be designed to develop both the mechanical and scien¬ 

tific phases of ceramic education. Particularly should the cement 

course be strong in mechanical engineering, for the cement manu¬ 

facturers find that as superintendents they must have men whose 

training has been in the mechanics, though they cannot for a day 

dispense with the services of a chemist. 

Technical ceramic schools in this country are yet too young, and 

too few in number to have many trained ceramists in the field. The 

few, twenty or less, who can claim to have received a full ceramic 

training in our ceramic schools are “making good” and rising rapidly 

to positions that carry honor and responsibility. But when it is 

considered that there are about 500 ceramic industries in Illinois 

alone, it is readily seen why our graduates are not more in evidence. 

A glance at the transactions of our technical societies will reveal the 

valuable work these graduates are doing, and their desire to impart 

to others the results of their labors. 

In studying the industries of this state, I was impressed with 

the need of a better understanding of the geology of clays. Geo¬ 

logical history of clays is useful, but the correlation, the tracing and 

identification of deposits, is the thing our clayworkers should under¬ 

stand more fully. I noted that we have a few factories so located 

that the winning of their clay is too expensive and is growing more 

so as they work back into the bank. A better knowledge, before the 

erection of a plant, of the geological formation, the dip and the hori¬ 

zontal variation in strata would have caused less embarrassment 

today. To invest $60,000 in plant on a deposit of shale which, due to 

what is known in geology as a fault, will vary abruptly from a good 

paving brick shale to one that is practically worthless for the purpose, 

is slapping science in the face. A trifle spent in properly inspecting 

the proposed site by a geologist or ceramic technist would seem to 

be as wise as paying a lawyer a fee to trace the title of the property. 

In the general manufacturing processes many mooted questions 

as to the merits of this or that method were noted as being of very 

live interest. Research'must be made on a large scale covering wide 

range of variation before a great many of these questions can be 

answered. At any particular plant these questions can be worked 

out for the particular clay at hand, but such evidence can only be 

judged as circumstantial when determining the general and funda¬ 

mental principles involved. Individual companies are not inclined 

to work out these problems in a broad way, and the problems are 

too large for the individual. They must find their solutions in in¬ 

vestigations carried on by associations or ceramic schools. 

Each of you know your several problems, and it is not necessary 

to enumerate them at this time. 

In regard to kilns it can be said that all kinds are in the state. 

The continuous kiln with fixed fire and progressing ware has been, 

and is being experimented with, and the continuous kiln with fixed 

ware and progressing fire is now in successful operation. Flue, 

floors, fire-pockets, walls of all kinds, kilns of all shapes and capa¬ 

cities are in use. After all this frenzied experiment and investment 

in kilns, we are not much nearer to the solution of the question of 

the most economical and efficient method of burning. To properly 

investigate this problem will require a large outlay of energy, time 

and money, but I believe the time is not far distant when we will 

have this most important question solved. The best methods of car¬ 

rying on this work is a matter that ought to be considered by this 

association. 

One of the most unique plants for the utilization of waste heat 

from burning and cooling kilns is about to be tried by the Macomh 

Pottery Company. The products of combustion from burning kilns 

and hot air from cooling kilns will be drawn under the boiler and then 

distributed through the factory for heating and drying purposes. 

This company’s bold experiment will be of vital interest to every 

clayworker, and their results will be as anxiously looked forward 

to as were the results of the famous Fiske experiments in substi¬ 

tuting electric power for hand labor in brick manufacture. 

The question of the use of producer gas using waste heat from 

cooling kilns for combustion is a problem suggested by a visit to the 

Alton Vitrified Brick and Tile Co. There they are successfully using 

producer gas in a continuous kiln effecting a great economy in fuel. 

Pre-heated air is a requisite in the use of producer gas, and in waste 

heat we find the solution to that part of the problem. The ques¬ 

tion as to whether the waste heat can be more economically used in 

the dryer than in conjunction with producer gas is a question that 

needs to be solved. It is at least a possible means of effecting an 

economy in burning kilns on the unit type. 

Many are the problems noted in my short visits among the clay- 

workers, but time will not permit me to enumerate or to discuss 

them. That Illinois is doing, and will continue to do, her share in 

furthering the solutions of the problems confronting our ceramic 

technists is evident, and I look forward to a great technical advance 

in our industries in the near future. Illinois has large and varied in¬ 

dustries, and is rapidly coming to the front as a clay-working state. 

Terra cotta, enamel brick, stoneware, art ware, paving brick, face 

brick, fire brick and fireproofing, sewer pipe, drain tile, cement and 

glass industries of Illinois are second to none, and the future will 

see white wares of all descriptions manufactured within our borders. 

President Stipes : We would like to hear from Mr. Blair’s com¬ 

ments on the subject of Mr. Purdy’s paper. 

Mr. Blair : Well, I don’t know how to discuss that paper, I 

am not competent. I was impressed with this one thought, how¬ 

ever. that in the main, pretty nearly all that we know about clay and 

clay burning we have learned largely by accident; and there are 

more things that we do know and are unable to account for, than 

there of the things which we know and arc able to account for. We 

know that by experience. We don’t know why this is so or why that 

is so, but only know that it is so; and the suggestions along the 

lines of scientific investigation with reference to the unsolved prob- 
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lems as well as the problems that are solved it seems to me are of 

the utmost importance to this business, and I am entirely pleased 

with the suggestions of the Professor looking to the investigations 

along these lines. 

Now, I have no doubt that it is the experience of every man here 

that at one time or another—some time—in some way, there has 
been produced and turned out on his plant an extraordinary burn¬ 

ing of brick. He was highly pleased, highly satisfied with the quality 

—with the large percentage of high grade ware; and yet, with the 

results all there before him, plain as the day, he was utterly unable 

to tell how such results were produced. Now, I undertake to say’ 

that this is one of the duties, that is one of the questions for the 

scientific schools, and what we pay our money for, and it is one of 

the cheapest bargains, one of the best expenditures of money that 

we ever make in any direction whatever. We want to know, in 

other words, “where we are at.” 

We want information as to why this occurs, and why that occurs, 

and how to produce, without guess or hap-hazzard, this or that much 

desired result. How very few of us know anything about heating! 

How very few of us know anything about gravity! Or about how to 

mix and temper 1 How many throughout the country, from one end 

to the other—-how many perfect burnings or even very nearly so 

have there been secured in the last year from the various kilns 

throughout the State of Illinois 1 Scarcely any. 

So, I cannot discuss the paper, Mr. Chairman; but I can only 

express my gratitude for and sympathy with the valuable sugges¬ 

tions contained in the paper. That is all I have to say. (Applause.) 

President Stipes: Is there any oiher gentlemen who would like to 
say a word on this paper? 

N. M. Mamer : Mr. Chairman, on the part of myself and oth¬ 

ers here, I would like to ask a few questions about that system of 

using the heat from the kilns in Monmouth for further purposes. 

Now, I understand they use the heat under the boilers, and from 

thence on through the buildings. I would like to have Mr. Purdy 

explain a little more fully. 

Mr. Purdy : Withdraw the heat from the kiln for the dryer 

and direct it forward to the boiler. Raise it as it is needed in the 

drying-room, and pass it thence up to heat the building. This same 

plan has been tried by the Chicago Retort and Fire Brick Company, 

I believe, and they have a representative here. I would like to hear 

that gentleman’s experience on that proposition. 

George J. Dieterich : Our company tried this for a while, but it 

did not work satisfactory. 

Mr. Purdy: I understand the trouble up there was this: 

they could not damper the empty kilns—the cold kilns—sufficiently 

so as to act as dampers on the flues through which they operated 

the burning kilns. Instead of burning six or eight days at most, 

they had to burn ten or twelve days—due to the cold kilns, es¬ 

pecially as they would have to generate enough in the burning kilns 

to carry over to the boiler. 

I know that this is a live question—the proper utilization of heat. 

Another one is producer gas and its use in the heating of the plant 

I understand they have a producer gas man here this morning who 

has looked into this subject, and I have no doubt there are other 

ways to utilize the waste heat from the burning kilns for the heat¬ 

ing of the plant. 

W. B. Chapman : I don’t know of any way of heating by 

means of the gas as it comes from the kilns—producer gas. It can 

be used for the water smoking of the next kiln, and used to good 

advantage when the kilns are arranged with that, end in view. We 

have recently taken up the matter with the Fire-proofing Company 

at Perth Amboy, New Jersey, who make terra cotta. There they 

have four kilns a short distance apart, which they propose to use as 

one large continuous series. Of the four kilns, one is continually out 

of commission, either being empty or being charged up again. Of 

the three in use, one will be cooling down, another one firing hard, 

and the third one will be water smoking. Now, we take cold air 

from out of doors and put that in the kiln that is heating up; then 

that is carried to the next kiln that is burning hardest and from 

there it is taken to the third kiln that takes the waste gasses as 

they pass off from the hot kiln: and that is the plan upon which 

they work out there, and while they have not perfected it, it is 

something they will undoubtedly do in the spring, as what has ac¬ 

tually been done, if found advantageous, is bound to come into per¬ 

manent use. Our experience and our opinions in this matter would 

lead us to reason on these lines. 

As you take up the problem of heating your kilns, the first thing 

you might ask is, Who are the largest users of fuel in the world? 

Who use the most coal? And the answer comes, “The iron and 

steel people.” Then, who are the people to whom we should look 

for lessons in the most economical methods of generating heat? 

The same answer. How do they generate heat? Without exception 

they use producer gas. Hardly one of them uses oil, there are just 

a few who use natural gas. -Now, the next question comes, “Can 

producer gas be applied to your work—brick works or any of the 

clay works?” To my mind, it is merely a question of experimenta¬ 

tion, and not along the line of the use of coal, as it might seem to 

some that it would be; because the use of gas for fuel is going into 

all kinds of lines. Some manufacturers of lime have adapted it to 

the manufacture of lime, and it has been found superior for that 

purpose to coal. “Oh, we don’t use coal,” said one of these lime 

men to me, “we use wood.” When I suggested gas, he said he didn’t 

know whether he could get heat enough from gas. He was induced 

to try the experiment of using gas, but we had to make the installa¬ 

tion at our own expense entirely—we were to get no pay until it was 

established as a commercial success, “commercial success” in the 

sense in which that phrase is usually used. After four months’ run, 

he wrote us for a duplicate for another plant. He is now saving 

twenty per cent on fuel, and I see no reason why results fully as 

good cannot be obtained in your particular line. One advantage is, 

gas itself does not discolor—that is one of the important points. 

If you go into this matter at all, you will find different manufac¬ 

turers of producer gas, one for use in engines and another for an¬ 

other use—for heating purposes, which requires an engineer. To 

produce gas for heating, an entirely different kind of still or retort 

is employed. 

I would be very glad at any time to go into details with you and 

explain as to what we have done and what we are capable of doing 

in your own line, and I think I can show you that we can accom¬ 

plish results similar to what we are already accomplishing in other 

lines of industry. 

W. S. Purington : As a matter of course, producer gas is 

something in which we are all interested and perhaps I will have a 

little more talk with the Gentleman before we get through. 

With regard to the work of the Association here, there is no ques¬ 

tion but all here realize the good that Professor Orton has done in 

Ohio, and hope we shall get like results in Illinois. 

J. H. Millsom: Mr. President, I don’t know that I can say 

anything—only that I am glad that the school has been started, very 

glad.' .Being a young man in the clay business, I want information, 

and if we can get it over at the school, I am going to have it. 

President Stipes : We will next hear Mr. Warren Ittner, 

of Belleville, Illinois, upon “Economy in Steam Power.” Mr. Ittner 

gave way yesterday to Mr. D. W. Gates. 

Warren W. Ittner: I was extraordinary glad to be here 

at my first convention,—that is, my first state convention. I was 

upon the program yesterday to follow Professor Rolfe, and was very 

sorry of that. But I was put off until today; and then our Secre¬ 

tary, to encourage me, came around and told me we were going to 

have an expert engineer here from Chicago, and so he has got me 

again, and I don’t know just how I am going to come out in the dis¬ 

cussion after reading my paper. 

ECONOMY in steam power. 

A discussion of this subject from the clay workers’ point of view 

must necessarily resolve itself into a discussion of the questions1 he 

will ask when contemplating the erection of a new plant or the re¬ 

modeling of an old one, viz. r What power shall I use, and, if steam, 
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what style of boiler and engine will be best suited to my needs, every¬ 

thing considered, and how can this power be used to the best advan¬ 

tage? 

In making his decision, if he would arrive at some approximation 

of success, he certainly must needs consider everything. Not the 

everything his experience has taught him concerning boilers and en¬ 

gines, valuable though this may be, if his experience has been large, 

misleading it may be, if his acquaintance with steam and its appli¬ 

ances has been small; not the everything of his engineer, whose 

views are apt to be biased from too close contact with the trials 

and vexations of his particular engine in favor of the seemingly per¬ 

fect and apparently unattended monster in the engine room of the lo¬ 

cal brewery. The engineer’s idea, to install a miniature of this cross 

compound condensing outfit, is all right in a way, but then he knows 

nothing of the figure the necessary knowledge and attention to oper¬ 

ate it would cut in the cost account of a plant making say twenty 

thousand brick per day, where the engineer is also boiler fireman, 

machinist, etc. Nor yet the everything of the expert, for skilled 

though he may be, he may not trouble himself to learn some of the 

most vital, though obscure conditions affecting your choice of boiler 

and engine. However, the solution of such problems is his business 

and it is only fair to say that his advice would be best to follow. 

That, everything considered, means a thorough threshing out of 

what everyone knows, a careful review of all the facts and condi¬ 

tions governing the case and what is not of the least importance in 

aiding us to a decision, a visit to plants operating under something 

like similar conditions. It would be difficult to explain why clay- 

workers as a rule look upon this subject with indifference, if they 

give it any thought at all. It certainly is worthy of mature consid¬ 

eration. What method of power generation to install? If electricity, 

whether single or multiple units; if steam, whether elaborate econ¬ 

omy or simple efficiency would best suit our purpose, and then its 

arrangement in connection with the clay plant as a whole. All of 

these are certainly questions of paramount importance in plant con¬ 

struction. 

The question of the best method of power generation for clay¬ 

working plants does not come within the scope of this discussion. It 

alone is a phase of plant construction of first importance. How¬ 

ever, before dismissing it, I wish to quote from the able and inter¬ 

esting paper read before the Ontario Clay Product Manufacturers’ 

Association, at Hamilton, Ontario, by Mr. A. M. Wickens, chief en¬ 

gineer of the Canadian Casualty and Boiler Insurance Company. In 

reference to steam power versus all competitors, he says: “But where 

a man has heat to use or where a man has the opportunity to utilize 

heat, I think it is a long way between now and the time the gas pro¬ 

ducer or electricity or coal oil or gasoline will beat steam. Just as 

soon as we begin to study the use of exhaust steam, if we are going 

to get back the heat we put into steam after we have run our en¬ 

gine, it is going to keep all the new ideas working very hard to beat 

us very much. Just as soon as we begin to study and work out prop¬ 

erly utilization of the waste that we are making from our steam, 

just so long are we going to keep the other fellow hustling.” And 

in my opinion he is correct in this. We must have steam or heat in 

one form or another about a brick plant, whether to dry brick or 

heat dies, and if it is properly and economically generated, and its 

heat energy used to the limit, there will be few, if any, of the new¬ 

er methods of power generation able to equal the result. 

It would certainly be a pleasure to be able to formulate a table 

showing the type, horse-power, etc., of engines and boilers best to 

install in connection with clay manufacturing plants of various prod¬ 

ucts and capacities. It may be that the impractical ones will be 

disappointed at not finding this data here. It is needless to say that 

they will look for such information in vain. All we can do, in 

fact, all our technical books or universities can do, is to teach us how 

to make the best of the conditions that govern. It is for the solution 

of these problems that our engineers are trained. An eminent au¬ 

thority, in an article along these lines, has this to say: “The ad¬ 

justment of the ratio of expansion of the steam to the requirements 

of maximum efficiency is the vital problem of the designing engi¬ 

neer and the purchase of the engine.—The accuracy with which the 

designing and constructing engineer determines' the adjustment for 

maximum financial efficiency is a measure of his ability and skill 

and a guage of his success in solving his problems. With each stand¬ 

ard construction, experience usually enables the engineer to satis¬ 

factorily determine the proper solution of this problem.” 

It would be disappointing if, on account of feed water, or some 

other cause, we would have to reject an economical type of boiler in 

favor of one of lower efficiency, but better adapted to the conditions. 

To be sure, we can prepare most any kind of water for use in boilers, 

but suppose this water purifying plant were beyond our means or ex¬ 

pensive to operate, thus annulling the saving made by the more ef¬ 

ficient boiler. However, the mistake, in our profession, is much more 

often made the other way around. Regardless of the price of fuel, 

boiler water, horse-power required, and numerous other points of 

equal importance, we will install a steam power plant of the lowest 

efficiency, and install it carelessly at that. Why? Well, it is the 

cheapest and simplest, we understand it best, any one can operate it, 

we don’t care about the looks as long as it does the work, etc., etc. 

At the same time there might be every reason for the most rigid 

economy; the most up to date steam plant, even though much more 

expensive, would pay a skilled engineer and a good interest on the 

investment by the saving it would effect. And saving, stopping the 

leaks, is the order of the day in our business even to a much great¬ 

er extent than in any other line of manufacture. One of our old¬ 

est clay workers has said, “It is not what you make but what you 

save around a brick yard that counts,” and there is nothing truer 

than this, any way you take it. 

Now, as to the first part of my subject—what type of boiler and 

engine to install for plants of various size—aside from the particu¬ 

lar conditions which would govern the selection, all we can do is to 

consider the various types. There are few instances where you will 

make a mistake by using some of the standard makes of water- 

tube, internally fired or multiple-flue boilers. The primary idea is 

to use every heat unit contained in the coal you burn. In its devel¬ 

opment great strides have been made, however at certain secrifice to 

cost of maintenance, strength, etc., but fuel must indeed be cheap to 

annul the saving thus effected. Indeed one of the accomplishments 

of the modern boiler is to burn cheaper or lower grade fuel. The 

coal mines of our state were used to employ the common cylinder 

boilers, or boilers with only two or three large flues. They were 

thought to be the only thing to use. Now our coal mines are in¬ 

stalling the modern types, because the mine operators have learned 

that they use less fuel and steam can be kept up with the slack that 

formerly went over the dump. Certainly, if where fuel is the cheap¬ 

est, it pays to install a high type of boiler, it ought to pay everyone 

else to do the same. 

Now, as to engines, there is a much larger field for choice. You 

can get any kind of an engine you want, steam users, not to men¬ 

tion steam wasters, and steam savers. The requirements of the 

plant still govern the choice; if we are going to need large quanti¬ 

ties of steam for some purpose or other, such as drying wares, it 

would be a mistake to install a complete steam-saving outfit. An 

efficient and less complicated engine will do, and we can make the 

saving by utilizing the exhaust steam. If, however, we want to 

develop power and will have no use for exhaust steam there should 

be no hesitancy in adopting the most economical outfit we can buy, 

consistent with the size of our plant, capital invested and the talent 

we can afford to employ to attend to its proper operation. Whatever 

type we adopt, it should be properly attended by some one who 

knows what he is about, if not by a competent engineer. The second¬ 

hand man, whose only accomplishment is a willingness to work cheap 

and put in all the overtime necessary to rectify the consequences of 

his bungling mistakes, belongs with second-hand machinery—on the 

scrap heap. Good machinery with a competent man to operate it will 

pay dividends in any plant, and if you cannot succeed by these 

means you cannot by any other. 

The same writer from whose article I have already quoted, an 

eminent teacher of engineering, has this to say concerning the me- 
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chanical efficiency of engines and their adaptability to various in¬ 

dustrial work. “Mechanical efficiency—the ratio of work trans¬ 

mitted from the piston to the point of useful application, ranges 

from 95% in direct acting engines as a maximum to 85% with the 

older non-condensing engines. It is. made a maximum and friction 

reduced to a minimum by careful design and especially by securing 

constant, complete and free lubrication; usually, in the best cases, 

by a circulatory flow of oil, flooding the bearings and returned by 

pumps to the source, through a filter, to be again distributed to the 

rubbing surfaces of the engine. The lost work is less—as the pres¬ 

sures are higher within limits determined by the nature of the mater¬ 

ials—as the lubricant is better adapted to its intended purpose and as 

the flow is more liberal where reaching the rubbing parts. The 

highest values of the coefficient of friction are often ten and some¬ 

times twenty times the lowest and the careful attention of the engi¬ 

neer to this detail is always well compensated.” 

“The ultimate limit of economy in operation, with any class of en¬ 

gine, is fixed by financial considerations and the principle involved' 

in determining the limit may be thus expressed: That engine is 

most perfectly adapted to its place and purpose of which the type 

is such that no practicable substitution will permit the supply of the 

demanded power at lower total operative costs, including interest 

on first cost, a sinking fund to provide for replacement at the end of 

its period of use and annual operating expense; and that size of 

engine is on the whole best, variation from which in the direction of 

either increased or lessened size will increase that total expense of 

operation. In the latter case, the gain by reduction of size will be 

more than compensated by the loss due to its reduced efficiency. 

The best engine is that which will give largest returns on the capi¬ 

tal invested, adding most effectively during its life to the dividends 

obtainable from the plant of which it forms a part.” 

Reluctant as I am to leave the subject of engines and boilers for 

brick plants without having brought to light something of more de¬ 

finite importance, I will pass on and discuss a few of the abuses to 

which we see even excellent machinery subjected, and which are 

sources of loss of power. 

Overloading—working above capacity, is one of the commonest 

abuses we see engines and boilers and machinery put to about brick 

plants. Where the economy lies in such procedure it would be dif¬ 

ficult to say. In fact, such practice is the very opposite of economy. 

The average man, when he is running a boiler or engine or brick 

machine at 10% over its limit really believes he is gaining just that 

much. Arguments to the contrary seem not to reach him, but soon¬ 

er or later he will be brought to a realizing sense of the truth of that 

assertion, and the lesson is likely to be dearly bought, for the ma¬ 

chines are just the same as men or beasts, they do the best work 

and last the longest when not strained or overworked. 

When you install a steam power plant make it large enough and to 

spare. Allow for a large surplus of power. The chances are that 

your machinery will take more power to drive than you have count¬ 

ed on and then again I never knew a brickmaker that was not making 

some sort of an addition to his outfit that would take additional 

power to drive. If you have surplus power you can do these things, 

while often you are balked in installing some really good labor- 

saving device by want of po>ver to operate it. But over and above 

these considerations a reasonable surplus of power is a good invest¬ 

ment. 

As to the other numerous ways in which we waste steam and 

power, I am discouraged about discussing them, partly because Mr. 

Wickens, in his recent paper, from which I have already quoted and 

which you have doubtless read, has covered them so completely and 

forcibly, so much better than I could do, and partly from the fact 

that the subject has been threshed out so often before the various 

conventions that it is apt to become tiresome. About belting—it 

would seem that we ought to have learned by this time that a light, 

narrow belt, stretched like a fiddle string to make it pull, is poor 

practice. It increases friction to the extent of running journals 

hot, wasting power and lubricant and causes delays by breaking. 

Why not have them wide and heavy? The closer between the 

centers of pulleys the wider and heavier they should be. Have the 

bottom belt do the pulling and the top hang slack so it will hug the 

pulleys and give a longer arc of contact on the pulleys; this obviates 

the use of a belt dressing to make them pull. Why run a twist or 

crossed belt when we can run them the proper way? A belt run 

with the bottom side pulling and the top side slack will outpull and 

outlast three crossed belts. 

Improper alignment and poor lubrication are two great wasters 

of power and causes of trouble. It would be safe to say that more 

power is lost through these two causes than all the others combined. 

It takes no small degree of engineering skill to properly align 

shafting and machinery, and as for the lubrication problem that is 

notoriously unsatisfactory, especially where there is much dust. 

That so much power is lost by these two causes is no doubt due 

to the fact that they are not easy of detection; a journal run hot 

by a tight belt we can see and remedy, but we cannot so readily 

see that they are not being properly fed with oil, or that the shafting 

is binding in the journals from being out of line. To the eye they 

look all right and these conditions may exist for a long time before 

they are detected. 

We meet our greatest power development and power tranmis- 

sion problems in remodeling an old plant. We are often hedged in 

by all but insurmountable problems. Often we find that, taking 

into consideration the expense we have been at, the more or less 

unsatisfactory result and the trouble we are sure to encounter in 

operation, it would have been cheaper and vastly more satisfactory 

to have built new. So it is that in making changes, repairing or re¬ 

modeling, when we meet a difficulty it is well to remember that 

great and various improvements have been made in both power plants 

and power transmission appliances, and we should not neglect to 

study the adaptability of each and every one of them toward over¬ 

coming our particular trouble. If one does not furnish a solution 

to the problem, another might, perhaps the one we least expect it of. 

As to the matter of insulating steam pipes to prevent condensa¬ 

tion which is caused by the radiation of the heat or life of the 

steam through the iron pipe—it is simply a question of whether we 

want to make this saving or not. The radiation of heat is perhaps 

the largest problem in connection with clay burning and kiln con¬ 

struction ; we pay due deference to it here. It certainly is an im¬ 

mense cause of trouble and waste in steam engineering, yet we 

overlook it almost entirely. To cover steam pipes with an inch 

or two of magnesia felt covering is good practice. By doing this 

we furnish dryer steam to our engines, which both relieves them 

and increases their efficiency. We burn much less coal and use 

much less water. A battery of overworked boilers may be relieved 

and even given a considerable surplus of power by this covering. 

It will pay every clayworker to remember that his calling has 

reached the point where the growing competition and trade condi¬ 

tions will not permit him to install anything but the best and most 

economical. Invention and progress relegate things to the scrap 

heap soon enough. You may have a market for a time in which 

anything will do and in which anything will sell, but it will not 

last long and when competition comes you must be on an equal 

footing with the newcomers or give away. 

President Stipes : We are all interested in power. This has been 

an excellent paper, and should be discussed. 

Dr. Converse : I remember a piece in our old Readers, when 

I was a boy, “Combine Knowledge with Power,” and I expect that 

is just as applicable in a brick yard as it was then. 

I was interested in the paper. I thought, however, that the use 

of power was much better and more clearly treated than the source 

of power. The various modifications and adjustments of power, its 

regulation, etc., I thought were treated in a manner that was very 

clear and explicit. On the special pipes, connections, etc., and the 

arrangement of the parts that would prove most economical there 

was some treatment by the paper, and, it said, the best engine was 

the one that was the most economical; but he failed to give us an 
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idea of what engine was the most economical. It reminded me of 

the politician arguing to win votes in a campaign where the subject 

of physical education was prominent as a question in contest. He 

talked all around the subject, but seemed shy of coming to the point, 

until some one called out, “How do you feel on physical education?”. 

As to what sort of engine is best for brickyard purposes I believe 

the paper contained no remark; nor did it upon the subject of high 

speed or slow speed—as to which is the best. I would like to learn 

a little on engines. There is a great deal said on the firing of en¬ 

gines, the manufacturing of steam, and of the different kinds of 

engines. But on the subject of one kind of engine being adapted to 

one kind of work and another to another kind, I would have liked 

it if he had been a little more definite. But two-thirds of the paper, 

and wind-up were admirable. It’s just what everybody wants to 

know, the proper adjustment of parts, the proper use of belting, etc., 

to make the work of the engine a success. It might have been a 

little more definite upon the sort of power to use, and how to use it 

Mr. Ittner: Mr. President, the very point of which Dr. Con¬ 

verse speaks—the best type of engine to use, is really a hard matter 

to make absolutely definite. I could not very well make a table 

measuring the different varieties of horse-power, speed, etc. It is 

impracticable—could not be done. The type and form are governed 

by conditions, and varies with the product you are going to turn out, 

and there are so many different conditions that you absolutely could 

not tabulate, such a variety of phases. 

Engine building has taken great strides within a short period, and 

is taking them now. They are building engines now that are much 

more economical in the steam used and in the cost of making it, the 

development of power, etc. 

It is universally recognized that the higher speed, within limits, is 

the best. But you can go so far in the development of speed that you 

increase the cost of maintenance and repair very much, and the 

point is just where to stop, which, of course, is governed altogether 

by conditions surrounding—conditions under which the engine is to 

operate. 

Then, the pressure: High boiler pressure is desirable. The 

higher the working pressure, the more economical the engine is. 

And from the boiler where the steam is created to the point where 

it is brought into use there are numerous devices for insulating the 

pipes forming the connection by which the efficiency of the setam 

is greatly increased, making the steam go further and requiring the 

burning of less coal for the development of a given amount of power; 

and the question of these needs has to be worked out according 

to the plant you are remodeling or rebuilding. I don’t know that I 

can do better than to quote the language of an engineer connected 

with one of our colleges, who, in summing up a discussion on en¬ 

gines, said that the engine was the best which heiped most to make 

a plant pay. It might be one that if changed and set up in another 

plant would be entirely unsuitable. And the engine itself might be 

wasteful and use an immense amount of steam; but if they should 

put in a higher type of engine, they would have to employ experts 

to run it, and continually employ more help, and in other ways con¬ 

tribute to retarding the dividend paying merits of the plant so that 

the use of a lower grade of engine not requiring the employment of 

high-grade help, would be regarded in reality the most economical 

for that particular plant. 

From a consideration of some of these questions, the doctor, per¬ 

haps, may see how I might be excused from going into the subject 

more closely. 

S. J. Shaw : Neither the Doctor uor Mr. Ittner has brought 

out this particular point—that the size of the plant has very much to 

do with the choice of an engine. Now, for a man operating a plant 

requiring, perhaps, twenty-five or fifty horse power, the common 

slide-valve engine is about as economical an engine as he can use. 

For a man with a larger plant, requiring a much higher horse-power, 

it is cheaper for him to use a Corliss Engine—something very high 

in efficiency—and from such an engine, also, he can use not only 

the steam but also the waste heat; but for a small plant, where the 

utilization of waste heat comes from the exhaust steam, it seems to 

me that the ordinary slide-valve engine is as good as any. But in a 

large plant, where there is a great consumption of steam, developing 

four or five hundred horse-power, taking the percentage of heat es¬ 

caping from the engine from the exhaust steam going out into the 

atmosphere, it is possible from the great saving here upon the higher 

class engine to make a big dividend on the investment. 

Now, with reference to high speed: Some will tell you that the 

slide-valve is quite as economical in the use of steam as the Corliss. 

However, I have taken occasion to notice, being interested in two 

electric light plants, one of which is using a high-speed engine of the 

slide-valve variety, the other an engine of the Corliss type. The 

consumption of power is not materially different in the two plants. 

I think one plant requires an average of about fifty horse-power, 

the other something like sixty—that using the high-speed Ideal En¬ 

gine; I know this, however, in the plant using the Ideal Engine the 

fuel consumption is just double that in which the Corliss type of en¬ 

gine is used. The boiler conditions are just about the same—tubu¬ 

lar boilers 16 feet long—and one plant uses just about twice the 

fuel that the other plant does. The plant using the Corliss type 

of engine pays dividends, the other has not for nine or ten years. 

Of course this Ideal Engine may not be operating under ideal con¬ 

ditions, the conditions may be bad. But that is my experience in nine 

or ten years. 

Mr. Ittner: I can corroborate that. We have two plants. 

In one we have a 125 horse-power slide-valve engine, and in the 

other a 90 horse-power Corliss Engine, made in Canton, Ohio. 

The arrangement of the boilers is entirely the same—the arrange¬ 

ment of the boiler running the Corliss Engine, perhaps, is better, on 

the whole, than the one running the slide-valve engine. In the matter 

of the use of steam, both engines are fairly economical, and are of 

about the same efficiency; but the difference in the amount of coal 

used for those two engines is phenomenal. For saving steam and 

utilizing the steam used, take the Corliss Engine. Regulate the 

valve properly to control the steam. The valve can be changed more 

or less by the lengthening of the lever-arm one way or the other. 

The difference in the fuel consumption between the two types of 

engines, developing the same horse-power, is very great. Now, this 

winter I am speeding the slide-valve engine up, putting in a fly¬ 

wheel that will give it about fifteen more revolutions a minute, cut¬ 

ting down the steam and covering every steam-pipe in this one plant. 

I inspect the boilers practically every week for the amount of steam 

used, and I think when we get through we will have the thing in 

fairly decent shape. 

But another thing we want to speak about is the small engine. The 

thing to do is to consider every type, of course; but in my opinion, 

when you want to develop thirty-five or forty horse-power, the up¬ 

right engine is the type to use. The horizontal engine is all right 

for a very high horse-power, but the upright engine has a very fine 

balance of valves, and all in all, is a very economical engine, and 

does not take up much floor space. 

We have a machine shop in Belleville, a recent, new, modern shop, 

and they have put in the Freeman Internal-Fire Boiler. I called 

them up a few days before this convention and asked them how 

they were getting along with it, and they said they were very well 

pleased with it. It is an expensive boiler, and a man putting in a 

small brick plant might not feel able to buy that boiler, but when a 

high price is being paid for fuel, it does not take long to realize 

from the money saved in this quarter the amount of the difference 

in price, and he cannot afford not to buy—I mean, not the Freeman 

boiler, but some such type of boiler—so as to not only save fuel, but 

to cut down floor space. 

The Ideal takes up floor space of about nine by thirteen feet for 

about 150 horse-power. Our two boilers take up 13 by 20 feet, 

setting and all, and we have 150 horse-power. They tell me of a 

shop having three engines, one of forty-horse-power, that runs the 

shop, a forty horse-power operating an upright air compressor, a 

twenty-horse-power operating the electric lights—and doing all 
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this with one boiler, frequently running all three engines at the same 

time. 
A man starting a brick plant will sit down and write to the 

boiler people and get the price, and looking at the figures will just 

simply turn and throw the communication in the waste basket and 

not investigate further. There is where he makes a mistake. Very 

likely he will look around and get a second-hand boiler from some 

old clay man, an old type of cylinder boiler that will consume high- 

priced fuel and just simply eat him up, while another man, putting 

in a type of high-grade boiler, and a good engine, will make more— 

a larger percentage—right from his boiler and engine alone than 

the other will make from his whole plant. The thing to do is to con¬ 

sider everything. 

Mr. Shaw: Speaking about the Internal-Fire boiler, my friend 

who is in the coal mining business has an Internal-Fire boiler—a 

Marine boiler. That is it that you refer to? 

Mr. Ittner: No, one large boiler—one large-flue boiler, I think 

sixteen feet in diameter and nine or ten feet long—somewhere about 

those proportions. 

Mr. Shaw: This Marine type boiler, some three or four years 

ago, was thought to be the proper thing to put in. My friend bought 

a boiler of the Marine type. I think the boiler he bought was some¬ 

thing like a ten-foot Internal-Fire boiler, with return flues at the top. 

I was down there one day and the boiler was leaking very badly. 

It had been installed about a year. Now, what was the matter with 

this Marine boiler? Hold your hand on the bottom of the boiler 

and it was just comfortably warm. On top, of course, it was just as 

warm as any boiler. 

The trouble with the Internal-Fire boiler now-a-days is that they 

don’t get the same heat on top as at the bottom, and this trouble 

has never been explained. Very soon the boiler leaks. Yet the 

time was when a man couldn’t run fast enough to get a marine 

boiler. 

Of course this trouble, in some of the smaller boilers, might be ov¬ 

ercome. The boiler Mr. Ittner describes is probably of the Marine' 

type, and 1 imagine that a man buying that kind of boiler will get as 

much trouble as he is looking for—that is the true Marine type for 

use in a stationary plant. 

I was talking with an engineer on the Mississippi River once about 

this kind of boiler, and he said that one serious objection was that 

in the Marine type of boiler you get much more heat on the sides 

than you do at the botom, and on account of leaks, probably due 

to uneven expansion, it was a matter of being in the shops about once 

a year, and requiring constant repair. 

I think that the ordinarily favored old fire horizontal, tubular 

boiler and perhaps, round-top boiler, most advantageous. 

Mr. Ittner: Along that line he is correct,—the Marine type 

of boiler being splendid for marine service. Buy the Moore Boiler, 

or the Babcock & Wilcox, in which the water tubes of the boiler 

are directly exposed to the fire circulation. The improved boilers 

of this type carry but a small amount of water, and hold the steam, 

and that explains why the Marine type of boiler is best for marine 

service. They have had a great amount of trouble with the Internal- 

Fire boilers on that account—uneven expansion. I simply cited this 

machine shop’s experience, as throwing some light on the subject, 

as a shop in which they have thus far experienced no trouble with 

the Internal-Fire type of boiler, and whether any such trouble will 

come to light and develop will simply have to be demonstrated by 

the flight of time. But it is true, the boiler in use there is a very 

good boiler, and is of a type that is about the best for engine service. 

Mr. Mamer: Mr. Chairman, regarding the Marine type of boiler 

as a water-proof boiler, I think the one that Mr. Ittner spoke 

of comes nearer to being water-proof. He speaks of a boiler, (and 

people sometimes ignorantly call it the Marine type of boiler), that 

is a little longer and less in diameter than the average marine 

type has been. Now the unevenness in expansion and contraction is 

a difficulty that is not confined exclusively to to this class of boiler; 

it is met with also in the long, tubular boiler. And while it is true 

that you will sometimes find the internal furnace boiler twice as hot 

on the top as on the sides, I have seen the tubular boiler, sometimes, 

become three or four times as hot on the ends as on the sides. Of 

course, with the boilers that are in use now, that is not so much the 

case. But, nevertheless, there is some difference in the temperature 

of the sheets upon differnt parts of the boiler, and this is pretty near¬ 

ly as true of your tubular boiler as it is of your internal-furnace 

boiler. That Commonwealth Electric Co.’s plant at 22d Street, 

Chicago, makes use of those internal-furnace boilers exclusively, and 

I guess that is the biggest steam plant in the United States. 

If properly constructed, the internal-furnace boiler is really the 

cheapest, because it takes no setting and the cost of the boiler is all 

there is to it; and. as near as I know, the cost of the internal-furnace 

boiler, as compared with that of the corrugated furnace and tubular 

boiler, runs 60 to ioo, or about in that neighborhood. 

President Stipes: The next number on our program is “Sewer 

Pipe; Its Properties and Requirements,” by Professor A. N. Talbot, 

Director of Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
Urbana. 

Professor Talbot: Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Asso¬ 

ciation : I desire first to give credit for the greater part of the 

work in the preparation of this paper to Mr. Slocum, Instructor in 

Sanitary Engineering. I he paper deals with the Requirements of the 

finished product, and of course does not go into matters connected 

with the manufacture of sewer pipe. 

SEWER PIPE; ITS PROPERTY AND REQUIREMENTS. 

Vitrified clay sewer pipe by reason of its many excellent qualities 

is used extensively in sewer construction. It is easily and quickly 

laid even under adverse conditions. It resists the wear of the stream, 

is proof against chemical action, and because of its smoothness and 

its non-absorptive properties forms a sanitary channel. The manu¬ 

facture of clay pipe by machinery dates from about 1810, and since 

that time many forms have been tried. Only the bell and spigot 

pattern will be treated in this paper. 

Vitrified pipe ranges in size from an internal diameter of 4 in. 

for house connection to 30 and 36 in. for the larger sizes. The 

thickness must increase with the diameter of the pipe, since the 

larger size carries a greater load upon it and also because the greater 

span would require more thickness to carry even the same load. 

What the load formed by the backfilling in the trench will be is 

difficult to judge, and the strength of sewer pipe under conditions 

it will be subjected to in the trench is not well determined. Some 

experiments made by Frank A. Barbour, reported in the Journal 

of the Association of Engineering Societies, may throw some light 

on the breaking strength of such pipe. The tests were made by 

placing the pipe in a trough partially filled with earth, the pipe was 

covered with earth and the mass subjected to pressure by a hy¬ 

draulic cylinder. Standard and double-strength pipe were tested. 

The following formula for breaking load and thickness of shell 

were deduced from the experiment: 

P=C 4“ or t=l 65 ™ 
a c 

P is the pressure in pounds per lin. ft., t the thickness in inches, d 

the diameter in inches and c a constant equal to 33,000. 

The pressure in pounds per lin. ft. carried by pipe and the value of 

P from the formula are compared in the following table: 

Double- 
Thick¬ Standard Thick¬ Strength 

Size ness Lb. Lin. Ft. ness Lb. Lin. Ft. 
In. In. Actual. P In. Actual. P 

6 0.69 2610 3010 .... 
8 0.82 2900 2980 .... 

10 0.83 2830 2440 .... 
12 1.02 3230 2860 1.26 3920 4030 

15 1.18 3210 2890 1.40 4560 3860 
18 1.29 2680 2790 i-54 4150 3740 
20 i-3i 2580 2560 1-74 4120 4110 
24 1.47 2SSO 2500 2.02 4330 4380 

Some years ago experiments were made in the Laboratory of Ap 
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plied Mechanics of the University of Illinois for the Department of 

Public Works of the city of Chicago. The pipe was placed on a sack 

of sand resting in a rounded base and a similar sack and rounded 

saddle were placed above the pipe. The pressure was thereby ex¬ 

erted on nearly two-thirds of the surface of the pipe, and all of this 

pressure was transmitted through the pipe. Seven makes of pipe 

were tested, the sizes being 12 and 15 in. The results indicated but 

little difference in breaking load for the different sizes, averaging 

about 1700 lb. per lin. ft. The range of strength was from 1100 lb. 

to 2400 lb. 

These pipe were selected by a representative of the Department 

of Public Works to be average or representative specimens of sewer 

pipe of the different makes. Other pipe sent by the makers for 

testing broke at loads from 3000 to 4000 lb. per lin. ft. Eighteen- 

inch pipe selected from pipe furnished for the Champaign sewerage 

system broke at 3300 lb. per lin. ft. 

Tests on 24-in., 27-in., and 30-in. pipe (double-strength) published 

in a manufacturer’s catalog give a strength of 8000 to 10,000 lb. per 

lin. ft. These results indicate an excellent quality of pipe, probably 

much stronger than ordinary pipe. 

From an analytical study of the strength of pipe, it might be con¬ 

cluded that the thickness of the pipe should vary directly as its 

diameter; in other words, that if the thickness of the pipe is made 

a given part of the diameter (as one-twelfth) the breaking load 

will be proportional to the diameter of the pipe; that is, that if a 

12-in. pipe, 1 in. thick, will stand 2000 lb. per lin. ft., a 24-in. pipe, 2 

in. thick, should stand 4000 lb. per lin. ft. The tests quoted seem 

not to corroborate this conclusion, for the breaking loads are nearly 

independent of the diameter or span length. Mr. Barbour’s formula 

assumes that the breaking load for a given thickness of pipe varies 

inversely as the diameter, and takes account of the discrepancy re¬ 

ferred to above by using the thickness to the 1.65 power. The con¬ 

clusion to be made from his formula is that if the load on the pipe 

remains proportional to the diameter the thickness should increase 

more rapidly than directly as the diameter. To illustrate this, it 

would mean that if an 18-in. pipe should be i)4 in. thick, a 36-in. 

pipe should for corresponding strength be t,1/2 in. thick. It would 

be interesting to know whether this conclusion is a correct one. 

It goes without saying that strength of pipe is not the only ele¬ 

ment entering into the control of thickness of pipe. Necessary 

thickness for forming and handling when green, changes in shape 

during burning, percentage of culls in product, loss in transporta¬ 

tion, cost of transportation, and other items affect the problem. 

Competition with other materials may make it necessary to be sat¬ 

isfied with a smaller factor of safety for the larger sizes of pipe. 

It seems probable that in the ordinary run of pipe the margin of 

safety for the larger pipe is less than for the medium sizes. 

Experiments made by Mr. Barbour indicate that as a trench is 

filled the proportion of the weight of the filling above a sewer pipe 

transmitted to the pipe rapidly decreases till a depth of 5 ft. is 

reached and that beyond a depth of 10 ft. the proportion is prac¬ 

tically constant. The form of trench, filling material, and kind of 

sheeting affect the value of this relation. 

Assuming the correctness of Mr. Barbour's results the following 

table gives'the average per Gent of weight of filling bearing on the 

pipe and the weight per sq. ft. vertically on a pipe at different 

depths in material weighing 100 lb. per cub. ft.: 

Depth of filling 

in feet . 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 8 10 15 20 25 30 

Per cent wt. car¬ 

ried by pipe.80 72 65 54 48 44 40 38 37 37 37 37 

Wt. Per Sq. 

Ft. on pipe.80 108 130 162 192 220 320 380 555 740 925 mo 

Loam in unsheeted trenches runs lower and gravel in smooth 

vertical sheeted trenches runs more than the above given values. 

In 1902 the committee on Sewers of the Illinois Society of Engi¬ 

neers and Surveyors in their report quoted the following necessary 

estimated, strength for depths up to 20 ft. with factor of safety of 

tvrq: :ii2-iq.,i((7(9cq lb.; 18-in.. 10,000-lb.; 24-in., 14,000 lb.; 30-in., 19,- 

000 lb. These loads are much higher than those given in the above 

table. Evidently, the actual load coming on a pipe is not well 

determined. 

Probably many breaks in pipe sewers are caused by improper and 

insufficient bedding of the pipe and unequal settlement. A flexible 

joint would permit the pipes to settle with the bed and thus avoid 

many of the breaks due to settlement, but with a flexible joint the 

continuous grade, one of the requirements for a sewer, would be 

lost. 

Again it seems from observations made on sewers in New Jersey 

by Alexander Potter, that on the failure of one pipe the load is 

transmitted to the next and a spreading force given it until lengths 

as great as 150 ft. have been found broken. Mr. Potter found that a 

24-in. pipe had spread as much as half-an-inch.' This could not hap¬ 

pen without throwing a high stress on the next pipe, besides giving 

it an additional load. He, however, found no breaks where the 

trench was back filled with quick sand. This probably is due to the 

fact that the sand ran under the pipe and gave it lateral support as 

well as allowing even settlement. The pipe may crack and not col¬ 

lapse. 

Tests on resistance to internal hydraulic pressure made at the 

University of Illinois at the same time as the breaking tests previ¬ 

ously quoted gave bursting pressures ranging from 32 to 155 lb. per 

sq. in., the average being about 80 lb. per sq. in. The amount of 

water absorbed by pieces of broken pipe in 24 hours ranged from 

1.9 to 4.8 per cent, averaging about 3 per cent. 

PLATE No. 1. 

The pipes are usually joined with cement mortar and the effect¬ 

iveness of the joint depends on the fullness of the joint and the 

adherence of the mortar to the spigot and bell. Strength and im¬ 

perviousness are given the joint by depth and compactness of the 

mortar in the joint. The depth of the mortar depends on the depth 

of the hub and its compactness on the care of the workman and 

ample joint space in which to work. Recommended minimum depth 

of hub, joint space, 

pipe follow: 

and thickness of shell for different sizes of 

Diameter, ins 4 6 8 10 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 

Depth of Hub, ins If 2 2* 3* 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 *4 5 

Joint Space, ins .. f i t f 4 i 4 4 f * 4 1 1 

Thickness, ins ... f i it li 1 li H 2 2| 2i 2f 24 

The discharging capacity of a sewer depends on the hydraulic 

gradient (i. e., fall in feet per foot), the area of the water cross- 

section, the ratio of water cross-section area to wetted perimeter, 

and the roughness of the interior of the channel. 

The gradient is limited only by what is available or the maximum 

allowance velocity. The area of the water cross-section may be that 

at the full depth of flow or any partial depth of flow, the ratio of 

area to wetted perimeter depends on the depth of flow and the form 

of cross-section of the sewer. 

The roughness of the interior of the channel is that due to many 

minute projections, the few larger projections and the sudden en¬ 

largement or contraction of section at the joints. These roughnesses 
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cause eddyings and cross currents as well as retard the flow next to 

the pipe surface. The effect of these roughnesses is represented by 

n in Kutter’s formula 

(c = t? x 
00281 1.811 
“s X — 

1 X (41 6 X -°°281) N 
S VR 

) 

for c and is commonly taken as 0.013 for pipe sewers. The values 

in the following table, for velocity in feet per second, discharge in 

cubic feet per second and discharge in gallons per minute for pipe 

flowing full are based on “n” equal to 0.013 and a slope of 1 in 100. 

Dia. In. Vel. Ft. Sec. 
Discharge, 
Cu. Ft. Sec. 

Discharge, 
Gal. Min. 

6 2.46 0.48 220 
8 3.10 1.08 490 

10 3-69 2.01 950 
12 4.26 3-35 1500 
IS 504 6.19 2790 
18 578 10.2 4600 
21 6.47 15-6 7000 
24 7-i5 22.5 IOIOO 
27 7.78 30.9 13900 

30 8.38 4i7 18800 

33 8.97 53-3 24000 
36 9-54 67.4 30300 

Plate 1 shows the same information in graphical form. 

It is not common to have grades as steep as 1 in 100 (gardient= 

0.01) and for the flatter grades mutiply the velocity in feet per sec¬ 

ond or discharge in cubic feet per second by 10 times the square root 

of the desired gradient. The following table giveg the coefficients 

by which to multiply the velocity and discharge of the preceding 

table to get values of velocity and discharge for new gradients: 

Gradient— 

.01 .0067 .005 .0033 .002 .00133 .001 .0008 .00067 .00057 0005 
Goef. for 

new Grad.— 
1. .82 .71 .58 .45 .365 .32 .283 .26 .24 .22 

Plate II shows the value of the coefficients by which to multiply 

the value of the velocity or discharge found with s=o.oi to get the 

p/< ( 

Dii qri 777 $/jo th Yrn cf / 
of q rad. ent 0/7 / P, 7 
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V 
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PLATE No. 11. 

velocity or discharge with a new gradient, s. Example:—If s=o.ooi 

and the pipe is 10 in. in diameter then using Plate II, the coefficien! 

is 0.32 and from Plate I the velocity is 3.7 feet per second, and the 

discharge is 2.0 cu. ft. per sec. Therefore the velocity in a 10-in. 

pipe flowing full on a grade of 1 in 1000 is 3.7 x .32=1.18 ft. per 

sec., and the discharge is 2.0 x .32=0.64 cu. ft. per sec. 

As noted above, the flow in pipe sewers is commonly stated to be 

that corresponding to a value of “n” in Kutter’s formula of n=.oi3. 

The statement is frequently made that pipe sewers of large size 

have a larger discharging capacity than this. Catalogs of several 

sewer-pipe companies have contained statements similar to the fol¬ 

lowing. “All authorities agree that these pipe has a carrying capacity 

of 50 per cent over that of brick sewers of the same size.” The 

galloami*rs| . chall shrdl oetaoin shrdlu etaoin shrdlu etaoinbm 

writer wishes to raise the question whether there is any founda¬ 

tion for this statement, and whether a value of .013 in Kutter’s 

formula is a correct estimate of the discharging capacity of pipe 

sewers. Sewer pipe usually have a smooth surface. There is, 

however, a difference in diameter in adjacent pipes—perhaps as 

much as half-an-inch or even more in pipes from 24 to 36 in. 

diameter. The projections thus formed and especially the chang¬ 

ing area of cross-section of the stream from pipe to pipe add 

greatly to the resistance of the flow. It is a well-established fact 

in hydraulics that changing areas of cross-section consume head 

or fall. The loss in changing from one pipe to another may not be 

much, but with 2ico or 2600 changes per mile the cumulative effect 

of even small differences in diameter is noticeable. Experiments 

on a well-laid and clean 18-in. pipe sewer on a grade of 1 in 1000 

indicate that a flow larger than that given by Kutter’s formula 

with 11=015 cannot be relied on and other observations indicate 

that this is as large a discharge as can be expected in pipe of this 

size and larger. This quantity is about 17 per cent less than that 

given by the foregoing tables. The capacities claimed for large 

pipe sewers must then be said to be exaggerated, and it is even 

possible that a well-built brick or concrete sewer may have as 

great a carrying capacity as a pipe sewer of the same size, or even 

greater. 

The capacity of a sewer, for all practical purposes, is greatest 

when flowing full. The relation of velocity and discharge when 

flowing part depth to the velocity and discharge when flowing full 

is shown in the table on this page. 

Depth of 
flow in 
terms of 
full depth. .100 .250 •330 .500 .670 750 •815* -935* too 

Velocity 
Coef. ... •370 •695 bo

 
0

 

1.112 I-I35 1.142 I.OG 
Discharge 

Coeff. ... .019 ■135 .232 •Soo 795 •913 1.077 1.00 

*Theoretical maximum. Plate III shows this in graphical form. 

Suppose the 10-in. sew'er on a grade of 1 in 1000 flows only to 

a depth of 0.67 (2-3) the diameter of the pipe, then from the 

table above the velocity is 1.11 times the velocity when flowing 

full (i.irxi.18) or 1.31 ft. per sec., and the discharge is 0.795 

times the discharge when flowing full (0.64x0.795) or 0.51 cu. ft. 

per sec. 

Sewer pipe and specials which meet the following requirements 

may be expected to satisfy both engineer and manufacturer. 

(a) All pipe shall be of the best quality of salt-glazed vitri¬ 

fied clay sewer-pipe of the hub-and-spigot pattern. The pipe shall 

be hard and thoroughly burned and be well and thoroughly salt- 

glazed inside and outside. 
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.(b) The body of the pipe shall have a uniform thickness of 

not less than one-twelfth (1-12) of the internal diameter for all 

sizes up to and including 12-in. diameter and for. other sizes the 

minimum thickness shall be that shown below. 

Dia. of pipe, ins.-15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 
Min. thickness, ins.. il/% 1)4 1/4 2 2lA 2Va 23A 2J4 

(c) No pipe shall vary from straight more than J-^-in. in a length 

of 2 ft. No pipe shall lay less than 2 ft. 

(d) At least 40 per cent of all the pipes and specials 12 in. and 

upwards in diameter, and at least 60 per cent of all 10 in. and less 

in diameter,* must be substantially circular in cross-section. Pipe 

with an elliptical, oval, or egg-shaped cross-section shall not vary 

in any two diameters more than 1-24 of the nominal diameter of the 

pipe. Pipe with cross-sections which exhibit angles, sharp bends, 

or flat places that cannot be placed in the top one-third of the cir¬ 

cumference under the specified conditions for laying shall be re¬ 

jected. The area of cross-section of the pipe shall in no case be 

less than that of the specified diameter. 

(e) All hubs or sockets shall be of sufficient diameter to receive, 

to their full depth, the spigot of the next following pipe with no 

chipping of either and leave an annular space at any part of the 

circumference not less than inch and give a smooth and continu¬ 

ous invert. The depth of hub shall not be less than the following: 

Dia. of pipe, ins.6 8 10 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 
Depth of hub, ins-2 2^ 2^2. 3 333344 4/^5 

(f) Pipe having fire cracks which exceed any of the following 

limits shall be rejected. (1) A single fire crack, which extends 

through the thickness of the pipe shall not be over two (2) inches 

long on the spigot end or over one (1) inch long on the hub end 

of the pipe. (2) A single fire crack which extends only two- 

thirds through the thickness of the shell shall not be over four 

(4) inches, if on either end of the pipe. (3) A single fire crack 

which extends only one-half through the thickness of the shell 

shall not be over six (6) inches long, if on either end of the pipe. 

(4) A single fire crack which extends less than one-half through 

the thickness of the pipe shall not be over eight (8) inches long. 

All firecracks included in (1) to (4) shall be measured in the 

direction of the length of the pipe. Pipe having two or more of 

the above-listed fire cracks shall be rejected. Pipe having any of 

the above listed fire cracks which can not be laid 40 to 50 degrees 

from the top shall be, rejected. (5) A transverse fire crack shall 

not be longer than one-sixth of the circumference of the pipe nor 

extend more than one-third through the thickness of the shell. 

Two or mord such cracks shall be cause for rejection. (6) No 

pipe shall be accepted which has in it a fire crack JA in. or more in 

width at any point. *5 

(g) Pipe having cracks other than fire cracks which extend 

through the shell, due to transportation, cooling, frost, or other 

cause shall be rejected, regardless of the length of the crack. 

(h) Unbroken blisters on the inside of the pipe two (2) 

inches or more in diameter and one-quarter (A) inch or more in 

height shall be rejected: Pipe having unbroken blisters less than 

two (2) inches in diameter and less than *4 inch in height shall be 

rejected unless the pipe can be laid with every such blister in the 

top one-third of the circumference. 

Pipe having a broken blister or flake on its interior surface 

which is thicker than one-sixth (1-6) of the nominal thickness of 

the shell and whose largest diameter is greater than one-fourth of 

the inner diameter of the pipe, shall be rejected. Pipe having a 

smaller broken blister or flake which can not be placed in the 

upper one-third of the circumference, in laying, shall be rejected. 

(i) A pipe, which is not injured in the body but has a piece 

broken out of the hub, leaving a gap of more than one-tenth (1-10) 

of the circumference of the hub and more than 4 inches in length 

and which can not be properly laid with this gap in the upper one- 

third of the pipe shall be rejected. 

(j) All requirements for pipe in so far as possible shall apply 

to specials. Specials shall substantially conform to the degree of 

curvature and general dimensions that may be required. 

A. W. Gates: You say that the experiments made by Mr. Bar¬ 

ber do not seem to be entirely trustworthy under conditions obtain¬ 

ing in this part of the country, where the filling of trenches is usual¬ 

ly done by flushing with water. While it is true that the pressure 

of the filling upon pipe laid to a depth of five or six feet might not 
be to such an extent as to injure the pipe, yet, when it comes to fill¬ 

ing the trench by flushing, I imagine that the weight of the filling 

transmitted to the pipe will be almost doubled. 

I have found in a considerable amount of sewer construction that 

the cases of broken pipe ordinarily occur only when laid in trenches 

in hard ground, hard soil. Pipe that are laid in sand will very seldom 

be found to be broken. The explanation of this will be found, I 

think, that in laying the pipe in trenches that have been cut in hard 

soil, it is almost impossible to pack the filling under the lower por¬ 

tions of the pipe, so that there is lacking a support which would come 

from packing and filling evenly below and at the sides, so that the 

pipe, under this defective filling, is allowed to spread out and crack 

at the top and bottom and at the sides. 

Some years ago we had a contract for fifty or sixty miles of pipe, 

requiring six weeks for laying. The pipe was all inspected by the 

City before it was accepted. Nine years after completion, the pipe, 

which was 18-inch, requiring replacement and repair at some points 

along the line, we were required to do the work. Here and there we 

found the pipe broken, and, with one exception, the broken pipe 

was found in very hard clay, requiring the use of the pick to get it 

out. One place, where the pipe was laid on the edge of the filling, 

the whole bank had slid over and about 125 feet of the pipe was brok¬ 

en, although none of it was rendered entirely useless. All of 

the pipe taken up was found to be broken at the top and sides, and to 

have spread out. The remarks of the Professor relating to in¬ 

equalities of the strain resulting in the spreading of the pipe recalled 

to my mind the circumstances of our sewer-pipe laying under this 

contract. 

With reference to the specifications which the Professor cites, I 

would say that I believe that these are more liberal than we general¬ 

ly find, and it seems to me that pipe that would not pass these speci¬ 

fications ought not to be used. In a great many cases they are more 

strict than seems to have been laid down in these specifications. 

W. P. Blair: Mr. Chairman, one thing that has not been 

brought out in the Professor’s paper to a degree of very great dis¬ 

tinctness is the ground, (which all sewer pipe men ought to know 

and to understand), upon which the sewer pipe men are being fought 

by certain organizations all over this country; and I have myself 

from time to time listened to discourse on this subject, which is so 

akin to the abuses to which the paving people are subjected, that I 

have been deeply interested. And this fight has been waged in this 

country on the part of a class of people who are highly intelligent. 

Perhaps there has been found upon the desk of every councilman in 

the country a circular from some one of the Municipal Improvement 

Leagues, particularly is this true in Chicago, urging against the use 

of sewer pipe made by the clay men, because of their inability, as 

they, (the authors of the circular), claim, to make a perfect joint. 

Now, the Professor passed rather lightly over that point, but it im¬ 

pressed me very much as a point that ought to be taken care of by 

the manufacturer. City electricians in this country recommend, 

instead of sewer pipe, iron pipe—advocate it pretty nearly all over 

this country—for connection between house and sewer. Now, that 

prejudice being wiped out, you can see at once that its influence on 

the sewer-pipe industry would soon be felt all over the country. I 

merely call attention to that fact at this time, because it seems to 

me that people ought to be awake to the fact of the necessity of in¬ 

sisting and demanding that the joints be properly cemented for the 

users, as one means of combating the efforts that are being made to 

supplant the use of sewer pipe throughout the country. 

Professor Talbot: I may say another word upon what Mr. 

Gates said concerning the experiments of Mr. Barber. It should 

be remembered that the conditions under which he expected to apply 

them, as I understand him, were not that the pipe should be filled by 
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flushing with water the trench in which it is laid so that there 

should be practically hydraulic pressure such as would be applied 

to iron pipe, but rather laid so that the pressure would be little if 

any more than would come from loose filling—that is one of the ex¬ 

tremes of the conditions. The other extreme is, to have plenty of 

clay mixed with water, and filled in so as to give an approximately 

uniform pressure over the full length of the pipe, as well as around 

the outside circumference or surface. Uuder these circumstances, 

we might expect the pipe to withstand a much higher pressure 

than the boiler flue having external steam pressure; and the boiler 

will stand a good deal more pressure if the weight is on the top than 

if upon the bottom. We understand that in case of loose filling, 

improper bedding, and no lateral support, the conditions would be 

most destructive. Of course, if we get a combination, as Mr. Gates 

suggests, of a full support below, avoiding large pieces in the filling, 

back filling sufficient, and filling from above in such a way that too 

much water will not get to the bottom of the trench, we will prob¬ 

ably have the best results. 

Mr. Blair refers to the matter of joints for sewer pipe. That is 

the worst thing connected with sewer pipe. In order to make the 

pipe impervious, get the best cement that is possible to be had; and 

yet the joints will be poorly made. I don’t know any good way, 

under ordinary conditions of construction to better this plan. Of 

course, if we had good conditions, we could make a fairly good 

joint. 

Referring to the matter of the agitation against sewer pipe and 

the preference for iron pipe, I think that refers to pipe within houses 

rather than to pipe outside. 

Mr. Blair: I have heard the lecturer employed by the Chi¬ 

cago Improvement Association deliver lectures, in the course of 

which he declared that there were objections which covered not the 

inside of the house only, but to the middle of the street, and through¬ 

out the sewer pipe of the main line. 

Professor Talbot: To show that it is difficult to make such a 

joint and make it tight, I would say that when I built my own 

house I wanted to put drains around it to carry away the water 

from the roof. I employed a man who was a capable drain layer, 

and gave him every opportunity to make a good job. In order to 

test the pipe after the cement had had a chance to set, we plugged 

up one end and filled the pipe with water under no head, and we 

found a great many points of leakage. Surely, if under those condi¬ 

tions, leaks would be found, if there was any chance for settlement 

afterwards, leaks would come. 

It seems to me that Chicago—and this is not against sewer pipe 

either—is far behind the times in allowing the use of Sewer, vitrified 

pipes within the limits of the house for making sewer connections. 

There is not a town of eight thousand people in the State of Illi¬ 

nois at least, that has grown up to the putting in of sewer pipe in 

recent years that would permit of that construction. 

Mr. A. W. Gates: Referring to the question of joints, I will 

admit that it is very hard to make a perfect joint in the cement 

laid pipe. In the small sized pipe I presume it could not be done 

without extraordinary, extreme care. 

I just wish to say that some four or five years ago, I sold some 

pipe that was in a contract for a city in Iowa. This contract called 

for the construction of a sewer. About two miles of it, as I remem¬ 

ber, was up a creek bottom, that is, through the valley of a creek 

which was from ioo to 500 feet away. The creek was very crooked, 

and the sewer crossed it a total of about 13 times, and I think was, 

on an average, about three feet below the surface of the street. 

This would develop about as bad conditions as could well be, as the 

excavation was for the larger part in the rock, and the balance in 

gravel. The engineer was what we all called a “crank,” and he in¬ 

sisted on the contractor pumping every bit of water from the trench 

and keeping it out for twenty-four hours after the pipe was put in, 

and taking a small trowell and cementing the joints inside as well 

as outside. After the work was completed, about two years after 

starting it, I chanced to be there when the council accepted it, we 

went to the lower end of the sewer and found the total leakage in the 

two miles amounted to enough to make one and one-half inches 

depth of water in twenty inches of length of pipe at the outlet,— 

which would be almost nothing for that distance. Mason City got 

a good job, and the contractor was “in the hole”'to the extent of 

$10,000. 

Mr. Blair: Mr. Chairman, it is not my wish to provoke dis¬ 

cussion, but I will say this; that while it is a pretty live subject to 

some of our manufacturers, the joint ought to be made and can be 

made, and it don’t take much skill to make it. Why, it is but a little 

while ago—a year or two, perhaps—when it was considered quite 

difficult to make a curb of concrete—a concrete cement curb. Some 

ingenious fellow came along and made a form, and a couple of men 

now will skin out five or six hundred feet a day without any trouble 

at all. 

Now, all that is necessary is to construct a little form for the 

joint, mix the cement properly and run it in, and you will have a 

joint that will outlast any iron pipe that was ever buried in the earth. 

(Applause). 

J. H. Millsom: I know that making a joint in a sewer pipe 

line is pretty hard to do, but I had a little experience that convinced 

me that it could be done. Some six or seven years ago, a company 

that I was connected with had an irrigation pipe line to supply out 

in Kansas, and we had to make and lay a number of water pipe. 

To make the joints, we secured lugs to each end of the pipe section; 

between the pipe and lug we put rubber gaskets, and cemented the 

two sections of pipe together, using good Portland cement, which 

we poured into the sockets. After it was done, we applied a hy¬ 

draulic test of 200 pounds, and they never showed a leak. That piece 

of pipe is standing today, and the job was a success. (Applause). 

(The meeting was adjourned to the 3d session, set for the after¬ 

noon of Wednesday, January 24th, 1906.) 

. -- 

1906 MEMBERSHIP OF THE ILLINOIS CLAY- 

WORKERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

1. John W. Stipes, Champaign. 

2. E. R. Frazier, Chambers Bros. Co., Chicago. 

3. Geo. H. Hartwell, “Clay Record,” Chicago. 

4. W. D. Gates, American Terra Cotta & Ceramic Co., Chicago. 

5. H. de Joannes, “Brick,” Chicago. 

6. G. C. Stoll, American Clay Mchy. Co.. Wheaton. 

7. C. W. Raymond Co., Dayton, O. 

8. Geo. F. Beardsley, Champaign. 

9. D. C. Haeger, Dundee. 

10. John M. Heckard, M. Heckard & Sons, Canton. 

11. J. W. Heckard, M. Heckard & Sons, Canton. 

12. Geo. B. Roller, Canton. 

13. Frank J. Kanne, Kanne Bros. & Co., Peoria. 

14. Joe Watts, Newton. 

15. D. M. Duddleston, Stewardson. 

16. F. R. Carter, E. Peoria. 

17. D. O. Loy, Wataga. 

18. J. W. Powell, Indiana Drain Tile Co., Brooklyn, Ind. 

19. Kerrh Shrum, Salem, Ind. 

20. Mrs. Kerm Shrum, Salem, Ind. 

21. J. W. Stipes, Jr., Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

22. H. H. Thomas, Oblong Mfg. Co., Oblong. 

23. H. J. White, Shaw, White & Co., Vandalia. 

24. J. J. Gledhill, E. M. Freese & Co., Gabon, O. 

25. E. L. Hess, Dry More System, St. Louis, Mo. 

26. S. J. Shaw, Shaw, White & Co., Vandalia. 

27. A. F. McAfee, Ohlman. 

28. C. A. Pech, Buckeye Pottery Co., MaComb. 

29. S. W. Rawson, Troy Pressed Brick Co., Troy. 

30. J. L. Hull, Cambridge. 

31. L. H. Martin, Dwight. 

32. C. L. Martin, Dwight. 

33. Joseph Riehle, Auburn. 
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34. Ross C. Purdy, Champaign. 

35. R. 0. Lovett, Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

36. John W. Anderson, Jr., Wallace Mfg. Co., Frankfort, Ind. 

37. Geo. I. Dieterich, Chicago Retort & Fire Brick Co., Chicago. 

38. Walter M. Pratt, Earlville. 

39. Mrs. Walter M. Pratt, Earlville. 

40. Warren W. Ittner, Anthony Ittner, Belleville. 

41. J. D. Jensen, Jensen & Zoeller, Pekin. 

42. Chas. Zoeller, Jensen & Zoeller, Pekin. 

43. E. F. Lampitt, Lampitt & Co., Pekin. 

44. R. A. Stipes, Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

45. Dr. S. Russell, MaComb. 

46. Peter Munson, Munson Bros., Ohio Station. 

47. H. J. Votah, J. D. Fate Co., Plymouth, O. 

48. H. E. Shaw, Bement Brick Co., Bement. 

49. E. F. Anderson, Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

50. J. M. Gearhart, Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

51. J. W. Furby, H. Barnes, Onarga. 

52. Geo. J. Walter, Chatsworth. 

53. W. S. Barnes, Onarga. 

54. Frank W. Butterworth, Western Brick Co., Danville. 

55. Foster Bain, Champaign. 

56. Dr. A. L. Converse, Springfield Paving Brick Co., Springfield. 

57. C. W. Rolfe, Champaign. 

58. A. Barr, Urbana. 

59. H. Keller, Sheldon Brick Co., Niles, Ohio. 

60. F. F. Bentley, Ohio Galvanizing & Mfg. Co., Niles, Ohio. 

61. Charles Burridge, H. Brewer & Co., Tecumseh, Mich. 

62. H. B. Fox, Urbana. 

63. A. E. Giles, Peoria. 

64. H. E. Simpson, National Brick Mchy Co., Chicago. 

65. D. E. Morey, Ottumwa Brick & Con. Co., Ottumwa, la. 

66. C. C. Barr, Barr Clay Co., Streator. 

67. Percy Brubaker, Dwight. 

68. B. F. Roberts, Eagle Iron Works, Des Moines, la. 

69. Geo. W. Seward, Seward Bros., Mason City. 

70. H. H. Seward, Seward Bros., Mason City. 

71. Louis B. King, Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

72. Wm. Hammerschmidt, Lombard Brick & Tile Co., Lombard. 

73. J. S. Hutson, Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

74. J. R. Swan, Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., Chicago. 

75. J. M. Mamer. Mamer Bros., Campus. « 

76. T. A. Randall, “Clay Worker,” Indianapolis, Ind. 

77. F. Titterington, Argillo Works. Rock Island. 

78. D. H. Arbogast, Farmer City. 

79. N. L. Mamer, Mamer Bros., Campus. 

80. John B. Bennett, Urbana. 

81. T. T. Johnson, D. F. Johnson & Sons, PinkstafF. 

82. J. W. Arbuckle, Madden & Co., Rushville, Ind. 

83. J. W. Hensley, Indianapolis, Ind. 

84. B. H. Richards. Edwardsville. 

85. A. J. Wheat, Emmetsburg, la. 

86. E. D. Parsons, Emmetsburg, la. 

87. G. G. Wheat. Emmetsburg, la. 

88. R. B. Holmes, v. p. Danville Brick Co., Danville. 

89. John E. Shea, secty-tres. Danville Brick Co., Danville. 

90. Will P. Blair, Terra Haute Vit. Brick Co., Terra Haute, Ind. 

91. M. W. Blair, Atlas Car & Mfg. Co., Chicago. 

92. W. S. Purington, Purington Paving Brick Co., Galesburg. 

93. F. G. Matteson, Purington Paving Brick Co., Galesburg. 

94. J. H. Millsom, Macomb Sewerpipe Co., Macomb. 

95. J. W. Robb, Clinton Paving Brick Co., Clinton, Ind. 

96. L. E. Rodgers, Chicago. 

97. H. J. Mies, Saunemin. 

98. James Luther, National Drain Tile Co., Terra Haute, Ind. 

99. W. B. Chapman, Morgan Construction Co., New York, N. Y 

100. E. D. Porter, Monmouth Mining & Mfg. Co., Monmouth. 

101. A. W. Gates, Monmouth Mining & Mfg. Co., Monmouth. 
102. H. E. Search, Dunlap Mfg. Co.. Bloomington. 

103. H. G. Jerge, New York Blower Co., Chicago. 

104. L. H. Lambert, Beaverville. 

105. Albert Veiock, Monmouth Mining & Mfg. Co., Monmouth. 

106. D. V. Purington, Purington Paving Brick Co., Chicago. 

107. F. D. Oakley, National Drain Tile Co., Terre Haute, Ind. 

108. J. L. Scott, Macomb Sewerpipe Co., Macomb. 

109. W. T. Boyd, Acme Brick Co., Cayuga, Ind. 

no. Robert Unzicker, Peru. 

in. F. L. Selley, Selley & Son, Danville. 

112. Martin W. Lauer. American Clay Product Co., Chicago. 

113. C. W. Raymond, Jr., C. W. Raymond Co., Dayton, O. 

114. W. J. Lee, Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

115. Edward Lee, Sheldon Brick Co., Champaign. 

116. Geo. W. Smith, Urbana. 

117. John Smith, Urbana. 

118. Frank Fellers, Ridge Farm. 

119. Arthur N. Allen, Chicago. 

120. H. C. Walker, Chicago. 

121. H. C. Adams, pres. Danville Brick Co., Danville. 

122. A. R. Ponder, Cape Girardeau Pressed Brick Co., Cape 

Girardeau, Mo. 

123. S. M. Coe, Wingate Concrete Machine Co., Columbus, O. 

124. W. F. Lodge, Monticello. 

125. James L. Daugherty, Streator Clay Mfg. Co., Streator. 

126. LaClede Fire Brick Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

127. Ohio Ceramic Eng. Co., Cleveland. O. 

128. Evans & Howard Fire Brick Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

129. Frost Mfg. Co., Galesburg. 

130. Main Belting Co., Chicago. 

131. Banner Clay Works, Edwardsville. 

132. Christy Fire Clay Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

133. S. H. Alsip, Standard Brick Co., Belleville. 

134. Chicago Brick Mchy Co.. Chicago. 

135. Arthur Koppel, Chicago. 

136. Gem City Paving Brick Co., Quincy. 

137. Samuel Anderson, Taylorville. 

138. S. M. Cowgill, National Drain Tile Co.. Terra Haute, Ind. 

139. C. & A. Potts & Co., Indianapolis. Ind. 

140. Terra Haute Pressed Brick Co., Terra Haute, Ttid. 

141. Pettyjohn Bros. Co., Terra Haute, Ind. 

142. A. Conner, Montezuma. Ind. 

143. C. D. Cowgill. Brockton. 

144. Albion Vit. Brick Co.. Albion. 

145. Scott Mfg. Co.. St. Louis. Mo. 

146. Fred May, Lafayette. Ind. 

147. Oliver Tilbury, Towanda. 

148. P. H. Tiernan, Macomb. 

149. W. T. Blackburn. Paris. 

150. W. R. Guyer, Abingdon. 

151. C. A. Harbaugh. Mendota. 

152. J. J. Carpenter. Altamont. 

153. Geo. H. Willems. Roanoke. 

154. F. E. Swift, Ottawa. 

155- T. J. Carpenter, Altamont. 

156. S. C. Cowgill. Montezuma. Ind. 

157. J. L. Turnbo, Metropolis. 

158. A. Towle. Peoria. 

159. Thomas Moulding Co.. Chicago. 

160. Oscar Frazee, Moweaqua. 

161. Southern Fire Brick & Clay Co., Hillsdale. Ind. 

162. S. S. Curry, Danville. 

163. John Gretencort, Montezuma, Ind. 

164. H. H. Prather, Covington, Tnd. 

165. Henry M. Nich'ol. Chicago. 

166. F. A. Martin, Mazon. 

167. L. R. Whitney. Terra Haute. Ind. 

168. J. W. Wild, Gilman. 

169. A. S. Currie, Reddick. 

170. A. W. Thatcher, Ivesdale. i ■ / 
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171. B. Youngman, Pesotum. 

172. J. F. Martin, Arthur. 

173. La Salle Pressed Brick Co., La Salle. 

174. P. L. Youngren, Milwaukee, Wis. 

175. Plainfield Tile Co., Plainfield. 

176. A. J. Meidroth, Peoria. 

177. Star City Brick Co., Lafayette, Ind. 

178. P. M. Johnson, St. Elmo. 

179. Marissa Brick Yard, Marissa. 

180. Alton Paving, Building & Fire Brick Co., Alton. 

181. Gillett Brick & Tile Co., Woodhull. 

182. Tiffany Enameled Brick Co., Momence. 

183. F. M. Judy, Makinaw. 

AN ALDERMAN’S PLAN FOR MAKING BIR- 

MINGTON MAKE REPAIRS TO ASPHALT 

WITH BRICK. 

The plan of Alderman A. B. Carman for repairing and 

resurfacing of the asphalt coated streets is meeting with 

rhe hearty approval of all classes of taxpayers. Even those 

who have heretofore been quoted as favoring asphalt de¬ 

clare than Alderman Carman is right in his plan to repair 

with brick. 

George A. Kent believes firmly in Alderman Carman’s 

plan to use brick as a material for patching holes in the 

asphalt. 

Superintendent J. P. E. Clark, who has heretofore been 

in favor of asphalt, says he has every confidence in Mr. 

Carman and his colleagues. 

Former Mayor Jerome DeWitt, is strongly in favor of 

Alderman Carman’s plans, and joins the vast majority in 

hoping they can be speedily carried out. 

George A. Kent, who has heretofore been quoted in favor 

of the asphalt propositions, said today: 

“I believe that thin brick is the best material for patch¬ 

ing the holes in the asphalt pavements that have hitherto 

proved so expensive. Last year I observed several holes in 

the asphalt that had been filled with brick and came to the 

conclusion that it was an experiment worth trying. I con¬ 

ferred with Superintendent of Streets J. V. N. Williams, 

and he informed the bricks were wearing well and he 

thought as a paving repair material they were a success. 

“A test has been made of 2y2 inch brick, and the result 

appears to be good. Brick has this advantage, that in 

order to repair a hole it is not necessary to import an ex¬ 

pensive plant. A single workman can accomplish the same 

result. Chenango street last year was in a fearful condition 

a larger portion of the summer, and it was a wonder the 

city did not have an action for damages on its hands, for 

there would have been no question as to liability had anyone 

been hurt by a wagon slipping into one of the pavement 

holes. 

“I believe the repair of holes in the asphalt pavement with 

brick, should begin at once.” 

Former Mayor DeWitt said: “I am strongly in favor of 

the plans outlined by Alderman A. B. Carman for repairing 

and resurfacing the asphalt pavements of the city. I be¬ 

lieve there should be no more asphalt. No asphalt pave¬ 

ments were laid while I was mayor, the asphalt operations 

being confined to pavement repairs. Brick has been tried 

and is wearing well. It has the advantage that a repair 

plant is not a necessity. I am in favor of brick and of 

Alderman Carman’s plan for obtaining it.” 
Superintendent J. P. E. Clark of the Binghamton Street 

Railroad Company, said: 

“Personally, I have always favored asphalt pavement, 

believing that if asphalt of the proper formula and consis¬ 

tency was properly laid that it is the most satisfactory and 

acceptable pavement, furthermore, the most economical and 

durable in the long run. 

“As far as the question of local repairs is concerned we 

are at this time confronted by a peculiar situation. I having 

every confidence in Chairman Carman and his colleagues, 

therefore state, without having given the proposition any 

consideration or thought, that any plan they suggest will 

undoubtedly be, under existing circumstances, the most 

economical and practicable. 

“The Binghamton Railway Company, when necessary to 

take up and restore pavement for new construction or track 

repairs, has in most instances, where the city has consented 

thereto, relaid the pavement with brick, largely for our 

own convenience, track repairs and maintenance being more 

easily and economically cared for in brick than in asphalt 

pavement.” 
LET THE MAYOR KNOW TO-DAY. 

If you are opposed to further waste of money in asphalt, 

send one of The Binghamton Press coupons to Mayor 

Woodburn today. If you delay you may be too late to 

influence whatever action is taken in the matter. 

The coupon follows: 

CONFIDENTIAL. 

Hon. H. H. Woodburn, 
Mayor City of Binghamton. 

As a taxpayer I desire to place myself on record as being 
opposed to the continuance in Binghamton of the fallacy of 
asphalt pavements and asphalt repairs in any and all forms. 
Asphalt in Binghamton has proved an expensive and un¬ 
satisfactory luxury and I respectfully petition Your Honor 
to exercise your good offices to the end that the Common 
Council will put an early stop to its useless continuance in 
this city. 

Respectfully, 

(Signature here.) . 

I am in favor of brick as a substitute. 

SOLD THE BONDS FOR A WORKING CAPITAL. 

W. D. Henry, president of the National Fire-Proofing 

Company has admitted that the company has as good as 

sold $2,000,000 5 per cent bonds of the Federal Clay Manu¬ 

facturing Company, an underlying property, which would 

provide the increased working capital required by National 

Fire-Proofing The annual meeting has been postponed 

until April 5. The total authorized issue of bonds is $2,- 

500,000, but only $2,000,000 will be sold at this time, the 

remaining $500,000 being kept in the treasury for future 

needs. The price of the bonds is said to have been around 

921/ per cent. 
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Front View of White Press. 

The mold table of the White press is in two parts, the 

rear part being bolted to the frames while the front part is 

hinged upon a steel shaft, so that by removing two nuts it 

can be swung forward to release the molds, and new ones 

placed in. 

Mold Table Open for Receiving Mold Box. 

making the parts much heavier and using steel instead of 

iron for a portion of the machine and making a number 

of alterations has any of the clay brick presses been able 

to make sand lime brick. 

The White brick press is the invention of B. C. White, 

who is well known in the trade as a designer of brick press¬ 

es. Some of the most successful clay brick presses in this 

country today have been built from his designs and propor¬ 

tions. 

In the White press will be found many new features, 

the hinged table, the removable mold box, protection for 

the running parts from grit, the housing in of all gears, the 

automatic lubrication of all journals, and the steam heating 

of the mold table, charger and plunger plate are all new. 

An important part of a brick press is it molds. Their ac¬ 

curacy, rigidity and finish determine the quality of the 

Rear View of White Press. 

The method of running the mold in the White press is a 

new and unique feature, instead of stopping the press and 

THE NEW WHITE BRICK PRESS. 

The art of brickmaking is a progressive one, and within a 

few years a demand has been made for a press to work 

materials that would have been considered impossible from 

a builder’s standpoint a few years ago. Sand is very hard 

on machinery, and the most refractory material made into 

brick. The extreme pressure required and the sharpness of 

the sand grains make the problem of wear on any machine 

a serious one. 

These conditions make a clay brick press quite inadequate 

for sand lime brick making. It was very quickly demon¬ 

strated that such a mixture would soon ruin the most suc¬ 

cessful clay brick press in a very short time and only by 

product. The liners should be of hard steel and simple, so 

that they may be easily duplicated. They should be thin 

and cheap, as this is the principal item of expense in keep¬ 

ing up a machine. They should be so they could be easily 

changed, stopping the press as little as possible. 
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assembling them in the machines an additional box is fur¬ 

nished with each machine, and this work is done at the 

vise-bench without interfering with the operating of the 

press until the molds are to be changed. Then the mold 

box or frame can be slid out and the newly fitted box put 

in place, the change taking not over thirty minutes to the 

most. 

The White brick press has been put on the market by the 

American Sand-Lime Brick Company, 77 Jackson Boule¬ 

vard, Chicago. If you are interested in making sand-lime 

brick or clay brick by the dry press process you can get 

further information that will enlighten you on the subject 

by simply addressing the above firm. 

John J. Moroney, Manager American Sand-Lime Brick Co., 
Chicago, Ill. 

SOUTH AFRICAN BRICKMAKING INDUSTRY. 

The enormous developments that are now taking place in 

the building trade, especially in Johannesburg, have natur- 

ly given a great impetus to the brickmaking industry, and 

the chairman of the Brick and Potteries company informed 

his shareholders at the recent meeting that the machinery 

had been kept going as hard as possible in supplying the 

demand for their products. By the enterprise of this and 

other companies the price of bricks has been brought down 

from £5 to 57s 6d per 1,000, and this reduction should as¬ 

sist in reducing the cost of building and thus tend to lower 

house rents. The company’s operations are on an extensive 

scale, for besides their building trade output, they supply 

many of the leading mines with bricks for compounds, etc. 

During the past year they have supplied immense quanti¬ 

ties of draught kiln bricks to the Central’ South African 

Railways.for bridges and culverts on the Klerksdorp-Vier- 

fontein and Klerksdorp Fourteen Streams .lines. They have 

just completed a contract for special bricks for covering 

cable troughs, and also, during the year, furnished the Jo¬ 

hannesburg Town Council with a quantity of their products. 

Business has so enormously increased that extra accommo¬ 

dation is necessary, and the directors have decided to put up- 

new quarters for their staff, to partly rebuild and enlarge 

the offices, and to turn the old quarters into additional store¬ 

rooms. To meet the increasing demand for an excellent 

blue brick suitable for foundations, engineering and railway 

bridge work, it has been decided to erect, at a cost of some 

£3,000, three additional downdraught kilns having a capac¬ 

ity of 200,doo bricks a month. 

WASTE HEAT yDRYER FROM UP-DRAFT 

KILNS. 

The cut below shows one of the many layouts of waste- 

heat dryers, as installed by the New York Blower Com¬ 

pany, 25th place and Stewart avenue, Chicago, Ill. This 

plan was made for a water smoking outfit of a small dry 

press brick plant. There were three square up-draft per¬ 

manent kilns. An underground brick duct was built in. 

the center of each kiln. An opening was provided op¬ 

posite each furnace, with damper, which latter could be 

operated from outside by an iron handle. A double under¬ 

ground duct was. run along one end of the kilns; the one 

nearest the kilns was connected with the discharge of the- 

fan and used for blast duct. The other duct was connected 

with the fan inlet and was used for the section duct. 

The blast duct was connected to crossducts under kilns- 

by the usual sliding sheet iron dampers, while the suction, 

duct was connected through manholes and a movable cross¬ 

over pipe. 

The heat from any cooling kiln can be blown, by this- 

The cut shows No. 1 kiln cooling and the heat is blown- 

to No. 2 kiln. A specially built go inch, % housing bot¬ 

tom horizontal fan was used with a direct connected vertical 

engine, with water jacketed bearing. 

The outfit has proved itself highly successful and paid for 

itself the first season. Of course, every brick plant has to- 

be treated differently, and any parties either wishing fi> 

install a new dryer, or to remodel their old one, will do- 

well to take the matter up with the New York Blower 

people, and let them make an estimate and plan. They 

will do this without cost to prospective customers. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
.and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

807,997. Drier. John W. Biles, Louisville, Ky. Filed 
March 1, 1905. Serial No. 247,846. 

Claim—The combination with a drying-chamber, of a 
heating-conduit extending into the chamber and compris¬ 
ing sections between which are spaces, and deflectors ex¬ 
tending outside the sections and opening at each side of the 
spaces. 

The combination with a drying-chamber, of a heating- 
•conduit extending into the chamber and comprising sections 
having at their adjacent ends outward projections, spacing 
members introduced between the projections, and deflecting 
rings supported upon the projections. 

808,244. Gas-Producer. Ernst Korting, Hanover, Ger¬ 
many. Filed March 21, 1903. Serial No. 148,826. 

Claim—In a gas-producer the combination, with the pro¬ 
ducing-chamber, of the vertical grate in the front wall 
thereof and the opening for admitting air to the grate, a 
gas-outlet located entirely below the horizontal middle plane 
•of the grate, and a supply-shaft constructed as an upward 
extension of the producing-chamber and closed to prevent 
the entrance of air to the top of the bed of fuel, substantial¬ 
ly as and for the purpose stated. 

807,916. Elevator and Conveyer. August G. Edmund, 
Vicksburg, Miss. Filed March 28, 1905. Serial No. 252,- 

491- 
Claim—The combination of a motor, horizontal rotary 

shafts geared therewith and extending at right angles there¬ 
from, conveyers connected with and operated by said shafts, 
and extending in different directions, the conveyers being 
formed of a series of sections which are flexibly connected 

and each section comprising a frame having parallel side 
bars, and means arranged within the same for carrying and 
conveying freight, the several sections being provided with 
means for operatively connecting the movable carriers of 
said sections, substantially as described. 

809,053. Manufacture of Sand-Lime Bricks. Alexander 
Gordon, Weiser, Idaho. Filed May 4, 1905. Serial No. 
258,808. 

Claim-—A process of making sand-lime bricks, which 
comprises molding by the wet process, subjecting the bricks 
thus produced to dry heat in a closed receptacle, and then 
subjecting them to a moist heat. 

In a gas-producer the combination, with the producing- 
chamber, the vertical grate in the front wall thereof, the 
-opening for admitting air to the grate, the gas-outlet located 
below the middle plane of the front grate, and the supply- 
shaft constructed as an upward extension of the produc¬ 
ing-chamber. of an auxiliary vertical grate located in the 
rear wall of the producer a distance above the front grate, 
an opening for admitting air to the auxiliary grate, an up¬ 
per open gas-chamber located within the producer opposite 
the auxiliary grate, and a channel extending from said gas- 
chamber along the inner side of the front wall of the pro¬ 
ducer to a point above the front grate, substantially as and 
for the purpose stated. 

An apparatus for hardening sand-lime bricks, compris¬ 
ing a receptacle having a steam-jacket and provided with a 
track upon the inside thereof, a pipe for introducing steam 
into the jacket, a pipe for introducing steam in the interior 
of the receptacle, valves for both of said pipes, and means 
for connecting said pipes with the man supply-pipe, 
in combination with a truck for running on said track, said 
truck being provided with pallets for supporting sand-lime 
bricks in a soft state. 

807,600. Process for Hydrating Lime. Carleton Ellis, 
Boston, Mass. Filed Dec. 26, T903. Serial No. 186,671. 

Claim—Process for the continuous production of dry, 
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pulverulent hydrate of lime which consists in continuously 
mingling a stream of quicklime with a stream of water in 
suitable proportions and in subjecting the resulting stream 
of lime putty to continuous agitation and to the reaction- 
accelerating action of heat from a progressively-advancing, 

adjacent, heat-imparting mass of lime in an advanced state 
of hydration, until the absorption of water has largely taken 
place, then causing the progressing stream in turn to be¬ 
come the heat-imparting agent and simultaneously rapidly 
agitating the same until converted into dry hydrate of lime. 

809,023. Gas-Producer. Orville C. Skinner and James 
E. Sheaffer, Burnham, Pa. Filed July 27, 1904. Serial No. 
218,352. 

Claim—The combination in a gas-producer, of a stirring- 
arm mounted within the producer, the arm having a nozzle 
through which water is projected into the mass of fuel at 
the point where clinker usually forms, substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 

The combination of a gas-producer having a rotation shaft 
with a hollow arm projecting into the mass of fuel in the 
producer, and means for discharging a jet or stream of 
water from the outer ends of said arm against the walls of 
the producer, substantially as described. 

807,475. Operating Mechanism for Screens. John E. 
LeBosquet, South McAlister, and Thomas Bell, Hughes, 
Indian Territory. Filed Feb. 10, 1905. Serial No. 245427. 

Claim—In combination with a frame and two shaking 
screens mounted therein, springs secured to one screen and 
so positioned as to be struck by the other screen, a shaft 
suitably journaled on the frame, double-ended cranks se¬ 

cured to said shaft, rods connecting one end of said cranks 
with one screen, rods connecting the other end of said 
cranks, with other screen, a crank secured to the end of 
said shaft, means to oscillate said crank, and a spring-buffer 
mounted on the frame to engage the crank at the extremity 
of its stroke, substantially as shown and described. 

808,590. Clay-Screen. Neal Allen, Pittsburg, Kans. 
Filed April 20, 1905. Serial No. 256,583. 

Claim—The herein-described screen comprising a frame 
having side bars and cross-bars, said side bars being pro¬ 
vided with transverse slots, rods extending from side to' 
side of the frame and having their ends disposed in said' 

slots, adjusting-bolts in the side bars of the frame to adjust 
said rods in said slots transversely with respect to the side 
bars, longitudinally-movable adjusting-bolts in the cross¬ 
bars of the frame, rods carried by the last-mentioned 
justing-bolts, and screen-wires attached to said rods and 
bearing on the transverse adjustable rods, substantially as 
described. 

ADDING MANY NEW SALESMAN. 

The Montello Brick Company, Reading, Pa., has been 

forced by increased business to add eight men to the staff 

of General Sales Manager W. O. Stieff. The business of 

the company has expanded to enormous proportions during- 

the past few months. 
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“I like to read American advertisements. They are in 

themselves literature, and I can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

CONVENTIONS. 

The sixth annual meeting of the Wisconsin Clay Work¬ 

ers’ Association will be held at Menominee, March 9, and 

io, 1906. 

If a man’s heart is all right, his head is not far out of 

line. 

People who live in glass houses should be grateful to the 

inventor of curtains. 

The badness in the best of us and the goodness in the 

most of us should restrain any of us from throwing mud 

at the rest of us. 

The Clay Record, the only semi-monthly Clay Journal in 

America. The largest circulation in the field without a 

doubt. If you are not now an advertiser, get into our 

wagon. Subscriptions are only one dollar per year. 

One of the most edifying papers, neither unlooked for 

nor surprising to any one knowing the gentleman, was that 

of Prof. Ross C. Purdy on “Observations and Notes 

Gleaned from Visits Among the Clay Workers of Illinois.” 

And the theme chosen was most happy and timely. Ordi¬ 

narily the professors emerge from their chambers with pa¬ 

pers evolved therein always upon themes as “dry-as-dust,” 

very scientific yet ever far above the comprehension of the 

average hearer. But not so in this instance. The professor 

had gone up and down and across the state, and bringing 

his trained powers of observation and quick wit to bear on 

what he saw and heard evolved this paper giving us some¬ 

thing positively inspiring and refreshing as it could possibly 

be, producing that keen satisfaction always experienced 

upon listening to a talk telling us what the other fellow said. 

We are sure our readers will be delighted to hear of the 

cordiality of the clay workers of Illinois toward the ceramic 

department of the University and the State Geological Sur¬ 

vey; that they are as of one mind in their support and en¬ 

couragement of these two institutions. 

We were not surprised there should be found a few who 

failed to see the benefits that would result to them if they 

were to become members of the Illinois Clay Workers’ As¬ 

sociation, because we were aware there were a few such, 

but it is to be hoped the “heart to heart” talk of the pro¬ 

fessor with these gentlemen will result finally in their 

coming into the fold. They will be welcomed, and once 

within the fold will become the most valuable among 

the membership, for it is a matter of common observation 

that as a rule those who are slowest to appreciate the vir¬ 

tues of a good thing, are invariably the most enthusiastic 

over the acquired blessing and are indefatigable in their 

efforts to spread it. 

Every man interested in the clay working industry will 

heartily approve of the professor’s insistence on the neces¬ 

sity for the cultivation of the technical or scientific along 

with the mechanical phases of ceramic education giving to 

each equal consideration. The men in the future who will 

manage the small as well as the big plant will be success¬ 

ful in that degree and to that extent their qualifications 

based on their scientific and practical knowledge will permit 

or enable them to be. 

For some time the Clay Record has taken a deep interest 

in the subject of economy in steam power in connection with 

brick-making plants, believing it a subject that had not re¬ 

ceived the attention and consideration it deserved, and now 

cannot refrain from congratulating the members of the Illi¬ 

nois Association on being privileged to hear the able paper 

on this subject prepared by Mr. W. W. Ittner and read to 

them at the recent convention, at the same time compliment¬ 

ing Mr. Ittner on the comprehensive character of his paper. 

The interesting discussion which followed was not among 

the least of the tributes it received and deserved. 

It should not be expected of any man, however expert 

he may be, to give off-hand the particular power plant that 
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will be the most economical in any and every situation pre¬ 

sented to him. 

When his opinion is asked he has the right to demand 

that he be made acquainted with all the conditions and 

circumstances affecting and surrounding the plant; that he 

may study these profoundly and no less comprehensively 

than is studied the marl and clay to determine the quality 

of material they will make, the type of machinery best 

adapted to work up the material, etc. 

Conceding and granting these points, which we believe 

were assumed in the discussions, we are delighted to say 

that the point of the paper was that any and every plant, 

whether small or large, should receive the highest possible 

consideration with the one and sole object of installing the 

peculiar and particular plant which in its location shall be 

the most economical in operation. Or in other words, that 

the power-making end be placed on a parity with every 

other end of a brick-making plant. 

A paper on “Sewer Pipe; Its Properties and Require¬ 

ments” by Prof. Arthur N. Talbot and Roy H. Slocum, 

University of Illinois, was highly interesting and instruc¬ 

tive, replete with technical information and detail, and it 

will be recognized as an authority on the subject in the fu¬ 

ture. 

Sanitation, the science of sanitary conditions, is an ex¬ 

ceedingly live subject and commanding the best thought and 

skill obtainable acquainted with what is known in its lines; 

furthermore, it is a subject in which the people are taking 

a lively interest and demanding the very best obtainable in 

means and methods, particularly as to carrying away the 

sewage of houses, streets, etc., and this means sewer pipe, 

whether of vitrified clay or cast iron, is no matter to them, 

whichever will effectually carry away the refuse material, 

foul gases, etc., to a distant point is what is demanded. Now, 

as we are all interested in the development and growth of the 

vitrified clay sewer pipe industry, we are more than anx¬ 

ious that those engaged in this industry shall be fully awake 

and alive to the possibilities in its manufacture, its proper¬ 

ties and requirements; that they appropriate every scien¬ 

tific discovery and with the results of practical experience 

combining them apply them so that the virtues of clay sewer 

pipe be fully recognized everywhere and adopted, thus con¬ 

tributing to the material growth of the business, and at the 

same time doing a work for humanity in providing a sure 

means for the preservation of health. 

We are confident that results will follow this discussion 

beyond present anticipation, as it seemed to us the hap¬ 

piest blending of the scientific and practical; besides, it was 

replete with suggestions along collateral lines, and sure to 

deepen interest in innumerable directions. 

TWO DIVIDENDS OF ioo PER CENT. 

A few weeks ago the Rose Brick Company of Roseton 

declared a dividend of ioo per cent. It was stated at the 

time that this did not represent the full profits of the season, 

which will not end until the river closes or all brick is dis¬ 

posed of. On Thursday another meeting of the company 

was held, and a second dividend of ioo per cent declared. 

There are still lots of brick on hand. 

COMBINE TO BUY AKRON BRICK PLANT 
AND WILL FIGHT TRUST. 

It was stated that a company recently formed by a num¬ 

ber of building contractors in Cleveland, Ohio, was endeav¬ 

oring to purchase one of the largest brick plants in Akron 

for the purpose of manufacturing their own brick and that 

it would buck the alleged brick trust in this city and Cleve¬ 

land. 

It was announced that the Cleveland company would take 

an option on the plant at once. 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

Creditors of the Wooster (O.) Shale Brick Co. have filed 

a suit in bankruptcy against the company. 

Ben Kostenlick, a workman in the Royal Clay Works, 

Canal Dover, O., was caught in the shafting and torn to 

pieces and instantly killed. 

The Home Brick Co., Iola, Kansas, has been sold at re¬ 

ceiver’s sale to T. J. Fulton, G. A. Bowlus and H. H. Funk 

for $5,000. The plant cost $30,000. 

H. B. Lohoke, employed at the National Brick Co.’s 

plant, at Chicago Heights, Ill., was struck by a piece of tile 

falling off a roof and his skull fractured. 

The foreclosure preceedings against the Port Credit, 

Ont., Brick Co., have been completed and the defendants 

prohibited from further occupation of the property. 

John Wagner was badly hurt at the Shull & Badger Brick 

Yard at Butler, Pa., by a large lump of clay falling upon 

him. He was taken to the hospital, where he died of in¬ 

ternal injuries. 

Wm. Miller, an employe of the Harbion-Walker Brick 

Works, at Mt. Union, Pa., who was just convalescing from 

a severe attack of typhoid, drank carbolic acid and died a 

few minutes after. 

Creditors of E. Lanzone, brick manufacturer at Stockton, 

N. Y., filed a petition to have him declared a bankrupt. In 

October he transferred a part of his property to the United 

Co-Operative Brick Co. 

The brick companies of Haverstraw, N. Y., have re¬ 
tained Charles Morscheuser of Poughkeepsie to defend 
them against damage suits threatened to arise from the re¬ 
cent landslide by which several persons were killed. 

Henry A. Nobbs, treasurer of the Federal Clay Mfg. Co., 
and the American Vitrified Conduit Co., and cashier of the 
National Fire Proofing Co., New York office, 170 Broad¬ 
way, shot and killed himself in a hotel at Paterson, N. J. 
He lived with his wife and six children at Hackensack, 

N. J. 
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KEEP YOUR “EYE” ON YORK, PA. 

York, Pa., used 75 per cent of light color bricks in her 

building operations during the year 1905. She has five soft 

mud plants producing common brick, and four “dry” Press 

plants, with a capacity of 20,000 each, producing a cherry 
red brick from a green shale which is very abundant in that 

locality. 

In Room 61, Continental Hotel, at the recent convention 

held in Philadelphia, were shown light grey, buff and red 

clays; shales of red, green and blue found on a tract of 

land owned by P. B. Spahr of York. Finished product 

made from the various materials, color press brick from 

cream white to rich dark olive, encaustic, floor, dutch and 

rooling tiles, all burned in “down draft’’ kilns and steel 

hard. 

It was only for the modesty of Mr. Spahr, that this 

interesting exhibit was not located with the regular ex¬ 

hibits. Many of the delegates, who were interested in the 

manufacture of light color brick visited room 61, all ex¬ 

pressing themselves as of the opinion, that the proposition 

and exhibit were “brick right” and that Mr. Spahr was “all 

right.” 

We predict at an early date an up-to-date plant will be 

located to develop this tract, and manufacture a line of clay 

products that will have a market from Maine to Texas. 

FISKE & COMPANY INSTALLING NEW MA¬ 

CHINERY. 

Fiske & Company, Inc., of Boston, are now installing 

at their plant at Dover Point, N. H., a complete set of new 

brick machinery manufactured by Chambers Bros. Com¬ 

pany, of Philadelphia. This machinery is the largest and 

strongest which has ever been turned out at the Chambers’ 

shops, and when installed will insure a production of from 

60,000 to 80,000 side cut brick per day, or a yearly pro¬ 

duction of at least 15,000,000 brick. The product will be 

common, face and sewer brick. A new engine of increased 

power is also being installed and extensive changes in the 

kilns are being made. The electric traveling crane with 

the brick handling devise, as patented by J. Parker B. 

Fiske, will be used without any change, as several years’ 

experience has proved that it is a thoroughly practical and 

efficient apparatus for the elimination of hand labor in 

brick making. 
-4 .»- 

TAKEN FROM THE SHAWNEE JOURNAL, 

FEBRUARY 15, 1906. 

A very valuable vein of clay was found on the ground of 

the Shawnee Flash Brick Co., while excavating for the 

press room. The vein is said to be about 20 ft. in thickness, 

and is considered by experts to be of the very best, and 

that which has been already moved is saved for the pur¬ 

pose of manufacturing bricks in the near future. Samples 

have already been made and burned of this clay and have 

proved all right. The company is to be congraulated on 

the discovery of this clay, heretofore unknown in the Shaw¬ 

nee district, and will enable them to put out Several new 

kinds of brick. 

ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY ANNUAL REPORT 

ISSUED. 

According to the annual report of the Illinois Brick com¬ 

pany issued Feb. 5th, net earnings for the last seven months 

of 1905 were at the rate of 16 per cent on the company’s 

stock. The balance sheet issued showed a surplus for the 

seven months noted of $256,857. Within the period 3 per 

cent was paid in dividends, making 9.4 per cent for seven 

months, or at the rate of 16 per cent for twelve months. 

In his annual report President Prussing recounted the 

reduction in the capital stock of the company last May when 

it was reduced to $4,000,000, a sum which he says “fairly 
represents its assets upon which, barring extraordinary ac¬ 
cidents, regular dividends can be earned and paid.” He 
continues: 

“By the reduced capitalization the surplus shown in the 
last annual statement (being the sum of $569,442) was 
wiped out, so that the surplus reported today has been ac¬ 
cumulated since June 1, during the last seven months of 
1905. 

“While our plants are kept in a state of efficiency by 
making timely repairs, the cost of which is charged to brick 
making direct, this company has expended during the year,, 
for construction, permanent betterment of yards, the sum 

of $175,93°- 
“Our real estate holdings are larger and our plants are 

of greater value and efficiency than ever before. 
“The prospect for the future is good. Chicago will con¬ 

tinue to build and require more brick from year to year, andi 
this company is now in a position to meet any and all com¬ 
petition.” 

The balance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1905, follows : 

Asseis. 

Real estate .$I,078,209• 
Buildings and machinery . 2>557>3°7 
Accounts receivable . 368,531 
Brick . 294,984. 
Supplies . 82,829. 
Bills receivable . 2,246- 
Cash . 46,788 

Total .$4,430,896- 

Liabilities. 

Capital stock .$4,000,000 
Accounts payable . 114,038 
Dividend Due Jan. 15, 1906. 60,000- 
Surplus . 256,857 

,T.otal .$4,430,896- 
Dividends have been paid as follows: 

April 15, 2 per cent on 34,217 shares.$ 68,434 
July 15, il/2 per cent on 40,000 shares. ..'. 60,000- 
Oct. 15; 1^2 per cent on 40,000 shares. 60,000 
Jan. 15, \y2 per cent on 40,000 shares. .. 60,000 

Total .$248,434 

At the annual meeting yesterday the by-laws were 
changed and the number of directors reduced from eleven 
to nine. These were divided into three classes of one, two, 
and three years. The board was chosen as follows: 

For one year, A. J. Weckler, E. C. Potter, S. Warren- 
Lamson; for two years, C. B. Ver Nooy, D. R. Forgan, W. 
E. Schlake; for three years, George C. Prussing, M. A. 
Farr, C. D. 43. Howell. 

Officers were elected as follows: President, George C.. 
Prussing; vice-president, A. J. Weckler; treasurer, C. D. B. 
Howell; auditor, C. B. Ver Nooy; secretary, W. E. Schlake.. 
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CONTRACT FOR BARBER PLANT GOES TO 

MITCHELL. 

Mr. Paul Beer, superintendent of the Barber Paving 

Company’s brick department, Des Moines, Iowa, has 

awarded the contract to W. F. Mitchell & Co. for the con- 
% 

struction of buildings, kilns, etc., to be utilized in the crea¬ 

tion of its new $150,000 brick plant at South Fourteenth 

street and the Great Western tracks. Contracts for spe¬ 

cial machinery were also awarded to an Ohio firm, and the 

contract for other machinery will go to the Des Moines 

Manufacturing and Supply Co. The total of the contracts 

amounts to about $150,000. 

W. F. Mitchell & Co. commenced work on the plant and 

expect to employ a force of about 100 men until the first of 

May. The plant will include the following buildings, all of 

brick, steel and concrete, and of fireproof construction. 

Crusher house, 27x70 feet, in which will be installed a 

crusher and four pan crushers, piano wire sieves, etc. 

A machine room, 50x100 feet, in which will be a brick 

machine with a capacity of 150,000 brick or paving block 

a day, and four repress machines, besides a cutting table 

and other machinery. A power house, 30x66 feet, in which 

will be placed a 330 horsepower engine and four boilers. 

A coal storage building with capacity sufficient for the 

storing of a supply on which the plant can be operated for a 

month. 

A building, 87x100 feet, designed as a waste heat dryer 

house. This house will be equipped with induction fans 

that will draw to it the waste heat from the kilns, with 

which the brick will be dried before being introduced into 

the kilns, and two exhaust fans to take out of the building 

the damp air. There will be sixteen round kilns of the 

down draft style with provisions for the addition of eight 

more kilns; these to be grouped about a monster smoke 

stack. 

The machinery equipment in addition to the enumeration 

given above, will include a complete system of conveyors 

constructed of belts, gravity inclines, elevator cups, etc., so 

arranged that from the time the clay enters the crusher in 

the pit it will not be handled again until the brick come out 

on the cutting tables ready for transmission to the re¬ 

presses. 

The plant will be equipped with a complete system of 

tracks for the handling of brick, clay, etc., without turn¬ 

tables and operating the loads by gravity, while tracks con¬ 
necting with the several roads of the city will be built by the 

company at its own expense. 
The entire plat of ground to be occupied by the plant will 

be paved with brick, the paved area to comprise several 

acres. 1 [ 1 
In the construction of the plant 3,000,000 brick, 3,000 

barrels of cement and over 1,800 yards of crushed stone will 

be used. i 
Mr. Beer states that the plant, next to that of the Metro¬ 

politan plant at Canton, Ohio, will be the largest west of 
Pittsburg. It will make paving brick, vitrified builders, 
paving block, a!nd highly ornamental face brick. 

The plant will be ready for operation about June 1. 
Much of the preliminary work, such as grading the site 

for the buildings, wrecking old buildings and excavating 

for foundation walls, etc., has been completed. 

OPTIONS OBTAINED BY NEWTON JACKSON 

IN OHIO HAVE EXPIRED. 

Practically all the options obtained by Newton Jackson 

of Philadelphia on potteries in the Ohio district have ex¬ 

pired, and this is taken to mean that no combination of 

potteries will be formed. 

This is the fourth unsuccessful attempt to complete a 

pottery combination. John R. Dos Passos of New York 

first took up the proposition, and was followed by James R. 

Davis of New York. East Liverpool capitalists took up 

the proposition for the third time, and Jackson’s was the 

fourth attempt. 
-- 

A NEW TILE FACTORY FOR IOWA. 

The stockholders of the Northwestern Tile and Clay 

Products Company, Emmettsburg held a meeting Mon¬ 

day and elected the directors of the company. They are as 

follows: 

E. B. Soper, H. C. Shadbolt, James Dunigan, G. G. 

Wheat and E. B. Persons. 

The officers are: G. G. Wheat, President; H. C. Shad- 

bolt, Vice-President; E. B. Persons, Secretary; E. B. Soper, 

T reasurer. 

The directors met later in the morning and transacted 

much business of importance to the company and laid the 

necessary plans for getting to work on the various things 

necessary to the operations of the company. The grounds 

are to be secured and the machinery purchased and the 

buildings erected. It will take time for all of these things, 

but the matter will be pushed to secure an early operation 

of the factory. 
--- 

SENSATIONAL ALLEGATIONS MADE 

AGAINST A CLAY WORKS. 

On the allegation that it had been fraudulently beaten out 

of tariffs by the defendant, the Great Western railroad com¬ 

pany has brought suit against the Lehigh Clay Works, Ft. 

Dodge, la., for the recovery of $762.63, the amount alleged 

to have been withheld. 

According to the allegations of the plaintiff, the defendants 

fraudulently misrepresented the weight of shipments for a 

considerable length of time, and the amount of money asked 

for in the present petition, which was filed in the district 

court, is the additional freight charges alleged to be due 

the railway company on these misrepresentations of weights. 

The case is rather a sensational one, and has no precedent 

in the court. 
-+-*-+•- 

BANKER WANTS A TILE FACTORY. 

Banker H. L. Emmert of Sibley, Iowa, is desirous of 

starting a tile factory there in the spring, and has offered 

$100 to any man who will find and prove to his satisfaction 

within sixty days the existence of a three-foot layer of 
first-class tile clay within three miles of town that can be 
procured on practical terms. It is stipulated that said 
layer shall extend over an area of not less than three acres 
in extent and the top of layer shall be within four feet 
of the surface. It is hoped that some one may be able 

to win the money offered. 
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SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

J. S. Emmerton, Bloomer, Wis., has bought a cement 

brick machine and will engage in their manufacture. 

Reynolds & Klug, Norfolk, Nebr., have bought a cement 

brick outfit and will put it into operation soon as possible. 

It is now assured that sand-lime brick can be enameled or 

glazed the same as clay brick; several ceramists are now 

doing so. 

A company has been organized of local business men to 

make sand-lime brick at Oklahoma City, Okla., $25,000 will 

be invested in the enterprise. 

The Warsaw (O.) Sand-Lime Brick Co. has been incor¬ 

porated with $50,000 capital stock by P. M. Moore, :S. J. 

Wagner, J. H. Edeler and J. L. Beck. 

O. L. Lamson, Hollister, Cali., has secured the rights to 

make hydraulic cement brick under the Ferguson patents 

and it is expected a plant will be built at once. 

Arrangements have been made by local people to build a 

cement brick plant on the John A. Cranston Co. land at 

Wilmington, Del. The plant will be in operation April 1st. 

The Granite Brick Co., Columbus, O., have their plant 

on Dublin Ave., and are now making sand-lime brick at the 

rate of 20,000 daily. C. A. Rausch of Plain City, O., is man¬ 

ager. 

G. L. Rolfe, J. B. Schrock, W'. M. Hunter, P. Shellenber- 

ger, F. H. Plilliker and W. J. Walker have formed a com¬ 

pany with a three-machine outfit for making cement brick, 

at Spokane Wash. 

The Menominee (Mich.) Brick Co. has turned out its 

first consignment of colored brick. The company intends 

to produce black, brown, buff, yellow, purple, pink, red and 

other colored brick. 

The Pensacola (Fla.) Co. is soon to resume operations 

after more than a year of idleness caused by lack of har¬ 

mony. J. S. Walton, who superintended the erection of the 

plant, will have sole charge. 

The manufacture of cement brick is now in progress at 
the hospital at Wauwatosa, Wis., just outside of Milwau¬ 
kee ; 2,000 are being made per day by the patients, and they 
will be used in making improvements in the spring. 

The Semisteel Company, 701 New England Bldg., Cleve¬ 
land, Ohio, owners of the Ohlmacher systerii of making 
sand lime brick, engineers and builders of all kinds of sand 
lime brick equipments, are continually rushed with orders. 

The Milwaukee (Wis.) Steel Brick Co., a new company 
just formed by J. H. Radke, Alan Place and L. A. Thomp¬ 
son, will make brick from the slag from the Thomas Fur¬ 
nace Co.’s plant in South Milwaukee, at the rate of 40,000 
daily. 

D. L. Stiven of Grand Rapids, Mich., is organizing a 
“profit-sharing plan” to make cement and sand lime brick, 
making cement brick in the summer and sand-lime brick in 
winter. He expects the employes to take 45 per cent of the 
stock. 

The Iowa Enamel Stone Co., Des Moines, la., has been 
incorporated with $40,000 capital stock. The principal 
stockholders are: O. Ruffcorn, Frank H. Stehm, M. L. 

Dudley, Walter McCain and C. C. Pagh, all of Des Moines, 
and E. J. Smith of Toledo. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

Plans are now being considered for a $12,000 brick plant 

for Fort Pierre, S. Dak. 

The Lake & Cotrill Brick & Tile Co., Shenandoah, la., 

has been incorporated with $16,000 capital stock by D. S. 

Lake and others. 

Capitalists from Cleveland and Cincinnati are expected 

to Duiid a large ornamental brick plant on the knobs at 

New Albany, Ind. 

The Garfield (O.) Brick Works have decided in addition 

to making brick to install machinery for making drain tile, 

hollow blocks and clay conduits. 

P. J. Hungerford, U. G. Cover, U. McBride and S. A. 

Cover have purchased a site at Keswick, la., and a brick 

and tile factory will be erected. 

W. C. Mitchell, formerly of the Banner Clay Works, 

Edwardsville, Ill., writes from Matanzas, Cuba, that he finds 

the country desirable in every way. 

The Ohio Valley Clay Co., Steubenville, O., has been 

incorporated with $200,000 capital stock by J. W. Gill, 

B. L. Brownlee, G. W. McCord and S. Gill. 

W. A. Byron, of the Carbon (Pa.) Brick Co. has closed 

a deal for the property of the defunct Riverside Brick Co. 

at Rush Run, O., and will build a $100,000 plant. 

The O’Mara Bros. Brick Co., Terre Haute, Ind., has 

been incorporated with $10,000 capital stock by John F. 

O’Mara, Daniel T. O’Mara and Andrew M. O’Mara. 

The Waverly Brick & Tile Co., Kansas City, Mo., has 

been incorporated with $20,000 capital stock. Incorpora¬ 

tors: Geo. H. Monohan, J. R. Trustin and W. H. Crews. 

T. C. Landy and H. S. Mizner, who have been operating 

the brick plant at Lonsdale, Tenn., have transferred their 

interests to the Lonsdale Fall Brick Co., Knoxville, Tenn. 

The California Avenue Brick Co., Alleghany, Pa., has 

been incorporated with $10,000 capital stock. Directors are 

John W. Virtue, Verona; John W. Palmer, Oakmont; W. 

D. Myers, Verona. 

The Obermann Brick & Supply Co., Newark, N. J., has 

been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock by Geo. R. 

Obermann, Glen Ridge, N. J., and Charles F. Mackin, Jr., 

16 Walnut St., Newark. 

The Columbus (O.) & Hocking Coal & Iron Co. directors 

have decided to commence the erection of a fire brick plant 

of huge proportions about the mildle of the year. They 

have been making tests for the last year. 

The Home Industry and Factory Club of Ft. Worth, 

Tex., has succeeded in getting a new brick plant for that 

city. Twenty acres of clay and shale 14 feet deep has 

been bought and the machinery contracted for. 

The Jenkins Brick Co., with a capital stock of $75,000 

has begun the work of constructing a large brick plant in 

North Montgomery near Riverside, Ala. The officers are 

J. W. Jenkins and F. W. Lull of Wetumpka, president and 

secretary; W. C. Scott, C. A. McLaren and Mrs. Stewart 

of Montgomery. 
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The Gold Brick Co., New London, N. C., is in the market 

for brick machinery. 

J. A. Wilson has sold his Sioux Rapids (la.) brick and 

tile works to M. T. Tvpper of Dows, who has already taken 

charge of same. 

The Kecnburg (Term.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $5,000 capital stock by J. M. Baker, I. M. Lacy, J. 

B. Chambers, R. A. Range and L. F. Miller. 

Eastern capitalists have purchased 320 acres of land west 

of Darrow, Okla., and will begin breaking ground in the 

early spring for the erection of a large brick plant. 

Dave and James Good have bought the South English 

(la.) Brick & Tile Co. from W. Lawler, Mrs. L. Stoner and 

C. E. Wales. Consideration, $6,000. Possession, March 1. 

The Waterloo (la.) Granite Brick Co. are considering the 

doubling of the capacity of their send-lime brick plant which 

has been a money maker since its start the first of July last. 

The Danville (Bl.) Brick & Tile Co. has changed its 

name to the Danville Brick Co., and are now installing 

machinery and improving the plant to the extent of $35,000. 

The Ulster Brick Co., Newburgh, N. Y., has been in¬ 

corporated with $50,000 capital stock. Directors are Fred¬ 

erick Wallace, Hiram Merritt and B. J. MacDonald, all 

of Newburgh. 

The Leakesville (Miss.) Brick & Tning Co. has,been in¬ 

corporated with $5,000 capital stock, by B. P. Harrison, 

G. G. Faulk, Nat Owen and M. L. Batson. Ben Hoover 

will be the superintendent. 

The Glen View Brick Co., Clarksburg, W. Va., has been 

incorporated with $10,000 capital stock by W. A. Wilkin¬ 

son, John Patton, E. T. Post and J. W. Coffman of Clarks¬ 

burg and C. C. Coffman of Mannington. 

Highland Brick Co., Bladensburg, Md., has been incor¬ 

porated with $100,000 capital stock. Incorporators : Thomas 

H. Riley, Wm. S. Speir, Wm. H. Dyer, Frederick H. Riley 

and Frank A. Arnold, all of Washington, D. C. 

The Robert Dixon Co. has been organized at Portland, 

Me., with $150,000 capital stock, to mine clay and manu¬ 

facture it into “Dixonite.” Officers are 1. C. Libby, presi¬ 

dent, and H. L. Greeley, treasurer, both from Portland. 

The Henry Martin Brick Machine Mfg. Co. of Lan¬ 

caster, Pa., are installing the latest improved “Martin” sys¬ 

tem of handling and drying soft mud brick, of 30,000 daily 

capacity for the Maumee Brick & Tile Co., Fort Wayne, 

Ind. 

The Humboldt (Neb.) Brick Works have at last been 

organized with $50,000 capital. The necessary machinery 

lias been ordered. C. M. Linn is president; A. A. Tanner, 

vice-president; H. E. Boyd, secretary and C. M. Hummel, 

treasurer. 

The Alliance (O.) Clay Product Co. have elected new 

directors and appointed a committee to close a deal for a 

factory site and proceed to build a plant. P. W. Walker 

is president; John Eyer, vice-president; O. U. Walker, sec¬ 

retary and treasurer, and Ross Rue, superintendent. 

John M. Leonard, Perkins, Ga., will start a brick works. 

fames Plamilton and others are considering the putting 

in of a tile plant at Carthage, Mo. 

Dr. I. C. McCoy and others of Ft. Worth, Texas, will 

build a brick works near Birdville. 

W. H. Judson, Sherman Smith and M. E. A. Allen, will 

build a brick works at Hochanum, Ct. 

The Berlin (Ct.) Brick Co. has sold its property to the 

Hotchkiss Bros. Co. of Tarrington, consideration $60,000. 

The Mutton Hollow Fire Clay Co., Woodbridge, N. T., 

has just purchased a 37-acre tract of clay land at Spa 

Springs. 

The Independence (Mo.) Shale Brick Co. is completing 

a new building and other improvements at its plant. R. B. 

Trowbridge is the manager. 

The Wyoming Mining & Development Co., Evanston, 

Wyo., has been organized with a $1,000,000 capital stock 

to develop coal and clay in that vicinity. 

The American Refractories Co., Pittsburg, Pa., has been 

incorporated with $150,000 capital stock at Pittsburg, Pa. 

Incorporators, Daniel Kirk, B. J. Jarrett. 

The Jonhston Brick Co., Kingston, N. Y., have filed pa¬ 

pers with $10,000 capital stock. Richard J. Johnston is vice- 

president and R. Grant Johnston, secretary. 

The Nahunta Brick & Improvement Co., Fremont, N. C., 

has been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock by L. O. 

Hayes, W. T. Turlington, F. H. Hooks and James R. Av- 

cock. 

W. H. Bushell of David City, Nebr., who has been visit¬ 

ing in Europe for the last three months, has returned and 

is again ready for hard work. He will greatly enlarge his 

brick plant before the season begins. 

A new company has just been organized known as the 

Kensington (Ct ) Brick Co. It has $25,000 capital Mock. 

E. S. Bagley, president; John Carbo, vice-president; T. C. 

Fagan, secretary, and J. McDonnell, treasurer. 

The Ross-Keller Triple Pressure Brick Machine Co., of 

St. Louis, Mo., have just shipped a complete four-mold out¬ 

fit to the Southern California Brick Co., of Los Angeles, 

Cal. The company expects to have the plant in operation 
by April 1. 

THE MAMMOTH KAOLIN BEDS : 
Deposit 15 to 20 feet thick, covering 500 acres and unex- » 

celled for making Tile, Terra Cotta, Porcelain, Builders’, 
Moulders' and Potters’ coarse and fine clay prodnets. It will m 
keep 100 factories in operation for two centuries. Excellent • 
sites and natural facilities for manufacturing plants. Will sell, 
lease, bond or work on shares. Reasons.—Owners not B 
practical or clay men. Located near Railroad in Cedar Valley, ■ 
Utah. Investigation invited. This clay has won two W'orlds’ J 
Fair prizes. One at St. Louis, 1904, and one at Portland, 11)05. $ 
It is pure China Clay, and that of Cornwall, England, is no ■ 
better. Also a large deposit of Silica Sand, 99 per cent pure. * 
Send for samples. Address, n 

HOMER J. KENDALL 
LEHI, UTAH 
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FOR SALE OR LEASE. 
A 32-acre farm, 4 miles west of Macomb, Ill., con¬ 

taining 20 acres of a 10-foot vein of fine pottery clay, 
with a 5x10 foot shaft in good repair Also a vein of 
coal 25 to 30 feet below the clay. Land for sale at 
$85 per acre, half cash, balance on long time, one to 
ten years at 5 per cent, or 6 per cent discount for 
cash on deferred payment. For full particulars call 
at premises or address 

MILTON W. MCDONALD, 
Lock Box 39, R. R 5, Colchester, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
One complete brick yard plant, consisting of boil¬ 

er and engine, stiff mud machine, rolls, automatic 
cut-off, shifting pulleys, belting. Complete equip¬ 
ment for a 25,000 capacity plant. A bargain if sold 
at once. 

WM. W. THIRLBY, 
Traverse City, Mich. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa¬ 
tion address 

BRIUKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 25,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention 

TERRA HAUTE PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute, Ind. 

WANTED. 
Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 

tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 
T, care Clay Record, 

Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
For sale, reasonable, in condition— 

One 5x18 foot Horizontal Tubular Boiler. 
One No. 20A Penfield Hollow Brick Machine. 
One 14 foot Pug Mill. 
One Disintegrator, 
One 40 foot Clay Conveyor, with 20 foot belt. 
Forty Fire-proofing Dies, with two extensions, 

pullys, clutches and belting. 
Reasons for sale, are making different ware. 

R. 611, W. 51st St., 
New York City. 

FOR SALE. 
One 25-horse power Engine and one Henryk Martin 

steam power Soft Mud Brick Machine. Address 
LOUIS SCHMIDT, 

Grand Island, Neb. 

WANTED. 
A second hand No. 6 Brewer Brick and Tile 

Machine. Address 
EDMONDSON & ROGERS, 

Kalona, Iowa. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
A good second hand 

E. M. Freese & Co., 
Brick and Tile Machine. 

Address E. R. K., Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

WANTED 
Wanted at Once.—A first class experienced brick 

burner and setter. State age, experience, salary 
expected and reference. 

B. S. ELMES 
Fergusson’s Wharf, Va. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and tile factory, located in Washington 

Co , Iowa, in a prosperous condition. Would con¬ 
sider an Illinois or Iowa farm. 

E. L. TEAL, 
Anderson, Ind. 

Machinery For S*l«* 

FOR SALE 
Two Wiles Soft Mud Steam Power Brick Machines. 

Two Tempering Wheels for horses. 40 h.p. Boiler. 
30 h.p. Engine. 5 or 6 Trucks. All necessary Belt 
and Shafting. Also about 600 feet light Steel Rails 
with Switches. Everything in good working order. 
Will sell cheap as we have started an in-door yard. 

E. T. & IRVING HAND, 
Plainfield, N..T 

FOR SALE 
One Komnick 1000 to 1200 per hour sand-lime 

Brick Press in good condition. Was replaced with 
larger capacity press, same make. Inquire of the 

SAGINAW SANDSTONE BRICK CO. 
Saginaw, Mich. 

FOR SALE. 
50 rack cars for 32 inch pallets, capacity 432 brick; 

track gauge 21 inches. 
Also 55 flat cars for soft mud brick, with foot pallets 
Track gauge 25 Inches. 

Both styles of cars in first-class repair. 
ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second-hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT,” 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of vatious gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP-1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x34 inches. Addre-s 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE-CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One second-hand Chandler & Taylor 80 horse¬ 

power Horizontal Tubular Boiler, 60 inch diameter 
by 6 feet lone, with full flush front. 

AMERICAN CLAY MACHINERY CO. 
Bucyrus, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 70 horse power Frost Tubular Boiler, one 45 

horse power Frost Slide Valve Engine. In good con¬ 
dition, will sell cheap as we have changed to electric 
power. 
CENTERVILLE BRICK & CONSTRUCTION CO. 

Centerville, Iowa 

WANTED. 
An experienced and competent brickmaker to 

take charge of soft mud plant near Cincinnati. 
State experience, references and wages expected. 

GENERAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO. 
24 State St., New York. 

BRICK PLANT FOR SALE. 
Splendid Chance for Contractor. 

One of the finest, most modern brick plants for 
sale in southern part of Central Illinois. Live 
growing city, good prices, making money. Dry 
press, built in 1904. Best of reasons for selling. 
Price $25,000, if taken at rmce. Address 

ILLINOIS, care Clay Record. 

Paper Joggers quoted. 
R. A. HART. 41 Whitest., 

Ho bettor made, cut Iron 
S3 and SiO.lo 

4 Wheel, $3 00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers 

BATTLE CREEK. MICH 

FOR SALE. 
Up-to-date brick plant with Creager machinery, 

in prosperous city of 15 000 inhabitnnts, in Southern 
Illinois. Good residence and farm of 40 a cres at¬ 
tached to plant. Splendid opportunity. Only plant 
in city. Address 

H. H., care Clay Recor ', Chicago. 

MACHINERY FOR SALE. 
One 4-mold Simpson Dry Press. One Steadman 

Pulverizer. All size boilers and engines from 30 h.p. 
up. Send for list. 

MERTES MACHINERY CO. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

MACHINERY FOR SALE. 
One new steam iron Quaker soft-mud brick ma¬ 

chine, bought of the Wellington Machine Co. Sev¬ 
enteen iron bound molds, one dump table, all new; 
never been used. Capacity 30,000 per day. Address 

G. W. NICHOLS. 
Stockbridge, Mich. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Position as manager of brick or tile plant, by an 

experienced mao. Can build a complete up-to-date 
plant and operate it successfully. Address 

UP-TO-DATE, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 3 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections, 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. C. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h.p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1732 Powers St„ Cincinnati. Ohio. 

PALLETS WANTED. 
Wanted 3500 all steel foot pallets, 36 in. long by 

lOJ^in. wioeby3% high. State gauge of steel, width 
of foot and general details. 

FAYETTE FIRE BRICK CO. 
Uniontown, Pa. 

FOR SALE. 
The Newport brick and Tile plant at Newport, 

Indiana. Address 
JOHN RICHARDSON, Receiver. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 308, Williamsport, Pa. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery in first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

FOR SALE. 
31-Acre tract of land located in Central Iowa. The 

finest kind of clay underlaid with coal. Two roads 
running up to the line of property. 

ARTHUR H. LIBBY, 
233 Railway Exchange Bldg., Chicago. 



A REPORT OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH AN¬ 

NUAL MEETING OF THE ILLINOIS 

CLAYWORKERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
-- 
THIRD SESSION. 

Pursuant to adjournment of the second session, held in the 
forenoon, the Illinois Clay Workers’ Association met in the third 
session of their Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting, in the afternoon 
of Wednesday, January 24th, 1906, at Elks’ Auditorium, Cham¬ 
paign, Illinois. 

President John W. Stipes, having called the meeting to order at 
2130 p. m., announced as the first event on the programme a 
paper on the question “Is the Running of a Brick Machine to its 
Full Capacity Injurious to the Brick?” by Dr. A. L. Converse, of 

Springfield, Illinois. 
Dr. Converse introduced the subject by remarking that he had 

assured himself of one element of popularity for his paper, in that 
it was going to be a very short one. 

IS THE RUNNING OF A BRICK MACHINE TO ITS FUEL 

CAPACITY 1NIURIOUS TO THE BRICK? 

This subject which has been assigned to me is necessarily open 
to many qualifications; in fact, so many that it would be impossible 
to intelligently discuss it without first defining the meaning of 
capacity. Capacity means limit, full capacity means full limit. 

A man can eat more than he can properly digest, but in so doing 
is he not in fact exceeding his capacity for eating, and does not 
capacity for eating hinge also upon his powers of digestion? 

It seems to me that full capacity in anything means full ability 
to do the work properly, and when the desired work is defective, 

the full capacity is necessarily exceeded. 
Therefore if we take the subject as it is literally assigned to me, 

the answer must necessarily be that no product is ever injured by 
producing it to the full capacity of the machine engaged in the 
production. 

But I take it that the author of this subject desired that in¬ 
formation should be given upon the advisability of rapid work, 
the resulting product to be taken into consideration. 

If that is the object, we deem it important that the kinds of 
machines used in the manufacture of brick should enter into the 
discussion, as well as the kinds of brick resulting, together with 

use to which they are to be put. 
Some machines in their operations are continuous in their mo¬ 

tions, while others are irregular, a continuous motion can be run 
at a much higher rate than can an irregular. 

All brick machines of the press or plunger type are necessarily 

alternating in their motion, and must of necessity run slow as 
compared with the augur machines which are continuous in their 
motion. 

The resulting product from the slow machines must necessarily 
be slow on account of the slow motion of the machine, but it 
must also be slow for another reason which will be apparent to all, 
when we consider that time is required for the clay from which 
the product is made to adjust itself to the new conditions, in other 
words the molecules have been disturbed in the formation of new 
relations and they must be held in their new forms sufficiently long 
to make the new adjustment complete. 

Perfect brick made on either plunger or press machines, or even 
reformed on what are denominated represses, will not result when 
the machine is run to even the limit which its construction will 
permit. 

The continuous motion of the augur machines not only admits, 
as stated before, a much higher rate of speed from the mechanical 
standpoint of the machine, but it also admits it from the standpoint 
of its product. 

Clay in an auger machine requires time to adjust itself to the 
new conditions the same as in the press or plunger types, but it 
does not require the same time for the reason that it is submitted 
to the forming process earlier in the operation of the machine, and 
continues further in its restrained position. 

Perhaps I can make myself clearer if I ask you to consider for a 
moment the difference in the construction of the dies of the different 
types of machine. 

The press machines all have short dies, while the auger ma¬ 
chines have long dies with a gradual taper. In the auger machine 
the clay travels further in the die, and at the same time undergoes 
a gradual reduction while traveling in the die. 

The resuit is that the formation of the brick by a gradual reduc¬ 
tion process causes less disturbance after being relieved from the 
confinement of the die, and a perfect brick will result much more 
rapidly than by any other process. 

An auger machine can not be run rapidly, and continue to make 
brick fast, without the machine is kept full of clay. The fuller it 
is kept the less room is there for air to get between the particles 
of clay, and the more compact and homogeneous will be the product. 

I have long been persuaded that the accumulation of air in the 
mass of clay after being pugged, is the most fruitful source of 
lamination, if that is the case is it not evident that the fuller the 
brick machine is kept, and the less air permitted to mix with the 
clay, the less the lamination? Now, while this argument may be 
considered comewhat theoretical, we have found by actual experi¬ 
ment that the theory is correct, and that the more rapid the bar 
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of clay is forced through the machine at our plant the less the 

lamination, and consequently the better the brick. 

In my judgment the running of an auger machine to its full 

capacity makes the best possible brick that can be made with that 

machine, providing the cut-off will accomplish its work as rapidly 

as the bar is delivered. 

I am further of the opinion that all other machines other than 

the auger machine must not be hurried if best results are expected. 

President Stipes: This is something that the machine men 

ought to tell us considerable about. 

G. C. Stoll: Mr. President, I have nothing particular to offer 

more than what the Doctor has very fully stated. He has covered 

the subject thoroughly, and I agree with him, that inasmuch as 

the measure of a brick-making mactiine’s capacity is determined 

by the number of good brick it will turn out in a given time, it 

follows, of necessity, that the fuller you keep the machine, not 

going beyond its capacity, the better satisfaction will be experienced 

both in quality and quantity of brick turned out. While I have 

not investigated very closely the subject of lamination, I think 

that that is something which relates perhaps somewhat more to 

other causes than will be found in either the condition of the die 

or the running of the machine; I know that some clays will lami¬ 

nate badly under certain conditions whether the machine is kept 

full or not. 

E. R. Frazier: I agree with Dr. Converse, that the auger ma¬ 

chines should be run to their full capacity. 

C. W. Raymond: 1 don’t see that I can add in any way to the 

remarks that have been made. It seems that the brick-making 

machine will, of necessity, work better when run to its highest 

capacity—besides getting more brick, you get better brick from 

your machine. 

Warren W. Ittner: I have heard something new from the Doc¬ 

tor’s paper under discussion; we were figuring on putting in an 

auger machine, and being a crank on the subject of running 

machinery to the best advantage to pay us, I figured that we 

would get a larger machine and run it slower, and so be able to 

economize in its operation. Now, I am very glad that I didn’t 

put in that auger machine and spend our money so fruitlessly, for 

we would have had a machine we did not need and which would 

not have accomplished its work well, running under capacity. 1 

can readily see that in running an auger machine, to get the best 

work out of it, it should be run to full capacity, for the reasons 

which the Doctor has given us—that is, figuring on the line of 

not making it run too fast, or beyond its capacity. If we had 

purchased an auger machine and run it to twice our present 

capacity, it would really have been going too slow, where, with a 

dry press machine, or some other such machine, it is best to have 

it of larger capacity, so that you can by running it slow regulate 

the output to the needs of your plant. 

J. W. Hensley: I am not so well posted on stiff mud as I am 

on soft mud. I agree with the Doctor, that with soft mud the 

faster the machine is run the cheaper you can make the bricks. 

If you want quantity instead of quality, then speed up. 

W. P. Blair: I am not very much of a brick-maker, but as 

far as my operations as a brick-maker go, my experience has been 

the same as the Doctor’s—that a brick-making machine that runs 

easily makes very much the best brick when run as fast as it can 

be, within the limits of its capacity. 

Wm. Hammerschmidt: I have been making brick seven or 

eight years with a machine. I run the machine as full as I can, 

but I run it slower for good results. I think the Doctor means 

not to run the machine too fast, but to run it full for whatever 

it will make. 

Dr. Converse: When you run it full, you are running it to its 

capacity. 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: But then, take a machine with a capacity, 

say, of 250, you fill it to 200 and increase the speed—I think the 

large machine runs slow, making it full, will make just as good 

brick. 

Dr. Converse: I don’t think it is as easy to make good brick 

keeping a machine running slow as you can with it running fast. 

Your gauge will be your guide. 1 certainly would not buy a 

large machine to make 20,000 brick per day. 

President Stipes: Mr. Powell, how is that on tile? 

J. M. Powell: Mr. President, I think that the rule will hold 

good on tile. I think it advisable, on buying, to figure on a 

machine of small capacity. I think a machine, like everything else, 

can be run too fast, and that you will lose from running it too 

fast. I think a mill ought to be run to about the capacity that 

it is designed it shall run, and that there should be power always 

sufficient to keep it running to the full. 

President Stipes: The next number is “Sewer Pipe Manufac¬ 

turers’ Troubles,” by Mr. A. W. Gates, of Monmouth. 

TROUBLES OF THE SEWER PIPE MANUFACTURER 

The clay working industry dates back many centuries. When 

prehistoric man ceased his nomadic wanderings and realized the 

need of a better dwelling than that afforded by a rude hut made 

of boughs or a natural cave in the side of a cliff he turned instinct¬ 

ively to mother earth and fashioned his house in a crude way from 

dried or baked mud. 
We have no authentic record of the difficulties which he en¬ 

countered, but notwithstanding the almost inconceivable advances 

made in all lines of art, this among others, we still have difficulties, 

increased in proportion to the more complex forms into which we 

fashion the same raw material used by him in the construction of 

his dwelling. 

In the manufacture of sewer pipe the clay worker probably en¬ 

counters no more difficulties than are met with in many other lines 

of clay industry, but it is by no means an exact science and he 

has his full share of troubles to contend with. It would seem a 

very simple matter to mix in proper proportions several kinds of 

clay, to dry it and burn it, but when the ware comes from the kiln 

cracked, spalled, blistered and without glaze it is up to the pipe 

manufacturer to find a remedy for all these defects and it is then 

that his troubles begin. 

The mixing of the clay, after proper proportions have been de¬ 

cided upon, is usually the easiest part of the work, although care¬ 

lessness here may produce disastrous results in the dry room or 

kiln. The press and the dry room are closely connected, as a die 

not properly proportioned or in bad working condition will usually 

make pipe which is difficult, if not impossible, to dry successfully. 

In our plant we find that the man in charge of the dryer must 

never lose sight of the fact that there are two ends to be con¬ 

sidered, the socket and the barrel The pipe is placed on boards, 

socket up, and after the socket is dried sufficiently to sustain the 

weight, is turned over and set on the socket. With the larger 

sizes of pipe, especially, we often experience much difficulty in 

getting the sockets sufficiently dry without cracking to permit the 

pipe to be turned before the barrel ends crack. The barrel end 

next to the board sustains the whole weight of the pipe, which in 

the larger sizes is several hundred pounds and as it drys it shrinks 

and must creep on the board. A clay shrinking one-twelfth would 

cause a creep of two and one-half inches in the diameter of a 

thirty-inch pipe. While this shrinkage does not all take place in 

the drying it is a large factor that must always be contended with. 

We formerly set the -pipe on the boards without anything between, 

later covered the end next to the board with a liberal supply of 

dust. This we found to be an improvement, but we are now 

using a sharp sand which seems to give much better results than 

either of the other methods. Our dry rooms have slat floors and 

are heated by steam pipe coils under each floor and under the roof. 

By this arrangement we are enabled to dry the socket and barrel 

separately or both together. 

After the pipe have been dried in the house so far as is possible 

with a temperature of about 100 degrees Fahrenheit, they are set 

in the kilns on top of each other to a height of ten or twelve feet. 

The smaller sizes are nested in the larger ones and on top of all 

are laid traps, curves, elbows, etc. The kiln setting requires skill 
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and care and is often the cause of much loss. If each stand is not 

placed squarely on the ring and independent from others it will be 

likely to lean over and perhaps cause the whole kiln of ware to 

tumble over like a row of dominoes. 

Now comes the burning, and, as in other clay products, the 

crucial part of the whole operation. Kiln burning, as we all know, 

requires a great deal of hard work, and if is is successfully done 

requires study and good judgment. A little carelessness on the part 

of the burner or his assistants in neglecting the fires or in firing 

too heavily once or twice may cause a loss of the combined labor 

from the clay pit to the kiln as well as a loss of fuel, wear and 

tear on machinery, etc. We need more light on the subject of 

burning and more educated men from which to make successful 

burners. I say educated men advisedly, as this line of work will 

demand salaries higher than educated men receive in many other 

lines. The one thing needful is that they must understand the 

subject thoroughly and be able to put theory into successful prac¬ 

tice. 

The first part of the burning is a continuation of the drying and 

in our judgment is one of the most particular parts of the opera¬ 

tion. One quick flashy fire or the raising of the heat too rapidly 

may cause the spalling of half the pipe in the kiln and many times 

75 per cent of the large pipe go to the second class pile or to the 

dumping ground because some fireman in his zeal rushed things 

too fast. The drying or dehydration period probably extends until 

a temperature of 350 or 400 degrees Fahrenheit is reached, and in 

the burning of pipe should continue for about 48 hours. The next 

stage is the oxidation period and should continue about 48 hours 

more and until a temperature of approximatelv T.700 degrees 

Fahrenheit has been reached. This second oeriod is also of vital 

importance as it is during this time that the clay is oxidized, the 

black core eliminated and the body prepared to withstand the 

excessive temperatures of the last or vitrification period. Tf the 

first two stages have been successfully passed there is little likeli¬ 

hood of damage in the last, although it is an easy matter to carrv 

the heat to a point where the ware will be crippled. Salt glazing 

is the final part of the vitrification period, and upon its success in 

a large measure depends the salability of the ware. 

There are a number of troubles about burning with which we 

at Monmouth are continually experimenting, but which we so far 

have not solved. 

Below what temperatures should the dehydration period be con¬ 

fined to prevent spalling? Will a partlv oxidized pine st^nd as 

high a heat as one that is thoroughly oxidized? Which will eive 

the more uniform salt glaze, top and bottom, an oxidizing or reduc¬ 

ing condition? 

When these questions have been answered finally a part of the 

troubles of the sewer pipe manufacturer will have been ended. 

President Stipes: I think we have some sewer pipe men here. 
Mr. Millsom- 

J. H. Millsom: I don’t know that I can add anything to Mr. 

Gates’ paper. He has covered the subject thoroughly. T have 

experienced the same troubles. 

President Stipes: You make sewer pipe rather large tile, I 

understand? Mr. Luther- 

Mr. Luther: I make the large red drain tile. I don’t know 

that I can add any more to what has been already said in Mr. 

Gates’ paper on the subject. 

Dr. A. L. Converse: T wish to be allowed to introduce here 

certain resolutions upon the two topics, which at' the first session 

of this meeting had been referred to a committee composed of 

himself, Professor C. W. Rolfe and Mr. William Hammerschmidt. 

1st. Upon arrangements looking to the selection of a bene¬ 

ficiary for a scholarship to be conferred by the University in 

behalf of the School of Ceramics. 

Whereas, The General Assembly of Illinois have provided for 

special instructions in ceramics at the University of Illinois; and, 

Whereas, The LTniversity Trustees have provided for free tuition 

for one student from each county in the State, the same to be 

nominated by the Illinois Clay Workers’ Association; and, 

Whereas, The said Association meets but once a year, and will 

not have the opportunity at that meeting to make a proper selection 

at that meeting for such nominations; therefore be it 

Resolved, That the President and Secretary of this Association 

are hereby empowered to make the nominations for free tuition in 

the Ceramic Department of the Illinois State University, provided 

that said President and Secretary shall be governed in this nomina¬ 

tion by recommendations from members of this Association in 

their respective counties so far as practicable, and when not prac¬ 

ticable on account of any county not having members in this Asso¬ 

ciation, the President and Secretary shall make the nomination 

from the best source of information possible. 

Wm. Hammerschmidt, 
Dr. A. L. Converse, 
J. W. Rolfe, 

Committee. 

A motion was made and seconded that the resolutions on this 

subject as drafted by the committee be adopted. Carried in the 

affirmative. 

2nd. Upon the advisability of allowing people who may be so 

disposed to attend at certain periods various exercises and in¬ 

structions at the School of Ceramics. 

Whereas, The Illinois Clay Workers’ Association recognize the 

value to the agriculturists of the State of Illinois resulting from the 

school of special training during the mid-winter session for farm¬ 

ers; and, 

Whereas, This Association believes the same benefit would re¬ 

sult to the clay workers of Illinois if a like mid-winter session 

could be held at the University in which special instructions could 

be given beneficial to our industry; therefore be it 

Resolved, That the Trustees of the Illinois State University are 

hereby respectfully requested to open a school of special instructions 

in Ceramics, and that the same be held during the two weeks pre¬ 

ceding the meeting of the Illinois Clay Workers’ Association. 

Dr. A. L. Converse, 
Wm. Hammerschmidt, 
J. W. Rolfe, 

Committee. 

A motion was made and seconded, and carried in the affirma¬ 

tive. 

President Stipes: The next subject to be taken up is “Stone¬ 

ware Glazes,” by Elmer ElsworthSpencer, Monmouth. Mr. Spencer 

has requested Mr. Toannis to read the paper for him. 

STONEWARE AND STONEWARE GLAZES. 

In order to make this article plain and as straight to the point as 

possible I think it is best to classify stoneware as follows: 

Class One.—Stoneware, or, in other words, hard porcelain, known 

to the masses as china, the body being extremely white, very re¬ 

fractory and vitreous, very sonorous and translucent and one that 

cannot be scratched with a steel point. The combination of glaze 

and body are nearly the same, so that when fired they become a 

homogeneous mass, a great favorite with lovers of art and the 

discriminating housewife. 

Class Two.—Stoneware having a body uniformly fluxed that 

cannot be scratched with a steel point. Tt is slightly translucent, 

fairly granular and very sonorous, such as Wedgwood mortars 

and pestles, which is also made in table ware, for instance, Wedg¬ 

wood’s celebrated blue jasper ware, has practically the same com¬ 

ponent parts in both the glaze and body, whereas in the case of 

table ware the glaze is generally a fretted one and composed of the 

following materials: Boracic acid, white lead, calcium carbonate, 

feldspar and flint. 

Class Three.—Crude stoneware, such as jugs, jars, milk pans, etc. 

The body is prepared from a semi-fire clay generally called potter’s 

clay, a body which when properly fired ranges in color from a light 

buff to a light drab. 

In recent years the glaze is of a metallic nature and compounded 

of feldspar, oxide of zinc, flint and calcium carbonate. 
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As this article refers to crude stoneware and crude stoneware 

glazes, I will say nothing regarding Class i and Class 2. 

It being requested that I say something on the crawling of the 

glaze on Class 3, and a method to prevent it, I would first ask, 

what is the cause of it? 

I have heard many different reasons that caused stoneware glaze 

to crawl in the kilns, from my colleagues. First, the majority at¬ 

tribute this to damp kilns. For instance, if a kiln be put out of 

service for a period of 6 or 8 weeks it undoubtedly would draw 

dampness and to put this cold, damp kiln back into service would 

cause the glaze to creep up in puddles or roll off from the ware 

entirely. 

Second.—The cause has also been attributed to water backing up 

in the underground ducts of the kiln of a down draft type. 

Third.—That in case the ware is semi-dry when it goes through 

the dipping tub the glaze would peel off, or in case of the ware be¬ 

ing dry when dipped and should be left standing over in the dipping 

room several weeks, it would part and fall off in great flakes, both 

before and after going to the kilns. 

I rather think that any man having the supervision of a stone¬ 

ware plant, large or small, will be forced to face all three of these 

above ware and kiln conditions, therefore, I wish to speak from 

practical experience. 

First, that in my early experience I considered it absolutely neces¬ 

sary in case of a new kiln or an old one that had been put out of 

service and drawn dampness to put the door up and slow fire it 

for 24 to 36 hours in order to insure good glaze and a safe kiln of 

ware. 

My experience led me to find this method rather expensive, there¬ 

fore I went to work to overcome this glaze crawling, first, by start¬ 

ing with the body on which a glaze is to be set, and then by adjust¬ 

ing the glaze to fit the body on which it is to be applied. 

I have been told that any good stoneware glaze will work success¬ 

fully on any good stoneware clay. Very probable that might 

answer with some potters but I assure you it would not be practical. 

Talking from what I know of different stoneware clays, I cannot 

see how they could be called successful; therefore, for example, 

we will take the two following extremes, one clay high in alumina 

and low in silica, the other high in silica and low in alumina and 

the two glaze formulses as follows: 

Glaze No. x.—Aluminus clay, 38 stone weight, calcium carbon¬ 

ate, 19 stone weight, flint 38 stone weight, feldspar 32 stone weight, 

lead 20 lbs., zinc oxide 20 lbs. 

Glaze No. 2.—Flint 64 lbs., feldspar 128 lbs., calcium carbonate 

40 lbs., ball clay 40 lbs., china clay, 40 lbs., zinc oxide 64 lbs. 

As to the question in point of water backing up in the under¬ 

ground ducts in kilns of the down draft type. My experience 

teaches me that there can be no possible effect on the work when 

the draft is going directly away from the kiln. This plant has now 

in operation seven 32 feet down draft kilns and during the wet 

seasons water backs up to a height of 12 inches in the underground 

ducts and I find it does not affect the ware in any form. Therefore, 

I must consider that theory erroneous. 

Second and Third—I do not believe there is a day in the year 

but what we are compelled to send ware through the dipping tub 

that has barely turned gray, also ware that from various causes 

will be left standing in the dipping room for weeks and in some in¬ 

stances, months, but I experience no bad results from this, and, 

I may add, we burn all our ware in saggers and that I have caused 

from time to time several bungs of saggers to be submerged in a 

barrel of water and left to remain there until thoroughly wet, then 

immediately filled the wet saggers with ware and placed them in 

the kiln and found when the kilns were drawn that the experiment 

gave the glaze no bad effect, therefore, in my judgment, the only 

thing to prevent stoneware glazes from crawling or falling off is 

to create a glaze to fit the body to which it is to be applied. 

President Stipes: Mr. Purdy, we would like to hear from you 
on this topic. 

Ross C. Purdy: The paper was very gratifying to me, not only 

for what it contains, but from the spirit in which it was written. 

Potters, particularly stoneware people, are inclined to be rather 

secretive, and stay away from conventions, as they have remained 

away from this one. I believe that this is the first time in the 

history of this Association that a potter has come before us with 

a paper—at least they have not been here very frequently; and I 

believe that this convention will mark an era, a time, when repre¬ 

sentatives of all ceramic industries will be in harmony with all 

forward movements of our craft, such as the establishing of 

schools, support and attendance at conventions, etc. (Applause.) 

As to the subject matter of Mr. Spencer’s paper, I was par¬ 

ticularly interested in that part of the paper which dealt with the 

“crawling” of glazes, and especially where he said he closed the 

kiln without having dried it out so as to prevent “crawling.” Mr. 

Spencer attempted to show us where the line should be drawn be¬ 

tween the glaze which will “crawl” and the one which will not 

“crawl,” and, recognizing the fact that dampness in the ware or 

kiln would cause some glazes to “crawl,” he insisted that glazes 

can be made to fit under even the most trying conditions. We are 

experimenting with a view of reducing this subject, if possible, 

to an exact science, but so far we are still much at sea to explain 

the phenomenon of crawling. 

This question may seem to some of you not very pertinent, 

that is, not to be brought home to you directly, because it deals 

with potter}’’. Pottery is not much, if any, more scientific a study 

than sewer pipe or brick. They stand in many aspects in the 

same position. The same fundamental principles are involved, 

and the points treated of in this paper will be valuable as evidence 

in clearing up certain questions arising with each of you at one 

Why did your brick blister? and other questions coming up con- 

time or another. How did you happen to have blistered glazes? 

stantly, can all be answered on the ground of the common funda¬ 

mental principles underlying each. 

Albert Veioch: I don’t think that I can add much to the paper, 

or to what Mr. Purdy has said, further than to ask Mr. Purdy to 

recommend, or give us some recommendation of what would be 

good to stop “crawling.” 

Mr. Purdy: The question lies in the fitness of the clay, of 

course, and requires considerable study. But, in general, a solu¬ 

ble salt used in the glaze, so that in drying it will crystalize and 

unite the glaze, is a capital way. Now, some clays have a slight 

admixture of salts naturally, and in this case the addition of the 

soluble salts in the glaze may be unnecessary. I don’t believe 

that the action of the soluble salts is clearly understood by any 

one as yet except that they do counteract crawling. There are 

various soluble salts that can be used in this connection, as, for 

instance, borax, boracic acid, soda ash, plaster paris “slop,” etc. 

As to what particular salt is best is a matter of actual experiment. 

Albert Veioch: I would like to say one more word regarding 

soluble salts. Soda is a very apt thing to use as a soluble salt, 

and it seems to make the glaze run—take the jar and turn it over 

and it seems to have evidently run down in streaks on the ware. 

A. W..Gates: Mr. Purdy’s remarks were of great interest to 

me. I don’t know whether it would be considered the place to 

discuss the subject right here, or to what extent it is related to 

the matter that is now under discussion—but there is the question 

of “Black Core.” Has there been any discussion on that? We 

are troubled a great deal with “black core” in sewer pipe manufac¬ 

turing, and probably manufacturers of brick have the same trouble; 

maybe they have discovered some way of overcoming it. I would 

like to hear something on that subject. 

President Stipes: Is there anyone that can help Brother Gates 

out? 

W. T. Boyd: I have never had any experience in sewer pipe. 

My experience has been with building brick, and that the trouble 

lies in the degree of moisture in the different kinds of clay, and 

the success in avoiding the trouble depends on your success in 

properly drying the clay and on the time you take to dry it. When 

the clay comes right to the point of burning, you have to hold it 

right there until the water gas gets out of it before they can finish 
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raising the heat. And right there, in my experience, just when 

you think the gas has gone—just at the point that you are getting 

rid of the water gas—is the critical juncture, and the point is to 

allow the escape of the moisture or water gas before the clay has 

ceased to remain porous. 

Mr. Gates: It couldn’t of coarse escape after the outside of 

the clay has become vitrified, and the conclusion is that the tem¬ 

perature should be kept below the vitrifying point until the car¬ 

bon gas by burning has become expelled from the ware. 

Mr. Boyd: We might put in a few of the ashes from the boiler 

to help the drying, if convenient—throw some of those in while 

the wall of the kiln is damp. I think we have had about 100,000 

of the “black core.” It would seem that there should be enough 

carbon in the ashes to show whether the theory be correct. 

President Stipes: Mr. Blair, there seems to have been some 

trouble with “black core” in sewer pipe as well as in brick. Per¬ 

haps you can tell them sotnething about it. 

W. P. Blair: I would be very glad to have someone tell me 

something about it. I will say that matter has been of more 

or less trouble to us. The most satisfactory way I can think of 

along that line of investigation and endeavor is to embody the 

points in a series of questions which I did on one other occasion 

when the matter was up; and in connection with the answers to 

those questions, we may perhaps learn “where we are at.” I had 

them all arranged on a sheet of paper, which, of course, is not 

available now; but I said, as nearly as I can recollect (perhaps I 

will not get them right just as I arranged them), first, I wanted 

to know the condition of the brick when they were set, whether 

wet or merely damp, or entirely dry; then, after the first twelve 

hours (I want a draft and necessarily a low fire) I want to know 

the condition of the brick at that time; I want to know or have an 

impression of the condition of the draft, of the fires, the condition 

of the draft at the bottom of the stack, and the condition of the 

smoke as it comes from the stack; I want to know that same thing 

also at the end of twenty-four hours, and any condition relating to 

those questions I have just asked. I want to know the condition 

of the brick at that time, and a trial of the brick, of course, to as¬ 

certain whether any evidences of “black core” were shown then, 

and the condition, as it was then shown, of the smoke at the top 

of the stack; and some eight or ten questions could be drawn up 

having reference to the side measurement and the thermometer. 

Then I want to know, at the end of forty-eight hours or of thirty- 

six, the answers right through to those several questions. And I 

would want to know, too, as to the temperature, the highest and 

the lowest, that has prevailed. And it is probable that by pur¬ 

suing that line of investigation, following it up persistently, taking 

the temperature and observing conditions every ten or twelve 

hours, you will be enabled to discover, distantly at least, the cause 

of the trouble and those particular conditions that govern “black 

core.” By measuring the condition of your fire you will be en¬ 

abled to know when the carbon is going out, you know whether 

the fires are being kept pretty well up; and I undertake to say, 

as smart as some of us pretend to be, that if we look into this sub¬ 

ject at proper intervals and with that degree of care and attention 

which the matter demands, in a fire ranging all the way from 1,200 

to 1,800 degrees, there will be discerned to have been a variation 

of 200 degrees—that is to say, you may come along there in the 

morning and find the temperature 200 degrees lower than it was 

the night before. Now, that is about the condition of things, and 

whether the fireman has been attentive to conditions during the 

night or not, and he may be burning coal to beat the band during 

all that time. too. 
I do not believe in burning without the exercise of the very 

ought to take just as particular care, pursuing practically the same 

course (and by pursuing it many of our troubles will be avoided), 

as is pursued in the Rookwood Pottery in Cincinnati, the Buckeye 

Pottery and in ten, twelve or fifteen others; and for all the trouble 

it takes we will be amply reimbursed by the advantage we will 

gain by using all this close care and observation. It is as valuable 

to the brick men as it is to the pottery men to have good fires, and 

we ought to know exactly, within 25 or 50 degrees, how our fires 

have varied and to what degree they have been kept up or allowed 

to diminish from the required temperature. Of course, it ought 

to vary a little bit, and there will be a little difference in the quality 

of one brick from another; one brick will differ in various ways 

from another, dependent even on the dropping of a little piece of 

something in the mold, or a brick may be a little more compact in 

one case than another; and the boards being sealed up, it takes 

longer to take out the carbon. And bricks vary in the amount of 

carbon contained in them—no two bricks have the same amount of 

carbon; it is a good deal like in the making of iron—there are no 

two pieces alike on the face of the earth. 

Dr. Converse: Mr. Chairman, I think in all conventions that I 

have attended, and I have attended quite a number, I do not re¬ 

member an expression upon this subject to the extent that I have 

heard it discussed here in the five or six minutes past; and from 

the emphatic way in which Mr. Blair speaks of it, I infer that it 

has not uncommonly come under his observation. Now, it is a 

matter that troubles us not a bit. We have a kiln, and we have 

always put into it brick that has been properly dried; and we have 

never had a particle of difficulty with our dried brick—and with 

any brick, it has been so small as not to be worth considering. 

And it must be, as it seems to me, I not being the only party who 

uses perfectly dried material, that it lies in something that is in 

the material brought into the product, that causes this trouble. 

Mr. Blair: Doctor, allow me to ask you one question at this 

point. At what degree of heat is the carbon burned out of the 

brick ? 

Dr. Converse: I do not know. 

Mr. Blair: Well, if you do not know that, how do you know 

but that it would have to be burned out at 800 degrees, and if so, 

how do you know that in raising your fire from 800 degrees to 

I>350 you might not be throwing away—or have thrown away dur¬ 

ing the last five or six years—without any advantage to yourself, 

a ton of coal for each thousand of brick? 

Dr. Converse: I know very well that I have not thrown away 

that much, for I have not consumed or used that much coal. 

Mr. Blair: I put that quantity by way of illustration. How 

do you know but that you may have lost a quarter of a ton of coal 

per thousand of brick in this way, during all that time? 

Dr. Converse: I simply know that I have'not used coal in 

excess of others who are in the business of manufacturing brick. 

I have found out that we have made brick at a profit. I rely on 

the judgment of my own superintendent more than on my own, 

and I know we have no difficulty to speak of; and that is what 

surprises me. It seems to me that in some localities there is 

more trouble than in others. I dc^ not know how it is in Gales¬ 

burg, but from all that I have heard from that quarter, I have not 

heard of them having any troubles of that nature. It is new to 

me. 
Mr. A. W. Gates: I think that the composition of the clay un¬ 

doubtedly has a good deal to do with this trouble. I do not be¬ 

lieve that the drying has anything to do with it directly. Of course 

ware, when put in the kiln when green, if it has not been dried 

in the drier, must be dried in the kiln; but from experiments we 

have made and investigations carried on, we find that the “black 

core” is not taken out until we have reached a much higher tem¬ 

perature than is necessary to thoroughly dry the ware. As I said 

in my paper, I think that probably all the water is out by the 

time a temperature of 400 or 5°° degrees is reached. We cannot 

eliminate the “black core” from our clay until we reach a tempera¬ 

ture of 1,600 or 1,700 degrees, and then cannot always do it. It 

is something that bothers us a great deal, of course. 

It is a question whether a piece of sewer pipe or a brick is not 

just as good with the “black core” as without it; but it seems 

to us that the ware will stand the final stages of burning very 

much better when the “core” is out than it does when in. 

Mr. W. P. Blair: It has been suggested to me right here by 

Mr. Barr that Professor Orton’s paper on that subject handled 

this question with very minute satisfaction to nearly all who hs- 
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tened to it; and since that paper was read, it has been pub¬ 

lished in pamphlet form. I merely make this statement to the 

Illinois Clay Workers’ Association so that they may be thoroughly 

informed on that question. I believe some of the brothers have 

the Professor’s pamphlet on that subject. I know that I have 

perused it with a great deal of satisfaction, and I believe have 

derived great benefit from it. 

Mr. Purdy: The experiences and opinions of manufacturers and 

others interested in the clay burning industries differ widely, some¬ 

times even running contrary to one another, dependent more or 

less upon conditions and accidental circumstances but imperfectly 

known or understood. One manufacturer, for instance, says, “I 

aim to fill the kiln, course upon course, setting the ware uniformly 

as may be, and in such a way that we shall know that the majority 

of the brick are absolutely dry, and we never “kiln” the brick 

without their having had a few hours at least in the dryer, and 

invariably that few hours’ run will do it.” He said he had ex¬ 

perienced no trouble to speak of on the score of “black core.” 

At another place, I asked the gentleman how he set his ware 

in the kiln for burning, dry or damp. He said that he did not 

have it dry; that his brick went through the drier process not 

perfectly but partially dried, and in some cases just dry enough so 

that they could be handled, finishing the drying in the kiln. Yet 

this second gentleman knew nothing about “black core.” 

Now, whatever may be said as to this practice of drying or 

not drying brick previous to setting the kiln, every clay has car¬ 

bon in it, and that carbon must be thoroughly burned out. There 

is silica and iron in nearly all clays, and under the application of 

■heat at a certain stage, the iron readjusts itself, going into com¬ 

bination as a silicate. If this combination of iron and silica takes 

place in an atmosphere devoid of oxygen, i. e., a reducing atmos¬ 

phere, a black ferrous silicate will follow. It is the combination 

of silica with iron, under reducing conditions that causes the “black 

core.” 

Now, how to eliminate this I suppose is the more important 

question. As indicated in my first remarks, it takes place at a 

certain degree of heat, generally at a temperature of between 500 

and 800 degrees of what is known as Centigrade scale, and the 

iron will not be reduced because the clay has an open structure. 

But if you should raise the heat through this range of tempera¬ 

ture rapidly and seal the brick or tile on the outside, before the 

carbon on the inside has burned out, further oxidation of this 

imprisoned carbon can not take place except as it feeds on the 

oxygen readily given up by the iron. That is, not getting oxygen 

from the outside, the carbon will find something upon which to 

support combustion on the inside, and the ferric or red iron oxide 

will give up very rapidly the one element so necessary to support 

this combustion. Being thus reduced the iron readily slags with 

the clay, forming what we call a ferrous silicate. This ferrous 

silicate is the “black core.” It is not carbon but the effect of 

carbon. 

Mr. Gates: It is usually with the larger sizes of pipe, after you 

get up to from 18 to 24H inch and above that, that the most trouble 

is encountered. 

Mr. Purdy: You cannot tell from the outside of the pipe 

whether or not it is dry on the inside. As I understand, the 

large pipe takes up so much floor space in the drying rooms 

you hustle them into the kiln as soon as possible for if you don’t 

they would soon crowd you for space for the small pipe, and 

in this way or for that reason your targe pipe are not as dry as 

they should be when placed in the kiln. 

Mr. W. P. Blair: Mr. Purdy, it is of the utmost importance 

that we know that degree of heat, that point, at what time these 

changes are going to take place; when this is true of your ware 

and when that is so—the changing conditions—when it is. And 

can you raise your fires rapidly without injury? 

Mr. Purdy: 500 Centigrade, or 900 Fahrenheit, is the begin¬ 

ning of the period in which we find the carbon prepared to bum 

out. When the heat first reaches this point the brick is all black 

inside. If you hold your fire at 900° F,, you will see that the black 

center decreases in area until in time it will disappear altogether. 

Now, 1,450 degrees Fahrenheit we find is about the highest tem¬ 

perature at which it is safe to burn out this carbon; for in go¬ 

ing beyond that, the outside of the ware becomes scaled and the 

escape of the gas is prevented. For that reason, you hold your fire 

below 1,400 degrees till all the carbon is burned out. 

Mr. Blair: This is the point I want to bring in: When do you 

ascertain, at what point can you be sure the result has been or is 

being attained? 

Mr. Purdy: There is no use of pulling trials until the tempera¬ 

ture rises to about 1,400 degrees. 

J. .M. Mamer: Mr. Chairman, the first convention I attended, 

I think it was at Springfield, in January, 1895, Dr. Converse had 

just started with his plant, or it was shortly before that, and Mr. 

Odell, his manager was running it at that time—when Mr. Flager 

brought a couple of dried brick over so we could see them. He 

put his brick in the top of a kiln of tile he was burning at that 

time, and they had that furnace pretty near 3,600 when it started; 

and he said that when he pulled that brick out of the kiln it was 

like a loaf of bread. We took the samples of brick home, and I 

burned them in a kiln where we had some large blocks—forty-five 

or fifty hours we burned the brick, and when we took it out it 

was in very nice condition. That brick was burned quick, and 

when we took it out it was like a loaf of bread. 

J. D. Jansen: I would like to ask, generally, what would be 

the color created by 900, or 1,400 degrees? 

Mr. Purdy: At 800 it is just faintly red, and at 1,400 it is 

quite bright. 

F. F. Bentley: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Purdy 

whether sewer pipe, after once being thoroughly oxidized,—is it 

possible for the carbon to be burned back into it? 

Mr. Purdy: No, sir. 

Mr. Bentley: Another thing: Does a pipe, thoroughly oxi¬ 

dized, stand as high as one not thoroughly oxidized—that was red, 

but was burned black by heightening the condition of the fire? 

Mr. Purdy: No. 

President Stipes: Gentlemen, have you about exhausted that 

“Core?” If you have concluded discussion on that subject, Mr. 

Martin W. Lauer, of Chicago, will speak to us on “The Clay Build¬ 

ing Block Industry—Its Death and Resurrection.” (Applause.) 

THE CLAY BUILDING BLOCK INDUSTRY: ITS DEATH 

AND RESURRECTION. 

Mr. Lauer: Mr. President, and Gentlemen: I feel like an in¬ 

terloper here this afternoon. I should have come in the morning. 

As some of the discussions have been lengthened out consider¬ 

ably, it is a serious question in my mind when I size up the mat¬ 

ter of the number of building block manufacturers present, whether 

the gentlemen who are here will be interested in the subject, and 

I feel constrained to pass it by. But I will try to make it as short 

as possible and cover only the points that I think are essential. 

You will probably ask yourself the question and perhaps arrive 

at the same conclusion that many of us do when we buy a new 

book because of its title; after we have finished reading the book 

we wonder what relation the subject matter of that book had to 

its title, and we decide that there was not any relation whatever; 

and the same, perhaps, may be said of the relationship of my re¬ 

marks to the subject given me here—The Clay Building Block In¬ 

dustry—Its Death and Resurrection. 

I do not intend to usurp or assume the functions of the Almighty, 

and won’t attempt to resurrect what is really dead. If this in¬ 

dustry be really dead, I believe in and will do what the physician 

does; when he gets through, he calls in somebody else. 

Then, the question before us is, or will be, “Is the Industry 

dead, or is it ‘playing possum’?” Let us see. 

About sixteen years ago, there existed in the States of Illinois 

and Indiana three factories, as near as I can remember (and 

what I say to you will approximate the facts—I do not pretend 

to give you exact facts) ; one of these factories had as an adjunct 

to its business, and it was considerable of an adjunct, the manu- 
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facture of hollow building block—a hollow building block plant. 

Two other plants devoted themselves to it. We will call them 

plants, “A,” “B,” and “C,”—three plants in the Hollow Building 

Block industry. Plant “B” was the largest of the three, and de¬ 

voted its entire output to this industry. Plant “C” sometimes 

called a two-kiln plant had really one kiln—26 feet one, and the 

other so situated with reference to utility as to be unavailable for 

blocks, so that, as a matter of fact I always called it a one-kiln 

plant. They made blocks there until they had a kiln full, and 

would then lay off till after they had sold out the kiln-full of 

blocks, then would make another. 

That was the condition of the industry sixteen years ago. Manu¬ 

facturers then were thoroughly imbued with the idea that there 

was a great future for the blocks, and for that reason they were 

not slow in taking up the business. They came from Ohio, and 

you know the great men of the country, (with the exception of 

.Illinois) come from Ohio. They started to do what all of us 

strive to do with a new industry, and that is to find a market 

for the product; and if there is no market, seek to create one. 

They started to do this. 

The work was slow, tedious and discouraging. As salesman in 

that line I began very close to the beginning. And it was hard, 

running and working almost constantly, to introduce this new 

material and create a demand. I remember one night I went home 

quite happy, because a certain contractor in the building line whom 

I had been soliciting had given me great encouragement. He said 

if I would come to him early in the morning he would give me 

an order for hollow block; and I went out about six miles from 

town the following morning ready to take the order; and he said, 

“Well, I will tell you, I have been sleeping over this, and I think 

I will let somebody else do the experimenting.” And just such 

stories could be told time and time again. But the manufacturers 

persisted, and gradually there came to be a demand, and the de¬ 

mand increased rapidly, and the business, judging from the ex¬ 

pressions of the heaviest manufacturers, was profitable; although 

some of them would lead you to believe it was not. If you asked 

them at their plant about the hollow block business, they would 

say, “Well, it is not very good;” then wink the other eye, and you 

would know what they meant. 

That continued until about the year 1904; and what was the 

condition then? Instead of three plants, we find in existence in 

the states west of Ohio, feeding exactly the same territory, nine 

plants; and this little one-kiln plant I told you of, instead of being 

a one-kiln plant, is an eight-kiln plant; and all the new plants 

started out with ten or twelve kilns and were laid out for twenty- 

five. Most of these plants were adjunct plants. 

All at once, something happened,—at least the manufacturers 

discovered something. What was it? They found out that busi¬ 

ness was not what they thought it should be. The demand was 

kind of falling off; and they got together and called in a board 

of experts, physicians in the case to feel the pulse, and laid the 

case before them. They said, “This industry, that had been a 

weakling at first, had grown up to be a giant in stature and had 

promised to do well, but had suddenly shown signs of ill health 

—failing health,” and they told these physicians, experts, that the 

industry was now in such condition that they thought it was dead; 

and they asked these physicians to examine and report. They 

made the examination, and found a very faint pulse, the existence 

of a comatose state—I don’t know whether they call it “comatosity” 

or not; and they found the business suffering from complete 

closest kind of care. I have come to this conclusion: that we 

exhaustion. The board of examiners brought in their report. They 

said they thought the trouble was brought about by three things; 

first, over-production, second, under-consumption—and you gentle¬ 

men in the brick business, or in fact in any other business know 

to what those two things lead when you put them together, and 

where you will bring up. You raise three plants to nine—or, just 

to give you a small idea, say just quadruple the capacity, and then 

minimize down to the lowest point the consumption and there is 

apt to be “something doing.” New manufacturers who jumped 

into the busines could not understand what the matter was. They 

had invested forty to fifty thousand dollars in the plants, and the 

stuff was not moving out of the yards. They did what others 

do—cut the price a little—and the other fellow thought he ought 

to do the same thing, and they kept up the merry game for some 

time. Then, that did not increase the consumption. What was 
wrong? 

They went back to the board of physicians, and said, “You told 

us of two causes qf the trouble with this business, but there must 

be something'else. What is the third cause?” And the physicians 

replied, “Well, gentlemen, we didn’t care to tell you of that cause 

because we knew you would not take kindly to it. You know, 

gentlemen, a man may become very ill with one or two troubles 

which may not be enough, however, to keep him in bed, until 

usually some third trouble more serious than the other two comes 

along and puts him on the fiat of his back; and, we are sorry to 

say that this looks as if it might be that third trouble—a new 

trouble. It is so recent that we have not been able to get a very 

clear idea of it. We have just been able to find a name for it, and 

of course that name must be given to you in Latin—we always 

give these medical terms in Latin; and this new disease which we 

find is making the most trouble with our patient, the third cause 

for his present condition, is known as Hollow Concreteitis.” 

(Laughter.) “Now we know “oshrd shr cmf cmfo ocm ocmocmfw 

(Laughter.) “Now, this disease may be curable, but we don’t 

know the remedy yet. We know that it is a microbic disease, is 

caused by a microbe; and that microbe, so far as we have observed, 

has gone all over this middle country,—east," west, north and 

south. It has touched at every little hamlet and at every city and 

village,—every place where the railroad has touched and human 

beings are, there that microbe has found a lodgment. It has at¬ 

tacked the wealthy and important men in our town, as well as the 

humble mechanic,—it has stung them all. And the results! A few 

minutes after the sting, the banker comes around town talking 

thus: ‘Gentlemen, have you heard of this new thing, this hollow 

concrete block? And the mechanic, who probably does not have 

any money, immediately after he is stung, becomes possessed of the 

idea that there is something for him to do besides following his 

trade or working as a laborer, and he immediately gets this dis¬ 

ease and can talk of nothing but ‘Hollow Concrete Block;’ and the 

result is a race between the banker and the hod-carrier as to who 

can get the first machine for making the hollow concrete blocks in 
town.” 

Now, gentlemen, that is the trouble. Last year it was com¬ 

paratively new, so new that tnanufacturers of it thought it neces¬ 

sary to scatter hollow concrete block literature everywhere. It has 

taken possession of that clay manufacturer, our good brother Ham- 

merschmidt, and he last year had on exhibition here three blocks, 

which resulted in a little misunderstanding and created consider¬ 

able merriment and amusement; for when I came in first and sa\y 

those blocks there, I thought I had come into a hollow concrete 

building block machine convention, or something of that sort. But 

that was one of the times when I was mistaken. 

I have been mistaken, I will admit, and have changed my views 

—some of them. And in the spirit of fair play, of which we boast 

as Americans, and in order to demonstrate the fact that I appre¬ 

ciate that we have arrived at a cycle of “square dealing,” as Presi¬ 

dent Roosevelt says, I want to acknowledge that I have changed 

my ideas in some respects regarding this hollow concrete block 

matter,—this material which has caused us so much trouble. I am 

satisfied that the introduction of the hollow concrete block has 

done more to stagnate the hollow clay block industry than any 

other thing; and I am satisfied that had this material not in¬ 

tervened and come into the market there would not have been 

an over-production, that the diversion has withdrawn from the 

hollow clay building block trade that which would have served 

to stimulate the demand that should have consumed the extra 

quantity produced. I will cite you one case showing this result, 

out of a hundred others. I used to have a customer who would 

buy from five to eight car-loads of hollow clay building blocks 

each year; and, suddenly, after years of business relationship, he 
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cooled, and I couldn’t even get a pleasant look out of him. Then 
I wrote him, and my letters were unanswered. Finally, I wrote 
him a letter which was so prepared that all he had to do in mak¬ 
ing reply would be to put his check mark opposite the word “Yes,” 
or “No,” with reference to the order for blocks, and enclosed a 
stamped and addressed envelope for return mail. He answered 
that letter by writing across the bottor of my sheet, “Dear Sir: 
Am using no more clay blocks. Have a machine of my own, mak¬ 
ing concrete blocks. Yours truly.” Now, this man was the only 
material-dealer in that town, and if I could not sell to him I was 
out of it; and I have been cut of it ever since. 

I said last year that I did not think much of the hollow con¬ 
crete block as a block. Well, I don’t think much of it yet. I be¬ 
lieved, a year ago, that one year would put the block out of exist¬ 
ence. From what I had seen of its absorbent quality,—aside from 
the fact that it was being made by Tom, Dick and Harry,—and 
Hammerschmidt, (Laughter),—I thought that that, in itself would 
kill the business. (Applause.) But I want to confess, gentlemen, 
and my dear friend, Hammerschmidt, that I have been greatly mis¬ 
taken; and I humbly wish to acknowledge, in the presence of the 
gentlemen who were probably present a year ago, that I firmly be¬ 
lieve that hollow building blocks of concrete will be made in 
greater quantities this year, and next year and the year to come 
than any year preceding—I firmly believe it. If I should tell you 
anything else, I would be telling you an untruth; and I make this 
statement fully conscious of the fact that about two-thirds of my 
bread and butter depends on finding a market for the hollow clay 

building blocks. 

A man approached me some time ago, and wanted to take me 
out to dinner. I said, “Very well, I will be hungry at half past 
twelve.” We had dinner, and judging from the place he took me 
to, I said to myself, “I wonder what he wants?” But we had 
a good dinner, and were smoking afterwards—and it was a very 
good smoke. We talked of the weather, the markets, and so on; 
and finally he said, “Say, don’t you know that you could be mak¬ 
ing a great deal more money than you are making now?” I said, 
“Is that so?” “Yes,” he said, “and I am going to put you in the 
way of making it.” And what sort of a proposition do you sup¬ 
pose he ladled out to me? He had a hollow concrete block making 
machine he was manufacturing, which he proposed to sell and was 
at the time selling, putting on the cars with all the accouterments 
that go therewith, for the small sum of thirty dollars; and he 
said that if I would take hold of the handling of that machine, 
there was $15.00 profit apiece in it for me. Now, probably some 
of you gentlemen have circulars of that machine that is selling 
for $30.00; if you have not, you will get them I think. 

Now, you can see for yourself that when you can buy a concrete 
block machine for $30.00, every hod-carrier can start in the busi¬ 
ness, while it takes forty, fifty or sixty thousand dollars to start 
in the clay business. If they have not got the thirty dollars, they 
can borrow it from a friend, or, I am satisfied that the machine 
man will let him take the machine and pay for it on the installment 
plan. 

Now, that being the condition of affairs, is it not reasonable to 
suppose that there will be thousands of machines sold this year; 
and maybe they will reduce the price next year, and there will 
be other thousands sold; that out of those thousands of men who 
start in the business, some thousands will fail; but a.certajfi fixed 
quantity of men will stay in the business, they have such absolute 
faith in it, and they have ways, too, of doctoring up the wavering 
faith in others,—like Hammerschmidt, who takes a block of the 
concrete variety and soaks it in boiled linseed oil for six months, 
and then brings it to the convention to show that it is, of neces¬ 
sity, water-proof. (Laughter.) Yes, they will stick, a certain 
quantity of men will stay in the business they have such absolute 
will be concrete blocks on the market, galore,—bad, indifferent,— 
and some good. 

Now, one of the clay men remarked to me, “You are wrong. 
The country is growing out of the market. Down in my town,” 
(and by the way, it is Terre Haute, and you can guess who the 

gentleman is—and he is a very good friend of mine), “down in 
my town they are not putting them in any more. Last year I 
didn’t sell enough clay blocks to fill a small sized kiln, and this 
year they are putting my blocks down in the ground, to grade, and 
putting the concrete blocks above.” That explains, in some degree, 
about the concrete block. There is something about it that appeals 
to the man who is building a house, or is about to build one, and 
the man who ultimately buys, or the woman; they really don’t 
know one thing from another when it comes to selecting the 
material. They are incapable of distinguishing between the essen¬ 
tial qualities, judging of the real merits of this or that; and they 
have an idea like this: “Here is a material that looks like stone, 
and to all intents and purposes is stone ” It has a good, substantial 
appearance—it looks well—and of course the man who sells it 
overlooks the fact fact and does not state to the buyer that it 
absorbs moisture all the way through. He says nothing about 
that, and the material is used. 

It is its resemblance to stone that is making the market for the 
concrete block. The clay block stands for what it is, not upon its 
resemblance to this or that. But take that point of resemblance 
from the concrete block, and as compared with the clay block that 
can be wrought into diverse or regular form and the concrete block 
is not a “thing of beauty.” But, nevertheless, it has a resemblance 
to stone, and in that respect is more attractive to the eye, and peo¬ 
ple want it for that reason for basement walls, and for that reason 
the hollow concrete block is in the market, and is going to stay 
in the market. 

I don’t want you gentlemen to get the idea that I am maintaining 
that there is no market for the clay block; because if I thor¬ 
oughly believed that, I would “stack up” with the concrete ma¬ 
chine man at “fifteen dollars per machine.” I believ.e that there is 
a clay block business, but it lies entirely outside of the field of 
endeavor so far pursued by the manufacturers. I believe there is 
a field for the clay block man from an architectural point of view 
which will make the material as desirable as the various grades 
of building material; and while the time is not now, (nor do I 
believe it will be next year nor the year after), the time is coming 
when those manufacturers who are still in the business will have 
learned where that field is. A great many manufacturers who 
think they have reason to believe that there is no such field, or some 
of them, still hesitate to entirely give up the clay block manufacture, 
and we find them holding both eyes in full gaze in the direction 
where they think they will find a few orders for the blocks; not 
taking their eyes away from that objective point for a minute, they 
are feeling around for some field to experiment in—with chimney 
blocks, and with this, that and the other thing, trying to find some¬ 
thing into which to gradually slide from the clay building block 
industry. 

I believe, and I feel it deeply, that the manufacturers of clay 
blocks who remain in the business will, after several years, find a 
field which will raise the hollow clay building block to a higher 
standard among building materials, take it away from the exclu¬ 
siveness of basement foundations, and place it where it belongs— 
to a place by the side of brick for entire structural purposes. 

I thank you, gentlemen. (Applause.) 
Dr. Converse: Gentlemen, down at Springfield we don’t care 

anything about these concrete blocks, or the hollow clay blocks. 
But I think Hammerschmidt is a hammerer, and if anything is to 
come out of this I want to be on Hammerschmidt’s side, because 
he is the largest around the abdomen. I am with Mr. Hammer¬ 
schmidt at this time. (Laughter.) 

President Stipes: Mr. Hammerschmidt, defend yourself. 
Mr. Hammerschmidt: First, I want to call the attention of 

Mr. Lauer—where is he? (Laughter.) I want to say that neither 
I nor the company that I represent ever believed that the cement 
block is going to take the place of brick in the construction of the 
wall, or that it will take the place of clay block of any kind to any 
great extent. 

A firm—I have forgotten the name of the firm—-sold a six-room 
house, and a local building and loan association advanced to the 
purchaser six hundred dollars on that house. The house was made 
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of hollow block, and was supposed to be, or should have been, 

water-proof. The building and loan association got the house! 

and an old friend of mine bought it of the building and loan asso¬ 

ciation. The next year he came to me and said, “William, my 

house is falling down! How can you help me ? I got beat.” 

“Oh,” I says, “it’s not as bad as that.” But it was crumbling off, 

or breaking in, the whole length of one side; and the house was 

bent—the walls a little sideways. And I sold him brick to put 
eight-inch walls on that house. 

The hollow cement block people, when they commenced, made 

mistakes, and many of them, too, and I suppose we will make them, 
as all do. 

I came here to talk cement blocks. I have been a clay man for 

eight years. Our company and one of the companies I manage, 

make cement blocks. The test that we have made of the cement 

blocks in one year is sufficient to show us that they will stand. 

There are six houses, three built of cement material; and I will 

say that every one of those houses, if we had not built them of 

cement blocks, would have been built of wood. Good cement 

blocks will replace lumber, not brick. It will never take the place 
of brick or brick material. 

That is all I want to defend—cement blocks. 

Mr. Lauer: I want to ask Mr. Hammerschmidt whether that 

house he speaks of was built by a shoemaker or a bricklayer? 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: I want to say that it was built about the 

year 1892—a good six-room house, of a dark shade of hollow block 

We make a good cement block. We were the first to make it 

in our section and to do business with it. We run two machines 

with three men—all the men we could get—and we never were 

less than four to five thousand behind orders. We have orders 

for three houses now to put up, and I don’t know how many base¬ 

ments are waiting for those blocks. This machine cost $125.00. 

You can buy a machine for $40.00, or near that price. 

H. E. Shaw: Mr. President, I would like to ask Mr. Hammer¬ 

schmidt a question. He speaks of this house, that if it had not 

been made of concrete block, would have been constructed of wood. 

How does the cost of a brick wall compare with the cost of con¬ 

crete? Will not a concrete wall house be cheaper than brick, and 

more serviceable? 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: The lady came out to the plant who 

wanted this house, which was to be about 40 by 35 feet, or nearly 

a square house; and she said she would put on a slate roof. She 

had a bid on labor, and she didn’t want brick, she wanted either 

frame or cement blocks. And of all the houses we furnished ma¬ 

terial for in cement blocks, we could not persuade the builders to 

use brick. They would have the one thing, cement blocks, and 

no other, and if they couldn’t get the cement blocks they were 

going to build frame houses. We furnished those blocks for that 

house from the cellar, an eight-foot cellar, from the bottom up, 

for $532.00, and freight over to the house $59.00. 

Mr. Shaw: I want to state that we will build of brick a struc¬ 

ture of the same dimensions for the same price, and I will guar¬ 

antee that it will carry more weight. 

Dr. Converse: Mr. Hammerschmidt, I understand, is not study¬ 

ing so much the difference in weight, as the difference in cost. 
His is cheaper than a wood house. 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: No, it was not. Every contractor was 

against brick. A contractor said, “I will put that house up for 

you for $3,600.00,” and he wanted $100.00 more for a porch, and 

other things, and high sills, and cement steps. But he said, “I will 

take the cement blocks,” and you see that is how it is. I protest 

against cement blocks as much as anybody, where the clay blocks 

should go, but there is not one of them who will put that facing 

on. The sand block I am opposed to, and won’t make it. I have 

got permanent material in there—in all my brown stone. 

J. M. Powell: Mr. Hammerschmidt, how much do you sell 

that cement block for? 

Mr. Jiammerschmidt: We sell that at 14 cents smooth face, 

or any face for 11 cents. 

Mr. Shaw: What are the dimensions? 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: Eight by sixteen. 

J. M. Mamer: Mr. President, we have been making hollow 

blocks five or ten years, and we have had various experiences, 

and have come to one conclusion: That if a man wants a founda¬ 

tion for brick, we recommend him to use hollow block inside and 

face it up with brick outside. This invariably gives the best satis¬ 

faction. When we first started in, we had a number of cellars 

walled with just a single facing of hollow block, and they didn’t 

stand the weather. The worst trouble we had was at the ends of 

the blocks. Although the mortar was unusually thick and good, 

it seemed that the expansion and contraction in the block eventually 

loosened that mortar. By putting the four inches of facing brick 

outside, we can make a wall second to none. I built a whole house 

myself—built it from the bottom of the cellar up to the roof, faced 

four inches with brick on the outside and hollow block inside, and 

I am satisfied that I have a warm, dry house. 

D. E. Morey: I want to ask the brother if it would not be as 

cheap to make it a 12-inch wall, all brick, making it a hollow wall? 

Mr. Mamer: No, not quite as cheap as in the laying of the 

hollow block, as well as in the small amount of mortar. And, 

besides, you have a better non-conductor of heat or fold, and you 

have a drier wall. 

D. E. Morey: What proportion of cement do you use? 

Mr. Mamer: Using all clay blocks, no cement at all. 

I believe the most sensible clay block made is one where the 

openings will run perpendicularly in the wall, instead of hori¬ 

zontally; because then the narrow points of contact will be where 

they can expand and contract without any opening, which is not 

the case where the openings are horizontal. 

President Stipes: Is there anything further on this subject? 

I will say that my experience has been somewhat similar to Mr. 

Hammerschmidt’s. I sold some of these cement blocks—induced 

a buyer to take some, and when we got them on the ground we 

couldn’t get a bricklayer to lay them. We had them sold for one 

house, and the contractor insisted on using them. We had to send 

to Mansfield, Ohio. The foundation of hollow block was not our 

own undoing. This man was an Ohio man, and was accustomed 

to these hollow building blocks. We had the blocks laid on their 

foundation, and guaranteed the work. In all the joints the mortar 

is very loose or has fallen out. We found we could not sell the 

hollow clay block, and that was all there was to it, and as a result 

we went to making hollow concrete blocks. 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: Gentlemen, how many members here are 

making cement blocks? Hold up your hands. (Four members 

were indicated by the hands held up.) Three or four. 

Dr. Converse: Inasmuch as the majority have not held up tfheir 

hands, I don’t think I will hold up mine. (Laughter.) 

President Stipes: Can you prove to the boys, Mr Hammer¬ 

schmidt, that you didn’t soak that cement block in oil? (Laughter.) 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: Yes, sir; there is no oil in that block. 

(Laughter.) I will stand up and swear to it right here. That 

block there is just as it is regularly made; and, gentlemen, I only 

brought this block here because I knew my friend, Lauer, was. 

coming down here, and I had them to ship it down. 

W. T. Boyd: Mr. Hammerschmidt, we would like to know if 

your brick won’t take moisture? 

Mr. Lauer: How about the manufacturer? I believe, if Mr. 

Hammerschmidt does not, that his block will take water. 

(Laughter.) 

President Stipes here announced, as the next topic on the pro¬ 

gram, “The Origin of Clays,” by H. B. Fox, Instructor in 

Geology, University of Illinois, Urbana. 

ORIGIN OF CLAYS. 

Perhaps in beginning this subject it will be a good plan to first 

glance at the earth as a whole. Our planet is believed by most 

scientists to be a solid sphere, but intensely heated in the interior. 

For our purpose, however, we need consider only a thin outer shell. 

We know this shell is made up of many different kinds of mate¬ 

rials. We see, here, a mass of granite or other crystalline rock, 
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there, thick layers of limestone or sandstone, at other places beds 

of clay, sand, or gravel, and usually covering all of these a layer 

of loose soil of greater or lesser thickness. 

For the purpose of this paper, however, all of these different 

kinds of rock may be divided into two groups: the crystalline rocks 

and fragmental rocks. In the crystalline series we shall include all 

rocks that have come into their present condition by cooling from 

a melted mass or that have been so highly heated and subjected 

to such pressure and action of hot water that the whole mass has 

been metamorphosed and changed to silicates so far as its com¬ 

position will permit. With the fragmental rocks we shall group 

all rocks, whether loose or compact, that have been derived from 

the breaking down of pre-existing rocks by whatever process. The 

fragmental rocks form by far the greater portion of the earth’s 

crust. 

If, now, we examine the earth’s make-up from without inward, 

we are able to make a new division of its mass. As we pass in¬ 

ward from the surface the temperature is found to increase about 

i degree Fahrenheit for each 50 feet in depth. Again we find at 

a certain depth, varying for different places, that the rocks of 

whatever kind are constantly saturated with water. The upper or 

outer surface of this saturated layer is called the water table or 

upper surface of permanent ground water. Outside of this layer 

the amount of water in the rocks is variable and almost always 

more or less in motion. It is in this outer layer that most of the 

destructive agencies that are manufacturing clay are at work. The 

most important of these agencies are water, chemical agencies, 

change of temperature, and life. The action of water is both me¬ 

chanical and chemical, but the chemical action we shall discuss 

with other chemical effects. Some of the results of the action of 

running water are easily seen. After a heavy shower the water 

of any stream in the neighborhood is found to be roily from the 

greater or less amount of fine rock materials being carried by the 

water, such as sand, silt, clay, etc. Clear running water has very 

little power in breaking down or wearing away the rock over 

which it flows, but when provided with a supply of rock debris 

like sand and gravel, its cutting power becomes very great. Exam¬ 

ples of this power may be seen in numberless places but the best 

known and most striking example is seen in the Grand Canyon 

of the Colorado where that not very large river has cut a gorge 

miles in width and thousands of feet in depth. 

More important for our purpose, however, is the carrying power 

of running water. The carrying power of water varies greatly, 

varying with both the velocity and volume. Streams are capable of 

moving all kinds of materials from the finest clay particles to 

boulders weighing many tons. Not only has running water a 

transporting power but also exerts a sorting action. It has been 

demonstrated that the carrying power of a stream varies as the 

sixth power of its velocity. Thus if a stream having a given 

velocity is just capable of moving a stone weighing one pound 

and then the velocity should be doubled, it would be able to move 

stones not weighing two pounds but sixty-four pounds. It is 

seen from this that any slight increase or decrease in the velocity 

of a stream makes a very great difference in its carrying power. 

Since Clay particles are usually very fine, they can be carried 

by rather slow flowing streams and hence are carried farther than 

the coarser materials and deposited by themselves, forming beds 

of more or less pure clay. Most of our heavy deposits of clay, 

especially those of wide range such as oyr shales, were laid down 

either in the sea or some large inland body of water. This sort¬ 

ing action of running water is of extreme importance and by this 

means large beds of sediment of nearly the same degree of fine¬ 

ness are laid won, giving deposits of gravel, sand, clay, etc. 

Because the loose material is carried away by the water, other 

destructive agencies are given a much better opportunity to get at 

the rocks and to bring about further and more rapid decay. All 

rocks, no matter how compact and dense they may seenv are porous 

and capable of absorbing water, the amount taken in varying from 

a small fraction of 1 per cent to 35 or 40 per cent. It is well 

known, also, that all rocks are more or less full of minute cracks 

so that when the water falls on the surface it sinks into these 

pores and cracks in many cases completely saturating the rock. 

As water freezes it expands about 1-11 of its volume and in this 

way tends to pry the particles of rock apart. Many repeated freez¬ 

ings enlarge the cracks until finally large and small pieces are 

broken off which in turn are broken still finer by similar and other 

actions. Much of the rock thus broken up is carried away by run¬ 

ning water and much of it ground very fine, adding to the sum 

total of our clay deposits. 

Moving frozen water in the form of glaciers has also^ given rise 

to large amounts of clay. Most of us are aware of the fact that, 

during what is known as the glacial period, a large ice cap was 

formed over the northern portion of Northern America. This 

cap, which was formed by the unmelted portion of snow left over 

summer for a long succession of years, probably in many places 

reached thousands of feet in thickness. As the accumulation went on, 

the lower portions were pressed outward and the southern border 

began to move southward. The ice, acting like a very stiff but still 

plastic substance, gathered up practically all of the loose material 

over which it passed, ground the smaller and softer rocks to an 

impalpable powder, rounded the larger masses into boulders, 

scraped, scoured and wore down the rock masses over which it 

passed, and carried all of this loose material with it southward, 

some of it for hundreds of miles, and some of it for only short 

distances. In moving southward, the southern edge of the ice 

finally reached a region warm enough to completely melt the gradu¬ 

ally thinning sheet. Of course, with the final melting of the ice, 

all material being carried by it was dropped. At the edge were 

built up long ridges or rounded hills, forming what are known as 

glacial moraines. With the final retreat of the edge of the ice 

sheet northward, pausing now and then as it did to form moraines, 

there was laid down a continuous sheet of debris varying from 

just a few feet to hundreds of feet in thickness. In front of the 

edge of the melting ice, many lakes were formed with many 

streams flowing into them. These streams were constantly loaded 

with the finer sediment, and by means of the sorting action spoken 

of above, many deposits of nearly pure clay were formed. Large 

quantities of the finer materials, more or less mixed with pebbles, 

boulders, etc., left in the drift sheet, form our surface clays and 

are found serviceable for common brick and tile. 

Added to the force of freezing and frozen water is the change 

of temperature from day to night. In some regions this change 

is slight but in others it is considerable. During the day while 

the sun is shining on the bare surfaces of the rocks a thin layer on 

the outside becomes highly heated, while, because of the poor con¬ 

ductivity of stone, the layer beneath remains at about its original 

temperature. The expansion of the outer, heated layer sets up 

strains between this layer and the interior causing chips sometimes 

weighing as much as 200 pounds to split off. This breaking up 

leaves the stone in shape to be more readily attacked by other 

agencies. 

The materials broken down in various ways are frequently cov¬ 

ered by growing vegetation whose roots are pushed downward 

into the soil. The roots are capable of taking certain things from 

the soil for the use of the plants, thus further breaking up the 

rock fragments, working it over and adding organic matter which 

exerts a further chemical action as mentioned later. 

The rocks giving rise to the great mass of our clays are made 

up of a number of individual minerals. It is the breaking down 

of these minerals within the rock mass that produces the clay. 

The more the mass of rock is broken up so the weathering agencies 

can get at the separate minerals, the more rapidly does decay go 

on to the production of kaolin. The common minerals which by 

their decay produce kaolin are the aluminum silicates, feldspars. 

Other minerals producing kaolin, but not so abundantly because 

they are themselves less plentiful, are mica, nepheline, lucite, andal- 

usite, cyanite, epidote, scapolite, sillimanite, sodalite, topaz and 

zoisite. The breaking down of these individual minerals into clay 

is brought about largely by chemical action. 

Water, as it is evaporated from the surfaces of oceans, lakes, 
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rivers, etc., is practically pure, but as this moisture comes in con¬ 

tact with the gases of the atmosphere, is condensed and falls to 

the earth again, it is no longer pure but holds dissolved in it small 

quantities of oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid and other gases. 

There is, then, no such thing as pure water at work on the rocks 

of the earth’s crust. The main chemical forces at work in pro¬ 

ducing clay, then, are water solutions and gases. The results 

produced are mainly those of oxidation, reduction, hydration, car- 

bonation and solution. 

Whenever moisture falls to the surface of the earth, whether 

in the form of rain or snow, it carries with it considerable quan¬ 

tities of oxygen. Some of this gas is carried downward into the 

rocks with the water as it soaks in, and again, if the rocks are 

not completely filled with water, oxygen penetrates as a gas, also, 

so that there is always more or less oxygen coming in contact 

with the materials below the surface. If the oxygen comes 

in contact with organic matter, the latter is oxidized, producing 

among other things humic acid, carbonic acid and water. Both of 

these acids are active and produce further action as mentioned 

later. Oxygen coming in contact with inorganic compounds 

changes many of the protoxides to sesquioxides. The only one 

that is of any practical value for our purpose, however, is the 

change from the ferrous to the ferric form of the iron in the rock 

forming minerals. Because of the great affinity of iron for oxygen, 

the coming of solutions containing oxygen or the moist gas itself 

in contact with minerals having ferrous iron in their compositions, 

causes a chemical change to take place in many minerals. In the 

case of the silicates from which kaolin is produced, at the same 

time the iron is oxidized, hydration and carbonation usually take 

place, bringing about a more complete decomposition of the min¬ 

eral. Probably the chemical reaction of widest extent going on in 

the rocks near the surface is that of hydration. Hydration is the 

union of water with chemical compounds such as minerals. Its 

effect is to increase the volume of the mineral and at the same 

time make it more susceptible to other alterations. Carbonation, 

as already mentioned, is the union of carbonic acid with bases, 

producing carbonates. Silicic acid, in spite of its great chemical 

activity at high temperatures, is the weakest of acids at ordinary 

temperatures, so that the silicates are readily broken down by 

carbonic acid which unites with some of the bases and results in 

the production of a new series of minerals. 

Perhaps the best way to illustrate the effects of these chemical 

changes is to give the reactions that are supposed to take place in 

the breaking down of the common feldspars into kaolinite, which, 

of course, is the basis of all our clays. According to Van Hise 

they are as follows: 

2KAlSi308+2H20-fC02=H4Al2Si208-f4Si02+K2C03. 

In this reaction Orthoclase feldspar, KAlSLOs, is acted upon by 

water, H20, and carbon dioxide, C02, probably held in solution in 

the water and produces kaolin, H4Al2Si2Oo, fine silica, Si02, and car¬ 

bonate of potash, K2C03. The K2C03, being soluble in water, is 

probably carried away in solution, leaving the kaolinite and silica 

as a residue. 

For Anocthoclase, 2NaAlSi3Os, KAlSi30« AlSi8Os,and Albite Na 

the reactions are almost the same and are probably as follows: 

2(2NaAlSi30sKAlSi30s)+6H20+3C02 = 3H«Al2Si*0.+i2Si0i+ 

K2C03-f2Na2C03 and 

2NaAlSU08+2H,0+C0s=H«Al,Si,0.+Na,C0.. 

In the case of Anorthite, CaAl2Si208, there are several reactions 

producting kaolinite as one of the resulting minerals. Two of 

these reactions are as follows: 

ist. 4CaAl2Si208-)-3H20=H4Al2Si209-(-H2Ca4Al8Sin02(i, in which 

the resulting minerals are kaolinite and zoisite, H2Ca4Al8Si60M, and 

2nd. 4CaAl2Si208+Fe203 f6H20 = H2Ca4Al4Fe2Siij02i)-(-H4Al2Si2 

0»+2Al(OH)3. In the second of these reactions besides the kaolin 

we have formed Epidote, H2Ca4Al4Fe2Sis02a, and Gibbsite, Al(OH)8. 

3“> 

Both Zoisite and Epidote are themselves capable of breaking down 

into kaolin, calcite, sand, etc. Probably enough has been said to 

show in a general way how clay deposits are produced from crystal¬ 

line rock and why the clays thus produced are frequently so impure. 

Thus far little has been said of solvent power of water and water 

solutions on rocks and minerals. If we were to make an analysis 

of a sample of water from almost any well or spring we should 

find in it one or more of the common bases or acids such as lime, 

iron, magnesia, soda, potash, carbon dioxide, hydro-sulphuric acid, 

etc. Small amounts of these substances may have been carried 

into the ground by the water as it fell as rain, but by far the 

greater amount came from the rocks themselves by the dissolving 

action of the water; in fact, we know that all minerals of whatever 

kind are readily dissolved by the ground water passing over and 

through them. While this action is of considerable importance in 

the production of clays from crystalline rocks, it is of much greater 

importance in its action on limestones and in purifying clays already 

formed. We know from our analyses of limestones that many of 

them contain clay in their make-up. We also know that they ar& 

all laid down in more or less distinct layers and are broken into 

blocks of variable sizes by vertical jointing cracks. Water carrying 

carbon dioxide, C02, in solution, readily finds its way through these 

stones by means of these cracks and bedding planes and exerts a 

strong dissolving action on the carbonate of lime, CaCOa, of the 

stone. Carbon dioxide acting on the limestone produces the soluble 

bicarbonate, CaC03+C02=Ca(C03)2, which is carried away in 

solution. As this action continues, the calcium carbonate of the 

limestone is finally all or nearly all carried away and the clay im¬ 

purity concentrated until we often have a bed of very pure clay 

remaining. Some of our finest deposits of kaolin and fire clays are 

produced in this way. The action of water and water solutions 

containing acids from decaying organic matter and from the atmo¬ 

sphere frequently make considerable changes in the character of 

the clay even after the deposit is finally formed. Many impurities 

may be removed, others added, or those present gathered together. 

The gathering together of the iron into nodules of the oxide or sul¬ 

phide (sulphur rock), the formation of deposits of calcite and 

gypsum, or the cementing of the clay into a more or less compact 

mass are due to this action of solution and deposition. 

Finally, then, our clays are divided into two general groups: 

Those formed in the place in which they are now found, residual 

clays, and those that have been transported by water, wind, or ice 

from the place of origin. All of them, however, have come from 

the destruction of crystalline or fragmental rocks by chemical, me¬ 

chanical or combined chemical and mechanical forces. 

The evening twilight having made it possible to darken the 

Auditorium, the stereopticon was introduced, to illustrate by pic¬ 

tures on a screen “The Esthetic Possibilities in the Use of Clay 

Products in Architecture,” by Dean J. M. White, College of Engi¬ 

neering, University of Illinois, Champaign. 

Dean White’s paper will appear in next issue. 

Dr. Converse: I am sure that everyone present has so realized 

and appreciated the novelty and interest of the lecture that they 

will all concur in a vote of thanks to Dean J. M. White, of the 

University. (Applause.) 

A motion was submitted, duly seconded, and carried unanimously. 

The final event in the third session was a lecture by Mr. S. S. 

Wyer of Columbus, Ohio, upon the Composition, Manufacture and 

Use of Producer Gas, illustrated by a series of 30 stereopticon views 

of the different types of apparatus employed in the manufacture of 

fuel gas and its application to various industries, particularly having 

reference to its use in the kilns. 

This paper will appear in a future issue of the Clay Record. 

Mr. Wyer was greeted with hearty applause from the audience which 

listened attentively for one hour and five minutes at the end of which 

the session was adjouaned to meet Thursday morning. 
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A NEW BRICK INDUSTRY FOR BRITISH 

COLUMBIA. 

Before very long Clayburn (B. C.) will be a name to 
conjure with, and one of the most important industries in 
British Columbia will be located there. Clayburn is in 
Matsqui municipality, about five miles from Mission City, 
on the Mission branch of the C. P. R., and it owes its exist¬ 
ence to the discovery of one of the finest clay deposits in 
America, and to the further fact that there is a large and 
growing demand for the products manufacturable from clay. 
En passant, it may be mentioned, that the value of the 
clay products of the United States is each year greater than 
the production of gold. 

For paving brick alone the demand is practically unlim¬ 
ited, and much less of it has been used in the past than 
would have been in this province owing to the cost of trans¬ 
portation. 

Vancouver has used some and it has given great satis¬ 
faction. When the works at Clayburn are started the ob¬ 
jectionable feature of heavy initial cost will be eliminated. 

A recent canvass made of 32 cities of the United States 
showed that 44 per cent, of pavement in contemplation was 
to be of brick. When the proper machinery is installed at 
Clayburn, as it will be within 60 days, brick can be made 
as durable as granite and as hard as tempered steel. 

Thorough tests have been made of the Clayburn clay 
deposit to determine the plasticity, water to make a plastic 
paste, shrinkage in drying, shrinkage in burning, speed in 
drying, speed in burning, point of incipient vitrification, 
point of complete vitrification, point of viscous vitrification, 
density before and after burning, colors of the burned ware, 
and strength of the burned ware. 

In regard to all these points the Clayburn clay has been 
shown to rank Ai. 

The plasticity is pre-eminently the first question in any 
clay, as on this property depends the ability to mold the 
ware. If too lean to be readily or safely molded, it re¬ 
quires admixture with a “fat,” or plastic, or “bond” clay, 
while if too “fat” or plastic it needs reducing with sand, 
“grog/’ or a lean clay. The plasticity is of special import¬ 
ance in paving brick, as if too plastic the laminations, which 
have a weakening effect on the brick, are excessively de¬ 
veloped. As regards plasticity experts have declared that 
the Clayburn deposit has few if any equals. 

The Clayburn deposit is to be developed by Vancouver 
capital and British Columbia enterprise. The discovery 
was made by the Maclure brothers, and they having shown 
what a good thing they had, the necessary capital was eas¬ 
ily secured. The developing company is known as the 
Vancouver Fire Clay Co., Etd., with works at Clayburn 
and registered head office at 151 Alexander street, Van 
Couver, B. C. Mr. Alex. Morrison is president, Mr. W. 
H. Armstrong vice-president, Mr. J. C. Maclure, secre¬ 
tary, the two others directors being Mr. Robert Armstrong 
and Mr. F. S. Maclure. The other leading shareholders 
are Mrs. S. A. McLagan, Mr. John Maclure and Mr. D. 
R. Morrison. 

The company has secured 1,000 acres of fire clay, coal 
and timber lands, and is now completing arrangements for 
the establishment of a factory for the production of finest 
high-grade fire brick, the various colors of dry pressed 
brick. 

The company has a five-mile right of way from the C. 
P. R. track to the clay deposits. This will be utilized to 
bring the clay from the deposits to the works at Clayburn 
and to ship the finished products. The company has already 
installed a connecting switch with the C. P. R. 

The superintendent is Mr. H. B. Harmon, who has had 
many years’ experience with clay-working plants and in 
handling clay-working machinery. 

In the past Vancouver has had to import everything in 
this line or else use “mud” brick. It will not be necessary 
to go out of the province in future for this class of goods. 

The company has provided against competition in its 
own locality. Its motto is to be “good bricks cheap,” and 
the better the market the cheaper the goods can be sup¬ 
plied. 

The company has water power three-quarters of a mile 
above the townsite of Clayburn. There is enough power 
to run the works and run cars in and furnish light for the 
village. 

The manufactory buildings will be about a mile and 
a quarter from the C. P. R. track. The work site covers 
20 acres. The main factory will be about 150x175 feet, 
with a large tower 50 feet high in the center. In this tower 
the clay will be elevated and screened and conveyed to the 
presses by belt transmitters. Auger machines will be used 
for coverting it into paving brick and dry press machines 
for front or face brick and brick of every shape and color. 
In the molding room will be the necessary apparatus for 
the making of locomotive blocks and every style and di¬ 
mensions of fire brick. There will also be the necessary 
apparatus for turning out drain tile of all classes, also vit¬ 
rified sewer pipe. The product will go from the main 
buildings to the dry kiln by automatic conveyors. This sec¬ 
tion will be 150 feet long by 50 feet wide. There will also 
be seven round down-draught kilns. From the time the 
crude clay arrives at the bins it will be handled automat¬ 
ically. It will be brought from the clay workings in the 
company’s own cars, hauled over the company’s own road 
by the company’s owrl locomotive. 

The track from the mine to the works will be narrow 
gauge, and from the works to the C. P. R. tracks standard 
guage, but a third rail will be provided so that the narrow 
guage engine will be able to move the standard guage cars 
to and fro between the works and the. C. P. R. track. 

An analysis of the company's clay was made by Prof. 
Orton. 

As soon as the works are started the company will em¬ 
ploy 150 men, and this staff will be increased as the de¬ 
mand grows. 

The company has now on the way machinery from the 
American Clay Machinery Co., at Bucyrus, Ohio. 

Few companies have a brighter future than the Van¬ 
couver Fire Clay Co., Ltd. They have the material to 
make a first-class article and they have a market waiting 
for them. 

Mr. J. C. Maclure is entitled to great credit in prospect¬ 
ing these extraordinary deposits, establishing their value by 
satisfactory tests and forming the present strong company. 
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EXTENSIVE PROGRAMME ARRANGED BY 

ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

The state geological commission has completed the corps 

and arranged for the season’s work. The following appoint¬ 

ments were made to the regular force and in addition the 

director was authorized to make such temporary appoint¬ 

ments as might be necessary, subject to confirmation at a 

succeeding meeting of the commission: 

Professor C. W. Rolfe of the state university, consulting 

geologist in clay work. 

Professor R. D. Salisbury of the University of Chicago, 

consulting geologist in charge of educational work. 

Dr. U. S. Grant of Northwestern university, consulting 

geologist in lead and zinc work. 

Professor S. W. Parr of the state university, consulting 

chemist in coal work. 

Dr. Edward Bartow, director of state water survey, con¬ 

sulting chemist in water work. 

F. B. Van Horn, recently of the Missouri geological sur- 

very, assistant geologist. 

F. F. Grout, recently of the West Virginia geological 

survey, assistant chemist. 

H. B. Fox, of the state university, assistant geologist. 

J. A. Udden, professor in Augustana College, geologist. 

W. W. Atwood of Chicago university, geologist. 

Dr. Stuart Weller of Chicago university, geologist. 

Ross C. Purdy of the State School of Ceramics, ceramist. 

Not all of the men appointed will be able to devote their 

full time to the survey work, but assurances have been re¬ 

ceived that all will give some time to it. Professor Rolfe 

and Mr. Purdy, assisted by Dr. Fox, will devote particular 

attention to the clay resources of the state, beginning their 

work probably with a study of paving brick and the clays 

used in their manufacture. 

Professor Parr, Mr. Grout, Mr. Van Horn and the direc¬ 

tor of the survey, Mr. Bain, will devote their time largely 

to a study of the coal fields. It is proposed to take samples 

of the various seams and to study their qualities as well as 

their distribution in the field. In the latter work Dr. Weller 

and Mr. Atwood will assist. 

Professor Udden will devote his time to a study of the 

underground waters of the state with a view to the deter¬ 

mination of the limits of the various artesian basins and the 

depth to which it is necessary to go to obtain good water 

for municipal and other purposes. In this work he will be 

assisted by Dr. Bartow and the state water survey, which 

will make the necessary analyses and laboratory tests. 

Dr. Grant, with such assistance as may be necessary, will 

take up the study- of the lead and zinc fields found near Ga¬ 

lena, continuing the work done by the state of Wisconsin. 

Professor Salisbury, assisted by various others yet to be 

appointed, will prepare a series of bulletins for use in the 

schools, descriptive of the geography and geology of im¬ 
portant type localities within the state. So far arrangements 
have been made for such bulletins covering the lake shore 
from Evanston north, the Illinois valley near Peoria and the 
Mississippi valley between Savanna and Rock Island, and 
at East St. Louis. The first of these bulletins is now being 
prepared bv Mr. Goldthwaite of Northwestern university. 

BRICK PLANT FOR HOBOKEN. 

A. A. Gery, president of the United States Brick Com¬ 

pany, Reading, Pa., has consummated a deal whereby the 

Seaboard Brick Company, of New York, one of the sub¬ 

sidiary companies of the first named corporation, will erect 

within six miles of Hoboken, N. J., a brick plant costing 

$1,500,000. 

The plant will be located along the Hackensack river, the 

company having purchased 700 acres of land for a site. It 

will have a capacity of 150,000,000 of brick annually, to 

be sold exclusively in the New York market. Building 

operations will be commenced in the early spring and the 

work completed as rapidly as possible. When completed 

the plant will give employment to 400 people. 

CLAY PIGEON PLANT FOR SOUTH OMAHA. 

Dana Morrill, one of the best-known sportsmen of the 

west, will, about April 1, establish in South Omaha, Nebr., 

an industry for the manufacture of clay pigeons, millions 

of which are used every year by the shotgun experts of the 

United States. 

Mr. Morrill is now installing the machinery for his new 

factory and expects to employ a number of men in the run¬ 

ning of his plant. The plant will be located at 313 North 

Twenty-Fourth street, South Omaha. 

“I expect to have my factory running in about two 

months,” said Mr. Morrill. “I have a portion of the ma¬ 

chinery on the ground and will have the balance in the 

course of a few weeks.” 

Mr. Morrill has a large trade on loaded shells for field and 

trap work for the shotgun men. 

There are only three factories of any prominence in the 

United States where clay pigeons are manufactured. These 

are located at Kansas City, St. Louis and Cleveland, O. The 

output of the three plants is about 30,000,000 targets each 

year. Mr. Morrill expects to put at least 7,000,000 targets 

on the market the present year and gradually increase his 

trade. 

The ‘White Flier” and the “Dickey Bird” targets are 

now the most used of any manufactured. The first is made 

from a composition of ground limestone and pitch and the 

latter of clay and pitch. 

£lay and pitch can be obtained in abundance in the vicinity 

of Omaha and Mr. Morrill expects to be able to manufac¬ 

ture the inanimate birds.at a less cost than is done else¬ 

where. 
♦ - 

DENNY-RENTON COMPANY PLAN EXPEND¬ 

ITURE OF $150,000. 

The Denny-Renton Clay Company, Seattle, Wash., is 

planning large addition to its plant there. Already there is 

an output of $20,000, which is being spent to put in a new 

drying plant. The heat for this drying plant comes in pipes 

from the dry kilns in which the brick is being burned. 
The new vein of coal which is on the property of the 

company here is proving to be large enough to supply the 
company with all the coal it uses at its factory here and also 

at the factorv in Van Asselt. 
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BENTONITE OF THE LARAMIE BASIN. 

Mr. C. E. Siebenthal of the United States Geological 

Survey spent part of last summer in the Laramie Basin, 

Wyoming, where he made some interesting observations 

concerning the variety of clay known as bentonite, which 

occurs in many localities in that state. When freshly ex¬ 

posed, it varies in color from a light yellow to a light olive 

green with a waxy luster. On exposure it assumes a dull 

cream color. In freshly uncovered outcrops it appears as 

a bedded joint clay, the blocks varying from roughly rec¬ 

tangular or conchoidal shape to long, slender, pieces. The 

joints are more or less open and occasionally contain crystals 

and plates of gypsum and sulphate of soda. In texture the 

clay is very fine grained. It develops no grit to the touch 

and very little when ground between the teeth. The micro¬ 

scope shows that it is made up of extremely minute, more 

or less rounded particles of fairly uniform size and appar¬ 

ently of the same mineral nature, with here and there par¬ 

ticles of undecomposed labradorite. The clay has a soft, 

unctuous, or soapy feeling, but it is brittle and is easily 

quarried. It clings strongly to the tongue. In weathering 

it absorbs a great amount of water and increases much in 

volume, forming a network mantle an inch thick, but later 

melting down, under the effects of rainfall and frost, to a 

white power. Mixed with the proper amount of water it 

is exceedingly plastic, and with the addition of more water 

becomes a perfect paste. Tests show that it completely 

absorbs over three times its weight, or seven times its vol¬ 

ume, of water and twice as much glycerine as diatomaceous 

earth will absorb. 

The chief use of the clay so far developed is as a material 

to give body and weight in the manufacture of paper. Prac¬ 

tically the whole output of the clay for the last few years 

has been taken by a paper mill in Denver. It is also used 

in the manufacture of “antiphlogistine,” a proprietary reme¬ 

dial dressing, and as an adulterant in the manufacture of 

candies and drugs. Its first use was as a material for hoof¬ 

packing, a dressing or poultice for the inflamed hoofs of 

horses. Though highly plastic, it is unsuitable, on account 

of its fusibility, for the manufacture of fire clay products. 

If mixed with ground felspar, it could possibly be used in 

the manufacture of pottery. It is a good retarder for use 

with the hard cement plasters. Its high absorption of ■ 

glycerine, as compared with diatomaceous earth, suggests its 

substitution for that material in the manufacture of dyna¬ 

mite. 

After discussing the geologic occurrences of the benton¬ 

ite beds, Mr. Siebenthal describes briefly the deposits found 

at Taylor’s pit, Linscott’s pit, on the claim of the Cassa 

Mining Company, on Sam White’s claim, and on Cosgriff’s. 

These are the only occurrences of this clay which have 

assumed commercial importance in the Rock River region, 

the type locality for the clay. They are strung along the 

outcrop of the Benton formation for a distance of 20 miles. 

The bed of clay is probably persistent throughout that dis¬ 

tance, though its outcrop is not always apparent. 

Bentonite has been noted at a few other localities in the 

Laramie Basin, along Hutton Lake, on Sand Creek, and on 

the Riverside ranch. 

From 1888 to 1895, inclusive, the production of bentonite 

averaged about 60 tons annually. From that time it grad¬ 

ually increased until, in 1902, it is reported to have been 

1200 tons. With the closing down of the western paper 

mills the production almost stopped and in 1905 the amount 

shipped was very small. From 1888 to 1895 the price aver¬ 

aged $25 a ton, f. o. b. cars. The price then dropped to 

$5 a ton, later rising to $6 and $7 a ton. The total produc¬ 

tion to date is approximately 6000 tons, with a value of 

$45,000. _ 

CONDITION OF THE CLAY TRADE ABOUT 

PITTSBURG. 

Pottery Ware. 

A canvass of the potteries in Eastern Ohio and Western 

Pennsylvania results in very favorable opinions regarding 

1906, a number claiming that prospects were never better. 

A majority of the plants are running full time and the de¬ 

mand at present and during the year was much better than 

1904, with prices about 10 per cent higher and still show¬ 

ing an upward tendency. The labor situation is peaceful, 

the associated potteries having arranged with the workers’ 

organization as to wages for the next two years. Produc¬ 

tion is larger than last year and conditions generally are 

satisfactory. Collections have been good during the greater 

part of the year. 
Red Brick. 

The red brick industry shows considerable improvement 

over last year, which was expected, as the year opened with 

a very favorable building outlook. During 1904 the de¬ 

mand was not good and plants did not run better than 60 

to 70 per cent of their capacity, while at present plants are 

running full time and have done so nearly the whole year. 

There is a good demand and as there is considerable busi¬ 

ness in sight for next year prospects are exceedingly en¬ 

couraging. The Pittsburg association represents 27 plants, 

with a yearly output of 125,000,000 bricks, three-fifths of 

which are used in the immediate vicinity and the balance of 

75,000,000 are shipped to other markets. In Allegheny 

county there are about 41 plants, employing on an average 

of 40 men to a plant. Common red brick is quoted at $6.25 

to $7 per 1,000, as compared with $5.75 to $6 at this time 

last year and $6.50 to $7 in 1903. Collections during the 

year have been slow, a condition that seems to have affected 

nearly all building materials. 

Fire Brick. 

The demand for fire brick was stronger than in 1904. 

During the year the iron and steel market has been brisk 

and consequently the demand for fire brick has been very 
good. The normal capacity of the fire-brick plants of the 
entire country is estimated at between five and ten mil¬ 
lion bricks of all grades per day. During 1904 production 
was not better than 50 per cent, while at present the major¬ 
ity of the plants are running close to full time. General 
conditions surrounding the trade are good and prospects 
for 1906 are most encouraging. Prices are much better, but 
collections during the greater part of the year were slow. 
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EIGHTEEN SUITS AGAINST ESTATE BY IN¬ 
VESTORS IN BRICK WORKS. 

Startling charges are made in suits brought against Jennie 

C. Ferris and J. Irving Dibble, of Norwalk, Conn., execu¬ 

tors of the will of John N. Ferris, of that town, to recover 

damages aggregating $55,000. There are eighteen distinct 

suits, and the papers were served today by Deputy Sheriff 

Hendrie of Stamford. Michael Kenealy, chairman of the 

Republican State Central Committee, and John F. Keal- 

ing, are counsel for the plaintiffs. The charges concern 

John N. Ferris, of Norwalk, who died April 10, 1904, leav¬ 

ing a large estate. Mir. Ferris was president of the First 

National Bank of South Norwalk, a state senator, and in 

public and private life was considered a man of sterling 

character. 

It is charged that in September, 1902, he induced the 

plaintiffs, who were personal friends, to purchase preferred 

stock of the W. A. Underhill Brick Company, engaged in 

making and selling bricks and selling agricultural products 

from certain real estate owned at Croton Point, N. Y., tell¬ 

ing them that the stock was as safe as government bonds, 

that the manufacturing plant alone was worth more than the 

company’s outstanding obligations, that the business was 

prosperous and the company was paying dividends of 7 per 

cent a year on the preferred stock and was likely to pay 

larger dividends. 

The plaintiffs further allege that Mr. Ferris, knowing 

the contrary to be true, deliberately misrepresented the situ¬ 

ation to them with intent to sell the stock and defraud them; 

that the brick company was financially embarrassed, the 

stock they bought worthless, and that the issue of the stock 

in question was not to make improvements to the plant, 

but to raise money to meet outstanding obligations other 

that the mortgage for $175,000, and enable the company to 

declare fraudulent dividends. 

The plaintiffs say they did not know a thing about the 

company save what Ferris told them, and that it was on his 

advice solely they made the investment. The plaintiffs pre¬ 

sented claims against Mr. Ferris’s estate, but the executors 

disallowed them, hence the suit. The plaintiffs and the 

amounts for which they sue are as follows: Oscar St. John, 

$1,000; Susan Watkins, $1,000; Samuel Grumann, $2,000; 

E. N. Sipperly, $3,000; William Comstock, $2,000; Thomas 

S. Osborn, $3,000; Albert Davis, $4,000; Albert S. Com¬ 

stock, $9,000; Josephine Stilson, $2,000; G. N. Goodrich, 

$2,000; Henry Seymour, $2,000; Adelaide N. Sipperly, 

$4,000; William F. Aston, $3,000; John H. Knapp, $2,000; 

George W. Carroll, $3,000; Fred W. Aunton, of Darien, 

Conn., $6,500; Grace E. Osborn, $3,000, and Edward Low- 

der, $2,000. All the plaintiffs save Mr. Aunton are Nor¬ 

walk people, and all in moderate circumstances. 

DINAS BRICK COME FROM WALES 

Dinas bricks are made from a peculiar kind of rock 
found at Dinas in Wales. They contain 98 per cent silica 
with a little alumina. On account of their refractoriness or 
infusibility the bricks are much used throughout Great 

Britain. 

CAMP HAS A PATENT FOR A DRYER. 

H. B. Camp, Akron, O., has been issued patent rights on a 

patent drier which promises to revolutionize the sewer pipe 

and clay drying process. Mr. Camp has not installed his 

new drying process in any factory as yet but in his new 

factory, which is now under construction in Cleveland, he 

expects to install his new process, where it will be given a 

thorough test. The drier takes the product from the press 

automatically, dries it and passes it to the kiln door. This 

system does away with the handling of the product and con¬ 

siderably lessens the use of labor required by the old way. 

WISCONSIN CLAYWORKERS’ ASSN. MEETING 

The sixth annual convention of the Wisconsin Qaywork¬ 

ers’ association will be held in Menominie, Wis., March 9th 

and 10th. A very interesting and instructive program is 

being prepared of which the following are some of the sub¬ 

jects: “The use of waste heat from common up-draft kilns 

for drying brick, vs. open" a’r drying.” “Brick vs. Con¬ 

crete.” “The test of Wisconsin bricks.” “What constitutes 

a modern brick plant.” “The benefits of organization.” 

“How/ to overcome the difficulties that arise in the manu¬ 

facture of brick.” “Tile drainage in Wisconsin,” and “Dif¬ 

ferent methods of burning brick, and the practicability of 

each.” Aside from the program, the forenoon of one day 

will be devoted to a trip to the brickyards. The plant of 

the Hydraulic Pressed Brick Co. will be in full operation 

and since this plant is one of the largest and best equipped 

in the state, this will be a most interesting and profitable 

adjunct to the program. 

Some matters of vital importance are to be brought up 

before the convention, chief of which perhaps is the rate 

question. Chicago brick are being shipped into Wisconsin 

towns on a rate which is only about one-half of the pub¬ 

lished tariff, and local manufacturers are unable to com¬ 

pete with these brick and realize a satisfactory profit. We 

now have a railroad rate commission which is composed of 

honest men I believe, whose duty it is to regulate these 
matters, and if the clayworkers of the state will get to¬ 
gether and take some united action to bring this matter 
before the commission, I think that they will put a stop 

to it. 
Until some such action is taken, however, and we take a 

stand for our rights, we can only expect to see this state of 

affairs continue. 
We extend to you a most cordial invitation to join with 

us at Menomonie, as the weight which the petition will carry 
before the commission, will depend largely upon the support 
given it by the manufacturers throughout the state. 

One word about the city in which we are to meet. While 
most of us perhaps know of Menomonie as a city of brick 
yards, still it is noted to probably an equal degree in educa¬ 
tional circles for its schools. Here is located the Stant School 
of Manual Training and Domestic Science, which is by far 
the best school of its kind in the state. A trip through this 
institution will doubtless be looked forward to with interest. 

First-class hotel accommodations may be had at the Hotel 
Royal, which has been made the headquarters of the conven¬ 
tion, while, if preferred, cheaper rates can be secured at 
other hotels in the next block. 

T. G. Hamilton, Secretary. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

808,167. Mold. Edward F. Nevins, Blue Rapids, Kan¬ 
sas. Filed April 17, 1905. Serial No. 255,994. 

Claim—A pipe-mold comprising a tubular body having a 
bell terminal, a core member terminating short of the bell 
terminal of the body, and a core-bell member for removable 

engagement with that end of the core which is adjacent the 
bell terminal of the body, the core-bell member capable of 
being contracted for withdrawing the same from a cast. 

808,212. Elevating-Truck. Thomas Podmore, Wilkes- 
barre, Pa. Filed February 13, 1905. Serial No. 245,473. 

Claim—A truck of the class described having a lower 
frame, an upper frame on the lower frame and adapted to 

be raised and lowered, links connecting the upper and lower 
frames together, said links serving to support the upper 
frame in an elevated position, a guide member pivotally 
connected to the lower frame, a lever-handle mounted and 
slidable in said guide member, and a link connecting the 
lever-handle to the upper truck-frame, for the purpose set 
forth, substantially as described. 

809,250. Cement-Brick Machine. Fred B. Dysart, Supe¬ 
rior, Nebr., assignor of two-thirds to C. E. Adams and A. 
C. Felt, Superior, Nebr. Filed August 18, 1905. 

Claim—In a machine for making blocks from material 
in plastic form, a bed-plate slidably mounted on a suitable 
frame, mold-boxes slidably mounted on said frame above 
said bed-plate, means for raising said bed-plate and mold- 
boxes, a header adjustably mounted on said frame, dies 
secured to the under side of said header, and means for 
raising said mold-boxes independently of said bedplate. 

809,146. Brick-Tongs. Rasmus Skov and John Forberg, 
Aneta, N. D. Filed May 27, 1905. Serial No. 262,661. 

Claim—A device of the class described comprising a sta¬ 
tionary and a relatively movable clamping member, and a 
detachable gripping-jaw mounted for longitudinal adjust¬ 
ment on said stationary member. 

809,225. Process of Manufacturing Artificial Paving- 
Stones. Wilhelm Schumacher, Oberdollendorf, Germany. 
Filed Dec. 11, 1903. Serial No. 184,842. 

Claim—The herein-described method of producing arti¬ 
ficial paving-stones, which consists in first heating bauxite 
at a high temperature until it is perfectly sintered, then re¬ 
ducing it to small pieces of a suitable fineness, next mixing 
it with a ground binding material (clay, cement, asphalt and 
the like), afterward moistening the mixture with water and 
molding it to stones and finally burning the stones. 

The herein-described method of producing artificial pav¬ 
ing-stones, which consists in first heating bauxite with the 
addition of a flux at a high temperature until it is perfectly 
sintered, then reducing it to small pieces of a suitable fine¬ 
ness, next mixing it with a ground binding material (clay, 
cement, asphalt and the like), afterward moistening the 
mixture with water and molding it to stones and finally 
burning the stones. 

808,847. Updraft-Kiln. Edwin A. King, Philadelphia, 

Claim—An updraft-kiln having a floor or kiln-seat, a se¬ 
ries of flues arranged therein, said flues arranged below and 
opposite the benches of brick placed in said kiln and ter¬ 
minating at the level of the floor so as to be formed by the 
floor and to be covered at their upper ends by the brick 
placed on the floor. 

An updraft-kiln having a floor or kiln-seat, a series of 
flues arranged therein, said flues arranged below and oppo¬ 
site the benches and intermediate of the arches of brick 
placed therein and terminating in the walls of said kiln, flues 
extending upwardly from said floor-flues in certain of the 
walls of said kiln and forming the continuation thereof, said 
floor-flues and their wall extensions adapted to be covered 
by the brick in said kiln, a damper arranged in each of said 
floor-flues and adapted to render the same and their wall 
extensions inoperative, when closing said flues, a main flue 
communicating with said floor-flues and their wall exten- 
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sions and exhaust means arranged at the end of said main 
flue and adapted, when actuated, to withdraw the heat of 
said kiln and the brick therein by said floor-flues and their 
wall extensions and to collect and force the same out of 
said main flue to a place for utilization. 

809,522. Dump-Car. Thomas R. McKnight, Aurora, Ill., 
assignor to Western Wheeled Scraper Company, Aurora, 
Ill., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 11, 1903. 

tilting car-body having an open end, an edgewise-movable 
gate therefor, a rotary support on which said car-body rests, 
and means rotating with the car-body for automatically 
holding up the end gate when the car-body is tilted to dump 
the load. 

809,295. Gas-Producer. Jerome R. George, Worcester, 
Mass., assignor to Morgan Construction Company, Worces¬ 
ter, Mass., a Corporation of Mass. Filed July 10, 1903. 

Claim—In a gas-producer, the combination with the heat¬ 
ing-chamber having an opening at its top for the admission 
of fuel, of a fuel-reservoir placed above said open¬ 
ing and having an opening in its bottom for the delivery of 
fuel to a distributer, a distributer between the opening in 
the heating-chamber and the opening in the reservoir, 

said distributor consisting of a rotating shell smaller 
at its lower than at its upper end, with an opening 
at its upper end larger than the delivery-opening of said 
reservoir and concentric with its axis of rotation, and with 
an opening at its lower end eccentric with its axis of rota¬ 
tion, and a disk inclosed in said distributor having its diam¬ 
eter larger than the diameter of the delivery-opening in said 
reservoir, with an annular space around said disk for the 
passage of fuel. 

In a gas-producer, the combination with a heating-cham¬ 

ber having an opening at its top for the admission of fuel, 
of a fuel-distributer above said opening and consisting of 
a rotating shell having a passage therethrough, with the 
lower end of said shell the smaller and provided with an 
opening eccentric to its axis of rotation, a disk carried by 
said shell, with its upper surface slightly inclined from its 
center downward, and having an annular space between said 
disk and the inner wall of said distributer, substantially as 
described. 

809,834. Cement-Brick Press. Florace B. Murdock, De¬ 
troit, Mich. Filed February 21, 1905. Serial No. 246,720. 

Claim—In a brick-press, a mold-box, means for loosely 
filling said box with brick-making material, means for 
tamping said loose material, means for refilling said box, 
and means for pressing the fresh and tamped material into 
a'finished brick, substantially as described. 

means for placing a filled mold-box with its palette on said 
table, means for bringing said table and punch to¬ 
gether to press the brick, means for stripping the box from 
the finished brick, and means controlled by said actuating 
means for bringing forward a new palette, for placing the 
mold-box thereon, and for placing a second new palette in 
proper position to be brought forward at the proper time, 
substantially as described. 

809,316. Conveyer. John W. Mackin, Chicago, Ill., as¬ 
signor to Chester T. Drake, Chicago, Ill. Filed Jan. 24, 
1903. Serial No. 140,343. 

Claim—The combination with a supporting-frame, of 
guide-wheels journaled at the top and bottom of said frame 
and located out of vertical alinement, an endless conveyer 
passing around said wheels and comprising buckets and in¬ 
termediate plates having overlapping adjacent edges, the 
tops of the buckets being flush with the surface of interme¬ 
diate plates, a supply-hopper the lower edge of which ter¬ 
minates adjacent to said conveyer and lies below the axis 
of the lower guide-wheels, and a chute supported by said 
frame and located beneath the upper guide-wheel. 
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“ I like to read American advertisements. They are in 

themselves literature, and 1 can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

CONVENTIONS. 

The sixth annual meeting of the Wisconsin Clay Work¬ 

ers’ Association will be held at Menominee, March 9, and 
10, r"9o6. 

Subscribe now for The Clay Record. Twent-four num¬ 

bers for one dollar. 

When the truth becomes fashionable, what will become 
of the gossips? 

Don’t follow the other fellow, for he sometimes will 

swerve the course, and if you follow close behind him will 

wabble and make it worse. 

Many a man in a good position forgets to push—he sim¬ 

ply hangs on. It costs less to hang on than to push, but 

you can’t get the same money out of it unless you cheat 
somebody. 

The Clay Record is the only semi-monthly in America 

published in this field. A recent advertiser said, “Your ad 

was too good. I sold my machine at once.” Are you an 

advertiser? If not, why not? “The proof of the pudding 
is in the eating.” 

There will be found in this issue the papers to which we 

here call the reader’s attention, that he may not overlook 

them, for if he does he will miss some of the gems in the 

way of papers read at the recent Illinois Clay Workers’ Asso¬ 
ciation convention. 

Dr. A. L. Converse, of Springfield, Ill., paper on the 

question, “Is the running of a brick machine to its full ca¬ 

pacity injurious to the brick?” although brief, was much 

to the point and elicited much discussion. We are inclined 

to the opinion that the average brick manufacturer does not 

appieciate this matter fully, yet it impresses us as being an 

exceedingly important one, and think if he put it in this 
shape to himself: 

“I can run my machines at certain speeds and obtain eco¬ 

nomical results. What are those speeds?” and, informing 

himself, act accordingly, the importance will be at once seen; 

besides the same principle applies throughout the plant, and 

he will profit thereby. The same subject was subsequently 
discussed at the Philadelphia convention. 

Martin W. Lauer, Chicago, had for the subject of his 

paper, The Clay Building Block Industry: Its Death and 

Resuilection. The fortunes of this particular branch of 

day working have been varied, and his diagnosis of the 
case was as complete as it was interesting. “As long as there 

is life, there is hope,” and when there are the brave spirits 

as revealed in the recital of the history given in this way, 

one is almost constrained to exclaim, “That nothing is im¬ 

possible.” The reader will find the “Resurrection” which 

!f/Ll,fe’” as described by Mr. Lauer, intensely instructive, 
ihe discussion following plainly indicated the satisfaction 
given to the members by its recital. 

The “Sewer Pipe Manufacturer’s Troubles,” a subject 

presented by A. W. Gates, Monmouth, Ill., was not treated 

as we might think it would be, on the first reading of topic; 

tar from it. The troubles were accepted and used as means 

to be applied in the improvement and building up of the 

sewer pipe manufacturer’s business; as embodying lessons 

of wisdom, which had to be learned and'could be learned 

only through experience, and the “troubles” contributed this 
material to experience.. 

The reader should find the inferences and see to it that 

he does find them in the paper and the discussions which 
were prompted by the paper. 

The foremost mechanical authorities in the United States 

have said that the day of the steam engine is passing, and 

have hailed as its successor the producer gas engine. Ger¬ 

many is in a class by itself in the invention, design and man- 

ufactuie of these machines; but enterprising manufacturers 

in the States have not been slow and have acquired many 

foreign inventor’s rights under their American patents, and 
are now building them here. 

The close reader of The Clay Record will recall cuts 

shown hitherto, and will find in the next issue a number 

showing the several prevailing designs. 

This question of power generation is a vital one, and every 

user of power is, or should be, deeply interested in it for a 
multitude of reasons. 

The modern steam plant using compound, condensing 

engines, and the latest and best improvements in accessory 
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equipment is unable to utilize over io to 15 per cent of the 

energy in a pound of coal; consequently 85 to 90 per cent 

is wasted so far as extracting the potential energy of the 

coal is concerned. Again, as the price of coal is steadily 

advancing the demand has been stimulated to a wonderful 

degree for cheap power. 

The gas engine had become attractive, but it did not meet 

fully the demand for cheaper power using illuminating gas. 

Natural gas cut the cost practically in two, but it was not 

to be depended on, and as a consequence the builders of 

gas engines have studied for some method of producing gas 

cheaply. In Germany there has been developed during the 

past six or eight years what is known as the suction gas 

producer. 

Previous to this all gas was made in pressure producers; 

that is, the gas was stored under pressure in gas tanks and 

drawn away as required. 

The advantages of a suction gas producer are: Automatic 

generation of the gas by the engine; highest and best utili¬ 

zation of fuel; no boiler and no gas holder required; can 

be erected without danger in any convenient place; easy to 

start and to run; no soot, no smoke, no odor, no explosion 

possible; small floor space required; simple in operation and 

the first cost is much less than with the pressure producer. 

We have seen a table of what it costs: The Producer Gas 

Engine using anthracite pea coal costing $4.85 per ton, 

using 10 lbs. per horse power 10 hours, run cost for 50 h. p. 

for 10 hours $1.11. 

Gas engine using illuminating gas 18 cubic feet per horse 

power per hour, price of gas 80 cents 1,000 cu. feet, or say 

180 cu. feet horse power for 10 hours, for 50 h. p., for 10 

hours, $7.20. Compared with Slide Valve Steam Engine, 

fuel consumption, 6J^ pounds per horse power per hour; 

bituminous coal, $3.00 per ton; cost of 50 h. p., 10 hours’ 

run, $4.87, or with a single Corliss Engine, using 3*^2 pounds 

per horse power per hour, same quality of material as the 

slide valve engine, and same price cost 50 horse power, 10 

hours, $2.62. In short, in comparison with a steam plant 

of the same capacity, only about one-third to one-fourth 

as much coal is needed while running; only about one-sixth 

the amount of coal is needed to bank the fire at night. 

We have already stated there were several manufacturers 

of these appliances in this country. We saw recently one 

installed in the Grand Rapids Brass Co., built by the Minne¬ 

apolis Mchy. Co., and the users were enthusiastic in their 

praise of the new motive power. 

We are glad that we shall be able to print in the next 

issue the address delivered at a convention recently held 

in Champaign, Ill., by Prof. S. S. Wyer of Columbus, Ohio. 

This gentleman has made a deep study of this problem and 

the devices to which we have referred in this editorial, and 

we advise our readers to give it a careful reading. Prof. 

Wyer would be doubtless pleased to correspond with those 

desiring further information on the subject. 

The Purington Paving Brick Co., Galesburg, Ill., turned 
out 78,600,000 brick during 1905, 6,000,000 greater than 
1904. 

V Z r . W/ 
OBITUARY. ,'/)) 

Jacob W. Hayne died at his home in Goshen, N. Y., 

aged 75 years. He was formerly engaged in the manufac¬ 
ture of brick. 

Benjamin Parker, a manufacturer of brick at Charleston, 

Ill., died at his home of cancer of the liver. He was 67 

years of age. 

W. G. H. Page, a well-known citizen of Lebanon, Tenn., 

died at his home, aged 75 years. Pie was engaged in the 

brick and contracting business. 

Amos Kent, president of the Amos Kent Lumber & Brick 

Co., Kentland, La., died at his home where he had been a 

life-long resident. He was 94 years of age. 

Charles Savignac, a well known brick manufacturer of 

Haverhill, Mass., died at his home of pneumonia after 

only a week’s illness. He was born in i860. 

William P. Allen, treasurer and general manager of the 

Mercer Pottery Co., Trenton, N. J., died of a complication 

of diseases at his home. He was 64 years old. 

J. S. Earnest, one of Shawnee county’s oldest inhabitants, 

died at his home in Topeka, Kansas, of uraemic poisoning. 

He was engaged in the manufacture of brick east of the 

city. 

Patrick Bannon, chief owner of the Kentucky Vitrified 

Brick Co., and the P. Bannon Sewer Pipe Co., at Louis¬ 

ville, Ky., is dead. He was 82 years old and leaves six 

children. 

PLAN TO KEEP NEGROES OUT OF BRICK 

YARDS. 

Brickyard laborers along the Hudson river have organ¬ 

ized a union and it is intimated that they will draw the 

color line next summer and demand of the manufacturers 

that they employ no more southern negroes. 

The Fishkill Herald remarks that this is drawing the 

color line with a vengeance. The southern negroes who 

came here in the summer months to labor in the various 

yards are, as a rule, better citizens than the foreigners, they 

are more thrifty and cause less trouble than any class of 

brick-yard laborers. Many of them make deposits to the 

sum of several hundred dollars in the savings banks, wdiich 
they not unfrequently leave behind them when they go 
south for the winter. For every colored brick-yard laborer 
that is in court for drunkenness and disorderly conduct 
there are at least ten Slavs, Dagos, Greasers, Syrians and 
what not. The Syrian brick-yard laborers at Dutchess Junc¬ 
tion are ever and continually in a rumpus of one sort or 
another and when such people start out to draw the color 
line they are getting a little too far fetched. 

If there must be a color line, let it be between the white 
men on the one side and the yellow and black men on the 
other. We think, however, that the color of a man’s skin 
doesn’t make much more difference on a brickyard than 
anywhere else. A news item says that there may be trouble 
in the river yards next season over this action of the union. 
Well, when the pot and the kettle get into a scrap, it is fun 
for those who are looking on—unless they happen to be 
paying for the damage done, as the manuacturers will be 
obliged to do, if there is any trouble on the yards over the 
“color line” next summer. 
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accidents, damages and fires. 

H. L. Afttrretrong, trustee of the Topeka (Kansas) Brick 

Uo„ now in bankruptcy, has filed suits amounting to $25,000. 

The dryer in the Ft. Wayne (Ind.) Pressed Brick & Tile 

Co. caught fire and caused a loss of $15,000. Plant will be 

rebuilt at once. 

Suit has been started against the Denton (Texas) Pressed 

Brick Co. to secure possession of a one-half interest in land 

upon which the brick plant stands. 

R. E. Payne, trustee, has started foreclosure proceedings 

on the plants of the Detroit Portland Cement Co., at Fen¬ 

ton, Mich., under a $400,000 mortgage. 

The U. S. Court has made an order adjudging the West 

& McLean Brick Co., and the partners, J. A. West, Z. F. 

Darrall and Robt. C. McLean, bankrupts. 

Ralph Vogan, a jiggerman in the Thomas China Co. s 

plant at Lisbon, Ohio, was found dead in an outbuilding. 

Death is supposed to be due to alcoholism. 

The plant of the Dunbar (Pa.) Fire Brick Co. was de¬ 

stroyed by fire, causing a loss of $75,000. One hundred and 

thirty-five men were thrown out of employment. 

Peter Oswald, an employe of the Star Clay Co., Allen¬ 

town, Pa., was killed in the clay pit by a cave-in. His 

father was killed in the same place six years ago. 

Manitowoc (Wis.) Clay Products Co. was awarded a 

verdict of $66,900 against the railway company which cut 

in two their property by running a track through it. 

W. Goodwyn, an employe of the Southern Clay Mfg. Co., 

at Coaldale, Ala., met with a horrible death by being caught 

in a rapidly revolving shaft which caught in his clothing 

and literally tore him to pieces. 

Eighteen separate suits, amounting to $55,000, have been 

filed against the estate of John N. Ferris of Norwalk, Conn., 

alleging that Mr. Ferris induced them to buy worthless 

stock in the W. A. Underhill Brick Co., of Groton Point, 

N. Y. 

BOYD BRICK PRESS^CATALOGUE. 

Advance section of catalogue number fifteen has been 

received from the Chisholm, Boyd & White Co., of Chi¬ 

cago. It certainly does this firm proud the way it is got¬ 

ten up, put together and printed. The Boyd six and five 

mold specials are splendidly illustrated on pages four and 

five and the two mold special and four mold Acme, on 

pages six and seven. Page eight contains cuts of the two- 

mold Acme which is the smallest size press built and page 

nine an all iron and steel, self-contained dry pan which the 

firm build in three sizes. The Acme clay mixer and feeder 

is found on page ten; it is constructed entirely of iron and 

steel. 

The photo of the office and works of this well known 

plant appear on page two, and while it shows an immense 

building it does not begin to convey to the reader the 

amount of business that is done by the company. They em¬ 

ploy 200 traveling men, do purely a mail order business 

and yet at a recent visit to the works the writer counted 

twenty-seven machines on the floor in some stage of con¬ 

struction. The castings are contracted for in quantities of 

one or two dozen at a time and the supplies that go to 

make up the machines are purchased in large numbers, thus 

reducing the cost to a minimum. 

Any part of any certain size machine can be ordered and 
when received can be counted upon to fit. Machines are 
made especially for sand-lime brick, clay or shale of any 
size or capacity. 

AMERICAN SEWER PIPE. 

The condensed balance sheet of the American Sewer 
Pipe company, as of Dec. 31, 1905, compares as follows: 

1905. 1904. 1903. 
Assets— June 30. June 30. Sept. 30. 

Cost of property, etc..$ 9,253,029 $ 9240,512 $ 9,251,143 
Cash . 190,850 201,180 144,065 
Accts. and bills receiva¬ 

ble .   342,565 437,359 533,227 
Goods and supplies on 

band . 850,110 759,847 681,373 

RECORD BRICK OUTPUT. 

At the annual meeting of the Central Brick exchange, 

New Britain, Ct., which has charge of selling the bricks 

manufactured by the principal yards of this locality, it was 

voted to double the capital stock of the company by increas¬ 

ing it from $7,500 to $15,000. The annual reports showed 

that the average output of brick by the members of the 

exchange during the past season exceeded by nearly 8,000,- 

000 the figure for any previous year. The Phoenix Brick 

Company of Hartford was admitted to membership in the 

organization. These officers were elected: President, 

George H. Todd of the Park Brick Company of Elmwood; 

vice president, G. A. Pickett of the American Brick Com¬ 

pany; secretary, R. Clifford Merwin of the C. P. Merwin 

Company; treasurer and general manager, Virgil P. Palmer. 
The brick manufacturers of this vicinity have heard 

nothing further from ex-Mayor Wallen of Woonsocket, R. 
I., and J. Edward Studley of Providence, who have recently 
been making an effort to form a merger of the brick manu¬ 
facturing interests of southern New England. 

Totals .$10,636,554 $10,638,899 $10,609,808 
Liabilities—• 

Capital stock .$ 7,805,700 $ 
Bonds . 1,532,00 
Bills payable . . 
Accounts payable .... 33,969 
Wages accrued ....... 30,754 
Int. and taxes accrued. 39,734 
Dividends . 58,543 

Surplus . 1,135,855 

7,805,700 $ 7,805,700 
1,533,o°o 1,587,000 

75,000 
84,111 92,558 

40,016 22,437 
58,543 

1,117,529 1,027,113 

Totals .$10,636,554 $10,638,899 $10,609,808 

NEW PRESIDENT AND MANAGER OF COM¬ 

PANY. 

Mr. W. W. Cunningham, formerly treasurer of the Penn¬ 
sylvania Clay Co., manufacturers of vitrified fire clay paving 
brick, with factories at Conway, Fallston and Monaca, Pa., 
has been elected president and general manager of the com¬ 
pany. The Pennsylvania Clay Co.’s general offices have 
recently been removed from Rochester, Pa., to the Ger¬ 
mania Savings Bank Building, Pittsburg, Pa. 
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THE PHILADELPHIA STEAM COIL BRICK 

DRYER. 

Glen H. Dobbs of Camden, N. J., has put on the mar¬ 

ket a new dryer known as the Philadelphia Steam Coil 

Brick Dryer. It is meeting with great success wherever 

installed. 

J. Byrne & Brother, 27th and Summerset Sts., Philadel¬ 

phia, Pa., recently installed one of these dryers which is 

doing the best of work, and the Cliffwood Brick Co., of 

Cliffwood, N. J., after installing one of these dryers as 

a test about a year ago in November of last year installed 

another one or a second section and they now have in the 

third one or the third extension of the Philadelphia Steam 

Coil Brick Dryer. The Cliffwood Brick Co. made over 

40,000,000 brick during the year 1905. 

Mr. Dobbs does not herald his success with trumpets 

and horns, but no doubt would give anyone interested any 

information they may desire. 

NO CHANCE FOR FOREIGN COMPETITION IN 

CHINA. 

Special Agent Burrill writes that successful competition 

with the Chinese brickmakers is practically impossible, the 

low cost of production in China precluding outside compe¬ 

tition. It might be worth while, however, to examine the 

Chinese brick kilns with a view to the introduction of Amer¬ 

ican brick-making machinery. If American manufacturers 

can sell such machinery to the English and other European 

people they should be able to sell also to the Chinese. Mr. 

Burrill says there are two brick works in Shanghai in which 

steam machinery has been installed, which suggests that the 

Shanghai experiment, if successful, might be enlarged. Mr. 

Burrill writes: 

While bricks are used on a large scale in China both by 

foreigners and natives for the construction of buildings, it 

is generally conceded that it would be useless for American 

manufacturers to attempt to place their product on this 

market because of the extremely low cost of production 

here. Tn addition to this the high freight rate charged on 

bricks from the United States to Chinese ports would, it 

is believed, absolutely bar them from competition. Further¬ 

more, any effort to encroach on this industry would unques¬ 

tionably be met by a decrease in the selling price, a result 

easily obtained by reducing the wage of native workmen and 

making an inferior quality of brick. Chinese-made bricks 

are manufactured from ordinarv clay and are finished in 

red and blue. The most popular sizes are 5 by 10 by 2 
inches and 6 by 12 by 2 inches, the former size being the 
kind used in foreign buildings. There is still a smaller 
size, which is used in the construction of native buildings. 
Blue bricks sell for from $50 to $120 Mexican per 10,000, 
according to the demand, and the red bricks bring from $57 
to $130 Mexican per 10,000. 

In Shanghai there are two brick works owned and oper¬ 
ated by the Chinese, one of which is installed with steam 
machinery. It may be said that here, as well as through¬ 
out central and northern China, the supply of bricks readily 
meets the demand, and that it is a monopoly with which 
even Japan would hesitate to compete because of the small 
returns. 

ANNUAL MEETING OF CLEVELAND HY¬ 

DRAULIC PRESS BRICK CO. HELD 

AT ST. LOUIS. 

At the annual meeting of the Cleveland (O) Hydraulic 

Press Brick Co., in St. Louis, F. F. Prentiss, president of 

the Cleveland Twist Drill Co., was made a director and 

elected a vice-president of the company. W. H. Hunt of 

Cleveland was re-elected treasurer and general manager. 

The directors are H. W. Eliot, F. G. Middlekauff, George 

F. Baker and E. C. Eliot of St. Louis, Mo.; F. F. Prentiss 

and William H. Hunt of Cleveland, and O. C. Barber, 

president of the Diamond Match Co., of Akron. 

The following officers were elected: 

President, H. W. Eliot; first vice-president, F. G. Mid¬ 

dlekauff ; second vice-president, F. F. Prentiss; general 

manager and treasurer, William H. Hunt; secretary, C. A. 

Bliss. 

The concern has a plant at South Park which is being 

enlarged this winter so as to make the company the largest 

manufacturer of red facing brick in the United States. The 

new equipment gives facilities for making every variety 

of high-grade facing product. 

AN ALBANY COMPANY WILL BUILD NEW 

PLANT. 

The increase of capital stock of the Newton Fire Brick 

Company of Albany, N. Y., from $100,00 to $350,000 was 

for the purpose of constructing an entire new plant. The 

business of this corporation has grown to such an extent 

during the past year that it is unable to conduct its opera¬ 

tions longer in the plant which it now operates in the north¬ 

ern section of this city. It will build a new plant and it 

will build it in Albany if it can secure a site favorable to its 

needs. 

It is reported by those who are aware of the operations 

of the company and its project that such obstacles have been 

placed in the way of securing a site which will afford it the 

proper railroad and water facilities that it may be compelled 

to move the industry from this city. If a site is not secured 

within a short period the company will construct a plant in 

New Jersey. If this is done Albany will lose an industry 

which has operated in full for many years. The company, 

which was reorganized some two years ago, employs over 

one hundred men and when its new plant is in operation it 

will employ about 250. The increased number will be 

well paid, receiving from $15 to $2T per week. 

NEW YORK BLOWER’S NEW CATALOGUE. 

The New York Blower Company have issued lately 

a condensed catalogue on their goods, which is just 

the thing for a busy man who has no time to look through 

a complete set of catalogues. 

It shows illustrations of all styles of fans and heaters made 

by this company, besides giving in tabulated form the prin¬ 

cipal dimensions and prices. The New York Blower Com¬ 

pany will be pleased to send same to anybody applying for 
it to 25th PI. and Stewart Ave., Chicago. 

Be sure to write for one. 
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SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

F. Gaffney, Shelby, N. C., will enlarge his brick works 

and install an equipment for making sand and cement brick. 

The Commercial Club of Crete, Nebr., have made a propo¬ 

sition to an Iowa concern to establish a sand brick plant in 

that city. 

W. C. Mitchell, representing the Western Composite Brick 

Co., has practically made arrangements to establish a sand 

cement brick plant at Enid, Okla. 

The Hastings (Nebr.) Pressed Brick Co. has been put¬ 

ting in new and improved machinery to their sand lime 

brick plant. The plant is run night and day. 

The United States Brick Corporation, Michigan City, 

Ind., are facing the walls of its buildings with their own 

sand lime brick. The company are making many sales. 

The Schwartz scientific process will be used in the plant 

at Grand Rapids, Mich., which is to be put in by D. L. 

Stiven. The plant will be in operation by the first of May. 

The Cooperstown (N. Dak.) Tile Works have bought a 

cement post machine and will make and sell fence posts. 

They have secured the agency for the machine in North Da¬ 

kota. 

The Salina (Kansas) Stone Co. is putting in a new design 

stone machine which will turn out 10,000 brick per day, 

also a machine for making door sills, window caps and wa¬ 

ter table. 1 

The Steger Sand Lime Brick Co. has been formed at 

Van Couver, B. C., to make sand lime briqk out of the tail¬ 

ings of the Britannica. Col. W. B. Dickie is at the head of 

the enterprise. 

The West Tacoma Sand Lime Brick Co., Tacoma, Wash., 

will soon be turning out 20,000 brick daily. The plant is 

located near the mouth of Chambers creek. Henry Hewitt, 

Jr., is at the head of the concern. 

The Monongahela Petrified Brick Co., which has a plant 

in operation at Clairtown, Pa., making concrete blocks will 

install a similar works in West Elizabeth. They use ce¬ 

ment, sand and granulated furnace slag. 

The Sibley (Mich.) Brick Co., have one of the best of¬ 

fices for sand lime brick in the United States. It is built 

entirely of sand lime brick inside and out, is 90x45 feet in 

size, one story high and cost over $10,000. 

The Rochester (N. Y.) Concrete Building Material Co. 

has been incorporated with $5,000 capital stock by Geo. R. 

Knickerbocker and E. I. Minnamon of Pittsford, N. Y., 

and Geo. A. Cooley and R. S. Bostwick of Rochester. 

The Intermountain Building Material Co., Boise, Idaho, 

has been organized and $17,000 worth of machinery pur¬ 

chased to make sand lime brick. The plant will be started 

up about the first of May with J. W. McLean as manager. 

The Red Wing (Minn.) Brick Mfg. Co. recently elected 

the following officers : C. A. Betcher, president; B. Gerlach, 

vice-president; J. J. Bovy, sec.-manager and C. F. 

Hjermstad, treasurer. The capacity of the plant will be in¬ 

creased. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

Alonzo Rose has bought land at Port Ewen, N. Y., and 

will put in a brick yard. 

Wm. Worthman & Sons, Seward, Nebr., have sold their 

brick plant to a Hastings firm. 

Wm. Slemmer and Joe Copley, Upper Sandusky, O., will 

build a brick works at 8th and Church Sts. 

The Theriault Red Brick Co., Chippewa Falls, Wis., has 

been incorporated with $15,000 capital stock. 

C. E. Bolles has purchased of S. T. Kimball the control- 

ing interest in the West Chicago (Ill.) Brick Works. 

The Newton Fire Brick Co., Albany, N. Y., have in¬ 

creased their capital stock from $150,000 to $350,000. 

Knight & Gilbert is the style of the firm that will operate 

the Geo. I. Knight brick works at Bowling Green, Ky. 

The Old Furnace Fire Clay Works at Salineville, O., 

will be started up again after an idleness of four years. 

J. E. McTwen, Matthews, N. C., contemplates the es¬ 

tablishing of a brick works with 20,000 daily capacity. 

The erection of the Shawnee (O.) Flash Brick Co.’s 

plant has been begun. E. M. Starner is the general man¬ 

ager. 

Geo. M. Reynolds, Utica, Ill., has leased his clay bank to 

Pittsburg capitalists and a $200,000 clay plant will be in¬ 

stalled. 

The Horatio (Ark.) Fire and Building Brick Mfg. Co., 

with $100,000, has been incorporated by W. H. Maddox, of 

Texarkana. 

Bartlett Bros, will double the capacity of their brick yard 

at Hudson, N. Y., using 10 machines. The plant is operated 

by electricity. 

The Elmira (N. Y.) Shale Brick Co., has purchased the 

Kirk property, which adjoins their property, so that they 

can expand. 

Messrs. Acton & Killgore have sold their 10-acre tract 

of land south of Alvin, Texas, to the Alvin Brick & Tile 

Co., for $10,000. 

W. H. Barker of Boise has found a vein of brick clay 

near Heyburn, Idaho, and tested same and ordered ma¬ 

chinery for a plant. 

David Steumpfle’s Sons, Williamsport, Pa., will erect a 

large brick plant on the south side, that will have 30,000 

brick capacity daily. 

The St. Anna Brick & Tile Co., has been incorporated 

with $15,000 capital stock by A. Mailloux, F. H. Meiers 

and J. B. Brouillette. 

The R. R. Lambert Co., Alleghany, Pa., has been incor¬ 

porated. Directors: T. C. Bily, Alleghany; H. M. Boas 

and John J. Heard, Pittsburg. 

The Hollywood Brick Co., York, Pa., has been incorpo¬ 

rated with $25,000 capital stock by John J. Landis, S. F. 
Glatfelter and James W. Kilgore. 

The Ohio Valley Clay Co., Steubenville, O., has been in¬ 

corporated with $200,000 capital by J. J. Gill, R. L. Brown¬ 

lee, G. W. McCook and S. G. Gill. ’ 
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J. T. Roth, Allentown, Pa., will sell out his brick yard 

and retire from business, the clay being exhausted. 

The New Era Development Co., Roanoke, Va., has been 

incorporated with $15,000 capital stock to make brick, etc. 

Brower & Port, proprietors of the Alden Brick Works, 

at Thompsonville, Ct., are making many improvements to 

their plant. 

The Old Horell brick yard on Cocheso St., Dover, N. H., 

has been sold to Richard R. Morris of Epping, who will 

start burning at once. 

The Georgia Brick Co., Athens, Ga., has been incorpo¬ 

rated by James M. Smith, C. M. Booth, T. H. T. McPher¬ 

son and C. T. Hussey. 

The Amman & Wood Brick Works at Oklahoma City, 

Okla., has been sold to F. S. Wood and Conrad Amman of 

Decatur, Ill., under a forced sale. 

The Warrick Roofing Tile Co., Newburgh, Ind., has been 

incorporated with $25,000 capital stock by H. A. Wart- 

man, Geo. W. Uhl and Chas. W. Cook. 

The Porcelain Faced Brick Co., 192 Market St., Newark, 

N. J., has been organized with $20,000 capital by John J. 

Meeker, Edwin S. Rankin and W. P. Meeker. 

The M. A. Staley Co., Chicago, has been incorporated 

with $30,000 capital stock, to manufacture brick by T. T. 

Sullivan, James D. Marnane and John J. Staley. 

The De Noyelles Brick Co., Haverstraw, N. Y., has been 

incorporated with $60,000 capital stock by Daniel De Noy¬ 

elles, Martha R. Anness and B. L. De Noyelles. 

The Roanoke (Va.) Clay Mfg. Co., which was organ¬ 

ized several months ago, has completed its plant on the 

Roanoke & Southern Ry. and put it into operation. 

The New System Brick Co., Toronto, Ont., has been or¬ 

ganized with $50,000 capital stock by Fred Perry, C. W. 

Bush, J. L. Richardson, H. J. Wilson and J. A. Mitchell. 

Crum Lynne, Delaware Co., Pa., is to have a large terra 

cotta works that will employ 150 men. The Ketchum Terra 

Cotta Co., of Philadelphia, is the company that will build. 

The Marysville (O.) Clay Mfg. Co. has been incorpo¬ 

rated with $30,000 capital stock by Dan. M. Rutan, J. H. 

Shearer, N. E. Leggett, F. W. Shaw and H. E. Conkright. 

J. A. Wilson of Dows, la., has purchased the brick and 

tile factory at Lohrville and will operate same in connection 

with the one at Dows. He will make several improvements. 

Wilson B. Bechtel has withdrawn from the firm of Bech¬ 

tel Bros., Waterloo, Ont., and will establish a modern and 

complete brick-making plant of his own that will cost $15,- 

000. 

The Perry Mfg. Co., Belle Vernon, Pa., has decided to 

go into the manufacture of brick and plans are now being 

made that will cost $50,000. C. F. Eggers, president; J. F. 

Torrence, secretary. 

P. A. Overmeyer & L. M. Hess have bought the tile fac¬ 

tory of J. W. Boyer & Co., which they will move to a new 

location in town, and Johnson-Keyt Co. is erecting a new 

plant for the manufacture of brick, tile and building blocks 

at Lindsey, Ohio. 

The Junction City (O.) Sewer Pipe Co. has been incor¬ 

porated with $75,000 capital stock by M. M. Roudebush, 

C. C. Stacy, John D. Fowler, George Wolf and J. C. Stotz- 

enbeck. 

The Carrollton (Mo.) Brick & Tile Co. has been ab¬ 

sorbed by the Brick Mfg. Co. of Carrollton. L. A. Harding 

has been elected manager, and he will keep both plants in 

operation. 

The Keystone Fire Clay & Brick Co. has asked for a 

charter and will build a plant at Fogelsville, Pa. Edwin C. 

Kramlich, F. E. Lewis, S. J. Kistler and J. T. Roth are 

interested. 

The Atkinson Brick Works, of Wilmington, N. C., has 

been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock. Incorpora¬ 

tors; R. L. Ward and J. E. Sharp of Atkinson, and E. R. 

H. Strunk, of Wilmington. 
% 

A meeting was called at the Martinton (Ill.) Bank to 

discuss the starting of a brick and tile plant at that place; 

also the buying of the machniery of H. C. Jones, who for¬ 

merly ran the tile mill at the river. 

The F. H. Brockett Co., North Haven, Ct., has been in¬ 

corporated with $10,000 capital stock and will engage in the 

manufacture of brick. Incorporators are Fred H. Brockett, 

C. T. Brockett and Myron R. Brockett. 

The Hillsboro (N. D.) Brick & Tile Co. has been incor¬ 

porated with $15,000 capital stock by E. C. Haagensen, N. 

H. Wold, J. L. Johnson, J. O. Lee, Ole Aarstad, E. A. 

Viker and M. Skogen, all of Hillsboro. 

The property owners of the 2nd ward, Los Angeles, Cal., 

have succeeded in forcing through the court the Berg & 

Oxby brick works to move its plant within two years on 

account of the noise and smoke nuisance. 

The Kohl Hepp Brick Co., New York, has been incorpo¬ 

rated with $100,000 capital stock. Incorporators, L. P. Sher- 

rer, 29 Crawford St., E. Orange, N. J.; James Hess, 21 

Park Row, and Robt. Livingston, 27 Williams St., New 

York. 

R. R. Stuart has been elected president and general man¬ 

ager of the National Web Tile Sewer Pipe Co., Syracuse, 

N. Y., to succeed William K. Never. The other officers are 

John Mora, vice-president, and J. F. Plumb, secretary and 

treasurer. 

THE MAMMOTH KAOLIN BEDS 
Deposit 15 to £0 feet thick, covering 500 acres and unex¬ 

celled for making Tile, Terra Cotta, Porcelain, Builders’, 
Moulders’ and Potters’ coarse and fine clay prodncts. It will 
keep 100 factories in operation for two centuries. Excellent 
sites and natural facilities for manufacturing plants. Will sell, 
lease, bond or work on shares. Reasons.—Owners not 
practical or clay men. Located near Railroad in Cedar Valley, 
Utah. Investigation invited. This clay has won two Worlds’ 
Fair prizes. One at St. Louis, 1904, and one at Portland, 1m05. 
It is pure China Clay, and that of Cornwall, England, is no 
better. Also a large deposit of Silica Sand, 99 per cent pure. 
Send for samples. Address, 

HOMER J. KENDALL 
LEHI, UTAH 
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FOR SALE OR LEASE. 
A 82-acre farm, 4 miles west of Macomb, Ill., con¬ 

taining 20 acres of a 10-foot vein of line pottery clay, 
with a 5x10 foot shaft in good repair. Also a vein of 
coal 25 to 30 feet below the clay. Land for sale at 
$85 p.r acre, half cash, balance on long time, one to 
ten years at 5 per cent, or 6 per cent discount for 
cash on deferred payment. For full particulars call 
at premises or address 

milton w. McDonald, 
Lock Box 39, R. R 5, Colchester, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
One complete brick yard plant, consisting of boil¬ 

er and engine, stiff mud machine, rolls, automatic 
cut off, shifting pulleys, belling. Complete equip¬ 
ment for a 25,000 capacity plant. A bargaiD if sold 
at once. 

WM. W. TH1RLBY, 
Traverse City, Mich. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa¬ 
tion address 

, BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 25,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention 

TERRA HAUTE PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute, Ind. 

WANTED. 
Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 

tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 
T, care Clay Record, 

Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
For sale, reasonable, in condition— 

One 6x18 foot Horizontal Tubular Boiler. 
One No. 20A Penfield Hollow Brick Machine. 
One 14 foot Pug Mill. 
One Disintegrator, 
One 40 foot Clay Conveyor, with 20 foot belt. 
Forty Fire-proofing Dies, wiih two extensions, 

pullys, clutches and belting. 
Reasons for sale, are making different ware. 

R. 611, W. 51st St., 
New York City. 

WANTED 
Wanted at Once.—A first class experienced brick 

burner and setter. State age, experience, salary 
expected and reference. 

B. S. ELMRS 
Fergusson’s Wharf, Va. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and tile factory, located in Washington 

Co., Iowa, in a prosperous condition. Would con¬ 
sider an Illinois or Iowa farm. 

E. L. TEAL, 
Anderson, Ind. 

FOR SALE. 
A seoond-hand Four-Mold Dry Press. Has not 

been used more than a year. Good condition of re¬ 
pair guaranteed. Also good second-hand 44-inch 
Pulverizer. Address 

BOSTON, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
One 26-horse power Engine and one Henry Martin 

steam power Soft Mud Brick Machine. Address 
LOUIS SCHMIDT, 

Grand Island, Neb. 

WANTED. 
A second hand No. 6 Brewer Brick and Tile 

Machine. Address 
EDMONDSON & ROGERS, 

Kalona, Iowa. 

Machinery For S*l«. 

FOR SALE. 
50 rack cars for 82 inch pallets, capacity 432 brick; 

track gauge 24 Inches. 
Also 55 flat cars for soft mud brick, with foot pallets 
Track gauge 25 Inches. 

Both styles of cars in first-class repair. 
ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second-hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT," 
Care Clay Record, Chioago. 

Paper Joggers quoted. 
R- A. HART. 41 White St., 

do batter made, cut Iron; 
SB and SlO.to 

4 Wheel, $3.00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers. 

BATTLE CREEK. MICH- 

FOR SALE. 
Up-to-date brick plant with Creager machinery, 

in prosperous city of 15 000 inhabitnnts, in Southern 
Illinois. Good residence and farm of 40 a cres at¬ 
tached to plant. Splendid opportunity. Only plant 
in city. Address 

H. H., care Clay Recor ', Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of vat ious gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x34 inches. Addrei-s 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

COR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
r 16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DE ALE R, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, III. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One second-hand Chandler & Taylor 80 horse¬ 

power Horizontal Tubular Boiler, 60 inch diameter 
by 6 feet long, with full flush front. 

AMERICAN CLAY MACHINERY CO. 
Bucyrus, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 70 horse power Frost Tubular Boiler, one 45 

horse power Frost Slide Valve Engine. In good con¬ 
dition, will sell cheap as we have changed to electric 
power. 
CENTERVILLE BRICK & CONSTRUCTION CO. 

Centerville, Iowa 

WANTED. 
An experienced and competent brickmaker to 

take charge of soft mud plant near Cincinnati. 
State experience, references and wages expected. 

GENERAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO. 
24 State St., New York. 

BRICK PLANT FOR SALE. 
Splendid Chance for Contractor. 

One of the finest, most modern brick plants for 
sale in southern part of Central Illinois. Live 
growing city, good prices, making money. Dry 
press, built in 1904. Best of reasons for selling. 
Price $25,000, if taken at once. Address 

ILLINOIS, care Clay Record. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Wanted, position as foreman or manager of a 

Dry Press Brick Plant of not less than 20,000 brick 
per day. A number of years experience. Address 

ELLIS, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
A good second hand 

E. M. Freese & Co., 
Brick and Tile Machine. 

Address E. R. K., Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE 
The Newport brick and Tile plant at Newport, 

Indiana. Address 
JOHN RICHARDSON, Receiver. 

MACHINERY FOR SALE. 
One 4-mold Simpson Dry Press. One Steadman 

Pulverizer. All size boilers and engines from 30h.p. 
up. Send for list. 

MERTES MACHINERY CO. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Position as manager of brick or tile plant, by an 

experienced man. Can build a complete up-to-date 
plant and operate it successfully. Address 

UP-TO-DATE, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 8 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections, 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. C. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines. from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1732 Powers St.. Cincinnati, Ohio. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 808, Williamsport, Pa. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery In first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

FOR SALE. 
81-Acre tract of land located in Central Iowa. The 

finest kind of clay underlaid with coal. Two roads 
running up to the line of property. 

ARTHUR H. LIBBY, 
233 Railway Exchange Bldg., Chicago. 

FOR SALE 
One Fate & Co. Brick and Tile Machine, “D” size. 
One Fate & Co. Automatic Tile Cut-Off Table. 
One Fate & Co. Side-Cut Lubricating Die. 
One Fate & Co. Brick Cut-Off Table, pallet de¬ 

livery. 
Fire Kiln Bands for 22-foot kiln. 

J. C. LANTZ & SON, 
Mansfield, Ohio. 

PALLETS WANTED. 
Wanted 3500 all steel foot pallets, 86 in. long by 

10^4 in. wlue by high. State gauge of steel, width 
of foot and general details. 

FAYETTE FIRE BRICK CO. 
Uniontown, Pa. 
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A REPORT OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH AN¬ 

NUAL MEETING OF THE ILLINOIS 

CLAYWORKERS' ASSOCIATION. 

FOURTH SESSION 

The fourth and final session of the twenty-eighth annual meeting 
of the Illinois Clayworkers’ Association, at Elks’ Auditorium, Cham¬ 
paign, President John W. Stipes in the chair, was called to order 
at .10:30 o’clock Thursday morning, January 25th, 1906. 

President Stipe's: Gentlemen—We will open the meeting this 
morning with a paper on “The Advantages of Brick Pavements,” 
by Professor Ira 0. Baker, professor of civil engineering, University 
of Illinois, and author of a treatise on roads and pavements. 

Professor Baker: Mr. President and Gentlemen—I am just a 
little bit embarrassed, because the paper I have in my pocket does not 
have the same heading as the title that was announced. Some 
way, we “slipped a cog.” 

I suppose brickmakers are" always ready to hear discussion on 
the question of brick pavements, and perhaps the matter got upon 
the program because some of you thought, or believed, or knew, that 
I did write on The Brick Pavement. If I did, I don’t know that 
I could say anything new to you or to anyone that I had not stated 
before. I know, however, that the brick pavement has a very large 
field, and assuredly for the smaller cities, perhaps, it is the only 
pavement available. Another item on the program, a little further 
down, will give people who desire to, an opportunity to air their 
views on the merits of the brick pavement as compared with those of 
some other kind of pavement. 

I was once in court where they were hearing objections to a 
pavement—and for the present it don’t much matter what kind of 
pavement it was—and I was astonished at what seemed to me a lack 
of comprehension on the part of the lawyers and even the wit¬ 
nesses, of the grounds upon which we should depend in the allot¬ 
ment of the cost of a pavement; and it occurred to me at that time 
that it would be well to carefully study the advantages of a pave¬ 
ment with a view to having the public understand those advantages— 
the advantages accruing to the public and those that accrue to the 
abutting property holder—in order that the public and the property 
owner may understand the cost of the pavement, and what propor¬ 
tion of the cost should be allotted to the public and the property 
owner, respectively. With that object in view, I have prepared 
this paper, thinking that perhaps the members of this association 
are interested at times in promoting the construction of pavements. 

I suppose, of course, you are most interested in the construction of 
brick pavements; but the proposition is a general one and applies 

to other forms of pavement as well—The Advantages of Effective 
Pavements. 

BENEFITS OF PAVEMENTS 

The writer was present once in court when testimony was being 
taken for and against the construction of a particular pavement, 
and was greatly surprised at the seemingly imperfect comprehen¬ 
sion by both the attorneys and presumably expert witnesses of the 
available arguments. As far as the writer has observed, there is 
no discussion of this subject in print, except a brief article by the 
writer of this. Doubtless a considerable number of the members 
of this association are interested in the extension of pavements, 
and may therefore be interested in a general statement of the bene¬ 
fits to be derived from pavements. The effect of pavements upon 
city life is so important that no enumeration is likely to include all 
of the benefits; but nevertheless it may be of value to enumerate 
some of the more important of the benefits resulting from the 
construction of pavements. Further, since the chief, if not the 
sole objection to a pavement is its cost or the manner of assessing 
this cost, we will in considering the benefits also incidentally in¬ 
quire how each particular benefit affects the equitable distribution 
of the cost. We will first consider those benefits which chiefly 
accrue to the abutting property, and later those accruing chiefly to 
the city at large. 

Benefits of Pavements. 

1. A pavement establishes a permanent grade, which is a matter 
of importance to the abutting property when other improvements 
are to be made. Of course, the objector can claim that a grade 
can be officially established before the construction of any pavement 
is even contemplated; but it is sufficient to answer that it is seldom, 
if ever, done, and further that in some cases at least, the grade 
should not be established until the kind of pavement has been de¬ 
cided upon. The benefit of an established grade accrues wholly 
to the abutting property. 

2. A pavement adds to the appearance of the street by giving a 
uniform surface instead of the irregular one of an unpaved street. 
Citizens spend money to improve the exterior appearance of their 
houses and to beautify their lawns; and why not also spend some¬ 
thing to improve the appearance of the street in front of the 
property? A lot facing good houses and well-kept lawns always 
sells for more, than one having a less pleasing outlook, and a good 
pavement improves the outlook from any property. However, 
the writer is not trying to prove that this element of value exists, 
but is trying to show that the pavement creates a part of this 
value. This benefit accrues chiefly or wholly to the abutting 
property. 

3. A pavement increases cleanliness, since a paved street is less 
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dusty in a dry time and less muddy in a wet time than an unpaved 

street. Of course, an illy kept pavement is untidy, but even then 

.a paved street is always more cleanly than an unpaved one; and 

further, a pavement may be kept perfectly clean, while an unpaved 

street cannot be kept clean under the most favorable conditions 

and with the utmost care. This benefit accrues wholly to the 

abutting property. 

4. A pavement increases the healthfulness of the neighborhood 

by preventing holes filled with mud and filth. Since the recogni¬ 

tion of the mosquito as an agent in the dissemination of contagion, 

this is, in some localities at least, an important consideration. This 

benefit affects chiefly to the abutting property, but it also extends 

to the entire neighborhood and possibly to the whole city. 

5. Pavements, or rather good pavements, lessen the tractive 

power and decrease the cost of transportation, either by increasing 

the size of the load or by decreasing the time required for a trip. 

This benefit accrues chiefly, or rather directly, to those using the 

pavements; but in the long run it will, through the effect of com¬ 

petition, be distributed to those residing on the abutting property, 

and also to those residing in the neighborhood of the pavement, 

and even to the whole city, for a decrease in the cost of doing 

■business benefits the whole city. 

6. Pavements increase fire protection by facilitating the trans¬ 

portation of fire apparatus. This benefit may at any time save 

to an abuting property holder the entire cost of his pavement, and 

this benefit may even reach to adjacent unpaved streets. 

7. Pavements permit pleasure driving at all seasons of the year, 

and facilitate social intercourse. This may be regarded as one 

of the luxuries of a pavement, and its importance will be valued 

very differently by different people, according to their appreciation 

of luxuries or their ability to pay for them. 

8. Pavements allow the use of bvicycles, which furnish cheap 

transportation and healthful recreation to many. In a few cities 

at least bicycle paths have been constructed on the sides of unpaved 

streets, which shows that the bicycle travel was sufficient to justify 

a considerable expense for its accommodation. 

It is impossible to assign a money value to each of the preceding 

eight benefits of pavements, for each will vary with the local 

situation and with the judgment and the financial ability of each 

individual. Many affairs in life are too complicated to be expressed 

in arithmetical terms, and the benefit to accrue from the construc¬ 

tion of a pavement is certainly one of them. There is one thing 

in this collection that is frequently overlooked, viz.; that the bene¬ 

fits of a pavement are enjoyed every day for several years—at least 

•during the life of the pavement—while the payment is made on 

only one day annually for five or ten years. 

In discussions of this character, more particularly those relating 

to the advantages of hard roads, it is frequently assumed that the 

consequent increase in the value of the abutting property is to be 

counted as one of the benefits of the improvement; but the real 

fact is that the increase in value is only the measure of difference 

between the benefits and the damages due to the improvement, and 

therefore ought not to be included with the others as one of the 

benefits. Further, the increase in value of the property is of no 

advantage unless it is to be sold. There is a certain satisfaction 

in knowing that the house in which we live has increased in value 

since we built it; but when the tax assessor comes around, we are 

not so ready to congratulate ourselves upon the advance in price 

x>f our property. 

Disadvantages of Pavements. 

It is usual to think that the Only disadvantage of a pavement is 

its cost, but a moment’s reflection will show that there are some 

other real disadvantages. This being the case, it is the part of 

wisdom and also good business policy to give them consideration. 

Except cost, there are but two objections to pavements, noise 

and dust. 

The paving of a particular street may attract travel from adja¬ 

cent unpaved streets, and thus convert a comparatively clean and 

quiet street into a decidedly noisy and dirty thoroughfare, in which 

case it is conceivable that the pavement might be of more detri¬ 

ment than benefit to the abutting property. Doubtless this is an 

extreme case, but nevertheless it does sometimes occur, and the 

failure to recognize the condition has causd confusion and increased 

the difficulties of securing the pavement. 

Apportionment of the Cost. 

There is much discussion as to who in equity should bear the 

cost of the pavement. There are three distinct views. 

1. A few claim that as they own neither a horse nor a vehicle 

and do not use the pavement, they should not be required to pay 

for it. Although a resident may not travel upon the pavement, it 

is used by those who serve him; and a pavement confers other 

benefits besides those relating to transportation, as has been stated. 

As a matter of administration, it is entirely impracticable to dis¬ 

tribute the expense according to the use made of the pavement. 

2. Others claim that the pavement is for the benefit of the 

general public of the city at large, and hence the abutting property 

should pay no more than that in other parts of the city. This claim 

ignores the fact that the abutting property secures a distinct benefit 

for which it should be required to pay. Laying at least part of the 

cost upon the property tends to discourage a demand for lavish 

expenditures for unnecessary improvements, that possibly might be 

insisted upon if the city contributed the entire cost. 

3. Many hold that the benefits accrue only to the abutting 

property, apd that therefore the owner of the abutting property 

should bear the entire cost. This claim disregards the fact that the 

pavement is for the use of the general public, and that it benefits 

all the people and all those having business interests in the city. 

An improvement in any part of the city is an indirect benefit to the 

city as a whole. In excuse of this method of assessing the cost, it 

is sometimes claimed that, although the pavement confers a general 

benefit, the inequality will be compensated when all the streets are 

paved. The answer is that all the streets mav never be paved, and 

besides, traffic naturally concentrates on certain lines and nearly 

ignores certain others, and therefore some pavements will require 

much more care and expense than others. Further, there should 

be no objection to letting every property holder pay a part of his 

ultimate share as the work progresses, instead of paying it in a 

lump sum when the street in front of his own property is paveu. 

Usually either the second or third method or a combination 

of them obtains; that is to say, the entire cost of the pavement is 

assessed against the city at large or wholly against the abutting 

property, or the cost is divided between these two. Apparently the 

latter is the more equitable. As a rule the eastern 'and southern 

cities pay a larger proportion of the cost of pavements than do 

the western. This difference in practice is probably due chiefly to 

the limited revenues of new cities and to the many demands upon 

the general tax for the numerous and varied necessities of rapidly 

growing municipalities; consequently the cost of pavements, im¬ 

provements having a definite local benefit, have been charged to 

the abutting property. It is equitable and just that the cost should 

be borne jointly by the private property and the city at large, 

since then the cost falls upon both interests which directly profit 

by the improvement, and neither receive a substantial benefit with¬ 

out sharing in its cost. 

Ordinarily the proportion of the expense to be boyne by the 

municipality and by the private property is determined wholly 

by financial considerations or usage, and is made uniform over 

the entire city, while equity and justice demand that a dis¬ 

tinction should be made depending upon the character of the 

traffic. The interests of the general public in a street vary greatly 

between a residence street, a business street, and a general thor¬ 

oughfare. To pave the first the public should pay only a small 

share, say, 20 to 30 per cent.; for the second, say 40 or 50 per cent., 

and for the third 60 or 75 per cent. Some such variation in the 

proportion to be borne by the two interests finds further justifica¬ 

tion in the fact that if the street becomes a general thoroughfare 
some of the benefits usually assumed as accruing to the abutting 
property may be nullified by the noise and dirt, as previously 
explained. 
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The preceding somewhat elementary principles have been pre¬ 

sented with the belief that a clear understanding of them by those 

seeking to promote paving improvements will facilitate the work 

and aid in securing equity and justice. Of course, it is useless to 

expect that in such matters there will be no opposition, or conflict 

of opinion, or diversity of interest, but a fair recognition of the 

principles involved is necessary to an equitable adjustment. 

Dr. Converse: This subject is well worthy of discussion; and I 

want to say to Professor Baker, and to the rest of us, that he has 

just made the fairest presentation of the paving question that I have 

ever heard. (Applause). It is the fairest to all concerned. I am 

not sure but that he ought to have been a lawyer instead of a plain 

professor. (Laughter). But he is perfectly fair and unpreju¬ 

diced in all directions and from every standpoint. No one reading 

that paper can well reach other than a right conclusion upon what 

is necessary and proper in the laying of all pavements. 

I don’t know of any phase of the paper that I would be disposed 

to criticise. I listened to it attentively, was pleased with it, pleased 

with the argument. It seems to me that any individual disposed to 

be in any way public-spirited, could get views and information from 

the perusal of that paper which would serve to enlighten him fully 

upon what his duties, obligations and privileges are with respect to 

the laying of pavements on the public streets. 

I have not another word to say concerning this paper. 

D. E. Morey, (Ottumwa, la.) : I can but repeat what has been 

already said. The paper is about as fair an exposition of the 

matter as I have ever heard. 

There is a general misunderstanding of those things that the 

paper treats of, and when paving questions come up, the owners of 

the property to be benefited, who are the fellows who ought to 

pay for the pavement, have all kinds of excuses and reasons to urge 

why they should not be called on to pay anything. An even and 

equitable distribution of the cost of the pavement, without the 

friction resulting from resistance on the part of those who are bene¬ 

fited and long drawn out contests in the courts, would make it 

cheaper for everybody. 

Professor Talbot: Mr. President—Perhaps I might add to this, 

as I think it is a topic in which brick manufacturers ought to be 

better versed in order to be able to put before the people a wider 

knowledge of the real foundation for the pavement assessment. 

Another reason for the difference in practice between the cities 

of the Middle West and those of the East and South as to distribu¬ 

tion of the cost of pavements between the city and abutting property 

owners is that the requirements of the state constitutions of these 

states of the Middle West make a limitation in the amount of tax 

which can be raised for civil purposes, and the amount of bonds or 

other indebtedness which the cities may have or assume, which is 

not common in the older states of the East and South, and that 

has resulted in the use of that special form of taxation called 

“Special Assessment” by means of which they can secure the 

amount necessary for the construction of the improvement or pave¬ 

ment. 
So far as the matter of benefits as discussed and adjudicated in 

the courts is concerned, the courts have the practical rule that the 

increase in the value of property is the actual measure of whether 

the tax-payer is or is not benefited more than the amount of the 

assessment or the cost of the improvement; and while we may 

put it on some other basis, it comes back actually to that in their 

treatment of these cases; so that in the presentation of these mat¬ 

ters before the courts it is quite desirable to show that there has 

been this benefit through the rise in the value of the property. Now, 

the ordinary custom among lawyers on the one side is to get all 

the people who will say that the pavement is no good, that it will 

not benefit the property, while the other side brings in an equal 

number or perhaps more people who will say that the pavement is 

the finest thing in the world. 
Now, that, it has always seemed to me is not a very good basis 

for the making or levying of special assessments, and the courts 

ought to permit the introduction in their proceedings, and give to 

them their proper weight of influence, the real reasons for the con¬ 

struction of such a pavement, such as have been given this morning 

by Professor Baker; but usually they will not permit this presen¬ 

tation. I remember being on the witness stand once in a matter 

of this kind when the attorney would not allow me to give any 

reasons why the property was benefited; so he did not ask me 

that on examination. I had, however, a good opportunity to and 

did, on the direct examination give the increase in the value which 

I thought would accrue to this property, and about the first question 

on cross-examination was how I came to that conclusion,—what I 

had based it upon; and that was just what I wanted, and I told 

them that the increase in the market value of the property was due 

to these advantages arising from the presence of the pavement and 

I started to tell just those things that have been presented in 

this paper; but I was stopped short by the attorney who didn’t 

want that; but I thought I had to answer the question in all fairness 

to myself and to those by whom I had been summoned to testify, 

and finally appealed to the court to be given the right to complete 

my answer. Some little discussion between the lawyers followed, 

and then the stenographer was called on to read the question and 

answer as far as it had been made, and the court ruled that I had 

a right to complete my answer; and I did go ahead then and give 

the reasons why I felt that this piece of property would have an in¬ 

creased valuation as due to this improvement. And it seems to me 

that that ought to be permitted in such cases. 

Perhaps one other advantage could or might be added to those 

that have been given, and perhaps is already included in the propo¬ 

sition laid down, that the construction of a pavement does tend to 

fix the character of a street: It is this, that by improving the char¬ 

acter of a street with a pavement of a high order of material and 

construction, it is lifted or raised from the level it has formerly 

or ordinarily occupied. But the owner of a lot too often ignoring 

possibilities and disregarding the future, instead of constructing a 

good, high-class improvement or pavement proceeds on the assump¬ 

tion that the street will always continue upon the same line and 

level it has always been, completing the improvement with that 

expectation. At any rate, if he should have the enterprise, ambition 

and spirit to install a pavement of the best material of brick laid 

after the best methods in vogue, it will prove one strong evidence 

to him of one of the most potent agencies in fixing the character 

of the street it should necessarily be. 

Dr. Converse: Pardon me, gentlemen, I want to allude to 

a phase of the question suggested by Professor Talbot that I don’t 

believe Professor Baker touched upon,—but I am not sure but what 

he did. There is a value that comes to every property before which 

a properly constructed pavement is laid, arising from benefits far in 

excess of the cost of the pavement, and these lie in—and you may 

think it a little finely spun—the aesthetic qualities of a paved 

street. The elder Vanderbilt, when in control of the Hudson River 

Railroad, got it into his head that his men were spending a good 

deal of unnecessary time in polishing up the brass on their engines, 

and so he had a lot of new engines turned out in plain black, devoid 

of all suggestion of brass ornamentation, but with all the capabili¬ 

ties for service as good engines, and he said that he soon found out 

his mistake. He said that he had given them an engine in which 

they took no pride. Now, gentlemen, pride may be something 

which many good people ignore, but I want to tell you, there is a 

great deal in it. The men and women who have a degree of pride 

take better care of their bodies, there is no question about it; in 

regard to their household, they take better care of their property and 

surrounding, they have better houses, and those houses are better 

cared for, and the results arising are seen in greater affluence of 

belongings and of pocket. You give a man an old “plug” of a horse, 

and he will get all he can out of him, never undertaking to make his 

coat shine, or to put a little more meat on his bones. But let 

him have a better looking, more attractive animal, and, you know, 

he will get more service out of that horse on account of the extra 

care he bestows upon him, and a man will get more out of any house 

or piece of property he may have on account of the care given to it— 
he will get more real enjoyment from his home; so that I really 
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think that the aesthetic value attaching to property properly supplied 

with good pavements, which Professor Talbot has alluded to, is one 

which is entitled to all prominency. Take a street that has had no 

pavement, and put a pavement upon it, and I venture to say that 

fifty per cent more fixing up will take place along that street than 

ever was before; and with that, you will see the houses improve 

inside and out, and with that improvement you begin to see the 

children better cared for and better educated, and there is no limit 

to where the influences for good are going to stop. It is one of 

the little things we look upon as a luxury and, after all, what are 

we when brought down to the bare necessities of life? We can get 

along pretty cheaply, and some there are who have that sort of an 

idea of living; but these little things that serve to polish up a man 

and that lead him to another and higher order of things are what add 

to the mind and make life worth living. (Applause.) 

B. F. Roberts (Des Moines, la.) : A “plug” horse is like a 

vacant lot in a city where there is no pavement—it has no real, 

set commercial value. If a man wants to build a home, nine times 

out of ten, he will inquire as to facilities of gas, water and pave¬ 

ment, and you couldn’t give him a lot out where there is not either 

or all three of them. Now, in the small cities (and I have lived 

in one), the hardest knocks come when you are getting the first 

three or four squares of pavement in; after that, they see the benefit 

of a pavement, and now, in the town to which I have special refer¬ 

ence, with a population of eight thousand people, they have several 

miles of paving. Now, on the other hand, I remember in a little 

town in Clay County, the farmers, when they first got out that peti¬ 

tion for a pavement, fought it with all their might; but, after hard 

labor, it was carried. The pavement was put in—that was not a 

pavement such as you see in a city, but a sort of a graveled road 

merely; but now there is hardly a cross-roads in the whole county 

that has not graveled pavements—just a matter of graveled roads. 

And whether it is in the city or the country, graveled roads, or 

brick or stone pavements, there will be found people to fight it. 

And it never stops, but goes right on. 

President Stipes: Unfortunately, I see that Mr. Blair and Mr. 

Butterworth, and some of these paving brick men, have deserted 

us this morning. 

The next thing, gentlemen, is general discussion on the subject 

of Paving Brick versus Asphaltum. Now, there is a chance for 

every one of you to gallantly defend paving brick. Mr. Barr. 

C. C. Barr: I don’t feel equal to assailing the asphalt side of the 

paving question today; but I suppose I ought to do it. I don’t 

know how, though, and I guess I will not attempt it. 

Professor Baker: I have no speech in my pocket this time. 

I don’t know but I might say that I have considered this question 

a number of times, because I get a considerable number of letters 

asking about the relative merits of these different pavements, and 

I had anxiously and somewhat naturally looked forward to the 

discussion of the subject here for further enlightenment or sug¬ 

gestions upon the subject. Those questions came from the smaller 

cities, and I have generally answered that the brick was a good deal 

more profitable for paving in a small city than the asphalt, partly 

because a large part of the construction of the brick pavement can 

be done by the unskilled labor resident in the city, and partly 

because brick is more permanent and more durable; or, to put it the 

other way, because asphalt is unsuitable for our smaller cities, be¬ 

cause a paved street is apt to be flanked by the numerous naked and 

unpaved streets and alleys and the virgin country roads from 

which the mud is conveyed to the surface of the pavement, where it 

sticks and accumulates; and as everyone knows who knows any¬ 

thing of asphalt, mud is very deleterious to it and causes it to rot, 

disintegrate and crumble away; and for these reasops asphalt is 

particularly unfavorable as a paving material in the smaller cities 

in a section of the country where the soil is of a nature that it forms 

a sticky mud at certain seasons. 

Further, it seems to me, as between the small city and the large 

city, there is a decided disadvantage against asphalt, in that at the 

best asphalt must be frequently repaired and re-repaired, and to 

repair it requires a skilled set of men with an elaborate outfit, and 

in a small city there is not any likelihood of there being enough 

asphalt pavement to justify the establishment and maintenance of 

an outfit or the employment of the separate labor to care for it; and, 

consequently, if a small portion of asphalt pavement were to be laid 

in a city it would rapidly deteriorate for lack of care which it can 

have in a larger city. So, that it seems to me that those two reasons 

are quite important as favoring brick rather than asphalt in the 

smaller cities. 

Now, when it comes to the question of cost, that is a matter that 

can hardly be discussed. In general, though, I think it can be 

said of almost any city in Illinois that the brick pavement will 

cost less per square yard than the companies laying the asphalt 

pavement will likely charge. I do not know that I know or you 

know just what a fair cost for'the asphalt pavement is, and we can 

only judge by the prices they do charge. It is true that for the 

sake of getting the asphalt into a city, the companies will put it 

down very cheaply; but, in the long run, we have to pay, eventually, 

in the small cities about what they have to pay in all the cities, and 

that price is more than for the brick pavement; and after the pave¬ 

ment is laid, it will deteriorate for the reasons stated. It seems 

to me, therefore, that there is a very decided advantage in favor of 

brick for paving even in considerably sized cities. (Applause.) 

J. M Mamer: I am not a manufacturer of paving brick, but 

still I take a great deal of interest in pavements. When I was in 

Buffalo, during the exposition there, (and I had heard so much 

about Buffalo being the finest paved city in the United States) I 

noticed that there were enough holes in the asphalt pavements to 

pretty near bury half the horses that traveled over them. Take 

some of our southern cities, on the other hand, as New Orleans, 

Mobile, San Antonio and those places, asphalt seems to stand much 

better. Whether the action of the frost affects the pavement in the 

northern cities, or what it is, is a question—but that is the conclusion 

I have come to. Have you, in experimentation or otherwise, ever 

discovered that the frosts are naturally the destructive agencies 

that act upon asphalt? 

Professor Baker: I judge it is not a question of the frost. 

It would be a little difficult to tell just what it is. Whenever you 

come to the question of a number of pavements of different kinds, 

in order to make conditions upon which you can base a fair judg¬ 

ment, account should be taken of the degree of care it receives 

and the amount of traffic that goes over it; also the care that has 

been bestowed upon the laying of the pavement—in some cases of 

course more care being used than in others, which is true of all 

work. And right here is another argument in favor of the brick 

pavement, that even a layman may tell more nearly whether the 

brick pavement has been well laid than he can in’ the case of the 

pavement of asphalt. There is scarcely anybody except those em¬ 

ployed by the companies laying the asphalt pavement can tell whether 

the asphalt is being laid properly or not, or whether the material is 

good or not; and even many of those employed by the companies 

are unable to tell definitely. 

Then, there is one mixture of asphalt for the southern cities, and 

another for the cities of the North—graded m this manner so its 

resisting qualities will be adjusted to the degree of heat and changes 

and extremes of heat and cold it will have to encounter; and no 

one who has not a scientific knowledge of the subject, and an 

equipment of thermometrical apparatus to adjust the degree of heat 

at which the various asphaltum ingredients should be mixed, is 

capable of properly laying an asphalt pavement anywhere; so that 

very often the men themselves who lay the pavement may fail to 

get all the conditions at their proper pitch, to harmonize, as it 

were, and so the pavement may after all fail of its best results. 

Mr. Mamer: There is a bed of asphalt rock out west of San 

Antonio. They dig up this rock, and crush the asphalt out of 

it, and obtain an excellent pavement. And there was a street in 

Houston that was paved with this residue, the residue of crushed 

rock that was left after the extraction of the asphalt. When I was 

there, this was an elegant street. The pavement was a first-class 
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one. I don’t know how long it had been down, but it certainly made 

a pretty nice street. It is the only place I know of where they had 

that kind of pavement. 

Professor Baker: Asphalt pavements are of two classes, natural 

asphalt and artificial asphalt. The natural asphalt pavement may 

be described in this way: There is in nature a limestone rock 

that is saturated with asphalt. There are great beds of this rock 

at different places on the face of our earth. This rock is taken 

from the beds, crushed, heated, and while hot, rolled into flakes 

under pressure. That is the natural asphalt pavement, and is the 

form of pavement used in Europe. 

Now, the artificial asphalt pavement is when you go to the asphalt 

mine, several of which are found in South America and the islands 

of the West Indies, from which asphalt, a substance like tar, is 

extracted or taken. As taken from the mine it may be too thick, 

usually is, and must be thinned down, and the quality of the pave¬ 

ment depends greatly upon the material used in this thinning pro¬ 

cess ; and this admixture of other material may be at too high or too 

low a temperature, either of which may result in a poor pavement; 

and quite a variety of conditions may arise in the processes of prep¬ 

aration, all having more or less bearing on the quality of the pave¬ 

ment and its wearing capacity, and the degree of service that may 

be had out of it. 

The probabilities are that the pavements that have been referred to 

in these southern cities are the natural asphalt pavements. Most of 

the pavements in this country, however, are of the artificial variety. 

The consensus of opinion and the final verdict were decidedly for 

the brick pavement over all other kinds, and the discussion naturally 

entered and centered for quite a space of time upon the next topic 

on the program, “What Is the Best Method of Laying the Brick 

at Street Intersections?” Professor Baker advocated the “Herring- 

Bone” form of laying at intersections, as best adapted to stand the 

wear and tear of travel there. 

Then followed discussion on the relative merits of the different 

kinds of fillers used in the laying of brick pavements, advocates of 

sand and cement, respectively, urging their claims with about equal 

tenacity. The questions of what should be used for expansion 

joints, what distance apart and how thick received attention in this 

connection. Mr. Hammerschmidt advocated cement as the best 

filler, and had no opponents. 

President Stipes: Gentlemen, one paper here, that was omitted 

yesterday, is upon “The Requirements of a Drain Tile Plant,” by 

J. M. Powell, of Brooklyn, Ind. Mr. Powell has requested Mr. de 

Joannis to read this paper. 

Mr. de Joannis: Mr. President, and gentlemen of the con¬ 

vention : Before I read this paper, as the time is getting short, 

I will have to avail myself of the opportunity right here to speak 

of something which should have been taken up and attended to 

yesterday by the Association, but which was not.—that is, the sub¬ 

ject of raising the necessary funds to meet the expenses of the 

Legislative Committee; so I have here several lists headed “To 

Members of the Association,” prepared with a view to your subscrib¬ 

ing for some contribution—nobody is allowed to put himself down 

for more than $5.00, or, rather, nobody is expected to put himself 

down for more—and so on as the subscribing member may feel 

disposed, down to even $1.00, in other words, from $1.00 upwards. 

After the paper is read, these lists will be passed around to you, 

and they will be stubbed properly. 

There is no doubt at all that this committee’s hands will have to 

be strengthened. We are now reaping the benefit of their work, 

and I think you will all agree with me that these benefits justify 

us in taking action such as will relieve the committee, as far as 

may be, from embarrassment for means to meet expenses absolutely 

necessary. Put your name down for whatever sum you like, and 

we will find means of placing lists in the hands of the members 

who do not now happen to be here. In this way we will be able 

to have that Legislative Committee fund, and our committee can 

work without having to go and borrow money to meet their wants 

in the meantime. 

THE REQUIREMENTS OF A MODERN DRAIN TILE 

PLANT. 

The first requirement is a good clay or shale. I say good be¬ 

cause good tile, like good brick, are made from good material. The 

shale or clay bank should be one that is thoroughly adapted to the 

material to be manufactured, whether it be tile, sewer pipe or 

brick. The clay most suitable for drain tile is one that will burn 

very red, and yet be very hard and tough, without discoloration 

caused from hard burning or other conditions in the kiln that gives 

a non-uniform appearance to the tile. Red tile are generally liked 

best. A good drain tile clay should be one that will shrink as 

little as possible in drying and burning, as tile made from clay 

with little shrinkage will not crack in drying, will hold their shape 

better in burning and always remain rounder than those that 

shrink more. The clay that we are using at Brooklyn shrinks less 

than five-eighths of an inch to the foot when burned to partial 

vitrification. Further, a good shale bank is one that is uniform 

throughout in texture, each stratum burning about the same color 

with an even shrinkage, also one that lies above the water level 

and that can be drained without pumping. A good clay or shale 

bank is not easily found. I you should start to find a good clay 

bank and should succeed in finding one that you think would do, 

when you attempt to buy it and the owner finds that you want to 

build a tile or brick plant, that particular piece of land usually be¬ 

comes very valuable notwithstanding it may be listed for taxation 

at $10.00 per acre. 

Second, as to the cheapest and best way of digging and haul¬ 

ing the clay to the plant. 

Shales are usually dug by blasting, then shovelling to the car and 

although this is probably the cheapest in small plants, steam shovels 

are preferable where the quantity of clay used will justify its opera¬ 

tion. The clay may be hauled in cars pulled by a winding drum 

and wire cable but I think an electric haulage would be preferable 

at plants where power may be had and where the grade is not too 

great. The car may be started from the bank by simply setting 

it in motion and traveling the distance to the plant and back again 

without an attendant, except to dump the car, thus saving the ex¬ 

pense of a man to operate the winding drum. 

Third. The clay car should enter the building at the second 

story so as to have it as far above the dry pan as possible and 

should be arranged to dump either to right or left. The clay bin 

should be at least 16x20x12 ft. Through the center of the clay 

bin, and just beneath the floor, place a belt conveyor across which 

a false floor or loose boards should be laid. By removing these 

boards when the bin is full, or partly so, the clay will roll to the 

elevator by its own weight, the elevator carrying it to the dry pan. 

With this arrangement one man can grind as much clay as three 

men could shovel. Then the work is easy for them and he is al¬ 

ways better satisfied. A satisfied employe is always the best man. 

Fourth. From the dry pan the clay is elevated in a bucket ele¬ 

vator to the top of the third floor and there passed to some good 

screen. The clay should be screened fine for drain tile. From 

the screen the clay should fall into a large storage bin something 

like 16x30x15 ft. A bin of this size will hold clay enough for two 

or more days’ run. It pays to have plenty of clay in the shed 

for a rainy day. Beneath the floor of this bin may be placed a 

heavy sprocket chain driven from the lower end of the bucket ele¬ 

vator, so that when the elevator stops, the chain will stop. The 

purpose of this chain is to drag the ground clay into the elevator 

boot. A false floor is laid over the trough in which this sprocket 

chain runs. By removing portions of this false floor, the clay flows 

on to the sprocket chain and is carried to the elevator, and will 

require but little attention. One of the advantages of this plan is 

that of using a gate, which gages the stream of clay to the re¬ 

quired amount. 

Fifth. The clay next passes to the pugmill. This is an im- 
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portant stage of the manufacture. The pugmill should be large 

and heavy so that the clay may be thoroughly and uniformly 

mixed. The pugmill should be located on the third floor so that 

the prepared clay can be passed through shoots to the tile mill 

or steam press, as it is best to make the larger size tile on a press. 

The shoots should be so arranged that the press and mill can 

be run at the same time or separately. This may be done by a 

little gate or switch at the end of the pugmill. It is best to put 

the heaviest and best machinery that it is possible to get as the 

best is none too good. 

Sixth. A steam boiler and engine should be of the best, as well 

as all other machinery and appliances that are used. 

Seventh. The tile should be handled as little as possible while 

in their green state; therefore, we have arranged to dry our tile 

on cars and tunnel driers. The cars are 4x8 ft. The tile are set 

on the cars two deep, the large tile being one length set on pal¬ 

lets. The drier cars are carried on a transfer car to the tunnel 

drier and pass through the drier in two days, which will dry them 

thoroughly. From here the cars are again placed on a transfer 

car and carried to a track that leads to the entrance of each 

kiln. From here they are carried by a special truck to the interior 

and the dry tile are set in the kiln and the drier cars return again 

to the press. We cannot say that this plan is particularly new 

or modern, it having been borrowed from the brickmaker but it 

does save two handlings of the tile just at a time when they are 

most liable to damage. 

Eighth. As to the kilns, there are many kinds in use, a 

round down-draft being the most used. We are using the Young- 

ren continuous kiln, having 12 chambers, 16x30 ft., and set our tile 

12 ft. high. Some of the advantages of the continuous kiln are: 

first, that the fuel is used at one place. The coal is wheeled and 

dumped into the gas producer, which is located at one end of the 

kiln and here it is made into gas and carried by a flue to all the 

12 chambers and admitted into them as required. It is very easy 

to operate. The gas is under perfect control of the firemen. The 

kiln is so built that the whole fire line is always in view. The 

kiln is entirely covered by roof, also the setting and draining gang 

are under shelter while at work. While the first cost of the kiln 

is more, it is a great pleasure to have the plant neat and compact 

where it can always be kept clean, there being no coal and cinders 

except at the one place, namely the producer. Then it is possi¬ 

ble to have good concrete runs over which the tile may be carried 

to the cars. The continuous kiln may not be so modern, as I am 

told it has been in use for many years in Europe, but in this 

country it is comparatively new. However, I think it is here to 

stay for it burns the ware all right, more uniformly than any other 

kiln that I have ever seen. As before stated, the first cost is, of 

course, considerably more but there is a saving in fuel and it is 

easier to operate, cleaner and more compact. When we began 

building this plant and it became known that we were to build the 

continuous kiln, some said, “Now, Powell, look out.” Others 

said that they would rather it was us than they; others told lit¬ 

tle stories of some adventurous men and how they failed; others 

wanted to know if it had ever been tried for tile. But we pro¬ 

ceeded to build both the kiln and the tunnel drier and we are not 

sorry. 

Ninth. We do not claim that our plant is particularly new of 

modern, but for one thing, we have tried to build it of the best 

material and as near fireproof as possible. We have also sought 

to make every move count; that is, to start the tile when made 

toward the market, keep on moving in that direction and yet 

handle it the fewest number of times and carry it the shortest 

distance. This we have accomplished in a large measure. 

President Stipes: Gentlemen, I believe we have hardly time to 

discuss this paper. I regard it as a very good one. 

The next in order is the report of the committee on resolutions. 

‘ • M. K » 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS. 

Whereas, this year it has been demonstrated that circumstances 

may conspire to prevent the holding of our convention at the time 

provided for in our by-laws, therefore be it 

Resolved, That such by-law be hereby rescinded, and that here¬ 

after we meet at the call of the executive committee. 

Whereas, the funds of the association do not warrant the expense 

of an official report, therefore be it 

Resolved, That the motion providing for an annual stenographic 

report of our proceedings by Miss A. Wallace be rescinded, and 

that hereafter the report be left to the efficient handling by the 

respective trade journals. 

Whereas, the twenty-eighth annual convention of this association 

has again met in Champaign, with a 20 per cent increase of mem¬ 

bership, and. 

Whereas, there is a marked improvement in the quality of the 

work done by this convention which will result in great benefit to 

the clayworkers of the state; and, 

Whereas, the hospitality enjoyed by us exceeded even that of last 

year, therefore be it 

Resolved, That the thanks of this association be accorded to 

our hosts of Champaign and Urbana, who have contributed so 

much to our mental development and enjoyment and our physical 

welfare. Among these we mention prominently the professors of 

the university, whose labors in our behalf we appreciate more and 

more each year: 

Resolved, That we convey our sense of appreciation to C. B. 

Hatch, “mine host of the Beardsley,” for his general good will 

toward the association, his well-ordered banquet, and his splendid 

orchestra as provided especially for our benefit and enjoyment. 

Resolved, That we sincerely appreciate the splendid work of our 

officers during the past year, culminating in this record-breaking 

convention. 

Resolved, That this association desires to express its deep sense 

of obliga*:on to the members of the legislative committee, and also 

Prof. C. W. Rolfe for their untiring efforts and self-sacrifice shown 

in their work of securing the passage of the bill which gave to 

Illinois a clayworking school. 
J. M. Mamer, 
Harry de Joannis, 
H. E. Shaw, 

Committee on Resolutions. 

Warren W. Ittner: Mr. President, I move for the adoption of 

the resolutions as read. 

T. A. Randall: I wish to say a word in regard to the pay 

of the stenographer. I think there has been some misapprehension 

here in this connection; I know there was last year. 

The matter of paying Miss Wallace for the stenographic report 

was not connived at either by herself or myself—we never connived 

at, never even suggested it. It was done by your own former secre¬ 

tary, as he understood it, as he desired it; and I repeat that neither 

Miss Wallace nor myself has ever asked for, intimated or suggested 

any action of that sort, and if when the matter was up last year, 

some one had suggested it and a similar resolution had been intro¬ 
duced, I should have favored it. 

I did object to an official of this organization doing what the 

organization itself had not authorized—any member or members of 

the organization violating the express order of the organization. I 

did not object to waiving the pay of the stenographer—did not 

require that at all—and I want to say here that not a penny of 

what was paid to Miss Wallace ever went to my firm directly or 

indirectly—that it went to her wholly and absolutely. I want the 

members to understand that the resolution in question I have no 

objection to whatever, being introduced as it is in a proper and 

business-like way, that is, in the general way. 

The other proposition was right along the same line. This organ¬ 

ization had a fixed date of meeting. No officer or officers of the 

Association had any authority whatever to change that day. Now, 
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that was not personal to me, had nothing to do with my personal 

convenience or my ability or inability to go to attend; I could not 

have gone to Iowa if the meeting had been called at the usual time, 

so that it is not a matter of personal feeling to me. This organ¬ 

ization is a business organization, and should be governed by its 

own actions which the officers have no authority to usurp. They 

have no authority to subvert or go contrary to the rules of the 

organization. There is a straightforward, frank and business-like 

way of doing things, to which I think these resolutions agree, and 
I second the motion for their adoption. 

Martin W. Lauer: Mr. President, I am a new member of 

this organization. This is the second meeting I have attended. I 

have attended meetings of a great many organizations. The only 

way in which we can judge of an organization, as to whether or 

not it is a business organization, is by ascertaining whether or not 

its actions and affairs are conducted along business lines, and this 

may be observed to the best advantage, perhaps by the new mem¬ 

bers who have just come in. And being here present as a new 

member, I want to testify that it is my firm belief and conviction 

that this organization has been conducted strictly along business 

lines; and I want to compliment the officers of last year and of¬ 

ficers of this year for the business-like manner in which they have 

conducted the affairs of the Association; I move for the adoption 
of thtir report. 

Harry de Joannis: I second the motion. 

President Stipes: Just a word here, in regard to the Executive 

Committee changing that date. You see, our date conflicted with 

that of the Iowa Association, that is, we were a little slow in 

getting at our date, and Iowa took it; and it being a little in¬ 

convenient for both organizations to meet at the same time, it 

was thought best to change our date to the next week. Previous to 

that, we had canvassed to see where we would hold the meeting, 

and had decided to come back to Champaign; then, when selecting 

the time, we came into collision with Iowa, and fixed upon the 

following week, to a date that we thought would give the machine 

men time to get here; and when the committee came here, it was 

found that the hall was already occupied for the time, and so we 

took the date nearest to the one we had selected before. I for one 

was ignorant of the existence of any law that we were stumbling 

over; and while grateful for the information in regard to legal tres¬ 

passing, and acknowledging our indebtedness to Mr. Randall for 

enlightenment on these points, I am glad it has turned out all 

right, and happy to have escaped with so slight a censure. 

It has been moved and seconded that the resolutions as read 

be adopted: All in favor of the motion will signify their assent by 

saying, “Aye;” contrary, “No.” Carried 

The report of the treasurer, Mr. William Hammerschmidt, was 
read by him as follows: 
i--- c^jsSeOlrsti* i1 

sa TREASURER’S REPORT. . 

Jan. io, 1905, balance on hand. 
Received by Secretary Hartwell in 1905. 
Jan. 25, dues for 1906. 

Disbursements. 
Stationery . 
Postage . 

$i87-33 

Badges . 
Programs, postal cards, blanks, etc. 
Expense in arranging meeting. 
Secretary’s fee . 119.46 

Balance on hand in February . 

Mr. Randall: I move for the adoption of this report, and that 

it be placed upon record. And I wish to say in this connection, with 

regard to the handling of the finances, and Mr. de Joannis’ prop¬ 

osition to hand around a subscription list, that I am opposed to 

subscription lists, and think that they ought not to be resorted to 

unnecessarily; and right here, again I will say that our business 

matters should be governed and carried on along business lines and 

business principles, instead of appealing to the generosity and good 

nature of individual members, trusting to them to go down into 

their pockets for the amount of a subscription. If our dues are not 

sufficient, I would advocate an increase in the amount of dues. I 

believe that to be the most rational way of going about it, and I 

make a motion that the matter be referred to a committee with 

instructions to report at the next convention, and in the meantime 

that the members of the executive committee be authorized to 

make any expenditures necessary. You can trust your executive 

committee; and I believe that to be the more rational and wiser 

course to take in that connection; or, appoint a committee to take 

up ways and means, see if the dues are sufficient, and if not, raise 
the dues. 

Mr. Lauer: Mr. President, I rise to a point of order. There 

is a motion before the house; that motion should be disposed of. 
After that, this can be taken up and disposed of. The motion that, 

I believe, is properly before the house, is that the report of the 

treasurer be adopted and placed on record. 

Mr. Randall: I beg pardon. I made the motion, I believe, and 

I thought some one had seconded it. 

Mr. Lauer. I move for the adoption of the report just read 

by the treasurer, and that it be placed on record. 

Motion seconded and carried. 

Mr. Randall: Now, I make that motion—that there be ap¬ 

pointed a committee on ways and means to canvass the question of 
raising funds, whether by increase of dues or otherwise, and that in 

the meantime the executive committee be authorized to defray any 

expenses necessary in this matter. 

C. C. Barr: I second that motion. 

J. M. Mamer: The executive committee ought to handle that— 

Mr. de Joannis: Let us hear from one of the executive com¬ 

mittee, as to whether there is any money. 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: We need money for the next meeting, 

of course. We should be put in position to go ahead with our 

next meeting, if we want to force this appropriation; and we 

want to be there from the first day to the last day—anything to make 

it a success, I don’t care how. 

Mr. Randall: The dues of this organization are nominal— 

always have been, and should be fixed and regulated by the needs of 
the organization as determined by its executive committee; if more 

means are needed, raise the dues. 

Mr. de Joannis: I will add, specially, that this fund is only 

to be temporary. The object to be kept in view is to get an appro¬ 

priation from the legislature. We have not yet accomplished what 

we set out to do last year, for we have only a small slice; conse¬ 

quently the work of the legislative committee is not yet completed, 

and they are going to start in this year, which will entail more ex¬ 

pense ; and the fund we want is only temporary. 

President Stipes: I believe the motion has been made and sec¬ 

onded—it is moved and seconded that a committee of three be ap¬ 

pointed to find ways and— 

Mr. Randall: Committee on Ways and Means to canvass the 

matter of the advisability of raising dues, to be determined at the 

next convention. 

Mr. J. M. Mamer: I would make an amendment to that mo¬ 

tion,—that the executive committee be that committee on Way* 

and Means also. 

Mr. de Joannis: I second that motion. 

President Stipes: Now, gentlemen, you have heard the motion 

for the appointment of the committee. All in favor of that motion 

will signify their assent by saying, “Aye;” contrary, “No.” Carried. 

President Stipes: That applies to the original motion. Now, 

the amendment to the motion which you have heard, gentlemen— 

all in favor of the motion as amended, say “Aye;” contrary, “No.” 

President Stipes: Ayes have it. The motion as amended, hav¬ 

ing been thus submitted to the meeting, is duly carried in the 

affirmative. 

Mr. Randall: If there is a stenographic report made, I think 

it will show that the negative vote was not taken on the amend¬ 

ment. I don’t think, however, that anybody is going to quarrel 

about it—the original motion v/as amended, and no negative vote 
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was taken on that. I don’t care how it goes, but I think that 

that is rational. 

Mr. Mamer: I supposed, for one, that it was put both times 

in the same way; if there was any difference, it was an oversight, 

and I don’t see that it will signify. 

Mr. Randall: I will say this, so that the matter may come 

up now: On the executive committee are the officers; nearly always, 

the vice-president is selected simply because he is an officer, and 

perhaps he may never have attended a previous convention, and 

I believe the committee should be appointed by the chair from 

among the older members, like Dr. Converse, Mr. Gates and Mr. 

Hammerschmidt, who are older members— 

Dr. Converse: Has not the original motion been moved, sec¬ 

onded and carried? And then the original motion was amended 

and as amended was voted on, for and against, and carried? 

Mr. Randall: It was not voted against; the negative vote was 

not taken. I believe it is all right as it is, though. 

President Stipes: If that is agreeable, we will do it—let it stand 

as it has been done. Doctor, I am glad you helped us out there. 

Let us now proceed to the election of officers. 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: Gentlemen, I rise to put in nomination 

for president for the next year, a man that you all know, 

who handles this body well and who lias worked well; and I move 

that the rules be suspended, and that the secretary of this association 

be instructed to cast the ballot for this entire convention, for John 

W. Stipes, of Champaign, for president of the association for the 

coming year. 

Mr. (fe Joannis: I second the motion. 

Mr. Hammerschmidt: I will put this motion for you—Gentle¬ 

men, all those in favor of the secretary casting the ballot of the 

convention for John W. Stipes as president say “Aye;” contrary, 

“No.” Motion carried. 

Secretary Hartwell: The vote is so cast; John W. Stipes is 

elected to the office of president for the ensuing year. 

Mr. Randall: I presume the next in order is the election of 

a vice-president; and I think it is well when you get a good man, 

and he is found to be an earnest, able worker, it is well to pull him 

up to the front, and I would like to name Mr. A. W. Gates, of 

Monmouth, Illinois, for vice-president. 

The nomination of Mr. A. W. Gates was duly seconded. The 

motion of nomination, calling for the casting of the unanimous 

vote of the convention by the secretary, was duly submitted and 

carried. 

Secretary Hartwell: The vote is so cast. 

Mr. A. W. Gates, of Monmouth, is elected to the office of vice- 

president of the association for the ensuing year. 

Mr. J. M. Mamer: I arise to nominate and move that the rules 

of this association be suspended, and that John W. Stipes be in¬ 

structed to cast the ballot of this association for the election of 

Mr. George H. Hartwell, Chicago, as secretary. 

Mr. de Joannis: I second the motion. 

President Stipes: Gentlemen, you have heard the motion and 

the second of it. All in favor of it say “Aye;” contrary, “No.” 

The “ayes” have it. Geo. H. Hartwell, of Chicago, is elected secre¬ 

tary of your association for the ensuing year. 

Martin W. Lauer: I wish to nominate Mr. William Hammer¬ 

schmidt for the office of treasurer for the ensuing year, and move 

that the election be by acclamation. Said motion was duly sec¬ 

onded and carried. 

On motion of Mr. Mamer, seconded by Dr. Converse, the meet¬ 

ing was adjourned, to meet again at the call of the Executive 

Committee. 

-- 

Garland & Weaver, Knoxville, Tenn., have bought 30 
acres of land near Eden in the twelfth district and will at 
once erect a large brick plant. The firm now operates a 
plant at Proctor, but the supply of clay is being exhausted. 

PURINGTON YARDS TO BE IMPROVED. 

Improvements on a large scale are in progress at the Pur- 
ington Paving Brick Co.’s yards at Galesburg, Ill., at pres¬ 
ent, and will be continued for some time. While no definite 
figure is placed upon the cost of the additions and changes, 
they are the most extensive in the history of the great plant. 

At Yard No. 1 the transfer track has been changed the 
entire length of the yard, making room for wheeling and 
loading without interfering with transferring the green brick 
from the dryers to the kilns; also increasing the convenience 
of loading brick by running a stub switch track on the south 
side of the kiln. The company did the excavating and the 
Burlington laid the track. 

At Yard No. 2 a soft coal gas producer has been pur¬ 
chased and will be constructed at once for supplying coal gas 
for burning the brick. 

At Yard No. 3 a new tubular boiler, 150 horse-power ca¬ 
pacity, is being installed, thereby materially increasing the 
capacity of the plant. 

At Yard No. 4 no new machinery is being installed, but 
all of the yards have been thoroughly overhauled. Most of 
the machinery has been reset on brick supports, instead of 
wood. This plan is a permanent one, as good brick, laid in 
cement, will last indefinitely. 

Since the recent fire at Yard No. 2 the company has de¬ 
cided to make the yards more fire-proof by running brick 
walls through the buildings, making them into compartments 
instead of one large room; also by increasing the capacity of 
their compound Duplex fire pump one-fourth. This pump 
is located at Yard No. 1 and is used exclusively for fire 
protection and hydraulic stripping and is under pressure 
constantly. The yards are all connected by telephone. The 
company has recently placed a man in the general office at 
night. The foreman of the different departments at the 
different yards have to report at stated intervals during, the 
night by telephone. 

A further improvement is making a reservoir between 
Yards No. 1 and 4, which has already been begun. 

Last, but not least, the company has their own machine, 
blacksmith and carpenter shop, where the repairs for all 
the yards are made. The wheelbarrows and clay cars are 
all made in this shop. Godfrey Swanson has charge of 
this department. 

The repairing is all nearing completion and it is ex¬ 
pected that the work will all be done by the time the new 
steam shovel arrives. Barring a coal strike, the first of 
April will find the brick yards all in operation. 

ANOTHER PAMPHLET. 

Another pamphlet is presented lately to the public by the 
New York Blower Company, 25th place and Stewart avenue, 
Chicago. It is numbered 63 and shows the different styles 
of engines used for driving fans, either direct connected or 
belted. 

The publication is tastefully gotten up and is full of in¬ 
formation. It may be had by application to the New York 
Blower Company’s office. 
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BRICK COMPANIES HAVE EFFECTED A 
COMBINATION. 

Merger has been effected by the combination of six brick 

manufacturing companies in the vicinity of Wilkesbarre, Pa., 

which will practically give to the Wyoming Valley Brick 

Manufacturing Company control of the brick-making busi¬ 

ness between Honesdale and Brandt, a stretch of seventy 

miles, and it will be by far the largest brick business in 

Northeastern Pennsylvania, for it is believed that eventually 

three more brick industries can be bought. 

The Wyoming Valley Brick Manufacturing Company is 

financed by Scranton, Pittston, Brandt and Wilkesbarre men, 

having for president Mathias Stipp, the well-known con¬ 

tractor and brick maker of Scranton. Thomas A. Dunn of 

Wilkesbarre is treasurer. The directors are Louis Tisch, 

Attorney John T. Lenahan, Attorneys Frank W. Larned and 

A. H. Bloom, all of Wilkesbarre, and J. H. Bryden of 

Pittston. 

The entire bond issue is for $350,000, and $250,000 of 

these bonds were issued by the Wyoming Valley Brick Man¬ 

ufacturing Company to the stockholders and individual own¬ 

ers for six brick plants located in Wilkesbarre, Scranton, 

Pittston and Brandt, Pa. The six brick plants have a ca¬ 

pacity of fifty million brick per annum, and there is a-market 

in the Wyoming Valley for 25,000,000 per annum. It has 

been demonstrated by actual experience that a net profit of 

$3 per thousand can be made, which will yield a net profit of 

$75,000 per annum, or equal to 12 per cent on a capital stock 

of $500,000, after interest charges of $17,500 have been de¬ 

ducted on $350,000 of bonds, which is triple the interest 

charges on the bonded indebtedness. It is announced that 

$100,000 of the bonds are to be sold at once for the purpose 

of improving the different plants and working capital, and 

the balance to purchase six brick plants. 

This company has two hundred acres of the finest land, 

which will last the company at least one hundred years. 

There will also be a sinking fund set aside for at least 

$15,000 a year, to take care of the bonds at their maturity. 

The company offers these bonds at par, $100 and interest, 

and also gives fifty per cent of stock as a bonus. 

REESE-HAMMOND FIRE BRICK COMPANY OF 

BOLIVAR HAS LIQUIDATED ALL OF 

ITS INDEBTEDNESS. 

In Prothonotary Null’s office at Greensburg, Pa., there 

was filed an application for the discharge of the Westmore¬ 

land Savings & Trust Company of Greensburg as assignee 

for E. R. Hammond, B. F. Reese, James B. Hammond and 

James Hammond, comprising the Reese-Hammond Fire 

Brick Company, of Bolivar, one of the biggest brick con¬ 

cerns in the country. 

It will be remembered that during litigation the company 

assigned several years ago, but the big plant was kept in 

operation by the management and now the company has 

liquidated all indebtedness and is prepared to enter the brick 

field on a larger scale than ever. The company is in excel¬ 

lent shape and through careful management every cent of 

indebtedness has been wiped out. 

WILL DISCUSS A SHORTER DAY. 

Notice of a desire for a conference for the purpose of 

agreeing upon a schedule of hours, wages, etc., has been 

issued to the manufacturers of brick, tile and terra cotta 

in Northern California by the State Building Trades 

Council. 

The conference is designed particularly to deal with the 

question of change from a ten-hour to a nine-hour work 

day. It does not include Southern California, since the nine- 

hour day in this trade is already established there. And no 

trouble is expected over the matter, as it has been more or 

less informally discussed, and some of the most important 

firms in Northern California, notably at Carnegie and Tesla, 

have already signified their willingness to agree to the 

change. No date has been set for the conference, though 

it is expected that it will occur within thirty days. 

The following is an almost complete list of the firms 

affected and asked to participate in the conference: 

Golden Gate Brick Company, Holland Sand-stone and 

Brick Co., both at Antioch; Gladding, McBean & Co., Lin¬ 

coln; San Jose Brick Co., Remillard Brick Co., San Jose; 

Remilliard Brick Co., at Green Brae; Oakland Art Pottery, 

California Pottery Co., Rose Fire Brick Co., Oakland; N. 

Clark & Sons, Alameda; Carnegie Brick & Pottery Co., fac¬ 

tories at Tesla and Carnegie; Gray Brothers, Simmons & 

Fought, Bay City Brick Co., Steiger Pottery Company, 

South Sanara; San Francisco; Steiger Brick Co., South 

San Francisco; Stockton Brick & Pottery Co., Stockton, 

Thomas Butler, Baden; Fresno Brick and Tile Co., Fresno; 

California Brick & Pottery Co., Glen Ellen, Port Costa 

Brick Works, Port Costa; Patent Brick Yard, San Rafael; 

two at Point Richmond. 

INDEPENDENT FIRE BRICK PLANTS MAY BE 
CONSOLIDATED. 

Arrangements are being completed for the consolidation of 

sixty of the largest independent fire brick manufactories in 

the country under a holdings company, to be known as the 

American Refractories Co., which is to have a capitalization 

of about $12,000,000, and which will represent at its incep¬ 

tion at least 90 per cent of the independent interests in the 

country. The output of the proposed consolidation will not 

be less than 1,500,000 bricks daily. 
The purpose of consolidation is said to be to improve the 

present condition of the trade and the existing low prices 

for fire and silica brick. The principal interest in the trade 

at this time is the Harbison-Walker Refractories Co., which 

is capitalized at $27,600,000, of which $18,000,000 is com¬ 

mon stock. The output of this company is said to be 1,000,- 

000 bricks daily. It is said that the consolidation of the in¬ 

dependent interests is looked upon with favor by Harbison- 

Walker interests for the reason that price-cutting, which has 

been rampant among the independents, will in great measure 

be eliminated. While negotiations pointing to the proposed 

consolidation of the independent interests involved but sixty 

plants at this time, it is believed that all desirable inde¬ 

pendent interests, and there are not many more, will be in¬ 

cluded in the merger before it is finally completed. 
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CLAY IN THE KENOVA QUADRANGLE. 

While studying the areal geology of the Kenova quad¬ 

rangle last summer, Mir. W. C. Phalen of the United States 

Geological Survey made some interesting observations con¬ 

cerning deposits of fire clay in that area. The name “Ke¬ 

nova,” plundred from parts of the State names Kentucky, 

Ohio, and Virginia, has been given to a town situated in 

West Virginia, at the confluence of the Ohio and Big Sandy 

rivers. It is this town which gives its name to the thirty- 

minute quadrangle lying, for the most part, in northeastern 

Kentucky and including small parts of Lawrence County, 

Ohio, and Wayne County, W. Va., which members of the 

Survey have mapped. 

This area has long been noted for its extensive resources 

of iron ore, coal, and fire clay. Since the discovery of the 

cheaper Alabama and Michigan ores the iron of this region 

has ceased to be exported and the old charcoal furnaces 

which dot the surface of the country have fallen into dis¬ 
use. 

The geologic structure of the region is such that the 

valuable coal and fireclay beds which distinguish it are well 

distributed throughout the quadrangle. Nearly all the coals 

have varying thicknesses of clay associated with them. In 

some cases these have proved thick enough to be of value 

when exploited with the coal. This is the case with the 

fire clay that lies in and below the two benches of sub- 

Homewood coal and is worked by the O’Kelly Fire Brick 

Company, in the eastern part of the town of Ashland. 

By far the most important fire clays are those associated 

with the Ferriferous limestone and overlying the sub-Car- 

boniferous limestone. These are now worked near Coal 

Grove, Ohio, (opposite Ashland, Ky.), by the Petersburg 

Firebrick and Tile Company and also at the western edge 

of Ashland itself by the Ashland Fire Brick Company. 

Farther up the Ohio River, on the Ashland-Catletts- 

burg pike, it is used by the Weaver Pottery Company 

in making pottery, and seems to give very satisfactory 

results now that means have been devised for removing 

the tiny pellets of limestone with which it is con¬ 

taminated. At all of these points the clay shows a good 

workable thickness. A typical section is at the Johnson 

opening, in West Ashland, where a 6-foot bed of clay shows 

4 feet of dark gray fire clay, 6 inches of limestone ore, and 

2 feet of light drab fire clay. The limestone ore is not 
always present and in this position. 

At Willard and, according to report, south of Cassville, 

W. Va., the clay has no partings at all. At Cassville the 
thickness varies from 3 to 9 feet, homogeneous throughout. 

At the Willard openings the thickness of the clay varies from 

5 to 6 feet, the lower 2 feet, which are lighter in color and 

harder, being considered an excellent plastic clay, superior 
to the overlying four feet. 

The clay of this horizon is generally plastic. In making 

fire brick this clay is always mixed with a non-plastic flint 

clay, the proportions used varying with the quality of brick 

desired. For the manufacture of a second grade fire brick 

from 65 to 80 per cent of the plastic clay is ordinarily used 

and from 35 to 20 per cent of flint clay. There is usually 

associated with the plastic clay horizon a very thin band 

of flint clay which is admirable as to quality but too thin 

to be of economic importance. The greatest thickness of this 

flint clay is shown at Willard, where it is about 12 inches 

thick and lies about 10 feet below the main body of fire clay. 

The Olive Hill fire clay lies just above the sub-Carbon- 

iferous limestone and is identical with the flint clay that 

occurs in the western portion of the Kenova area. Thus 

far it has not been exploited in a large way. This fire clay 

horizon, as shown by the Olive Hill section, is in many 

respects very remarkable, attaining in some places a thick¬ 

ness of 15 feet. The section at Olive Hill exhibits four 

distinct types of clay, which usually occur in a definite order 

and are usually capped by a small seam of coal. 

Besides the regular Carboniferous clays along the Ohio 

River, the pleistocene clays of the Ohio flood plains are ex¬ 

tensively used at present in making a good grade of red 

building brick. A short distance west of Ashland the Means 

Russell Iron Company operates a plant which has a capacity 

of 20,000 brick a day, while in the eastern part of the town 

the J. J. Gates Company and the O’Kelly Fire Brick Com¬ 

pany are utilizing material brought from the same source. 

Many of the flood-plain deposits contain valuable brick clay, 

and only a relatively small portion of it has thus far been 

used. 

SPRINGFIELD MANUFACTURER ARRANGES 

TO MAKE SMALL BRICK. 

Perhaps one of the best known and best advertised brick 

yards in Minnesota is the Springfield yard owned by A. C. 

Ochs, and still he is not satisfied with the reputation he has 

for the manufacture of brick, and is arranging to further 

advertise his business by the manufacture of a souvenir to 

be given to his customers in the shape of a small brick made 

to imitate the popular domino. 

In speaking of the venture the Springfield Advance of 

last week has the following: 

“On the one side will be the domino, while the other side 

will contain the manufacturer’s name. 

“The souvenir idea is an original one, and the machine 

was purchased of and made to order by the Illinois Supply 

and Construction Company, St. Louis, Mo. 

“Just as soon as the weather will permit of digging the 

clay, which must of necessity be a certain quality, Mr. 

Ochs will put a force of men to work on the manufacture 

of these little souvenirs. They will be supplied to the 

numerous customers in Minnesota, Iowa and the Dakotas.” 

WILL USE ELECTRIC POWER. 

The American Brick and Tile Company, Oklahoma City, 

Okla., has installed an electric motor to furnish power to 

run their machinery to take the place of steam power, and 

owing to the heavy demand for brick have placed a large 

order for machinery, some of which has already arrived. 

This will double their present capacity, and the company 

will shortly be able to turn out 1,000,000 brick per month. 
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WEST VIRGINIA SILICA BLOCK COMPANY. 

The West Virginia Silica Block Company, of Wheeling, 

W. Va., has, on the 12th inst., closed a deal for a forty-acre 

tract, which contains a hill composed of the very purest 

silica sand rock, the analysis of which shows an average of 

about 99^4 Per cent silica. This company intends marketing 

this to such manufacturers who require high-grade sand, be¬ 

sides using it in their own manufacture of the finest grade of 

fire brick, as well as enameled and glazed brick, for which 

purpose this sand-lime brick is admirably suited. The in¬ 

tention of the company is, also, to make a very high-class 

second-quality fire brick of this sand, such as will stand a 

heat of 2,800 degrees Fahr. This glass-sand property is lo¬ 

cated close to Brinkhaven, Ohio, a junction between C. A. 

& C. R. R. and the Coshocton-Mansfield branch of the Penn¬ 

sylvania lines, and the freight rates to Pittsburg districts 

from there are practically the same as from Wheeling, be¬ 

sides there are other large market centers at closer range. 

The intention of this company is to, later on, build an¬ 

other works along the Ohio river, not far from Wheeling, 

where good river sand is found, thus eliminating or lessening 

freight rates on bricks made of such sand, which bricks will 

naturally not be of such high order as those made at Brink- 

haven, but still of such quality as will compete with the very 

best re-pressed clay and vitrified brick. 

This company anticipates a very prosperous future, as 

they will manufacture this superior brick at no more cost, 

rather quite a lesser cost, than the cheapest clay bricks can 

be made for. This is mainly on account of fuel saving ancj 

partly on account of the automatic method of manufacture, 

requiring very little labor in comparison with the output. 

Besides they expect a still more improved quality of brick 

from a special machine which M|r. Emil Hallgren, the com¬ 

pany’s manager and acting president, has under way to com¬ 

pletion, and which promises to cheapen the brick-making as 

well as improving it. This machine can be used in making 

roofing tiles, sills, lintels, jambs, gutters, curbstones, as well 

as a great many products in the pottery line, for which this 

silica sand is well adapted. 

This company was incorporated September 8th, 1905, un¬ 

der the laws of West Virginia, with authorized capital stock 

of $100,000. While only about one-half of this amount will 

be used in the beginning of business, it was thought proper 

to prepare for the future enlargements of the company’s 

properties. 
-«-«-*- 

H. BREWER & CO.’S 1906 CATALOGUE. 

This well known Tecumseh, Michigan, firm is now issuing 

its forty-seventh annual catalogue. They were established in 

1849. 
The new catalogue contains over 100 pages, describing 

nearly all the machinery, illustrating and giving specifica¬ 
tions of same. The introductory is very brief. It is fol¬ 
lowed by a guarantee, which is, “Satisfaction or no sale.” 
Then hikes right into describing the new No. 25 Horizontal 
Brick Machine, and from that down to the smallest sup¬ 

ply- 
Write at once and get a copy if you are interested in 

brick or tile making. 

CONDITION OF THE FIRE BRICK TRADE AT 

PITTSBURG. 

The Harrison-Walker Refractories Company, of Pitts¬ 

burg, Pa., manufacturers of highest grade fire clay, silica, 

chrome, magnesite brick, importers and shippers of grain 

magnesite, magnesite cement, chrome ore, etc., reports that 

during the past two months they were in receipt of the fol¬ 

lowing interesting orders and contracts: 

Bethlehem Steel Company, South Bethlehem, Pa.—Orders 

for all refractory materials required for new open hearth 

furnace construction and two new blast furnaces, eight new 

stoves, connections, etc. 

New Jersey Zinc Company, Palmerton, N. J.—All fire 

brick required for new blast furnace and four stoves, con¬ 

nections, etc. 

Milliken Brothers, Mariner’s Harbor, Staten Island, N. Y. 

—Entire requirements of refractory material for five new 

basic open hearth furnaces, soaking pits, heating furnaces, 

gas producers, etc. 

New York State Steel Company, Buffalo, N. Y.—Entire 

requirements of refractory materials for two 200 ton “Tal¬ 

bot” furnaces, with accompanying soaking pits, gas pro¬ 

ducers, boiler settings, etc. 

Colonial Iron Company, Riddlesburg, Pa.—Complete blast 

furnace lining. 

Dunbar Furnace Company, Dunbar, Pa.—Complete fur¬ 

nace lining and all brick required for one new stove. 

Central Iron & Steel Company, Harrisburg, Pa.—Com¬ 

plete lining for blast furnace. 

Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, Pueblo, Colo.—All brick 

required for blast furnace lining. 

Marietta Glass Company, Indianapolis, Ind.—One of the 

largest orders for glass furnace construction ever placed. 

H. C. Frick Coke Company.—All brick required for 264 

Bee Hive ovens. 
Republic Iron & Steel Company.—All brick required for 

100 Bee Hive ovens. 

Washington Coal and Coke Company.—One million brick. 

Copper Queen Mining Company, Dawson, New Mexico. 

—400,000 brick for coke ovens. 

Hostetter Connellsville Coal & Coke Company.—500,000 

brick. 
National Cement Company, Eastern New Jersey.—All 

brick required for lengthening 16 kilns, etc., etc. 

Regular trade customers are ordering in larger quan- 

ties than ever before and new customers for refractory ma¬ 

terial are constantly coming forward. 

The high pressure at which industrial establishments are 

being operated shows no signs of abatement; in fact, the 

insistent demand is increasing month by month as shown by 

the fact that the orders received in February are 25 per cent 

larger in tonnage than those received in January and nearly 

double the tonnage in September, 1905. February orders 

were the largest ever received in the history of the Refrac¬ 

tories Company during the past four years, and those re¬ 

ceived to date, in March, are in excess of those received for 

a corresponding period in February. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

809,251. Cement-Tile Machine. Fred B. Dysart, Supe¬ 
rior, Nebr., assignor of two-thirds to C. E. Adams and A. 
C. Felt, Superior, Neb. Filed August 18, 1905. Serial 
No. 274,736. 

Claim—In a machine of the class described, a base hav¬ 
ing vertical shafts secured therein, a header-plate adjust¬ 
ably mounted on the upper part of said shafts, and means 
for locking said header in its adjusted position; a bed-plate 
slidably mounted on said shafts, a mold-box secured, to said 
bed-plate with a space between said box and said bed-plate, 
pallets slidably arranged in the space between the mold-box 
and the bed-plate, and a mold-box having hinged ends, and 
means for operating said bed-plate, all substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 

810,300.—Machine for making Blocks or Tiles. Daniel I. 
Pettit and John E. Pettit, Grand Junction, Iowa. Filed 
March 11, 1905. Serial No. 249,619. 

Claim.-— In a block or tile making machine, the combina¬ 
tion of a frame, a table vertically movable in said frame and 
provided with guide-slots, a mold bottom board supported 
upon the frame, adjustable side boards carried by the table, 
carriers to which said side boards are removably attached, 
an eccentric-head disposed below and carried by the table, 
radial bars or links connected at their inner ends with said 
head, fastenings sliding in said guide-slots and adjustably 
connecting the outer ends of the links with the carriers, a 
lever for operating the eccentric-head, and means for raising 
and lowering the table. 

810,025.—Machine for Molding Concrete Blocks. Walter 
G. Bennett and John F. Seyfang, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Aug. 
3, 1905. Serial No. 272,522. 

Claim.—In a machine for molding concrete blocks, the 
combination with a mold-table having openings for the pro¬ 

jection of cores above the table from beneath, of cores for 
the openings, an articulated mold adapted to surround one 
or more of the core-openings, means to project the cores 
singly or collectively through their respective openings into 
the mold, and to withdraw them therefrom, substantially as 
set forth. 

811,518.—Brick Machine. Oliver Nolan, Minneapolis, 
Minn. Filed July 27, 1905. Serial No. 271,440. 

Claim.—In a brick-machine, the combination of a base, 
comprising pairs of longtitudinal stringers spaced apart, 
cross-bars connecting the ends of the stringers, a horizontal 
plate resting upon the rear pair of stringers, and provided 
with a series of spaced grooves on its inner edge, a horizon¬ 
tal plate resting upon the outer stringer of the forward pair, 
a vertical plate secured to the inner edge of the horizontal 
plate, and provided with grooves on its inner face corre¬ 
sponding to the grooves on the rear horizontal plate, braces 
resting on the forward horizontal plate and connected with 
the vertical plate between the grooves, partition-plates having 
openings in their lower edges resting in the grooves of the 
vertical and rear horizontal plates and upon the inner string¬ 

er of the forward pair, a longitudinal bar secured to the inner 
face of the inner stringer of the front pair and provided 
with perforations, screw-threaded bolts provided with hooks 
for engaging the openings in the partition-plates, and extend¬ 
ing to the perforations in the longitudinal bar, nuts engaging 
the bolts, a swinging frame hinged to the rear horizontal 
plate, and comprising a horizontal plate, a vertical plate se¬ 
cured to the free edge of the horizontal plate and provided 
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with grooves to receive the free edges of the partition-plates, 
braces resting on the horizontal plate and connected to the 
vertical plate between the grooves, a plate secured to the 
lower face of the frame extending across the space between 
the vertical plates, and provided with openings to receive 
the partition-plates, and hadles secured to either end of 
the frame at the level of the top of the partition-plates. 

810,044.—Process of Burning Ceramic Ware. Byron E. 
Eldred, Bronxville, N. Y., assignor to Combustion Utilities 
Company, New York, N. Y., a corporation of New York. 
Filed Feb. 21, 1905. Serial No. 246,656. 

Claim.—The process of burning ceramic ware which con¬ 
sists in subjecting a penetrable mass of said ware to a 
voluminous slow-burning flame produced by passing through 
a bed of solid fuel, an artificially-accelerated draft-current 
containing free oxygen and diluent neutral products of com¬ 
bustion in predetermined proportions, and increasing the 
proportion of the diluent as the high temperature zone of the 
ware extends. The process of burning ceramic ware which 
consists in producing a voluminous slow-burning flame with 
a predetermined proportion of products of combustion in 
the draft-current supplied to the fire, applying said flame 
under artificially-strengthened draft to a stationary mass of 
ceramic ware, and maintaining it in operation with the in¬ 
creasing flame volume from the time the ware loses it water 
and reaches an ignition-sustaining condition until it is com¬ 
pletely burned. 

810,348.—Furnace. Jacinto Rodriguez y Fonoll, Cien- 
fuegos, Cuba. Original application filed Sept. 26, 1904. 
Serial No. 226,380. Divided and this application Filed Feb. 
6, 1905. Serial No. 244,494. 

Claim.—In furnaces, a combustion-chamber, a bridge-wall, 
a wheeled grate arranged in the combustion-chamber and 
reversible to place either end adjacent to the bridge-wall. 

In a heating plant, a furnace including a combustion- 
chamber, a turn-table arranged on the floor of the fire-room 
and provided with rails, rails leading from the edge of the 
turn-table to a point within the combustion-chamber, and a 
wheeled grate arranged on the rails, the turn-table serving 
as a means for reversing the position of the grate to present 
either end adjacent to the rear wall of the combustion- 
chamber. 

810,163.—Apparatus for Producing Perfect Combustion in 
Furnaces. Harry Luckenbach, San Francisco, Cal., as¬ 
signor to William H. Kelly, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Dec. 
8, 1904. Serial No. 236,060. 

Claim.—In an apparatus of the character described, the 
combination with a furnace, and an oil-burner arranged to 

direct the flames into said furnace, of a coil of pipe, a pipe 
for supplying steam to said coil, and a pipe for supplying 
steam from said cell to the burner, of a cast-iron casing for 
said coil formed in two sections, one of said sections having 
a tortuous channel to receive said coil, corresponding in 
general form and dimensions with said coil, but sufficiently 
larger than the coil to permit the latter to expand freely 
therein, when subjected to a high degree of heat, said casing 

being placed in proximity to, but to one side of, and out of 
direct contact with, the flames from the burner, the whole 
of the coil of pipe between the entrance of the supply-pipe 
and the egress of the pipe to the burner being inclosed within 
said casing, substantially as described. 

809,940.—Tile-Molding Machine. Allen Glenn, Scranton, 
Iowa, assignor of one-half to Silas G. Kious, Scranton, Iowa. 
Filed Jan. 27, 1905. Serial No. 242,917. 

Claim.—In a machine of the class described, the combina¬ 
tion with a rotatable mold-support, of a movable tamping 
device co-acting therewith, driving means, gearing connect¬ 

ing the driving means and support, gearing connecting the 
driving means and tamping device, said latter gearing in¬ 
cluding a clutch by means of which the tamping device can 
be stopped and the support rotated independently of the 
movement thereof, and means co-acting with a mold placed 
on the support for finishing an article made in such mold, 
said means being normally stationary with respect to the 
support. 

-- 

The Tampa (Fla.) Brick Co. has been incorporated with 
$30,000 capital stock. The officers are W. R. Fuller, presi¬ 
dent ; J. A. Maultsby, vice-president and manager; Frank 
D. Jackson, secretary and treasurer. They take over the 
property of the Davis Tile & Brick Co., three miles from 
town, and will greatly enlarge the plant. 
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*• I like to read American advertisements. They are m 

themselves literature, and I can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

The man who exceeds you in politeness is a better man 
than you are for the time being. 

Many a successful man side-stepped the advertised road 

to wealth and sneaked in the back way. 

Don’t depend too much on the value of advertising meth¬ 

ods. It is the man behind the methods that counts. 

What a gilt-edged world this would be if there was as 

much enthusiasm at the finish of our enterprise as there is 
at the start. 

The Clay Record is the only semi-monthly paper in 

America devoted to the Clay Trade. Send in your sub¬ 

scription at once. The cost is only one dollar for a year. 

Now and again we are awakened, as if out of a dream, 

and made to see some simple thing, which to have insin¬ 

uated we knew nothing about had been taken as a reflec¬ 

tion on our intelligence, that we in fact knew little or noth¬ 

ing about. This thought came forcibly to us in listening to 

the paper of Prof. Ira O. Baker on “Pavements.” 

We knew all about pavements; of course we did, or 

thought we did, but it is a fact there is no discussion of 

this subject in print, excepting a brief article by the pro¬ 

fessor himself, and yet everybody thinks he knows some¬ 

thing about pavements. Haven’t we used them, paid assess¬ 

ments for putting them down, and observed the operations 

while the work was being done ? But alas! how little we 

actually found we knew as the reading of the paper went 

on, as the benefits and disadvantages and other details were 

made known to us, the effect of which was to make the 

paper of great interest and value, besides justifying us in 

calling the particular attention of our readers to this paper. 

What experience so common, after walking from a depot 

to the hotel in a country town on a filthy, uneven sidewalk, 

or on a line where one was supposed to be, picking your 

steps through mud as to be told “we have a fifty thousand 

dollar courthouse,” as if the beauty of the town and the 

comfort of its people and its visitors could be derived from 

and satisfied out of the high-priced town-hall. One-fifth 

this sum put into the building and the other four-fifths 

into the pavements of the town there had been somewhat 

to boast of, and the citizens themselves would be deriving 

benefits daily from the comfort and cleanliness of their 

pavements. 

The broad treatment of the subject by the professor de¬ 

serves the highest compliment, and we are sure our read¬ 

ers will entertain broader views relating thereto which will 

result in improvements along this line now not dreamed of. 

“The Requirements of a Modern Drain Tile Plant” was 

the subject of a highly interesting paper by Mr. J. M. 

Powell, Brooklyn, Ind., which paper appears in this issue, 

and the reader’s attention is called to the same. It de¬ 

serves careful and thoughtful reading. Mr. Powell insists 

that the first requirement in making good tile is that the 

clay or shale should be good. One’s first thought is, “of 

course the shale should be good; what else would you use ?” 

But on second thought and a little investigation the discov¬ 

ery is made that not in every case, not by a large majority, 

is the proper material used in the manufacture of tile, and 

it is because of this indiscriminate use of material that has 

made the manufacture of tile unsatisfactory and unprofit¬ 

able, the sharp competition in price and the quantity of the 

inferior material preventing the realization of fair prices 

for tile made of good material. This fact has seriously 

affected the business as a profitable investment, say nothing 

of the effect had on the buyers and users of the material 

producing estimations of the business as a whole of an 

amusing nature, or would be, if it were not a serious mat¬ 

ter. 

Mr. Powell gives a sly dig at the practice of owners of 

shale properties, of equal application to other properties, 

and a matter to which the people at large are waking up, 

the practice, namely, of owners of valuable properties carry¬ 

ing them for years, holding them for fancy prices, yet fight¬ 

ing and (usually succeeding) defeating any fair valuation 

as a basis for taxes. If land were taxed as it should be, 

and will be in our opinion in the not distant future, then 

a few will not control the surface of the earth, nor be able 

to avoid taxes on what they do control, being assessed on a 
fair valuation based on what the property is really worth. 

If a shale property is worth one hundred dollars the acre. 
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tax it on that basis, and if its owner chooses not to sell, no 

matter, the owner is contributing his share to the expenses 

of government, but to allow him to carry the property on 

a basis of ten dollars the acre is all wrong and discriminates 

in his favor, which neither the law nor justice contemplate; 

and as we have said the people are awakening to this and 

kindred practices and there will result, what this country 

has for a long time stood in need of, in no property being 

held by individuals except that for which immediate use is 

found. 

Not in a long while have we read anything describing 

so clearly the arrangement and operation of a tile plant, 

and especially interesting and instructive are the details of 

the management and workings of the continuous kiln sys¬ 

tem Mr. Powell uses in his plant. 

OBITUARY. 

Alfred Steel, aged 65, one of the best known operative 

potters of East Liverpool, Ohio, died at Harmony, Pa., while 

visiting his son. 

Frank Dudenhoeffer, 130 W. 24th St., Erie, Pa., died of 

pneumonia, after a short illness. For 30 years he has man¬ 

ufactured brick in that city. He was 60 years old. 

William J. Murphy, senior member of the Murphy & 

Lorimer Brick Company, Chicago, Ill., died at his home, 

1001 Garfield Boulevard, of pneumonia. He was 38 years 

of age. 
-4~*-*- 

FIRE ! FIRE ! ! FIRE ! ! ! 

Wood’s Pottery, located on the South Carolina side of the 

Augusta, Ga., bridge, was totally destroyed by fire. 

Fire completely destroyed the storehouse of the A. H. 

Haws Co., pottery manufacturers at Cambridge, Mass. The 

loss is $10,000. 

Fire destroyed the entire property of the Malakoff (Tex.) 

Press Brick Company. The plant will be rebuilt at once 

on a larger scale. 

Fire in the dry kiln of the Everhard Company’s plant at 

Massilon, Ohio, caused a loss of $1,000. The loss is cov¬ 

ered by insurance. 

The dry kiln in the brick plant of George F. Weaver & 

Son, Utica, N. Y., was damaged by fire to the extent of 

$1,200. No insurance. 
-♦ »» 

A CORRECTION. 

In the last issue of The Clay Record on page 44 we de¬ 

scribed the latest Boyd Brick Press Catalogue, and men¬ 

tioned a few other facts. We stated that the Chisholm, 

Boyd & White Co. employs 200 traveling men. This was a 

typographical error, and should have read they employ 

no traveling men. They make the Boyd press in two, four 

and six mold presses and not five mold, as was said in this 

notice. 
If you have not received the catalogue it might be well 

for you to write for it if you are interested in dry pressed 

brick making. Their office and works are at 57th and Wal¬ 

lace Streets, Chicago, Ill. 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

By a premature explosion of dynamite at the Mason City 

(Pa.) Clay Works Nat. G. Thorne, an employe, was 

seriously injured. 

The personal property of the Staten Island Clay Co., at 

Spa Springs, N. J., has been levied upon for $4,000, amount 

of taxes due on personal property to the city of Perth Am¬ 

boy. 

Gertrude Ritzema has filed a $5,000 suit against the Val¬ 

ley City Brick Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., because of fatal 

injuries to her husband, who was employed as a laborer in 

the yard. 

The trustee of the Cleveland Brick Co., Canton, O., has 

been sued for $10,000 damages by Anna B. Thorley for the 

death of her father, who was caiight in the shafting at the 

plant and killed. 

John Kindt, while at work at the shale banks of the 

Montello Brick Co., Reading, Pa., in their Fritztown plant, 

was caught in the hoist apparatus and so badly crushed 

that he died four hours later. 

The Ludovici Roofing Co., Chicago Heights, Ill., has 

been asked to pay $75,000 damages to Herman Lohorke, a 

former employe, who asserts he was permanently injured 

while in the employ of the company. 

Sheriff McGlone of Carter county, Ky., has instituted 

suit against three fire brick companies for taxes. The 

Harbison-Walker Company is sued for $53,966, the Olive 

Hill Co. for $12,196, and the Ashland Co. for $5,640. 

The Rockland Co., N. Y., grand jury has presented in¬ 

dictments against the Excelsior Brick Co., John Nichol¬ 

son and John Reilly, three brick-making firms, for destroy¬ 

ing the highway, which resulted in the recent landslide at 

Haverstraw. 

REPORT ON THE GOVERNMENT FUEL IN¬ 

VESTIGATIONS. 

The final report covering the investigations during 1904 

at the Fuel Testing Plant at St. Louis, Mo., under the 

United States Geological Survey, has been published by 

the government and is now ready for distribution. The 

report will appear in three volumes as Professional Paper 

No. 48, and will be distributed free of charge. Persons 

desiring copies of the report should apply for the same 
to a Member of Congress from their district, or to a Senator 
from their State. 

DRYING BRICK WITHOUT A DRYER. 

The above is the name of title of the catalogue of the 
Scott Kiln-Drying Company, headquarters at 1596 North 
High Street, Columbus, Ohio. 

This is a new method of drying brick, especially one that 
is such a radical departure from all previous methods, that 
it requires an elaborate description to be understood. It 
eliminates to a very great extent hand labor; that of course, 
means less expense. 

If you are interested in drying brick, you had better 
write at once to the above address and get all information. 
It is yours for the asking, and do not fail to mention The 

Clay Record. 
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BUILDING OPERATIONS FOR FEBRUARY. 

Although the building season of 1906 has not yet opened 

there is decided activity in building circles, with every¬ 

thing indicating a prosperous year. Official reports from 

nearly sixty leading cities of the country, compiled by The 

American Contractor, show that the steady gain over last 

year that has been chronicled from month to month was 

fully sustained during February. While the open winter 

has had something to do with the large operations of the 

recent past, it cuts but a small figure in the present report, 

since the permits it records are mostly for buildings that 

will not be erected before the advent of spring. 

Of the fifty-nine cities from which official reports are 

presented, only sixteen show a loss as compared with Feb¬ 

ruary of last year. The loss in Baltimore is 49 per cent, due 

to the circumstance that the city is now practically rebuilt, 

or arranged for. The only other cities of importance that 

show a loss are San Francisco, Cincinnati and Pittsburg, 

two per cent in the first instance, seventeen per cent in the 

second, and ten in the last. The gain in New York is 55 

per cent, which becomes very remarkable when we remem¬ 

ber the unprecedented building activity that has prevailed 

there during the past two or three years. In other leading 

cities the percentage of gain is as follows: Buffalo, 94; 

Chicago, 29; Cleveland, 215; Columbus, 167; Jersey City, 

402; Kansas City, 18; Louisville, 574; New Orleans, 196; 

Omaha, 290; Philadelphia, 124; Toledo, 100; Topeka, 242; 

Trenton, 290; Washington, 23. From every standpoint 

the outlook is most promising. 

LARGE ADDITION TO KINGSLAND BRICK CO. 

Plans are nearly completed for greatly enlarging the plant 

of the Kingsland (N. J.) Brick Company. A syndicate 

identified with the scheme has secured an option on 730 acres 

of land—all meadow land, except twenty acres—adjacent to 

the leased property of the company, bounded by the Erie 

Railroad, the Hackensack meadows, the Lackawanna Rail¬ 

road and Furman hill. A canal will be cut through from 

Berry’s Creek, and the Erie Railroad is to run a spur around 

the hill to meet the sidings of the Lackawanna company. 

The canal will permit boats to come from the Hackensack 

river. The deposit in the newly acquired property is a red¬ 

dish shale. 

The syndicate, it is said, will expend $1,000,000 on the 

project. When completed it will give employment to 1,000 

men and furnish an average daily output of 300,000. bricks. 

Superintendent Dempsey has incorporated the Dempsey 
Brick Company that will erect a new brick works at Morris 
Run, Pa., on a 600-acre plot. 

WILL NOT OPERATE THE PRISON BRICK¬ 
YARD. 

The board of control, all members of which were in Walla 
Walla, Wash., decided not to operate the brickyard at the 
penitentiary this year. There is at present over 2,000,000 
brick on hand and the sales do not run over 20,000 each 
month. The boycott made on penitentiary brick by Walla 
Walla contractors and builders has virtually driven the 
product of the state institution out of the market. 

TO REBUILD BRICK PLANT. 

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Hamburg Vitri¬ 

fied Brick Company, held at Philadelphia, the following offi¬ 

cers were elected for the ensuing year: Directors, John M. 

Mack, Joseph P. Mack, James M. Mack, A. W. Sewall, 

George F. Richmond and James M. Carey. The officers 

are: President, James M. Mack; vice-president, Joseph P. 

Mack; secretary and treasurer, George F. Richmond. 

The company’s extensive plant, which was located a short 

distance north of the Reading depot, at Hamburg, was, with 

the exception of the kilns, entirely destroyed by fire shortly 

before Christmas. They have decided to rebuild and are 

now receiving bids for new machinery, for the erection of 

the buildings, etc. The new plant will be entirely fire proof, 

the dryer will be built of reinforced concrete and the main 

building, which will be two stories in height, of paving brick. 

The capacity will be 40,00 paving bricks per day and em¬ 

ployment will be given to nearly 100 men. The company 

has contracts for 4,000,000 bricks for Panama, and for New 

York and Washington for paving brick. 

New Jersey sand has arrived, which will be used in the 

reinforced concrete. As soon as the weather permits the 

firm will employ all the available laborers in the vicinity 

and hurry the completion of the plant. Besides this plant 

the firm also operates the one at Pine Grove, Schuykill 

county. 
-- 

BULLET ENDS A ROW AT BRICK FACTORY. 

Carl A. Westerheide, superintendent of the Patent Brick 

Company’s plant, San Rafael, Cal., was arrested by Deputy 

Constable George M. Agnew on a charge of assault with 

intent to commit murder. The charge was sworn to by 

Harry B. Gilman, the father of Edward Frederick Gilman, 

a young man who was shot in the right hand today by 

Westerheide. Westerheide was released on $2,000 bonds. 

According to Gilman Sr., his sons, Harry and Fred, who 

have been working at the brickyard, had trouble with Wes¬ 

terheide over some plans. The superintendent became in¬ 

volved in a dispute with the boys. Harry Gilman and he 

had a scuffle, but there were no blows struck. 

“Westerheide, after the row,” said Mr. Gilman, “secured 

a revolver and fired four shots at Fred, one of the bullets 

striking his hand and passing up into the forearm.” 

Westerheide says: “Both boys were drunk and attacked 

me with sledge hammers and to protect myself I was com¬ 

pelled to fire two shots. One shot was for the purpose of 
a warning. I shot in self-defense. The boys were very 
ugly.” 

— ■- 

BUILDING ERECTED IN RECORD TIME. 

The Delaware (Ohio) Clay Manufacturing Company in 

rebuilding their plant, destroyed on Christmas eve, have 

established a remarkable building record for Delaware in 

mid-winter. The work of rebuilding was begun on January 

2d, and completed on the 31st. 

The building required the laying of 200,000 brick, 100,- 

000 feet of lumber and 102 squares of roof. The work was 

done mostly by Delaware masons and carpenters. 
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DIAMOND BRICK PLANT SOLD TO AMERI¬ 
CAN SEWER PIPE CO. 

The Diamond Brick company’s plant, at Barberton, Ohio, 

and all the property owned by the company has been sold to 

the American Sewer Pipe Company. The deed transferring 

the property was recorded in the county recorder’s office. 

The price paid for the plant and property was $57,500. The 

Diamond Brick Company has long been one of the promi- 

ent industries of this city. O. C. Barber is the president 

of the company. For some time past, however, the Ameri¬ 

can Sewer Pipe Company has desired the plant, and several 

offers, it is said, were made to the company looking toward 

the purchase of the plant and all of the property owned by 

the company located southeast of the city. 

Now that the American Sewer Pipe Company has bought 

the plant, it is understood, it will be used in the manufacture 

of sewer pipe. At the offices of the American Sewer Pipe 

Company the attaches refused to discuss the future of the 

Diamond Brick Company and what the American Sewer 

Pipe Company would do with the property. The sale was 

confirmed, however. The Diamond Brick Company’s plant 

was one of the best and most modern plants in the country 

and brick manufacturers are at a loss to know the exact 

reason of the purchase of the plant by the American Sewer 

Pipe Company. 

BRICKMAKERS OFFER PREMIUMS TO 

FARMERS. 

The Farmers’ Institute has received a proposition from 

D. F. Morey, secretary of the Ottumwa (Iowa) Brick and 

Construction Company, in which the said firm agrees to 

give premiums to the value of several hundred dollars to 

the farmers of Wapello county. The proposition is the 

most liberal one ever given to a farmers’ institute in any 

state by a single firm. The farmers are to be congratulated 

on having in their midst a firm that has their interests so 

much at heart. The Ottumwa Brick and Construction 

Company will offer premiums for the best 40-acre field, 

20-acre field and 10-acre field of corn grown during the 

season of 1906. They also offer several valuable premiums 

to boys under 18 years of age that will grow the best single 

acre of corn. These premiums in aggregate will amount 

to several hundred dollars. 
-- - 

COLONIAL TRUST COMPANY SUED AS OUT¬ 

GROWTH OF STOCK TRANSACTION. 

John Wick, Jr., asks $169,900 damages, and John Wick, 
Sr., his father, asks $75,100 from the Colonial Trust Com¬ 
pany, of Pittsburg, Pa., the statements being filed. The 
actions are alleged to be the outgrowth of a stock transac¬ 
tion. The younger Wick says he owned 1,159 shares of 
stock of the Ford China Company, of Ford City, Pa., and 
under an agreement he says which was to terminate July 
19 last, he turned over all his stock to the defendant so it 
could have the controlling interest in the china company. 
It is alleged the defendant refused to return the stock, and 
by its actions, young Wick alleges, he was thrown out of 
his position as secretary and manager of the china com¬ 
pany. The elder plaintiff also says he turned his stock over, 
and the return of it was refused. 

POTTERY NEWS ITEMS. 

The Colesburg (la.) Pottery Co. has been making sub¬ 

stantial improvements to their plant. 

The Pope-Gosser China Co., Coshocton, O., has decided 

to enlarge their plant in rebuilding after their recent fire. 

The United States Electric Porcelain Co., Findlay, Ohio, 

has been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock by J. S. 
Milligan and others. 

The decorating and shipping rooms of the Pope-Gosser 

China Co., Coshocton, Ohio, were destroyed by fire, cauisng 

a loss of $50,000, partly covered by insurance. 

The Pfeltzgraff Stoneware Co., York, Pa., which re¬ 

cently burned to the ground, will move from the present 

site to West York. The work on the new plant has been 
started. 

The Saenger Pottery Works, Elmendorf, Texas, has 

been incorporated with $20,000 capital stock. Incorporat¬ 

ors: William Saenger, R. Hilker and Alfred' Vander- 
stueken. 

The Montrose Pottery Co., Montrose, Ala., has filed ar¬ 

ticles of incorporation with $50,000 capital stock. Ashley 

S. Moses is president and L. C. Dorgan vice-president and 
general sales manager. 

The Water Valley (Ky.) Pottery has been incorporated 

with $10,000 capital stock. The officers are O. O. Lassiter, 

president and manager; J. O. Holland, vice-president; C. S. 
Chum, secretary and treasurer. 

The Patterson Foundry & Machine Co., East Liverpool, 

Ohio, has closed a contract with the North American Mfg. 

Co., Newell, W. Va., for a $25,000 outfit of pottery ma¬ 
chinery to be used in their new plant. 

The George C. Murphy Pottery Co., East Liverpool, O., 

will soon start on the erection of a six kiln pottery on the 

old site which was devastated by fire two years ago. All 

arrangements have been made for the work. 

The Louisville (Ky.) Pottery Works, which will invest 

$100,000 in a plant to manufacture flower pots and jugs, 

has been organized. Albert H. Head of Paducah is the 

president. The plant will be on the L. & N. in So. Louis¬ 
ville. 

George W. Page has bought an interest in the East Tren¬ 

ton (N. J.) Pottery Co., which has been controlled by 

Wm. Cook for a number of years. A new name, the Ex¬ 

celsior Pottery Co., will be chosen. Wm. H. Cook is presi¬ 

dent and Geo. W. Page secretary and treasurer. 

Plans are being prepared by the North American Mfg. 

Co. for the erection of a power house at Newell, W. Va., 

to furnish power and light to the Homer Laughlin Pottery, 

the largest plant of its kind in the world now being con¬ 

structed and to be operated by electricity, with the excep¬ 

tion of burning the ware. 

Brister & Harrison, Petersburg, Va., has been incorpor¬ 

ated with $25,000 capital stock by C. M. Brister, president, 

and Benj. Harrison, secretary and treasurer. They will 

manufacture brick, clay and lime. 
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SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

Robertson, Ross & Co., Eau Claire, Wis., will open up a 

cement brick plant in the spring. 

Wm, Kelly will superintend the making of brick at the 

Genesee (Pa.) Sand Lime Brick Co.’s plant. 

The Cement Brick & Con. Co., Mineral Wells, Texas, 

has been incorporated with $10,000 capital stock. 

H. A. Paine, M. E. Palmer and Dan Gavin, Albert Lea, 

Minn., have established a sand-cement plant at that place. 

C. F. Brown, C. M. Denham and Clayton Porter, Punta 

Gorda, Fla., have formed a company to manufacture sand- 

lime brick and blocks. 

L. S. Anderson, Genesee, Pa., has leased the plant of the 

Jackson (Mich.) Pressed Brick Co. and will add two new 

presses and other machinery. 

D. L. Stiven, of Grand Rapids, Mich., expects to have 

his sand-lime brick plant on Pennoyer creek, near Newaygo, 

Mich., in operation by the 1st of May. 

Chas. H. Felton, proprietor of the sand-cement brick 

plant at Michigan City, Ind., contemplates adding machin¬ 

ery that will largely increase the capacity. 

Ashville, Ohio, is to have a cement block and pressed 

brick manufacturing company. G. A. Hook, E. W. and 

J. R. Hedges and Samuel Lewis are interested. 

The Interstate Cement Brick Co., Camden, N. J., has 

been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. Incorpo¬ 

rators : W. C. Corey, F. W. La Phiene and Geo. T. Brin- 
ton. 

The Knickerbocker Concrete Brick Co., New York City, 

has been incorporated with $750,000 capital stock. Di¬ 

rectors are: A. J. Browne, David Carpenter and W. S. 

Hill. 

New machinery has been installed in the plant of the 

Sugar Grove (O.) Brick Company, so that the difficulties 

which have hampered the plant for some time will be over¬ 

come. 

The Standard Construction Co., Pittsburg, Pa., has 

broken ground on Neville Island for a $600,000 cement 

brick works. The company will get the sand from the 
river. 

The Newark (N. J.) Concrete Building Brick Co. has 
been incorporated with $125,000 capital stock. Incorpo¬ 
rators are: H. E. Dodge, Frederick A. Dodge and B. 
Merklinger. 

The sand-lime brick plant owned by Joseph Decarie, 
Sons & Co., Montreal, located at Cote St. Paul, Quebec, 
was partly demolished by the drying cylinder exploding. 
The damage is $5,000. 

The Ash Fire Brick Co., Detroit, Mich., have a demon¬ 
strating plant at Toledo and Park avenues, and their first 
public test was recently made. The brick are from a mix¬ 
ture of coal ashes and a liquid composition and are said to 
be fire proof. 

W. H. Wheeler and others, of Chicago, have purchased 
a part of the Miller tract of sand in Beloit, Wis., on the 
south side and will erect a hydraulic equipment that will 
handle a large amount of sand, also will make sand, lime and 
cement brick. 

RECORD. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. ' 

J. E. Carson of Charlotte, N. C., will start a brick plant 

at Stout. 

A1 Morton and a Mr. Taylor are to start a brick plant at 

Brownwood, Texas. 

Charles Smith, of Spokane, Wash., will put in a dry 

pressed brick plant at Sand Point, Idaho. 

James Thomas has bought the Horace Miner brick works 

at Lewistown, Ill., and will install new machinery. 

Nebels Bros, have bought of D. J. Curtis of Springfield, 

Mass., the brick yard plant on Windsor Ave., Hartford, Ct. 

The Morrison-Trammel Brick Co., Rome, Ga., have sold 

their plant to W. Trammel & Son, who will at once enlarge 

it. 

The Old Horne brick plant on Cocheco street, Dover, 

N. H., has been sold to Richard R. Morris, formerly of Ep- 

ping. 

The California Petroleum Refineries, San Luis Obispo, 

Cal., have bought land and will build a refinery and a brick 

plant. 

The American Sewer Pipe Co. has bought the plant of 

the Diamond Brick Co. at Barberton, Ohio. Consideration, 

$57,500. 

T. J. Evans and George Beck, Uhrichsville, Ohio, will be¬ 

gin work this spring on a large sewer pipe works that will 

cost $60,000. 

Alexander Gaston has sold his brick yard at Cliffwood, 

N. J., to H. A. Bushnell, Fred Lupton, Jr., and E. S. Lup- 

ton of Matawan. 

The Me Alha Brick & Construction Co., Lincolnton, N. C., 

has been incorporated by W. G. McAllister, C. H. Harrill 

and S. Alexander. 

W. O. Bunnell, M. D., Conyngham, Pa., writes that he 

has a fine deposit of clay and will put in a plant that will 

make 50,000 brick daily. 
* 

The A. B. Fire Prooffing Co., Chicago, Ill., has been in¬ 

corporated with $10,000 capital stock by Geo. S. Angus, 

J. Z. Angus and D. W. Boyd. 

Alfred Freeman and others have bought the site of the 

Old Miud Point Brick Works, below New Cumberland, O., 

and will build a new clay works. 

The Atlantic Efrosite Co., a New York syndicate, is estab¬ 

lishing a modern plant for making brick at Lena, Texas, on 

the A. & A. P. Ry., near La Grange. 

J. Abrahamson & Sons, of San Francisco, Cal., has bought 

the old terra cotta works on Napa creek, north of Vallejo, 

and will make a high grade fire brick. 

The Whittier (Cali.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $25,000 capital stock. The directors are John, Edna, 

Charles and Eugene Cole and Frank Stetson. 

F. A. Williams has sold his brick yard and coal business 

at Jackson, Tenn., to Joe Fogg, Joe Williams and W. H. 

Moore, and the company will be hereafter known as the 

Jackson Brick Mfg. & Contracting Co. 
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The Kansas City (Mo.) Gray Brick Co. has been incor¬ 

porated with $200,000 capital stock, Incorporators: R. L 

Lawrence, Chas. H. King and D. W. McCrea. 

The Buffalo Center (la.) Tile Factory has been incor¬ 

porated with $10,000 capital stock. E. D. Buckman of 

Estherville is secretary, treasurer and manager.. 

The large brick plant of the Hamburg (Pa.) Vit. Brick 

Co., which was destroyed by fire in December, will be re¬ 

built at once. The works will be greatly enlarged. 

The Malakoff (Texas) Pressed Brick Co. has been in¬ 

corporated with $50,000 capital stock, by H. G. Bury, W. A. 

Daires and E. C. Huadley of Ft. Worth, and T. Bartlett of 

Malakoff. 

The Battefeld Brick Works at Bucyrus, Ohio, has been 

sold to Witter & Breisinger. They will dissolve and Mr. 

John Witter continue in the old plant and Mr. C. Breisinger 

take the new one. 

The Schenectady (N. Y.) Clay Brick Co. has been organ¬ 

ized with $50,000 capital stock and has absorbed the Sher¬ 

man Case plant at Glenville. Modern machinery will be 

added to make 100,000 brick daily. 

The Drew Brick & Tiling Co., Monticello, Ark., has been 

incorporated with $16,000 capital stock. R. W. Finn is 

president, J. G. Williamson, R. E. Vance, Bordeaux, J. R. 

Tarrant and W. M. Anderson are directors. 

The Seaboard- Brick Co., New York, has been incorpo¬ 

rated with $50,000 capital stock by Geo. A. Steves, of 704 

Greene Ave., Brooklyn; Henry S. Hooker, 30 W. 44th St., 

and F. H. Mills, 129 E. 17th St., New York. 

The Wyoming Valley Brick Mfg. Co., Wilkes Barre, Pa., 

has been incorporated with $500,000 capital stock. Thomas 

Dunn of Wilkes Barre, Matthias Supp of Scranton and J. 

H. Brvden of Pittston are the incorporators. 

A meeting of citizens of Ennis & Crisp, Texas, was held 

to discuss the building of a first-class plant for the manu¬ 

facture of brick at Crisp. A. J. Mullican of Crisp is the 

chairman and A. PI. Dunkerley of Ennis is secretary. 

The Saco (Maine) Brick Co. has been incorporated with 

$50,000 capital stock to operate the Marston & Durgin yard. 

Officers are L. B. Stillman of Providence, president; Amos 

T. Marston, secretary, and James A. Durgin, treasurer. 

The Lestershire (N. Y.) Brick Co. has been incorpo¬ 

rated with $100,000 capital stock. The directors are C. F. 

Johnson, Wm. H. Hill, W. T. Jones and W. H. Windus, 

all of Binghamton. R. G. Eisenhart will be the manager. 

F. D. Reed of Princeton, Ind., and Henry Reed of Peters¬ 

burg have bought the brick yard of Keller & Hurd at Mt. 

Carmel. Ill. The firm will be known as Reed & Reed. They 

will put in new machinery and a Martin system for drying 

brick. 

At the annual meeting of the Oakland Press Brick Co., 

Zanesville, Ohio, they declared a 4 per cent dividend and 

voted the rest of the surplus to build new kilns and buy 

new machinery. The past year has been the most prosper¬ 

ous during the history of the plant. 

Edward Beaver, Lewis, Iowa, is putting in machinery 

for making dry press brick. 

The Seneca (Kansas) Shale Brick Co. has been organ¬ 

ized and will build a plant on the Peckham farm. 

A stock company has been formed for the purpose of 

building an up-to-date brick plant at Bay Minette, Ala. 

J. Shonfield, Arvada, Colo., contemplates putting in a 

dry pressed brick plant at that place, utilizing a fine deposit 

of shale. 

Garfield, Wash., parties are negotiating for a site for a 

brick works at Quincy, Wash., where a fine body of clay 

has been found. 

I. J. Harris & Sons, South Newbury, Ohio, have recently 

purchased a tile plant which they will put in readiness to 

operate in the spring. 

Josiah Reeves of Kirkland, mail West Chester, Pa., has 

found a deposit of clay on his land and ordered machinery 

for the operation of a small plant. 

The Newton Fire Brick Co., Albany, N. Y., which re¬ 

cently increased its capital to $350,000, has bought addi¬ 

tional land and will double the capacity of the plant. 

The Delaware Brick & Terra Cotta Co., South Vine- 

land, N. J., has been incorporated with $50,000 capital 

stock by Samuel Fulton, George Fulton and Cecil Fulton. 

Michael Bronk, an heir, has bought the Bronk Brickyard 

property, and Fred Noble, a former brick maker at Cox- 

sackie, N. Y., is negotiating for a site at the upper land¬ 

ing. 

The Excelsior Brick Co., Fredonia, Kansas, is building 

new and extensive drying sheds and making other improve¬ 

ments to the plant. J. W. Prate of Chanute has charge of 

the work. 

The Clinton (La.) Brick & Mercantile Co. has been or¬ 

ganized with $40,000 capital stock. Officers are P. A. 

Fitzhugh, pres.; Wm. M. Empson, vice-pres.; H. H. For¬ 

rester, secy, and treas. 

A brick and tile plant is to be located at Columbus Grove, 

Ohio. Stock is being subscribed and local business men 

are back of the project. The company name will be the 

Columbus Grove Brick & Tile Co. 

NOW READY 
A TREATISE ON 

PRODUCER-GAS and 
GAS-PRODUCERS 

BY AN ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITY. 

A 300-page book containing thirty chapters, giving the fundamental 
principles and definitions, calculations, classifications, manufacture and 
use; the fuel, the requirements, the history, its by-products, Producer- 
Gas for tiring kilns, steam boilers, and power plants. The 
future of the Gas-producer and a bibliography. 

OVER IOO CHOICE ILLUSTRATIONS—PRICE, $4.00. 

A subscription to the CL,AY RECORD for one year without additional 
charge to those that are not now subscribers. 

CLAY RECORD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
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FOR SALE OR LEASE. 
A 32-acre farm, 4 miles west of Macomb, Ill., con¬ 

taining 20 acres of a 10-foot vein of fine pottery clay, 
with a 5x10 foot shaft in good repair Also a vein of 
coal 25 to 30 feet below the clay. Land for sale at 
$85 per acre, half cash, balance on long time, one to 
ten years at 5 per cent, or 6 per cent discount for 
cash on deferred payment. For full particulars call 
at premises or address _ 

1 MILTON W. MCDONALD, 
Lock Box 39, R. R 5, Colchester, Ill. 

Machinery For S&le. 

FOR SALE. 
50 rack cars for 82 inch pallets, capacity 432 brick; 

track gauge 24 inches. 
Also 55 flat cars for soft mud brick, with foot pallets 
Track gauge 25 Inches. 

Both styles of cars in flrsLclass repair. 
ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

PERFORATED METALS 
for all purposes 

Prompt shipment of all 
orders guaranteed. 

H. S. SIMPSON, 
817’Chamber of Commerce 

Chicago. Ill. 

FOR SALE. GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
One complete brick yard plant, consisting of boil¬ 

er and engine, stiff mud machine, rolls, automatic 
cut-off, shifting pulleys, belting Complete equip¬ 
ment for a 25,000 capacity plant. A bargain If sold 

at °DCe' WM. W. TH1RLBY. 
Traverse City, Mich. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa- 
tion address 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

A second hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 
Address “GIANT," 

Care Clay Record, Chioago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of various gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS OAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 25,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention. 

TERRA HAUTE PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute, Ind. 

WANTED. 
Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 

tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 
T, care Clay Record, 

Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x84 inches. Addre-s 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE-CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALE R, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
For sale, reasonable, in condition— 

One 6x18 foot Horizontal Tubular Boiler. 
One No. 20A Penfleld Hollow Brick Machine. 
One 14 foot Pug Mill. 
One Disintegrator, 
One 40 foot Clay Conveyor, with 20 foot belt. 
Forty Fire-prooflng Dies, with two extensions, 

pullys, clutches and belting. 
Reasons for sale, are making different ware. 

R. 611, W. 51st St- 
New York City. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and tile factory, located in Washington 

Co., Iowa, in a prosperous condition. Would con¬ 
sider an Illinois or Iowa farm. 

E. L. TEAL, 
Anderson, Ind. 

FOR SALE. 
A second-hand Four-Mold Dry Press. Has not 

been used more than a year. Good condition of re¬ 
pair guaranteed. Also good second-hand 44-inch 
Pulverizer. Address 

BOSTON, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Wanted, position as foreman or manager of a 

Dry Press Brick Plant of not less than 20,000 brick 
per day. A number of years experience. Address 

ELLIS, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Chambers End Cut Brick Machine, capacity 8,600 

brick daily. 75 double deck roller bearing stiff mud 
brick cars. 

•STKELTON & HARRISBURG BRICK CO. 
Steelton, Pa. 

FOR SALE. 
81-Acre tract of land located in Central Iowa. The 

finest kind of clay underlaid with coal. Two roads 
running up to the line of property. 

ARTHUR H. LIBBY, 
233 Railway Exchange Bldg., Chicago. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One second-hand Chandler & Taylor 80 horse¬ 

power Horizontal Tubular Boiler, 60 Inch diameter 
by 6 feet long, with full flush front. 

AMERICAN CLAY MACHINERY CO. 
Bucyrus, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 70 horse power Frost Tubular Boiler, one 45 

horse power Frost Slide Valve Engine. In good con¬ 
dition, will sell cheap as we have changed to electric 
power. 
CENTERVILLE BRICK & CONSTRUCTION CO. 

Centerville, Iowa 

WANTED. 
An experienced and competent brickmaker to 

take charge of soft mud plant near Cincinnati. 
State experience, references and wages expected. 

GENERAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO. 
24 State St,, New York. 

BRICK PLANT FOR SALE. 
Splendid Chance for Contractor. 

One of the finest, most modern brick plants for 
sale in southern part of Central Illinois. Live 
growing city, good prices, making money. Dry 
press, built in 1904. Best of reasons for selling. 
Price $26,000, if taken at once. Address 

ILLINOIS, care Clay Record. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and Tile plant, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery, 69,000 daily capacity, down draft kilns, 
inexhaustible bed of best clay suitable for all kinds 
of building, facing and paving brick, drain, tile, 
sewer pipe, etc., on two railroads, demand very 
good. Address B, care of Clay Record. 

FOR SALE 
A Shale Brick Plant; capacity forty to sixty thou¬ 

sand per day. Six kilns, two 80-horse power boilers 
and 150-horse power engine. Fifteen acres of land 
with abundance of shale, makes good paving and 
building brick. Located on branch of B. and O. Ry. 
Readv sale for entire output. Address 

ROSS W. FUNCK Trustee, 
Wooster, Ohio 

Paper Joggers quoted. 
R. A. HART. 41 White St.„ 

No better mile, tut Iron 
S3 and $10. to 

4 Wheel, $3.00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers. 

BATTLE CREEK. MICH 

FOR SALE. 
Up-to-date brick plant with Creager machinery, 

in prosperous city of 15.000 inhabitnnts, in Southern 
Illinois. Good residence and farm of 40 a cres at¬ 
tached to plant. Splendid opportunity. Only plant 
in city. Address 

H. H., care Clay Recor \ Chicago. 

MACHINERY FOR SALE. 
One 4-mold Simpson Dry Press. One Steadman 

Pulverizer. All size boilers and engines from 39 h.p. 
up. Send for list. 

MERTES MACHINERY CO. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 8 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections, 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. C. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

- ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines. from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
6 to 150 h. p All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1782 Powers St.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 308, Williamsport, Pa. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery in first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
Barnhart style “B,” good condition, large enough 

to dig clay for 100,000 brick in 8 hours. Apply to 
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY, 

918 Chamber of Commercfe, 
Chicago. 

FOR SALE 
One Fate & Co. Brick and Tile Machine, “D" size 
One Fate & Co. Automatic Tile Cut-Off Table. 
One Fate & Co. Side-Cut Lubricating Die. 
One Fate & Co. Brick Cut-Off Table, pallet de¬ 

livery. 
Fire Kiln Bands for 22-foot kiln. 

J. C. LANTZ & SON, 
Mansfield, Ohio. 



REPORT OF THE SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING 

OF THE WISCONSIN CLAYWORKERS’ 

ASSOCIATION. 

The convention was called to order by the president, Oscar 

Wilson, at Menomonie, Wis., March 9th, at 10:30 o’clock. 

Meeting opened with a prayer by Rev. C. F. Niles, which was 

followed by the roll call, thirty-seven responding. 

President Wilson: I now have the pleasure of introducing to 

you our Mayor, the Honorable J. R. Mathews, who will address you. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME BY MAYOR MATTHEWS. 

Gentlemen of the Convention: We had a few weeks ago the 

pleasure of welcoming to our City the Bankers’ Association, and, 

while I should judge from the numbers present this morning that 

the clay workers are not quite as numerous as the bankers in Wis¬ 

consin, I want to say that the clay workers are of vastly more in¬ 

terest to us than the bankers. I noticed one thing at the opening of 

this convention that the bankers did not have, and that was the in¬ 

vocation. Probably the bankers feel that they can get along with¬ 

out any help but their own. 

Now, it is particularly so with us that we feel more interested in 

the clay workers’ association than we do in the bankers’, because our 

city is more dependent upon it and bound up more with it. If there 

is any association of men, or any class of people, that we are more 

indebted to than any for our prosperity and really our wealth, it is 

the Clay Workers’ Association—those who are members of it. 

Delivered at the 28th annual meeting of the Illinois Clayworkers’ 

We are proud of our brick industries in this city, and knowing 

that they are present with us here this morning, I would say to 

you that we are proud of our local management of our brick in¬ 

dustries, but I do not like to flatter them. Now, the brick in¬ 

dustries here afford to us largely, practically the only opportunity, 

or the only opening that we have for common labor. It employs 

largely all the common labor of our city and gives it employment 

and goo3 wages a good part of the year. If there is anything that 

affects the brick industries, we see it immediately in the business 

interest of the city. If there is anything that affects it injuriously, 

we immediately feel it, and for this reason you can see that our 

brick industries are bound up with the interests of our city more 

closely than with any other association of men. We take more 

interest in them and more pride in them and we hope and we also 

feel that when you are prospering we are. You cannot prosper un¬ 

less we prosper to the same extent, and we hope that the outlook 

for you during the coming season and for many seasons to come is 

bright. We hope that there is profit in your business. We hope 

it is to such an extent that you will at some time not far distant 

increase your business and your interests here. We have always 

tried to be fair with you in the way of dealing with you—in the 

way of taxation. We are not Socialists. “Live and let live” is 

our motto. As president Roosevelt said, we believe in a square 

deal. We ask nothing of you but what we would be willing to 

do ourselves in turn. 

Now gentlemen, we welcome you and welcome you with open 

hearts. We hope that your stay here will not only be pleasant, 

but we hope that your meeting will be profitable to you as an As¬ 

sociation and in your business. While you stay in our city, if 

there is anything that you wish to see or anything that we can do 

to make your stay here more pleasant, we would be very glad to 

do it. If you wish to visit any of our public institutions, please 

make it known. The city is yours and we heartily welcome you. 

Gentlemen, I again bid a hearty welcome to our city. (Applause.) 

President Wilson: Mr. Clifford, our Vice-President, was to 

respond to the address of welcome by our Mayor, but I have re¬ 

ceived a telegram from him stating that it would be impossible for 

him to be present at this time. I, therefore, request that our Ex- 

President, Mr. Hinkley, of Green Bay, respond to this welcome. 

RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

Mr. President, Gentlemen of the Convention: Being called upon 

quite unexpectedly to respond to this address of welcome, I trust 

that you will excuse me for making it rather short and perhaps in 

some degree disconnected. 

We are all pleased, in response to the welcome of the Mayor, to 

extend our thanks for that welcome and we hope to take advantage 

of many of the things he has offered us. I have been a member 

of this Association and attended its meetings since it was organized, 

I believe in 1900. This is the sixth annual meeting and I think 

I have only missed once. I remember at the first meeting that we 

attended when we first organized in Madison that Governor La- 

follette gave us an address of welcome, and one of his chief re¬ 

marks was that perhaps the meeting was for the purpose of raising 

the price of brick. We assured him that we had no such idea. 

We can say the same to the Mayor of this city—that we are not 

here for that purpose. We are here to swap experiences and I 

think we do that more at the hotel than here. This meeting is de¬ 

voted to the reading and discussion of papers, but when we get 

down to the hotel, we hear what every other man has done and the 

bad experiences that have cost him money. These experiences re¬ 

mind me of events while I was a boy on the farm over here in 

the central part of Wisconsin. One of our neighbors had quite a 

large field and in the center of that field was a single tree. He 

thought he wanted to cut that tree down so one day we went out 
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with an axe and a pair of colts. He looked around and thought 

he could tie the lines around his leg in the absence of any other 

place to tie his team to. He then took his axe and started to cut 

down the tree. When the tree began falling the colts started to 

run. Well, some time after, when the neighbors had rescued him 

—picked him up with his clothes torn and face all scratched up and 

bloody, one of them asked: “What did you do that for?” He said: 

“Well, just as quick as those colts- started, I saw where I had 

missed it.” So, we are here to swap experiences—tell each other 

where we have “missed it before the colts started.” I see some 

faces around here that I know can tell some experiences where 

they had “missed it,” which would not have happened if they 

had attended these meetings before they met with their experi¬ 

ences through which they lost money. 

Now, the Mayor tenders us the freedom of the city, and I can 

assure you that we shall all take advantage of it, but I want 

to say one thing in conclusion, that if he, as chief executive of the 

city, finds any of the members of this association in the hands of 

his policemen, to just send them up here and we will take care 

of them. (Applause.) 

President Wilson: The next number on the program is an ad¬ 

dress by the President, which seems to be of a more or less 

stereotyped form for gatherings of this kind, but to carry out that 

part of it, I have prepared a paper briefly along these lines. 

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT. 

Gentlemen of the Wisconsine Clay workers’ Association: You 

have just been welcomed to our city by our worthy Mayor, Honor¬ 

able J. R. Mathews, and while he has covered the ground thor¬ 

oughly, it seems but fitting that I should take this opportunity of 

expressing the sentiment of the Menomonie clay working indus¬ 

tries in saying that as fellow-craftsmen, we are also pleased to ex¬ 

tend to you a hearty welcome. 

The clay workers of Menomonie are striving to maintain the high 

standard their product has reached before the builders of the 

Northwest, and of increasing the output and sales of their product 

until they now have a total output of about 25 million brick per 

annum. 

The clay workers of Wisconsin no doubt appreciate the fact that 

clay products have not been used as extensively in this section of 

the country in the past as will be done in the future. The large 

lumber industry that has prospered for so many years from Wis¬ 

consin forests is now practically through with its harvest and it 

will be only a few years until the cutting of lumber in this state 

will be a thing of the past. All this has a tendency to increase 

the price of lumber and also increase the use of brick, and to meet 

the increased demand and supply a building material far superior 

and absolutely fireproof is itself encouraging to all clay workers. 

The so-called substitutes for building brick—such as sand lime 

bricks and concrete—are in a more or less experimental stage. All 

of these materials are unquestionably first-class for special pur¬ 

poses in connection with construction, but for building purposes 

time will serve as the best evidence. 

Your committee in charge of the program would feel that an 

apology is in order for its brevity, if it were not for the fact that 

they had tried to get a few more numbers on but were absolutely 

unable to get any other assignments accepted. The members of 

this association should not be too selfish and expect a first-class 

program to be made up for their benefit by a fgw individuals. 

Remember the words in the-Good Book, which say: “It is more 

blessed to give than to receive,” and apply this to any information 

you may posses upon the various subjects that confront us at these 

gatherings. Our annual conventions need the staunch support of 

every member when called upon to handle any subject on the pro¬ 

gram—either large or small—and it is essentially necessary, in or¬ 

der to keep abreast with the times and for the welfate of our or¬ 

ganization to accept the assignments on the program and handle 

them the best you can. While our program is brief, we hope 

that each member present may find something of value in each 

subject and its discussion. 

At our last annual meeting in Manitowoc, a resolution was 

adopted authorizing the Secretary to drop from the roll all mem¬ 

bers who ^ere in arrears in their dues for two years or more, 

acting upon this resolution and Section 3 of Article 3, several names 

have been dropped; and on account of our admission fees and an¬ 

nual dues being so small, it does not in my opinion give us as large 

revenue as we should have to carry on the work before us. Un¬ 

der the circumstances I would recommend that Section 1 and 2 of 

Article 3, of our Constitution and By-Laws be revised and the 

annual dues be substantially increased to provide larger revenues. 

Inasmuch as the printed proceedings of our annual meetings 

have heretofore been distributed among the clay workers of the 

States, regardless of their membership in the Asociation, I would 

further recommend that a resolution be passed at this session pro¬ 

viding for the printed proceedings- to be sent only to members of the 

Association in good standing. 

In closing I want to thank our worthy Secretary for his untiring 

efforts to make this meeting a success and also to thank the mem¬ 

bers who are contributing to the program, which we will now take 

up. (Applause.) 

Mr. Hinkley: Would it not be proper at this time, since cer¬ 

tain recommendations were made by the President, that a Commit¬ 

tee be appointed along these lines to go over the matter thoroughly 

and report on the changes recommended tomorrow? I make a 

motion to that effect. 

The motion was placed before the Convention on a vote and 

carried, and the President appointed Messrs. Plinkley, Ringle and 

Bright to form this Committee. 

President Wilson: The Secretary has some communications, 

which he will read. 

Secretary Hamilton: I will first read a communication which 

was received from Mr. E. R. Buckley. 

Rolla, Mo., March 7, 1906. 

To the Wisconsin Clay Workers’ Association, 

Monomonie, Wis. 

My Dear Friends:— 

The time for another meeting of our Association has arrived 

and your humble servant must be numbered for the third time 

among the absent. I have read with pleasure the enthusiastic re¬ 

ports of those who have attended the conventions in our sister 

states, and I anticipate much great pleasure when I read the pro¬ 

ceedings of the Wisconsin association meeting. 

I have often thought that the members of an association of this 

character, coming together for mutual help, are often too sensi¬ 

tive over their mistakes or failures in business and too secretive 

about their successes. It has been demonstrated, over and over 

again, that any help that we may render our brothers will not in¬ 

jure us or our business. We all desire to attain success in our 

several vocations, but we should never let this ambition encompass 

us to such a degree, that we are willing to walk over and ruin 

another in order to accomplish this end. 

I, therefore, suggest that you bring your troubles before the 

association and that you give aid to him who may seek it. 

As the clayworking industry develops in all parts of the state, 

each will receive his share of the benefits. Manufacture the best 

brick you can with the materials at hand and as cheaply as pos¬ 

sible. Never lead yourselves to believe that you are making the 

best possible product, for the man who is satisfied adds very little 

to the progress of civilization. 

I have observed everywhere, in every industry, that there is un¬ 

necessary waste, frequently enough to make an unprofitable busi¬ 

ness profitable. Does your machinery run smoothly? Do you use 

more men than others in handling your brick? Does your fuel 

cost you more than it does your neighbor? Your fuel costs you 5c 

per M; your labor 20c per M, and delays on account of imperfect 

machinery 10c per M more than your neighbor. This is only 

35c per M. But, should you produce 5,000,000 brick, it would be 

a loss of $1,750.00. 

There is greater profit to the manufacturer in the reduction of 

the cost of production than in an increase in the price of the fin- 
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ished product. When competition and low prices make business 

dull, it is the man who knows how to economize in the cost of the 

production who feels the depression least. 

This association has resulted in great good, not only to the 

brick manufacturer, but to the people of the state as a whole. It 

is not only a pleasure, but an honor to be one of its members. Do 

not permit your interest in it to weaken. Give to it all you can. 

Receive from it all that it offers. 

May success, prosperity and happiness ever attend you and 

may each succeeding meeting be better than the last. Believe 

me to be, Your Friend, 

E. R. Buckley. 

Secretary Hamilton: . Mr. Buckley encloses a check for $2.00 for 

dues. I do not think that we ought to accept this. The Commit¬ 

tee on membership voted him an honorary member and we did not 

allow him to pay anything at that time. I think we ought to have 

some expression from the members on this matter. 

Mr. Kennedy: I make a motion that the check be returned with 

thanks and also that some expression be made to him thanking 

him for his letter. 

Mr. Hinkley: I would like to say that this Association owes 

its origip and its success to the efforts of Dr. Buckley. He traveled 

all over the state, inspected every brick yard, I think, in the state, 

and every clay bank that looked as though it held clay, and after 

doing all this and becoming acquainted with all the brick makers, 

he sent out invitations to them to come to Madison and was the 

prime mover in the organization of this Association, and I heartily 

concur in the motion made by Mr. Kennedy that we tender him our 

thanks for his good wishes and for his letter and to return his 

check, but to tell him that he is an honorary member as long as 

he continues to send us a letter every year. Motion was seconded, 

and unanimously carried, and the Secretary instructed to act in ac¬ 

cordance with it. 
Secretary Hamilton: I have here another letter from Mr. P. G. 

Duerrwaechter, which I will read: 

South Germantown, Wis., January 23, 1906. 
Mr. J. C. Hamilton, 

Grand Rapids, Wis. 

My Dear Sir:— 

It is my unpleasant duty to inform you that my son, Arthur, who 

was the Secretary of the Wisconsin Brick & Tile Co., located at 

Granville, Wis., passed away October 29, and was buried Novem¬ 

ber 1, 1905. I, therefore, forwarded your invitation to John Flana¬ 

gan, Lannon, Wis., who is the president of the above named com¬ 

pany, with an urgent appeal that he will take the place of my son 

and attend the meeting, in which you may assist me by writing 

another letter to him. This together with mine may induce him 

to attend. 

Enclosed find check for $1.00 for back dues, which I hope you 

will place to his credit, and if there are any further charges or 

accounts against him, I hope you will report it to me, and I 

will gladly remit. 

The continuance of membership 1 will have to leave to the dis¬ 

position and wishes of the officers of the company and the suc¬ 

cessor of my son. Yours' truly, 

Ph. G. Duerrwaechter. 

Mr. de Joannis: I move that the Secretary be instructed to 

write a letter of condolence to Mr. Duerrwaechter. I was very well 

acquainted with his son and know him to be a very nice fellow. 

Secretary Hamilton: I will write Mr. Duerrwaechter a letter, 

but I thought it would be well to appoint a committee to draft a 

set of resolutions to be forward to him, and I make a motion 

to that effect. Motion was seconded, and carried. The President 

appointed Harry de Joannis, S. Weidman and Wm. Gunther to 

frame resolution. 

President Wilson: Have any of the members anything to pre¬ 

sent to the meeting at this time? 

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. President, would it not be a good idea to 

appoint some committee or that some steps be taken at this time 

regarding freight rates that we have been considering so long. I 

have been a member of this Association for four years or more and 

our talks on this freight rate problem have been very much the 

same every year—very much like a crowd sitting around the coun¬ 

try store—all air. I think we need a change. I think we ought 

to say what we are going to do. At first we waited for the 

Rate Commission to be appointed. We did wait and we know 

what they did. They cannot be expected to come and sweep our 

back door. We have to go to them and lay our case before them. 

I have traveled through all the northern part of Wisconsin and 

have visited the dealers there. I know from the prices they are 

receiving that we are not getting what every man is entitled to 

as Mr. Roosevelt said: “A square deal.” I think the time is 

ripe; we are here. I think that this Association is composed of 

men that are willing to meet that phase of the question and meet 

it now. We do not want any that are afraid to show their faces 

and afraid to go to some trouble. If our President will appoint 

a Committee and that Committee feels that they are in position 

to come out and let their position be known, and I think that 

we can find timber in this crowd that can come out, and bring this 

matter before the Railroad Rate Commission, and that will bring 

it where it will be disposed of. This making resolutions every 

year and taking the matter over at our annual meetings and then 

postpone the matter will not go. We will have the same question 

next year. I think now is the time to take it up and I be¬ 

lieve if the Chairman will appoint a Committee, this Committee 

should take some immediate action and let its position be known 

before the Railroad Rate Commission. We do not have to fear 

the Railroad Companies. You will never accomplish anything by 

standing on your own ground. You will have to take a stand 

before this Commission. You must take the initiative. They have 

no respect for the man that comes out and cringes to them. We 

want a square deal in this matter. Why are we not getting it? Be¬ 

cause we do not let our wants be known. (Applause.) 

President Wilson: I believe there was a committee appointed 

last year to take this matter up and that Mr. Kennedy was one of 

them. 1 should like to ask Mr. Kennedy who the other members 

of the Committee were supposed to be. 

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. Clifford Chase was one of them and Mr. 

Dickinson the other. 

Mr. Hinkley: I move that the Chair appoint a Committee in con¬ 

formity with Mr. Kennedy’s recommendation. I believe that the 

Committee that acted last year was appointed for the ensuing year 

onlj and that its labor ends at this Convention. I, therefore, move that 

a new committee be appointed at this time. 

President Wilson: I wish to say, gentlemen, that several papers 

on this subject have been called to my attention and I have had 

one of our local attorneys look it up to enable us to decide what 

was the best action to take from a legal standpoint, if from no 

other, and he has not made as detailed a report as I had expected, 

but I will have it later in the day, or at the latest tomorrow morn¬ 

ing in such shape that it will be a brief opinion as to what rights 

we might have from a legal standpoint. 

The motion was seconded, and unanimously carried. 

President Wilson: Is there anything further to come before the 

Convention at this time? I will announce this Committee later. 

Mr. Ringle: I move that the Chairman be authorized to ap¬ 

point a Committee tomorrow to select a place for the next annual 

meeting and also a Committee to appoint the names of officers for 

the ensuing year. The motion was seconded, and unanimously 

carried. 

President Wilson: I will say that I will not appoint the Com¬ 

mittee until later—possibly I will be obliged to wait until morning 

on account of some doings that we are going to have this evening 

that might conflict with the working of the Committee somewhat— 

possibly they might go to lobbying too much. 

I wish to say, gentlemen, before adjourning for the noon recess, 

that the Superintendent of our schools has asked me to extend an 

invitation to spend a few moments in the schools immediately after 

noon—that is to say our program commences again at 2 o’clock, 
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but we can spend an hour without inconvenience from 1130 to 2:30 

in the schools and be able to get through with our afternoon’s 

program. I should like, therefore, very much if the members would 

accompany me in going through the manual training school and see 

the boys at work there. Meeting adjourned till afternoon. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

1 he meeting was called to order by the President, and he an¬ 

nounced the first number of the program, “Brick vs. Concrete,” 

by Mr. John Ringle of Wausau. 

BRICK VS. CONCRETE. 

I assume that the subject assigned to me has reference to the 

clay brick, which has an extensive record with the history of man¬ 

kind. It has been in competition with and demonstrated its su¬ 

periority over all classes of material for permanent construction, 

whether natural or artificial. 

It is, therefore, perhaps, useless to waste words extolling its 

merits, when there are none to deny them. From every point of 

view, resisting the elements of decay, fire or water, uninfluenced by 

the “knawing tooth of time.” overcoming the effects of heat or cold, 

or in supplying every artistic design in its natural and permanent 

color, the clay brick stands without a rival and supplies every de¬ 

mand. 

I understand that at least one of the purposes of the Clay 

Workers' Convention to be, the promulgation of experimental and 

scientific facts, for the further improvement and maintenance of 

the quality of our product, and to perpetuate its superiority. If, 

therefore, we take occasion in our proceedings to refer to a com¬ 

petitive material—cement concrete—it is not for the purpose of de¬ 

preciating its well known merits, for in its proper place it is a 

valuable auxiliary to the clay product. 

Since the consumption of the perishable material for building 

purposes, timber and lumber has reached the period of its limita¬ 

tion, there will no doubt be ample demand for all good materials 

produced by nature or science to supply the wants of man. We 

can, therefore, hardly be accused of selfishness in performing a 

duty we owe to our patrons and the general public, in calling at¬ 

tention to the defects of the so-called cement block as a building 

material. 

The past several years has been an era for the introduction of 

building materials in competition with clay products. The seller 

of the cement block machine in fifty or more varieties has ex¬ 

ploited the country. People have been led to believe that with a 

$300.00 machine, a sand bank and a little cheap cement, any or¬ 

dinary person in a back yard could produce a cement block, equal, 

if not superior, to any building material on the market and at 

less cost. Visions of riches thus loomed up on the horizon, and as 

a result there is scarcely a hamlet which is not blessed with one 

or more cement block machines. Profits thus far have only been 

realized by the machine man and the manufacturer of cement. 

Numerous impediments have made their appearance, checking 

the considerable use of the cheap cement block as a building ma¬ 

terial. It was found that cheap blocks could only be produced at 

a sacrifice of their quality, and that even if well made and strong 

enough, they are not a good building material. Moisture penetrates 

the cement block—even the hollow block—and the inside of the 

building is damp. Various preparations for saturating the block 

to overcome this defect are advertised. None are entirely suc¬ 

cessful. A man who builds a house wants to come in out of the 

wet, and not have the wall plate commence to decay as soon as 

laid. Aside from this are the disastrous effects of expansion and 

contraction causing cracks in the walls, and the tendency to 

efflorescence (salt-petering) that usually makes its appearance after 

every considerable rain. This latter might be tolerated for it adds 

variety to the otherwise sombre appearance of the structure. These 

are the defects of the good cement blocks. What shall we say 

of its unreliability? The tendency of the maker for commercial 

purposes, is to make a cheap block, by a haphazard process, and the 

use of an insufficient proportion of cement of unknown quality, and, 

therefore, weak and un,certain.- The defect of weakness in a cement 

block cannot be readily detected, while a poor brick, not properly 

made or burned, can be detected at a glance. My information from 

men of experience is, that the difference between a good and in¬ 

ferior block is liable not to be discovered for several years. The 

purchaser must, therefore, rely wholly upon the integrity of the 

maker. I will leave the cement block by quoting the words of 

Lauer of Chicago, a man of much experience in the block busi¬ 

ness. He says: “Soft, absorbent blocks are no more fit to enter 

into residence construction, exposed to alternate rain and frost, 

than the myriad of water-guzzling, hollow concrete blocks now 

flooding the market. There is a legitimate field for genuine con¬ 

crete, but neither the soft, hollow, clay wire, nor concrete in hol¬ 

low form as now produced on one thousand and one different 

hand machines by as many different men and as many different 

mixtures, are fit materials to use for exposed walls in residence 

construction.” 

As to cement concrete construction in other forms, it is also be¬ 

lieved that this is being carried beyond its proper limits. Con¬ 

crete structures involving the steel re-inforced method are sub¬ 

ject to the expansion and contraction of large cement bodies. In 

addition the porosity of the material is such that under many con¬ 

ditions, it may cause the steel to corrode and the structure to 

crumble within the life of men. From present experience, such 

construction is at least of doubtful value. The matter is compre¬ 

hensively stated in an editorial in “Carpentry & Building,” which 

says: “Many engineers and architects are of the opinion that the 

use of concrete is being carried too far.” The manufacture of 

cement products for building purposes should require at least as 

much scientific and technical knowledge and ability as the manu¬ 

facture of the clay product, leaving out the question of human 

selfishness and as yet I have failed to find a past master in the 

art of brick making. In a well burned brick, however, all perish¬ 

able organic and combustible matter that may be in the clay has 

been destroyed and removed in burning and a stable combination 

formed. The result is durability, strength and beauty, and the 

elimination of all hazard and doubt. 

We sometimes meet the claim that concrete has superior fire¬ 

proof qualities. While men of experience need no proof of the fact 

that burnt clay is the only fire-resisting material available for 

building purposes, yet it may be proper to quote from the re¬ 

port of the Insurance General Loss Committee on the Baltimore 

fire, perhaps the severest test on record. “Well burned brick and 

plain terra cotta are the only materials that stood the heat with 

any degree of success. Granite marble and ornamental terra cotta 

and all kinds of building stone prove a failure when exposed to 

a fierce heat.” 

“A material extra premium should be charged on all buildings 

built or faced with granite, marble or any building stone. The 

percentage of loss on these materials has been exceptionally heavy, 

and will be so from an exposing fire even in -cases where the loss 

on a brick building would be nominal.” - 

The report concludes as follows: “There is many a lesson to 

be learned as a result of the Baltimore fire, and the wide awake 

manufacturer of building material will seek to make none but the 

best, and he will see that it is properly put in piace, as the capitalist 

who puts money into fireproof material will come from ‘Missouri’ 

and have to be shown, as in the future much will depend upon the 

kind of material and manner of construction in fixing of rates for 

insurance. The material that has stood the test best can be spelled 

with five letters and that is BRICK; next comes terra cotta, and 

is followed by porous and semi-porous tile.” 

After all this has been said, it may not be out of place for 

me to add in conclusion, that it is not sufficient for us to know 

these facts. We are aware of the great advancement made in the 

manufacture of clay products during the past decade, and know 

that our product is the best. Does the public know? Our com¬ 

petitors are intelligent men and do not fail to advertise their ma¬ 

terial. Building will in the future as in the past constitute one of 

the important functions of man. We should not only endeavor to 
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maintain the lofty position which our product has attained, but our 

aim should be ever forward both in the quality of our materials and 

as to its place in the building world. (Applause.) 

With your permission I will read a little poetry, which I think is 

very befitting on this occasion: 

From morn of man, when clay inhaled the breath of life, 

From Babel’s dizzy tower, where elevation caused strife, 

From Pyramids’ ancient pile, celestial guard for tartar foe, 

What through time to date, is favorite on builders’ row 

And ever will remain, while rivals grow sick? 

Say, shall we write it CONCRETE or write it BRICK? 

From Chicago’s greatest fire, Baltimore’s seething hell, 

What sentinel gave answer, “All is well!” 

Of whatever make, common vitrified or pressed, 

When each has a mission and for it is best, 

Let makers’ tools give answer, barrow shovel and pick. 

Will they make it CONCRETE or call it BRICK? 

What fills labor’s wants and that of finance high. 

Rears monuments of art into the sky? 

Not monopolies, easy mark, not that of graft, 

The balm of Summer day, a bar to north wind’s draught, 

Let it ever lead the way, till time shall cedse to tick. 

And not write it CONCRETE but write it BRICK. 

Then may the guessing stew (witches’ stew) to cooler shades retire. 

And not block the path of that, fit to go up higher. 

Though in recent pretense, but a stranger in tjie camp, 

It has served a good domestic in places which are damp. 

When railroad rates, unjust rebates, give us cause to kick, 

Then let it be the CONCRETE and not against the BRICK. 

President Wilson: There is no doubt a great deal in this 

paper for discussion. I would be glad to hear from anyone who 

has anything to offer on the subject. Mr. Bright have you any 

questions to ask Mr. Ringle on this subject? 

Mr. Bright: No, not particularly, but we have a man here who 

represents a paper which supports the cement block. 

President Wilson: Mr. Covey have you anything to say on the 

subject? 

Mr. Covey: I do not know anything more about the manu¬ 

facture of hollow blocks than I do about the manufacture of 

brick. Hollow block, as you know, and their manufacture, are in 

their infancy. People who have been making brick for years and 

years think they have a great deal to overcome. Of course, the 

brick makers have to put up with all sorts or original material— 

that is one of the things that you are figuring against and that is 

what you are, discussing. Now then, the hollow block men have 

all that to learn yet. I am not an exponent of the hollow 

block. I am not advocating one or the other; but, as I pass around 

from one brick yard to another and as I come into contact with 

the hollow block man I see a few of the things that pertain to 

his particular line. You will notice that in our journal we do not 

advocate the distribution of any product. You will notice, that is 

rather peculiar—in fact, I have been almost at my wit’s end to 

get anyone to advertise the sand lime brick. They are still at 

an experimental stage. In time they will get it a great deal bet¬ 

ter than now. The trouble seems to be in getting the right com¬ 

bination of moisture, cement and sand. You cannot get the 

right amount of moisture with the sand and cement. It makes no 

difference what kind of cement you use, you cannot always get 

the right combination—that is the trouble. Now, with poor brick 

that enters into its manufacture and the responsibility falls back 

on the manufacturer. The hollow block man may for a while be 

able to shift his imperfections on the consumer simply because his 

manufacture does not develop the quality. I think, therefore, lis¬ 

tening to the foregoing paper, I think that if a hollow brick will 

last for a year or more it will stand for a long time. It is new yet. 

The cement block must absorb enough moisture to satisfy the re¬ 

quirements of the cement. I am telling you this without knowing 

much about it but I am just telling you what I see. Some of the 

hollow block men are now making what they call a “slot block”, 

using more moisture to satisfy the requirements of the cement, if 

possible. I think that some of these men are going to come to the 

right point. I think the dry block is a bad proposition. It has to 

absorb the moisture some time. So, about all that I can tell you is 

that in my opinion the hollow block is a comparatively new thing 

and one of the future. We do not know how soon, but they are 

working at it and are trying to perfect it. You who have been a 

good while making brick must give the hollow block men a chance 

to correct their errors. They may make a success later on. 

President Wilson: In speaking, Mr. Covey, of moisture, do I 

understand that the moisture all go into the hollow block at the 
time of manufacturing it, or after? 

Mr. Covey: Now, you are going to catch me on my lack of 

knowledge; but I know that they put these hollow blocks up in piles 

and put water on them. They attempt to supply the lack of mois¬ 

ture. You have all been to these Conventions: you have seen these 

hollow block machines demonstrated. These machines are all good 

as far as the hollow block machines are concerned. The trouble is 

the proper combination of ingredients is incorrect. At a convention 

that I attended some time ago there was a man there that had a 
granite product. This man was from New York and he has ar¬ 
rived as near to the proper proportion as it is possible. The hollow 

block men have to find this out. You know there is a lot of stone 

used in buildings that is worthless—a lot of lime stone, etc., that 

scales and peels off from year to year. There is much worthless stone 

used in buildings. The hollow block will be better than that if they 

can get at the right combination. This man from New York made 

his product of stone in a mould and gave the mixture time to ab¬ 

sorb the water and take into itself the proper amount of moisture. 

His mixture was more nearly correct, I think, of any product of that 

character. 

Mr. Crabtree: I would like to ask if any of the clay workers in 

Wisconsin are doing anything in the line of hollow clay building 

blocks—such as the vitrified blocks 8xi6 in size made in Indiana 

and Ohio. I have inquired of several and I cannot get any infor¬ 

mation. I am entirely ignorant on the subject myself. I would like 

to know how they do it here if there is anyone here that is doing it. 

So far I have been unable to get any information on the subject. 

President Wilson: Our friends in Tramway, about five miles 

from here, have made more or less hollow clay brick but they do 

not seem to have any representative here at this Convention. Prob¬ 

ably they are not running now and I do not know how much stock 

they have on hand but 1 understand that they have some. 

Mr. Farnum: At Grantsburg we are successful in making them. 

We make them 4x8x12 and 18. We have made none of them ex¬ 

tensively but have only fairly started. You can make them vitri¬ 

fied and hard enough for ordinary use. They will take the place 

of concrete. You can lay up a course of common or veneer brick 

on the outside and use these on the inside. 

Mr. Stoll: If you are inquiring about vitrified blocks made in 

Wisconsin: I think at the present time there are none, although 

there are some clays in Wisconsin that will make them. There is 

no one yet making vitrified blocks in Wisconsin like they do in In¬ 

diana and Ohio. There is a difference between the clay block lay¬ 

ing up in the wall and the cement block. When you make a clay 

block 8x8 square and 16 inches long, you have a surface for your 

mortar to go cn 8x8x16 and in the cement blocks you have only a 

surface for the mortar to go on 1^2 to 2 inches. They have no 

trouble with the clay blocks, as I have seen them, as they have 

with the cement blocks in this respect. 

Mr. Weidrnan: What is the relative size of the concrete space 

and the amount of the absorption. 

Mr. de Joannis: That would depend upon the burning of the 

clay block. I took the best cement blocks the other day and it took 

about two quarts of water. Vitrified clay blocks will take about 

one pint of water. 

Mr. Stoll: Mr. de Joannis, what make of that clay block did 

you get? 
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Mr. de Joannis: It was an Indiana block. 

Mr. Stoll: Did you ever try one of the Mason City blocks? 

Mr. de Joannis: No. It depends upon whether it is made from 

a shale or other material. And it depends upon the burning. I 

think the more the clay workers know what the cement people have 

to put up with in manufacturing their hollow blocks, the less they 

will be afraid of competition in this direction. There are two 

things the cement people cannot overcome. In the first place, the 

manufacture of any cement product depends largely upon personal 

factor—that is to say—I saw a report the other day of a large meet¬ 

ing where the person who read the paper insisted that a great ad¬ 

vantage that the hollow concrete men had over the rest was that 

he could use ignorant labor. Therefore, you get the most ignorant 

kind of product from such labor. Personal factors do not enter 

into the manufacture of concrete blocks. A man if he does not get 

quite the correct mixture of concrete, sand, etc., will simply put so 

much more water to it, or so much more sand to it, as the occa¬ 

sion may require, and you can take any kind of block or brick that 

you want and you will find that they vary very little. In the manu¬ 

facture of the cement itself great care is taken. Take for instance 

the Alpha Portland Cement. I went through their plant. Their 

putput is 12,000 barrels of cement per day. This cement goes 

through a very great many different processes before it is turned 

out a finished product. After each stage of its manufacture, it is 

carefully inspected and tested to insure its absolute purity. 

Mr. Farnum: I would like to inquire of some one if the block 

or brick, or anything that is thoroughly vitrified, if it is not nearly 

as impervious to the elements as a block of iron or a solid mass of 

iron ? 

Mr. Stoll: I should say it was practically as impervious as iron 

or steel. It is of very nearly the same density. There is this dif- 

erence—iron will rust and vitrified material will not. 

President Wilson: If there are no other questions to be asked 

on this subject we will proceed with the program. The next num¬ 

ber on the program is the subject of “The use of waste heat from 

common up-draft kilns for drying brick, vs. open air drying,” by 

Mr. G. W. Kennedy of Manitowoc. 

THE USE OF WASTE HEAT FROM COMMON UP-DRAFT 

KILNS VS. OPEN AIR DRYING. 

Mr. Kennedy: I had had prepared a paper on the subject but 

find that I have left it at home. I remember it pretty well, though, 

and will, therefore, speak extemporaneously. 1 should very much 

have preferred to have been called on before Mr. Ringle. I assure 

you that I think Mr. Ringle has set the pace altogether too high for 

me to follow. When this subject was assigned to me, I thought I 

had an easy task. It is a question that has cost me many anxious 

moments in my business and I have made a thorough study of it 

and through trouble and experience, I thought it would be an easy 

task to tell the convention all about it. But, people do not care to 

hear your troubles, and when I came down to write the paper, I 

found it was a very hard matter for me to do. It is like the story 

you have all heard: “Laugh and the world laughs with you; weep 

and you weep alone.” 

Before saying anything about our waste heat, I want to first 

give you a description of the driers as they are today. Our ex¬ 

perience with driers do not differ very much from the experiences 

of other people. I do not know of any other way of putting it 

except the way our foreman, Mr. Frickie, at Manitowoc did when 

I commenced to get up this paper, I went to him and asked for a 

few pointers about the drier as it worked. He said, “Well, you are 

just like all other young men. Not one of you will tell the truth. 

You commence on a scheme and tell the other fellow how it works 

and the other fellow will say the same scheme does not work with 

him.” Our experience in driers, I think, is the same as that of 

every other man that has had anything to do with driers and that 

is that when we begin we do not know what we are up against. We 

think we do but the facts are we do not. Some man comes along 

and tells you that he can put in a drier that will accomplish certain 

things. At first you are not certain that he can, but he insists upon 

it and you then believe that he can. If the Clay Workers of Wis¬ 

consin would attend these Conventions and exchange ideas they 

could save a great deal of money for themselves. Our driers at 

Manitowoc are a combination of driers. They are about 140 or 150 

feet in length, twenty tracks, each track holding 20 cars. This gives 

the drier, when full, a capacity of 400 cars of brick. Each car 

holds 544 brick. Now, our brick after they leave the moulding ma¬ 

chine contain about one pound of water which has to be absorbed 

in the drier. The brick when they leave the machine are loaded 

on these cars on pallets and these cars are then pushed into the 

drier. There is a gravity system which carries the cars from the 

machine down through the drier. We have a fan at one end of the 

drier that blows the air up under the cars. This air escapes under 

the cars through the openings in the planks. Then we have a fan 

at the other end of the drier drawing out this moist heat. This 

keeps a constant circulation of air through the drier. It makes no 

difference whether the drier is hot. There must be a circulation 

of air. After we got the kilns to working in fairly good order, we 

thought that waste heat ought to be used. So I commenced to 

figure and finally put a pipe four feet in diameter running the whole 

length of our kilns. There is about 20 feet of space between each 

of our four kilns and this pipe run the whole length of the kilns, 

and at right angles to this four foot pipe, there is a two foot iron 

pipe extending the length' of each kiln and about six feet from the 

top of the kiln. These two foot pipes are connected to the four foot 

pipe and a damper is arranged in the pipes as you can shut off any 

one or all of them, or you can draw from any or all of them. There 

are a great many systems of taking the hot air or heat from cooling 

kilns. What we claim for the system that we are using—there is 

no patent on it—it is open to every one. If there is any good in it 

I am perfectly willing they should have it. The ducks or air cham¬ 

bers are at the bottom of the kiln and the air cannot be taken from 

a cooling kiln until you have stopped firing. These pipes are con¬ 

nected with our fan which draws this air and blows it into our 

drier, coming into direct contact with the wet brick. The saving in 

that is considerable. It is more than you men would believe if I 

told you. The night is our worst time. The air is cooler and 

damper. If you want to get your brick dry you must have circula¬ 

tion and the air must be dry and warm. Pure hot and dry air is 

what is required. This coming in contact with our brick does not 

check them for the reason that the brick have already been exposed 

to the air. If warm dry air is not used before turning on the waste 

heat the brick commence to crack. Especially is this so in the 

Spring time or the wet season of the year and on wet nights, or 

after we have three or four rainy days, which we often have on 

the lake shore. There we have a great deal of heavy weather. 

Now, as to the open air drying—it costs us more to take the 

brick and put them in the drying shed in the yard—about 15 cents 

per thousand—more than it does to put them in the drier. There 

is the cost of labor from the machine to the racks. This is offset 

by the cost of keeping the drier hot. We figure that we have to 

have a fireman there anyway. He must keep up his steam. If 

we have no kiln from which we can draw the heat, it costs us 19 

cents per thousand for the coal. 

As Mr. Ringle and Mr. Hinkley stated, if people would be more 

honest and tell their experiences—even if they are laughed at after¬ 

wards—it would be much better. They say that “Open confession 

is good for the soul.’ That is the best we can do. My estimates, 

of course, do not include the men’s salaries—they do not include 

the oil for the machinery—nor the wear and tear. It costs more to 

take the bricks from the machine to the racks than it does through 

the drier for the reason that it is a little farther way. By the drier 

system the brick are not handled at all until they reach the hands 
of the pitchers. 

Now, I am not sure that I can say anything more on this dn'ing 

business. There is one thing that is certain and that is this. This 

question is very important to every brick man. You can turn out 

as many brick as you please from the machine but the trouble is 

to dry them. When you visit a man’s plant and ask him, “What is 

your output?” and he will tell you the capacity of his machine. 
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Winn you ask him how many he car. dry and he will tell you how 

many he has room for on the yard. But you ask him how many 

he can dry and he will tell you that that depends upon the weather. 

The advantages of a drier is that we can dry brick even if the 

weather is wet and rainy. I will be glad to answer any questions 

that any of the gentlemen will ask, but I do not think it is wise 

for me to take up any more of your time. (Applause.) 

Mr. A. Potts: In drying brick on the racks, is there not some 

danger of their being rain marked, etc.? 

Mr. Kennedy: I stated a while ago that brick men will dodge the 

question. Now, I had a paper written out on this subject but I 

forgot it and I would not attempt this point without my paper. 

However, with our drier we do not have trouble with rain marked 

brick. The brick are thoroughly dried and are not exposed to the 

elements. There are so many brick put into the drier and there 

have to be so many brick taken out of the drier every day in order 

to make room for the brick that are constantly being made. We 

work every day. Some days we may stop for a few hours on ac¬ 

count of too much water in the clay, but the next day we work a 

little over time, so that at the end of the week we are up to our 

average. Because of our drier, our brick are of a better shape and 

we save a great deal of the flashes that a great many brick makers 

complain of. These flashed brick are caused by handling them in 

the racks. The brick that are put in the racks for drying you will 

find the ones that are on the outside of the rack are drier than the 

ones on the inside, but the men taking them from the racks do not 

stop for that. The consequence is that when you take them out of 

the kiln after they are burned, they are flashed. I do not think a 

yard is up to date without a drier. If there is a soft spot in the 

brick yard, I cannot find it—not even in the office. When there is 

any trouble with the drier, the men will come to you with the 

trouble. You go in there with him. It is very hot at times in 

there and the man- that is with you will get great satisfaction out 

of the fact that the “old man” is in there and he will not complain 

any further. You see, the men complain of their hard lot and of 

the heat in the drier. It is hard work. 

Without a drier you cannot start as earlv in the Spring, neither 

can you work as late in the Fall. In the meantime, your expenses 

are continually going on and your office force must be kept up and 

when you are not making brick you are increasing the cost of 

manufacture. 

The vital point in our drier, as well as all driers I think, is to get 

the air under the cars and get it distributed. If you are not very 

careful with the drier you are apt to get the openings in one sec¬ 

tion of the drier larger than the other and admit the air into one 

section faster than the other. There is only one way that I have 

been able to do and that is by taking anememeter and by it know¬ 

ing the amount of air going into each section and seeing that it is 

being equally distributed. 

Member: Does it take a little longer drying the brick when you 

take the heat from the kiln than from the outside ? 

Mr. Kennedy: Sure, because the brick take the air that is thor¬ 

oughly dry. 

Member: You take the cool air from the outside and you have 

warm air but not dry air. How much difference is there in the 

time? 

Mr. Kennedy: There is a difference of about eight hours and it 

takes about sixty-four hours to dry the brick. There is another 

thing that I find to be true, and I think that every brick man that is 

running a drier will know this, and that is what is heat? and what 

style of a drier is best for him? One drier that will work on one 

yard will not also work on another. There is the difference in the 

kind of clay used. Some days dry easier and some are more 

tender and crack more easily and I think that every man will have 

to experiment on his own account as to this. I know at our yard 

we put on our heat and in the morning when we come to set our 

brick we found a great many of them cracked. There is only one 

way to accomplish anything in brick dry—and that is to stick to it. 

You must study the nature of your clay and regulate your hot and 

cold drafts of air accordingly. You can get at the bottom of it, or 

at the right way only by experience. 

There is one thing about this Clay Workers’ Association and that 

is the attendance of the machine men. They come here and hear 

our complaints and troubles and go back to their firms and then 

the machine house get their experts to working and try to make 

some contrivance that will overcome the troubles that they have 

heard through their agents at these conventions. There is another 

thing. You meet your competitor and tell him your troubles and he 

will tell you his. You compare notes and help each other in that 

way. 

Mr. Potts: I would like to ask you, Mr. Kennedy, if you have 

any trouble with the smoke from the kilns when you take this heat 

for the drier? 

Mr. Kennedy: The dampers are in these pipes and are arranged 

so that you can regulate the draft at your will. The smoke does 

not affect the color of the brick, although only a small portion of 

it can get through the dryer. Of course, the men after going into 

the dryer come out with their faces and hands all black. 

Mr. Storm: I would like to ask Mr. Kennedy if he has ever 

used a car with a jack and using one car instead of a number of 

cars, such as the manufacturers have been telling us about? 

Mr. Zimball: I have used that patent car for a season now. We 

handle the brick in this way as cheaply. We have an open yard dry¬ 

ing system. We have tried it in a shed but it takes so long to dry. 

Mr. Potts: Do you use a drier ? 

Mr. Zimball: We did, but late in the Fall. We do not expect to 

use it in the Summer time as long as it is drying weather. I re¬ 

member at the last convention Mr. Vogt had a paper and he rec¬ 

ommended a system of a kind entirely against the proposition of 

Mr. Kennedy. That puts us at a loss to know which proposition to 

accept. 

Mr. Stoll: I can see where a discrimination would be in any 

kind of a drier with that system for the reason that Mr. Kennedy 

has a very tender clay. It takes him 72 hours to dry his clay. Mr. 

Kennedy’s system is that one car follows another down the dryer 

until they get to the hot end. 

Mr. Finnegan: This system that Mr. Zimball is using is the 

Portable Hake? 

Mr. Zimball: I might call it a Portable Hake system, but with 

the latter you do not use the racks at all. You load the brick on the 

car and have an ordinary truck and do not use the track. These 

elevated cars that we have run on a track the same as yours in 

your drier system. 

Mr. Potts: I would like to ask if there is any gentleman here 

who has used the drier, or the waste heat from the kilns for their 

drier and where they have been making red brick, if there was any 

discoloration in the surfaces of the brick? 

President Wilson: I would say, Mr. Potts, that there is no dis¬ 

coloration by the use of waste heat when you use it after you stop 

firing the kilns. In our system we do not hook on to a kiln until 

after we have stopped firing. Of course, once or twice—possibly 

two or three times—since we started our drier, we got caught for 

hot air and we hooked on to a kiln before we got through firing 

and we did not get the best results from it—that is to say—the 

gases from the fuel got into the drier and discolored the bricks be¬ 

fore they were really burned. They did not affect them any but 

when they came out of the kilns, instead of being clean brick they 

were discolored. 

Mr. Potts: Do you use coal or wood? 

President Wilson: Both. I would like to ask Mr. Pratt of the 

Excelsior Yard of the City if he has any experience along these 

lines? 

Mr. Pratt:: Our drier is a steam dryer. 

Mr. Kennedy: I hope that this question won’t end here. There 

are a whole lot of questions before us and I am sure that there are 

many of us here who have had experiences and ideas along these 

lines and this is the time to let us hear them. If they have been 

bumped a little bit let us hear from them. I would ask Mr. Pratt 
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to give us an idea of his steam dryer. It may be of some interest 

to us. 
Mr. Pratt: My experience with steam driers, or hot air driers, 

is to always see that you have a free circulation. You have to keep 

the cool end of your drier hot enough to keep the brick from dew¬ 

ing. Sometimes you find the fan is taking the air out too fast and 

practically drawing it out so fast that you leave a moisture in the 

brick like dew but when you get about 150 degrees in your steam 

at the hot end and 100 degrees at the cool we always find it to work 

better, if the clay will stand that heat. Get about 50 degrees be¬ 

tween both ends and get a hot air circulation just as if you had a 

hot wind. 

Mr. Ringle: We have a steam drier and when we bought it we 

were told that that drier would dry any kind of clay in forty-eight 

hours. The drier was put in and the man said that it was in good 

shape and to go right ahead and make brick. We went ahead but 

found that we could not dry any brick successfully. There was a 

very large percentage of loss on account of cracked brick. They 

said there was too much ventilation—too much draft—the brick were 

drying too fast and all those things. We experimented on that for 

nearly a year. We finally came to the conclusion that it was cheaper 

to prepare our clay—mix it to the proper proportion so that it 

would stand that heat and dry it in the time that we wanted to dry 

it. We are now careful not to have our clay too fat or too lean 

and mix it in proper proportions. In this way we can dry our 

brick in from 36 to 48 hours without any trouble and the only 

trouble is when we accidentally get a poor batch of clay. We find 

it is much cheaper to regulate the clay than to regulate the drier. 

Mr. Kennedy. Does the clay keep the moisture when it is too fat 

or when it is too lean? 

Mr. Ringle: We have tried it with fat clay and find it takes as 

much as 72 hours. That does not give any satisfaction. We found 

that the fat clay would not stand the fast drying so we mixed our 

clay to the proper proportion. 

Mr. Kennedy: I would like to ask Mr. Ringle, how much did 

your brick shrink from the time of leaving the moulds until they 

left the drier? 

Mr. Ringle: About three quarters of an inch. 

President Wilson: I do not think Mr. Kennedy that you take 

the amount of moisture that is in a brick after it leaves the machine 

into consideration. There is a vast amount of water removed in 

the process of drying. 

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. President, have we left the impression on the 

mind of this convention that the drier is not a profitable thing. 

Maybe the machine men here feel that we have stepped on them. 

I do not feel like that. The man that made the machine to dry 

those brick will dry them, but the man that is sent out on the road 

to sell that machine is no more fit to tell me how much heat and 

how much air is required to dry them than anyone. He cannot 

tell me how many units of water there is in a brick. There is this 

much about the drier. If it is properly handled—and I think I 

can say it without being contradicted here—that you can get your 

brick thoroughly dry, burn less fuel, have less flashed on your 

brick, keep a better lot of men, start earlier and run later in the 

season. You can depend on your output and know how many 
brick you are going to turn out. 

President Wilson: I presume it will be in order to make some 

mention what we, the Menomonie Hydraulic-Press Brick Company, 

are doing, but inasmuch as I hope to have the pleasure of all of you 

visiting our plant in the morning, I do not believe any statements 

are necessary at this time. We will have our drier in operation 

and it speaks for itself. You can see more in a minute what it is 
doing than I can tell you in an hour. 

President Wilson: The next number on the program will be a 

paper by Mr. Harry de Joannis, Chicago, Ill., on “What Constitutes 
a Modern Brick Plant.” 

WHAT CONSTITUTES A MODERN BRICK PLANT. 

The requirements of a modem brick plant are co-ordinate with 

the character of its product and its capacity. It would be impossible 

to lay down a series of rules to which all plants should conform, 

and anything that can be said on the subject should be rather pre¬ 

sented in the general sense than in a particular sense. 

The chief requirement for a modern brick plant is a visible and 

capable head. Up-to-date machinery, fireproof buildings, excellent 

and abundant clay, and good market for the products made from it, 

are all in danger unless at the head of the enterprise is a man who, 

as stockholder in the Company or as actual proprietor, shall give 

to the plant a large share of intelligent attention. Pitiable, indeed, 

is the condition of any enterprise whose interests are placed in the 

hands of an employee only. Not that the employee or superintend¬ 

ent is incompetent, but, not having a personal or vested interest in 

the enterprise he lacks the one quality which is most needed. Such 

a head should have a capacity larger than the plant, in the same 

way as every part of a plant’s equipment should exceed in capacity 

and strength the demands to be made on it. 

In reviewing briefly the physical, mechanical and commercial re¬ 

quirements of a modern plant, it is to be assumed: 

First. That the choice of the clay has been made wisely. 

Second. That the raw material is excellently adapted for the 

manufacture of the product which the plant is designed to produce, 

and preferably such clay deposit should be of a character as to fit 

it for the manufacture of kindred clay products which might be 

demanded subsequently by the needs of a growing market and for 

the successful industrial extension of the enterprise. 

Third. The clay deposit should be extensive, and capable of sup¬ 

plying the plant with a uniform material for a given number of 

years, which will guarantee under general market conditions a re¬ 

imbursement of the capital expended and a satisfactory profit 

throughout all these years to the investors. 

Such clay being at hand, adequate shipping facilities are next es¬ 

sential, and the plant itself should be within easy reach of the mar¬ 

ket for its products. I refer, of course, to the common building 

brick plant, which naturally offers the most restricted market from a 

shipping point of view. Face brick, paving brick, sewer brick, fire¬ 

brick and glazed brick are capable of being shipped to greater dis¬ 

tances, distances commensurate with their quality. Other essentials 

are good water and coal. The water should be plentiful and com¬ 

paratively pure, to prevent scale in the boiler and efflorescence in the 

finished product, the latter deficiency being the most injurious to 

the commercial future of the enterprise. The fuel should be pro¬ 

curable at a limited cost, within a reasonable distance and a reason¬ 

ably prompt delivery. To the brick maker, the fuel represents more 

than half of his manufacturing cost. 

Add to these essentials the requirements of a steady and growing 

market, without which the plant has no reason for existence, and we 

are able then to glance at the essentials of the plant construction in 

order that the product may be produced at the lowest possible cost. 

The judicial selection of the location of the different parts of the 

plant is very important. Every advantage should be taken of gravity 

in the successive stages of the manufacture of the brick from the 

clay pit to the railroad cars. Furthermore, the plant should never 

be constructed with a view to fulfilling merely the immediate re¬ 

quirements of its initial capacity. Many plants are to be seen 

throughout the country which bear witness to a deplorable lack of 

foresight in their initial construction. A plant is built for a 30,000 

daily capacity; it is well managed; the business prospers; its mar¬ 

ket increases; and subsequent additions are made under pressure 

of a growing business, regardless of future expansion and with no 

thought, or little thought, of the preservation of the unity of the 

plant’s manufacturing processes. A kiln is added here and a drier 

there; an extra machine is installed in one position and a second in 

another, and in the course of years the plant becomes a heterogene¬ 

ous operative aggregate without intelligent formation and devoid 

of economical function. I have in mind such' plants, where the 

losses in operation at the present time are very great, and whose 

success in maintaining the right of existence depends only upon the 

excellence of their products, their profits being cut in half by the 

lack of uniformity and development. When the subject is referred 

to. the proprietors admit that things might be better, but point out 
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that a reconstruction on economical lines is impossible because of 

the enormous cost involved and the delays which would be occa¬ 

sioned by such reconstructive work. It is far better when the plant 

is young and can be easily moulded, that expert advice should be 

taken and plans drawn by which a steady increase of business can 

be taken care of without the disturbance of a single element in ex¬ 

isting conditions. Plans cost but little, comparatively, to draw up, 

but additions without plans are expensive experiments. 

The modern brick plant should perform all its operations at the 

least possible cost consistent with its capacity. The pick and shovel, 

and the cart and horse should often be superceded by a steam shovel 

and an industrial track system years before they are. Manufac¬ 

turers allow a decade to go by without discovering when they have 

stepped over the line of economical mining of their clay. This 

clay bank is worked farther from the plant each year, and the char¬ 

acter of the clay varies, and still the old time methods are pursued 

and it is considered a small matter to add a man and a horse— 

simpler, indeed, than figuring out the additional cost entailed in the 

mining of the raw material and comparing it with the cost to in¬ 

stall and operate a steam shovel. 

Many plants should be benefitted by the erection of a storage shed 

for clay, which would render them independent with wet weather 

conditions. By a storage shed, I do not mean the apology of one 

that is often seen-—a leaky roof supported on drunken posts, and 

covering only enough raw material for three or four days’ run. It 

should be a reak shed, protected from atmospheric conditions from 

all sides, and containing enough clay to run the plant for a month 

at least and longer where the market demands are excessively 
large. 

While talking about shed construction, a few words on the char¬ 

acter of the construction of a plant’s buildings can not be amiss. 

1 hese should be of brick or hollow block, and practically fireproof 

throughout. Such construction is more costly to the tune of five 

or six thousand dollars perhaps, but a modern plant is built to stay. 

The business is intended to develop, and a profit is desired not 

only during the first ten years, but during the remaining forty if 

fifty be taken as the life of the clay working plant and its clay bed. 

Frame buildings are costly to keep in repair. The frost and the 

sun cause them to deteriorate rapidly, and their inflammable nature 

is not questioned. A spark on a frame building is sufficient to com¬ 

mence a work of devastation which will wipe out in an hour the 

result of years of toil, ruining machinery which is expensive and 

takes time to replace, and delaying the resumption of operation to 

such an extent that the business lost becomes fresh business to re¬ 

gain. Once a man gets out of the way of paying you money, you 

pay dearly to get him back. I would emphasize as an essential of 

modern brick plant construction, fireproof buildings. If the build¬ 

ings are already of frame, reconstructive work on a fireproof basis 

can be and should be undertaken steadily without delaying in any 

appreciable measure the plant’s manufacturing operations. The 

safest insurance is an investment of this character. 

The boiler-and-engine-room should be shut off from the rest of 

the plant to prevent the entrance of dust and grit, and should be 

the cleanest place in factory. An essential adjunct to the boiler- 

room is a feed water-heater. The boilers and steam pipes should be 

covered, to prevent radiation, and no steam-saving device should be 

considered of too small importance to receive your attention. A 

heater prolongs the life of a boiler and increases its steaming effi¬ 

ciency. I would strongly advise the installation of mechanical 

stoking devices in the boiler-room. These have now got beyond 

the experimental stage and the smokeless boiler stack is no longer a 

possibility, an ideal to be attained, but an accomplished fact. The 

saving of from 25 to 35 per cent of fuel is not to be disregarded 

by any sensible business man. Especially would such a device be 

valuable where the drying of brick is accomplished by the drawing 

of waste gases from beneath the boiler into the drier, or when they 

are tapped from the base of the stack for the same purpose. Ex¬ 

pensive? Nothing good can be bought for nothing. You say you 

cannot afford it. That is a different proposition. But that is where 

planning is necessary. Once you are convinced that any apparatus 

would be an advantageous installation on your plant, set aside a 

definite sum at intervals until it can be effected. In these days of 

strenuous competition, the smallest saving should receive your great¬ 

est attention. As regards the machine-room proper, speaking bibli¬ 

cally I would say “Let there be light.” Too often machine rooms on 

clay working plants are in a state of chimerian gloom. True, win¬ 

dows have been provided, but they are of bath-room size and are 

never cleaned, and if there is a piece of lumber laying around the 

window is considered the right place to lean it up against. Plenty 

of light is conducive to alert, intelligent operation. Obscurity stul¬ 

tifies the operative sense and tends towards sluggish physical move¬ 

ments. As regards the machinery beyond saying that the best is 

none too good, it is not for me to say anything. Every machine is 

supposed to be like Caesar’s wife, “above suspicion,” and I have too 

many friends among machine men to endeavor to establish compari¬ 

sons. Before leaving the machine-room, I would make one point, 

however; that the room be provided with a floor, and that this floor 

be kept clean. Some machine rooms have the appearance of a scrap 

heap, above which the machine belches forth a column of clay, the 

division of which into bricks and their safe transportation to the 

drier is a perpetual miracle, the whole plant being like the rocky 

road to Dublin! Broken brick, slabs of clay, parts of discarded drier 

cars, loose wheels and gears litter the floor in every direction and in 

graceless confusion, and the employes’ work is largely in accordance 

with the machine-room atmosphere. 

The modern drier should also be fireproof and of substantial con¬ 

struction. Its tracks should be solidly bedded and its doors permit 

of easy ingress and egress for the drier cars. The operation of the 

drier should be superintended intelligently, the co-operative use of 

thermometers and hygrometers being desirable, so that the work 

being done in the drier can be guaged at all times. I am convinced 

that little is attempted in the way of reducing the cost of drier op¬ 

eration by a study of drier conditions. 

As to the kilns, these should have substantial foundations, pro¬ 

vided with adequate drainage facilities. Their construction depends 

largely upon the character of the wares desired and the uniformity 

of the product hangs on the intelligence of the burner. No matter 

what type of kiln is used, the essentials are a good draft, uniform 

fuel, grate efficiency, regular firing and furnaces so constructed that 

provision can be made for the mixing of the requisite amount of 

air with the volatile gases. It would be better if all the kilns of 

the plant were covered in, so that the kilns and the coal which will 

be burned in them shall be protected from weather conditions. In 

all additions and improvements made, except engineering advice 

should be sought and bought and plans should be drawn and care¬ 

fully scrutinized before any work is undertaken. 

The modern plant should have its operative area paved, even if 

such paving is done with bats of the plant, so that workmen can get 

to any part of the plant with ease, independent of weather condi¬ 

tions and changes. Water courses should be provided to carry away 

the water during the rainy seasons. Last, but not least, every plant 

should have a carefully kept up cost system, by which the cost of 

every stage of manufacture of the product can be ascertained at any 

time and extravagances in any given direction may be done away 

with. It may be adduced that the keeping up of any cost system in¬ 

volves additional work, and that it is difficult to get the hands to 

fall in with such new ideas, but times are changing and the old 

slipshod methods must disappear. The brick making business is a 

business proposition; guess work must be eliminated, and no plant 

can be run today successfully without the same care being given to 

it in this regard as is given to operative costs in the other leading 

industries of the country. 

Mr. Potts: I cannot add very much to Mr. de Joannis’ paper, but 

I would like to help Mr. de Joannis to impress upon every brick 

maker that there cannot be too much care in the steam equipment, 

erection of buildings, machinery, setting up a clay warehouse. Con¬ 

crete foundations are essentials in buildings and concrete supports 

for the shafting will be found of little more expense than lumber. 

In this way your steam gear will never get out of line or out of 

level. Keeping up a cost system is also of vital importance. It is 
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very neccessary for every brick maker to know just what his brick 

cost him in the manufacture. 

Mr. Frazer: Mr. President, I do not believe I can add anything 

to that paper. I can only say what Mr. Potts has said. And, if the 

brick makers throughout the country would read that paper care¬ 

fully, it would help them. It may be overdrawn a little where the 

small brick makers are concerned. In the construction of a plant 

it is certainly tetter to spend a little more money in the beginning 

than to have to spend a great deal afterwards. 

President Wilson: I would say, gentlemen, that Mr. de Joannis 

has covered the ground very thoroughly, indeed, and inasmuch as we 

have one new member who has been kind enough to come to our 

convention and who is contemplating building a plant, I trust he 

has found something in this paper that will help him. We would 

like to hear from him. 

Mr. Crabtree: I do not know as I can say much, as I can say 

anything, but I will say this. I came here a tenderfoot. I did not 

know anything about the business and I don’t know much yet, but 

I have met, gentlemen, a very nice class of men, indeed, and as I 

knew nothing about the men interested in the clay manufacturing 

business before, I am very pleasantly surprised. They seem free to 

tell anyone all they know about their business. Tn Other lines of 

business it is very hard to get any information. Generally when you 

go to a man and ask him about his business and intimate that you 

may be a possible competitor of his, he will generally shut up like a 

clam, but I do not find the same case here, and while I intend to 

go into the business in the near future, I won’t know much about 

it until I have had experience as I have learned from these gentle¬ 

men that have paid for their experiences, but 1 do say that I have 

obtained a great deal of information from these proceedings and 

from what I expect to see around town here. It will help me vastly 

and I hope it will be possible for me to attend your conventions 

again. We cannot make any too many friends. The more men we 

meet; the more we go out, and the more willing we are to impart 

information to one another, we are that much ahead, and it is not 

very expensive. I want to thank those gentlemen here who have 

volunteered their information to me when I have asked for it to¬ 

day and I think I shall bear down a little harder tomorrow. I have 

been helped a great deal by these discussions—especially the papers 

that have been read. I have got a whole lot out of it and if it ever 

comes my turn to help out when I have learned more, I shall be 

willing to give anyone what they can get out of me. 

Mr. Kennedy: There is one thing that Mr. de Joannis has al¬ 

ready taken up in his paper and that is the itemized cost of each 

branch of the business. There is too little attention paid to that. 

We find it every day. A man should know just what each branch 

of business costs him per thousand of brick in order to intelligently 

place a fair valuation on his product. In reading the “Brick,” I 

notice this question was taken up very extensively by the National 

Convention. This itemized cost must be kept up every day. If you 

let it go by for a week, it is a hard job to pick it up again. If you 

have no time to do it yourself, hire a bookkeeper to do it for you 

and most of us employ bookkeepers anyway—make him do it. 

When you get the bills for material bought for any specific purpose, 

find out what the material the bill covers is for and place the amount 

against that item, so at the end of the season you will know just 

exactly what that item has cost you during the season.. You can find 

just what the expense per thousand for that item has cost you. In 

this way you can find out just what it costs you to burn each kiln 

of brick—how much for coal and how much for wood and how much 

for the labor. The trouble today is that when a job is in sight and 

the contractor comes to you and asks you for a price on brick, you 

give it to him, but he says he can buy the brick a little cheaper from 

the other fellow. Well, you say if he can sell them for that I 

can too and that you can make brick just as cheap as he can. But. 

do you know how much it costs you to make brick? You meet the 

man’s price, but you don’t know whether you have made any money 

on the brick or not. 

Mr. Crabtree: There is one thing that 1 have heard more or 

less about and that is where a tender clay is used that causes the 

brick to crack in the drying, if by using sand it reduces that diffi¬ 

culty. I do not gather anything of this kind today, and I would like 

to know about it. 

Mr. Kennedy: Yes, we use sand. 

Mr. Crabtree: What proportion do you use? 

Mr. Kennedy: That is guaged by the day you are using. If the 

clay is very fat, you use more sand; you determine that by the way 

your brick slip from the moulds and by the knowledge you have of 

the clay when it is prepared before it goes into the moulds. 

Mr. Crabtree: What kind of sand do you use? 

Mr. Kennedy: Bank sand. I would prefer lake sand. 

Mr. Crabtree: Is the sand sifted in any way? 

Mr. Kennedy: If there are any stones or pebbles in it it certainly 

must be sifted or screened. 

Mr. Stoll: Regarding that last question: We did a great deal 

of testing of clays at our factory. I kept a memorandum of one 

test that we made for a man in Dubuque, la. They had a very 

strong clay, which cracked very badly in the drying. They had to 

keep their brick in closed sheds for four weeks before they would 

be dry. They did their drying in sheds but they had to keep their 

doors down and kept them there for four weeks. They wanted a 

drier, but we would not recommend a drier to them, but they sent 

some clay to us. We first tried one per cent of sand for every five 

pound brick and the next morning, carrying only 90 degrees, the 

brick cracked, and when we put in 5 per cent of sand they would 

still crack. We then put in 10 per cent of sand and they still cracked. 

We then tried 15 per cent and when we got to 20 per cent we could 

dry them in 24 hours. It all depends upon what kind of clay you 

are using. 

Mr. Crabtree: In using 10 or 15 per cent of sand, is it percepti¬ 

ble in the brick? 

Mr. Stoll: No; you would not notice it. 

Mr. Finnegan: We have about one-fourth shrinkage in our 

brick by using sand. 

Mr. Crabtree: In using additional sand to prevent the brick from 

cracking in the drier, does this cause the brick to dry quicker than 

it would without the sand? 

Mr. Finnegan: In our experience by using the sand, the brick 

dry a little slower, if anything. We dry our brick in sheds on pal¬ 

lets, and we find by using sand they dry a little slower but they 

dry better. 

President Wilson: We will take up “How to Overcome the Diffi¬ 

culties that arise in the Manufacture of Brick,” by F. L. Sanborn 

of Portage; he is absent and I will ask Mr. de Joannis to read 

for us. 

HOW TO OVERCOME THE DIFFICULTIES THAT ARISE IN 

THE MANUFACTURE OF BRICK 

There are plenty of men here who have had more experience with 

different clays, and are better fitted to write on this subject than 

the writer is, as I suggested to our Secretary when asked to write 

on this subject, that this should be given to one who has had a 

wider experience in the manufacture of brick than we have had. 

We have had only one kind of clay to deal with during the time 

that we have been manufacturing brick so our experience is not 

at all varied. 

From the time that the Hebrews, under Pharaoh’s taskmasters 

were compelled to gather straw for their tale of brick until the 

present time, there have been difficulties to overcome in the manu¬ 

facture of brick; although we do not have the straw problem to 

deal with as did the ancient Hebrews, yet every brick manufacturer 

will be witness to the fact that there are problems to be solved in 

the successful manufacture of brick even in the beginning of the 

twentieth century. In our own State there are such a variety of 

clays which must be handled differently in the manufacture as 

well as in the burning, to produce a product that will stand the 

test that is required at the present day. 

Until we learn from experience as to the nature of the clay that 

we are handling, we are unable to get the best results, and in fact 

olten sustain heavy losses from our ignorance as to the proper 
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method of handling it in the manufacture, as well as in the burn¬ 
ing of it. 

Our clay is of a yellowish gray color; our bank is about 16 feet 

high and interstratified clay and sand in about the right proportions, 

so that all our material comes from the same bank, which we find 
to be of quite an advantage. 

Our clay containing a large percentage of silica it requires a very 

high degree of heat to burn it properly, requiring five or six days 

to bum it after the watersmoke is off. 

When we first began the manufacture of brick we had a large 

proportion of soft brick. At first we burned in a scoved kiln, 

using wood entirely as a fuel, settling our center first and then burn¬ 

ing the heads. The consequence was that we often found the heat 

drawing to the center so that we could not settle the heads prop¬ 

erly. To overcome this trouble we adopted the plan of burning the 

heads first, that is, as soon as the kiln was dry, we closed one side 

and burned that head for twenty-four hours, then changed to the 

other head for the same length of time, continuing this until the 

heads were sufficiently down, that 'S, changing at the end of twenty- 

four hours. In this way we have been able to get the heads down 

properly, and almost invariably the center was low enough when 

the heads were down, so we did not need to spend any more time 

and money in settling the middle. 

In increase the proportion of hard brick, we built permanent walls 

for our kilns twenty inches thick at the bottom and twelve inches 

thick at the top. We also put in grates and burned coal in the 

mouth of the arches. This we found not only increased the per¬ 

centage of hard burnt brick but it very materially improved the 

quality of the arch brick, so that we could ship a'very large pro¬ 

portion of them where heretofore only a small part of those brick 

were good, merchantable brick. 

For several years after we began the manufacture of brick we 

dumped them on the yard to dry. During this time our losses were 

quite heavy from cracked brick, as well as from storms which spoiled 

them before they were dry enough to put in the hack. To overcome 

this loss we adopted the shed and pallet system, which proved to 

be a great saving in this direction. 

Of late we have been throwing lumps of coal into the center of 

our kilns with the slides which we have found gives good results 

when the kiln is ready for a settling heat. 

The great cost in burning Wisconsin clays in comparison with 

those found in other States about us is of course detrimental to the 

interests of Wisconsin manufacturers, as we are obliged to compete 

with brick outside the State that can be burned at a very much 

smaller cost. Especially is this true of Chicago brick which are be¬ 

ing shipped into this State on a low rate of freight in addition to the 

small cost of burning. This is one of the obstacles that we are up 

against that it seems very hard to overcome. The matter of distance 

does not seem to cut much figure with their prices. They offer to 

furnish their brick at a station 221 miles from Chicago at the same 

price they charge for them 166 miles from Chicago. 

A Wisconsin brick manufacturer who was figuring on a job at 

a point in Juneau County was told by the contractor that it did not 

make any difference how low a price he named, he could get the 

Chicago brick for five cents per thousand less. 

Whether our rate commission will be able to do anything for our 

relief remains to be seen. I have no doubt but what some action 

will be taken by this Association at this meeting to bring this mat¬ 

ter to the attention of the Rate Commission so that we may know 

in the near future whether or not they will be able to do anything 

for our relief. To meet this competition the brick makers of Wis¬ 

consin must adopt any new methods that will decrease the cost of 

manufacture and improve the quality of their product. 

It seems to us that if the brick manufacturers of Wisconsin would 

stand together and refuse to furnish face brick to be used in con¬ 

nection with the Chicago brick that the demand for Chicago brick 

in this State would be very much less than at the present time. 

Question by Member: Cannot the addition of a large amount of 

silica reduce the cost of burning? 

Member: Mr. Sanborn’s paper says not. 

President Wilson: I would ask Mr. Lowater of Spring Valley 

what his experiences along these lines are. 

Mr. Lowater: We have two distinct kind of clays—a very tough 

clay on top and silica underneath. If we do not mix them properly 

we have trouble. 

Mr. Finnegan: All of the brick that are shipped from outside of 
Wisconsin to points in our territory are common brick and have to 
be faced with good Wisconsin brick. Now, if we would all get to¬ 

gether and refuse to cover any Chicago brick, 1 believe in this way 

we could keep them out. We have the general weakness and that 

is to do business. Most of us have to sell our brick when we can 

and there is some excuse for us and we are obliged to take our 

medicine on account of the rates. The same thing applied to sand 

lime brick shipped in from Michigan. If we simply stick together in 

this matter and when a contractor comes to us for face brick, ask 

him “what are you going to lay on the inside?” and if he tells you 

it is Chicago brick or sand lime brick, tell him that you are out of 

the face brick. I think in this way we could sell all of our product 

provided all the brick makers in this State would do the same 

thing. 

Mr. Kennedy: I think we need not lose any sleep on this phase 

of the question. Right here in Menomonie you have an example 

of it. You would not consider for one moment that you would be 

able to ship your brick all over the country if it were not to face 

some one else’s brick. 

Mr. Ringle: There has been some discussion with reference to 

mixing sand and other material in the clay. We have used brick 

bats and ground them up and find them equal to sand or anything 

else. All you have to do is to get a little machine, grind your bats, 

and it serves the same purpose as the best of sand. 

President Wilson: It is now getting along toward the time when 

most ef us may want to get ready for the banquet which is at 6 :30. 

The Commercial Club of Menomonie extends to all of the members 

of the Wisconsin Clay Workers’ Association a hearty invitation to 

partake of this Banquet. I wish also, gentlemen, in this connection, 

to extend the same invitation to the exhibit held by the Women’s 

Club of this City—the arts and crafts exhibit—which is being held 

just one block from here at the Mabel Tainter Memorial. This rep¬ 

resents an exhibit of Menomonie industries. I hardly know now 

when we shall have an opportunity to visit this exhibit, but I hope 

we may be able to figure out some time tomorrow for fifteen or 
twenty minutes to visit this place because they have a great many 

interesting things to see. The trip in the morning to the local yards 

is scheduled to leave the hotel at 8:30. This has been somewhat 

revised and it has been arranged to visit the local yards by a train 

instead of wagons or sleighs, which was originally planned. It will 

he somewhat difficult for us to get the train to come to the hotel 

and I will ask the members to walk to the depot which I hope most 

of you will be able to do in the morning, the train will leave the 

depot about 8:30. 

It was moved and seconded that the Convention adjourn until 

Friday afternoon. 

MEETING OF THE OHIO BRICK AND TILE 

ASSOCIATION. 

A meeting was recently held at Star hotel Monday, Co¬ 
lumbus, O., of about 35 members of the Drain Tile and 
Brick Manufacturers’ Central Ohio Association, for the 
purpose of discussing trade conditions and the prospects 
of the future for their line of manufacture. 

H. C. Black, Plain City; J. E. Lanman, Centerburg, 
and Lafayette Mentzer, Kenton, were appointed a com¬ 
mittee on prices, and S. Van Cleve, South Mansfield; W. 
C. Wilson, Brice, and J. W. Snyder, Millersburg, a com¬ 
mittee on railroad rates. 

During the afternoon session H. C. Black delivered an 
address on the Valentine act, which prohibits the forma¬ 
tion of trusts or combinations to maintain prices or to de¬ 
stroy competition. 
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THE PACIFIC NORTHWESTERN CLAY- 

WORKERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

Uinder the name of the Pacific Northwestern Clayworkers’ 

Association, a majority of the brick and tile, sewer pipe, pot¬ 

tery and terra cotta manufacturers of the states of Oregon, 

Washington, Idaho, Utah and Montana have completed or¬ 

ganization for mutual benefit and protection. Fifty-four 

manufacturing plants were represented by delegates to the 

convention, which was held in the rooms of the Chamber of 

Commerce at Portland, Oregon, and 62 others who had not 

secured personal representation at the organization meeting 

were admitted to membership on their written requests. 

The organization of the association is the result of a cam¬ 

paign which has been carried on quietly but effectively for 

the past six months by the leading manufacturers, who have 

long felt the need of a closer union of those engaged in the 

Miller, Seattle, Chairman; L. E. Kern, Portland, and G. W. 

Bates, Portland. 

List of members: 
James Anderson .. 
Clinton S. Barlow . 
Geo. W. Bates 
E. C. Belknap. 
Frank P. Birrer . . . 
Robt. P. Bradley . . 
C. H. Brey. 
C. A. Brown. 
A. A. Burton. 
B. F. Catching 
W. C. Corbett 
J. T. Davie . 
A. T. Dishman . .. 
O. K. Edwards ... 
J. H. Evans. 
Chas. Fisher. 

.... Portland, Oregon 

.Tacoma, Wash. 

.... Portland, Oregon 

.... Portland, Oregon 

.Dillon, Mont. 

.Tacoma, Wash. 

.Helena, Mont. 

.Palouse, Wash. 

.Salem, Oregon 
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.... Corvallis, Oregon 
..Spokane, Wash. 
..Spokane, Wash. 
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.Spokane, Wash. 
.. Milwaukee, Oregon 

.Officers of P. N. C. W. Association in front row—Frank A. Lathrop, A. M. Smith, Geo. W. Bates, R. P. Bradley, L. L. Haynes, L. E. Kern. 

clayworking industries, states a Portland report. Though 

no delegates from those states were present it is the inten¬ 

tion of the association ultimately to bring into the organiza¬ 

tion manufacturers in California and Nevada and include as 

nearly as possible all plants west of a north and south line 

drawn through Salt Lake City. 

The officers were elected for the first year as follows: 

President, A. M. Smith, of Portland; vice presidents, R. P. 

Bradley, of Tacoma; L. L. Haynes, of Lewiston, Idaho, and 

L. E. Kern, of Portland; secretary, Frank A. Lathrop, of 

Portland; treasurer, G. W. Bates, of Portland. 

The above officers and J. H. Spear of Spokane, R. H. 

Miller, Seattle, and W. F. Hidden, Vancouver, are the Ex¬ 

ecutive Committee of nine. The committee on Railroad 

Rates are John Megrath, Seattle, Chairman; R. P. Bradley, 

Tacoma, and G. M. McDowell of Portland. Committee on 

Farm Drainage, J. E. Murphy, Salem, Oregon, Chairman; 

Phil. Withycombe, North Yamhill, and J. M. Martin, 

Eugene, Oregon. Committee on Uniformity of Sizes, J. R. 

J. F. Garrett 
J. G. Hammer . ., 
L. L. Haynes ... 
W. F. Hidden ... 
F. P. Hobkirk .., 
A. C. Hollenback 
B. F. Hoover . .. 
J. T. Huetter 
Theodore Jensen 
A. Kalk. 
L. E. Kern.. 
Frank A. Lathrop 
F. Lehman . 
C. R. Littell. 
M. F. Loy. 
J. M. Martin 
G. M. McDowell , 
Tohn Megrath . . . 
j. R. Miller. 
J. E. Murphy . . . 
C. W. Nottingham 
C. P. Oudin .... 
Victor Randles . . 

North Yakima, Wash. 
.Butte, Mont. 
.Lewiston, Idaho 
. . .Vancouver, Wash. 
.... Portland, Oregon 
.Missoula. Mont. 
.... Portland, Oregon 
.Spokane, Wash. 
.... Portland, Oregon 
.... Portland, Oregon 
.... Portland, Oregon 
.... Portland, Oregon 
. ... Portland, Oregon 
.Littell, Wash. 
.. .St. Johns, Oregon 
.Eugene, Oregon 
.... Portland, Oregon 
.Seattle, Wash. 
.Seattle, Wash. 
.Salem, Oregon 
.... Portland, Oregon 
.Spokane, Wash. 
. . . .Portland, Oregon 
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Ed. J. Shaw .Seattle, Wash. 
Jacob Sieters .McMinnville, Oregon 

. Amadie M. Smith.Portland, Oregon 
Blaine R. Smith.Portland, Oregon 
J. H. Spear.Spokane, Wash. 
G. M. Swartwood.Palouse, Wash. 
Alph. Van Hoomissen .Portland, Oregon 
Marion Versteeg .Portland, Oregon 
A. N. Wills.Portland, Oregon 
Chas. H. Williams.Spokane, Wash. 
Mr. Wingard .Centralia, Wash. 
Phil. Withycombe .North Yamhill, Wash. 

Honorary members: 

“Clay Record,” semi-monthly.Chicago, Ill. 
“Brick,” monthly .Chicago, Ill. 
“Clay Worker,” monthly .Indianapolis, Ind. 

After the meeting the delegates were taken out to inspect 

the Randel & Kinsey clay plant at Sylvan, and later were 

given a banquet at the Commercial Club, at which Governor 

Chamberlain spoke, and brief addresses were made by H. M. 

Cake, president of the club, on “Our Prosperity,” and 

Paul Shoup, assistant general freight agent of the Harriman 

Northwest lines, on “The Clay Industry from a Railroad 

Point of View”; Samuel Connell, “The Value of Associa¬ 

tion” ; George W. Bates, “The Two Banks—the Clay Bank 

and the National”; J. E. Murphy, of Salem, “The Question 

of Freight Rates Relative to the Industry”; Clinton Barlow, 

Tacoma, “The Clay Business from an Agent’s Point of 

View”; J. Megrath, Tacoma, “The Value of a Uniform Size 

of Brick,” and L. L. Haynes, of Lewiston, on “The Tender¬ 

foot.” 
•» »» 

KENILWORTH TILE COMPANY TO BUILD IN 

NEWELL 

The Kenilworth Tile Company, East Liverpool, O., 

is the name of the company that will erect a plant at 

Newell, W. Va., opposite East Liverpool, O. The loca¬ 

tion of the plant will not be definitely stated by the mem¬ 

bers of the company, because they have not been able to 

secure all the arrangements in regard to shipping which 

they deem necessary. 

The contract for the buildings was let at a recent meet¬ 

ing of the members of the company, and they reserved the 

right to lay their own foundations. These will probably 

be of concrete and the building of the factory and kilns 

was awarded to Messrs. Gamble & Surles. 

The location in Newell is directly east of the new pot¬ 

tery which is now in course of construction. This is the 

location that will be taken in case the factory is located 

in the new town and there is little doubt but that it will. 

Several other sites have been offered, but the Newell 

proposition meets with general approval. The plans call 

for a building 200x100 feet and for three kilns. Fancy tile 

will be the chief product. The company will be incorporat¬ 

ed within the week. 
Those interested in the company are: R. L. Cawood, of 

the Patterson Foundry and Machine Co.; Hart T. Hall, 
Cashier of the Dollar Savings Bank; J. A. May, of Cart¬ 
wright Brothers’ Pottery Co., and S. C. Williams, of the 
Williams Lumber and Stave Company. J. A. May will 
be the namager of the new plant. 

6b 

AMERICAN STEEL PALLETS ON RUNNERS. 

The subject of pallets is one in which every manufac¬ 

turer of soft-mud brick is interested. We are illustrating 

in this page the latest comer in the field, a wrought steel 

pallet which is made by the American Pulley Co., of Phila¬ 

delphia, Pa. 

The particular feature of these pallets is that they are 

supplied with runners. These stiffen the pallets, and also 

provide a surface upon which to slide them into the racks. 

Friction is reduced to a minimum, and it is not necessary 

to lift the pallet to prevent the outer edge catching on the 

edge of the rack. All that has to be done is to push 

the pallet. The yard of John H. Earley, in Philadelphia, of 

which a trade journal says that it is the most modern in 

that city, is equipped with these pallets, and Mr. Earley 

speaks highly in praise of them. 

The American Pulley Co. is well known as the makers of 

the celebrated “American” All Wrought Steel Pulleys, of 

which they sell about two hundred thousand a year. They 

are, from their experience, most admirably equipped for the 

manufacture of such an article as steel pallets, and we do 

not hesitate to say that any one dealing with them can 

depend on getting good, honest workmanship and material, 

and a full dollar’s worth. 

IMPROVEMENT AT SOLFISBURG BRICK 

WORKS. 

Many improvements have been made at the Solfisburg 

brick works, Aurora, Ill., during the past winter and a 

new lot of machinery has been installed. Electricity will 

replace steam as a motive power. 

New brick machines, crushers and elevators, have been 

added and clay sheds built. The style of making brick 

has been entirely changed and the yards have been entirely 

remodeled. 

Brick is now dried in the open air, but next year drying 

machinery will be installed, and further improvements 

made. 

Work will be started for the season in a few days. Twen¬ 

ty-eight hands are employed and clay is hauled a distance 

of a mile and a quarter. Thirty-five tons are used each 
day. 

The name of the firm has been changed to C. Solfisburg 
Sons, A. C. and Lincoln Solfisburg running the business, 
leasing it from their mother. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them : 

810,022.—Method of Producing Vitrified Brick, Tile, and 
Various Shapes. Ralph Baggaley, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed 
Dec. 23, 1903. Serial No. 186,335. 

Claim.—The method herein described of utilizing the 
sillicate-of-iron slag from copper-smelting furnaces for the 
production of vitrified articles, which consists in flowing 
the molten slag into molds to completely fill the same, con¬ 
fining the slag at the rapidly-cooling marginal portions of 
the mold in closed molds, and applying pressure to the cen¬ 
tral hotter portions of the slag, and subsequently cooling and 
annealing, substantially as described. 

810,685. Power Gas Apparatus. Godfrey M. S. Tait, 
Montclair, N. J., assignor to Combustion Utilities Com¬ 
pany, New York, N. Y., a corporation of New York. Filed 
Oct. 21, 1905. Serial No. 283,839. 

Claim.—A combination of a suction-producer; an internal- 
explosion engine; a connecting-conduit; interposed in said 
conduit a fan-blower having a liquid-seal by-pass, whereby 
gas may be delivered under a constant predetermined pres¬ 
sure to the engine, substantially as described. 

Power gas apparatus which comprises a gas-producer; an 
internal-explosion engine; a connecting-conduit; a mechan¬ 
ical draft appliance interposed in said conduit, and a water- 
seal by-pass around said mechanical draft appliance, whereby 
producer-gas is delivered to the engine under constant pre¬ 
determined pressure. 

810,682.—Sand or Clay Screen. Lemeon P. Shafer and 
Charles Devis, Canton. Ohio. Filed April 3, 1905. Serial 
No. 253,611. 

of a suitable frame, consisting of side members and tie- 
bars, heads carried by the frame, said heads provided with 
tension-bars and the tension-bars located in different hori¬ 
zontal planes, wire-holding bars secured to said tension- 

bars and independently adjustable, a series of screen-wires 
secured to the independently-adjustable holding-bars at one 
of their ends and their opposite ends secured in fixed 
position and means for holding the screen-wires in spaced 
relation to each other, substantially as and for the purpose 

specified. 
811,671.—Crusher. Peter L. Simpson, Chicago, Ill., as¬ 

signor to Herbert S. Simpson, Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 26, 
1902. Serial No. 95,656. 

Claim.—In a crusher, the combination with hammers, and 
means for rotating them about adjacent centers, so as to 
crush material between them, of means for inserting ma¬ 
terial between said hammers, so that it will be crushed, a 
dividing-block located beneath the points of nearest approach 
of hammers to each other, and grate-bars extending in 
curves from said block and underneath the axes of said 

hammers. 

The combination with a casing, a pair of parallel shafts, 

and pivoted hammers carried by said shafts, said casing hav¬ 
ing an opening located between and slightly above said 
shafts, of a dividing-block located between and slightly be¬ 
low said shafts, concave grate-surfaces extending in opposite 
directions from said block under said shafts, and concave cor¬ 
rugated surfaces extending in a similar manner from said 

opening over said shafts. 
811,679.—Cage from Crushers and Pulverizers. Milton F. 

Williams, St. Louis, Mo. assignor to Williams Patent 
Crusher and Pulverizer Company, St. Louis, MiO., a corpora¬ 
tion of Missouri. Filed Jan. 14, 1905. Serial No. 241,101. 

Claim.—The combination with a support having a curved 
groove, of cage-bars having reduced ends projecting into 
said groove whereby shoulders are provided on the cage-bars 
adjacent to said grooves, a ring-mount co-operating with 
said shoulders, and means independent of said ring-mount 
for holding the cage-bars spaced apart, substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 

The combination with a support having a curved groove, 
of cage-bars which extend into said groove, and means sep¬ 
arate from the cage-bars and adapted to be inserted in said 
groove for changing the radial distance of said cage-bars 
from the center of the support, substantially as described. 
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811,821.—Drier. Horace B. Camp, Akron, Ohio. Filed 
July 20, 1905. Serial No. 270,566. 

Claims—The combination in a device of the class de¬ 
scribed comprising an inclosing shell, 3 plurality of sprocket- 
wheels mounted in said shell, said sprocket-wheels being 
arranged in pairs, the members of each pair being oppositely 
disposed with respect to each other, parallel conveyor-chains 
arranged to run on said sprocket-wheels, means on said 

conveyor-chains to support ware-carrying pallets, pallets on 
said supporting means, means to operate said chains in a 
step-by-step movement, means to create a plurality of air- 
currents in said shell adjacent the course of said ware-carry¬ 
ing pallets, and means to direct said currents through said 
ware. 

812,509.—System and Means for Drying and Burning 
Clay Products. Robert W. Lyle, New York, N. Y., assignor 
to William James Lyle, South River, N. J. Filed Nov. 10, 
1904. Serial No. 232,072. 

Claim.—In a system and means for drying and burning 
clay products, a drier, a set of individual kilns, a main stack 
for all the products of combustion of the entire set of kilns, 
a flue extending through the drier and connecting the kilns 
with said main service-stack common to the set, an adjunct 
or supplementary stack for each of the individual kilns, and 
cut-off means for isolating the respective individual kilns 
from the set, the kilns having no connection with the main 
stack except through the drier. 

In a system and means for drying and burning clay prod¬ 
ucts, a drier, a kiln having a main outlet for its products of 
combustion, said main outlet being in connection with the 
drier, an adjunct or supplementary stack, and means for 
closing the latter, the kiln having no connection with said 
main outlet except through the drier. 

812,029.—Kiln. Henry T. Epperson, San Francisco, Cal., 
assignor of one-half to George W. Clarke, East Liverpool, 
Ohio. Filed June 10, 1905. Serial No. 264,648. 

Claim.—In a kiln, the combination with a suitable base, 
of a gas-burner, a jacket, and a fire-pot within said jacket, 
said fire-pot having a thick bottom and walls tapering in 

thickness toward the fop. 

In a kiln, combination with suitable base, of a gas-burner, 
an inclosed heating-chamber having a flue leading there¬ 
from, a damper controlling said flue, a fire-pot within said 
chamber, means for admitting air to said fire-pot from below, 
a cover for said fire-pot, and a pipe leading from said fire- 
pot and passing out through the walls of said fire-chamber 

to the atmosphere. 
812,230.—Emptying Apparatus for Clay-Bins. Charles 

W. Raymond, Dayton, Ohio. Filed April 6, 1905. Serial 

No. 254,147. 
Claim.—In an emptying apparatus for storage-bins, a feed 

chain or carrier revolving over the floor of the bin, means 
for imparting lateral movement to said feed-chain during 
its revolving movement, and automatic means for reversing 
the lateral movements during the revolving movement. 

mmm 
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In an emptying apparatus for storage-bins, a bin, a feed- 
chain revolving over the floor of said bin, laterally-movable 
sprocket-wheels supporting said feed-chain, a controlling- 
yoke engaging one of said sprocket-wheels, a screw-shaft 
upon which said yoke is mounted, clutch and pulley mechan¬ 
ism mounted upon said screw-shaft and whereby the direc¬ 
tion of rotation of the screw-shaft is reversed, means for 
reversing said direction at the limit of the movement of the 
yoke in either of its lateral directions, and an off-conveyor 
to receive from the feed chain or carrier. 
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•• I like to read American advertisements. They are in 

themselves literature, and 1 can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be tne heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

I^et some one else do the bragging. It sounds better. 

Never put off till tomorrow the meanness you can cut out 

today. 

Consider well before you begin; when you have decided, 

act promptly. 

Keep' going. The inspiration that comes to a busy man 

is the one an idle man waits for. 

The Clay Record is the only semi-monthly paper in 

America. It don’t claim the earth, but is satisfied with 

a small portion of it. What it claims it makes good. In 

the March issue of another clay journal appeared articles 

that were in The Clay Record two, four, eight issues 

ago. All stale now. It costs only one dollar to be up to 

date. 

No country, since the world began, so far as history’s 

record goes, was favored as this country has been, and 

its wonderful and phenomenal growth and prosperity have 

produced a strange and, were it not a serious matter, an 

amusing effect upon the people. The opinion is generally 

held that we know it all, that nothing can be learned from 

any source, whatsoever, and the opinion is held without 

any attempt by comparison with other countries to honestly 

determine whether this be or not be the fact. 

We have schools and colleges, and yet only a superficial 

examination of the work done by them reveals a waste of 

time and energy and the results produced anything but 

satisfactory. Our plea is that too much time is spent in 

school; that the pupil should have more to say about, if 

not permitted to choose, his own line of studies. Now we 

are not arguing this for a boy at five years of age, whose 

preference at that age would be to become a street car con¬ 

ductor, but our plea is for boys twelve years of age and 

older. Our boys, the larger majority of them, if we had 

the Technical High Schools such as are found in and 

crown the German system of industrial education, and forms 

the noblest monument to the deep thought, untiring en¬ 

ergy, and unquestionable enthusiasm of German educators 

and statesmen in this field, our boys, the majority of them 

would take up an industrial education and become deeply 

interested in the application of science in industry. 

This country wants the “real” or scientific school that 

the young lads may prepare themselves for a higher tech¬ 

nical education; it is overrun with the lawyer, the clerical 

professional and the multitudes whose studies were along 

these lines, but failed to qualify. These objectionable con¬ 

ditions will never be removed and a better substituted until 

the people awake and establish the industrial high school, 

and grant the boy to choose his own line of studies in 

which case there will be a sequence of studies resulting in a 

rounded and satisfactory development of the youth. 

We do not imagine, no, not for a minute, that anything 

we may say, shall have any influence whatsoever in re¬ 

ducing what we characterize as rooted prejudices. They 

die hard, if they die at all, and exist in fields where exist no 

sentiment. 

The man outside with his eyes open observes the steam 

turbine quietly yet surely crowding the reciprocating en¬ 

gine, and his inquiries among the users of the former re¬ 

veal surprising information regarding the economies of 

the apparatus giving it, the turbine many points of ad¬ 

vantage over the reciprocating engine, but he turns to the 

engineer and he meets the belief, held by many of them, that 

the steam turbine requires an extravagant amount of steam 

and increases the coal bill to an extent that more than 

offsets the acknowledged economies in space, weight and 

labor. 

A large central station in the East is developing, when 

using 175 pounds dry saturated steam at the throttle, of 

11.47 pounds of steam per horse-power hour. Compare 

this with the reciprocating engine, which was 12.25 pounds 

per horse power per hour. 
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ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

The Sunday Creek Coal Co. has filed a suit for $15,724 

against the Logan (O.) Brick Mfg. Company. 

George S. Pettingil, the brick maker at Lewiston, Maine, 

broke his legs while at work in a piece of timber land. 

John Wicks, Sr., his applied for a receiver for the Ford 

China Company, Ford City, Pa., alleging mismanagement, 

dishonesty and illegal use of bonds. 

John Devinski, an employe of John Kline & Co., Wick- 

liffe, O., was fatally injured by a delayed blast that was 

being made in some shale rock. 

Frank Jonick of Little Ferry, N. J., driver for J. & W. 

Felter, brick manufacturers, was thrown from his wagon 

and fell on his head and hurt so that he died a few hours 

later. 

In the suit of Hugh J. Phillips against the Jackson- 

Phillips Brick Co., Alexandria, Va., judgment was ren¬ 

dered in favor of the plaintiff, and the sheriff will sell 

800,000 brick that had been attached by him. 

By an explosion of a gas tank at the Conklin-Armstrong 

Terra Cotta Co.’s works, Philadelphia, Pa., Peter McDer¬ 

mott, an employe, was seriously burned, so that he had to 

be taken to the hospital. 

Frank Smith, a potter, of Wellsville, O., was found dead 

with his head partly submerged in the Ohio river. He 

had drawn his pay and was last seen at a saloon a block 

away. 

A. H. Mitchell, aged 56 years, had both of his legs 

crushed off in a cog wheel of a machine in the plant of the 

Queen City Brick and Tile Co., at Cumberland, Md., on 

March 24. 

The La Clede Fire Brick Co., St. Louis. Mo., is suing 

the city for $90,000 damages on account of the city sewer 

overflowing the plant, and asking for an injunction re¬ 

straining the city from continuing the sewer. 

The Colonial Trust Co., Pittsburg, Pa., entered suit 

against the American Clay Manufacturing Co., of that 

city, asking permission to sell the plant to recover money 

due. This is a clay manufacturing plant organized in 

1896. 
-- 

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

The plant of the Globe Stoneware Co., Crooksville, O., 
was destroyed by fire causing a loss of $40,000. 

Fire started in the fire brick manufactory of G. H. Gun- 

tier Co., in Jersey City, N. J., and destroyed the plant, 

causing a loss of $100,000. 

The office buildings of the Farr Brick Company, near 
Forest City Park, Cleveland, Ohio, and the drying kiln 
were destroyed by fire, causing a loss of several hundred 
dollars and the records, which were very valuable. 

Fire started from one of the decorating kilns of the 
William Brunt Pottery, Third and Walnut Streets, East 
Liverpool, O., and caused a loss of $10,000. The effective 
work of the sprinkler system and the prompt arrival of 
the fire department saved the pottery, with a comparative 

small loss. , 

OBITUARY. 

Otto Dietrich of the firm Dietrich Bros., brick manufac¬ 

turers, at Dubuque, la., died at his home on Lincoln Avenue 

March 19. He was 38 years old. 

Frank Cism, a partner of George W. Washburn, in the 

brick business, died at his home in Chelsea, Dutchess Coun¬ 

ty, N. Y. 

August Kuehn, who for 50 years lived in East Thirty- 

second Street, Cleveland, O., died March 24. During the 

greater part of his life he was engaged in the manufacture 

of brick. He retired several years ago, and was 77 years 

of age. 

Martin N. Kimball, age 51 years, died at his home, 1459 

Kimball Avenue, Chicago, March 25. For years he was 

actively connected with the Chicago Hydraulic Press Brick 

Company. 

Herbert Bloor, for many years a resident of East Liver¬ 

pool, O., died in San Francisco, Cal. He was a son of a 

pioneer pottery manufacturer in Ohio. He was the founder 

of the Dresden Pottery. 

Theodore S. C. Balsley, born in Pittsburg 75 years ago, 

died at his home, 400 Ploward Street, Detroit, Mich., March 

23. In 1853 he established the Detroit Flower Pot Com¬ 

pany, and was actively engaged in it until the break in his 

health came. 
-- 

RETIRING OWNERS OF BRAZIL CLAY PLANT 

REWARD EFFICIENT SERVICE. 

D. E. Reagan, of Terre Haute; J. V. Ayer and W. L. 

McCarel, of Brazil, the retiring owners of the Ayer-McCarel 

clay plant which was sold to the Hydraulic Press Brick 

company presented the heads of the various departments 

of the plant each with a $100 bill for efficient and faithful 

services. The recipients of these substantial favors were 

Harley Ireland, bookkeeper; Charles Hutchinson, superin¬ 

tendent; Joseph McMains, head burner, and Jobe Batten, 

mine boss. 

PETITION ASKS FOR BRICK SCHOOL 

BUILDINGS. 

The brick manufacturing companies of Los Angeles, 

Cal., have petitioned the City Board of Education to use 

brick when constructing the new school buildings that are 

soon to be erected, instead of making them frame struc¬ 

tures. The request was formally presented yesterday, 

being signed by the Los Angeles Brick Company, the 

Simons Brick Company, the K. and K. Brick Company, 

the Berg and Oxbv Brick Company and the Southern Cali¬ 

fornia Brick Company. The petition states in part: 

“Brick is strictly a home product. Every* dollar ex¬ 

pended for it remains in the city. The depreciation of a 

brick building is less than 1 per cent a year, while that of 

wood is approximately 4 per cent. Brick construction gives 

the city practically a fireproof building, greatly eliminating 

the danger of combustible frame, practically eliminates the 

painting bill and gives you insurance at about one-half the 

cost.” 
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hydraulic press brick company buys 
AYER-McCAREL plant. 

The Hydraulic Press Brick Company of St. Louis has 

purchased and taken charge of the Ayer-McCarel Clay Com¬ 

pany of Brazil, Ind., of which Daniel E. Reagan of Terre 

11 ante is president. The company manufactures impervious 

vitrified face brick and also glazed brick, the plant being 

one of the finest in the country. 

The capacity of the Brazil plant, which is now 9,000,000 

brick a year, will be increased by the Hydraulic Company 

to 20,000,000 brick a year. 

There is but one other company manufacturing this 

style of brick and it is located in Kittanning, Pa. 

It is understood that the company has not selected a 

manager for the Brazil plant, but will do so within the next 

few days. The present working force will be kept intact 

and Harley Ireland, who was assistant to Mr. Reagan, will 

continue acting as assistant secretary-treasurer. 

The brick manufactured by the Brazil plant, which was 

established three years ago, is made from fire clay, which 

is mined from beneath coal. The growth of the plant has 

been rapid since its establishment and makes sales in all parts 

of the country. The consideration of the sale is not made 

public, but Mr. Reagan said that it was satisfactory. 

The officers of the Hydraulic Press Brick Company are: 

E. C. Sterling, president; H. W. Eliot, first vice president 

and secretary treasurer; F. G. Middlekauff, second vice 

president and general manager; G. F. Baker, assistant 

treasurer; F. H. Dukes, assistant secretary. 

The concern controls the following companies: Ameri¬ 

can Hydraulic Press Brick Company, St. Louis, Mo.; 

( hicago Hydraulic Press Brick Company, Chicago, Ill.; 

Cleveland Hydraulic Press Brick Company, Cleveland, O.; 

Eastern Hydraulic Press Brick Company, Philadelphia, Pa.; 

Findlay Hydraulic Press Brick Company, Findlay and To¬ 

ledo, O.; Illinois Hydraulic Press Brick Company, St. 

Louis, Mo.; Kansas City Hydraulic Press Brick Company, 

Kansas City, Mo., and Chanute, Kas.; Kelley Brick and 

Tile Company, West Superior, Wis.; Menominee Hydraulic 

Press Brick Company, Minneapolis, Minn.; New York 

Hydraulic Press Brick Company, Rochester, N. Y.; Ohio 

Press Brick Company, Zanesville, O.; Omaha Hydraulic 

Press Brick Company, Omaha, Neb.; Union Press Brick 

Works, St. Louis, Mo.; Washington Hydraulic Press Brick 

Company, Washington, D. C. 

-+-*+- 

ATTORNEYS FOR BRICK COMPANIES PROVED 
DEFECT IN ACCUSATION. 

The indictments against the members of the alleged 
Akron, O., brick trust have been quashed by Judge Hay¬ 
den. The attorneys for the brick companies held in their 
motion that the statutes provide that in returning an in¬ 
dictment under the Valentine law it must charge the specific 
date upon which the alleged violation took place, and that 
in the indictments here only a continuous violation of the 
act was alleged. 

Judge Hayden placed the men under bond for their 
appearance at the next term of the court in order that if 
the indictments are corrected the defendants may be held. 

REFRACTORY CONCRETE FOR LINING 

KILNS, ETC. 

The material which E. R. Stowell, New Corydon, Ind., 

calls refractory concrete, is a high refractory composition 

on which he was recently allowed a United States patent. 

He calls it “refractory concrete” because it can be worked 

the same as cement—i. e.: it can be wet and poured to a 

form, or moistened and tamped or pressed into desirable 

shapes; and will endure any degree of heat that fireclay 

products will. 

Chemically, the composition is a compound of carbon and 

incompletely reduced silica (two high refractories) and 

a small portion of Portland Cement. The carbon and 

silica is reduced in the electric furnace at a temperature in 

excess of 6,000 degrees C. It is not possible to secure 

a degree of heat through the combustion of coal, coke, oil 

or gas, that will fuse the material. 

Brick of a high refractory nature can be formed from the 

composition on any cement brick machine. With his process 

brick or any product of the composition can be cured and 

put into use in twenty-four hours. 

Refractory concrete can be used in combination with 

any aggregate employed in concrete or cement construc¬ 

tion. 

For clay workers the material is particularly valuable 

as a kiln lining, or to be applied to the inside of kilns in the 

form of a plaster to the thickness of one-half or one inch. 

It will protect the walls, reduce the radiation, increases 

the heating capacity, for insulating steam pipes the com¬ 

position is equal to asbestos or magnesia felt, and the 

cost per foot to insulate 3 inch pipe to the thickness of 1 

inch will be less than 4 cents. 

WILL BUILD SEVERAL BRICK PLANTS. 

March 30 the stockholders of the Columbus and Hock¬ 

ing Coal and Iron Company will meet to vote on an increase 

of the capital stock of the corporation from $7,000,000 to 

$7,500,000, the increase to be in preferred stock. The com¬ 

pany also proposes to issue $1,000,000 of six per cent 50-vear 

collateral trust bonds, these to be secured by the capital 

stock of a subsidiary company to be formed for the pur¬ 

pose of developing the clay fields owned by the company. 

A syndicate has agreed to underwrite for $400,000, less 

2per cent commission, $400,000 of the bonds and 

$200,000 of the stock. But this amount of stock and bonds 

will be issued at once. A requirement of the underwriting 

is that the stockholders of the company be given priority of 

purchase at their option of the whole or any part of the new 

securities pro rata at the price at which they are subscribed 

for by the underwriters. This means that for $1,000 a 

stockholder may get $1,000 of the bonds and $500 of the 

preferred stock. 

The reason for increasing the capital stock and issuing 

the bonds is that the company proposes to build three brick 

plants in the Hocking Valley. It is estimated that the earn¬ 

ings of these plants will be in the neighborhood of half a 

million yearly and gives promise that the common stock of 

the company may be placed on a permanent dividend basis. 
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BATLEY OFF FOR THE PHILIPPINES. 

Mr. A. R. Batley, who has been manager of the Beau¬ 

mont (Texas) Brick Company since October last, at which 

time he succeeded Mr. Komiskey, has resigned his position 

and will be succeeded in a few days by Mr. S. E. Hum¬ 

phrey, who will come from Ferris, Texas. 

Mr. Batley resigns his position with the brick company 

to accept a position with an American syndicate of New 

York City which has acquired large concessions from the 

Philippine government for manufacturing brick of all 

grades, of sewer pipe, conduits, fireproof goods and clay 

goods in the Philippines. The company in question is one 

of the largest in the world, having 47 different plants in 

the United States and plants in Mexico and other foreign 

countries: The government has been a large customer of 

the syndicate in the past and there are Philippine con¬ 

tracts outstanding with the government which will have 

to be filled. Mr. Batley says that the concern has ac¬ 

quired big landed concessions and that it proposes to erect 

a big plant in the Philippines. 

Mr. Batley has left for Pittsburg, Kas., where he will 

join his family and proceed to the Philippines. 

PICK STRIKES DYNAMITE. 

John Derinski, employed by John Kline & Co., brick 
manufacturers of Wickliffe, O., was perhaps fatally in¬ 
jured by a delayed blast. The blasting was being done in 
some rock shale. All the men had been in places of safety 
when the charge exploded, but unknown to the workmen a 
part of the dynamite failed to go off. Derinski started to 
break the pieces loosened by the explosion with his pick. 
His tool struck the unexploded dynamite, which let go 
with terrible effect. It threw him many feet away and 
tore a hole in his chest and lungs which will probably cause 
his death. The injured man was taken in Shepard’s am¬ 

bulance to St. Vincent’s Hospital. 

NEW MARKET FOR BRICK MAKING 

MACHINERY NOW. 

A new market for brick-making machinery has developed 

in South Australia, where there has just been discovered 

what appears to be a limitless quantity of a certain grade 

of clay particularly adapted to brick making. The dis¬ 

covery has been made at Kangaroo Island; four distinct 

varieties of clay have been found, suitable not only for the 

manufacture of fire bricks but also for high-class china and 

earthenware. 

Millions of brick have hitherto been imported into South 

Australia, but it seems that the makers of brick machinery 

are now to have their innings, while the brick makers who 

have been supplying the South Australian brick market 

will have to look for new worlds to conquer. 

France will suffer through the new discovery from the 

loss of her trade in roofing and flooring tiles, which can 

be made from the newly discovered clays. The pottery in¬ 

dustry, which is thus expected to spring into being in South 

Australia, will be greatly assisted by the tariff, which im¬ 

poses a 20 per cent duty on imported pottery. 

SAND LIME BRICK PLANT PARTLY DEMOL¬ 
ISHED. 

The brick manufactory owned by the Messrs. Joseph 

Decarie, Sons & Co., on the canal bank at Cote St. Paul. 

Quebec, was partially demolished by the explosion of a steel 

dry kiln. 

The explosion blew out the head of the drying cylinder, 

and the latter was blown twenty-five feet into the yard, 

bringing part of the building down with it. 

The steam boiler is still intact and in perfect order, 

which was confirmed by Mr. Edouard Champagne, the 

boiler inspector of St. Henri. 

Mr. Giampagne explained to a “Witness” representative 

that the only explanation he could give of the accident 

was that the man in charge of the drying cylinder may have 

allowed the steam to enter it a little faster than was neces¬ 

sary. 
Messrs. Decarie at once started removing the debris, 

and they are hopeful of proceeding with brick-making 
again within the course of ten days. They estimate the 
damage at $5,000. 

Considering the damage to the building it is regarded as 
remarkable that the man and boy in charge were only 

slightly scalded. 

M. MITSHKUM CO.’S CATALOGUE “A.” 

The above named firm are the manufacturers of Frogs, 
Switches, Crossings, Portable Track, Industrial Turntables, 
etc., at Detroit, Mich., and have just issued their catalogue 
“A.” It contains 50 pages well filled with reading matter 
and illustrations upon the subjects referred to above. 

When you are in need of anything in this line you might 
do well by letting this well known firm figure on your 
wants. Address the, M. Mitshkum Company, Detroit, 
Mich., and mention The Clay Record. 

GLARE FROM BURNING FACTORY IN JERSEY 

CITY SEEN FOR MILES AS IT DE¬ 

STROYS PLANT. 

Fire started in the fire brick factory of the J. H. Gun- 

tier Company in Jersey City, N. J., destroyed the plant and 

furnished the most spectacular blaze on the Hudson river 

from there since the burning of the Hamburg American 

piers several years ago. 

Flames appeared first in a shed adjoining the building, 

at Greene and Essex streets. The building was 175 feet 

front and 200 feet deep, and four stories high. It cost 

$100,000 when completed two years ago. The flames en¬ 

veloped the entire building in a few minutes. 

There were five kilns for making fire-brick in the build¬ 

ing, and each one was spouting heavy columns of flame 

and smoke when the firemen arrived. The blaze was seen 

for miles and a large crowd quickly gathered. The fire 

fighters were unable to save the main building and con¬ 

fined their efforts to adjoining property, which included the 

American Sugar Refining Company’s plant. 

When the roof fell in at midnight it caused the third and 

second floors to collapse. The fire was under control at 

one o’clock. The loss is estimated at $200,000. The in¬ 

surance was not reported. 
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SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

Charles Kummeraw and associates are organizing a com¬ 

pany to manufacture sand lime brick at Norfolk, Va. 

Miller & Kennard, Tampa, Fla., want to correspond with 

manufacturers of sand lime brick machinery. 

The Superior (Neb.) Hydraulic Cement, Brick, Stone 

and Tile Co. has been incorporated with $5,000 capital 

stock, by F. B. Felt, F. B. Dysart and C. W. Dysart. 

J. Lawson, a mason contractor at Aberdeen, S. D., has 

invented a machine for making cement brick and will place 

same on the market. 

A new firm has been organized at Pensacola, Fla., to 

manufacture cement brick. It is comprised of J. S. Mande- 

ville and Charles H. Bliss. 

The Standard Brick Machinery Co., 114 Liberty Street, 

New York, has been incorporated with $50,000 capital 

stock by J. A. Wilbur, St. John Clarke and J. Bailey. 

The Jay Brick Co. has been organized by J. L. Jay and 

O. L. Jay at Tipton, Ga., and will construct to handle the 

entire output of the Hansen Sand Lime Brick Company. 

The Valdotsa (Ga.) Stone and Brick Co. has been in¬ 

corporated with $10,000 capital stock, to manufacture brick 

and artificial stone. Incorporators are, A. F. Langford and 

C. E. Davis. 

W. L. Temple will be the manager of the Hiawatha (Kan¬ 

sas) Sand Brick Works, to be located on Eighth and 

Iowa Streets. The brick will be made of three parts sand 

and one part calcined gypsum. 

The Indianapolis Composite Brick Co., Indianapolis, Ind., 

has found a site at Belmont Avenue and Big Eagle Creek. 

Lawrence Elkus, the manager, reported that the plant will 

be built as soon as the frost is out of the ground. 

The Sand Lime Brick Co., Live Oak, Fla., has been 

organized with $25,000 capital stock. T. S. Brisden is pres¬ 

ident, B. W. Halvinstein vice president, and A. L. Hum¬ 

phreys secretary and treasurer. 

William Eudaly of Grand Falls and James F. McKenzie 

of Pacos, Texas, will build a plant to manufacture cement 

brick from the white alkali soil. It is burned and treated 

to a process which renders it impervious. 

The Rockaway (N. J.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $60,000 capital stock. They will manufacture sand 

pressed brick. Incorporators are, Emil M. Loewenthal 

and Joseph Tuttle of Rockaway and Thomas J. Hillery of 

Boonton, N. J. 

The Iowa Enamel Brick and Stone Co., Des Moines, la., 

has organized. The plant will be in South Des Moines. 

The directors are, Frank Stehm, Orin Ruff corn, I. E. Tone, 

IT. S. Chase, W. H. Langen, D. M. Johnson and J. E. 
Howell. 

The Cement Brick and Block Co., Battle Creek, Mich., 

has been organized with $50,000 capital stock. The of¬ 
ficers are, Edward Austin, President; H. F. Jacobs, vice 
^resident; L. E. Stewart, secretary and treasurer. They 
have taken over the plant of the American Stone and Con¬ 
struction Co. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

McClusky, N. Dak., is planning to have a brick works. 

Stief Bros., proprietors of the Carey (O.) Tile & Brick 

Works, will double the capacity of the plant. 

Pugsley & Duffield have established a brickyard near 

Sumner, Mich. 

The Zumbrota (Minn.) Clay M(fg. Co. filed articles of 

incorporation with $100,000 capital stock. 

M. S. Randleman is going to put in a $5,000 brick plant 

at Carlisle, la., providing the interurban comes there. 

Thos. Cleary of Guilford, Ill., has purchased a stiff mud 

machine and will make brick. 

The Crowl Brick & Tile Co., Cherryvale, Kansas, has 

asked for a charter with $50,000 capital stock. 

Wm. L. Hall of Madisonville, Ky., is installing a dry 

press brick machine in his plant. 

W. H. Clauser & Son, Delphi, Ind., will establish a brick¬ 

making plant in that city. 

The Mills Bros. Brick Works at Braddock, Pa., have 

been sold to Joseph Wolf, a hotel keeper, for $50,000. 

The J. T. Davie Brick Co., Mead, Wash., has been in¬ 

corporated with $30,000 capital stock by J. T. Davie, Peter 

Erickson and John A. Hurd. 

Thos. L. Sherer has sold his interest in the West End 

Brick Co., Allentown, Pa., to his partners, Robert J. and 

Richard Frederick. 

The Interstate Clay Products Co., Owensboro, Ky., will 

build a plant near Hot Springs, Ark. Wm. F. Keates is 

president. 

B. B. Liddil has contracted to burn a kiln of brick at 

Stevensville, Mont. If satisfactory the industry will be 

continued. 

William H. Dennis has leased the Curtis brick yard on 

Windsor avenue, Hartford, Conn., from Nevels Bros, for 

three years and will form a company to operate it. 

Lewis Johnson has disposed of his interest in the Will- 

mar, Minn., Brick Co. to N. N. Flvkt, the manager, who 

now owns five-twelfths of it. 

Ml. J. McGinty of Minerva, Ohio, acting for Cleveland 

capitalists, has leased the mineral rights on the Joe Bros, 

farm and it is their intention to erect a modem brick plant. 

The Aetna Brick Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., has been incor¬ 

porated with $120,000. The directors are J. H. Goldberg, 

554 48th street; Adolph Weiss and Simon Abels, all of 

Brooklyn. 

The Northwest Front & Ornamental Brick Co., Spo¬ 

kane, Wash., has been incorporated with $30,000 capital 

stock by J. B. Schrock, William Hunter, S. G. Copeland, 

F. H. Hilliker, G. L. Rolfe, Paul Shallenberger and W. J. 

Walker. 

Chas. L. Flanders has succeeded Chas. W. Sugden as 

manager and director of the Sterling Brick Co., Marietta, 

Ohio. A number of improvements will be made to the 

plant. 

John Gaffney of St. Louis, Mo., has made arrangements 
to move his plant to Ft. Smith, Ark. Forty acres of land 
has been bought five miles from the city on the Missouri 
Pacific railway. 
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T. O. York will make brick at Nampa, Idaho, this year 

for the new sugar factory. 

The price of brick at Northampton, Mass., is now $12 

per thousand and the supply small. 

Andrew J. Bryan, 708 Hennen Bldg., New Orleans, La., 

is in the market for press brick machinery. 

Lorenzo Davis of Montgomery, Ala., is investigating the 

establishing of a brick plant at Gulfport, Miss. 

The Richlands (Va.) Brick Co. has increased its capital 

stock to $50,000 and will spend $10,000 for improvements. 

The Taylor-Thomas Brick Co., Crystal Springs, Miss., 

has been incorporated by W. B. Taylor, J. J. Thomas and 

others. 

Wm. Protheroe has sold his interest in the Eldora (la.) 

Tile Works to S. B. Gardner and hereafter the proprietors 

will be Meader & Gardner. 

The work of rebuilding the plant of the Pfaltzgraff 

Stoneware Co. at York, Pa., has been started. A new site 

in West York was secured. 

Agency, Iowa, is to have a brick and tile works. Alex 

Ciltner, John Enyart, N. O. Johnson and W. Clements are 

the directors of the company. 

I. Goldberg, Highland Park, Ill., has sold his yard and 

20 acres of ground to the Northwestern Terra Cotta Co. 

of Chicago, who will erect a large factory on it. 

The Y. O. C. Brick Co., Pine Bluff, Ark., has been in¬ 

corporated with $25,000 capital stock. The officers are: 

Geo. B. Yauch, pres.; J. W. O’Neill, vice-pres.; M. L. Case, 

secy, and treas. 

Dr. W. F. Shaw and J. O. Nelson, Colorado Springs, 

representing Illinois and Colorado capitalists, have bought 

extensive clay deposits in El Paso county, Colo., and will 

build a large plant. 

The Maryland Brick & Supply Co., Frederick, Md., has 

been incorporated with $50,000 capital stock by Geo. ‘W. 

Smith, D. E. Kafauver, H. L. Caver, G. H. Staley and 

C. E. Schildknecht. 

Roger Moore’s Sons & Co., Wilmington, N. C., have se¬ 

cured a new location on Smith’s creek and will put up a new 

brick-making plant costing $18,000. The capacity will be 

a million a month. 

The Appian Brick Co., Buffalo, N. Y., has been incor¬ 

porated with $100,000 capital stock by Joseph H. Diehl, 

Ernest F. Snyder, Chas. B. Stone, Cleveland G. Babcock 

and Charles Humphreys. 

The St. Elmo Tile & Brick Co., St. Elmo Station, Chat¬ 

tanooga, Tenn., has been incorporated with $60,000 capital 

stock by A. W. Poe, H. W. Brown, W. E. Poe, W. E. 

Reynolds and Emil Wassman. 

The New Jersey Company Has been incorporated in Jer¬ 

sey City, N. J., with $1,500,000 to make brick, tile, etc. 

Incorporators are Alwyn Ball, Jr., Royal C. Peabody, El¬ 

mer J. Stouffer and Walter E. Hope: 

At the annual meeting of the Metropolitan Paving Brick 

Co., Canton, Ohio, C. W. Keplinger was elected president, 

W. E. Keplinger and Col. J. J. Sullivan, vice-presidents, 

and H. S. Renkert, secretary and treasurer. 

J. A. Gardner, Orleans, Neb., will put in a brick making 

plant. 

H. G. Pool is arranging to operate a brick plant at the 

new town of Wendell, N. C. 

yard on Lincoln avenue, Dubuque, la. The Mueggenberg 

yard also has been sold to John Heine. 

Gust Hess, of Monroeville, Ohio, has gone to Pierre, 

S. Dak., where he will put in a plant to manufacture dry 

pressed brick. 

The name of the Ohio Brick Co. at Ripley, O., has been 

changed to the Ripley Brick Co., and the capital. stock in¬ 

creased to $25,000. 

Voelker & Groff Brick Co., Winona, Minn., made 3,000,- 

000 brick last year, and will increase the capacity of the 

plant by making some improvements. 

Clark & Pickard, Minonk, Ill., have sold for $14,000 

their brick and tile plant to E. Goodwin & Sons. 

Chris. A. Voelker has bought the Deitrich Bros, brick 

The motors for the New Hampshire Brick Company, 

Plaistow, N. H., are being put into place to furnish power 

to manufacture brick by electricity instead of steam power. 

The Urbana Brick Co., Urbana, O., has been incorporated 

with $10,000 capital stock by Patrick Heatherman, John 

O’Brien, John Heatherman, Christy McCluskey and J. B. 

Brennan. 

J. J. Miller has purchased the interest of Seeley McCord 

in the Benton Harbor (Mich.) Brick and Tile Works, and 

is now the sole owner. Improvements are contemplated by 

Mr. Miller. 

Articles of incorporation of the Smith Brick Co., Omaha, 

Neb., have been filed, with $100,000 capital stock. J. Fred 

Smith, Ida V. Smith and George B. Dyball are the in¬ 

corporators. 

The Zachary (La.) Brick Yard Co. has been organized 

with $15,000 capital stock. Albert Strenzke is president, 

L. B. Louden, vice-president, and W. H. Fields, secretary 

and treasurer. 

Dr. Hasbrouck of Garnerville, N. Y., associated with 

Daniel Farley, Wm. Hurley and Wm. Oldfield of West 

Haverstraw, will build a brick yard at the latter place that 

will run winter and summer. The capital stock of the com¬ 

pany will be $25,000. The company will be the West Ha¬ 

verstraw Brick Co. 

NOW READY 
A TREATISE ON 

PRODUCER-GAS and 
GAS-PRODUCERS 

BY AN ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITY. 

A 300-page book containing thirty chapters, giving the fundamental 
principles and definitions, calculations, classifications, manufacture and 
use; the fuel, the requirements, the history, its by-products, Producer- 
Gas for firing kilns, steam boilers, and power plants. The 
future of the Gas-producer and a bibliography. 

OVER 100 CHOICE ILLUSTRATIONS—PRICE, $4.00. 

A subscription to the CLAY RECORD for one year without additional 
charge to those that are not now subscribers. 

CLAY RECORD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 



Morgan E. Turner has sold his brick yard at Port Ewen, 

N Y., to A. S. Staples of Kingston. 

The Delton (Mich.) Brick and Tile Company has leased 

its plant for the year to Whittemore Bros. 

Arthur P. Wyand, formerly of Piedmont, W. Va., has 

been made manager of the Frederick (Md.) Brick Works. 

William Parry and his son Alden of North Cambridge, 

Mass., are soon to start in the brick business at Gonic, 

N. H. 

Powell & Minnock are rushing work on their new brick 

plant at Coeymans, N. Y., so as to have it ready when the 

season starts. 

The Alex. A. Scott Brick Co., Knoxville, Tenn., recently 

booked an order for 10,000,000 brick, securing same against 

sharp competition. 

C. R. Littel of Littel and J. Elbert Williams have leased 

the Centralia (Wash.) Brick Works, and will improve 

it so as to supply the demand. • 

C. Green, Denison, la., has taken in his son as a part¬ 

ner in the brick business, and the firm name hereafter will 

be C. Green & Son. They will improve the plant. 

The Excelsior Clay Co., Brazil, Ind., has been incorporat¬ 

ed with $50,000 capital stock, by George Brandenburg, 

Marie Brandenburg and Will H. Seiders, John C. Kidd and 

J. V. McGregor. 

The Piedmont Brick Co., Lowell, N. C., has been in¬ 

corporated with $100,000 capital stock. The incorporators 

are: A. D. McLennon of Charlotte and S. M. Robinson and 

J. M. Wilson of Lowell. 

Parsons, Kansas, men have again the control of the Nel¬ 

son Brick Works at Mound Valley, Kansas; J. C. Appich 

is president and H. F. Reid, H. W. Raber and E. L. Green 

are the directors, all from Parsons. 

The Calhoun (Ga.) Brick Co., J. H. Legg & Son, 

proprietors, have sold their plant to Atlanta parties for 

$41,000 and will build a new, modern yard, with modern 

machinery for turning out fire brick. 

Do you know of any one who is meeting with greater 

success in putting in kilns than Thomas M. Wilson of the 

Wilson Kiln and Dryer Co., 503 Market Street, Pittsburg, 

Pa. ? See ad on page 46 and write to. him. 

The Saugerties (N. Y.) Brick Co., has been incorporated 

with $100,000 capital stock. Incorporators: William H. 

Parr and J. Fred Cryer, The Bronx; William J. Merritt, 

Joseph Lane and Edward E. Hargrave, all of New York. 

The Winchester (Ind.) Tile Co. has been organized 

with $10,000 capital. J. M. Carver is president, B. F. Wil- 

more secretary, and J. C. Meier treasurer. They have 

bought the Kelley-Sanders Brick plant, north of town, and 

will put in new machinery at once. 

A meeting of the stockholders of the recently organized 

Hollywood Brick Co., York, Pa., was held, and John Landis 

was elected president, S. F. Gladfelter vice president, F. M. 

Bortner secretary and James W. Kilgore treasurer. Work 

will be started at once on kilns and buildings. 

The Washburn (Wis.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $10,000 capital stock by E. E. Kenfield, W. A. Sprague 

and others. C. C. Frampton will manage the plant. 

The Scott Kiln-Drying Co., 1596 North High Street, 

Columbus, O., is asking you a few vital questions on page 3 

of this issue. Read it. 

R. W. Doolittle and R. L. Rube, Newton, Miss., have 

purchased 160 acres of clay land and will establish a first- 

class brick factory, making 60,000 brick daily. 

S. J. Galvin, formerly secretary of the Des Moines Brick 

and Tile Co. has bought the brick plant at Iowa Falls, and 

has organized the Galvin Brick and Tile Co. to operate 

same. New machinery will be installed at once. 

The Dry Press Brick Yards Co., of Spokane, Wash., is 

building a $30,000 brick plant at Sandpoint, Idaho. The 

officers of the company are, P. F. Clinton, president; George 

H. Williams, secretary and treasurer; and H. J. Williams, 

manager. 

If you are considering changing your power plant, it 

might be well for you to write to the New Era Gas Engine 

Co., Dayton, O. They have had considerable experience in 

equipping brick plants with gas engines. On page 47 is an 

illustration of their engine. 

The City Brick Co., St. Paul, Minn., has leased the 

Corey Pressed Brick Co.’s plan at Leheigh, la., for a 

term of five years. The new company will add new kilns, 

place in other brick presses and equip the plant to four times 

its present capacity. 

Refractory Cement 
(So called because it is worked the same as cement) 

A high refractory composition that can be used the 

same as cement, cured and put to use in twelve to twenty- 

four hours, and will endure any degree of heat that fire¬ 

clay products will. 

Applied to the inside of a kiln it will protect the walls 

and give increased refractivity; will reduce the cost of 

repair, and save fuel in any kiln. 

Every boiler furnace should be lined inside with 

“Refractory Concrete.” It will protect the walls and 

increase the heating capacity by preventing rediation. 

For insulating steam pipes this composition is guaran¬ 

teed equal to asbestos or magnesia felt; the cost per foot 

to cover a 3-inch to the thickness of 1 inch will be 4c. 

Refractory brick of a high order can he formed from 

the composition on any cement brick machine. 

For flue linings, chimney blocks and tops, floor and 

partition blocks, conduits for electric wires, etc., this is 

the ideal material. 

Refractory Concrete can be combined with any aggre¬ 

gate used in the formation of cement products. 

For information pertaining to your particular require¬ 

ment, and prices, address. 

E. JR,. STOWELL 
NEW CORYDON, INDIANA 
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FRANCIS H. CRANDALL, 
President. 

JOHN A. WILBUR, 

Secretary and Treasurer. 

COLBY M. AVERY, 

Engineer. 

Sand-Lime Bricks and Blocks 

Huennekes System 
30 Factories in Operation 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Sole Owners of Huennekes System Patents 

STANDARD BRICK MACHINERY CO. 
Engineers and Contractors for Sand-Lime Brick Plants 

114 Liberty Street, NEW YORE CITY 
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CLAY LAND FOR SALE. 
74 acres Samples, pavers and sewer pipe, made 

from this clay, shows in all official tests equal to the 
standard pavers. Bed located on railroad and Erie 
canal, seven miles from Svracuse, N. Y. This city 
is to spend over a million dollars in sewerage. Paop- 
erty is sold on guarantee to make a No. 1 paver and 
sewer pipe. Terms easy. 

HENRY LOFTIE, 
216 Burnett Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

FOR SALE. 
An interest In my tile and brick plant, to one of 

experience, that, can take charge and run it. Must 
be able to invest some money in plant. Plenty of 
good clay at back door, and good market at front 
doo'. This is an opportunity that you don’t often 
run up against. Plant now running. Come and see 
or write 

S. H. RECORD, 
Charleston, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa¬ 
tion address 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 25,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention 

TERRA HAUTE PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute, Ind. 

WANTED. 
Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 

tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 
T, care Clay Record, 

Chicago, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE IN GAS BELT. 
A fine brick yard for sale. Dry Press. Every¬ 

thing new last year. Five up-draft kilns. Making 
money. Fine shale bank. Can make brick cheaper 
than any yard in Kansas Reason for selling one of 
the partners has large oil interests in Indian Terri¬ 
tory. Will give time on part of price Making 
80,000 brick daily and ready sale. Address 

A. B., care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and tile factory, located in Washington 

Co , Iowa, in a prosperous condition. Would con¬ 
sider an Illinois or Iowa farm. 

E. L. TEAL, 
Anderson, Ind. 

FOR SALE. 
A second-hand Four-Mold Dry Press. Has not 

been used more than a year. Good condition of re¬ 
pair guaranteed. Also good second-hand 44-inch 
Pulverizer. Address 

BOSTON, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Wanted, position as foreman or manager of a 

Dry Press Brick Plant of not less than 20,000 brick 
per day. A number of years experience. Address 

ELLIS, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Chambers End Cut Brick Machine, capacity 8,500 

brick daily. 75 double deck roller bearing stiff mud 
brick cars. 

STRELTON & HARRISBURG BRICK CO. 
Steelton, Pa. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
A good, reliable man of experience, with some 

capital to invest in and take charge of a new Dry 
Press Brick Plant. Plenty of shale, and good mar¬ 
ket for all the brick. Address 

DENIS, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 
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FOR SALE. 
50 rack cars for 82 inch pallets, capacity 432 brick; 

track gauge 21 Inches. 
Also 55 flat cars for soft mud brick, with foot pallets 
Track gauge 25 Inches. 

Both styles of cars in first-class repair. 
ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

PERFORATED METALS 
for all purposes 

Prompt shipment of all 
orders guaranteed. 

H. S. SIMPSON,' 
817 Chamber of Commerce 

Chicago. Ill 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address "GIANT,” 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of various gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

COR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets, 
a 10x34 inches. Address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLA8 CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
A Two-Mold Boyd Dry Press, in excellent condi¬ 

tion, having been used but very little. Will sell 
cheap. Address 

G. PAULL ALEXANDER, 
Canton, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 70 horse power Frost Tubular Boiler, one 45 

horse power Frost Slide Valve Engine. In good con¬ 
dition, will sell cheap as we have changed to electric 
power. 
CENTERVILLE BRICK & CONSTRUCTION CO. 

Centerville, Iowa 

WANTED. 
An experienced and competent brickmaker to 

take charge of soft mud plant, near Cincinnati. 
State experience, references and wages expected. 

GENERAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO. 
24 State St., New York. 

I apt-r Joggers quoted. 
H A. HART. 41 Whitest., 

No better mdc, tut troir 
S3 and £10. to 

4 Wheel, $3 00 
5 Wheel. SF3.2S 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH 

FOR SALE. 
Up-to date brick plant with Creager machinery, 

in prosperous city of 15 000 inhabitants, in Southern 
Illinois, Good residence and farm of 40 acres at¬ 
tached to plant. Splendid opportunity. Only plant 
in city. Address 

H. H., care Clay Recor ', Chicago. 

MACHINERY FOR SALE. 
One 4-mold Simpson Dry Press. One Steadman 

Pulverizer. All size boilers and engines from 30 h.p. 
up. Send for list. 

MERTES MACHINERY CO. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 8 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections. 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. C. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1782 Powers St.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 308, Williamsport, Pa. 

BRICK PLANT FOR SALE. 
Splendid Chance for Contractor, 

One of the finest, most modern brick plants for 
sale in southern part of Central Illinois. Live 
growing city, good prices, making money. Dry 
press, built in 1904. Best of reasons for selling. 
Price $25,000, if taken at once. Address 

ILLINOIS, care Clay Record. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery In first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and Tile plant, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery, 60,000 daily capacity, down draft kilns, 
inexhaustible bed of best clay suitable for all kinds 
of building, facing and paving brick, drain, tile, 
sewer pipe, etc., on two railroads, demand very 
good. Address B, care of Clay Record. 

FOR SALE 
A Shale Brick Plant; capacity forty to sixty thou¬ 

sand per day. Six kilns, two 80-horse power boilers 
and 150-horse power engine. Fifteen acres of land 
with abundance of shale, makes good paving and 
building brick. Located on branch of B. and O. Ry' 
Ready sale for entire output. Address 

ROSS W. FUNCK, Trustee, 
Wooster, Ohio. 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
Barnhart style "B,” good condition, large enough 

to dig clay for 100,000 brick in 8 hours. Apply to 
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY, 

918 Chamber of Commerce, 
Chicago. 

FOR SALE 
One Fate & Co. Brick and Tile Machine. “D” size 
One Fate & Co. Automatic Tile Cut-Off Table. 
One Fate & Co. Side-Cut Lubricating Die. 
One Fate & Co. Brick Cut-Off Table, pallet de¬ 

livery. 
Fire Kiln Bands for 22-foot kiln. 

J. C. LANTZ & SON, 
Mansfield, Ohio, 
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REPORT OF THE SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING 

OF THE WISCONSIN CLAYWORKERS’ 

ASSOCIATION. 

THIRD SESSION 

President Wilson: I believe it is in order to announce the com¬ 

mittee to recommend a place for meeting next year and also the 

nominating committee for the officers for the coming year. I have 

appointed for this Committee, Mr. Ringle, Mr. Gunther and Mr. 

Meier. 

Mr. Weidman : I would like to announce that as a resident of 

Madison, Madison will extend an invitation to the Clay Workers’ 

Association to meet at that place next year. As you know, we have 

a great many things -of interest there. In extending this invitation, 

I would like to have the Committee understand that they will have 

to set aside their general rule of selecting a President who lives in 

the town at which they decide the next meeting shall be. I would 

also call attention to the fact that the Legislature meets in Madison 

next Winter. 

The first number on the program is the subject of “The Test of 

Wisconsin Bricks,” by Prof. Ries of Cornell University, which Mr. 

Weidman will read. 

THE TESTS OF WISCONSIN BRICK 

In my paper presented to the Wisconsin Brick Manufacturers’ 

Association last year I stated that a number of tests were being 

made on the bricks from the different factories in Wisconsin and 

expressed the hope of being able to present in more detail the re¬ 

sults of these tests at the next meeting. Since then these tests have 

been completed and have been productive of a number of exceedingly 

interesting results. 

In order to test the qualities of the bricks made in Wisconsin, a 

number of samples were collected from different localities, ninety- 

one in all. Ten bricks were collected from each locality, normally 

burned ones being selected as far as possible, either from the kiln 

or the stock pile. In a few instances under-burned or hard-burned 

bricks were taken in addition to the normally burned ones. 

The samples thus selected were shipped to the University of Wis¬ 

consin at Madison, and tested in the Engineering Laboratory by 

Messrs. C. V. Hopper and L. F. Van Hagen. 

Each set of bricks was tested for (i) its crushing strength; (2) 

its transverse strength, and (3) its absorption. In every case five 

bricks were crushed in order to give a reliable average, and the 

results are given in detail in the accompanying charts. 

EXPLANATION OF TESTS 

Crushing lest: This test was made for the purpose of determin¬ 

ing the number of pounds pressure per square inch that the brick 

will stand without crushing. The strength will naturally vary with 

the density of the brick, degree of hardness to which it has been 

burned, character of the raw material, and amount of care taken in 

the manufacture. . 

Few bricks show a crushing strength of less than 2000 lbs. per 

square inch, while some even exceed 15,000 lbs. per square inch, but 

none of the Wisconsin bricks reached the higher limit and few fell 

below the lower one. As a matter of fact, however, bricks when 

set in a wall are seldom compelled to stand the weight they are 

capable of resisting. 

The test to determine a brick’s crushing strength is commonly 

made in a specially constructed machine. Half bricks are usually 

tested, because a whole brick has so large a surface area that it 

sometimes resist a greater load than the machine is capable of 

supplying. Before crushing the two opposite surfaces of the brick' 

(in this case the top and bottom) must either be ground perfectly 

smooth and parallel, or else they must be built up to this condition 

by the application of a layer of plaster of paris. The reason for 

this is that in the testing machine the brick is set between two steel 

surfaces, unless its surface fits perfectly against these, the pressure 

will not be evenly distributed. 

Before crushing, the area of the brick’s surface is measured, and, 

the total load necessary to crush the brick, divided by this area, 

gives the crushing strength in pounds per square inch. 

Transverse Strength: This is more important than even the 

crushing strength, for while a brick is rarely loaded to its crushing 

limit, it is sometimes exposed to its limit of elasticity and cracked. 

In the cross breaking test a whole brick was placed on two rounded 

knife-edge bearings six inches apart. Pressure was then applied by 

a third edge from above, until the brick broke in two and the num¬ 

ber of pounds pressure at which this occurred noted. It is evident 

that in two bricks of exactly the same degree of strength the amount 

of pressure necessary to break them will depend upon the distance 

between the supports and the cross section of the brick. The 

farther apart the supports the less pressure necessary. Since this 

is so, it is necessary that for purposes of comparison all results 

of the breaking strength shall be reduced to some uniform expres¬ 

sion, which shall take account of the differences of length, width 

and thickness of the brick. The most accurate expression is that 

termed the modulus of rupture, which is calculated from the fol¬ 

lowing formula: 

3 W1 
R=- 

2 bh ;j 
in which R=Modulus of Rupture. 

W=Pressure necessary to break the brick. 
l=Distance between the supporting knife edges, 
b=Breadth of the brick. \ 
h^Thiskness of the brick. / 
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This means, that three times the pressue in pounds multiplied 

by the distance between the supports, is divided by twice the 

breadth of the brick multiplied by the square of the thickness. 

If the pressure necessary to break a brick was 1.500 lbs., distance 

between the supports six inches, width of brick four inches and 

thickness two inches, the modulus of rupture would be calculated 

as follows: 

3 x 1500 x 6 
-=834.7 pounds. 
2 x 4 x 22 

Absorption test: An absorption test is made for determining 

how much water a brick is capable of absorbing. This indicates 

approximately the degree of porosity which it possesses. Vitri¬ 

fied brick are impervious or nearly so, will absorb little or no 

water, while many common bricks will absorb 15 or 20 per cent 

and some of the Wisconsin ones absorbed over 30 per cent. It 

is easily understood that if a brick of high porosity is exposed 

to -a freezing temperature when its pores are filled with water, 

the expansion of the latter, when changing to ice, may be suffi¬ 

cient to disrupt the brick, either after one freezing, or after re¬ 

peated freezings following periods of thawing. A moderate or 

low temperature is therefore desirable. 

The absorption test is usually made by carefully drying the 

brick, then weighing and soaking them for 48 hours in water, 

and weighing again, the increase in weight showing the amount of 

water absorbed. The percentage of absorption is calculated in 

terms of the original in dry weight. 

Objections have been urged by some to this method of de¬ 

termining the absorptive power of a brick, it being claimed that 

the pores of a brick do not become completely filled with water, 

and that a better way is to place the brick in a vacuum while it 

is immersed. In making absorption tests we should no forget 

that we are trying to duplicate as nearly as possible the condi¬ 

tions to which the brick will be exposed when in actual use. 

Under such conditions a brick is not exposed to vacuum but ab¬ 

sorbs moisture while exposed to ordinary atmospheric pressure, 

and consequently by the vacuum method we are forcing the 

brick to absorb much more water than it would when in use, 

and are obtaining results of comparatively little practical value. 

The writer does not feel either that the total immersion of the 

brick is the best way of testing its absorption, but that partial 

immersion will yield the most satisfactory results. With this last 

mentioned method the brick is immersed to perhaps two-thirds 

its depth in water, which allows the liquid to be drawn into 

the pores by capillarity while the air in the interspaces of the, 

brick can readily escape. 

In testing the Wisconsin bricks the absorption by all three 

methods was tried. Two half bricks were tested for absorption 

by complete immersion in water for 48 hours. Two other half 

bricks from the same lot were immersed to half their depth in 

water. At the end of four hours these were taken out and the 

gain in weight noted. These two samples were put back into the 

water and allowed to remain 44 hours longer, their absorption be¬ 

ing again determined. It was found that in nearly every case, the 

bricks at the end of four hours had absorbed over 90 per cent 

of the total quantity they were capable of absorbing. The method 

of manufacture and degree of density of the brick did not appear 

to affect the result in any way whatever. 

A third pair of half bricks were completely immersed in water 

under a vacuum, so that all the air could be extracted from the 

pores and the brick become completely saturated. By this means 

a greatly increased absorption was obtained. The per cent gain 

over the absorption obtained by the first method ranged from about 
6 to 60 per cent. 

In the accompanying charts the details of the crushing, transverse 

and absorption tests are given. 

DISCUSSION OF TESTS OF BRICK 

Crushing strength: The crushing strength of Wisconsin brick 

tested ranged from 993 lbs. per square inch up to 7060 lbs. per 

square jnph, These tests were made upon 91 sets of brick. 

The range of strength in the several classes is as follows: 

Kind Minimum Maximum Average 

Soft mud '.1074 5838 2829 

Stiff mud .1304 7060 4244 

Dry press . 993 5558 3408 

This indicates that the average crushing strength of all the stiff 

mud and the dry press bricks made in Wisconsin is higher than 

the average of the soft mud bricks. Anyone not acquainted with 

the character of the clays used might perhaps ascribe this to the 

process rather than the material. 

The true explanation seems to the writer to be this. Most of 

the stiff mud brick manufactured in Wisconsin are made from 

cream-burning clays. These in most cases have to be fired much 

harder to get a good brick than do the red-burning ones. Conse¬ 

quently the manufacturers of cream brick fire their product as 

hard as possible, while the red brick manufacturers knowing that 

their clays fire easily, do not take the trouble to fire them hard. 

Transverse strength: The transverse strength of all kinds of 

Wisconsin clay brick tested ranged from 157 lbs. to 1027 lbs. Clas¬ 

sified by kinds the range was as follows: 

Kind Minimum Maximum Average 

Soft mud . 157 1438 573 

Stiff mud .1438 1861 1027 

Dry press . 575 702 512 

Here the order is found to be a little different than in the case 

of crushing strength, the stiff mud brick showing the highest aver¬ 

age, followed by the soft mud and these by the dry press brick. 

The same order also applies to the maxima and the minima. 

Absorption: The percentage of absorption in the different bricks 

tested ranged from 5.8 per cent to 34.30 per cent. Classified by 

kinds it was as follows: 

Kind Minimum Maximum Average 

Soft mud . 5.80 28.20 18.60 

Stiff mud .27.60 34-30 20.26 

Dry press .12.90 33.35 21.47 

Here the order is again different. The soft mud brick showing 

the maximum absorption as well as the lowest average absorption, 

while the stiff mud showed the maximum and highest average ab¬ 

sorption. That of the stiff mud and dry press bricks is so high 

because they are made from calcareous clays. 

CONCLUSIONS DEDUCTIBLE FROM THE DIFFERENT 

TESTS 

1. The stiff mud brick show the highest crushing strength be¬ 

cause of the character of the material to which this method of 

manufacture is usually applied in Wisconsin. 

The minimum strength shown by the stiff mud series falls con¬ 

siderably below the maximum crushing strength of either the soft 

mud or dry press brick tested. 

2. There is no direct relation between the crushing and trans¬ 

verse strength, a brick with a high crushing strength showing 

sometimes either a low or high transverse strength or vice versa. 

The following figures illustrate this: 
Average 

Average crush- Modulus of 

Lab. No. Kind . ing strength Rupture. 

220 Soft mud . .1192 526 

114 Soft mud . .4572 559 
22 Soft mud . .3036 1063 

137 Soft mud . .5796 1062 

99 Stiff mud . .1540 588 

128 Stiff mud . .2708 550 

There are instances to be sure in which two bricks of nearly 

equal crushing strength will show * closely similar transverse 

strengths. Thus 

216 Stiff mud .6230 964 

202 Stiff mud .6250 946 

Two series of bricks showing different crushing strengths may 

either show the same transverse strengths, or the one of higher 
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crushing resistance may also show higher transverse strength. Thus 

207 Stiff mud . 1097 

158 Stiff mud . .4996 1090 

99 Stiff mud . .1540 588 

205A Stiff mud . .5110 2190 

138 Soft mud . 526 

114 Soft mud . .4572 569 

3. The percentage of absorption is not necessarily an indication 

of the strength of the brick either crushing or transverse. This is 

well brought out by the following examples selected from the table 

of tests: 
Crushing Modulus Percentage 

Lab. No. Kind Strength of Rupture absorption 

216 Stiff mud .... .6230 964 19.6 
205A Stiff mud .... .5110 2190 7.6 

99 Stiff mud .... .1540 588 34-30 
Dry press ... .2704 43i 18.75 

114 Soft mud .. .. .'...-4572 569 14.40 
137 Soft mud .... .5796 1062 22.25 

138 Soft mud .... .'2398 589 24.65 

4. Harder burning will increase both the crushing and transverse 
strength thus: 

206S Dry press ... . 993-3 256 
206H Dry press .... 469.6 

28 Stiff mud .... .1500 464.2 
28A Stiff mud .... .4852.5 I3H.5 

5. An interesting comparison is afforded by Nos. 143 and 90. 

Percentage 

absorption 

143 Stiff mud .... .4596 749 20.55 
90 Dry press .... .2704 431-8 i8.75 

Here we : have two bricks made from practically the same clay, 
but moulded by different methods. If the : dry press brick were 

harder burned it would no doubt show up better. 

Another example can be selected from a second locality at which 

cream-burning clays are used. 

206H Dry press .1996.6 469.6 33-35 

80 Stiff mud .3380 1034 20.55 

202 Stiff mud .6250 946.4 16.6 

203 Stiff mud .3452 893.4 16.3 

6. The transverse strength is often, and in fact almost invariably 

affected by the presence of pebbles, lumps of clay, or cavities, and 

whenever one of a series tested shows a low transverse break it can 

in nearly every instance be traced to this cause. 

7. The crushing strength is less easily affected by the flaws men¬ 

tioned above. 

Member: How do you account for the variation in the absorp¬ 

tion? 

Mr. Weidman: I think that is largely due to the kind of clay 

used—whether cross-grained, and the way it is burned as Prof. 

Ries has explained. These are actual tests made on the bricks: 

I do not know anything about the facts or their explanation any 

more than as they are explained in the paper just read. 

Member: Now, in that dry press table that you give us there 

were two samples and the last one, the strongest, has the lesser 

absorption. Now, according to your paper, if hard burned it would 

be stronger and absorb less? 

Mr. Weidman: That brick may not have been burned hard—as 

hard as it should have been to reduce the absorption. 

Mr. Joannis: It evidently showed a greater crushing strength. 

Mr. Weidman: Yes. 

Member: But without knowing the clays you cannot form a 

table. 

Mr. Weidman: I did not do the work, but I think they are prin¬ 

cipally facts as to the results of the tests and facts brought out 

which show these variations. The variations, I should think, are 

more due to the character of the burning than the character of the 

clay used. 

Member: Would the presence of stone in the clay make any 

difference in the absorption? 

Mr. Weidman: If there was very much lime stone, it would not 

make any sort of brick at all: it would crack in burning. 

President Wilson: The gentlemen of the convention may be 

interested to know that Mr. Weidman reports that the report of 

Prof. Ries that has been being prepared for some time is at last 

in the hands of the State Printer and there are some hopes of 

getting it out in printed form before very much longer. You will 

agree with me that we have been anxiously waiting for it in such 

form as it is expected it would be, but Mr. Weidman states that the 

State has a great deal of work on hand in the way of printing just 

at the present time. 

Mr. Weidman: It seems to me that practical brick makers ought 

to be able to discuss this table. I should like to see the dry press 

brick man discuss it. The modern brick man ought to be able to 

answer questions as applied to their brick. 

President Wilson: I am inclined to think, Mr. Weidman, when 

the report comes out, if it shows the name of the company, the yard 

and the location—that each individual will discuss the part he is 

interested in at any rate. They will begin then to realize and figure 

how to improve upon their own bricks; but on a proposition of this 

kind I am inclined to think most of them will think they are dis¬ 

cussing their neighbor’s brick instead of their own. There is cer¬ 

tainly great food for thought in the figures presented. 

Mr. Crabtree: I would like to ask Mr. Weidman if it is not 

likely, in order to have an absolutely sure test, that all of these 

different tests should have been made from one kind of clay— 

soft mud, stiff mud and dry press—to all the relative difference 

between the different proceses. Perhaps one kind of clay would 

have a great deal more strength in crushing, transverse or absorp¬ 

tion than another and when different tests are made on different 

kinds of clay, if they could get at a very fair comparison at that 

rate? I think some of you practical brick men can answer that 

question. 

Mr. Weidman: Of course these facts enter into the problem and 

it was not the object of the tests to make an actual comparison in 

that way—only to show that there was a variation in the brick and 

that the variation was due to the fact of the kind of clay, as well 

as the method of manufacture. 

Mr. Joannis: One clay would not absorb so much. 

President Wilson: What I was getting at was that I do not 

think the comparison is of very much utility where you do not 

know the clay that you have. 

Mr. Bailey: I want to know why this test was made. The more 

floor space the brick has the more water it will absorb and an ex¬ 

pansion will be brought about when the water freezes in these pores 

and every time it freezes the water expands and after a sufficient 

number of freezings a brick will tend to crumble. Now, in a brick 

that has a low absorption there will be small expansion because there 

will be less water in them and the brick with a high absorption will 

contain more water and when they freeze they will fall, crumble 

and break down when exposed to freezing and thawing. I under¬ 

stand that is the general theory, but from practical experience after 

a long term of years, it has been proven to me that it is not always 

the porous brick that will stand the most loss. We have a living 

example of it here in this city. It is only an imperfectly burnt 

brick that will show the most absorption. This is a very important 

test and I do not go a great deal on tests. Some clays will stand a 

great deal more than others. 

Mr. Kennedy: This has brought on a discussion that I was not 

looking for, but in picking a brick for facing a wall, I would pick a 

hard burnt for the reason that they won’t absorb so much water 

as the soft burnt brick and consequently won’t shell off. If you 

take a soft burnt brick, it is all right on the inside where it is 

comparatively dry, but if you put them in a basement or in the 

wall just above the ground line and it will absorb so much water 

that in the spring and when the spring frosts are on, the brick will shell 

off, showing that the brick were soft and that they absorbed too 
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much water and the frost broke them. I think the reason one 

brick absorbs more water than another is on account of the burn- 
f 

ing. If the clay is properly mixed and is burned properly, it reaches 

that stage of hardness where it condenses and if allowed to burn 

long enough and hard enough it will become so hard and so com¬ 

pact that it will not hold scarcely any water. 

President Wilson: That is the fact that Mr. Bailey wants to 

bring out, but Mr. Bailey might tell us how to burn a kiln of all hard 

brick. 

Mr. Bailey: That is impossible. 

Mr. Plamilton: You have not yet replied to Mr. Crabtree’s in¬ 

quiry as to tests. Mr. Crabtree asked Mr. Weidman as to the 

manner of making tests. 

Mr. Wiedman: It would not be practical for the State to take 

a sample of clay from any one bank and make a stiff-mud, and a 

soft-mud, and a dry-pressed brick out of it just to see which method 

would make the best brick; but the object, as I understand it, is 

to take each brick maker’s sample and see what the result of his 

particular method of manufacture is. You cannot expect the State 

to go any further than that. 

Mr. Crabtree: What I intended to say I believe in my ignorance 

I left out. If these tests be made from entirely different clays, 

would the results be entirely different. 

Mr. Weidman: It is very probable that in the stiff mud brick 

the result would be different if the same clay was manufactured in 

different yards. These tests, of course, are the tests made on brick 

from that particular yard, and if the same clays were burned by 

someone else, they would show different results. 

President Wilson: Mr. Crabtree may have possibly overlooked 

that fact that a great many clays would not work successfully in a 

dry press. 

Mr. Crabtree: I supposed that these tests were made in each 

individual kind of clay. I suppose that is what the idea is—educa¬ 

tional—to find out whether brick made in a certain manner would 

have a commercial value. 

Mr. Wiedman: Each of the tests is only for the brick that are 

tested. 

Mr. Joannis: The way I understand it—this report is for the 

stiff mud men and the dry press men, and is for comparative pur¬ 

poses only. 

President Wilson: The next number on the program is a paper 

on “The Benefits of Organization,” by Mr. T. A. Randall, Indian¬ 

apolis, Ind. 

THE BENEFITS OF ORGANIZATION. 

The subject upon which I am requested to speak is one of much 

interest, but is so general in character and covers such a wide range 

of human endeavor that the temptation is great to simply deal in 

glittering generalities which, while pleasing perhaps, is as a rule 

unprofitable. The benefits of organization are so numerous that 

to merely mention them is to catalogue the chief agencies of modern 

progress. We all know and realize in an indefinite way that mod¬ 

ern progress is due to organized effort, but we are prone to credit 

this to other lines, rather than to the business with which we as indi¬ 

viduals are identified. Personally we like to feel that our own work 

is paramount and that the balance of the world is indebted to us. 

As a matter of fact, our individual efforts count for little; so little 

in fact that, as we drop out of life’s race from time fo time, we are 

not even missed except by those near and dear to us. Nevertheless, 

individually, we fondly hug the illusion that we are important 

factors in the world’s affairs. 

In speaking of the benefits of organization, it may be said that the 

very foundation of American trade and commerce is organization. 

If you will look back upon the work of the present generation of 

business men, you will see that the principle of organization is so 

much a part of the woof and warp of every enterprise as to all but 

obscure other features which have been a part of the phenomenal 

development of trade. The old spirit of personal identity with the 

various details of manufacturing, the knowledge which a gen¬ 

eration ago was thought to be essential on the part of the proprietor 

has largely been supplanted by the brains of the organizer. This 

is illustrated by a story of Mr,. George M. Pullman who, some years 

ago, was asked some question in regard to an important matter 

in the sleeping car business. He touched a button, a young man 

came into his sanctum, and by Mr. Pullman’s direction gave the 

desired information. Noting the quizzical look on the inquirer’s 

face, Mr. Pullman said, “That is a part of our work which I find 

it advisable to hire others to do for me. I hold on to only one 

string in my business, and that is organization.” 

A similar story is told of Marshall Field. One of the partners 

in his business retired from the firm unexpectedly. The same day 

Mr. Field selected another man from the ranks of his employees, 

put him in charge of one of the most important departments of his 

great store and, the following day, sailed for Europe. You see, 

Mr. Field held on to the same string—organization. 

There are many aspects of this subject to be considered. Doubt¬ 

less the most notable, as well as the most successful, business organ¬ 

ization, is that of the Standard Oil Company. As the head of that 

great concern, John D. Rockefeller has achieved world-wide fame. 

He is the greatest alchemist the world has ever known, for he has 

turned a crude substance into a great stream of gold. But the 

source, as well as the channel, of this broad stream is not Rocke¬ 

feller, but organization. 

The perfection of the Standard Oil system is illustrated by the 

following story: Rockefeller is reported to have said to his son- 

in-law one day last December: “Well, boy, we have been making- 

some changes and improving the organization, and we think we 

will make some money next year.” The young man, who is con¬ 

nected with a cotton manufactory, said: “I don’t doubt that, but 

you will not make any of it from our firm, for we never buy a 

dollar’s worth of oil from the Standard Oil Company.” “Where 

do you buy your illuminating oil?” he asked. “From such an such 

a company,” he said. “Good, we own all the stock in that com¬ 

pany,” was the reply. “Where do you buy your lubricating oil?” 

“From such and such a company in Pennsylvania,” he replied. “I 

am vice-president of that company,” said Rockefeller. Now, that 

may or may not be a true story, but there is little doubt but that 

the situation which it illustrates obtains in the oil business. But 

it is not Rockefeller who has done all this, it is organization. 

There is little likelihood of such an organization as the Standard 

Oil Company becoming operative in the clay world. But it affords 

an object lesson which clay workers may well study carefully, for 

organization applies not alone to great combinations, to great co¬ 

operative bodies, but as well to the success of local industries and 

general individual enterprises. We are all familiar with instances 

of foolish and wasteful competition. Brick makers are not alone 

guilty in this connection. All manufacturing lines of a local char¬ 

acter are subject to the same criticism, but they are all learning that 

the key to large and permanent success is organization. 

I presume, gentlemen, that when the secretary asked me to speak 

on this subject he really meant that I should speak of the benefits 

of association, and while the terms are well night synonymous, there 

is a difference. One of the most direct benefits of associations, such 

as this, is that it leads to and encourages organization among the 

members of the several districts throughout the State, and on this 

account it is to be regretted that the attendance of our State and 

National Conventions is not more general. Many of our claywork- 

ers do not appreciate the benefits of these meetings or there would 

be many more Wisconsin Clay Workers here to-day. 

To get an idea of the scope and magnitude of association work 

and its benefits we may assume by way of illustration that associa¬ 

tions are to industrial life somewhat of the same nature and im¬ 

portance that our schools are to civic welfare. We may even ex¬ 

tend this simile to comparing local associations to common public 

schools, State associations to normal high schools, and the National 

associations to colleges and universities. This comparison may seem 

a little odd at first, but the more you study association work the 

more intimately you become acquainted with it, the more natural 

this comparison may appear, for the great features of all our asso- 
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ciation work are educational. Not alone is this true in a broad and 

general way, but to a high degree in specific and technical lines. 

Because it is a part of our daily lives, being brought right into our 

homes by the progress of our children, we properly appreciate the 

importance of our school work. If it was brought closer to us, 

more of us would appreciate the value and importance of associa¬ 

tion work, for, as I have said, industrial associations are the same 

balance wheels to industrial life that public schools are to the edu¬ 

cation of the children. The great progress of the last generation 

in industrial affairs is due to the association of those connected with 

the various industries. American manufacturers have made won¬ 

derful growth during this time, the credit for which is generally 

given to Yankee inventiveness and American hustle and enterprise, 

and that is no doubt correct, but these influences find their best 

expression through our industrial associations. 

Developments in the past decade have demonstrated clearly that 

associated effort is far more effective in all directions than indi¬ 

vidual effort; no matter how able or capable the individual may be 

There is every reason to believe that industrial associations will 

wax stronger in the future and become still more influential in the 

development of all industries. Obstacles in the way of progress 

which might be insurmountable to the individual are easily over¬ 

come by organized effort. A notable example of this is afforded 

by a recent occurrence in the clay world. Your neighboring State, 

Illinois, now has at the University of Champaign a school for clay 

workers. The appropriation for its establishment and maintenance 

was obtained by and through the Illinois Clayworkers’ Association. 

When the President of that Association and a committee appointed 

for that purpose, appealed to the Legislature as representatives of 

a State association, they were given an attentive hearing. Do any 

of you think that if they had gone there as individuals that they 

would have been listened to seriously for a moment? You who have 

had experience in legislative matters know that they would not. 

I see by your program that the question of the regulation of rail¬ 

road rates is now under consideration, and I am confident that if 

you go before the proper tribunals you will, as a State association, 

receive consideration that you cannot hope for individually. An 

instance of this same sort, but connected with an entirely different 

industry, came to my attention recently. In one of our metropolitan 

cities there are quite a number of merchants who handle fruits and 

vegetables. They are commission merchants, hundreds of them who 

deal in perishable produce. For years past they have had to pay 

excessive rates to the railroads, who justified same on the plea that 

they had to protect themselves from loss incident to the character 

of the goods shipped. Individual complaints were made time and 

again, but to no avail. Recently these commission merchants 

formed an association and a committee was appointed, and in less 

than two weeks’ time a readjustment of the rates was obtained. 

Your committee can hardly hope for such quick action, but you 

will certainly accomplish more as an organization than you could 

hope to individually. 

One of the greatest benefits derived from membership in an asso¬ 

ciation results from the friendly relations established with those 

who are competing in the same field. Competition is the life of 

trade, but unfriendly competition spells disaster to all who indulge 

in it. Friendly competition does not necessarily mean an agree¬ 

ment to fix or advance prices, but it does not mean a rational com¬ 

paring of notes and conditions, which oft times will thwart the foxy 

contractor who strives for a cut rate by misquoting one manufac¬ 

turer to another. You who meet in these yearly gatherings touch 

elbows and become personal friends ought to be immune from that 

species of imposition, and there are many other ways in which the 

relations growing out of these annual conventions are profitable as 

well as pleasant. 

Improvement in quality of product is another benefit derivable 

from membership in industrial associations. No thinking manufac¬ 

turer can participate in these deliberations, and the button-hole 

talks in the lobbies without positive and direct benefit. These inter¬ 

changes of personal experiences lead to improvements in methods 

of manufacture which insures greater economy and a better product. 

Clayworkers who do not attend these gatherings may look over the 

proceedings and because they do not discover some new and re¬ 

markable suggestions for money-making may conclude that there 

is nothing for them to learn here. Others may read the report of 

the convention studiously and with profit, and think that they have 

realized the full benefit of the convention without the expense of 

attending. Both classes deceive themselves to their own loss. To 

many the convention papers and discussions are really of less value 

from a practical point of view to those who attend conventions 

than the confidential lobby talks, for through the latter means prac¬ 

tical men get specific information upon minor details of their busi¬ 

ness which oft times are extremely important and valuable. 

Then there is the social side, and who is there among us all who 

would undertake to measure in dollars and cents the value of the 

friendships formed and the delights of personal intercourse of these 

yearly gatherings? Do you know I have a supreme sympathy for 

the man who blindly ties himself to his daily work and, under 

mistaken thought that it demands his every moment, deprives him¬ 

self of the joys and pleasures incident to occasions of this sort. It 

is a mistaken policy and those given to it need the leaven of the 

spirit of organization. I feel and believe that there is something 

wrong with a man’s business methods if he cannot leave his busi¬ 

ness at times for a day or two at least. The man so tied becomes 

narrow and if his working days are not shortened his capacity for 

work is lessened by his narrow field of vision. Not the least of the 

advantages of association is the broader and stronger grasp that it 

gives of one’s personal affairs and of the more comprehensive view 

of the general affairs of life. 

Now, gentlemen, most of you will agree with me that life is not 

all in the acquisition of wealth. There is another side, the de¬ 

velopment of our better selves and these yearly meetings certainly 

tend to cultivation of that better side. If no other purpose was 

achieved, our conventions would not be in vain, but time well spent. 

(Applause.) 

President Wilson: If there is no discussion, I will say that this 

concludes the papers on the program. We now have a few details, 

and the first on the list is the report from the Secretary. 

Mr. Hamilton: I did not prepare a written report. It only con¬ 

sists of a statement of receipts and disbursements and that has been 

turned over to the Treasurer, Mr. Zimball, whose report includes 
my own. 

President Wilson: If there are no objections we will accept this 

much of the report from the Secretary and hear from the Treasurer, 

which will include his financial transactions: 

TREASURER’S REPORT. 

Receipts. 

Balance in treasury last year. $79-64 

Received from dues. 10.00 

Received from advertising. fto.oo 

Received from Dues at Monomonie. 67.00 

Received from T. A. Randall & Co. 8.00 

Received from Harry de Joannis.. 8.00 

Disbursements. 

Paid for reporting Convention at Manitowoc.... $16.00 

Stamps . 14.81 

T. A. Randall & Co. (three hundred reports). 48.00 

Stationery . 8.25 

Express . 2.54 

$252.64 

Balance in Treasury . 163.04 $252.64 

A member: I move that the report be received and adopted and 

placed on record. The motion was seconded and carried. 

President Wilson: The next number on the program is the re¬ 

port of the Committee on the Lien Law. Has that report been sub¬ 

mitted yet? 
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Secretary Hamilton: I have not yet received any report. 

President Wilson: Mr. Kennedy, can you give us any light on 

the subject? The Committee was appointed two years ago and last 

year they were not ready and we gave them another year. Mr. 

George Schwarz was one. 

A member: Mr. President, I have seen this lien law tackled. Is 

your lien law satisfactory? 

Mr. Kennedy: Yes. 

A member: Then, let well enough alone. If you have a fairly 

good lien law now you had better keep it, because if you go before 

the Legislature—unless you have an influential committee—let it 

alone. If your lien law is satisfactory, you had better leave it alone 

unless you have a good strong committee, and one which will work 

for the Association as a whole and concertedly. 

Mr. Kennedy: That is the reason why they did not do any¬ 

thing : they could not agree on any one course of action to take. 

Mr. Vogt: I know a little about the lien law. Last year I had 

some dealing with the Secretary of the Lumbermen’s Association 

and asked him for his views and what was best to do and whether 

we could not associate ourselves with the lumbermen on this point 

and he said that we might lose what little we have and that they 

were afraid to tackle it and that we had better leave it alone. 

President Wilson: We had better then leave that matter as it 

is for the present. Has. Mr. Vogt anything to say on the next 

subject “Railroads?” 
Mr. Vogt: I have nothing specific to offer on this point. Many 

complaints have been made against discrimination by the Railroads 

against shippers of brick in Wisconsin in favor of outside shippers 

into this State. In Milwaukee quite a number of complaints have 

been made but I could never find any specific claim on which we 

could base our action, and I have not heard of any brick maker 

who had such specific claim that he could substantiate. Of course, 

we can hire an attorney, but we must state some specific complaint 

_what that complaint consists of. I told Mr. Burnham before I 

left that I did not know of any basis for action against the railroad 

nor did I know of any other shippers in Wisconsin that could fur¬ 

nish them. Our firm does not ship brick to amount to anything; 

and, while we have been complaining that the railroad companies 

transport brick shipped to Milwaukee from Chicago on a discrimina¬ 

tive basis, we have no specific case for action. 

President Wilson: Mr. Kennedy opened up this subject yesterday 

pretty well and if he has anything else to offer, we would like to 

hear it. 

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. President, I think you have in your posses¬ 

sion now a paper on this subject, but which I do not care to have 

read at the present time because it may reach the wrong parties 

at the wrong time; but in that paper that I gave and put in your 

hands—in that paper I cite a specific case, giving the rate, the 

paid receipts, etc. How I got this evidence is no one’s business, 

but I got it. I have been through the State just before this Con¬ 

vention-through the northern part of it—and while on this trip I 

made it a particular point to look into this matter. I have talked 

with brick men in that territory and find they have the same com¬ 

plaint to make. I have looked into this matter and I am well aware 

that you cannot come out in a crowd of men like we have here 

and state all that you want to state and that you want your at¬ 

torney to prove; but I am confident that if we get some attorney 

that is not receiving a retaining fee from the railroad companies— 

that will go before the Rate Commission and who will start an in¬ 

vestigation at once—I am confident that when this is done it will 

be up to the railroad companies to show their books I think then 

the Rate Commission will look after this matter. 

President Wilson: For the benefit of those that were not here 

yesterday, I wish to state that a resolution was passed authorizing 

the chair to appoint a committee of three to take this matter in 

hand and the committee was not to be named until to-day, as it 

was expected Mr. Burnham of Milwaukee would arrive in the mean¬ 

while. Unless there are some objections the chair will announce 

the committee. The committee that has been appointed consist of 

Mr. Kennedy of Manitowoc, Mr. Burnham of Milwaukee and Mr. 

Hamilton of Grand Rapids. One of the difficulties that this Com¬ 

mittee is up against is the fact that it is a very difficult matter for 

them to do anything along the lines indicated without spending 

some money. If we are going to appoint a committee and expect 

them to accomplish anything, we have to provide them with the 

needful to engage the services of the party that it is necessary for 

them to have. What is the pleasure of the Convention? 

Mr. Bright: I think it would be wise to make some provision 

that this committee would have power to draw on the Treasurer. 

They might have to make a trip to Madison and see the Commis¬ 

sion, etc. 

President Wilson: As some of the members have expressed 

themselves that it is necessary to employ legal advice, I think most 

of you that have had experience in employing legal advice will know 

that it costs money. We cannot expect this committee to do the 

work that is before them and accomplish anything without authority 

to use at least a certain amount of money for this purpose. 

Mr. Kennedy: There is no money asked by the Committee ex¬ 

cept the pay for the attorney. I speak for Mr. Burnham as well, 

for I know him and for Mr. Hamilton. Last year we did some 

work and have gone to some expense, etc. I want it to be under¬ 

stood that if you allow anything that it is to be for expenses. It 

is to be only for the attorney; he must be paid, and it is not fair 

to ask us to guarantee the fees of the attorney. 

President Wilson: In order to have a definite understanding be¬ 

fore the Association, Mr. Kennedy, I would like to have you state 

what, in your opinion, would be a reasonable limit to place. 

Mr. Kennedy: I could not tell you what the cost would be; I 

am just as much in the dark about that as you. 

Mr. Hamilton: I notice our balance is now $163.00 in the Treas¬ 

ury. Of course, that is a balance that we ought to> keep. I think 

it would be a good idea to levy an assessment on the members— 

such as is necessary to cover the attorney’s fees. I think we would 

have no trouble in collecting such an assessment. 

Mr. Kennedy: I know of no particular reason why we should 

keep the money in the Treasury. I think you had better spend that 

money as soon as you get it. The expense of an attorney to draw 

up the proper papers is necessary and to go before the Commission 

would not be much—how much I do not know, but I should think 

they ought to give the committee the privilege of using their own 

judgment to not to exceed $100.00. If it should come higher than 

that I for one would be willing to guarantee the cost of the at¬ 

torney’s fees and bring it before the convention next year, and I 

believe I will be supported in that. 

President Wilson: What is the pleasure of the convention? 

Mr. Vogt: I make a motion to the effect that the committee be 

authorized to draw on the Treasurer for the legal advice not to 

exceed $100.00. 

The motion was seconded and carried. 

Mr. Lowater: Is the purpose of the committee to cover any 

particular case, or is it general in its character? 

President Wilson: I understand that it is any railroad business 

that they may have occasion to look into relative to Wisconsin busi¬ 

ness. There is no certain item yet that we are after particularly. 

We will now take up the next item on the program. I did not 

prepare a large question box for this occasion, but I think it will 

be understood that any questions that any of the members wish to 

ask can be handed to the Secretary or asked at this time in person. 

Has any member present any question along the lines of his work 

that he wishes discussed? 

Mr. Bright: As I understand it—if any member has any grievance 

with the Chicago companies on rates that they take it up with the 

committee just appointed. 

President Wilson: Yes, as the Wisconsin Clay Workers’ As¬ 

sociation, gives them more pressure. 

Mr. Randall: Is there any particular railroad that is guilty of 

giving rebates, or are all the railroads equally guilty. If not, if you 

can find one of the lines that will take your business, you could 

make arrangements with them and then the other railroads will 

soon come into line. 
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Mr. Kennedy: But, most of us are on only one line. You have 

to do just as they tell you—just as they do with the long distance 

telephone: “If you don’t like it you can lump it.” 

Mr. Ringle: I understand that in the present situation we pro¬ 

pose to see what effect our Railroad Rate Commission—what au¬ 

thority they have in regulating these rates—and place our complaints 

in their hands and ask them to make a good rate for all of us and 

Chicago shippers as well as ourselves. We want them to regulate 

the rates and to make no discrimination. There are only two rail¬ 

roads in the State running out of Chicago, the C., M. & St. P. and 

the North Western, and it is impossible to try the remedy sug¬ 

gested by Randall. 

Mr. Stell: As Mr. Ringle has said, there are only two railroads 

running out of Chicago which touch any of the brick yards there. 

The Burlington has no brick factories on their line and I do not 

think the Wisconsin Central has any. It is not as though you had 

a whole lot of railroads. The plan that Randall suggests, therefore, 

seems to be impracticable. 

Mr. Crabtree: I do not know very much about the rates, but I 

do know a iittle something about the rate commission and the power 

they have. Judging and going by a decision of the Supreme Court 

of other States, especially in the Northern States, the com¬ 

mission has the authority conferred upon them bv the Act au¬ 

thorizing them to reduce rates, make rates on complaint of any 

shipper or any citizen of the State or anyone to reduce a rate to 

any point not below where it would yield a reasonable compensa¬ 

tion for the services performed on the part of the railroad com- 

$ico,oo would not be a drop in the bucket for anything of that kind, 

pany, and where they have no authority for through rates, they can 

in a manner equalize the rate to the State line, and I think that if 

this committee goes before the rate commission, and lays this mat¬ 

ter before it properly, it will succeed. 

Mr, Chapman: I think that Mr. Hinkley has stated the case 

about right ar.d that is that this present committee can do nothing 

but preliminary work. I think, though, that Mr. Crabtree is mis¬ 

taken if he intended to state that the Wisconsin Rate Commission 

can in any way control the rates from Chicago to Wisconsin. They 

cannot change that through rate nor can they stop the rebate. If 

the Chicago companies get rebates they cannot help that. If this 

committee has to do with questions that involve rebates on through 

rates from outside points of the State, it is a question that will have 

to be brought before the Interstate Commerce Commission and 

Therefore, I think that this is preliminary work. I do not think 

that these questions, if they affect a certain community only or a 

certain territory only, should properly be taken up by the Associa¬ 

tion and that the dealers in that locality should stand the expense— 

the dealers who are actually interested. I think the association 

proper should be used only in advancing questions that are of in¬ 

terest to all of us. Questions of this kind would be of no interest 

to me and probbaly not to many of us with yards in this part of 

the State, except to investigate and see what the trouble is. 

Mr. Crabtree: I was in Madison last winter at the time this 

question was before the committee and the sense of the meeting at 

that time was that it should have the authority as I explain before. 

I think if you will look up the records, you will find that this is so. 

Mr. Chapman: The Constitution is so constructed that the State 

cannot interefer with anything outside the limits of the State. They 

have nothing to do with shipments that originate in Illinois and 

are on Illinois bills of lading. 

Mr. Russell: I am not a member of the Association; I am 

simply a visitor, but I have your interests certainly at heart, and as 

an outsider, I can look at the matter with perhaps somewhat dif¬ 

ferent glasses than the others. It has been my privilege in the past 

few years to be in a more or less degree interested in the manu¬ 

facture of vehicles and implements and I attended their national 

meeting three years ago, and I was very much interested in the 

work they were doing as a national organization with the railroad 

companies. The report of their committee on railroads at that meet¬ 

ing was most flattering after they had realized that they had saved 

their members a great many thousands of dollars in the matter 

of rates. This organization is one of the best national organizations 

that I know anything about, and the members of these State or¬ 

ganizations and the officers of them would get a great deal of valua¬ 

ble information a,nd a great many points of interest from the offi¬ 

cers of that organization. One thing that I remember—they had a 

national attorney that was employed by that organization who was 

willing to give advice free of charge to any of the members of that 

organization, and at this time I would like to ask Mr. Randall if 

the National organization of clay workers has a paid attorney. 

Mr. Randall: The National Brick Manufacturers have never had 

any legal proposition before them at all. The national organization 
is educational only. 

Mr. Russell: The remarks that I have to make are simply as a 

suggestion, and it seems to me that if this committee that you have 

appointed this afternoon would correspond with the officers of the 

national organization that I have spoken of, they would perhaps get 

some information that would Jo them untold good. Mr. Staver of 

the Staver Buggy Company, Chicago, is a very active member of 

this association and can give you the names of all the officers and 

is just the person to go to; and if this committee would confer with 

them they would find these men very gentlemenly and hospitable 

people to talk with and who would be only too willing to give them 

the benefits of their labors with the railroads in the investigations 

that they have been up against in the railroad proposition. 

Mr. Hinkley: I just wish to remark in a few words that the 

most of us who are interested and have gone into this matter firmly 

believe that these shippers from Chicago ship th,.ir brick into this 

country at 8 or io cents per cwt., but that they actually get a re¬ 

bate. I do not know if we have any means of proving that, but 

I think that this committee can investigate that matter and if they 

do find that they get a rebate, they can take some action. The rail¬ 

roads have to publish their rates and adhere to them. The com¬ 

mittee might investigate this and get some reliable information on 

the subject. 

Mr. Kennedy: That is why the committee needs legal advice— 

to get the law reduced to writing. Don’t think for a moment that 

you are going to fight two railroads and get a reduction in the rate. 

One hundred dollars goes to the attorney to draw up his papers and 

bring the matter before the Rate Commission and then we are in 

the hopes that the Commission will take it up: what they can do we 

do not know. 

President Wilson: I think the members fully realize that this is 

merely a step toward preliminary work that will bear fruit for those 

that are most interested. If there is nothing further at this time, 

we will hear the report of the Committee on Resolutions. 

Secretary Hamilton: Resolved, That the Wisconsin Clay- 

workers’ Association assembled at Monomonie, Wis., March ioth, 

1906, express to Mr. P. H. G. Duerrwaechter, its deep sense of cor¬ 

porate loss caused by the death of Arthur Deurrwaechter, one of 

its promising members. Let it be further 

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Wisconsin Clayworkers’ As¬ 

sociation be instructed to send a copy of this resolution to Mr. R. 

H. C. Duerrwaechter. (Signed.) Sam. Gunther, S. Weidman, 

Harry de Joannis. 

President Wilson: We will r.ow hear from the Committee ap¬ 

pointed for the purpose of looking into the ‘matter of raising the 

dues of this Association and the matter of the distribution of the 

reports. 

Mr. Hinkley: The-Committee have had the matter under con¬ 

sideration and, while we tried to look at the matter in all its aspects 

and bearings and with particular care, came to the conclusion 

that with the ordinary work that we do here and the ordinary ex¬ 

pense that we are under for the publication of our reports and that 

there having been a gain each year in the Treasury and that we 

have more money now in the Treasury than for our ordinary ex¬ 

penses, we have come to the conclusion that unless we have some 

extraordinary expenses to incur we do not care to raise the fees. 

If we go into litigation with the railroads, that will be different. 

We thought it best to wait for that until next year until this Com¬ 

mittee on Railroads find out what we have to do. As to publish- 
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ing reports, as far as we have been able to talk with the members 
they are all desirous of having the reports printed, and it seems 
as long as the advertising pays for the printing of the report, we 
ought to send them to every member of the association and to every 
manufacturer in the State so far as known. That is the judgment 

of the committee. 
President Wilson: It is not so much the expense of getting out 

the report as the fact that some manufacturers and brick men who 
are not members of this association get hold of the report, read it, 
and say to themselves, “What is the use of joining the association 
so long as we can read the reports?” It is more for the purpose 
of increasing our membership by having them sent to the members 

of this association only. 
Mr. Hinkley: The committee looked at it in this way—that by 

circulating the reports it will bring us new members. In sending, 
these out we let people know that we are organized and it will 

bring us new members. 
President Wilson: We will now hear from the committee ap¬ 

pointed to name a place for the next meeting and the names of the 
officers for the coming year 

Mr. Ringle: The committee has considered the matter and begs 
to report as follows:—To the Wisconsin Clayworkers’ Association: 
Your committee recommends that the place and time for holding 
the next annual meeting of the Association be subject to the decision 
of the newly elected officers of the Association. Your committee 
respectfully recommend the following gentlemen as officers of the 
Association for the ensuing year: 

President, Oscar Wilson, Menomonie. 
Vice-President, S. J. Gunther, Port Washington. 
Secretary, J. G. Hamilton, Grand Rapids. 
Treasurer, Oscar Zimball, Sheboygan. 
Your committee is unanimous on this report, except as to Vice- 

President from which recommendation Mr. Gunther dissents. 
(Signed.) John Ringle, Sam. J. Gunther and W. L. Meier. 

Motion made, seconded and carried that the officers selected be 
elected. 

Mr. Lowater: Was there anything settled as to the place for 
next meeting and convention? 

President Wilson: The report of the committee specifies that the 
place and exact time be left with the newly elected officers. The 
sentiment of the convention is in order on this subject. 

Mr. Weidman: I think if the sentiment of the convention is 
known at this time it would be for the officers to decide. 

Mr. Joannis: I move that we adjourn. 
After the motion for adjournment was seconded, it was placed 

to the vote and carried. 
ADJOURNED. 

EIGHTY-SEVENTH BIRTHDAY OF 

EDWARD BROUSSEAU. 

Edward Brousseau, the veteran brick manufacturer, 

celebrated his eighty-seventh birthday March 17 at his 

home in Schodack-on-the-Hudson, N. Y., with the usual 

gathering of his family and relatives. A turkey dinner 

was served. The table decorations were green and white 

and the souvenirs were green boxes in the form of harps 

and contained green bonbons. A large heart-shaped birth¬ 

day cake, decorated with green candles forming the num¬ 

ber 87, was served. The candles were lighted and Mr. 

Brousseau blew them out one by one. He made a wish 

as he cut the cake. He received many gifts Among the 

guests were Mr. and Mrs. Byron Parker, Mr. and Mrs. 

Theodore Brousseau and S. W. Brousseau of Hudson; 

Mrs. Marinda Briggs of Athens, Mrs. Peter R. Bedell of 

f oxackle and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Anderson of Castleton. 

A PLEASANT VISIT TO A NEW SAND-LIME 

BRICK PLANT. 

Just twenty weeks after ground had been broken the 

Sandstone Brick Co., of Schenectady, N. Y., was making 

its daily output of good commercial sand-lime brick. W hile 

in Schenectady some time ago I had the pleasure of visiting 

this plant and seeing it in operation. It has been my good 

fortune to see quite a number of sand-lime brick plants, 

but I never have seen one so complete in every detail. 

Everything is of the best and the general excellence of the 

bricks is a demonstration in favor of this policy of the 

company. The brick machinery was all furnished by the 

Semisteel Co., of Cleveland, O., and consists of two Samson 

presses, dryer, conveyors, mixers, cylinders and cars. The 

material, consisting of sand and hydrated lime is first meas¬ 

ured off into a pan mixer. From here it falls by gravity 

into a pug mill. After traveling through this mill it is 

elevated to another pug mill mixer, which stands on a 

platform. Here the water is added and incorporated with 

this mixture. In these two mills the mixing is very thor¬ 

ough, and the mixture emerges free from lumps and in 

proper condition to be formed into bricks. By means of a 

very ingenious conveyor both presses are kept supplied. 

The presses are the well-known rotary type and are strong, 

massive machines capable of exerting a tremendous pres¬ 

sure. 

Erecting Smoke Stack, Schenectady, N. Y. 

A word about these machines in passing would hardly 

be out of place. The mixture of sand and lime is received 

by the press in a mixing pan, which, besides giving the 

material an additional mixing, also feeds the press and 

fills the moulds automatically. The table in which the 

bricks are made is circular and revolves around a center 

post. The power for the presses is transmitted by means 

of a crank shaft connected to a massive slow moving 

rocker beam. As the bricks are made one at a time, all 

this enormous pressure is received by each and every brick. 

Inasmuch as the quality of a brick depends more upon the 

amount of pressure it receives than upon the quality of 

the sand of which it is made, one can readily see that a 
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superior brick is the natural result. Another advantage that 

this press possesses is its capability of maintaining its maxi¬ 

mum pressure for a relatively long period of time. This 

is accomplished by means of an extremely simple means 

whereby the pressure is brought to its maximum before the 

crank shaft arrives at dead center. During the travel of 

the crank from this point to a point at the same distance 

the other side of center this same pressure is sustained. 

This is a decided advantage. Of course, in common with 

all other rotary presses, it delivers the brick to the top of the 

table without any of the shocks incident to the pushing 

and shoving that other types of presses impose upon the 

bricks. From here they are handled directly to the cars, 

which hold a thousand bricks. The bricks are so hard as they 

Unloading Cylinder at Schenectady, N. Y. 

come from the machine that they will bear the weight of a 

man without breaking. In fact, I saw the engineer stand on 

one and then jump up 6 inches or so in the air and come 

down on the brick with his full weight wtihout damaging it 

in the least. After doing this several times, he picked the 

brick up and put it back on the car. The next morning 

it came out as strong and perfect as the rest of the bricks. 

The engine was made by the Allis-Chalmers Company of 

Milwaukee, Wis., and is giving the best of satisfaction. A 

little marine set furnishes the electricity for the electric 

lights, and the motors used on the portable sand conveyors. 

With the aid of the electric lights it is possible to run 

the factory twenty hours a day in two shifts of ten hours 

each. The water is obtained from a driven well over three 

hundred feet deep. Two reservoirs store enough water to 

run the boilers several days. The sand bank is directly 

back of the plant, and it requires very little work to trans¬ 

port the sand to the mixer. 

During the greater portion of the year it is not necessary 

to use the dryer at all, but during the wet spells a small 

part of the sand is dried. The finished product is in good 

demand and the company has large orders ahead that will 

keep it busy for several months without taking any other 

business. 

The officers of the company are so pleased with the 

proposition and the way the bricks are selling that they 

have ordered two more presses from the Semisteel Com¬ 

pany. This will give them a daily capacity of 72,000 

bricks. 
One of the points that arrested my attention was the lack 

of dust and dirt. Upon inquiry I learned that this was 

due to the fact that the lime was not hydrated or ground in 

the plant, but was bought already hydrated. Mr. Kasten- 

huber, the genial engineer of the company, told me that 

he had studied the subject pretty thoroughly before going 

into the business, and had come to the conclusion that it 

did not pay to attempt to hydrate your own lime. He said 

that by using lime that had been hydrated, it not only made 

a clean factory, but the bricks were always free from the 

unsightly lime spots so common to the ordinary sand-lime 

brick. Upon investigation I found this to be true, for 

each brick was as clear and clean and as perfect as it is 

possible for a brick to be. 

We hear so much of model plants that turn out to be 

far from perfect that it was a positive pleasure to be shown 

through this factory. If my advice is ever asked, which 

I presume it will not be, as to my opinion as to the best 
machinery for a sand-lime brick plant, I will say, get your 
boilers from the Sterling Co., your engine from the Allis- 
Chalmers Co., and your brick machinery, which, of course, 
is the plant itself, from the Semisteel Company of Cleve¬ 
land, O. In other words, duplicate the Sandstone Brick Co.’s 
plant at Schenectady, N. Y. 

Sand-Lime Brick Expert. 

SmoAeSfdcKs 

A Sand-Lime Brick Chimney. 

BRICK PLANTS CONSOLIDATE. 

L. P. Haldeman, vice president and general manager of 
the Louisville & Kentucky Firebrick Co., left Louisville, 
Ky., for Haldeman, Ky., and from there will go to Frank¬ 
fort to secure the incorporation, under the laws of Ken¬ 
tucky, of the Kentucky Firebrick Co., with a capital stock 
of $125,000, to take in a number of platns in Pennsylvania, 
the plant at Haldeman, Kv., and later on to erect a new 
plant at Haldeman, which is 51 miles south of Ashland 
and where the new company will control 2,500 acres of land 
rich in clays and minerals. Linder the new organization, 
Mr. Haldeman will be secretary and treasurer. There 
are about a dozen plants included in the consolidation. 
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GERMAN PORCELAIN: PROGRESS IN 

PRODUCTION. 

Consul Slocum, of Weimar, writes interestingly about 

the porcelain producers of the German Empire, laying em¬ 

phasis upon the work being done in his own district in the 

hills of Thuringia. The progress in the past, the fairly 

prosperous condition of the industry, the successful efforts 

in improving the methods of production and in securing 

outside markets are dealt with in a way to suggest the im¬ 

portance of emulating the empire. Mr. Slocum writes: 

The successful experiments of Johann Friedrich Bott- 

cher, resulting in the invention of Saxon porcelain early in 

the eighteenth century, were not without a direct influence 

upon the present prosperity, industrially and commercially, 

of this portion of the great German Empire. Several in¬ 

fluences contributed to the establishment of porcelain fac¬ 

tories in Thuringia, though precedence should doubtless 

be given to the desire of each and every state’s sovereign 

to possess a factory of his own. Thus, as King Frederick 

of Prussia had works at Berlin, so did the King of Saxony 

possess the celebrated manufactories at Meissen, and their 

example was emulated by the sovereigns of the several 

states and principalities. It was not until the latter part of 

the eighteenth century, however, that, encouraged by the 

sovereign authority, grants of land for prospecting pur¬ 

poses and practically free wood fuel, primitive works were 

established in Thuringia. The natural resources of the 

district, i. e., a suitable clay and a plenitude of wood for 

fuel purposes, supplemented by the reigning sovereign’s 

aid in the granting of monopolies, the low cost of raw ma¬ 

terials, the high prices obtainable for the finished article, 

all gradually brought about a condition profitable and satis¬ 

factory at least to the producer. In those early days Stein- 

heider clay was used in all of the factories and was ob¬ 

tained near a small hamlet of that name (Steinheid) in 

Thuringia, near Sonneberg. The output of the factories 

was infinitesimal, very expensive, and of decidedly poor 

quality. 
Need of Technical Knowledge. 

Intense ignorance prevailed as to the art and the tech¬ 

nical details of manufacture, and such of the secrets of 

process as existed were handed down from generation to 

generation of employers and retained as a family asset. Up 

to 1870 technical men were not employed, but from that 

year dates the remarkable progress in the art which has 

made Germany the competitor for the world’s trade. The 

successful conclusion to the war with France marked an ad¬ 

vance probably without parellel. In it the manufacture of 

porcelain kept pace with the march of progress. The ele¬ 

ment of science entered into all manufacturers and all were 

conducted on a larger scale. Technical schools were opened, 

and to-dav one can find graduates capable of filling vacan¬ 

cies in any department. 

Output and Hands Employed. 

A conservative estimate places the number of porcelain 

factories of prominence in Thuringia to-day at 50. giving 

employment to 13,000 hands. The total output of these 

factories runs between $4,760,000 and $6,950,000 yearly, 

with a consumption distributed, roughly estimated, as fol¬ 

lows : 

Germany .$1,000,000 

Continental Europe .  1,500,000 

United Kingdom and colonies . 1,000,000 

United States . 1,500,000 

Latin America, Africa, and Asia. 500,000 

The obvious facts shown by this conservative statement 

are that Thuringia finds a market for less than one-fifth 

of her entire porcelain manufactures at home, and that the 

consumption of her wares in the United States is only 

equaled by the whole of Continental Europe. The table 

also shows an increase in manufacture in the ratio of 3 to 

1 over the quantity produced in 1870. 

While the bulk of the manufactured articles are of the 

cheaper standard qualities, the ornamental china of Thur¬ 
ingia ranks with the best of Germany’s producers and has 

but few foreign equals. In this connection it may be said 

that prior to the “country of origin” requirement many 

Thuringian wares were presented for sale in the United 

States as of French origin. 

The Export Trade. 

Good models, great variety in articles, and cheapened 

prices may be considered the principal causes of the re¬ 

markable increase in demand by the foreign markets. The 

export trade to the various countries previously mentioned 

remains now relatively the same from year to year, with 

the exception of that to the United States. England espe¬ 

cially demands chiefly staple lines, and no particular differ¬ 

ence in volume of business is to be noted when the one or 

two new shapes introduced by every manufacturer yearly 

fail to meet with popular favor, whereas, on the other hand, 

the sales of the United States are immediately affected 

thereby. In such years the shipments from this consular 

district have fallen to one-half the usual quantity. 

The rapid changes in taste in chinaware in the United 

States are not without their effects upon the Thuringian 

factories, certain colors and even shades of colors possess¬ 

ing at times a power to make or mar the American trade 

for the year. The American buyers have produced an im¬ 

pression in this district as possessing a more intimate and 

thorough knowledge of their business than any others, and 

their “shopping” tendencies have had a decided result in 

the lowering of the scale of prices, especially in late years. 

However, American orders are much sought after, particu¬ 

larly so as American houses help out by giving what are 

known as “winter orders,” and thus what would otherwise 

be considered the dull season is sometimes quite active, 

though the sales are naturally made at reduced prices. Bet¬ 

ter prices in general are obtainable in the various European 

markets, but the size of the American orders, coupled with 

prompt payments (in general thirty days from date of in¬ 

voice) and the discounting of bills, make the American 

buyer practically a necessity to some of the factories. 

Suffering from Overproduction. 

The perhaps too rapid strides made by the German man¬ 

ufacturers in respect to the quantity of production and the 
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addition of many newly built factories during recent years 

have produced a state of affairs not entirely satisfactory to 

the manufacturer. There is no question but that this mar¬ 

ket suffers from overproduction and the resulting low 

prices necessary to obtain orders, coupled with the strong 

competition now felt from the reduction of prices for French 

and Bohemian wares, and an increase in the cost of raw 

materials, fuel, and labor have produced a condition whereby 

the large dividends of a few years ago are no longer possi¬ 

ble. The decline in prices has led to an agreement, renew¬ 

able every five years, among the various manufacturers, 

whereby minimum selling prices for certain staple articles 

were established. I am informed that the agreement had 

the desired effect. 
Cost of Labor. 

The increase of cost of labor is such that men workers in 

the factories now receive from $0,714 to $0,952 per day, 

and women workers $0,476. In general the help are satis¬ 

fied. The prospects of serious trouble from “strikes” are 

greatly minimized by a certain protective measure taken 

bv the allied manufacturers. Upon a statement of griev¬ 

ance by a labor organization or other body the manufac¬ 

turer presents the case in toto to a committee of the manu¬ 

facturers’ association, and if sustained and strike is de¬ 
clared by the workmen every manufacturer in the associa¬ 
tion is bound by his agreement to shut down his works 
until the matter is adjusted. The plan seems to work well 
from the manufacturers’ point of view; but the discon¬ 
tented among the workers are in reality rare. 

The outlook for the Thuringian factories under the pres¬ 
ent conditions in the porcelain trade does not in general seem 
a poor one, but the necessity for more than one “open door” 
for Geramny’s export trade must seem apparent to even the 
most casual observer. 

ELABORATE AND HAPPY BANQUET GIVEN 

JOHN B. ROSE BY NEWBURGHERS. 

A number of the leading citizens of Newburgh, N. Y., 
who for several years have been enjoying the hospitality of 
the John B. Rose Hot Air Conventions in New York city, 
and who have a warm, neighborly feeling for Johnnie B., 
tendered his royal highness, the grand high potentate of the 
brick industry, a dinner at the Palatine Hotel in Newburgh, 
that for substantial results, which not only included the 
magnificent menus as prepared and served by proprietor 
Bain, but the munificence of the good fellowship displayed, 
is reported by the Newburgh Register as having been be¬ 
yond hailing distance by anything heretofore held in the 
hillside city. 

Mr. Rose's recent flying trip to Europe and his happy 
return to Newburgh with his statement that Newburgh 
was to him the oasis in the desert of life, furnished a happy 
inspiration to the Rose contingent with the banquet as a 
result. 

The printed reports disclose that not only did the bloom¬ 
ing John B. of the rose varj^ty distribute rare fragrance in 
the evening but the other Uowers from the various walks 
of every-day life assumed entire charge of the hotel for 
the evening. 

About twenty-five of Newburgh’s citizens were fortunate 
enough to be of the party. The banquet was held in the 
Turkish room and from a round table in order to prevent 
any special positions of honor. The scene and incidents as 
described by the Register in part are: 

“The table had been arranged to represent the Hudson 
River. Artistic arrangement of mirrors accomplished this 
for the foundation, and the cut glass pieces served as islands. 
Miniature ducks were placed here and there to give effect, 
while at each of the twenty-five covers was moored a brick 
barge bearing the name of the banqueter. At the extreme 
south, to which had been assigned the guest of honor, was 
an immense tug, bearing the name of Jack Rose. Each 
of the brick barges had been attached to the tug with a 
rope of smilax, by the side of each plate was a hammer, 
and floral decorations were prettily distributed where they 
would not detract from the marine scene. 

The only things barred from the feast were snuff and 
water. 

At each cover was a souvenir menu of the evening. It 
was of red brick, 8x12 inches in size, bearing on the cover 
a panel, surrounded with rope, on which appeared this in¬ 
scription : 

Naughtv-Cal Dinner 
given to 

Jack Rose, 
Lord of Roseton, Mover of the Earth, 

Admiral in Command of the 
Roseton Brick Barges, 

by the 
Officers and Crew of the Flagship 

Jack Rose, 
at the Palatine, Newburgh, 

Saturday, March 24, 1905. 

At the foot of the panel was a perfect representation of 
the power boat that Mr. Rose is having built for his pleas¬ 
ure, which is said will be the fastest yet put on water. 
Within the cover were a number of printed pages. The 
first bore a fine half-tone portrait of the guest of the even¬ 
ing. Silhouette pictures at the corners of the page presented 
him as he appears ‘As a Minstrel’ at Roseton; in Gay Paree, 
the Crest of Lord Roseton, being a moth with wings singed 
from a blazing gas jet; the Semi-Annual Dividend being a 
barrel overflowing with coin. 

“Silhouettes enlivened the menu page. They were desig¬ 
nated: ‘Brick going up’; ‘200 per cent’; ‘Who’s shy’; ‘Ev¬ 
erybody Puts Up but Pop’; ‘The Wind Up’; ‘The Morning 
After’‘The Real Thing’; ‘A Tip.’ ” 

William- H. Colwell was the presiding genius and was 
the author of several sonnets on John B. and leading citi¬ 
zens. The banqueters joyfully joining in the refrain; 

Johnnie B., Johnnie B., 
If you have to work, don't kick, 
For your making high priced brick. 

Johnnie B., Johnnie B., 
Darn ’em, swamp ’em, get their wampum, 

Fowler—The brother, with a Dent in his name. 
Came up to Newburgh to get onto the game. 

Wilson—The Salt, made her ladyship shiver, 
When he tried auto sailing on the Passaic River. 

Burne—Is the neatest of all men around, 
Who’d think in a clay bank he'd ever be found? 

McClung—A Lawyer, for some things quite famed. 
Is a rank Democrat and should be ashamed. 

Fowler—From Haverstraw, we don’t know well. 
But we trust of our doings he never will tell. 

Odell—He is “boss” of the ice “machine,” 
But whatever von want he has to be seen. 
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THE IOWA BRICK AND TILE ASSOCIATION 

GETS THE COURSE IN CERAMICS 

PASSED BY BOTH HOUSES. 

Through the work of the committee appointed by the 

Iowa Brick and Tile association and especially the chair¬ 

man of this committee, J. B. McHose of Boone, both the 

house and senate have passed a bill authorizing a ceramic 

course at the Iowa State college. This course will include 

an investigation into the art of clay making and ceramics 

including the manufacture and use of cements and allied 

industries. Mr. McHose went to Des Moines a number 

of times in the interest of the bill and found very little 

opposition. The bill has been sent to Governor Cummins 

for his signature. A copy of the bill, known as House File 

No. 360 by Ritter, follows: 

A BILL. 

To provide for the establishment of a course of practical 

and scientific instruction and investigation in the art of clay 

working ceramics including the manufacture and use of 

cements and allied industries in the Iowa State College of 

Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the general assembly of the 

State of Iowa that the trustees of the Iowa State College 

and Mechanic Arts be, and they are hereby required, to 

establish in said college a department of ceramics for the 

technical and practical education of clay workers, cement 

manufacturers and users and other allied pursuits in all 

branches of these arts which exist in this state or which 

can be profitably introduced and maintained in this state 

from the mineral resources thereof; including the geology 

and properties of clays, cement materials, fuels, and other 

minerals required, and the testing of the products thereof; 

also the manufacture of fire brick, pressed brick, paving 

brick and of glazed and enameled brick of all kinds, of 

sewer pipe, drain tile, fire proofing and terra cotta, of pot¬ 

tery, porcelain, china, and other specialties; also including 

the details of the manufacture and uses of cement and the 

details of other allied industries. 

Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, that the said college shall 
provide as a part of its engineering experiment station work 
for the investigation of clays, cement materials, fuels, and 
other mineral resources of the state with especial reference 
to their economical uses, and for the publication and dis¬ 
semination of information useful to such industries and for 
the testing the products thereof. 

MR. OSCAR ZIMBAL GETS MARRIED. 

The marriage of Oscar S. Zimbal, the well known brick 
manufacturer of Sheboygan, Wis., to Miss Anna Tweig, 
is announced. The ceremony was performed a few nights 
ago at the home of the bride on Erie avenue, by Rev. J. J. 
Janet of the Reformed church. The couple was attended 
by Miss Emily Hoppert and Herman Koehler. Only the 
immediate relatives were present. A reception and spread 
followed the ceremony. 

Mr. Zimbal is a member of the O. Zimbal & Son, brick 
yard owners', succeeding his father at the head of the com¬ 
pany. He is also the treasurer of the Wisconsin Clay 
Workers’ Association. His bride is a popular young lady in 
her circles. The couple have taken up their residence on 
Georgia avenue. 

THE RUST CLAY FEEDER. 

The Rust Clay Feeder made by the Marion Machine, 

Foundry and Supply Co., of Marion, Indiana, has been 

brought out in response to the demand for a better method 

for mixing and feeding clay in clay plants of all kinds and 

especially brick and tile plants. It has been in successful 

operation for three years. The saving in labor, increase 

in the production and improvement in the product makes 

it a necessary adjunct to a clay plant. 

It is a saving of labor by its use the time of one and some¬ 

times two men are saved, the clay being dumped direct 

from the clay car into the hopper of the Clay Feeder. 

The clay is tempered by the spirals, which you see in 

the illustration. It is evenly supplied to all parts of the 

hopper. The feed is very regular, preventing choking. This 

naturally tends to improve and increase the output. The 

feed may be varied by raising the front of the hopper or by 

increasing the speed, the actual power required in most 

places is not over two horse power, and this amount is 

saved to the other machines, because of the regular feed. 

The durablity of the Feeder is unquestionable and it is made 

of the best of materials. 

Cut showing dump car in position to dump clay into machine. Also 
showing front of hopper where capacity can be increased. 

The operation of the machine is automatic. The con¬ 

struction of the hopper is such that the clay does not clog 

up, and feeds down on to the spirals by its own weight, 

it requires no attention after the feed to the disintegrator 

has once been regulated. The spirals are nine inches in 

diameter. The diameter of the main driving pulley is forty 

inches. R. P. M. 70. The body is constructed of 6-inch 

channel irons, and the hopper of heavy sheet iron, reinforced 

with angle iron at top. The spirals are made in one solid 
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piece, and rigidly fastened to the shaft by a patented process. 

The Rust Clay Feeder dispenses with the men ordinarily 

used to feed the clay into the disintegrator. This saves 

the time of from one to two men, who will draw from $1.50 

to $4 per day, according to the local rate and amount of 

work. The average saving will be about $2.25 per day. 

Counting 250 working days in the year, this means a saving 

of $562.50 where one of these machines is used, a return 

of over 100 per cent on the investment. Not bringing 

itito account the great value in tempering the clay, and the 

regular feeds on the machinery, thereby saving their bills 

and costly delays. 

This machine is constructed to feed direct into the disin¬ 

tegrator, but where it is desired to convey the clay off to 

one side, a cross spiral attachment is used, which is at¬ 

tached to the end of machine, and is operated by means of 

pulleys and belt. 

Alex A. Scott, president and general manager of a brick 

plant at Knoxville, Tenn., which just booked an order for 

10,000,000 brick on account of their superior quality over 

the competing firms, says: “After eighteen years’ experience 

in brick making that in his opinion there is no piece of 

WORKINGMEN’S INSURANCE AND EMPLOY¬ 
ERS’ LIABILITY. 

The Bureau of Labor, Washington, D. C., is preparing a 

report covering the various systems of workingmen’s in¬ 

surance and employers’ liability both in this country and 

abroad. The report will cover insurance against sickness, 

accident, disability, old age, death and unemployment. 

In this connection it is endeavoring to secure information 

concerning the existence in the United States of what are 

usually known as establishment funds—that is, mutual re¬ 

lief or insurance funds organized and maintained by the 

employes of an industrial establishment, or relief funds 

supported either wholly or in part by the employers them¬ 

selves. It is desired to obtain, wherever possible, copies 

of constitutions, rules and by-laws, blank certificate forms, 

and any other matter relating to funds of this character. 

In the absence of other data the name and location of estab¬ 

lishments in which such funds exist are desired. 

Persons possessing data of any kind relative to the ex¬ 

istence of establishment funds in this country should com¬ 

municate with Charles P. Neill, Commissioner, Washington, 

D. C., at their earliest convenience. 

Top View of Rust Clay Feeder with Box Removed. 

machinery used in the manufacture of brick that is more 

essential to results than the Rust Clay Feeder. It saves 

men and the regularity in which it furnishes the clay is a 

great advantage.” 

Eb. Rogers, manager of the large paving brick plant at 

Alton, Illinois, says it works in a very satisfactory manner. 

It is set for 40,000 brick per day, and it feeds this amount 

In a regular steady stream. We do not think our drying out¬ 

fit would work without it. 

Mr. J. M. Leach of Kokomo, Ind., says he is making 25,- 

000 brick per day of seven hours, and the machine would 

feed as many more, that is, does not add to the horse power 

of the plant, because it takes the load off the disintegrator. 

He is installing a new plant and will want the second feeder 
soon. 

You can get further information about the Rust Clay 
Feeder by writing to Marion, Ind., and mentioning The 
Clay Record. 

Messrs. George H. Clippert & Bro. Brick Co., Detroit, 
Mich., are installing the latest Improved “Martin” Patented 
System of handling and drying soft mud brick of 33,000 

-capacity. 

CHICAGO HEIGHTS BRICK COMPANY. 

In a recent issue we announced that a new brick industry 

was about to be launched in Chicago Heights, Ill. It now 

appears that our information was correct in every detail. 

The Chicago Heights Brick Company have organized with 

a paid up capital of $100,ooo, and have purchased forty acres 

of the Ross Morris farm, southeast of the city, adjoining the 

property owned by the National Brick Company. 

Arrangements have been made for the laying of a switch 

track to their holding and the work will be commenced at 

once and in all probability they will begin shipping brick the 

last of June or first of July. 

As already stated in our previous issue this company is 

made up entirely of Bohemians and are all architects, con¬ 

tractors or builders, and propose to make bricks for their 

own consumption principally. Mr. Frank Layer, 1327 Mil¬ 

lard avenue, Chicago, is the president of the new concern. 

This new enterprise will employ in the neighborhood of 

125 men, who must have houses here, and something will 

have to be done, if not at once, in the near future, to relieve 

the present scarcity of dwellings. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in- 
terets to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

812,231.—Pulverizer. George Raymond, Chicago, and 
John H. Finlay, Warsaw, Ill. Filed July 26, 1902. Re¬ 
newed May 31, 1905. Serial No. 263,152. 

Claim.—In a pulverizing-mill, the combination with a 
rotating drum having pockets, of peripheral openings in said 
pockets, peripheral scoops adapted to guide material to said 
openings, tumblers confined within said pockets, and a 
screen surrounding said drum and rotating therewith, sub¬ 
stantially as described. 

813,600.—Gas Producer. Edward N. Trump, Syracuse, 
N. Y. Filed Nov. 21, 1904. Serial No. 233,609. 

Claim.—The combination of a stationary receptacle com¬ 
prising a cylinder having a vertical extension and a table 
spaced below the lower extension of the cylinder, a deflector 
projecting beneath the cylinder and over the table, a support 
for said deflector located without the receptacle, and means 
lor causing the said support to travel around the receptacle. 

In a continuously-operated gas-producer, the combination 
with regulatable mechanism for feeding fuel thereto, a com¬ 
bustion-chamber, a stationary table spaced below the lower 
extension thereof; a deflector adapted to rotate about an axis 
corresponding to the center of the table, a member, located 
outside of said chamber for supporting the said deflector, 

and means for causing the gradual rotation of said support¬ 
ing member. 

812,973.—Brick-Cutting Machine. Harry L. Barr and 
Fredrick Gandert, Mansfield, Ohio. Filed Aug. 3, 1905. 

Claim.—A brick-cutting machine, composed of a suitable 
metal base, posts, secured in said base, one upon each side 
of the center, a lateral steel cutter secured in said base on a 
line with the center of the posts, an upper adjustable cutter, 

provided at each end with a hollow sleeve, said cutter adapted 
to have a vertical sliding movement upon the vertical posts, 
and supported upon suitable coil-springs surrounding said 
posts, the said posts threaded at their upper ends and pro¬ 
vided with adjusting-nuts, a lever journaled upon each side 
of a loose sleeve placed upon the vertical post between the 
upper cutter and adjusting-nut. 

815,237. Conduit-Sealing. Joseph W. Turner, Schenec¬ 
tady, N. Y. Filed Nov. 26, 1904. Serial No. 234,353. 

Claim.—In a conduit-sealing device, a core formed with 
one face shaped to lie flat against the sides of two abut¬ 
ting conduit-sections, a retaining-sheet fitted to the opposite 
side of the core with its edge margins shaped to lie flat 
against the sides of the conduit-sections beyond the core, 
and means for detachably securing the sheet to the core. 

813,273.—Brick-Clay-Crusher Rolls. Julius H. Bach, 
Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 6, 1903. Serial No. 142,181. 

Claim.—An apparatus for crushing clay and removing the 
stones therefrom, comprising a supporting frame; a pair of 
coacting crusher-rolls, one of same having a ridge extending 
spirally around and along its periphery, the width of the 
space between adjacent spires of said ridge being consider¬ 
ably greater than the height of the ridge, whereby said ridge 
is adapted to eject stones by discontinuous impulses, and 
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the other roll having opposed to and coacting with the spir¬ 
ally-ridged part of the first roll, a periphery unbroken by 
ridges or depressions, and means for simultaneously revolv¬ 
ing said rolls; one of said rolls being geared to revolve at 
different peripheral speeds than the other, substantially as 
described. 

814,966. Portable Brick-Drying Rack. Charles R. 
Knight and Jacob Tennesen, Denver, Colo. Filed July 25, 
1904. Serial No. 217,966. 

Claim—A brick-drying rack composed of a pallet-support¬ 
ing deck, forwardly-located hinged legs, and a pair of rear- 
wardly-located legs, located rearwardly of the center of 
the rack when the deck is in a horizontal position, the rack 
being also provided with a rearwardly-located part whose 

lower extremity is above the ground or other supporting- 
surface when the deck is in a horizontal position, 
the arrangement of the said parts being such that when 
the rack is tilted rearwardly to cause the said rearwardly- 
located part to engage the ground or other surface, the cen¬ 
ter of gravity of the rack or the rack and its load is thrown 
to the rear of a line passed through the point where the 
rear legs of the rack engage the supporting surface. 

815,022. Cut-Off Mechanism for Brick-Machines. How¬ 
ard K. King, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Chambers 
Brothers Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed 
Jan. 18, 1905. Serial No. 241,589. 

Claim.—In combination with a brick-machine comprising 
means for forming and moving a continuous bar of plastic 
material, cam-operated wire cut-off mechanism controlled by 
the travel of the bar. 

In combination with a machine for forming and moving 
a continuous bar of plastic material, a cut-off wire and 
means for causing the same to cross the path of travel of 
said bar, a carry-off belt for the severed sections of said 
bar, a delivery-plate adapted to be moved from one to the 
other, with the required dwell in each, of the following 
positions, the position in which first is received the severed 
section, then delivers the severed section to the carry-off belt, 
and then drops out of the path of travel of the cut-off wire, 
and cam-operated means for causing such actuation. 

816,385. Method of Treating Plastic Material. Alex¬ 
ander A. Scott, Knoxville, Tenn. Filed Oct. 12. 1905. 

Claim.—The herein-described method of treating plas¬ 

tic material, which method consists in forming said ma¬ 
terial, in the green state, into blocks; then setting said blocks 
in a plurality of superposed groups; each successive group 
being subjected to the action of an artificially-moved dry¬ 
ing agent before another group is set thereon; and then sub¬ 
jecting the entire mass of said blocks to a high temperature, 
substantially as and for the purpose herein described. 

The herein-described method of treating plastic material, 
which method consists in forming said material, in the 
green state, into blocks; then setting said blocks in a com¬ 
partment, in a plurality of superposed groups; each suc¬ 
cessive group being subjected to the action of an artificially- 
moved drying agent before another group is set thereon; 
then subjecting the entire mass of said blocks to the action 
of highly-heated products of combustion; then, while the 
last-mentioned step is in progress, setting more of saicl 
green blocks in a second compartment, in a plurality of 
superposed groups, each successive group being subjected 
to the action of the heated gases conducted from said first- 
mentioned compartment; and then subjecting the entire 
mass of said blocks in said second-mentioned compartment 
to a high temperature, substantially as and for the purpose 
herein described. 

815,189. Brick-Kiln. John Manypenny, New Brighton,. 
Pa. Filed Oct. 4, 1905. Serial No. 281,220. 

Claim.—In a downdraft brick-kiln, a series of concentric 
circular flues in the floor of the kiln, the inner one of said 
flues having short enlarged flues extending inwardly there- 

from to the center of the kiln, and providing for an effective 
central draft, and removable covers for the said flues; sub¬ 
stantially as described. 
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“ I like to read American advertisements. They are tn 

themselves literature, and 1 can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

Subscribe for The Clay Record now. 

The suspicious man keeps one eye on his neighbor, but 

the wise man keeps both eyes on himself. 

Unless a man is willing to take chances he never takes 

anything else that happens to be lying loose. 

Don't merely scrape the surface of your business chances. 

Probe them. Then take off your coat and dig. 

In the proverb competition is the life of trade, but an 

overdose proves its death. If your competitor allows com¬ 

petition to blind him to his own interests, don't try to fol¬ 

low him unless you are sure he will get the overdose before 

your turn comes. 

The readers of The Clay Record are assured that this 

paper does not garble the reports of any of the meetings 

recently reported by it, so as to suit or fit any class, tribe 

or set. It speaks the truth, no matter where it hits or 

who it hits. The recent report of the Illinois Clay Work¬ 

ers' meeting plainly shows this. If you are not a regular 

reader now, subscribe for it, only one dollar per Year. 

In this issue will appear about the last reports on the 

several conventions held during the winter in the interests 

of the Brick Making Industries. It is to be hoped, as these 

reports have appeared in recent issues of this paper, our read¬ 

ers have carefully read them, and particularly the interesting 

thesis prepared by experts, the latter being cut out and 

filed away along with other valuable data acquired in the 

past to be available when one wishes to post up. No doubt 

this is the practice of all our readers, but we are prompted 

to make the suggestion that it be done, because of certain 

experiences we have had. 

It will be a surprise to many, yet a fact, nevertheless, we 

frequently receive letters from our readers asking for in¬ 

formation along certain lines, frequently questions of a 

technical nature, the information and the questions had 

been given and answered in previous and recent issues of 

this paper. 

This would seem to mean that either no attention was 

paid to the articles when they appeared, or were not appre¬ 

ciated at the time. However this may be, while we always 

gladly give attention to these requests and endeavor to 

fully satisfy them, we strongly urge that all of our readers 

shall practice the cutting out and preserving these valuable 

reports. 

The trade papers are frequently rebuked because they 

“mix in politics,” and their critics say they (the trade 

papers) should keep out of politics. Very good, if what is 

included in the term is understood and agreed upon; but 

"there is the rub,” what is comprehended in the term? 

Everything is undergoing change; religion, science, politics 

are not the same yesterday, today and not to be forever 

the same. Whether one be interested, or not interested, un¬ 

less he be blind or be a fool, must see that the politics of 

today are unlike those of the last generation. The busi¬ 

ness interests are so sensitive in these days that the least 

adverse influence affects them ; and it is often the case this 

influence being slow in action and subtile in its nature and 

onlv to those whose business it is to keep in touch with things 

in general is it known when the aforesaid influence began 

its working; and to them only is known the hidden dan¬ 

gers covered up, and those whose business this is, are the 

publishers of industrial and technical papers. On them de- 
* 

volves the duty of watching the signs of the times detecting 

and anticipating dangers and warning their clients accord¬ 

ingly. In doing this, it is necessary often to criticise sharply 

men high in governmental affairs; to discuss principles, op¬ 

posing them, and in doing so antagonizing either or both 

ieading political parties, and because of this the cry goes up 

to the effect the “Trade Journal” must keep out of politics, 

hut we think we have shown that with the proper and cor¬ 

rect interpretation of the term, the Trade Journal Publisher 
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has an unquestioned right “to say his say” in the interest 

of his clients. Why should the tariff question be regarded 

as one with two sides only, and that one or the other of 

the political parties should line up as antagonists to maintain 

their respective sides ? Is not the question one in which 

the welfare and prosperity of the whole people are involved ? 

And, if so, then determined accordingly independently of 

parties, political, or of any kind? The general business 

interests today are actually suffering because of the present 

status of this question, and our talk is to interest our read¬ 

ers on the subject that they may arouse themselves, become 

interested and excited over the subject, and then go after 

their Congressman, demanding legislation on this subject at 

once. This is not politics, as we understand politics to be, 

but simply the discharge of a duty we owe to our readers 

and our friends, and it is on their good judgment sustaining 

our position that we rely on talking politics (?). 

A DEATH STRIKES THE WALLACE MFG. CO. 

The Wallace Manufacturing Company of Frankfort, Ind., 

sustained a great loss in the death of their Secretary and 

Treasurer, Tames McClamroch, whose demise occurred on 

March 31st. 

Mr. McClamroch was one of the principal stockholders 

in the company and was one of the wealthiest and most re¬ 

spected men in Clinton County. At his death he carried 

$101,000 life insurance. 

His loss will not only be felt by the Wallace Mfg. Co. but 

by Clinton County as well. He was a man well known and 

liked by many of central Indiana. 

FIRE ! FIRE ! ! FIRE ! ! ! 

Fire destroyed the building containing the boilers at 

the plant of the Mankato Cement Company, Mankato, Minn., 

causing a $1,000 loss. 

A fire of unknown origin completely destroyed the plant 

of the Union Brick and Tile Company at Dawson, Iowa. 

The loss was $15,000, insurance $3,500. Witter & Son, the 

owners, may not rebuild the plant, but purchase one at 

Perry. 

The plant of the Zeeland (Mich.) Brick Company on the 

South Harm division of the Michigan Central Railway, 

near Kalamazoo, was totally destroyed by fire, causing a 

loss of $20,000. No insurance. The company is owned 

by the Vancklasen Bros., who have plants at Zeeland, Hamil¬ 

ton, Cloverdale and Grand Rapids, Mich. 

The American Refractories Co., Frick Building, Pitts¬ 

burg, Pa., are building a $75,000 plant at Rockdale, a suburb 

to Joliet, Ill. The local office is in the Barber building at 

Toliet. Emil Winter is president, David M. Kirk secretary, 

who, with E. M. Allen, B. J. Jarrett and W. F. McCork, are 

the directors, all of Pittsburg. 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

The plant of the Callery Junction (Pa.) Brick and Tile 

Co. at Callery, Pa., has been sold at sheriff’s sale to Joseph 

R. Thompson, secretary of the company, for $6,500. 

John I. Gambrel of Coffeyville, Kansas, has brought suit 

against the Standard Brick Co. for $5,225 damages for in¬ 

juries sustained while in the employ of the company. 

A collapse of a shed at the plant of the National Brick 

Co., Chicago Heights, Ill., three men were injured, so that 

they were taken to the hospital, and several others slightly. 

John Taylor, an year old water boy for the Bibb Brici< 

Co., Macon, Ga., has sued the company for $5,000 damages 

for the loss of a leg, which was lost in an exposed cog¬ 

wheel. 

John L. Juday and William B. Barnard have filed a bill 

for a receiver for the Millersburg (Ind.) Brick and Tile 

Company. The plant has not been run for the last three 

years. 

An attachment in an action of tort for $7,500 has been 

filed by Teresa Buttieri against the Hampton Brick Co., 

Springfield, Mass. The suit is for death of her husband 

in a cave-in. 

James White for the past 22 years holder of the contract 

for furnishing clay to the Chicago Retort and Fire Brick 

Co., at Ottawa, Ill., was run over and instantly killed by 

the Rock Island train. 

P. B. Broughton, the well known brick worker at Brad¬ 

ford, Pa., sustained a fracture of his left leg as a result 

from a fall. The fracture is serious, and Mr. Broughton 

will be laid up for several weeks. 

One of the Pat Bamon heirs has asked that a receiver 

be appointed for the Kentucky Vitrified Brick Co. and the 

Louisville Vitrified Brick Co., both of Louisville, Ky., and 

mostly owned by the Pat Bannon estate. 

J. B. McHose, Boone, Iowa, filed bill to have a receiver 

appointed for the McHose Bros.’ Brick Works. The plant 

was sold by Mr. McHose four years ago to Arthur and 

Harry H. McHose for $14,000, none of which has been 

paid. P. Brady was appointed. 

A. H. Mitchell, 56 years old, Cumberland, Md., had both 

of his legs ground off in a rapid running cogwheel of a 

machine at the plant of the Queen City Brick and Tile Co. 

He was attempting to tighten a set screw on the machine 

and his clothing caught and his legs were drawn in. 

Forty-eight different actions have been commenced in 

the Supreme Court of Rockland County, N. Y., against 

the Excelsior Brick Co., of Haverstraw, Lucien Wash¬ 

burn and Everett Fowler for damages caused by the recent 

landslide at Haverstraw. The amounts range from $10,000 

to $50,000. 

The Henry Martin Brick Machine Manufacturing Com¬ 

pany, of Lancaster, Pa., are installing their Latest Im¬ 

proved Patented System of handling and drying soft mud 

brick on the plant of Mr. W. H. Carbaugh, New Ox¬ 

ford, Pa. 
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LOUISIANA BRICK MANUFACTURERS FORM 

A STATE ASSOCIATION. 

The brick manufacturers of Louisiana have organized a 

state association. 

F. Salmen and C. N. Adams, who have attended several 

sessions of the national association, worked up the interest 

m the state organization, and sent out the call for the meet¬ 

ing here. The purpose of getting together is to exchange 

ideas and to bring about uniformity in the size of brick 

manufactured. This is a very serious question with the 

architects and builders, because a man drawing plans or 

figuring on a contract in another city is not always informed 

as to the size of the brick obtainable in that place, and this 

brings about considerable trouble sometimes. The question 

of improvements in the manufacture is another vital one 

with them, and some of the manufacturers have been mak¬ 

ing experiments with oil and coal for burning the brick. 

There were a score or more manufacturers from differ¬ 

ent parts of the state present. Mr. Salmen presided, and 

Frank Bethune acted as secretary. They were elected tem¬ 

porary officers, and a committee of five was appointed to 

draw up a charter and by-laws. This committee consists of 

R. A. Kent, E. N. Loeb, E. Gandran, C. N. Adams and 

Thos. Babin. 

When this committee has finished its work Mr. Salmen 

will call the association together and permanent officers will 

be elected. 

CHICAGO BRICK MACHINERY CO.’S 1906 

CATALOGUE. 

Tust inside the beautifully designed cover of the Chicago 

Brick Machinery Co’s. Catalogue is the photo of its presi¬ 

dent, John J. Morrney, while Mr. Morrney has lost sev¬ 

eral pounds in weight within the last few months, he still 

knows how to get out something attractive both in cata¬ 

logues and machines. He first describes general points on 

brick making, then takes up the Dry Press System, and 

showing both the front and rear views of the Berg Dry 

Press, its points of excellence, etc. A sketch and descrip¬ 

tion of the Berg Mold Table follows. 

The stiff mud machinery from large sizes down to very 

small ones are all catalogued. Then cutting tables galore 

are illustrated. The Canton Repress is one of their stand¬ 
bys. 

Soft mud machinery and all kind of supplies that are 

used on any kind of a yard are not neglected. Better send 

for one to 77 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. Mention our 
name and it will be forthcoming. 

TERRA COTTA COMPANY NOW MAKING 

BRICK. 

The Atlantic Terra Cotta Company, of Tottenville, L. I., 
N. Y., has installed a new department at its works, that 
of making brick. The first of this article to be made will 
be what is known as white glaze front brick and will be 
used on the new addition to the Plaza Hotel in Manhattan, 
for which the Tottenville company has the contract to 
supply the terra cotta, which will also be of a white glaze 
variety. For the contract $30,000 worth of brick will be 
made. 

THE STANDARD BRICK MACHINERY COM¬ 

PANY BUYS THE HUENNEKES SYSTEM. 

As' our readers will see by the advertisement on another 

page in this issue of The Clay Record, the Standard Brick 

Machinery Company has been organized and has nought 

all of the rights, title and interest in the ITuennekes System 

and the other valuable assets of the H. Huennekes Com¬ 

pany, and are now doing business at the old stand, 114 

Liberty Street, New York. 

Colby M. Avery, M. E., whom the writer has known 

for forty years, has been engaged to take entire charge 

of the engineering department. New1 plans for factories 

have been prepared far superior to any plans yet offered 

to the public. This alone makes the new company a success 

from the start. 

Frank A. Crandall is the president of the company. He 

is not only a business man but a gentleman in every sense 

of the word. Mir. St. John Clark is vice-president and Mr. 

John F. Wilbur secretary and treasurer, all high class busi¬ 

ness men. The personnel of the company is excellent and 

merits the confidence of the public. 

PAT BANNON HEIRS AT LOGGERHEADS. 

A suit growing out of a difference between the heirs of 

the late Pat Bannon, Sr., who died recently, leaving an es¬ 

tate valued at $500,000, was recently filed in the shape of 

a prayer for the appointment of a receiver for the P. Ban¬ 

non Sewer Pipe Company, and an injunction against M. J. 

Bannon, the vice-president and acting president of the con¬ 

cern. The plaintiffs are R. B. Bannon, Gertrude O’Connor, 

Mollie Burrell and Lillie Hardesty, all children of the de¬ 

ceased, and the defendants are M. J. Bannon, the company, 

the Louisville Trust Company, administrator of Pat Ban¬ 

non, and a number of small stockholders in the concern, 

who are also grandchildren of Pat Bannon, Sr., deceased. 

It is alleged that the assets of the Pipe Company amount 

to $300,000, and that at present affairs are in the hands 

of M. J. Bannon, who is handling them to his own ends. 

The suit seeks, besides the appointment of a receiver, an 

injunction to prevent M. J. Bannon from voting 250 shares 

of stock which he claims to own, but which the plaintiffs 

aver belong to the estate of Pat Bannon, Sr. A mandamus 

is also asked to force M. J. Bannon, as vice-president, to 

hold an election of officers to manage the company. 

It is recited that the company was the enterprise of Pat 

Bannon, Sr., and that when he had incorporated it in 1903, 

he distributed the stock among his children and grand¬ 

children, reserving 650 shares of stock for himself. M. J. 

Bannon received 200 shares and now claims to have re¬ 

ceived from his father 250 shares more before the death 

of the elder Bannon. The plaintiffs claim that these 250 

shares were never conveyed to M. J. Bannon, and that he 

holds it wrongfully, and should return it to the estate. It 
is claimed that though the charter provides for an annual 

election, there has never been an election since the first 

one in 1903, and the officers are holding over by expired 
commissions. It is also alleged that M. J. Bannon had 
entire domination over his father during the latter days 
of his life, and used it for his own purposes. 
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THE LITTLE GIANT GAS AND GASOLINE 

ENGINE. 

The above is the title of the latest catalogue being sent 

out by the New Era Gas Engine Co., Dayton, Ohio. This 

firm is exclusive manufacturers of gas and gasoline en¬ 

gines and know their business much better than firms that 

make gas engines only as a side line. 

The Little Giant engine can be put to numberless uses 

and is made only in from i to 20 horse power sizes. The 

5 horse-power size being the most popular. 

If you have any use for an engine of this kind, do not 

fail to write to this firm first and get both their Little Giant 

and New Era prices, the later engine is made up to 125 

horse-power. 

Do not fail to mention The Clay Record when you write 

to them. 

YORK BRICK MAKING CONCERNS PROS¬ 

PEROUS. 

According to York, Pa., brick manufacturers, the sea¬ 

son now on promises to be the most active in the history 

of brickmaking in this city. The firm of Benjamin Kis¬ 

singer’s Sons is filling a contract for two and one-half mil¬ 

lions of building bricks for the Fiske Company of New 

York City. It is now said that the Springgarden Brick 

Manufacturing Company also has an order for one million 

brick and that C. E. Miller is supplying a big order for 

the same materials. All the brick manufacturers are, it 

is said, filled with orders and are working full time. All 

the common brick manufacturers in this city have com¬ 

bined to form what is known as the York Brick Manufac¬ 

turers’ Association, whose capacity i« from fifteen to eigh¬ 

teen millions of brick per year, and it is believed that 

their capacity will be utilized this season. 

The prediction is also made that York will require a 

large number of brick. A member of the association said: 

“York is not going to be behind in the building business 

this year. There will be a great deal of building—more 

so, perhaps, than last year. All this in spite of the fact 

that there has been an increase in the prices of building 

brick, which went into effect on January 1. The rate of 

fifty cents per thousand additional for delivery in West 

York borough, his been abolished and brick can be de¬ 

livered there for the some price as in the city proper.” 
-«»»- 

STARTS CITY BRICK PLANT. 

Frank Reich has taken out a building permit for 14 one- 

story buildings of brick structure, costing $41,600, at De¬ 

troit, Mich. This means Contractor Reich intends to go ahead 

with the building of the municipal brick plant, and take 

chances on the courts preventing him getting his pay. 

An injunction was issued by the Circuit Court tem¬ 

porarily restraining Controller Blades paying Reich any 

more money on the plant, but not restraining him from 
building the structure. Reich has secured only $500 for his 
investment. 

It is believed Commissioner Haarer hatched some scheme 
whereby Reich has been convinced that he will be reim¬ 
bursed for the building of the plant. 

MOB OF 300 WITH REVOLVERS AND CLUBS 

DRIVE WORKMEN FROM PLANT OF 

BRICK AND TILE COMPANY. 

A mob of 300 strikers with clubs and revolvers swooped 

down on the plant of the American Enamelled Brick and 

Tile Company at South River, N. J., and drove before them 

90 men who were at work. The men had refused to join 

in a sympathetic strike. The mob was made up of the em¬ 

ployes of the Lyle Conduit Company, who have been out 

on strike several days. 

The day before the strikers forced the men out of the 

Pyrongranite company’s works adjoining the Lyle com¬ 

pany’s works. More calls for protection were made upon 

Sheriff Church by the manufacturers of South River, and 

thirty more deputy sheriffs were sworn in, making a total 

of 110 deputies guarding the plants of the brick and tile 

companies at South River. 

Supt. Jacquart of the American Ejnamelled Brick com¬ 

pany says that the employes of that company are satisfied 

with their wages and do not want to strike. The strikers 

are all foreigners. 

FIRE BRICK MERGER IS BEING CLOSED UP. 

Representatives of the largest independent fire brick in¬ 

terests in the country have been in Pittsburg during the 

past few days to arrange for the consolidation of their 

interests. It is expected that all contracts to the mutual 

agreement will be signed up not later than Saturday. Ap¬ 

praisers will start out about April 16. Manufacturers rep¬ 

resenting a daily output of 1,600,000 brick will be included 

in the merger. The capitalization has not yet been fixed. 

Among thei important concerns which have signed con¬ 

tracts to join the merger is the Joseph Soisson Fire Brick 

Company, of Connellsville, one of the oldest concerns in 

the trade, which has a daily output of 100,000 brick. The 

Savage Fire Brick Company, with plants at Johnstown, 

Hyndman, Williams and Keystone, has also signed up, as 

has the Reese-Hammond Company, whose plants have a 

united capacity of 250,000 bricks daily. The Dunbar Fire 

Brick Company and other interests in Pennsylvania, Mary¬ 

land, West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky, representing nine¬ 

ty per cent of the independent manufacturers, have ex¬ 

pressed their willingness to consolidate. The new corpora¬ 
tion will be independent of the Harbison-Walker Company, 

but will act in harmony with that corporation in sustaining 

good trade conditions. 

Attorney A. M. Neeper, who was active in consolidating 

the coal and the two big brewery mergers, is general coun¬ 

sel for the new corporation. This new concern will estab¬ 

lish headquarters in Pittsburg shortly. 

The Milharking Contracting and Supply Company, of 

Newark, N. J., are installing the latest improved “Martin” 

Style “A” Steam Power Brick Machine, fit up in combi¬ 

nation with Horizontal Pug Mill, and including sander, etc., 

at their plant at Florida, New York, this equipment being 

purchased from the Henry Martin Brick Machine Manufac¬ 

turing Co., Lancaster, Pa. 
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SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

The Empire Brick Co., Glens Falls, N. Y., composed of 

business men, will be incorporated with $25,000 capital. 

William B. Withers, Gulfport, Miss., wants to corre¬ 

spond with manufacturers of machinery and supplies for 

making sand lime brick. 

F. B. Stuart is a leader in promoting a sand-lime brick 

plant for El Paso, Texas. They will construct a plant un¬ 

der the Schwarz system. 

J. F. Hicks, 309 Perry Avenue, Greenville, S. C., will 

establish a plant for the manufacture of sand lime brick 

and blocks. $10,000 will be invested. 

The United States Brick Corporation, Michigan City, 

Ind., will install another large drying cylinder, also another 

press, thus doubling the capacity of the plant. 

The Sandstone Brick Company’s plant at Ripley, owned 

by Houghton, Michigan, parties, is being enlarged and im¬ 

proved. Last year the company could not keep up with 

the orders. 

The Universal Cement Brick and Block Co. has been 

incorporated in New York, with $20,000 capital stock, by 

Thomas J. Byrne, William E. Walsh and Anna Walsh, all 

of New York City. 

The Hiawatha (Kansas) Composite Pressed Brick Com¬ 

pany has been organized with $5,000 capital stock. The 

officers are E. E. Sherwood, president; A. Schreck, vice 

president; J. A. Jonas, secretary. 

George Jamison & John Henley, Devils Lake, N. Dak., 

have purchased a complete line of machinery for the manu¬ 

facture of cement brick and will build the factory on Air. 

Jamison’s land, adjoining the town. 

The Northwest Front and Ornamental Brick Co., Sec¬ 

ond avenue and Perry street, Spokane, AVash., have con- 

menced the manufacture of cement brick in their new $30,- 

000 plant. G. L. Wblfe is manager. 

The Grattinger (Iowa) Tile and Cement Block Co. has 

been incorporated with $10,000 capital stcok. The officers 

are: H. G. Harrison, president; E. A. Baumgartner, vice 

president; Fred Spies, secretary, and Chris Jensen, treas¬ 

urer. 

The Lehigh Granite Brick Co., Allentown, Pa., has bought 

land on Furnace and Brick streets,, and the plant will be 

put in operation some time this month. Robert F. Wentz 

is vice president and manager, and the office is at 701 Al¬ 

lentown National Bank Building. 

The large sand-lime brick plant of the Hummelstown 

(Pa.) Brownstone Quarries Co., at Waltonville, which 

burned to the ground last November, will be rebuilt, a 

large force of men are cleaning up the site, and it is ex¬ 

pected to save considerable of the machinery. 

The Sand Cement Brick Co., Glens Falls, N. Y., has 

been incorporated with $30,000 capital stock. The of¬ 

ficers are: Lemon Thompson, president; Daniel L. Rogers, 

vice president, and Charles E. Bullard, secretary and treas¬ 

urer. The factory will be erected at once at Shermantown. 

Twenty thousand brick will be made daily. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

Plans have been drawn and accepted for the Princeton 

(Ind.) Corrugated Sewer Pipe Works. 

Bobzin & Co. have completed arrangements for the erec¬ 

tion of a brick and tile works at Kellogg, la. 

The Amite (La.) Brick Yard Co.’s plant has been sold 

for $8,000 to the Amite City Bank and Trust Co. 

Do you know that brick creep better on steel when drying 

than on any other material. See page 45 of this issue. 

The Parry Manufacturing Co., Perryopolis, Pa., expect to 

commence work on their new brick works just as soon as 

the weather will permit. 

The Ludowici Roofing Tile Co., Chicago, has changed 

its name to the Ludowici-Celedon Company and increased 

the capital stock from $175,000 to $r,000,000. 

The Springfield Clay Manufacturing Co., Sugar Grove, 

O., has started under new management. C. F. Burman 

will be the manager and Charles Smith superintendent. 

The Gessel Pressed Brick Co., Logan, Utah, has been 

incorporated with $40,000 capital stock. Qottlieb Ges¬ 

sel, Jr., is president; Carl Gessel, secretary and treasurer. 

The Success Brick and Tile Co., Greenwood, Miss., has 

been incorporated with $30,000 capital stock. Incorporators 

are, R. F. Friermood, Frank H. Reid and W. M. Hammer. 

J. R. Poupore, county treasurer at Grand Forks, N. D., 

has decided to manufacture biclc on the Taylor farm, north 

of the city. He will put in a plant with modern machinery 

throughout. 

The AAraynesburg Brick and Stone Co., Waynesburg, Pa., 

has been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock by A. L. 

Moredock, J. B. Ross, Thomas I. Barnes, S. C. Adamson 

and Frank B. Hill. 

The Festus Pressed Brick Co., Festus, Mo., has been in¬ 

corporated with $15,000 capital stock. Incorporators are, 

Charles E. Miller, Robert F. Berry, Frank W. Brickley, 

Frank J. Sewald and others. 

Brigham Bros, have purchased 800 feet of dock property 

at East Kingston, N. Y., and will increase their annual out¬ 

put of brick to 140,000,000 brick. Clarence Hendricks has 

also added another machine to his yard. 

The Montgomery Brick Co., Christiansburg, A’a., has 

been incorporated with $20,000 capital stock by L. S. Ran¬ 

dolph, president, Blacksburg, Va.; J. W. Piepper, secretary; 

E. S. Hagin, treasurer, both from Christiansburg. 

The F. H. Goss Brick Co., Tacoma, Wash., has been in¬ 

corporated with $25,000 capital stock by F. H. Goss, W. R. 

Rust and L. J. W. Jones. The company has bought the 

Overton Pressed Brick Works on the water front. They 

will put in a modern plant. 

The Brick Manufacturing and Construction Co., Frank¬ 

lin, La., has been incorporated with $10,000 capital stock. 

An up to date brick yard has already been put into opera¬ 

tion. The officers are S. H. Burris, president; H. B. Magee, 

vice president; C. Murphy, general manager, and J. K. 

Johnson, secretary and treasurer. 
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The Chicaska Brick Co., Chicaska, I. T., has installed a 

brick plant with a 30,000 brick daily capacity. 

The Atkinson Brick Works, Wilmington, N. C., has been 

incorporated with $25,000 capital stock by E. R. Strunk and 

others. 

Mr. Jacob Pontz of Lancaster, Pa., is putting in the 

“Martin” Patented Dryers and Delivery System of 20,000 

capacity. 

The plant of the Ames tile works at Minonk, Ill., which 

cost many thousand dollars, has been sold for junk and is 

being dismantled. 

The S. D. Corey Brick Co., Coxsackie, N. Y., has been 

incorporated with $35,000 capital stock and will build a 

steam dried brick plant. 

The Red Brick Co., Durham, N. C., has been incor¬ 

porated with $25,000 capital stock by N. Underwood, E. J. 

Parrish and C. A. Owens, all of Dunham. 

The Steelton and Harrisburg Brick Co., Steelton, Pa., 

are installing the “Martin” Patented System of handling 

and drying soft mud brick of 35,000 capacity. 

The Liberal (Mo.) Brick and Tile Co. has been incor¬ 

porated with $151,000 capital stock. Incorporators are: 

James Gwynn, George Meller and J. H. Levery. 

The Choctaw Brick and Gas Co., Mansfield, Ark., has 

brought in the seventh well, this one flowing 3,000,000 feet. 

It will be connected with the brick works, three miles dis¬ 

tant. 

Joseph Kohl has bought the interests of S. W. Sparlin 

and Jas. Gass in the Barron and Weyerhaueser, Wis., brick 

plants and will operate them with John F. Kohl and Frank 

Hulbert. 

J. S. Klinefelter, Oxford and McKinley streets, Alliance, 
Ohio, wants to correspond with brick machinery manufac¬ 

turers, with the purpose of establishing a 100,000 capacity 

brick plant. 

The Humboldt (Neb.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $50,000 capital stock. Incorporators are: J. Holman, 

C. L. Holman, C. M. Linn, O. L. Bantz, A. V. Turner and 

S. E. Boyd. 

The brick works on Fort Folly are to be reopened under 

the control of a proposed company named the Dorchester 

(N. B.) Stone and Brick Works Co., Ltd., and will be op¬ 

erated at full capacity. 

The Harper Brick and Tile Co., Washington Street, Seat¬ 

tle, Wjash., are making extensive improvements to their 

plant at Harper. New kilns and a drying system are being 

added. F. C. Harper is manager. 

Brooksfrae Brick Co., Pasadena, N. J., has been incor¬ 

porated with $125,000 capital stock to take over the Adams 

Clay Mining Co. Incorporators are: Henry E. Hillier, 

Henry J. Klos, Frederick R. Reeves. 

The Virginia Clay and Material Co., of Virginia, has 

been incorporated at Dover, Del., with $125,000 capital 

stock. The incorporators are: George S. Matchett and M. 

E. Hamer, of Philadelphia, Edwin R. Cochran Jr. and Judge 

Cochran of Wilmington, Del. 

A tile factory is to be built at Ullin, Ill. 

The new brick plant at Beaver Dam, Ky., will soon be com¬ 

pleted. 

M. H. Hyman, M. E., 4117 Vincennes Avenue, Chicago, 

Ill., is in the market for brickmaking machinery. 

Edward Miner of Lewistown, Ill., has purchased an in-. 

terest in a brick yard at Astoria and will operate same. 

The Albuquerque (N. M.) Pressed Brick and Tile Co. 

is putting in a complete equipment of Fernholtz Brick Ma¬ 

chinery. 

Charles Smith has purchased a suitable site for a brick 

works at Greenoch, Pa., and is now forming a company 

to erect a plant. 

Charles Vail contemplates putting in a pressed brick plant 

at Colby, Kansas, this spring. Samples of the clay have 

been made into brick. 

The McNally Brick Co., Union, S. C., has been incor¬ 

porated with $5,000 capital, stock by R. I. McNally, T. E. 

Bailey and J. E. Hancock. 

The plant of the Standard Clay Co., at North Industry, 

Ohio, owned by Canton people, is to be opened up with 

Frank A. Downs as general manager. 

The Auburn (Pa.) Shale Brick Co., has been incorporated 

with $100,000 capital stock. The company has operated a 

plant for years under a New Jersey charter. 

The Norton Brick Co., York Village, Maine, has been 

incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. President and 

teasurer, J. C. Stewart; clerk, J. P. Putnam. 

A new Thew Automatic Steam Shovel has been placed 

in the Nelson Brick’s Co.’s plant at Mound Valley, Kan¬ 

sas. It handles enough shale to make 100,000 brick daily. 

W. C. Calhoun, Waterville, Wash., has received his ma¬ 

chinery for his new brick plant and will start on a contract to 

supply 1,000,000 brick for the Dbuglas County courthouse. 

The R. H. Gerberding Co., object to manufacture brick 

and tile has been incorporated with $45,000 capital stock 

at Camden, N, J., by R. H. Gerberding, Samuel Kaufman 

and W. B. Scott. 

The Lenoir (N. C.) Brick and Tile Co. has be*n in¬ 

corporated with $25,000 capital stock. Machinery has been 

purchased. J. P. Spencer is president. T. P. Kincs'd secre¬ 

tary and treasurer. 
t 

Robert E. Pray has bought the Elm Street Brick Yard 

of the New England Black Company at Greenfield, Mass., 

and will manufacture brick soon as the season opens. He 

has installed an electric motor for power purposes. 

The Wepusec Brick Co., of Wepusec Inlet, Thurston Co., 

Wash., has been incorporated with $50,000 capital stock by 

George L. Walker, Bessie L. Savage, W. A. Foster, F. R. 

McLaren and A. W. Porter; office at Seattle. 

A big brick yard is to be erected at Homestead, North 

Bergen County, N. J., by Frank Hall of Hall, Jagels & 

Ballis, a coal firm. The plant will be on the Paterson Plank 

Road, 300 feet from the Homestead Railway crossing. 25 

feet of fine clay has been found. 
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CLAY LAND FOR SALE. 
74 acres Samples, pavers and sewer pipe, made 

from this clay, shows in all official tests equal to the 
standard pavers. Bed located on railroad and Erie 
canal, seven miles from Syracuse, N. Y. This city 
is to spend over a million dollars in sewerage. Paop- 
erty is sold on guarantee to make a No. 1 paver and 
sewer pipe. Terms easy. 

HENRY LOFTIE, 
216 Burnett Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

FOR SALE. 
An interest in my tile and brick plant, to one of 

experience, that can take charge and run it. Must 
be able to invest some money in plant. Plenty of 
good clay at back door, and good market at front 
door. This is an opportunity that you don’t olten 
run up against. Plant now running. Come and see 
or write 

S. H. RECORD, 
Charleston, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa¬ 
tion address 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 26,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention. 

TERRA HAUTE PRES8ED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute, Ind. 

WANTED. 
r- Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 
tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 

T, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE IN GAS BELT. 
A fine brick yard for sale. Dry Press. Every¬ 

thing new last year. Five up draft kilns. Making 
money. Fine shale bank. Can make brick cheaper 
than any yard in Kansas. Reason for selling one of 
the partners has large oil interests in Indian Terri¬ 
tory. Will give time on part of price Making 
80,000 brick daily and ready sale. Address 

A. B., care Clay Record, 
Chicago, 111. 

FOR SALE. 
A second-hand Four-Mold Dry Press. Has not 

been used more than a year. Good condition of re¬ 
pair guaranteed. Also good second-hand 44-inch 
Pulverizer. Address 

BOSTON, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Wanted, position as foreman or manager of a 

Dry Press Brick Plant of not less than 20,000 brick 
per day. A number of years experience. Address 

ELLIS, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Chambers End Cut Brick Machine, capacity 8,500 

brick daily. 75 double deck roller bearing stiff mud 
brick cars. 

STEEI/TON & HARRISBURG BRICK CO. 
Steelton, Pa. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
A good, reliable man of experience, with some 

capital to invest in and take charge of a new Dry 
Press Brick Plant. Plenty of shale, and good mar¬ 
ket for all the brick. Address 

DENIS, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED. 
A man who understands brick making in all its 

branches, and who has $5,000 to $10,000 to buy an 
interest in a large brick plant in the West, and take 
complete charge of same at a good salary. Plenty 
of business at good prices; no competition. Owner 
has other business and wants some one interested 
who can run the plant. Address, 

“West,” Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

Makchinertf For 

FOR SALE. 
50 rack cars for 82 inch pallets, capacity 432 brick; 

track gauge 24 inches. 
Also 55 flat cars for soft mud brick, with foot pallets 
Track gauge 25 Inches. 

Both styles of cars in first-class repair. 
ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

PERFORATED METALS 
for all purposes 

Prompt shipment of all 
orders guaranteed. 

H. S. SIMPSON, 
817_Chamber of Commerce 

Chicago. Ill. 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second-hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT,” 
Care Clay Record, Chioago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of various gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

COR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
* 10x84 inches. Address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

COR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
1 16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALE R, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
A Two-Mold Boyd Dry Press, in excellent condi¬ 

tion, having been used but very little. Will sell 
cheap. Address 

G. PAULL ALEXANDER, 
Canton, Ohio. 

Paper Joggers quoted. 

R. A. HART. 41 White St., 

No better nude, cut Iron: 
$3 and $10. to 

4 Wheel, $3.00 
5 Wheel, $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers 

BATTLE CREEK. MICH 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 8 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections, 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. 0. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines. from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1782 Powers St., Cincinnati. Ohio. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R , in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 808, Williamsport, Pa. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and Tile plant, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery. 60,000 daily capacity, down draft kilns, 
inexhaustible bed of best clay suitable for all kinds 
of building, facing and paving brick, drain, tile, 
sewer pipe, etc,, on two railroads, demand very 
good. Address B, care of Clay Record. 

FOR SALE. 
A going, money-making hollow block plant. 

Best location In Ohio. Also well equipped for face, 
common, paving and common brick. Includes coal 
mine and 125 acres of four foot Cambridge coal, 
overlaid with shale and underlaid with fire clay. 
Good prices and more orders than can be filled. 
Plant comparatively new and in excellent condition. 
Will be sold at $40,000, two-thirds original cost, 
one-half cash and one-half credit. Good reason for 
selling. Address, 
THE GUERNSEY BRICK & CONTSRUCTION CO. 

Cambridge, Ohio. 

One of the best small brick and tile plants in 
Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery in first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
Barnhart style “B,” good condition, large enough 

to dig clay for 100,000 brick in 8 hours. Apply to 
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY, 

918 Chamber of Commerce, 
Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
One 5-ft. Style American Dry Pan, practically new 
One 10-hp. Gasoline Engine, complete. 

KIAMENSI CLAY CO. 
Newport, Del. 

FOR SALE. 
2,000 ft. 12-lb. steel rails, used one season. 

11,000 32-ln. x 9J4-in No. 1 White Pine Pallets. 
One set Brick Moulds, new, 9 x 4>4 x 2,70 inches. 
One 48-in. Leviathan Belt for Potts’ Sander, new. 
One Potts’ Dump Table, used one season. 

RIVERSIDE BRICK CO. 
Green Bay, Wis. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
One Standard Brick Machine, steam power, 

300,000 capacity. 24 new Brick Moulds. 11,000 Pal¬ 
lets. Three Off-Bearing Trucks. All in first-class 
condition. Owner, E. J. SWARTZ & SON, 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

FOR SALE. 
One Model “B” Four-Mould Dry Press, used only 

a short time, thoroughly overhauled. 
Model B, care Clay Record, Chicago. 

9-FT. DRY PAN WANTED. 
We could use another Dry Pan and will buy at 

once if good and cheap. Will buy 25,000 capacity 
Stiff Mud Machine and Pug Mill and Dunlop Screen. 

GOETZ PRESSED BRICK CO. 
New Albany, Ind. 

SETTER WANTED. 
A first-class brick setter. State age, experience, 

reference and salary expected. 
Box M, Neshkoro, Wis. 

SAND LIME PLANT. 
Huennekes System Plant, including best Four- 

Mould Boyd Press, Jeffrey Sand Dryer and Con¬ 
veyor; all practically new and In good condition; 
will be sold at less than half of construction cost. 

Address, SAGINAW PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Saginaw, Mich. 
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Brick and Mortar Coloring 
After twenty years “Clinton ” colors still stand at 
the head. Get the genuine, with the “ Little Yel¬ 
low Side-Label.” 

CLINTON METALLIC PAINT CO., Clinton, N. Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
_ 

WARNING 
NOTICE is hereby given that the process of drying and 

burning brick by first setting green, undried brick in horizon¬ 
tal courses in a kiln to form a layer thereof, then covering and 
drying such layer, and successively coursing, capping and dry¬ 
ing separate layers of green, undried brick upon the last dried 
layer until all the layers are thoroughly dried, and then burn¬ 
ing, is patented inU.S. Letter Patent No. 485199 to J. C. Kenzel, 
dated Nov. 1, 1892, and all persons are hereby warned against 
using such processes without grant or license from the under¬ 
signed owners of said patent. Unauthorized use of the patented 
process will render the user liable to an action for infringement 
and the payment of damages to the owners of the patent, whose 
rights thereunder will be strictly enforced. 

J. C. KENZEL, 
J. S. KRAUSS, 

P. O. Box 271. 128 Logan St., Knoxville, Tenn. 
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Refractory Cement 
(So called because it is worked the same as cement) 

A high refractory composition that can be used the 

same as cement, cured and put to use in twelve to twenty- 

four hours, and will endure any degree of heat that fire¬ 

clay products will. 

Applied to the inside of a kiln it will protect the walls 

and give increased refractivity; will reduce the cost of 

repair, and save fuel in any kiln. 

Every boiler furnace should be lined inside with 

“Refractory Concrete.” It will protect the walls and 

increase the heating capacity by preventing rediation. 

For insulating steam pipes this composition is guaran¬ 

teed equal to asbestos or magnesia felt; the cost per foot 

to cover* 3-inch to the thickness of 1 inch will be 4c. 

Refractory brick of a high order can be formed from 

the composition on any cement brick machine. 

For flue linings, chimney blocks and tops, floor and 

partition blocks, conduits for electric wires, etc., this is 

the ideal material. 

Refractory Concrete can be combined with any aggre¬ 

gate used in the formation of cement products. 

For information pertaining to your particular require¬ 

ment, and prices, address. 

HI. IFL. STOWELL 
NEW CORYDON, INDIANA 

The Burlington Route 
calls attention to manufacturers seeking a 
new location to its Industrial Department. 
This department is established for the 
benefit of manufacturers. Information on 
the three Rs of manufacturing—Power, 
Raw Material, Market —can be had by 
writing 

Burlington 
Route 

W. H. M ANSS, 
Industrial Commissioner, 

209 Adams St., CHICAGO. 

CLAY RECORD IS A SEMI-MONTHLY 

NOW READY—A TREATISE ON 

PRODUCER-GAS and 
GAS-PRODUCERS 

BY AN ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITY. 

A 300-page book containing thirty chapters, giving the fundamental 
principles and definitions, calculations, classifications, manufacture and 
use; the fuel, the requirements, the history, its by-products, Orodueer- 
Gas for firing kilns, steam boilers, and power plants. The 
future of the Gas-producer and a bibliography. 

OVER 100 CHOICE ILLUSTRATIONS-PRICE, $4.00. 

A subscription to the CLAY RECORD for one year without additional 
charge to those that are not now subscribers. 

CLAY RECORD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

A NEW CLAY FEEDER AND MI\ER 

The Rust Clay Feeder has been brought out in response to a better 
method for mixing and feeding clay in brick, tile and all clay working 
plants. By the use of this feeder the 'services of two men are entirely dis¬ 
pensed with, the clay being dumped into hopper of machine from car is 
automatically fed into the disintegtator. The spirals draw their supply 
evenly from'all parts of the hopper, mixing the clay perfectly, which 
tends both to improve and increase the output of the plant. 

Send for full descriptive circular. 

Marion Machine,Foundry and Supply Co. 
Marion, Ind. 
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Something New In Brick Kilns and Dryers £ 
The Dennis Double Cham 
ber Up and Down Draft 
Brick Kilns and Direct 
Heat and Hot Air Brick 
Dryers show many new 
features that make them 
superior to all others. 
Economical, durable and 
strong in construction and 
operation, having many 
points of advantage that, 
appeal to practical bri k 
makers. Patented April 14, 
1903 and September 8. 190S, 
Brick plants installed am I 
putin operation. Write fo • 
booklet. Correspondenc i 
solicited. 

F. W. DENNIS, 

145 Water Si.. Nortolk, Va. 
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Absolutely safe and reliable Ask your friend* 

A WOODEN TOWER 
Is a source of annoyance and danger. It is 
liable to rot and collapse at any time. A 

CALDWELL STEEL TOWER 
is safe, staunch and durable and will carry 
four times the weight of the filled tank. 
Expensive labor is not necessary to erect 
these outfits, your own men can do it. We 
furnigh all plans. 

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list. 
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W. E. CALDWELL CO., Louisville, Ky. 

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

THE “CHILDS” 
irjm FIRE EXTINCUISHERS 

iSI j i APPROVED 
and included in the list of approved extinguish¬ 

ers issued by the 

ililt National Fire Protection Association 

ilpS SALESMEN WANTED 

O. J. CHILDS CO. 

_ 
ijjfpj Sole Mfgrs. UTICA, N- Y. 

PERFECTION BRICK MOULDS 
These are the 

kind of Brick 
Moulds the Brick 
Makers have al¬ 
ways wanted but 
cou.'d not get till 
now. You can 
get a mould that 
the vents are 
right all the time 
No change 
whether the 
Mould is wet or 
dry. Try a sam¬ 
ple order. Satis¬ 
faction guaran¬ 
teed. 

PATENTED JaX. 28, 1902. 

THE ARNOLD-GREAGER CO. 
NEW LONDON, OHIO. Manufacturers ol Brick Machinery 

■nd Supplies of all Kinds. 

Robert F. Wentz, M.W.S.E. 
701 National Bank Building, Allentown, Pa. i 

DESIGNER AND BUILDER OF 

Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Plants, Analysis, j 
Tests, Examinations, Reports, Preliminary Plans, 
Estimates and Complete Drawings and Specidcations 
for Modern Cement and Sand Lime Brick Works. 

We have designed, built and reconstructed twenty-two 
Cement Plants in the past twenty years. 

We design and equip complete Cement and Sand-Lime 
Brick Plants with the most modern machinery. 

THE HYDRO - MALAXATOR PROCESS for the 
manufacture of Sand = Lime Brick. 

* 
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How to Use Portland Cement# S 

From the German of L. Golinelli. 
Translated by Spencer B. Newberry, E. M., Ph. 

A booklet of 30 pages, inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
22,000 copies sold in Germany. 

D. 

Portland Cement Sidewalk Construction. 
Compiled by P. B Beery, and based upon the 
experience of many successful contractors. 

A booklet of 30 pages, 5%x6% inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
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Brick Moulds and 
Brick Barrows 

With Moulds and Barrows it is not the first 
cost, but it is, will they la't? We havo made 
them for over 30 years and know your wanti. 
Ail kinds and shapes. A trial order will con¬ 
vince. 

James B. Crowell & Son, 
Wallkill, N. Y. 

■EaescaisssiBsaaffiaHsiaaaaBBBBBBavBaBaBaBaai 

Is/.L. DEAVITT, 
PRACTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST, 

Garden City Block, 

CHICAGO. 

Analyses of Clay, Sand, Lime, Cement Materials and 
Shales a specialty. 

Special attention given to the preparation of Clay Pro 
ducts from the raw material. 

A well equipped laboratory and long experience in this 
branch of work enables us to give expert reports on obtaining 
glazes on refractory materials. 

All enquiries in regard to the above will receive prompt 
attention. 

a
a
a
a
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PRODUCER GAS AND GAS PRODUCERS.*f 

By Samuel S. Wyer, Columbus, Ohio. 

Gaseous fuel has long been desideratum. Where nature has not 

made it, man has tried to manufacture it by some artificial means. 

Numerous processes for the gasification of solid fuels for heating 

purposes have been developed, but these have all fallen by the 

wayside, with the exception of the producer gas process. 

In order to have a clear understanding of the producer gas proc¬ 

ess, it is necessary to have a clear understanding of certain funda¬ 

mental conditions upon which the production of gas is based. 

Gases may be divided into three groups: First, those consisting 

of one element, as oxygen gas, for instance; second, compound 

gases, where two or more elements enter into the composition, as 

marsh gas for instance; and third, mixtures where two or more 

elementary or compound gases are mixed together. Producer gas 

belongs to this group. 

Fig. I.—Showing the Differet Zones of Gas Producer. 

The properties of producer gas will be dependent upon the prop¬ 

erties of the raw fuel and the methods of manufacture. In as 

much as the properties of the mixed gas are to be determined by 

the constituents, a knowledge of those constituents is desirable. 

♦Delivered at the 28th annual meeting of the Illinois Clayworlcers' Associa¬ 
tion, held at Champaign, Jan. 23-24-25, 1906. 

•(■Illustrated by lantern slides. 

Hydrogen when present in producer gas increases its calorific 

power and makes combustion much more rapid; for the latter 

reason the percentage of this element present in producer gas which 

is to be used in gas engines is limited. An excessive amount of 

hydrogen will give trouble in the engine. Marsh gas increases 

the calorific power of the gas in which it is used and retards the 

rate of combustion, it is therefore a very desirable constituent. 

Olefiant gas gives gas in which it is its illuminating properties. 

Fig. II.—Gas Producer forming a Part of a Kiln. 

Carbon monoxide gas is combustible and is the principal combusti¬ 

ble constituent of producer gas. Carbon dioxide gas is a diluent, 

and from this very fact that it represents a certain waste of fuel 

it is very undesirable. Oxygen and nitrogen are always present, 

and are merely diluents. Water vapor is usually present, and will 

cause a decrease in temperature when the gas is burned. In many 

cases, especially where gas has been made from fuels rich in 

hydro-carbons, the gas contains a large number of hydro-carbons. 

For a further understanding of producer gas, it will be desirable 

to know the difference between the various other commercial gases 

with which it is sometimes associated, and itself. 

Retort gas is made by the destruction or distillation of coal in 

externally heated retorts; a residue of coke is formed in the re¬ 

tort and this is a byproduct of the system. This is the gas that 

is frequently used for illuminating purposes. It is also known as 

“Town,” “City,” “Illuminating” and “Bench” gas. These terms 

are all inaccurate, since neither one of them is exclusive nor in¬ 

clusive. By-product coke oven gas is the by-product from the 

coking of coal in a retort oven. It differs from retort gas in that 

the gas is the by-product and the coke is the main product. 
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Oil gas is made from the vapors of oil, usually by passing oil 

through highly heated tubes. 

Water gas is produced by breaking up water or steam into 

hydrogen and carbon monoxide. This is done by bringing the 

water or steam into intimate contact with incandescent carbon. 

On account of the large amount of heat absorbed, the process is 

intermittent and hence is not adapted for a great deal of metal¬ 

lurgical work. 

'A 

Fig. III.—Gas Producer, built as a Separate Structure. 

Blast furnace gas is produced in the blast furnace in the manu¬ 

facture of iron. Every blast furnace is a huge gas producer and 

for that reason the gas given off from the blast furnace is very 

closely related to producer gas. 

Producer gas is made up of a plurality of constituents. The pro¬ 

portion of each present will depend upon the type of apparatus used 

in its manufacture and the nature of the raw fuel. 

Fig. V.—French Design Gas Producer Continuous Kiln. 

The heat required in the process of gasification is received from 

or rather is evolved by a partial combustion of the fuel itself. 

Direct firing and gas firing are frequently confused, and for that 

reason it is clear that a distinction is desirable. In direct firing the 

fuel-bed is so thin that you have practically complete combustion 

from the surface of the fuel-bed. In gas firing, the fuel-bed should 

be so thick as not to permit enough oxygen to get through to burn 

the gas completely and as a result of that you will have a com¬ 

bustible gas given off from the surface of the fuel. 

The distinction is in the thickness—a thick fuel-bed for the gas 

fire and a thin one for the direct fire; that is the essential dif¬ 

ference. The fires in some kiln fire boxes are so thick as to 

closely approach the condition of gas firing. Inasmuch that gas 

producers have been in use a number of years, it is not unnatural 

that several absurd terms have crept in. One of the most absurd 

terms in this connection is the application or rather the use of the 

name of the “Producer” with the gas itself. Such tenns as 

“Loomis gas” and “Siemens gas” are absurd, just as it would be 

absurd to speak of steam made in a Stirling boiler as “Stirling 

steam.” The gas made in the suction type of producer is frequently 

spoken of as “Sunction gas.” This is also erroneous. In just 

the same way, we could speak of the steam made in a water tube 

boiler as water “Tube steam.” 

In these views about to be given illustrating the different forms 

and types of apparatus, I shall simply go into the detail of their con¬ 

struction. 

CLASSIFICATION OF GAS PRODUCERS. 

1. Method of operation: 
(1) Externally heated retorts. 
(2) Incomplete combustion with air. 
(3) Incomplete combustion with air and steam. 
(4) Water gas process. 

2. Method of supporting fuel: 
(1) Solid bottom. 
(2) Water seal bottom. 
(3) Bar bottom. 
(4) Revolving grate. 

3. Place of removing gas: 
(1) Top. 
(2) Middle. 
(3) Bottom. 

4. Means of agitating fuel: 
(1) Hand poking. 
(2) Mechanical poking. 
(3) Revolving grate. 

5. Direction of Blast: 
(1) Upward. 
(2) Lateral. 
(3) Downward. 

6. - Nature of draft: 
(T) Natural. 
(2) Forced. 
(3) Induced. 

(a) By an exhauster. 
(b) By engine piston. 
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A gas producer is divided into four zones in about the propor¬ 

tion as in the illustration, Fig. I., showing zones of a Gas Producer. 

In practical the lines of the different zones are only imaginary. 

In the lower, or Ash zone, mechanical action takes place. Its 

object is to keep the heat that is developed by the combustion of 

the fuel away from the grate, so that it will not burn out, other¬ 

wise it is of little importance with the exception of heating the 

air and steam before they go to the zone above. As the ashes ac¬ 

cumulate the thickness of the fuel bed must be increased to make 

enough room for the combustion zone. 

In the combustion zone the air and steam meet the carbon, the 

ozygen uniting with the carbon to form carbon dioxide, while 

the steam is superheated, and no doubt begins to decompose. The 

heat in this zone is about 2000 degrees Fahrenheit. 

In the decomposition zone is where the carbon monoxide is 

generated; steam decomposed into hydrogen and the carbon dioxide 

reduced to carbon monoxide. In this zone a large amount of heat 

is absorbed to compensate for the carbonization of carbon dioxide, 

and the decomposition of the steam. In order that the reactions 

may take place, the heat in this zone is kept at about 1800 degrees 

Fahrenheit. 

The Distillation zone occupies the upper part of the fire. The 

addition of the fresh fuel always lowers the temperature, which 

varies from 700 to 1300 degrees Fahrenheit, but the heat of lower 

zones distills the volatile constituents of the fresh fuel. The na¬ 

ture of the hvdro-carbons will depend upon the temperature. If 

this is kept high, the hydro-carbons will be easily broken up, and 

the hydrogen liberated. This means lots of permanent gas and 

very little tar and soot. If the temperature is kept low, the hydro¬ 

carbons will be condensed easily and the amount of tar and soot 

will be greater. 

Gas Producer, Fig. II., is a part of the kiln. A is where it 

is fed the fuel; B is an inclined grate; C is the ash pit; D is 

where the air enters for the producer, and E where the air enters 

for the combustion of the gas. In passing through this duct, it 

becomes preheated and comes out at F and meets the hot gas from 

the producer, where combustion begins and it is carried out into 

G or the kiln. 

Gas Producer, Fig. III., is built separate from a kiln. A shows 

where the fuel is put in; B is the gas flue (its combustion chamber 

in kiln) ; both C and D are grates. E is the ash pit, kept partly 

full of water; F and G supplies water to the pit. 

Gas Producers, Fig. IV. and Fig. V., are about like the Siemens 

gas producers. A in Fig. IV. is the feeding hopper; B is a swing¬ 

ing valve; C is a poke hole; D is the flue to the combustion cham¬ 

ber of the kiln; E is a solid apron, and F is the grate, 

with G as a poke hole; H is the ash pit, partly filled with water 

Fig. V. was used for firing a continuous brick kiln in France. 

Gas Producer, Fig. VI., is a German design, which has been 

successfully used for heating a muffle pottery kiln. A, B and C 

are the lid, changing hopped and air-tight valve; D is the producer 

'proper; E and F are the grates; G the ash pit, and H the inspection 
or peep holes. J is the main air duet, which leads to M and N, the 
combustion chambers through K and L; O is the muffle kiln. The 
gas from D comes through I and then meets the air from K L, 
divides the air into gas, which makes the gas burn with a smaller 
excess of air. 

Gas Producer, Fig. VII., is another German design, used in 
heating a continuous brick kiln. A is the body of the producer; 
B the feed hopper; C the ash pit. This producer has no grates, the 
fuel going to the bottom. D is the flue in which the gas reaches 
the combustion chamber G; E is the air duet, and H is its port¬ 
hole. The air for making gas of the fuel, comes in through the 
ash pit, and the air for the combustion of the gas enters at the 
main air duet and the port-hole. 

BROOKLYN BUILDERS TO BUY BRICK 

DIRECT. 

The great and steady increase in price of brick during 
the past seven years has led a very large number of the 
big builders of Brooklyn, N. Y., to form an association 
whose business will be to buy brick hot from the kilns. 

To store the brick the association has secured a plot of 
land about a quarter of an acre in extent, bordering on 
Gowanus Canal. 

The officers of the association are: J. Maguire, presi¬ 
dent; Charles G. Reynolds, treasurer; Otto Singer, secre- 
tary. 

Most of the buildings in Brooklyn are builTby speculative 
builders. The action of the association will seriously hurt 
the business profits of dealers in brick and divert them in¬ 
stead into the pockets of the members of the association. 
About seven years ago the price was $7 a thousand. Now 
the price is $15. 

As the brick will be purchased direct by the combine 
and retailed only to members, who alone will be benefici¬ 
aries, the members expect their experiment will boom into 
a most prosperous business venture. 
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PROF. BAKER OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLI¬ 

NOIS TELLS HOW IMPROVEMENTS MAY 

BE MADE IN BRICK STREETS. 

Good pavements, pavements that are worth every cent 

the property owners put into them, is the subject of grow¬ 

ing importance. That methods of laying even brick streets 

may be improved until they are smooth and more durable 

has been demonstrated. Many modern ideas for the preser¬ 

vation and protection of brick streets have been advanced, 

but in Freeport few of them have been adopted. 

Prof. I. O. Baker, of the University of Illinois, has con¬ 

tributed to the twentieth annual report of the Illinois So¬ 

ciety of Engineers and Surveyors. The result of his study 

of joint tillers for brick pavements is complete. On this 

the report says: 

“For the smaller towns or cities, brick pavements are 

preferred for several reasons: First, they are easy to con¬ 

struct and maintain. Second, their first cost is compar¬ 

atively low. Third, they can be more easily repaired than 

asphalt in case the street is opened for gas, water or sewer 

pipes. Fourth, they are durable. For these reasons this 

kind of pavement will continue to be used for some time to 

come, and some expedients for their betterment will be con¬ 

sidered. The extremely low price at which Portland 

cement can be obtained makes it more economical to use a 

Portland cement concrete than a rich natural cement. The 

former being about io per cent cheaper and 50 per cent 

stronger than the latter. 

"The proper treatment for the joints of brick pavements 

is quite important, and yet it is a feature that does not 

receive the same amount of attention as the selection of the 

brick or the construction of the foundation. This neglect 

is probably due to the fact that it has been difficult to obtain 

a filler which will meet with all the requirements. The 

interstices between the bricks should be filled with a ma¬ 

terial: (1), to keep the brick in proper position; (2), to 

lessen the chipping of the corners and edges of the brick; 

(3), to prevent the water from entering the joints and 

penetrating to the foundation, and (4), to render the pave¬ 

ment as free from noises as possible. 

“Sand was the best filler employed for brick pavements, 

and is now more extensively used for that purpose than any 

other material. The advantages of the sand filler are: 

(1), it is cheap, usually costing not more than 2 cents per 

square yard; (2), the pavement may be put into use as 

soon as the bricks are laid, and the cement in the foundation 

set so as not to be damaged by the rolling and traffic; 

(3), the pavement may be taken up easily to make any 

underground repairs without damaging the brick; (4), the 

pavement will be ironed out under the traffic, and will be¬ 

come smoother after it has been used for awhile than it 

was when it was first thrown open. The disadvantages are: 

(1), the sand does not protect the corners and edges of the 

brick and keep them from chipping; (2), it may be washed 

out on steep grades by the rains and by the flushing of the 

hydrants; (3), it may be removed from the top of the 

joints by the street sweeper or the pneumatic cleaner. In 

the last two instances, the crevices become filled with drop¬ 

pings and other decaying matter, which is an objectionable 

feature; (4), the filler does not remain flush with the sur¬ 

face of the brick, causing the passing vehicles to jolt and 

rattle with considerable roar and noise. 

“Next to the sand, in point of extent in use, is the Port¬ 

land cement grout filler. It is prepared by making a thin 

mortar of neat cement, or one part of cement and one part 

of fine sand, the latter proportions being the more common. 

The mortar is swept into the interstices. Where this filler 

is used, expansion joints should be provided both trans¬ 

versely and longitudinally. The cost of 1 to 1 Portland 

cement filler will be from 8 to 12 cents per square yard, 

the higher price being paid where extraordinary care in 

mixing and applying was employed. The advantages of a 

cement filler when it is properly applied are: (1), it thor¬ 

oughly protects the corners and edges of the brick; (2), it 

cannot be washed or swept out of the joints; (3), water 

cannot penetrate the pavement and reach the foundations; 

(4), it makes the pavement thoroughly sanitary; (5), it 

adds as much strength to the pavement as the ordinary 

concrete foundation. The objections to the cement filler 

are: (1), it causes the pavement to rumble when the ve¬ 

hicles are passing over it. The explanation for this rumbling 

is not satisfactorily explained, and the expansion joints do 

not entirely eliminate it; (2), it is very hard to tear up and 

repair the pavement, and the old brick are rendered almost 

useless; (3), after applying the filler the pavement should 

stand from seven to ten days before traffic is admitted. 

This causes considerable inconvenience to the occupant of 

the property, especially in a business district; (4), it pre¬ 

vents the large brick from being settled in the sand cushion 

by the traffic, thus making the tractive resistance on pave¬ 

ments with cement filler greater than that of a sand-filled 

pavement that has been used for a while; (5), considerable 

attention is required to see that the ingredients composing 

the filler are perfect and that it is properly applied. 

“Another filler for brick pavements is a No. 4, No. 5 or 

a No. 6 coal tar distillate. No. 6 is the grade ordinarily 

used for this purpose. The tar is brought to the pavement 

in barrels, heated in kettles to a temperature of 300 to 320 

degrees F., and poured into the joints from vessels with a 

small spout or from funnel-shaped cans. The cost of a tar 

filler is from 10 to 12 cents, depending on the locality of 

the pavement and the width of the joints. As long as this 

material remains in place, it keeps the brick in proper posi¬ 

tion, makes an impervious joint, and does not cause the 

pavement to rumble. The objectionable feature to the tar 

filler is that in the summer heat it melts and flows from the 

joints to the gutters, and there remains, making the pave¬ 

ment rough and hard to clean; and in the winter it be¬ 

comes brittle, is chipped out of the joints by the horses’ 

shoes, is ground into dust and swept or blown away. In 

both instances the crevices are filled with droppings and dirt 

which are very inferior to sand as a filler. 

“Another filler, little used in the middle west until within 

the last year, which merits the attention of every city 
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engineer, every property owner whose street is about to be 

paved, and every brick maker, is manufactured from gen¬ 

uine asphalt by the American Asphaltum & Rubber Com¬ 

pany. The requirements this product shall meet, as given 

out by the company, are as follows: 

“The asphalt shall not be less than 99.5 per cent, pure 

bitumen composed of not less than 68.5 per cent petrolene, 

and 31.2 per cent asphaltene (each having a specific gravity 

of not less than 0.90 and 1.13 respectively.) The specific 

gravity of the compound shall not be less than 0.99. It 

shall not be ‘tacky’ after the exposure of five hours to a 

temperature of 125 degrees F. The melting point shall not 

be less than 210 degrees F., and by capillary tube tests it 

shall not commence to melt below 195 degrees F., and shall 

not run below 215 degrees F. The filler shall remain 

ductile at all ordinary temperatures, and shall not be 

affected by the moisture. 

“The advantages of the asphalt filler are: (1), it keeps 

the brick in proper position; (2), it thoroughly protects 

the edges and corners of the brick; (3), it cannot be 

washed or swept out of the joints; (4), water cannot pene¬ 

trate it and reach the foundation; (5), it is thoroughly 

sanitary; (6), it adds about half as much strength to the 

pavement as the ordinary concrete foundation; (7), it 

does not run in summer or become brittle in winter, and 

cannot be ground into dust, and at all times remains flush 

with the surface of the brick, and prevents the wheels of 

the passing vehicles from jolting and rattling over the 

joints with a rumbling and roar; (8), it takes care of the 

expansion of the brick, and there is no rumbling sound: 

(9) , openings in the pavement can be more easily made 

and repaired than where a cement grout filler is used, and 

the asphalt can be removed from the brick with but little 

difficulty, be heated and used again in making repairs; 

(10) , the pavement may be thrown open to traffic im¬ 

mediately after pouring the joints. On some streets the 

inconvenience caused by having the street blockaded for a 

week or ten days longer would amount to more than the 

additional cost of the filler. 

“At Bay City, Mich., is a pavement having the interstices 

filled with asphalt. This work was completed in 1899, and 

on examination the asphalt seemed to have retained all of 

its original properties, and could be worked into a ball with¬ 

out crumbling to pieces. The cost of this is about 14 to 16 

cents per square yard, which is about 12 to 14 cents more 

than sand, and 4 to 6 cents more than cement grout. If 

some expedient could be devised whereby a mixture of one 

part asphalt and one part sand could be poured and entirely 

fill the joints, excellent results could be obtained, and the 

cost would be very considerably reduced. But the extra 

expense of the asphalt filler is only a small item, and when 

its usefulness and the comforts which it affords are con¬ 

sidered, the money is well invested. 

“Where cement grout filler is used some expedient should 

be used to prevent the expansion caused by the rise of tem¬ 

perature, from heating the pavement or breaking off the 

curb where the sidewalks extend out to it. The rumbling 

noise, so common with this filler, has been attributed to 

this temperature expansion. However, in instances where 

the pavements are provided with tar expansion joints, the 

rumbling is still present, and right at the joints. From 

this we must conclude that the rumbling is from some other 

cause or the material used in the expansion joints does not 

possess sufficient elasticity. It has been the common prac¬ 

tice to use No. 4, No. 5 or No. 6 coal tar distillate in the 

expansion joints and with very excellent results.” 

-- 

BRICK ENTERPRISE IN COLUMBIA. 

Consul Demers, reporting from Barranquilla, says that 
the sand-lime brick industry is being developed in that 
Columbian city by a European concern which has imported 
its machinery from Germany. 

The present capacity of the plant is 6,000,000 brick per 
annum, and the selling price $6 per 1,000. Under a twenty- 
year concession they operate on 150 acres of inexhaustible 
limestone and sand deposits which they purchased. The 
mixture of sand and lime is kneaded together under steam 
pressure in a powerful mixer, compressed into shape, run 
on cars into hardening cylinders, where the brick are kept 
for ten hours under 130 pounds steam pressure. The brick 
are the standard European size, 10 by 5 by 2^2 inches. 
The company enjoys fine shipping facilities, the Barran¬ 
quilla Railroad runs through their property, and the rate 
of freight to the port of Puerto Columbia (Savanilla), 18 
miles distant, is 80 cents per ton. The proximity of this 
port to the Isthmus of Panama offers great facilities for 
obtaining these brick on the Canal Zone at, as the proprie¬ 
tors believe, a lower price than if imported from any other 
part of the world. Small crafts not drawing more than 10 
feet of water can, at certain times of the year, enter the 
Magdalena River and load brick direct at the brickyard, 
which has extensive water front. 

Barranquilla offers wonderful facilities for the manu¬ 
facture of lime-sand brick, as the geological formation of 
the country for miles around the city limits, is of coral 
limestone covered with a stratum of sand to the depth of 
about 6 feet. Fuel is abundant, hard wood costing in big 
lots $1 per ton, and plentiful and efficient labor, seemingly 
far superior to the Jamaican labor, is to be obtained at an 
average of 60 cents per day. 

This firm also manufactures an extensive line of cement 
roofing tiles and flooring mosaics in fancy-colored patterns 
and imitation granite. The standard of this work seems 
to fairly rival foreign products. Besides, it produces about 
20,000 tons of lime per annum, of which a large proportion 
is used in the manufacture of their brick, the balance being 
sold here at $4.50 per ton, and extracts from quarries about 
9,000 tons per annum of foundation stones, sold at $1.20 
per ton. Their cement, of which they are now using 5,000 
barrels per annum, is imported from Germany and France, 
and costs them $4 per barrel of 400 pounds placed here. 
Roman cement has been placed on the free list by a recent 
government decree. The cement used by the factory is of a 
special quick-setting quality, which is somewhat different 
from the average run of American hydraulic cement. It is 
to be regretted that the American manufacturers do not 
cater for this trade, in view of the fact that a large quantity 
of American cement could be placed with them to advan¬ 
tage, not mentioning the amount that could be placed also 
with other large cement importers of Columbia and the 
Canal Zone. 

There are about 14 small clay brick yards in Barran¬ 
quilla and vicinities, with an aggregate production of about 
20.000 brick per day. 
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ABBE PEBBLE AND TUBE MILLS. 

The above mentioned machines are the product of a firm 

that has made the subject of Pebble Mills in all styles and 

sizes its special study for a number of years with the result 

that they are today offering machines which are superior 

to all others, on account of the vast number of improve¬ 

ments that they have made on them and for which they have 

procured numerous patents in the United States and for¬ 

eign countries. 

It is not the intention to give a full description of all the 

machines built by this firm in this article as that would 

require many pages, but to show with a few illustrations 

the difference of several styles and the long range of sizes. 

Copyright, 1905, by Abbe Engineering Co. 

Sample Laboratory Mill. 

The first cut shows a Sample Laboratory Mill with five 

(5) Porcelain Jars each of which is capable of handling 

from J4 oz- t0 2 lbs. at a time. This mill is used very ex¬ 
tensively for grinding clays, coal, colors, etc. for analyzing 

purposes where only small quantities are tested at a time, 

but a large variety is treated during the day. This is the 

smallest machine of this kind in the world and is used quite 

extensively throughout the country. The United States 

Geological Survey being a user of several. 

The Abbe Company build Pebble Mills in eight designs 

and more than twenty-five different sizes. 
The next design is classed as Laboratory Mills which 

are built with either i, 2, 4, 6 or 12 jars. These jars be¬ 

ing all the same size and capable of handling up to five 

pounds of material at a time. This size jar has been found 

to be about the best for handling ceramic colors and there 

are hundreds of them in use doing this work. After these 

come mills capable of handling from 15 to 100 lbs. at a 

time that are extensively used for glaze, slip, enamel, etc. 

The Pebble Mills proper, which have been in use for 30 

years or more, are offered in eight sizes capable of taking 

charges from 120 to 4,000 lbs. The second cut shows a 

No. 5 3 feet x 3 feet 6 inch Pebble Mill built with the 

cylinder in halves, bolted together, which is the exclusive 

design of this company and is an improved way of building 
this size machine. 

The third cut shows the Abbe “Ideal” Spiral Feed 

and Discharge Tube Mill, which is without question to¬ 

day the leader of this class of machinery in the. world. 

Thirty-five of these mills have been installed in Sand-Lime 

Brick factories within the past two years with satisfactory 

results and quite a number have been supplied to gold 

mines recently where the fine pulverizing of ores has be¬ 

come an item of vast interest and great value, as the per¬ 

centage of ore saved increases with the degree of fineness 

to which it is reduced. 

Some of the features of the Abbe Tube Mill are that it 

runs on tires and rollers, instead of end trunnions, which 

procures for it a saving of from 25 to 30 per cent in the 

horse power required to operate it over other machines of 

the same size. It is equipped with the “IDEAL” Spiral 

Feed and Discharge, which is the greatest improvement 

that has been made on this class of machinery in many years. 

Formerly Tube Mills were fed with screw conveyors, which 

were constantly getting out of order, requiring stuffing 

boxes to stop them from leaking and a separate driving 

mechanism to operate. This meant serious delays inciden¬ 

tal to expensive repairs. All these troubles are overcome 

by this simple arrangement mentioned, which is attached 

direct, needs no extra drive, requires no stuffing boxes, 

Copyright, 1904, by Abbe Engineering Co. 

No. 5, 3 ft. x 3 ft. 6 inch Pebble Mill. 

has no separate moving parts, cannot get clogged up, in 

fact, is the acme of perfection. A full detailed description 

of the machines mentioned can be obtained by writing to 

the Abbd Engineering Company, 12th floor, 222 Broad¬ 

way, New York City, who will gladly send you their 

eighty page illustrated catalog. 

Albert B. Head of Paducah, Ky., has completed the or¬ 

ganization of the Louisville (Ky.) Pottery Works, capital¬ 

ized at $100,000. Mr. Head is president of the new com¬ 

pany and will move to Louisville. A location has been 

selected on the Louisville & Nashville Ry. at South Louis¬ 
ville. 
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THE INVESTIGATION OF STRUCTURAL 

MATERIALS. 

Every prudent toiler who hopes some time to express 

his ideas of beauty, utility, and comfort in a house that he 

can call his own, should pray that Congress may approve 

the recommendation lately sent it by the Director of the 

United States Geological Survey, through the Secretary 

of the Interior, for an appropriation of $100,000 to be ex¬ 

pended in the investigation of materials used in building 

and construction work. 

The poor man will not need to be told that the price of 

lumber and of brick soars slightly higher, year by year, 

and that while “the trade’’ may prosper, the people suffer. 

It takes vastly more pennies to one’s credit in the savings 

banks than it once did to pay for the most modest home. 

the St. Louis laboratories. These include sands, gravels, 

and stones. All samples will be tested as to weight, 

strength, durability, power of absorption, behavior when 

subjected to heat and cold, etc. Cement mortars when 

made with different grades of sand and gravel, stone 

screenings, etc., have been tested as to the relative propor¬ 

tions of these materials which yield the best results in the 

mortar in the way of strength, compactness, and other de¬ 

sirable qualities. The influence of time, temperature, and 

other variable conditions upon the setting, strength, poros¬ 

ity, permeability, and other properties of the cements and 

cement mortars has been studied. Concretes made in dif¬ 

ferent parts of the country from cement with stone, stone 

screenings, gravel, sand, cinders,-slag, etc., have been tested 

in the laboratory as to their strength, permeability, action 

Copyright; 1904. by Abbe Enginerring Co. 

“Ideal” Spiral Feed and Discharge Tube Mill. 

With the increase in cost of structural material, there is, 

alas! no corresponding gain in quality. On the contrary, 

the speed with which edifices of today fall down is in direct 

ratio to the speed with which the price mounts up. With 

the gradual disappearance of the plethora of wood in this 

country, the structural materials of the future will, neces¬ 

sarily, be steel, concrete, and clay products. It should be 

interesting, therefore, to every citizen to know that the 

United States Geological Survey conducted in 1902, 1903, 

and 1904 a series of examinations of materials suitable for 

the manufacture of cements found in different parts of 

the country. These examinations have already resulted in 

important industrial developments. During the Louisiana 

Purchase Exposition in St. Louis, the Survey began to in¬ 

vestigate structural materials, especially cement mortars 

and concretes, and has continued the work down to the 

present day. The expenses of this work were paid out of 

two small appropriations, aggregating $12,500, which Con¬ 

gress made early in 1905, and which are now exhausted. 

What is the character of the investigations already made? 

The nature and extent of the deposits of materials suit¬ 

able for building and construction purposes which are used 

at the important building centers of the country have been 

investigated. Building materials collected by Survey ex¬ 

perts in different parts of the country have been tested in 

under freezing, fire, etc. These examinations have shown 

that there is great difference in strength and in other prop¬ 

erties of the mortars made out of these different materials. 

The continuance of this work is dependent upon addi¬ 

tional appropriations by Congress. Inasmuch as Congress 

will probably vote for the expenditure of at least $25,000,- 

000 in the construction of public buildings during the next 

twelve months, it is evident that no individual builder in 

the country can be more benefited by these researches than 

the Government itself. The aggregate sum spent on build¬ 

ing operations by the people of the United States last year 

was no less than a billion dollars. 

NEGROES LEAVING THE FARM FOR THE 

NORTHERN BRICK WORKS. 

Scottsburg, Va., April 24.—Today and yesterday there 

was an exodus of about three hundred negroes from this 

place to the brick yards on the Hudson. They bought 

their tickets over the Southern Railway, and go by way 
of Norfolk, and thence by water to New York, where they 
work until the cool weather of October drives them back 
to their genial clime for the winter. Their wages range 
from $1.50 to $2.50 per day. The brick works are captur¬ 
ing the last remnant from the farms, and reliance for farm 
work is nearly altogether thrown upon the farmer and his 
children. 
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SAND-LIME BRICK HAVE A GREAT FUTURE. 

From an architectural point of view sand-lime brick of 

good quality possess great possibilities, and their popularity 

among builders has already stimulated a demand for them, 

which is apparent in the increase of the number of plants 

from two to 130 in five years. The architectural value of 

the sand-lime brick depends chiefly upon the durability of 

the coloring and their various shades obtained in their 

manufacture. As only oxides are used in making the brick, 

the color will not change. While the natural color is of 

a light gray like Indiana limestone various shades of gray, 

buff, brown and red can be obtained, which for exterior or 

interior ornamentation of buildings permits of many rich, 

beautiful Byzantine effects. Contractors who have em¬ 

ployed sand-lime brick favor them because of their uni¬ 

formity in size, which greatly facilitates the tying of the 

face brick with the seconds, and also demands less mortar 

and less time for laying them up in brick walls. The high 

grade sand-lime brick are not expanded, contracted or 

warped in the process of manufacture, and they can be 

produced in exactly uniform size and shape. 

Chemically the sand-lime brick should be made of pure 

sand silicate and high grade calcium lime which acts as 

the bond. If properly made they are free from the flaws 

and fissures which make ordinary stone perishable through 

sudden contraction and expansion in changes of tempera¬ 

ture. The sand-lime brick therefore resist fires in a build¬ 

ing far better than stone, and are of particular value in 

walls constructed as much for fireproof qualities as for 

other purposes. Sand-lime brick and blocks improve with 

age. The chemical union of the ingredients becomes more 

uniform and firm the longer the brick are exposed to the 

air. 

The fire-resisting quality of the sand-lime brick is an 

important feature of the manufacture, and it is one that 

has not received proper consideration. In a great many 

instances sand-lime brick have been confounded with or¬ 

dinary clay brick, and it has only been recently that offi¬ 

cial tests by insurance experts have been undertaken to 

establish the relative value of the two. Laboratory tests 

conducted by Professor Woolson, of Columbia University, 

have also been carried on to ascertain the crushing and 

fire-resisting qualities of sand-lime brick. 

In Germany sand-lime brick have been manufactured 

longer than in this country, and after years of testing the 

German Government officially approved of their use as fire¬ 

proof materials. The brick are therefore extensively used 

in many parts of Europe for the construction of fireproof 

houses and walls. In Germany, however, the manufac¬ 

turers have formed an association which seeks to establish 

a certain uniformity of grade of brick, and the result is 
very gratifying. 

In this country sand-lime brick have passed through a 

certain period of depression and uncertainty which has 

resulted in the making of many inferior brick and blocks. 

The employment of these inferior brick has had a tendency 

in some quarters to prejudice architects and builders against 

them. Like the manufacture of concrete building blocks, 

the sand-lime brick depend upon the method of mixing, 

curing and setting for their ultimate strength and fire-re¬ 

sisting qualities. The pure sand silicate and calcium lime 

are mixed in certain proportions until every particle of the 

sand is thoroughly coated with lime. The grading and 

sifting of the sand must be uniform so that when the mix¬ 

ture is put under heavy hydraulic pressure in the moulds 

all the interstices will be filled. The pressure to which 

the brick are subjected in the process of manufacture is 

150 pounds, and this is maintained from ten to twenty 

hours. Within twenty-four hours the brick are removed, 

and some manufacturers use them immediately for walls. 

It is doubtful if they possess the requisite strength and 

bonding unity in such a short time for building purposes, 

and official tests have shown that at least several days or 

a week should elapse before using them in walls. 

The question of uniformity of tensile strength has been 

studied to more purpose in Germany than in this country, 

and the manufacturers base their brick upon average tests 

and not upon special tests made for advertising purposes. 

High uniform tests cannot be depended upon, but where 

materials are the same and a certain pressure employed in 

the manufacture is adopted the average results can be 

taken as a standard. Thus in Germany sand-lime brick 

with a tensile strength below 1,970 pounds per square inch 

are rejected and considered of not sufficient strength for 

market purposes. This minimum test of strength has 

given to sand-lime brick in Germany a standard of value 

that makes them of particular value. 

Uniformity of sand-lime brick is also largely dependent 

upon the ingredients employed. Variation in the quality 

and quantity of the lime is a fruitful source of failure, 

Lime must be of a high grade, for it is the bonding agent 

which after all determines the strength of the bricks. The 

purity of the lime depends upon calcium, magnesium and 
carbonate proportions, and this question is one that can¬ 

not easily be determined by the ordinary brick-maker with¬ 

out chemical analysis. Laboratory tests of lime used for 

bonding sand-lime brick have demonstrated that this varia¬ 

tion is so great as to determine in many cases success or 
failure. 

1'he quality of the lime taken from one quarry will often 

show considerable variation in the matter of the time re¬ 

quired for its complete hydration. Thus one car lot of the 

lime completes its hydration within a few hours, and an¬ 

other lot requires nearly twice the time. Incomplete hydra¬ 

tion destroys the brick, and if sold they prove of little real 

value. in a modern building. This tends to give a bad 

reputation to the whole industry. Yet this has been re¬ 

peatedly done in the past, and is one reason why sand- 

lime brick attracted popular favor so slowly five years ago. 

On the other hand the manufacturer is pretty sure to lose 

either his lot of brick or his trade if complete hydration 

of the lime is not obtained before the brick are removed 
from the presses. 

It is therefore quite essential that a uniform grade of 

lime should be used and the period of its complete hydra- 
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tion ascertained in advance so that the brick will show a 

uniformity of strength and durability. The quantity of 

the lime required for making the brick cannot be trusted 

to luck or left to guess work. The tendency may be to use 

too little lime to secure the best results, but laboratory and 

practical tests have shown that an excess of lime is just 

as detrimental as a deficiency. Unless the lime has the 

right proportions of finely ground sand to work upon, its 

bonding strength is materially weakened. The question of 

determining the right proportions of lime and sand is one 

that concerns manufacturers and builders more than any¬ 

thing else. Accurate measurement and mixing are prime 

essentials to success in the work. 

The sand-lime brick have already proved a most import¬ 

ant factor in the building movement of the day, but it is 

not anticipated that they will displace the old burn-clay 

brick. It costs about as much to manufacture the former 

as the latter, and the final test of the durability of the 

new building material is time. This cannot be determined 

at present, but if laboratory tests are worth anything the 

sand-lime brick possess all the qualities essential for great 

wear and use. At present these brick are in the greatest 

use in regions where clay is scarce and sand pits plentiful. 

Fortunately for the building interests of the country sand 

is apparently very plentiful in regions where good brick¬ 

making clay beds are relatively scarce. A great variety 

of sand has been employed for this work, but it is evident 

that in time the different kinds will be graded for this 

work according to their composition. At present a fairly 

clean sharp sand rich in silica is considered the most suit¬ 

able. This sand must be dried and at least ten per cent 

of it should contain ioo mesh or finer sand. The lime 

should be a high calcium oxide fairly free from magnesia, 

and properly burned. Before using to bond the bricks it 

should be well prepared and aged. The whole mixture of 

lime and sand should be reduced to a uniform consistency 

before being placed into the press. The standardization of 

the’ sand-lime brick will mean an important gain for the 

building interests of the country, and in the end it will 

pro'vp equally profitable for the manufacturers. 

The fireproof qualities of sand-lime brick are quite im¬ 

portant factors. When properly mixed so that all inter¬ 

stices are filled with lime and fine sand, the effect of high 

temperatures on the bricks is not disastrous: Sudden ex¬ 

pansion and contraction are not so noticeable as in stone 

and some other forms of building materials. In tests made 

with the sand-lime brick a temperature of 1,500 degrees 

did not destroy them, and when a cold stream of water 

was applied the disintegration was only slight. This was 

with high grade sand-lime brick, but as showing the varia¬ 

tions possible in the material under poor workmanship some 

of the brick could be destroyed with a temperature of 800 

degrees, and when water was applied they crumbled to 

pieces. Engineering tests are needed to demonstrate the 

ultimate strength of this building material for constructive 

purposes. Already many attempts have been made to 

manufacture the sand-lime material in the form of hollow 

blocks for building purposes. These blocks are patterned 

after the cement building blocks, and possess in common 

with them many of the same virtues. 

The demand for fireproof brick, tiles, cement blocks, and 

terra cotta building material is constantly increasing near 

our large cities, and the present fireproof movement must 

further stimulate the use of all suitable materials which 

can resist the ravages of fire. There is consequently a dis¬ 

tinct gain in the discovery of any new fireproof building 

material, and it should not materially interfere with the 

business of manufacturing other kinds. In the Middle 

West where good clay beds are not so abundant, and sand 

is plentiful, the sand-lime brick industry has consequently 

increased rapidly, and the use of the brick for building pur¬ 

poses is having a distinct effect upon the fireproof move¬ 

ment of that whole section. The clays of that vast sec¬ 

tion have not in many cases proved up to the standard re¬ 

quired for high grade brick and tile making, and the sand 

comes in as a valuable product of the soil to make building 

progress cheaper and mor'd satisfactory. The cost of lum¬ 

ber of that region is also high, and this is another potent 

argument why sand-lime bricks must eventually revolu¬ 

tionize the building conditions of the Middle Western 
States. 

BRICK PLANT PLAN IS CO-OPERATIVE. 

Plans have been maturing in Grand Rapids, Mich., for the 

past month for the organization of a new company for the 

manufacture of cement and sand lime brick. The pur¬ 

pose of the company is to make cement brick during the 

summer months as the climatic conditions at that time are 

best suited for the purpose and sand lime brick during 

the colder period of the year. 

It is claimed that a suitable site has been secured for the 

factory and that water power will be used. The plant itself 

will be run on a novel and ingenious plan of profit sharing 

that is different from any of the co-operative schemes now in 

existence. 

On first employing any help for the plant the applicant 

will be given to understand that his services may be dis¬ 

pensed with after a period of three months if the company 

sees fit. Then after the probationary period of three months, 

if the new employe has stood the test he is invited to become 

a member of the company. After this has been done new 

applicants will serve a probationary term of only one month 

and will then be voted on directly by their associates. 

The management will retain 55 per cent of the stock for 

the management of the plant and the other portion will 

be disposed of among the men. The management will make 

a semi-annual report on the conditions' of business. If the 

business shows a profit, the regular dividend of 8 per cent 

will be paid to all stock holders and a 5 per cent contingency 

fund created. Then if a surplus still remains after this it 

will be equally divided among the employers and the men. 

D. L. Stivens is at the head of the project and feels con¬ 

fident that the matter will be a success and that the plant 

will be ready for business this summer. 



THE SUCCESS OF THE WILSON KILN AND 

DRYERS. 

The two accompanying illustrations are the latest views 

of the Robinson Clay Product Co., a new Silica Brick Plant 

located at Akron, Ohio. This industry was started by J. 

Park Alexander in 1870, but met with little success on 

account of the refractory nature of the material; finally it 

fell under the master hand of Henry B. Sperry, who dis¬ 

covered and patented several processes of making this 

material into brick, with the assistance of the engineers 

of the Wilson Kiln & Dryer Co. of 503 Market St., Pitts¬ 

burg, Pa., and later by the adoption of the Wilson Kiln, 

the material was placed on the market as a merchantable 

product; previous to this, while the brick could be made, 

it seemed impossible to burn them in an ordinary kiln so 

that they would stand transportation to any distance. 

Plant of the Robinson Clay Products Co., Akron, Ohio. 

The Robinson Clay Product Co., who were also located 

at Akron, Ohio, and who had several plants in the vicinity 

of Akron, were interested with the success of the company, 

finally purchasing the plant, but still kept it under the man¬ 

agement of Henry B. Sperry. 

The success of the old plant necessitated a new one, 

which the accompanying cuts will show. This plant has 

been under construction for several months, and was re¬ 

cently put in operation. The plant has a capacity of 40 

to 50 thousand high grade silica fire brick per day. 

The material has been subjected to 3,500 degrees Fahren¬ 

heit in the Wilson Brick Kiln; at this temperature the brick 

are thoroughly burned and ready for market. Practical 

brick men who have made themselves acquainted with this 

material say it is one of the best materials in the country. 

The new plant is under the supervision of Mr. Henry B. 

Sperry, who is a pioneer in the brick business, and under¬ 

stands it thoroughly. The new plant has a bright future 

before it. 

We are advised by the Wilson Kiln & Dryer Co. that 

work on the Perry Mfg. Co.’s new plant at Perryopolis, 

Pa., is progressing rapidly. They hope to have it in op¬ 

eration by the first day of July. The plant will have a 

capacity of 30 to 40 thousand fire and building brick per 

day. It will be modern and up to date in every way, using 

the Wilson Kiln & Dryer Co.’s improvements throughout. 

The Pittsburg-Buffalo Co., Pittsburg, Pa., are running 

their plant day and night. They made a high grade face 

brick, and after trying several types of kiln, have adopted 

the Wilson Kiln as superior to all others. They are now 

building several, and when they get all their kilns finished 

they will have a capacity of 150 thousand high grade build¬ 

ing brick per day. The future prospects of the plant are 

very encouraging. Mr. John H. Jones, the president of 

the Pittsburg-Buffalo Co., a very enthusiastic brick man, 

has been very successful in everything he has undertaken. 

He advises the writer that he expects to continue the en¬ 

largement of the plant as long as business demands it. 

He believes in keeping up with the times. 

The C. P. Mayer Brick Co., Bridgeville, Pa., who make 

a specialty of high grade face brick, have sold their entire 

product of 5,000,000 face brick. Mr. C. P. Mayer, al¬ 

though a beginner in the brick business, has been very 

Plant showing Wilson Kilns in Foreground. 

successful from the beginning. He adopted the Wilson 

Kilns, and at the present time he is increasing his capacity 

as rapidly as possible by building several more Wilson 

Kilns. When the plant is completed the capacity will be 
10,000,000 brick annually. 

-- 

THE SEMISTEEL CO.’S NEW CATALOGUE. 

Sand Lime Brick Machinery is the name of the latest 

catalogue of the Semi-Steel Company of New England 

Building, Cleveland, Ohio. This company is meeting with 

great success in installing complete plants and furnishing 

all of the machinery. Their machinery is designed for 

Simplicity, Strength, Power and Durability. 

The tallest sand lime brick building in the world is made 

out of brick made on Semi-Steel Co.’s machinery. The 
process in detail is described. The Theory, and the Samp¬ 
son Press, the Mixers, Hardening Cylinders, the cars, are 
all described. 

If you are interested in sand-lime brick it may be well 
for you to write for this catalogue and mention the Clay 
Record in writing. 
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A STUDY OF THE RECENT CALIFORNIA 

EARTHQUAKE. 

Among the members of the United States Geological 

Survey in the neighborhood of San Francisco at the time 

of the recent earthquake was Mr. G. K. Gilbert, geologist, 

who has been engaged several months in making hy¬ 

draulic experiments in the mining laboratory of the Uni¬ 

versity of California at Berkeley. Instructions were tele¬ 

graphed him immediately to make as thorough a study as 

possible of the earthquake phenomena. 

Mr. Gilbert is one of the most experienced and best- 

known geologists connected with the Federal Survey. He 

was with the Ohio Survey from 1868 to 1870, with the 

Wheeler Survey from 1871 to 1874, with the Powell Sur¬ 

vey from 1875 to 1879, and has been a member of the Fed¬ 

eral Survey since its organization in 1879. His writ¬ 

ings have been numerous. Chief among them are 

his works on Lake Bonneville and the geology 

of the Henry Mountains. His Introduction to 

Physical Geography, which he wrote in collaboration 

with Prof. A. P. Brigham, is accepted in the schools of 

the United States and Canada as a standard text book. 

He is widely known as a student of glaciology and has 

published much on that subject. His researches into that 

field have taken him frequently into the high sierras of 

California, so that he is thoroughly familiar with the geo¬ 

logic history of that State. Of his many papers on gla- 

ciologic subjects, probably the best known is his work on 

Glaciers and Glaciation, which constitutes the third volume 

of the reports of the Harriman Alaska Expedition, of 

which he was a member. 

Investigation of the earthquake phenomena at San Fran¬ 

cisco will be a congenial subject to Mr. Gilbert, since he 

has already devoted considerable time and thought to seis- 

mological problems. He is the holder of a small grant 

from the Carnegie Institution for the investigation of sub¬ 

terranean temperature gradients. In 1884 he published an 

article on the theory of the earthquakes of the Great Basin, 

in the American Journal of Science; in 1889 he contributed 

an article on the strength of the earth’s crust to the Bulletin 

of the Geological Society of America. The September 

number of the National Geographic Magazine in 1897 con¬ 

tained an article by Mr. Gilbert on the modification of the 

Great Lakes by earth movement and in the eighteenth 

annual report of the Director of the Geological Survey, 

1898, was included a dissertation by Mr. Gilbert on the 

recent earth movement in the Great Lakes region. More 

recently, Mr. Gilbert published, in Science, December 16, 

1904, an article on the new seismology which was a re¬ 

view of the work by Maj. Clarence E. Dutton entitled 

“Earthquakes in the Light of the New Seismology.” 

Volcanic phenomena have also interested Mr. Gilbert. 

A theory of the formation of lunar craters was set forth 

by him in 1893 in Astronomy and Astro-Physics, laccolites 

in southeastern Colorado were described in the Journal of 
Geology in October and November, 1896, and the mechan¬ 
ism of the Mont Pelee spine was discussed by him in the 
issue of June 17, 1904, of Science. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE SUPREME COURT DE¬ 

CIDES AGAINST OLD COLONY TRUST IN 

BATTLE WITH CREDITORS OF 

BRICK COMPANY. 

A recent decision of the supreme court .of New Hamp¬ 

shire in certain cases growing out of the foreclosure of a 

mortgage by the Old Colony Trust Company upon prop¬ 

erty of the New England Brick Company has attracted con¬ 

siderable attention on account of the important legal ques¬ 

tions involved, and also because it constituted one of the 

incidents in the history of the development of the brick 

trust in New England, of its speedy termination, and the 

final reorganization of the company upon a sound basis. 

The main question before the court in the New Hamp¬ 

shire case, although several minor questions were involved, 

was the question of the validity of a mortgage made by a 

corporation upon after-acquired property and the validity 

of an agreement bv which the mortgagee of the New Eng¬ 

land Brick Company was permitted to sell the mortgaged 

brick as manufactured, without applying the full proceeds 

directly to the payment of the mortgage debt, but instead 

thereof reserved a certain portion of the proceeds of the 

sales of the brick to constitute a sinking fund which was 

to be accumulated from year to year, to be finally applied 

in extinguishment of the mortgage debt. The court held 

that such an arrangement was not valid under New Hamp¬ 

shire law, and that the mortgage would not be good as 

against attaching creditors of the brick company. 

The amount involved in the case was considerable, as 

numerous creditors of the brick company had brought suits 

and attached -the property of the company, consisting of 

brick in kilns and large amounts of wood in the yards of 

the company, and sought to hold the same as against the 

Old Colony Trust Company, trustee for the mortgage bond¬ 

holders of the brick company. There were some 20 suits 

of this kind pending in Rockingham and Strafford coun¬ 

ties and one or two in Merrimack and Hillsboro counties. 

These are all practically disposed of by the decision of the 

court in favor of the attaching creditors, and the amount 

due such creditors is now in the process of adjustment by 

the payment of the claims. 
«»♦- ■■ — 

OPENING OF THE GREAT SHOSHONE RES¬ 

ERVATION. 

It is expected that the rush to the opening of the great 

Shoshone Reservation, in Wyoming, Aug. 15, 1906, will 

far surpass anything in our history. Fabulous stories are 
widely circulated as to agricultural, grazing, timber and 
mineral wealth—particularly as to the deposits of gold, 
silver and copper—of the reservation, which has an area 
of 2,283 square miles, larger than that of Delaware or 
Rhode Island. 

The National Tribune, Washington, D. C., will shortly 
publish an invaluable handbook of this region, finely illus¬ 
trated with maps and pictures and giving all reliable in¬ 
formation that is obtainable in regard to it from official 
surveys and other sources. It will contain all that is defi¬ 
nitely known up to this time. This book is not for sale, 
but can be obtained by sending one year’s subscription— 
$1—to The National Tribune, Washington, D. C. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 
TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them : 

814,973. Building-Block. John Lovett, Martinsburg, W. 
Va. Filed Jan. 20, 1905. Serial No. 241,958. 

Claim.—A wall composed of hollow blocks having re¬ 
cessed inner corners extending throughout the length of the 
blocks, said block so placed in the wall that the corner- 
recesses come together, these recesses at the corners over¬ 
lapping the main orifices in the center of the blocks, whereby 
to completely insulate and prevent dampness from passing 
therethrough. 

A wall composed of hollow building-blocks each block 
having an upper and lower recessed corner, the recesses 
extending through the length of the block, whereby an inter¬ 
vening projection is formed, said projection placed against 
each other in the wall, whereby channels are formed be¬ 
tween the upper and lower ends of adjacent blocks corre¬ 
sponding to the width of two of the corner-recesses. 

815,098. Cement-Block Machine. Andrew Klay, Bluff- 
ton, Ohio. Filed Aug. 28, 1905. Serial No. 276,138. 

Claim.—In a block-forming machine, a mold having mov¬ 
able side and end walls, means for loosely connecting the 
walls of the pairs, each pair constituting a side wall and 
an end wall, and a mold-opening means serving to space the 
walls from the molded block, and then to simultaneously 
move each pair of walls, one wall of each pair moving di¬ 
rectly away from the block, and the other in a direction in 
parallel relation therewith. 

815,238. Marking Implement for Green Clay Articles. 
Ernest Von Oven, Naperville, Ill. Filed Nov. 13, 1905. 

Claim.—A marking implement for green clay articles, 
comprising a body provided with a legend-bearing surface, 
and a covering of oil-absorbing material secured to said 
body to extend over said surface and through which the 
impression is made. 

Claim.—A marking implement for green clay articles 
comprising, in combination, a roller carrying legend matter 
on its periphery and provided with a support on which 
it is journaled and with a thin- covering of oil-absorbing 
cloth extending about said periphery and through which 
the impression is made, and an oiling device consisting of a 
roller provided with an oil-absorbing pad about its periphery 
and a support on which said oiling-roller is journaled and 
which is pivotally connected with said first-named support 
to cause the pad of the oiling-roller to bear against the cover¬ 
ing on the marking-roller. 

814,742. Machine for Pressing Concrete Bricks. Henry 
H. Spears, Louisville, Ky. Filed June 10, 1905. Serial No. 

264,557- 
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Claim.—In a machine for pressing concrete bricks and 
containing a mold and a frame of slides for dividing the 
mold into chambers, a lid with slots running through it 
where it meets the slides of the same length with these 
slides, which slots widen upward into gutters. 

814,952. Vibrating Screen. Norman V. Fitts, Denver, 
Colo., assignor to The Colorado Iron Works Company, Den¬ 
ver, Colo. Filed Dec. 5, 1904. Serial No. 235,465. 

stationary frame, of a screen provided with a frame rela¬ 
tively movable with reference to the stationary frame, 
springs centrally connected with the screen-frame and suit¬ 
ably supported, said springs being composed of members 
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connected at their extremities and supported intermediate 
their extremities, tie-bars connected with the said springs 
at one extremity and with the stationary frame at the op¬ 
posite extremity, multiple cam-wheels engaging the central 
portions of the screen-frame on opposite sides whereby the 
said frame is alternately depressed and released, and suit¬ 
able means for limiting the reverse movement of the screen- 
frame. 

8i5>398- Clay-Working Machine. Frank Alsip, Chicago, 
111. Filed April 24, 1905. Serial No. 257,188. 

Claim.—In an automatic switch, the combination with 
a pivoted switch-point having an arm connected therewith 
for turning said switch-point, a bar for each of the joining 
tracks, extending longitudinally of the same, each bar being 
pivotally connected with said arm, vertically-disposed shafts 
and cams for operating said bars, each of said shafts being 
provided above the surface of the ground with a turning- 
block adapted to be engaged by an approaching car, sub¬ 
stantially as described. 

815,794. Gas-Producer. Alberto Cersoli, Rome, Italy. 
Filed April 22, 1904. Serial No. 204,433. 

Claim.—A gas-producer having a slanting grate in the 
lower part thereof and the upper part of which is divided 
into several compartments of different depth by hanging- 
partitions parallel or quasi parallel to the slanting grate, 
two or more adjoining compartments being provided with 

hoppers on the top to charge them with fuel so that a por¬ 
tion of this fuel is delivered by graviation direct onto the 
grate and in the body of the producer and so that the 
fuel is distilled by coming into direct contact with the hot 
gases, and the other of said compartments forming a gas- 
outlet chamber, and a gas-outlet pipe communicating with 
said gas-outlet compartment, substantially as set forth. 

816,386. Method of Treating Plastic Material. Alex- 

Claim.—The herein-described method of treating plastic 
material, which method consists in forming said material, 
in the green state, into blocks; then setting said blocks in a 
plurality of superposed gro.ups within a compartment, said 
groups extending to the lateral walls of the compartment 
and having an upright flue-spacing between said lateral 
walls, each successive group being subjected to the action of 
an artificially-moved drying agent before another group is 
set thereon, said drying agent being made to rise through 
said flue-spacing and move thence laterally through the then 
last of said groups and then upward out of said group; and 
then passing a highly-heated gaseous medium into the base 
of said mass from opposite sides and thence through said 
mass, substantially as described. 

816,973. Gas Producing and Consuming Apparatus, 
Carleton Ellis, New York, N. Y., assignor to Combustion 
Utilities Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New 
York. Filed Feb. 3, 1905. Serial No. 243,928. 

Claim.—In apparatus for reducing and distilling metals, 
the combination of a gas-fired furnace provided with metal¬ 
distilling retorts of refractory material, a gas-producer sup¬ 
plying gas to the furnace, means for abstracting products 
of combustion from the furnace and delivering the same, 
admixed with air, into the producer, and means for regulat¬ 
ing proportions of air and products of combustion. 

In apparatus for reducing and distilling zinc, the combina¬ 
tion of a gas-fired furnace provided with zinc-distilling re¬ 
torts of refractory material, a gas-producer supplying gas to 
the furnace, a continuous regenerator having passages in 
heat-transferring relation for the products of combustion 
from the furnace and the air entering the furnace, respec¬ 
tively, a conduit provided with a fan abstracting a portion 
of the products of combustion and delivering the same into 
the gas-producer, means for supplying air to said conduit, 
and means for regulating the relative proportion of air and 
of products of combustion delivered by said conduit. 
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‘•I like to read American advertisements. They are m 

themselves literature, and I can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

Don’t scrap with your competitors—get out of that class 

into one higher up. 

A wise man does not attempt to pull himself out of 

trouble with a corkscrew. 

Consider the lowly postage stamp, Willie Bump, and 

learn the secret of success. It sticks to one thing until it 

gets there. 

The Clay Record is the only semi-monthly clay journal 

in America. It costs only one dollar for you to get the 

news before it is stale. 

Don’t discount ideas; today’s achievements are yester¬ 

day’s ideas grown up. Don’t lose them by neglect. Don’t 

reason them to death. 

The advertiser who sticks issue after issue, month after 

month and year after year, is, after all, the surest check 

on the value of a journal. Please look over the Clay 

Record with this fact in mind. Look at this issue and that 

of several years ago. You will see a great many of the 

same faces in the old numbers, a large portion of them. 

If you are not advertising in the Clay Record, now is the 

time to start. It is not too late. 

These columns, our readers have doubtless observed, 

have been freely given to the setting forth of the advantages 

of producer gas as a means of developing power, and our 

liberality in this direction is due to the fact that we plainly 

see it is the coming power developer; and as the turbine 

is superseding the reciprocating engine, likewise the gas- 

engine, will supersede both. 

One has only to compare the practical and theoretical 

efficiency of the internal combustion engine with that of 

the most modern steam engine to be convinced there are 

no wild-cat claims of the superiority of the former. The 

thermal efficiency of the internal combustion engine is 

from two to five times of the average externally fired heat 

engine, and when it is taken into account that the smallest 

gas engines have a thermal efficiency from 20 to 24 per 

cent, while the modern steam engine turns into work only 

12 per cent of the heat supplied under normal conditions, 

one wonders why we are not using gas engines. 

Again, when it is considered that the waste heat, say 

70 per cent supplied by the producer, as can be used for 

heating very much in the same way as exhaust steam from 

the steam engine; and that a higher temperature can be 

maintained with exhaust gases than with exhaust steam, 

and other features we might enumerate, we can only won¬ 

der that Gas Producer Plants and Gas Engines are not 

found everywhere. 

POTTERS LOSE OPPORTUNITY. 

Another evidence of the attitude of indifference of 

American potters toward their industry was made evident 

when it was announced that the project to establish a per¬ 

manent exhibit in the national museum at Washington had 

been abandoned. 

At their convention last December, the United States 

Potters’ Association decided to collect pieces from the dif¬ 

ferent American potteries and place them in the national 

museum so that all visitors, native or foreign, might see 

and know the proportions that this industry was assuming. 

It was also thought that this would be a good way to dissi¬ 

pate the erroneous idea prevalent that the American ware 

did not possess the artistic qualities of the foreign. 

The Art and Design committee, of which Mr. Frank R. 

Haynes, of Baltimore, is chairman, was entrusted with the 

task of collecting these several examples and arranging 

for their proper exhibition. 

The committee went to work on this project and labored 

honestly in behalf of its accomplishment. The different 

potters were duly notified of what was under contempla¬ 

tion, and on more than one occasion urged to forward some 

pieces of their wares. Some took up the matter in a busi¬ 

nesslike, live sort of manner and complied with the com¬ 

mittee’s request, but the large majority did not even take 

the trouble or time to send in a refusal. They treated the 

matter with rank indifference. The consequence is that 
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the committee has announced that owing to the latter fact 

it has been decided to let the matter drop for the time being 

at least. 

Those who showed such little interest in the welfare of 

the American pottery industry are open to criticism 

and condemnation. While we are not prepared to say that 

the exhibit if established would have accomplished every¬ 

thing that some believed it would, still the mere establish¬ 

ment of it would have shown a progressive spirit and would 

have been evidence that those engaged in the pottery in¬ 

dustry were “live ones.” It is another instance of lost op¬ 

portunity, with which sign the American potter is pretty 

well labeled by this time. It is just such failures, indiffer¬ 

ence, lack of energy and utter disregard of the fact that 

they are living in a progressive age that accounts for the 

fact that American potters as a class do not stand higher 

with the American public. However, there is this con¬ 

solation, at least, that those who are alive to the possibili¬ 

ties and who are showing energy and a desire to make 

their product the equal of any, will find the sledding much 

easier, and in time will have the field to themselves. 
-♦-•-*- 

STRIKE ON IN POTTERIES 

A strike of 500 pottery workers is on at Crooksville, 

Ohio. The employes of eight of the potteries of the thriv¬ 

ing little town walked out and since have refused to return 

to work. Practically a cessation of pottery manufactur- 

turing in the town has been brought about and it was 

stated by a prominent potterman of that place that at 

present there is little hopes for an early settlement of the 

difficulties. 

The reason given by operators for the strike is that a 

new wage scale has not been signed. It is said that ever 

since the first of the new year the wage scale has been 

under discussion but has never been signed. It is thought 

that by the strike at this time a recognition of the Opera¬ 

tive Potters’ Union will be brought about. 

It is understood that no increase in wages is being sought, 

nor a shorter work-day. No advances on the part of either 

potters or operators to effect a settlement had been report¬ 

ed. However, it is expected that a settlement will be ef¬ 

fected during the next few days, for it is believed the op¬ 

erators cannot afford to hold out much longer. 

In the list of potteries where the strike is on are Star 

potteries Nos. 1 and 2, Burley & Winters, Keystone ^Pot¬ 

tery Co., Diamond Stoneware Co., Globe Pottery Co., The 

A. E. Hull Pottery Co., and one other. A number of the 

striking workmen have applied for positions at the pot¬ 

teries in Roseville. 

The burning of the plant of the Globe Stoneware Co. a 

few weeks ago threw about 50 pottery workers out of em¬ 

ployment. The general strike of potterymen in Crooks¬ 

ville at this time comes quite unexpectedly. 

Mr. J. Frank Boyer, Norristown, Pa., is installing at 
Spring City, Pa., the “Martin” Patented Rack Pipe Steam 
Brick Dryers, having a holding capacity of 32,000 stiff 
mud brick, and including Delivery System. 

87 

OBITUARY. 

S. M. Morrison, president of the Denver (Colo.) Pressed 

Brick Co., died at his home from Bright’s disease. He 

was 62 years old. He was a pioneer of Denver. 

John A. Kline, aged 32 years, a member of the firm of 

John Kline & Sons, brick contractors, died at his home. 

7311 Butler St., Pittsburg, Pa., of heart disease. 

Harry R. Fox, manager and a member of the J. B. Fox 

Brick Co., Toledo, Ohio, died at his home, the third one 

of the family to die within four months. He leaves a wife 

and one child. 

S. P. Belcher, superintendent of the Allentown (Pa.) 

Paving Brick Co.’s plant at Guth’s station, was stricken 

with heart disease and fell dead on the railroad track, 

where he lay some time before found. He was 50 years old. 

Frederick Herman, aged 61 years, a veteran of the Civil 

War and a well-known brick manufacturer, died at his 

home, 89 Woodland Ave., Allegheny, Pa. He and Mrs. 

Herman were making arrangements for their golden wed¬ 

ding which was to be held a week later. He leaves a wife 

and seven children. 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

The Progressive Pottery Co., Roseville, Ohio, has been 

dissolved and F. M. Rider has been appointed receiver. 

The Millersburg (Ind.) Brick and Tile Co. is in the 

hands of a receiver. The plant was not a paying proposi¬ 

tion and the affairs will be wound up. 

The Greenfield (Ind.) Brick Co. had all the brass on 

the engine at their plant taken off by boys and sold for 

junk. The loss will amount to $400. 

The Rose Fire Brick Co.’s plant, erected near Clinton 

Station, outside of San Francisco, Cal., was leveled bv the 

earthquake and is almost a complete loss. 

The National Tile Company, Anderson, Ind., had the 

branch works and office in San Francisco, Cal., demolished 

and entirely destroyed by the earthquake. 

The Chattahoochee Brick Co., Atlanta, Ga., is a defend¬ 

ant for a $5,000 damage suit on account of one of the com¬ 

pany’s teams running over Hebert Vaughn while on his 

way to school. 

Cora Zeigler has brought suit against the Michigan Vit¬ 

rified Brick Co., Bay City, Mich., for damages caused bv 

heat, smoke, dust and ashes from their plant injuring her 

property. 

The brick kiln at the J. E. Schroeppel Brick Yard at 
Edwardsville, Ill., caved in and five workmen had a nar¬ 
row escape from being injured. The kiln was only partly 
finished and caved in as the top was being rounded out. 

ANOTHER BRICK PLANT FOR GULFPORT. 

The Ross-Keller Triple Pressure Brick Machine Co. of 
St. Louis, Mo., have just closed a contract with Mr. O. T. 
Cassibry of Gulfport, Miss., for the installation of a com¬ 
plete four mold brick plant to be located near Gulfport. 
The machinery is now being shipped and the plant will be 
in operation about the first of June. 
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THE CONDITION OF THE BRICK TRADE AT 

CHICAGO. 

The strife which has existed in the Chicago brick trade 

for several weeks reached more distressing proportions 

yesterday, when announcement of a cut to $4.50 per thou¬ 

sand was made by some of the independents. This price 

quoted is on brick delivered, which means a net averaging 

considerably less than $4. Such a quotation apparently 

means a sacrifice of all profits, if not a positive loss. 

Contractors have been quick to take advantage of the 

situation and there is no telling where the fight will now 

end. While no official statement has been given out by the 

Illinois Brick company with regard to prices, it is under¬ 

stood that they have sold but a proportionately small 

amount of brick for less than $5.50 per thousand. The 

combined capacity of the various independent manufactur¬ 

ers in Chicago and immediate vicinity, however, is large 

and will, it is said, exceed the Illinois company’s present 

capacity bv the ratio of 2 to 1, so that the attitude of the 

independents in apparently slashing prices regardless of 

the consequences to the trade is alarming. 

In the natural course of events the Illinois company will 

likely be compelled to meet the prices of its competitors, not¬ 

withstanding the strong position occupied by it. Officers 

of the company are reassuring in their statements of the 

general conditions and say earnings are safe. The whole 

matter, of course, depends entirely on to what extent the 

present struggle is prolonged. 

The independents assert that they have the advantage 

in the present fight, as their properties are managed and 

operated by the owners, thus making it possible to under¬ 

sell the Illinois Brick company. While the smaller manu¬ 

facturer has in a sense the advantage in this particular, ex¬ 

perience has proved that a larger concern has the com¬ 

manding position in the long run. 

With regard to the position of the Illinois Brick com¬ 

pany, a director says: 

“I do not know of a corporation that is in a stronger 

financial position than the Illinois Brick company. There 

is a much larger available surplus in cash and quick assets 

than was shown at the close of the year, and the company 

has no doubtful accounts that are being carried as assets. 

Everything of that character was written off at the close 

of the previous fiscal year. Since then many of these ac¬ 

counts have been paid on a basis of 50 and 75 per cent of 

their face, and even at par. This income might be con¬ 

sidered velvet, and has already amounted to a great deal. 

“The plants are in excellent physical condition, having 

been put in such shape last year, thus there has been no ne¬ 

cessity of important expenditures in that direction this 

year. Moreover, the requirements during the remainder 

of the present fiscal period will not exceed the ordinary 

depreciation charge for wear and tear. Dividends are safe 

enough at the present rate, and I have the utmost confi¬ 

dence in the ultimate value of Brick stock. 

“The talk of competition seems to have led a few per¬ 

sons to believe the stock was too high, but it will be remem- 

beerd that the shares have never sold above 72. None of 

the important shareholders has sold stock, but on the con¬ 

trary, some of the directors have paid a great deal more 

than current prices for some of the stock which has been 

sold during recent weeks. As to competition I can only 

say that if we are to have such the company is well able to 

meet it.” 

COAL STRIKE AFFECTS BRICK BUSINESS IN 

IOWA. 

The coal strike is affecting the brick yards in Des 

Moines, and elsewhere as well, seriously. All are shut 

down, nearly all are behind with their orders, especially 

for building brick, and building operations are tied up in 

consequence. 

Some of the larger brick concerns of the city are filling 

orders taken some time ago and from the supplies now in 

their yards, but these supplies are becoming exhausted. 

The manufacturers are counting on the miners and oper¬ 

ators reaching an agreement soon and upon them being 

able to go forward with their work and meet their con¬ 

tracts. 

Building brick is not alone scarce in Des Moines, but, 

according to reports, all over the country. A traveling 

salesman for a brick concern in Des Moines stated that in 

St. Louis, even, there was a shortage in building brick. 

On paving brick the manufacturers are not so badly crowd¬ 

ed. The general building boom throughout the country 

has caused a big demand. 

In Des Moines face building brick are selling at the 

yards at $15 per thousand, while the ordinary building 

brick brings $8.50 at the yards. The price on the latter 

is 50 cents higher than last year, and on the former the 

same as a year ago. But with the scarcity of brick building 

operations are suspended in many instances until at least 

the coal strike is settled and there is a fair prospect of the 

manufacturers catching up with back orders. 

The high price of lumber is also turning many people 

toward brick for all kinds of purposes. Contracting agents 

for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad and for 

the Chicago, Minneapolis & Omaha, the latter part of the 

Northwestern system, have recently been in correspondence 

.with Des Moines brick firms relative to the cost of using 

paving brick at all of their grade crossings, instead of 

lumber. It is the judgment of these railroad purchasing 

agents that brick will supplant lumber for this sort of 

work as their first cost is not much more and their durabil¬ 

ity considerably greater. 

The Flint Brick company is completing its new drier 

during the suspension of work. When this is completed, 

with its other improvements, their plant will have a ca¬ 

pacity of from 60,000 to 75,000 per day. The brick plant 

of the Barber Asphalt Co. is rapidly going up. It is to 

have a capacity of about 90,000 per day. 

Rush E. Evans, Dayton, Ohio, is building a four ma¬ 

chine sand lime brick plant, expecting to have same in op¬ 

eration in June, making 150,000 brick daily. 
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THE PIONEER PLANT SOLD AGAIN. 

The annual sale of the plant of the Pioneer Fireproofing 

Co., Ottawa, Ill., took place on March 28, 1906, when the 

plant and all the properties, including franchises and leases, 

were sold by the Federal Clay Mfg. Co. of New Jersey to 

the National Fire Proofing Co. of Pennsylvania. 

The deed transferring this property was filed for record 

in the office of the county recorder. The consideration is 

given in the deed as one dollar, but this is a mere formality. 

The actual amount is suppressed for various purposes. 

The Pioneer plant has been sold and resold about half a 

dozen times in as many years. The Pioneer Fireproof Con¬ 

struction Co. sold to the Pioneer Fireproofing Co. and this 

company one year ago sold to the Federal Clay Co., and now 

this company transfers the entire property to the National 

Fire Proofing Co., otherwise known as the trust. 

The change of ownership will make no difference as far 

as the operation of the plant is concerned. 

WHITNEY REDUCTION CO. GIVES ORDER 

FOR 25,000,000 BRICK TO SALISBURY FIRM. 

G. W. Isenhour, Salisbury, N. C., the largest brick maker 
in this section of the State, has made a contract with the 
Whitney people whereby he supplies them with 25,000,000 
brick. To complete this job will require more than three 
years and this allows the machine to turn out 100,000 
weekly. The mill is the product of J. C. Steele & Sons, 
of Statesville. It is their largest and most improved make 
and is capable of an enormous amount of work and almost 
limitless duration. Just what the Whitney men mean to 
do with all of these brick cannot be learned yet. It is cer¬ 
tain that there will be a large water power cotton mill 
and may be more than one. There will be other brick man¬ 
ufactories and the many millions can be used. 

-o-«-*- 

TO DIG CLAY FROM RIVER BED. 

The New Castle (Pa.) Clay Company will begin this 

week to dig clay from the bed of the Delaware River. This 

will be shipped on barges to a Philadelphia brick manu¬ 

facturer. 

There are half a dozen varieties of clay in the veins op¬ 

posite the Riverside farm of J. Edward Addicks. When 

Contractor McNichol was putting in the filter plant at 

Torresdale, the New Castle Clay Company supplied nearly 

300,000 tons of Delaware River clay, which was placed at 

the bottom of the filter beds and puddled. 

The clay to be dug this season makes a buff brick. 

Dredges, barges and tugs are expected to arrive soon. 
-♦ ♦»- 

LEASING MORTGAGED PROPERTY. 

If you are leasing premises for a period of years, do not 

forget that a prior mortgage or trust deed on the prop¬ 

erty, if foreclosed, will shut you out. In case the lease¬ 

hold it is important as a business proposition, it should be 

ratified by the holder of the securities, and, to avoid any 

mistake, a memorandum of such approval should be in¬ 

dorsed on the principal note. Capital invested by a lessee 

in expensive improvements would be lost if a prior incum¬ 

brance should be foreclosed. 

HUDSON RIVER BRICK MANUFACTURER 
WILL FIGHT UNIONS. 

That the brick manufacturers of the Hudson Valley and 

the Flackensack district mean to fight the newly-organized 

branches of the Tile, Terra Cotta and Brick Workers’ 

Association was manifested at ITaverstraw. Seventy-five 

per cent of the manufacturers of these two regions were 

present and unanimously agreed that they would not treat 

with organized labor in any form. The meeting was one 

of the largest ever held by the brick men, and plans for a 

combination to fight the unions were formulated. The 

manufacturers will also form local organizations for mutual 

protection, and district committees were appointed for this 
purpose. 

For several months the brickyard workers have been 

organizing from Haverstraw to Coeymans. Two local 

branches have been formed, one at Port Ewen and the 

other from Kingston Point north. All along the river have 

been rumors of the demands the workers would make in 

the spring as soon as the yards would open. To offset this 

the manufacturers met on Thursday and quickly were a 

unit in action. The large majority spoke in favor of refus¬ 

ing to treat with the workmen as an organization. The senti¬ 

ment, as one manufacturer expressed it, was: “We will 

lun our own yards and will take no dictation from walking 

delegates 01 business agents. If the bricklayers in New 

\ ork refuse to lay our brick, they will lay no brick. If any 

difficulty is experienced on the opening of yards this spring 
every manufacturer will shut down along the Hudson River. 
A repetition of the boycott of 1887, when the New York 
workmen refused to lay Hudson River brick, will result 
in the same fiasco. The boycott lasted two months, but in 
the end the workmen were willing to give in.” 

“COMPRESSED AIR” ISSUED IN ENLARGED 
FORM. 

“Compressed Air" announces that with its issue of May 

it will appear in enlarged form and under new manage¬ 

ment. Hereafter it will be published by the Kobbe Co., 

90-92 West Broadway, New \ork. For ten years “Com¬ 

pressed Air” has been, and still is, the only publication 

devoted exclusively, and covering completely, the field of 

compressed air in all its applications. This field, however, 

has bioadened so materially within the last few years that 

a more comprehensive periodical is needed to fully meet 

the new conditions. With the May number, therefore, the 

size of Compressed Air will be changed to 7 x 10, it will 

be printed on better and in outward form will be on a par 

with the best printed magazines now published. 

Mr. W. L. Saunders, M. Am. Soc. C. E„ will remain as 

Editor-in-Chief; M. R. Hulbert, M. E., will be Managing 

Editor, and P. F. Kobbe, Jr., will be Business Manager. 

Contributions and correspondence from those interested in 

the uses and development of compressed air for industrial 

purposes will be gladly received and made use of if ac¬ 

ceptable, and requests for information will be given prompt 

and courteous attention. All subscriptions and correspond¬ 

ence in future should be addressed to The Kobbe Co., 90-92 
West Broadway, New York. 
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POTTERY NEWS ITEMS. 

It is rumored that the stockholders of the Oliver China 

Company, Sebring, O., will build a new pottery in Sebring 

during the coming summer. 

The Western Stoneware Co., Portland, Ore., has been 

incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. M. W. Baldwin 

is president. C. E. Eaton, secretary and treasurer. 

The Roodhouse (Ill.) Novelty Pottery Co. has been in¬ 

corporated with $15,000 capital stock by William H. Ains¬ 

worth, Edward H. Higbee and Henry C. Worcester. 

The board of directors of the Standard Porcelain Co., 

New Cumberland, W. Va., met promptly and passed reso¬ 

lutions to repair and restore the burned plant and machin¬ 

ery at once. 

H. B. Peters has bought at trustee sale the property of 

the Lancaster (O.) Pottery Co. Consideration $2,975. It 

consists of 2 acres of land, buildings and machinery, ap¬ 

praised at $4,000. 

William Mason, formerly connected with the La Belle 

pottery at Wheeling, W. Va., has purchased controlling 

interest in the plant and will move to Wheeling and as¬ 

sume the management. 

The trustee of the Barberton (Ohio) Pottery Co. has 

resold the pottery to Mr. O’Neill of Akron. Consideration 

$35,300. Before Mr. O’Neil bid $26,000. The appraised 

value of the plant was $70,000. 

A fine deposit of porcelain clay has been found on the farm 

of Mrs. M. L. Timberlake at Gwendale, I. T., and a repre¬ 

sentative of an eastern company has inspected it with a view 

of putting up a plant to develop it. 

At the annual meeting of the Van Briggle Pottery Co., 

Denver, Colo., it was voted to increase the capital stock 

from $75,000 to $125,000. Mrs. A. Van Briggle was re¬ 

elected president, as well as all the old officers. 

The National Porcelain Company, Trenton, N. J., has 

been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock, by Samuel 

L. Dunkle, B. L. Dunkle and George F. Wycoff. The 

company will have a plant at North Feeder and Old Rose 

Streets. 

The Patterson Foundry and Machine Co., East Liver¬ 

pool, O., has been awarded the machinery for the new pot¬ 

tery, costing $1,000,000 at Newell, W'. Va., also the com¬ 

plete equipment for the Pfaeltzgraff Stoneware Co., at 

York, Pa. 

The pottery concern at Colesburg, la., has been incor¬ 

porated at the Galesburg Pottery Company with $20,000 

capital stock. J. F. Wilson of Council Bluffs is president, 

L. H. Langworthy of Dubuque vice president, and T. A. 

Foote of Colesburg manager and secretary. 

The Homer Laughlin China Co., East Liverpool, Ohio, 

will take over and operate the new pottery which is being 

built at the new town of Newell, W. Va., across the Ohio 

River. The Laughlin plant will be operated by the Wells- 

Clark China Co., a new company, with W. E. Wells as 

president and George W. Clark secretary-treasurer. Both 

are now connected with the plant. 

SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

J. L. Brazee of Omaha, Neb., will establish a cement 

brick plant at Oxford, Neb. 

Leroy Haley and Maurice H. Whalen, Biddeford, Maine, 

will start in the cement brick business. 

The Lamb & Rutledge Brick Co. has installed a sand 

brick plant near Hanover, O., making 25,000 brick per 

day. 

The Porter-Wrigley Company, 1415 Empire Building, 

Atlanta, Ga., will establish a plant for the manufacture of 

sand brick. 

The Plant City (Fla.) Granite Brick Co. wants a mill 

for the grinding of hydrated lime that will not require over 

10 to 15 h. p. to operate. 

The Casper (Wyoming) Cement Brick and Block Co. has 

been organized with $6,000 capital stock. George W. Red¬ 

mond is president and S. P. Laing secretary. 

The sand lime brick factory of C. C. Warren, at Bain- 

bridge, Ga., is nearly ready to be put into operation. Twenty 

thousand sand lime brick will be made daily. 

The Sand Lime Brick and Artificial Stone Co., Denver, 

Colo., has been incorporated with $10,000 capital stock by 

George B. Sutor, H. C. Barr and others of Denver. 

The Hastings (Neb.) Pressed Brick Co. has its sand 

lime brick plant in full operation. They have thoroughly 

overhauled the plant and are now making good brick. 

The Oldfield Cement Brick Corporation, Norfolk, Va., 

has been incorporated with $50,000 capital stock. Chas. 

C. Cobb is president, J. B. McCaw, secretary and treasurer. 

Seaboard Brick Co. has been organized at 419 Market 

street, Camden, N. J., with $100,000 capital stock. Incor¬ 

porators are: F. R. Hansell, John A. MacPeak and George 

B. Martin, all of above. 

The Ida Grove (la.) Concrete Co. have ordered a full 

and complete outfit for making clay brick and tile. They 

also make concrete blocks and cement brick. The new im¬ 

provements will cost $15,000. 

The Composite Pressed Brick Co., Portland, Oregon, has 

been incorporated with $20,000 capital stock. Incorporators 

are F. A. Voertman, A. E. Drinker, William Brimmer, M. 

Van Alstine and E. J. Christie. 

The Live Oak (Fla.) Brick and Supply Co. has been 

organized with $25,000 capital to establish a sand lime 

brick plant. G. W. Canfield, 22 Hogan street, Jacksonville, 

is the engineer and F. H. Bremer is the manager. 

The Indiana Sand Lime Brick Co., North Judson, Ind., 

at a recent directors’ meeting decided to add another press, 

thus increasing the capacity of the plant one-third. The 

demand for their brick has been greater than they could 

supply. 

The Brink Haven (O.) Silica Sand Co. has been in¬ 

corporated under New Jersey laws with $50,000 capital 

stock. They will install a plant for the manufacture of 

brick that will cost $25,000. The incorporators are E. L. 

Kern and A. Muernberg, of Pittsburg, Pa. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

A brick kiln is being constructed bv Wardlaw & Price 

at Utica, Miss., and operations will begin soon. 

W. L. Barker or S. D. Frazier, Carrizo Springs, Texas, 

will give information regarding starting a brick plant to any 

practical man. 

Superintendent Brodman of the Peoria (Ill.) Workhouse 

figures on making nearly double the brick at the workhouse 

plant than they did last year. 

The Alden Clay Products Co., Crandon, Wis., has been 

incorporated with $50,000 capital stock by L. T. Crabtree, 

M. D. Keith and .A. L. Crabtree. 

The Standard Brick and Tile Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Mani¬ 

toba, has increased its capital stock from $40,000 to $200,- 

000 and will increase the capacity of their yards. 

The Northwestern Clay M|fg. Co,. Griffin, Ill., has been 

incorporated with $150,000 capital stock by Samuel B. 

Goucher, Samuel McAdoo and -Jesse O. Freeman. 

The Novelty Brick Works at Newcomerstown, O., are 

now running full blast on an order for a 1,000,000 brick to 

be used by the Pennsylvania Railway at Dennison, O., car 

shops. 

The Independent Brick Co., 32 E. State St., Trenton, N. 

J., has been incorporated with $150,000 capital stock. The 

incorporators are: John Maddock, Joseph Lacy and F. L. 

Hulme. 

The Thomaston (Ala.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $5,000 capital stock by J. O. Clancey, W. H. Helton, 

C. B. Thomas, J. P. Anderson, J. L. Ballard and J. L. Bal¬ 

lard, Tr. 

The Bayou Sara (La.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $12,000 capital. John F. Irvine is president, Dr. A. F. 

Barrow vice president, A. Schnebelen manager, J. R. Mat¬ 

thews treasurer. 

The Phoenix Coal and Mining Co., Cornell, Ill., are con¬ 

sidering the adding of a brick and tile plant to their coal 

properties. James J. Kelly, Rookery Building, Chicago, is 

the general manager of the company. 

The Bickford Brick Co. has been incorporated at 127 

Market street, Camden, N, J., with $750,000 capital stock. 

Incorporators are: John J. Deery, F. L. Richardson of 

Philadelphia, and Wilfred B. Wolcott of Camden. 

The Kipling Brick Co. has been organized at Mobile, Ala., 

with $15,000 capital stock. The plant will be at Kipling. 

The incorporators are: D. T. Jett president, George M. Jett 

vice-president, J. T. Jett, treasurer and manager. 

The Modern Roofing Tile Co., St. Louis, Mo., which has 

a plant at Prospect Hill, filed articles of incorporation with 

$100,000 capital stock. John C. Sharp and L. G. Sharp of 

Chicago have 1,955 shares and E. C. Hoelsche of St. Louis, 

40 shares. 

The Myers Clay Mfg. Co.’s plant at Toronto, O., has been 

sold to John Kaul and Frank Oberkirch of St. Mary’s, Pa., 

who will organize the Kaul-Oberkirch Company. The plant 

is an independent sewer pipe plant and cost the new own¬ 

ers $215,000 

A. W. & E. B. Johnson are erecting a brick and tile plant 

at Granger, W^sh. 

A new brick yard is being installed at Quincy, Wash., by 

Mr. Cochrane and associates. 

The Business Men’s Club at Waurika, Okla., is going 

after a brick yard for that place. 

J. F. Slater of Avoca has his new tile factory at Kellogg, 

la., under way and moved his family to that town. 

The Alsey (Ill.) Brick and Tile Co. has been formed with 

$25,000 capital stock by Matt Hoot, Henry Pfenninger and 

G. B. Wills. 

A party from Carey, Ohio, is about to locate a $25,000 

brick and tile plant at Mount Blanchard, O. Land has al¬ 

ready been purchased. 

The Oakland Brick and Tile Co., DeWitt, Ill., has been 

incorporated with $10,000 capital stock by Joseph Mitchell, 

Fred Mitchell and C. E. Berry. 

William Krombach of Keystone, la., is the new manager 

of the Davenport Brick and Tile Company’s plant located 

at Buffalo, Ga. He will move to Davenport. 

L. D. & C. C. Morris of Atlanta, Ga., will build a $50,000 

brick plant at Lock 3 on the Coosa River, where the Sea¬ 

board Air Line Railwav crosses, 46 miles from Birmingham, 

Ala. 

The South Bend (Ind.) Brick Co., which turned out 12 

million brick last year will increase the capacity of its two 

yards 25 per cent this year. E. A. Morse is president of the 

company. 

The Charles T. Hicks Clay Co., Drake Ill., has been in¬ 

corporated with $20,000 capital stock to manufacture clay 

products. Incorporators: Charles L. Hicks, W. S. Porter 

and J. C. McGrath. 

Messrs. Leiby & Flurie, New Cumberland, Pa., are in¬ 

stalling the “Martin” Latest Improved Syle “A” Steam 

Power Brick Machine in combination with Horizontal Pug 

Mill, and including Disintegrator, Elevators, etc. 

The Stuyvesant (N. Y.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $50,000 capital stock. The directors are: John Scanlon 

of Cohoes, C. B. Shaffer, Fred H. Ferris, B. F. Smith, 

C. A. Howland and L. Shaffer of Mechanicsville. 

The Lowe Brick Co., New Platz, New York, have bought 

from the Henry Martin Brick Machine Mfg. Co., Lancas¬ 

ter, Pa., a latest improved “Martin” Style “A” Steam Power 

Brick Machine fit up with Horizontal Pug Mill, and includ¬ 

ing Disintegrator, Elevator, Sander. 

The Norwalk (O.) Brick and Stone Co. recently elected 

the following officers: George S. Stewart president, Ralph 

Mesnard vice president, E. S. Kinney secretary and treas¬ 

urer, Herman Koester superintendent of brick yard, C. 

Kircher superintendent of stone yard. 

The Brooklyn (N. Y.) Builders’ Supply Co. has been 

incorporated with $150,000 capital stock to manufacture 

brick, lime and cement. Incorporators are: Fred W1 Rowe, 

E. Parkway and Brooklyn Ave., E. J. Maquire, 1302 Pacific 

St., and F. B. Morris, 188 Fennimore St., all of Brook- 

lyn. . 
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The Southern Lime & Cement Co., Charleston, S. C., 

want 5,000,000 building brick at Mobile, Ala. 

The Edgar Allen Poe Brick Co., Fayette, N. C., has 

been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. 

The Orange (Texas) Brick & Clay Mfg. Co., recently 

established by I. J. Mandeville is now ready for operation. 

R. S. West, Talladega, Ala., has bought the Robinson 

Foundry plant and will convert it into a factory for making 

brick. 

C. V. Svoboda and E. W. Gruber, brick manufacturers at 

Ord, Neb., have dissolved partnership and Mr. Gruber will 

continue the business. 

The Gold Bros. Brick Co., Big Stone, S. Dak., have 

placed an order for a complete plant to make dry pressed 

brick that will cost $7,000. 

The Capital Paving Brick Co., Springfield, Ills., has been 

incorporated with $20,000 capital stock by Joseph Mester, 

Henry Mester and Harry Hoyt. 

The Jacklan Press Brick Co., Augusta, Ga., has been in¬ 

corporated with $25,000 capital stock to take over and oper¬ 

ate the plant of Jackson & Phelan. 

J. M. McEwen & Sons, R. F. D. No. 19, Matthews, N. 

C., who have been operating a sawmill will install ma¬ 

chinery for manufacturing brick. Contracts are let. 

The United States Sewer Pipe Co., Irondale, Ohio, has 

been incorporated with $150,000 capital stock by J. Oscar 

Naylor, John A. Huston, C. L. Williams and H. J. May. 

T. K. Hamilton of Leavenworth, Kansas, L. P. Worden 

and Ben. A. Wood of Syracuse, Kansas, are contemplating 

the putting in of a dry pressed brick plant at the latter place. 

The Columbus & Hocking Clay Construction Co. has been 

incorporated in Ohio with $100,000 capital stock by David 

Paine, Clarence D. Kerr and J. M. Hartfield, all of 31 

Nassau St., New York. 

The Paxton Brick Co., Paxtonville, Pa., has been or¬ 

ganized by W. W. Swengle and others, and will make 

brick using the water power of Middle creek securing sev¬ 

eral hundred horse power if necessary. 

L. E. Fitch, who intended joining a company to build 

cement building material at Worthington, Minn., has de¬ 

cided to go into the tile business instead, and will furnish 

tile for the farmers of Nobles county. 

Capt. John N. Porter has purchased the Ohio River Clay 

Co.’s brick works from Park Bros., at Kenilworth (P. O. 

Congo), W. Va., and will put the plant in operation. Capt. 

Porter will rebuild the plant on a much larger scale. 

The Milwaukee (Oregon) Pressed Brick Company has 

been organized and will make an investment of $30,000. 

They have bought a tract of land on the Willamette River 

and will have both rail and water transportation facilities. 

The Birks Clay Co., 428 Market St., Camden, N. J., has 

been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. Incorpora¬ 
tors are William E. Decker of Camden, Edmund E. Wade 
of Blandon, Pa. and Imiah H. Green of Philadelphia, Pa. 
The plant will be near Blandon, Berks Co., Pa. 

A fire brick works has been erected at Girard, Ala., by 

A. L. Crawford. 

E. W. Redman has purchased the brick and tile business 

of D. C. Gibbs at Ithaca, Mich. 

M. D. Funk and William Jordan have purchased the 

Wray (Colo.) Brick Works from J. B. Beckwith. 

The Corbin (Ky.) Brick Co. has been incorporated with 

$5,000 capital stock and work started on a factory. 

Frank F. Bentley of Niles, Ohio, has been granted a 

brick pallet. It is what is known as a Bench pallet. 

The Conococheague Brick Co., Williamsport, Md., has 

installed a new dry press brick machine in their plant. 

The Red Star Brick Co., Jamestown, N. Y., recently re¬ 

ceived an order from the Brooks Locomotive Works for 

4.000,000 brick. 

The Colorado Brick Mfg. Co., Denver, Colo., has been 

incorporated with $60,000 capital stock by Ben Brewer, 

Oscar D. Cass and Samuel B. Colburn. 

The Liberty (Kansas) Light & Heating Co. will be or¬ 

ganized and a $35,000 brick plant will be built, utilizing the 

gas from a number of wells owned by the company. 

J. H. Thompson and Wm. Schmidt have formed a part¬ 

nership under the name of Eland Brick Co. and will build 

a brick works south of the village of Birnamwood, Wis. 

The Rensselaer (N. Y.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $25,000 capital stock, by C. J. Smith, R. H. Rollins 

and H. L. Brayton of Rensselaer, and G. J. Hatt of Albany. 

The Farmers’ Protective Association, Pomeroy, la., has 

been organized and a committee appointed to look up the 

building of a brick and tile factory. Alex. Peterson is 

president. 

The Hocking Valley Brick & Terra Cotta Co., Columbus, 

O., has been incorporated with $300,000 capital stock by S. 

J. Heafield, S. L. Douglas, Chas. L. Baird, John C. Baird 

and Franklin Rubrecht. 

The Pacific Mfg. & Supply Ass’n, San Pedro, Calif., 

has been organized with $25,000 capital stock and has ac¬ 

quired the old Alexander brick plant and will improve it. 

A. P. Peri is president and Phillip Gafifey, secretary and 

treasurer. 

The American 
Sandstone Brick 
Machinery Go. 

Saginaw, Mich. 

One of these presses made 
22 M. brick each consecu¬ 
tive day of ten hours for 
more than six months 
without a breakdown. An¬ 
other press made 4,235,000 
the first ten months, ten 
hours per day run; is now 
making 35M. per day, day 
and night run. We were 
the first to introduce the 
Komnick or hydrated lime 
system in the United 
States; also to build and 

install the complete plant and guarantee results, and are prepared to 
furnish complete or partial installation. 
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Albert Curtis has bought and will operate the old Jaehnig 

brick works at Reed City, Mich. 

The Raleigh (N. C.) Press Brick Co. has been or¬ 

ganized by T. T. Hay and others. 

The Canton (O.) Hollow Block Co. has increased its 

capital stock from $50,000 to $100,000. 

J. Fred Binder of Emans, Pa., has entered into partner¬ 

ship with Wm. F. Stimmel in the manufacture of brick at 

Kutztown. 

The Montrief-Earnest Vitrified Brick Works at El Reno, 

Okla., was destroyed by fire, causing a loss of $20,000, no 

insurance. 

Val. Holtz & Son, Grangeville, Idaho, are making ex¬ 

tensive improvements at their brick yard in order to fill 

the large orders accumulated. 

The Carthage (Texas) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $10,000 capital stock by T. J. Frazer, Jasper Collins 

and J. W. Cooke, all of Carthage. 

The C. J. Thornton Brick plant, located beyond the city 

limits at Vicksburg, Miss., has been destroyed by fire. The 

loss is $2,000. Insurance, $5,000. 

Huber Bros. & Wildman of Blair have bought land at 

Gotebo, Okla., and have purchased the granite brick plant 

machinery and will install it at Gotebo. 

The Schuylkill Pressed Brick Co., Schuylkill Haven, 

Pa., has been incorporated with $10,000 capital stock and 

a plant will be started on the Imboden farm. 

D. D. Olds, Walter M. Olive and J. R. Taylor have 

bought the brick yard owned by Dexter & Son at Wenat¬ 

chee, Wash., and will operate it at full capacity. 

Lowatsch & Latz, Kingston, N. Y., have incorporated to 

engage in the manufacture of brick below their mill on the 

Wilbur road. The plant will be started by June 15th. 

The Walkers Mills (Pa.) Stone & Brick Co. has been 

incorporated with $90,000 capital stock. Directors are 

James A. Ewing, Ernesto Bisi of Ewingsville and G. P. F. 

Wilhelm of Carnegie. 

The Dunbar (Pa.) Fire Brick Co. now have their ma¬ 
chinery in place and a temporary shed constructed so that 
they can make brick while they are rebuilding the plant 

which was recently destroyed by fire. 

BUII1DIN8 SUPPLIES 

WANTED 
The wonderful progress of Northwest and Western 

Canada has created a tremendous demand at 

WINNEPEQ 
for all classes of Building Material. We reach every Archi¬ 
tect, Builder, Contractor and Engineer in Northwestern and 
Western Canada. We reach every Brick Yard and Clay 
Worker. Write us for full particulars, etc. 

WESTERN CANADA CONTRACTOR 

720 Union Bank, Winnipeg, Canada. 

A BARE OPPORTUNITY. 
One thousand acres of “Fire Clay” with lignite coal in abundance on 

adjoining land. Clay of the following analysis with a vein running from 
four to forty feet. Some of it shows the same analysis, except has much 
less sand. 

ANALYSIS: 
Telephone Connection. 

CHEMICAL, LABORATORY, 
H. Endeman, Ph. D., 

Analysis, Consultations and Researches. 
23 William Street, New York, Aug. 9, 1904. 

Certificate of Analysis. 
For F. M. Greene, Atlanta. Texas. 

I have examined the sample of Clay marked as stated below and find 
the following results: 

It contains in 100 parts by weight— 
Alumnia. 19.88 1 
Silica.   20.95 
Hydrate water . 6.03 • CLAY 
Oxide of iron.  0.74 | 
Alkaline earths and alkalies. 2.22 J 
Coarse sand (sample .35.00 | SAND 
Dust sand.  15.18 j 

This clay situated in Texas. Would like to put it in as stock with good 
people to develop it. Samples and full particulars on application. 

F. M. GREENE, ATLANTA, TEXAS. 

The Chicago Fire Brick Co., Chamber of Commerce, Chi¬ 

cago, has increased its capital stock to $30,000. 

Bennett & Smith, Gleason, Tenn., are putting in a new 

up-to-date brick yard. They will operate same by a gaso¬ 

line engine. 

The brick yards of the late Daniel Robinson, Chester, Pa., 

have been leased by Wm. J. McClure, Jr. and William T. 

Vernon of Marens Hook. 

Capt. Adam Buch and John W. Snyder have purchased 
land at Portsmouth, O., and intend to form a company to 
engage in the paving brick trade. Mr. Snyder is secretary 

and treasurer of the Portsmouth Banking Co. 

LOCATIONS FOR 

NEW INDUSTRIES 
can be secured on the lines of the 

Chicago, Milwaukee & 
St. Paul Railway 

in the great middle west. It reaches the Copper 
Country and the pine and hardwood acres of North¬ 
ern Michigan, the lead, zinc and iron regions of Wis¬ 
consin, the coal fields of Illinois, Iowa and Missouri. 

Traverses the great agricultural and manufac¬ 
turing states of Iowa, Minnesota, North and South 
Dakota. Operates 7,000 miles of thoroughly 
equipped railroad. 

Correspondence is solicited with eastern manu¬ 
facturers who desire to move their factories to, or 
establish branches in the West. Co-operation with 
Business Men’s Associations on the lines of this 
railway in all matters affecting mutual interests 
is assured. 

Inquires should be as definite as possible. 

Address 

Industrial Department 

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway 

Room 1327, Railway Exchange 

Chicago 
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CLAY LAND FOR SALE. 
74 acres. Samples, pavers and sewer pipe, made 

from this clay, shows in all official tests equal to the 
standard pavers. Bed located on railroad and Erie 
canal, seven miles from Syracuse, N. Y. This city 
is to spend over a million dollars in sewerage. Paop- 
erty is sold on guarantee to make a No. 1 paver and 
sewer pipe. Terms easy. 

HENRY LOFTIE, 
216 Burnett Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

FOR SALE. 
An interest In my tile and brick plant, to one of 

experience, that can take charge and run it. Must 
be able to invest some money in plant. Plenty of 
good clay at back door, and good market at front 
door. This is an opportunity that you don’t olten 
run up against. Plant now running. Come and see 
or write 

S. H. RECORD, 
Charleston, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa¬ 
tion address 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 26,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention. 

TERRA HAUTE PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute, Ind. 

WANTED. 
'■ Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 
tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 

T, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE IN GAS BELT. 
A fine brick yard for sale. Dry Press. Every¬ 

thing new last year. Five up-draft kilns. Making 
money. Fine shale bank. Can make brick cheaper 
than any yard in Kansas. Reason for selling one of 
the partners has large oil interests in Indian Terri¬ 
tory. Will give time on part of price Making 
80,000 brick daily and ready sale. Address 

A. B., care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
A second-hand Four-Mold Dry Press. Has not 

been used more than a year. Good condition of re¬ 
pair guaranteed. Also good second-hand 44-inch 
Pulverizer. Address 

BOSTON, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Wanted, position as foreman or manager of a 

Dry Press Brick Plant of not less than 20,000 brick 
per day. A number of years experience. Address 

ELLIS, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Chambers End Cut Brick Machine, capacity 8,500 

brick daily. 75 double deck roller bearing stiff mud 
brick cars. 

STEELTON & HARRISBURG BRICK CO. 
Steelton, Pa. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
A good, reliable man of experience, with some 

capital to invest in and take charge of a new Dry 
Press Brick Plant. Plenty of shale, and good mar¬ 
ket for all the brick. Address 

DENIS, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED. 
A man who understands brick making in all its 

branches, and who has $5,000 to $10,000 to buy an 
interest in a large brick plant in the West, and take 
complete charge of same at a good salary. Plenty 
of business at good prices; no competition. Owner 
has other business and wants some one interested 
who can run the plant. Address, 

“West,” Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

Machinery For 

FOR SALE. 
50 rack oars for 32 inch pallets, capacity 432 brick; 

track gauge 24 inches. 
Also 55 flat cars for soft mud brick, with foot pallets 
Track gauge 25 Inches. 

Both styles of cars in first-class repair. 
ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second-hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT,” 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of various gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS OAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x34 inches. Address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

COR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DE ALE R, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

MACHINERY WANTED. 
Second-hand 9-foot dry pan, screens, elevators, pug 

mill, large size Chambers’ brick machine, belting, 
pulleys, cable and dump cars. Also 150 to 250 h. p. 
Corliss engine, and two 100 h. p. boilers. 

J. O. C., care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and Tile plant, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery, 60,000 daily capacity, down draft kilns, 
inexhaustible bed of best clay suitable for all kinds 
of building, facing and paving brick, drain, tile, 
sewer pipe, etc., on two railroads, demand very 
good. Address B, care of Clay Record. 

FOR SALE. 
A going, money-making hollow block plant. 

Best location In Ohio. Also well equipped for face, 
common, paving and common brick. Includes coal 
mine and 125 acres of four foot Cambridge coal, 
overlaid with shale and underlaid with fire clay. 
Good prices and more orders than can be filled. 
Plant comparatively new and in excellent condition. 
Will be sold at $40,000, two-thirds original cost, 
one-half cash and one-half credit. Good reason for 
Beilins. Address, 
THE GUERNSEY BRICK & CONTSRUCTION CO. 

Cambridge, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
2,000 ft. 12-lb. steel rails, used one season. 

11,000 32-in. x 9J4-in No. 1 White Pine Pallets. 
One set Brick Moulds, new, 9 x 4J4 x 2/e inches. 
One 48-in. Leviathan Belt for Potts’ Sander, new. 
One Potts’ Dump Table, used one season. 

RIVERSIDE BRICK CO. 
Green Bay, Wis. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
One Standard Brick Machine, steam power, 

30,000 capacity. 24 new Brick Moulds. 11,000 Pal¬ 
lets. Three Off-Bearing Trucks All in first-class 
condition. Owner, E. J. SWARTZ & SON, 

Syracuse, Ind. 

FOR SALE. 
One Model “B” Four-Mould Dry Press, used only 

a short time, thoroughly overhauled. 
Model B, care Clay Reoord, Chicago. 

PERFORATED METALS 
for all purposes 

Prompt shipment of all 
orders guaranteed. 

H. S. SIMPSON, 
817.Chamber of Commerce 

Chicago. Ill. 

paper Jogger, quoted. 

R. A. HART. 41 White St., 

Ho bettor made, cut from 
S3 end $10, to 

4 Wheel, $3.00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity dally, 8 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections, 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. 0. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines. from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
6 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1732 Powers St.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 808, Williamsport, Pa. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery In first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
Barnhart style “R," good condition, large enough 

to dig clay for 100,000 brick in 8 hours. Apply to 
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY, 

918 Chamber of Commerce, 
Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
One 5-ft. Style Americin Dry Pan. practically new. 
One 10-hp. Gasoline Engine, complete. 

KIAMENSI CLAY .CO. 
Newport, Del. 

9-FT. DRY PAN WANTED. 
We could use another Dry Pan and will buy at 

once if good and cheap. Will buy 25,000 capaoity 
Stiff Mud Machine and Pug Mill and Dunlop Screen. 

GOETZ PRESSED BRICK CO. 
New Albany, Ind. 

SETTER WANTED. 
A first-class brick setter. State age, experience, 

reference and salary expected. 
Box M, Neshkoro, Wis. 

SAND LIME PLANT. 
Huennekes System Plant, including best Four- 

Mould Boyd Press. Jeffrey Sand Dryer and Con¬ 
veyor; all practically new and In good condition; 
will be sold at less than half of construction cost. 

Address, SAGINAW PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Saginaw Mich. 
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Brick and Mortar Coloring 
After twenty years “Clinton” colors still stand at 
the head. Get the genuine, with the “ Little Yel¬ 
low Side-Label.” 

CLINTON METALLIC PAINT CO., Clinton, N. Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

WARNING 
NOTICE is hereby given that the process of drying and 

burning brick by first setting green, undried brick in horizon¬ 
tal courses in a kiln to form a layer thereof, then covering and 
drying such layer, and successively coursing, capping and dry¬ 
ing separate layers of green, undried brick upon the last dried 
layer until all the layers are thoroughly dried, and then burn¬ 
ing, is patented in U. S. Letter Patent No. 485199 to J. C. Kenzel, 
dated Nov. 1, ls92, and all persons are hereby warned against 
using such processes without grant or license from the under¬ 
signed owners of said patent. Unauthorized use of the patented 
process will render the user liable to an action for infringement 
and the payment of damages to the owners of the patent, whose 
rights thereunder will be strictly enforced. 

J. C. KENZEL, 
J. S. KRAUSS, 

P. O. Box 271. 128 Logan St., Knoxville, Tenn. 

^ MtMl WYWY WWW WWW%. 

Refractory Cement 
(So called because it is worked the same as cement) 

A high refractory composition that can be used the 

same as cement, cured and put to use in twelve to twenty- 

four hours, and will endure any degree of heat that fire¬ 

clay products will. 

Applied to the inside of a kiln it will protect the walls 

and give increased refractivity; will reduce the cost of 

repair, and save fuel in any kiln. 

Every boiler furnace should be lined inside with 

“Refractory Concrete.” It will protect the walls and 

increase the heating capacity by preventing rediation. 

For insulating steam pipes this composition is guaran¬ 

teed equal to asbestos or magnesia felt; the cost per foot 

to cover a 3-inch to the thickness of 1 inch will be 4c. 

Refractory brick of a high order can be formed from 

the composition on any cement brick machine. 

For flue linings, chimney blocks and tops, floor and 

partition blocks, conduits for electric wires, etc., this is 

the ideal material. 

Refractory Concrete can be combined with any aggre¬ 

gate used in the formation of cement products. 

For information pertaining to your particular require¬ 

ment, and prices, address. 

HI. Ht. STOWELL 
NEW CORYDON, INDIANA ^ 

The Burlington Route 
calls attention to manufacturers seeking a 
new location to its Industrial Department. 
This department is established for the 
benefit of manufacturers. Information on 
the three Rs of manufacturing—Power, 
Raw Material, Market—can be had by 
writing 

Burlington 
Route 

W. H. M ANSS, 
Industrial Commissioner, 

209 Adams St., CHICAGO. 

CLAY RECORD IS A SEMI-MONTHLY 

NOW READY—A TREATISE ON 

PRODUCER-GAS and 
GAS-PRODUCERS 

BY AN ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITY. 

A 300-page book containing thirty chapters, giving the fundamental 
principles and definitions, calculations, classifications, manufacture and 
use; the fuel, the requirements, the history, its by-products, Producer- 
Gas for firing kilns, steam boilers, and power plants. The 
future of the Gas-producer and a bibliography. 

OVER 100 CHOICE ILLUSTRATIONS—PRICE, $4.00. 

A subscription to the CLAY RECORD for one year without additional 
charge to those that are not now subscribers. 

CLAY RECORD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

A NEW CLAY FEEDER AND MI\ER 

The Rust Clay Feeder has been brought out in response to a better 
method for mixing and feeding clay in brick, tile and all clay working 
plants. By the use of this feeder the services of two men are entirely dis¬ 
pensed with, the clay being dumped into hopper of machine from car is 
automatically fed into the disintegrator. The spirals draw their supply 
evenly from all parts of the hopper, mixing the clay perfectly, which 
tends both to improve and increase the output of the plant. 

Send for full descriptive circular. 

MarionMachine.FoundryandSupplyCo. 
Marion, Ind. 
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J Something New 
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Brick 
*9 

Dryers l 
The Dennis Double Cham¬ 
ber Up and Down Draft 
Brick Kilns and Direct 
Heat and Hot Air Brick 
Dryers show many new 
features that make them 
superior to all others 
Economical, durable and 
strong in construction and 
operation, having many 
points of advantage thal. 
appeal to practical brick 
makers. Patented April 14, 
1903 and September 8, 1908, 
Brick plants installed an't 
putin operation. Write to • 

booklet. Correspondenc > 
solicited. 

F. W. DENNIS, 

145.Water SI., Norfolk, Va. 
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Absolutely safe and reliable. Ask your friends 

A WOODEN TOWER 
Is a source of annoyance and danger. It is 
liable to rot and collapse at any time. A 

CALDWELL STEEL TOWER 
is safe, staunch and durable and will carry 
four times the weight of the filled tank. 
Expensive labor is not necessary to erect 
these outfits, your own men can do it. We 
furnigh all plans. 

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list. 

W. E. CALDWELL C0„ Louisville, Ky. 

SSL FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 
” i oinsgi 

i; THE “CHILDS” 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

APPROVED 
! , and included in the list of approved extinguish- 
j , ers issued by the 

National Fire Protection Association 
SALESMEN WANTED 

\ O. J. CHILDS CO. 
/ Sole Mfgrs. UTICA, N- Y- 
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PERFECTION BRICK MOULDS 

■ 
■ 
■ 

PATENTED) JAN. 28, 1902. 

These are the 
kind of Brick 
Mi 'iilrls the Brick 
Makers have al¬ 
ways wanted but 
could not get till 

1 now. You can 
get a mould that 
the vents are 
richt all the time 
No change 
whether the 
Mould is wet or 
dry. Try a sam¬ 
ple order. Satis¬ 
faction guaran¬ 
teed. 

THE ARNOLD-GREAGER CO. 
Manufacturers of Brick Machinery 
• nd Supplies of all Kinds. NEW LONDON, OHIO. 

Robert F, Wentz, M.W. S. E. 
701 National Bank Building, Allentown, Pa. 

DESIGNER AND BUILDER OF 

Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Plants, Analysis, 
Tests, Examinations, Reports, Preliminary Plans, 
Estimates and Complete Drawings and Specifications 
for Modern Cement and Sand Lime Brick Works. 

We have designed, built and reconstructed twenty-two 
Cement Plants in the past twenty years. 

We design and equip complete Cement and Sand-Lime 
Brick Plants with the most modern machinery. 

THE HYDRO - MALAXATOR PROCESS for the 
manufacture of Sand-Lime Brick. 

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBfl ■■■■■ 
l 

How to Use Portland Cement* 1 
From the German of L. Golinelli. 

Translated by Spencer B. Newberry, E. M., Ph. D. 
A booklet of 30 pages, inches. 

PRICE, SO CENTS. 
22,000 copies sold in Germany. 

Portland Cement Sidewalk Construction. 
Compiled by P. B Beery, and based upon the 
experience of many successful contractors. 

A booklet of 30 pages, 5J£x6J£ inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 

IIBRaSBIllllllIRItk.JIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

Brick Moulds and 
Brick Barrows 

With Moulds and Barrows it is not the first 

cost, but it is, will they last? We have made 

them for over 30 years and know your wants. 

All kinds and shapes. A trial order will con¬ 

vince. 

James B. Crowell & Son, 
Wallkill, N. Y. 
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H. IML. DEAVITT, 
PRACTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST, 

Garden City Block, 

CHICAGO. 

Analyses of Clay, Sand, Lime, Cement Materials and 

Shales a specialty. 

Special attention given to the preparation of Clay Pro¬ 

ducts from the raw material. 

A well equipped laboratory and long experience in this 

branch of work enables us to give expert reports on obtaining 

glazes on refractory materials. 

All enquiries in regard to the above will receive prompt 

attention. 
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AESTHETIC POSSIBILITIES IN THE USE OF 

CLAY PRODUCTS IN ARCHITECTURE.*f 

By James M. White, Professor of Architectural Engineering, 

University of Illinois. 

I am very glad to present this subject because it touches the re¬ 

lation between the manufacturer and the architect, and probably 

few of you realize how dependent the architect is on the manufac- 

others because of their artistic merit, and in some instances fash¬ 

ion plays an important part. Cost alone is becoming less frequently 

the controlling element, and the salesman must be prepared to 

exploit the strength and durability of his materials and to show 

certificates from testing laboratories in proof of his statements; 

he must be able to discuss its aesthetic possibilities, for the results 

often depend more upon a proper combination with other materials 

than upon what can be seen in the sample itself. There never can 

I. Marble Columns and Rich Terra Cotta Ornamentation, Pavia, Italy. 

turer for his success or how'valuable the support of the architects 

may be to you. 

Some building materials find a market because of their durability, 

♦Delivered at the 28th annual meeting of the Illinois Clayworkers’ Association, 
held at Champaign, Jan. 23-24-25. 1906. 

Jlllustrated by lantern slides. 

be any absolute criterion by which to judge the artistic merit of 

a brick or a tile, but there is a way to employ almost anything so 

as to get artistic results, and it will pay every manufacturer to 

know how such results are to be obtained with his product. 

The editor of The Brickbuilder says editorially in January, 1897, 
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that "it is a melancholy and somewhat humiliating fact that under 

existing conditions the quality of brickwork is—all things consid¬ 

ered—probably worse in America than in any other civilized coun¬ 

try, while the quality of bricks is often better than elsewhere.” 

With the introduction of the fine grades of bricks we have de 

veloped a love of fine joints which are so thin as to be of no use 

constructively, which rob the work of all character and gives to it 

a hard, dry, sleek appearance which can appeal to no artistic in¬ 

stinct. Until quite recently the ideal of an exterior brick wall was 

one with even and hardly visible joining and with a uniformity of 

color which produced a surface absolutely devoid of character 01 

interest and without the charm of color, which comes naturally and 

inevitably where bricks are used without culling and are laid with 

joints sufficiently wide to tell in the color scheme. Brickwork to 

II. The Wetzel Building, East Forty-fourth Street, New York. 

invite attention must be unconventional in treatment, and of late 

our architects have been learning the beauty of color variety in 

brick, and the value of the jointing 4s an element in the color and 

texture of the wall, and these walls of monotonous sameness have 

become less common. The first departure from the ordinary red 

was a gray buff, which was put on the market about 1863, and used 

to easily bring sixty dollars per thousand. At the present time we 

can get white, buff, red, gray, brown, old gold, mottled, and all the 

intermediate shades of brick, but with all this variety they are often 

laid without culling, as they ought always to be. 

1 he greater effectiveness and interest given to the appearance 

of a brick wall surface by the true English and Flemish bonds has 

also come to be appreciated, and these are more and more used in 

place of the insipid stretchei work which was invariable twenty years 

ago. Owing, however to the fact that common bricks in this country 

are rarely made, as they ought to be, so that two headers with the 

intermediate joint will be just equal to a stretcher, it is difficult 

and expensive to make use of these bonds. The width of the brick 

HI. A Building Designed on Mediaeval Traditions at Bologna, Italy. 

in relation to its length is usually too short, and the result is that 

the strongest of these two bonds, the true English bond with al 

ternate courses of headers and stretchers, can rarely be made use 

of without cutting the brick to avoid the vertical joints coming over 

IV. A Modern Brick ancl Terra Cotta Building, Bologna, Italy. 

each other to the detriment of strength as well as appearance. For 

this reason the Flemish bond is more often employed; but even in 

this bond the headers can be brought over each other only with 

considerable pains. Some communities have tried to remedy the 
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defect by legislation, and the following bill, which was submitted 

to the legislature of Massachusetts, indicates a size which would 

give satisfactory results: 

Section i. From the first day of July of the year nineteen hun¬ 

dred and three, all bricks manufactured or sold in this common¬ 

wealth shall be known as standards or seconds. 

Section 2. The size of standard face bricks shall be eight and 

three-eighths by four and one-eighth by two and one-fourth 

inches, and the size of standard common bricks shall be eight and 

one-fourth by four by two and one-fourth inches. 

Section 3. All bricks not of standard size shall be seconds. 

From some recently published articles on brickwork I have ab¬ 

stracted the following descriptions to show by what combinations 

some architects have striven to avoid monotonous uniformity with¬ 

out having to await the weathering effect of years: 

Red brick laid without sorting for color and with deep concave 

joints. 

As a single instance of modern English work, I cite Westminster 

Cathedral, which is one of the remarkable recent buildings in Lon¬ 

don, and as it is a very artistic structure built to stand for cen¬ 

turies it is of interest to note the materials selected: “For the ex¬ 

terior Bracknell red facing bricks two inches thick were used, with 

wire-cut bricks for the piers, and hard blue bricks for the outside 

facing of the underground vaults and sacristy and for the damp- 

courses, set in nearly neat cement. English bond was generally 

adopted, except for the outer facing, which was bonded to the back¬ 

ing with one course of binders to four of stretchers, without the 

use of quarter bats. Inside the building stock bricks were employed. 

The mortar was composed of Portland cement and clean sharp 

Thames sand, mixed in the proportion of one to three. The courses 

were well rubbed in and flushed up as work proceeded, with a good 

substantial mortar joint throughout. The blue bricks will sustain 

a pressure of seven hundred tons per square foot, and are imper¬ 

vious to moisture.” 

V. Terra Cotta Ornamentation on Hospital at Milan, Italy. 

A speckled red brick laid on its face in black mortar. 

Mottled gray brick in white mortar with red shingle tile roof. 

Cream colored brickwork in white mortar with trimmings of 

glazed white terra cotta. 

Roman bricks, almost orange tan in mass, but full of variety in 

shading and texture, with a shingle tile roof of a dull salmon pink. 

Bands of light pinkish red bricks and ivory toned terra cotta 

in gray white mortar. 

Pinkish sand mould brick with grayish headers laid in white 

mortar. 

Red sand mould brick with black headers laid in black mortar. 

Red sand mould brick laid in Flemish bond with about one-third 

of the headers vitrified and of a soft gray color such as are found 

in wood-burnt kilns. 

While we are advancing rapidly in our appreciation of the possi¬ 

bilities of brickwork the great opportunities for the artistic use of 

tile are scarcely appreciated even by the average architect, and oth¬ 

ers are not bold enough to follow their inclination to employ them 

for fear that the result will be so unusual and striking as to cause 

comment. This is much to be regretted, since with tiles, whether 

upon the roof proper or upon the sides of the building, very many 

rational and natural artistic effects are possible. There are three 

general methods by which such artistic results may be obtained: 

first, by the color or combination of colors; second, by the shape 

of the tile; and third, by the combination of tiles of different shapes 

and colors into groups or patterns. As a matter of fact, none of 

these three methods are new, but have been employed by archi¬ 

tects of all countries for many centuries, and are still full of possi¬ 

bilities. 
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The first consideration is that of color, and all the other artistic 

possibilities of tile are of secondary importance. The flat, dead, 

absolutely even tone that one frequently sees throughout an entire 

building, indicating that great care has been taken to select brick, 

terra cotta trimmings, and roof tile of the same identical color, is a 

lasting monument to a lost opportunity. The old tile roofs of 

Europe, generally so beautiful and harmonious in color as to have 

often called forth praise, are types to be well considered. It is prac¬ 

tically impossible to find one of them of even shade throughout, and 

though the variations upon the same roof are extreme, the result 

is almost invariably artistic. The color possibilities of tile are al¬ 

most limitless and therefore nothing need be crude or harsh. All 

the shades of brick are feasible and, when in addition the results 

of glazing are included with all its attendant hues and special ef¬ 

fects the combinations become innumerable. 

VI. Terra Cotta Details in the City Museum at Bologna, Italy. 

Colored tiles which give flowing lines on a roof have greater 

possibilities than any other roofing material, but a certain amount 

of irregularity is an added element of charm, and I wish we had 

mechanics with enough of the artistic sense so that they could be 

permitted to vary a little from the chalk line and the square. A 

roof that is absolutely uniform in line and color is monotonous even 

though the light and shade effect on each tile is all that could be 

desired. 

No hard and fast rule can be laid down for color combinations, 

and the extraordinary range and fine gradations of color that have 

been produced of late years seem to have added an element of dan¬ 

ger to an already doubtful situation. 

In selecting colors architects sometimes mislead themselves by 

placing small tablets of brick, terra cotta and tile side by side on 

an office table. In this they are liable to forget that any of these 

colors when seen in the mass at a distance under other conditions 

of light may produce an effect that will prove quite disappointing. 

They are likewise misled at times by specially prepared “samples,” 

or such as have not been taken at random from a purely commercial 

output. 

VII. A Modern Brick and Terra Cotta Building at Bologna, Italy. 

VIII. An Old Brick and Terra Cotta Church at Bologna, Italy. 

Perhaps the safest, certainly the least expensive, test will be 

found in a critical inspection of current work on which others may 

have experimented with more or less success. 
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Whether terra cotta should be made to match the brick used in 

connection with it, or to stand out in contrast with its setting, often 

becomes a subject of debate. The question is one that can not be 

settled without reference to the style and character of the build¬ 

ing, its situation and surroundings. These are the governing fac¬ 

tors on which an intelligent decision must be based. The same 

aesthetic considerations should be applied to the use of terra cotta 

as to stone, but unfortunately terra cotta is still suffering from the 

stigma of being a cheap material and is not given the same chance 

that would be accorded to stone. 

The good artist in brick values properly the use of molded brick 

and terra cotta and uses them whenever he can do so safely and 

artistically. The bad artist seems to rejoice in the endless profusion 

of ornament with which the cheap reproduction of molded forms 

supplies him. 

IX. An Ancient Terra Cotta Doorway at Bologna, Italy. 

PERUZZI’S TOWER, SIENNA. 

Description by W. P. P. Longfellow. 

Every detail is in brick; there is not a line or scrap of stone or 

of terra cotta in the whole. Even of mplded bricks the forms are 

few, very simple, and very sparingly used; there are only the cyma- 

tiums of the cornices, a quarter-round and a cavetto for their bed 

moldings, the echinuses of the quasi-Doric capitals, and apparently 

—I am not quite sure of this—their neck moldings. All the rest 

is of plain, square-edged brick, yet the design is neither bald nor 

rude, nor yet inarticulate. All desirable detail is there; the pro¬ 

portion is so finely adjusted, the relief so delicate and yet so firm, 

the emphasis so well bestowed, that the tower has the effect of a 

finely treated design in wrought stone, and an air of elegance which 

it is very rare to find in pure brickwork. 

The cupola is adjusted to the tower with admirable grace. It is 

a low octagonal cupola, a little less in diameter than the square 

shaft beneath, with square paneled walls pierced by rectangular 

windows, crowned by a plain entablature, and bearing an octagonal 

dome. Small scroll buttresses, set against the diagonal faces, fill 

the angles of the square below at the junction. They are not of 

beautiful outline, but make the difficult transition from the octagon 

to the square with unusual elegance. The curves of the dome are 

circular, making its section a pointed arch and so considerably 

higher than a hemisphere. 

X. Peruzzi’s Tower, Sienna. 

THE COLOR QUESTION SETTLED. 

That is what the Rieketson Mineral Paint Works, Mil¬ 

waukee, Wis., say in their new and latest leaflet. It's quality 

that they wish to call your attention to, and it’s quality 

that counts. No getting around that. One cannot afford 

to slight or to be stingy with a little color in making their 

goods. 

The Reds, .Browns, Buffs, Purple and Black never fade 

and are used for cement building blocks, clay or cement, 

cement and sand line brick. Write direct to them if you are 

interested. 
-•-++- 

Four hundred employes of the brick works at Mechanics- 

ville, N. Y., are on a strike, asking for 25 cents per day 

more pay. 
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REFRACTORY MATERIALS AND THEIR AP¬ 
PLICATION.* 

By A. J. Aubrey, St. Louis. 

While metallurgy has made rapid strides forward in the 
advancement of science, the study of refractory materials 
has lagged behind like the proverbial race horse that “also 
ran,” and the writer ventures the assertion that there is less 
available knowledge at hand concerning this one subject 
than of any other factor of so vital an importance to the 
practice of metallurgy and to other manufacturing inter¬ 
ests. There is a dearth of scientific data on this subject and 
while the physical constants of even some of our rarest 
metals have been determined, practically nothing along sim¬ 
ilar lines can be found in our various reference books con¬ 
cerning refractory materials. 

The writer has attempted to prepare a paper outlining the 
scope and possibilities of proper study and research in the 
field of refractory material, offering a few personal observa¬ 
tions, with a view not of illuminating this convention, but 
rather of presenting to you a few facts with which some of 
you are undoubtedly familiar. 

Refractory is the term generally applied to materials that 
are fusible, only at or above 3000° F., approximately Seger 
Cone 27. Broadly speaking, refractory materials are mate¬ 
rials infusible at the temperatures at which they are used. 

Classifying and arranging the list of refractory materials, 

we have them as follows: 
First. Carbon and Carborundum: Withstanding the 

highest temperatures—4000 F., to 7000 F. and above. 
Second. Magnesite, Bauxite. Lime, Dolomite and Chro¬ 

mite: Withstanding medium high temperature—3400 F., 
to 4000 F. 

Third. Silica, Flint Fire Clay Kaolins and Plastic Fire 
Clay : Withstanding low temperatures—2800 F., to 3400 F. 

Briefly describing their uses and characteristics we have 
first: 

Carbon : This is a material that one seldom stops to con¬ 
sider as a refractory on account of its combustibility, but 
which is nevertheless that most highly infusible of all re¬ 
fractory materials known. At the highest temperature at¬ 
tainable it volatilizes, and at all temperatures above ioo° C., 
it combines readily with oxygen, for which it has great 
affinity. It can only be used as a refractory material, there¬ 
fore, in cases where it is not exposed to the atmosphere, for 
example: in air tight chamber such as the inside of an elec¬ 
tric resistance furnace. 

A recent patent, by F. Bolling, covers the production of 
carbon blocks covered with carborundum. The carbon 
block of desired form is embedded in a mass of finely pow¬ 
dered silicon, or borum carbide, and by means of a “special 
firing process” the surfaces of these blocks are transformed 
into carborundum by “absorption.” Beyond its use for 
lining electric furnaces carbon finds little use as a refractorv 
material, but inasmuch as the electric furnace is on the in¬ 
crease, it bids fair to be used more extensively in the future. 

Carborundum and the Silico-Carbides: Carborundum is 
composed of seventy parts silica, and thirty parts carbon, 
and is manufactured from coke and sand in the electric fur¬ 
nace at Niagara Falls. 

Silico-Carbides: The silico-carbides, or siloxicon are 
compounds of oxygen, silica and carbon in varying propor¬ 
tions, formed at temperatures below the formation of car¬ 
borundum and are therefore less refractory. Carborundum 
is infusible at 7000 F. and is unaffected by gases such as 
oxygen, ozone, chlorine or bromine at 3000 F. At temper¬ 
atures ranging considerably above 3000° F. it is attacked by 

* Read at the 1906 meeting of the National Brick Manufacturers' Association 
held at Philadelphia in February. 

chlorine and oxygen, the latter forming a coating of silica 
over the grains at these temperatures. It is decomposed by 
fused alkalies and is decidedly acted upon by basic slags at 
high temperatures, but at temperatures around 3000° F. is 

not affected. 
For making carborundum blocks tar and glue are used as 

binders, after which the blocks are subjected to a firing pro¬ 
cess at high temperatures consisting of a period of long con¬ 
tinued oxydation which forms a coating of silica over the 
grains and binds them firmly together. Fire clay and sodium 
silicate are also used as bonds; for ordinary temperatures; 
that is. below electric furnace temperatures. A lining bond¬ 
ed with sodium silicate softens at high heat. Fire clay 
serves better for this reason. Brick coated with carborun¬ 
dum have a hard surface that cannot be scratched with the 
hardest tool steel. By means of carborundum you can cre¬ 
ate a dense, hard impenetrable surface on a porous flint-clav 

brick. 
Mr. E. Kilburn Scott in a paper heard before the Fara¬ 

day Society on “Refractory Materials,” cites several instan¬ 
ces of the recent uses of carborundum as a wash over fire 
brick, showing that it gave decided improvement and that it 
was not necessary to have a homogeneous body of carborun¬ 
dum in order to take advantage of its properties. 

He cites an instance of a welding furnace, in which the 
lining was coated with carborundum, that showed no seri¬ 
ous effects after six months service. He also mentions its 
use for repairing cracked gas retorts, pointing the joints of 
brickwork in by-product coke ovens in order to make them 
gas tight, protecting iron pipes that are subjected to high 
heat in blast furnaces, etc. In the latter case the life of the 
iron pipes was increased from two and one-half to nine 
months. When used as a covering for iron or metals, the 
metal must be kept heated as the coating of carborundum 

falls off when cool. 
Oxide of aluminum, or alumina, occurs naturally as corun¬ 

dum (A1 2 O 3) the anhydrous oxide which is found only 
in small quantities, also as diaspors, gibbsite and bauxite, 
the hydrous oxides, of which bauxite is the only one found 
in commercial quantities. Pure alumina is also made as a 
by-product in the Goldstein Thermit process and has the 
trade name “Corubin.” 

“Corubin,” is free from water, has a low coefficient of ex¬ 
pansion and does not lose this latter characteristic when 
bonded with fire clay, according to Dr. Buchner of Mann¬ 
heim. A vessel made of pure corubin can be heated to a 
red heat and cooled suddenly with water without cracking. 
It also has a high refractory value for coating brick and 
tubes exposed to high temperatures. 

Bauxite, which is a hydrated oxide of aluminum, corres¬ 
ponding to the formula (A1 2 O 3 2 H 2 O) is found in 
Georgia and Alabama, in New Mexico, and in Arkansas, the 
latter State furnishing the greater part of the bauxite used 
at the present time in this country. It is highly refractory, 
fusing at electric furnace temperatures depending upon the 
purity of the variety used, as it contains silica, oxides of iron 
and titanium, in varying quantities. 

It is basic and is unaffected by oxygen at all tempera¬ 
tures ; is specially resistant to basic slags and oxides of the 
metals in fusion. It is now used for lining the hot zones 
of rotary portland cement kilns and the walls of lead refin¬ 
ing furnaces, and has been tested and shown up very favor¬ 
ably in connection with basic open-hearth furnaces. 

Sir Wm. Siemens found it a superior lining for iron and 
steel furnaces, lasting six times as long as the “Stourbridge 
first brick.” Its application is in the experimental stage, 
and undoubtedly it will assume a place among the refractory 
materials used at the present time. 

Magnesia or Oxide of Magnesium, familiarly called 
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Magnesite, is obtained by calcining the mineral magnesite 
or magnesium carbonate which occurs in Austria, Greece, 
Norway, So. India, and in our own country in California. 
It is highly refractory when pure, but generally carries silica 
and iron as impurities. It fuses at electric furnace tempera¬ 
tures, depending on its purity. 

In chemical activity it is basic and resists the action of 
basic corrosive slags, such as are encountered in the basic 
opeii hearth steel furnaces. For this reason, it is widely 
employed in furnaces of the above type. It also finds some 
use in rotary portland cement kilns. E. Kilburn Scott 
claims that “electrically shrunk crystallized magnesite” is 
“highly refractory” and can be used as a wash over fire brick 
to great advantage. 

Pure magnesia tubes and crucibles are now manufac¬ 
tured by the Royal Porcelain Factory of Berlin. They are 
not only refractory, but can be heated suddenly in an air 
blast without danger of cracking and show no electrolysis 
when heated up to 1750 C. in an electric furnace, which is 
quite important. 

Chromite or Chrome Ore is an oxide of Chromium (Cr2 
O3) and is very infusible, but is not extensively used. In 
chemical activity it is neutral and is used for separating 
basic and acid brick where they come together as in the 
walls of a basic-open hearth furnace ; for example, the hearth 
is lined with magnesite which is basic, and the crown and 
walls with silica brick, which are acid. Usually a course of 
chrome brick is layed between the tw_o to avoid chemical 
action at high temperatures. The brick are bonded with 
fire clay and molded and burnt similar to fire brick. 

Dolomite, which is a mixed carbonate of lime and mag¬ 
nesia (MgCo3CaCo3) is calcined and separated from its 
carbonic acid gas. It is manufactured into brick and irt 
England is used quite extensively in the basic open hearth 
furnaces as its chemical action is basic, but it is not entirely 
satisfactory and is being replaced by magnesite. 

Lime is very infusible, but is little used as a refractory 
on account of its difficult application. It can be applied as 
the bvrate, afterwards heating it to drive off the water, but 
it must be kept constantly heated above 100 C. to keep it 
from hydrating again. It is quite soft and a poor abrasive 
although it is practically as good a heat insulator as fire 
brick. It is highly basic and is attacked by acid gases such 
as carbon dioxide (CO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2), chlorine, 
etc. So far its use has been very limited. 

Silica is one of the commonest of the earth’s minerals 
occurring in various forms, and still it is one of our best 
low grade refractories, fusing at about 3220° F. At high 
temperature it becomes an active acid and has great affinity 
for basic substances, attacking them readily. It is manu¬ 
factured into brick from crushed gannister of quartz rock, 
as sand is not suitable, is then bonded with about 2% hy¬ 
drated lime and moulded into brick and burnt in kilns like 
fire brick. When made, the brick analyze about 95 per cent, 
to 96 per cent, silica. They are used extensively in the 
crowns and walls of open hearth steel furnaces, in glass pot 
furnaces, copper furnaces and elsewhere. 

Articles are now being produced from fused quartz which 
are highly refractory and are unattacked by acids. On ac¬ 
count of their low coefficient of expansion these articles can 
readily be plunged into cold water while white hot without 
serious effects. 

Fire Clay: The refractory clays comprise the plastic and 
fiint fire clays, the kaolins and ball clays. The plastic and 
flint fire clays are very generally used, but the kaolins and 
ball clays are seldom employed as refractory materials prin¬ 
cipally because they are more valuable for other purposes. 

The plastic and flint clays are used in combination and 
separately. Brick are made entirely from flint fire clays 

as well as with varying proportions of both flint and plastic 
clays. Occasionally plastic clays are mixed with coarse 
particles of quartz though this practice is generally declin¬ 
ing. 

The refractoriness of a fire clay depends on its silica- 
alumina ratio, on the nature and content of its fluxes, and on 
its fineness of grain. Of these the most important is un¬ 
doubtedly the silica-alumina ratio; the lower the silica con¬ 
tent and higher the alumina the more refractory will be the 
clay. With some few exceptions, it has been generally ob¬ 
served that brick that run over 65 per cent, silica are not 
refractory. (See paper on “Refractoriness of Some Amer¬ 
ican Fire-brick,” by R. F. Weber in Trans-American Insti¬ 
tute of Mining Engineers.) The average range of the silica 
in refractory bricks is between 55 per cent, and 65 per cent. 
It has generally been observed that in refractory brick where 
the total content of fluxes is high the silica-alumina ratio 
is generally low, and that where the silica-alumina ratio is 
low the total content of fluxes may be high without serious¬ 
ly injuring its refractory qualities. However, the silica con¬ 
tent of a brick, in which coarse quartz particles are added 
for a non-plastic, cannot be compared with the silica con¬ 
tent of a fire clay brick where the only free silica there is, 
is what occurs naturally in the clay. In this case a rational 
analysis and an analysis of the clay forming the matrix of 
the brick is required to admit of any comparison. Indeed 
a great deal of the confusion that exists in comparisons of 
chemical analysis is due to the fact that no distinction is 
made between brickcarrying quartz particles as an addition 
and those containing free silica naturally. A highly alum¬ 
inous matrix is an important feature as the matrix generally 
fuses first on account of its fineness. It is possible to pro¬ 
duce a refractory brick using quartz as non-plastic pro¬ 
vided a highly aluminous clay is used for the matrix and 
the quartz particles are sufficiently coarse. 

The fusibility of fire clays varies widely. The most re¬ 
fractory clays fuse between Seger Cones 33 and 36, approx¬ 
imately 3254° to 3362° F. Others fuse anywhere between 
3000° and 3250° F., while some of the low grade clays 
which, however, are not generally classed as fire clays, fuse 
between 2800° and 3000° F. 

At the present time there are many different kinds of fire 
brick put upon the market. They vary greatly in quality, 
in physical and chemical compositions. The mechanical 
treatment the clay receives in manufacture tends to give it 
certain characteristics. For instance, grinding, mixing, 
aging, weathering, washing, semi-drying and repressing, 
hand-making and machine-making, burning, etc., all have 
their different effects on the product. 

To intelligently produce a brick of certain qualities, we 
must find out what qualities are required in a brick for a 
certain purpose, and to do this we must turn our attention 
to the smelters and furnaces where they are to be used. In 
general we must familiarize ourselves with the chemical 
and physical conditions in these furnaces, such as the tem¬ 
peratures attained, the slags or fluxes, if any, that are to be 
encountered, the mechanical action such as abrasion, the 
action of gases oxidizing or reducing, the nature of the 
fuel, oil, gas, coke or coal, and the manner in which it is 
used, the position and construction of the material in the 
furnace, whether it is required to stand compression, ten¬ 
sile or bending strains, etc. 

Having a working knowledge of our furnaces, we now 
turn out attention to our materials and study the following 
points in connection with them. 

1. Fusibility. 
2. Chemical activity of the material at high tempera¬ 

tures, acid, basic or neutral. How acted upon bv gases, 
slag9, etc. • . ’ 
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3. Thermal conductivity of the material at high temper¬ 
atures. 

4. Hardness, toughness and abrasive qualities. 
5. Density and porosity. 
6. Specific heat. 
7. Coefficient of expansion—ability to withstand changes 

of temperatures. 
8. Strength of material at high temperatures. 

Upon our knowledge of the above points depends our 
ability to prescribe suitable material for furnace operations. 

Considering the above points in regard to their value in 
the application of the material, we have first. 

Fusibility: There is perhaps more information on this 
point than on any of the others, nevertheless there is not 
an accurate, complete list of the fusing points of the vari¬ 
ous refractory materials, and especially are some of the 
higher grades neglected on this point. Fire brick are gen¬ 
erally known approximately, but accurate melting points are 
rare. 

The reason for this is because a satisfactory high tem¬ 
perature furnace for testing fusing points of refractory 
materials is hard to obtain. The Devile furnace is practic¬ 
able for fusing fire clays, but hopes are generally centered 
in the electric furnace for high temperature work. So far 
nothing very practical has appeared on the market. The 
Heraens platinum and iridium electric resistance furnaces 
are very practical up to the points somewhat below the melt¬ 
ing points of their respective metals, but for long and con¬ 
tinuous heats the platinum wound furnace cannot be used 
above 1400° C., or some 380° C. below the melting point of 
platinum according to the Bureau of Standards at Washing¬ 
ton. The Kryptol electric furnace has not come up to ex¬ 
pectations in so far as the writer has been able to learn. For 
the measurements of temperature up to 1600° C., the thermo 
couple is the most practical, while for measurements of high 
temperatures the Wanner optical pyrometer gives satisfac¬ 
tory results. 

When brick are set in the walls and are only exposed on 
one surface, the temperature of the furnace may be kept 
close to or even at times go beyond the fusing point of the 
brick without serious damage to the lining. On the other 
hand, if brick are constantly surrounded with heat as are 
the settings of gas benches, checker-work brick, etc., the 
extremes of temperature are more dangerous and the tem¬ 
perature must be better controlled and kept at a safe dis¬ 
tance below the fusing point or serious results will ensue. 

Chemical Activity: It is important to know the chem¬ 
ical activity of the brick, and this is known in a general way 
of most of the refractory materials. For instance, it is gen¬ 
erally accepted that magnesite, bauxite, lime and dolomite 
are basic, silica brick, acid, and chrome and fire brick neu¬ 
tral, although fire brick may at times contain free silica and 
act as an acid and again may be practically free from it and 
approach pure silicate of alumina which is a basic silicate. 

It does not necessarily follow that because an acid fails a 
basic one is needed. The writer knows of a case where bath 
a silica and magnesite brick lasted one day while a fire brick 
lasted two weeks. 

Thermal Conductivity: The importance of this constant 
of refractory material has generally been lost sight of, and 
it is only recently that any efforts have been directed toward 
an understanding of the heat conductivity of refractory 
products. 

Roughly, we can classify refractories under two main 
divisions. First, material for conducting heat; second, 
material for insulating heat. Under the first head we have, 
for example, crucible melting, muffles, gas retorts, by¬ 
product coke ovens, etc. Here it is quite apparent that the 
better the heat conductivity of the material, the greater will 

be the economy of the operation. Under the second head, 
we have the linings for blast furnaces, smelters, lime kilns, 
rotary portland cement kilns, brick kilns, boilers, etc.; in 
general linings for protecting the metals used in the con¬ 
struction of the furnace. Here it is apparent that the bet¬ 
ter heat insulating qualities the brick possess the less the 
danger to the metal parts of the furnace, the less heat lost 
by conduction and radiation and the greater the economy 
of the operation. (For an abstract of above paper see paper 
on “Materials used in furnace construction,” “Iron and Coal 
Trades Review” for July 21, 1905.) The results of some 
very interesting experiments on the determination of heat 
conductivities of many of our refractory materials carried 
on by Messrs. R. S. Hutton and J. R. Beard in the Physi¬ 
cal Laboratories of the Manchester University were pre¬ 
sented recently before the Faraday Society. 

They also made tests of the relative value of different 
heat insulating materials at comparatively high tempera¬ 
tures, and these demonstrated that at high temperatures 
fire brick is the best heat insulator; that is, it has the lowest 
heat conductivity of any of our refractory materials. In¬ 
fusorial earth and light calcined magnesia were still better 
non-conductors of heat than fire brick, but they cannot be 
used at high temperatures on account of their excessive 
shrinkage. It was suggested that they be used for jacket¬ 
ing materials on the outside of the furnace between the 
brick and the shell, and it seems reasonable to use them in 
this manner. 

At ioo°C., at which temperature the thermal conductivi¬ 
ties were determined, white Calais sand showed the highest 
heat conductivity, followed by carborundum, calcined and 
fused magnesia, retort graphite and fused quartz, down to 
lime and lastily fire brick, which showed the lowest heat 
conductivity of the refractory materials. 

There still remains large room for study and investigation 
along this line; namely, to determine the difference in ther¬ 
mal conductivities for different kinds of fire brick and fire 
clay material, also to find out the conductivity at high tem¬ 
peratures under long and continuous heats comparable with 
gas bench and retort operations. 

Although it is apparently absurd to use the same material 
for insulating and conducting heat as in the case of fire clay 
retorts, as long as fire clay is inexpensive and has plasticity 
and tensile strength in its favor, it is likely to be used for 
such purposes where other physical requirements are of still 
more importance than the thermal conductivity. On the 
other hand, in muffles built of brick and other cases where 
the construction is possible there is no reason why advantage 
should not be taken of our present knowledge of thermal 
conductivity and silica or magnesite brick be substituted for 
fire brick. The saving in fuel possibly would justify the in¬ 
creased expenditure for materials, and certainly tests could 
be made along this line to establish whether they would or 
not. 

Hardness: The hardness and toughness of refractory 
materials is important because it is closely allied with the 
abrasive qualities and in many cases fire brick must stand 
abrasion at high temperatures as in cupolas and blast fur¬ 
naces. There are also places where heavy bars are used in 
clinkering, and if brick are too soft in such places portions 
chip off and are lost. Then again certain brick are used in 
operations where the degree of hardness is important, as in 
the hot zone of rotary portland cement kilns, if a brick is 
too hard it will not allow the cement coating to stick, and 
the covering of the brick with this coating insures a much 
longer service. Again if the brick are too soft, although 
the coating will stick it occasionally pulls off bringing por¬ 
tions of the brick with it. 
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Density and Porosity: These are inverse qualities, the 
greater the density the less the porosity, and vice versa. 
One operation demands a dense product while another oper¬ 
ation demands a porous one. When slags and fluxes are to 
be encountered a dense brick will outlast a porous one of 
the same quality and very often of a superior quality. Glass 
pot clay must burn dense at comparatively low temperature 
and nothing works better than the fine grained washed clay 
or natural fine grained pot clay. Of course the density of 
the material depends upon the fluidity of the flux to be en¬ 
countered. Some are viscous like blast furnaces and cupola 
iron slags. Others are liquid, watery slags like lead slags. 
If brick are too porous even molten metals like lead will 
not only be absorbed, but will find their way through the 
brick, pass down between the shell and the lining and com¬ 
ing up under the brick hearth underneath force it up and dis¬ 
tort it as the writer can testify. Crucibles for assay work 
should be very dense, as the reliability of the assay depends 
on the lack of absorption of the metals. 

In certain oil burning furnaces the oil is sprayed directly 
against the hot brick and an intense local heat arises from 
the combustion which takes place on the surface of the 
material. The result is that the brick are cut out like a 
“honey comb.” A porous brick here will not answer as well 
as a dense brick because the oil penetrates it too readily. On 
the other hand a dense mud brick spawls off while a dry 
press brick seems to give the best satisfaction; in this case 
the writer believes a coating of carborundum over the sur¬ 
face of the fire clay material subjected to the spray of oil will 
greatly increase its durability. 

For bung brick and brick at the ports of furnaces where 
pre-heated air and gas unite in combination, a porous coarse 
brick full of highly refractory grog stands the cutting action 
of the flames much better than a dense brick. 

Specific Heat: A knowledge of the specific heats of our 
various refractory materials is valuable because of its im¬ 
portance in operations involving the absorption of heat by 
refractories, such as the brick work in blast furnace stoves, 
checker-work in regenerative flues, etc. In all examples 
such as the above the brick are used to absorb and collect 
heat from waste gases and deliver it in turn to the air pass¬ 
ing over them. The specific heat of a substance is the ex¬ 
ponent of its heat absorbing qualities. 

We learn in physics, that the denser the body the lower 
the specific heat and the more porous the body the higher 
the specific heat; also that the specific heat is greater at high 
temperatures. Accordingly a porous brick would be more 
suitable for checker-work generally speaking. However, 
little investigation has been made along this line and we 
know comparatively nothing about the value of different 
materials for uses where heat absorption is an important 

factor. 
Definite data concerning the coefficients of expansion of 

our refractory bodies would be very helpful to designers 
of furnaces as well as to metallurgists. At present our 
knowledge is limited to a few generally accepted facts. We 
know that as a rule dense bodies crack more easily than 
coarse, porous bodies under unequal applications of heat, and 
for this reason coarse bodies are generally used to withstand 
sudden expansion and contraction. We have also learned 
that dry press brick do not spawl off like mud brick, but 
beyond a few facts similar to the above our information is 
scarce. 

Opposed to the statement that dense bodies crack more 
easily than coarse ones, we have the fused refractories, 
quartz, alumina and magnesia, which are dense but have 
low coefficients of expansion and can withstand sudden 
changes of temperature without cracking. It would seem 
then that certain refractory oxides of the metals when pure 

and fused have low coefficients of expansion, and it is pos¬ 
sible that the rule will apply to other refractory oxides. 

The structural strength of the material at high tempera¬ 
tures is an important phase of the problem of application. 
Wherever possible the construction of the furnace is so de¬ 
signed that the refractory body is exempt from strains and 
undue weight, but in certain operations, for example, in gas 
benches, the settings are required to bear certain loads and 
must have sufficient strength at the temperatures of the 
operation to bear up the superstructure. 

Some valuable work has been done along these lines by 
Mr. Lemon Parker of St. Louis and his method and results 
are available in Vol. VII of the transactions of the Amer¬ 
ican Ceramic Society. It does not seem unreasonable to 
demand of the manufacturers of refractory materials that 
they guarantee the ability of their material to withstand 
certain loads at certain temperatures. 

With a knowledge of the various qualities of our refrac¬ 
tory materials as outlined above and a sufficient understand¬ 
ing of the requirements of the furnaces the correct applica¬ 
tion becomes a simple matter. 

After everything has beeq done to secure proper material 
there still remains an important means of preserving it in 
certain types of furnaces. This is accomplished by cooling 
the metal plates on the outside of the furnaces with water. 
The loss of heat in this manner, which has been proved to 
be only some 5 per cent, of the total, is made up by the in¬ 
creased length of campaign of the furnace. 

The old method of applying water for cooling was ac¬ 
complished by means of water jackets and bosh plates, but 
the more recent procedure is to cool the steel or cast iron 
plates on the exterior of the furnaces with a spray of water, 
and this is not only equally as efficient but is cheaper and 
works better mechanically. As long as the film of water is 
kept on the surface of the metal the temperature cannot ex¬ 
ceed ioo° C., and accordingly it has the same effect as a 
large stream of water would have. 

A recent application of this principle has been made at 
Geismar, in Germany, where there is a blast furnace cooled 
by a spray of water from top to bottom. It is lined with 
three inches of fire brick and has already endured a stren¬ 
uous campaign of four years, and there is no reason ap¬ 
parently why it should not last for a much longer time. 

In conclusion the writer wishes to say in defense of the 
manufacturers of fire brick and other refractory material, 
that many of the difficulties and troubles that arise from time 
to time are not due to faulty materials, as very often de¬ 
fects in design and poor construction combined wTith an at¬ 
tempt to use inferior materials because of their lower cost 
are the causes of disaster. 

Such things as turning arches -out of square brick, using 
soft brick in flat arches, submitting tile to bending strains, 
etc., are responsible for many failures laid at the door of the 
manufacturers. Continuity of operation is the key to econ¬ 
omy in most metallurgical processes, and only serviceable 
materials will fill the bill. The cost of repairs including 
loss of output often exceeds the cost of materials, so that 
it is only the best which are the cheapest in the long run. 

When the consumers of refractory materials are edu¬ 
cated up to the point where they will be willing to pay bet¬ 
ter prices for special materials adapted to their uses, then 
the manufacturers will gladly meet their demands. 

-- 
FORTY-FIVE YEARS A BRICKMAKER. 

John Tyler Washburn of Saugerties, N. Y., on Tuesday, 
the 1st of May, completed his forty-fifth year as a brick 
manufacturer. He commenced making brick at Haverstraw 
at the age of 19 years, and has since followed the same 
business. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 
TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

815,913. Gas-Producer. Carleton Ellis, New York, N. 
Y., assignor to Combustion Utilities Company, New York, 
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Original application 
filed Miay 11, 1905. Serial No. 259,925. Divided and this 
application filed July 1, 1905. Serial No. 267,920. 

Claim.—In a gas-producing plant, the combination of a 
gas-producer, a source of products of combustion, a pipe 
connection from the source to the producer and an inter¬ 
posed collar in said pipe connection carrying an air-jet noz¬ 
zle and having valve-controlled communication with the 
atmosphere. 

816,387. Method of Treating Plastic Material. Alex¬ 
ander A. Scott, Knoxville, Tenn. Filed Nov. 16, 1905. 
Serial No. 287,623. 

Qaim.—The herein-described method of treating plastic 
material, which method consists in forming said material, in 
the green state, into blocks; then setting said blocks in a 
plurality of superposed groups; and, after the setting of 
each group, driving a drying agent into the base of said mass 
of blocks between the upright sides of said mass and thence 
through said mass; then subjecting the entire mass of said 
blocks to a highly-heated gaseous medium; and passing said 
gaseous medium thence to and through another group of 
green blocks, substantially as described. 

815,571. Machine for Making Continuously Formed Ar¬ 
ticles from Plastic Material. John K. Williams, Akron, O. 
Filed Aug. 31, 1905. Serial No. 276,541. 

Claim.—A machine of the class described comprising an 
inclosing casing provided with an opening therein, a revolu- 
ble feeding-screw in said opening, a perforated mandrel ar¬ 
ranged to pass through said opening in said screw, means 
whereby plastic material may be fed to said screw, a die 
suitably sustained in position with respect to said screw 
and mandrel, means to conduct a stiffening device or its 
equivalent through said mandrel whereby it will be in¬ 
corporated in the material issuing from said die, and means 
to cover a portion of the material issuing from said die 
with fabric or its equivalent. 

816,374. Brick-Making Machine. Charles W. Pratt, 
Martin, Tenn., assignor of one-half to Thomas J. Taylor, 
Martin, Tenn. Filed Dec. 13, 1904. Serial No. 236,704. 

<S4 

Claim.—The combination with a revoluble cylinder hav¬ 
ing diametrically-opposed molds, of bottom plates arranged 
in said molds, a ratchet, connecting means between the bot¬ 
tom plates, a re-pressing die for engaging the material in 
one mold and forcing the same against the bottom plate, and 
a presser-block engaging the opposite bottom plate and 
tending to resist said movement. 

816,752. Downdraft-Kiln. George E. Snowden. New 
Cumberland, W. Va. Filed July 24, 1905. Serial No. 
271,080. 

Claim.—A downdraft-kiln provided with chimneys dis¬ 
posed at the outer kiln-wall, a central draft-flue beneath 
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the kiln-floor provided with radially-extending- flues each 
communicating with a chimney at its outer end, independent 
segmental flue systems at each side of the central flue and 
provided with a plurality of radial flues each communicat¬ 
ing with an independent chimney, and a floor structure pro¬ 
vided with elongated draft-ports adjacent to each of the 
chimneys controlling the segmental flues. 

815,388. Kiln. Robert W. Stewart, Findlay, Ohio. Filed 
Dec. 4, 1905. Serial No. 290,148. 

Gaim.—In a kiln, a chimney having a main or fire flue 
that takes air from the exterior of the kiln, and a supple¬ 
mental flue adjacent to and surrounding three sides of the 
main flue the air therein being heated by the wall of the 
main flue, said supplemental flue communicating at its upper 
and lower ends with the interior of the kiln. 

816,426. Revolving Drum-Screen. John P. Brew and 
Edwin P. Suiter, Basin, Mont. Filed June 9, 1905. Serial 
No. 264,421. 

Claim.—A revolving screen comprising a central shaft, a 
drum having a peripheral covering of screen material and 
open ends, a central supporting-frame connecting the shaft 
to the drum and consisting of a central spider with radial 
arms rigidly attached to the shaft and having adjustable 
spoke ends, an external hopper placed above the drum for 
feeding the material on the outer surface of the same and 
two. reversely-inclined discharge-troughs arranged in the 
drum and extending from the center outwardly and down¬ 
wardly through the open ends of the same and external 
supports for these discharge-troughs. 

813,738. Rail-Clip. Louis E. Rodgers, Chicago, Ill. 

Filed Nov. 17, 1905. Serial No. 287,815. 
Claim. In a rail-clip, the combination of two separate 

metal parts provided with coincident bolt-openings and each 
having recesses for engaging flanges of both the rail and 
tie, and a bolt passing through said openings with means 
thereon for tightening the parts in clamping engagement 
with the rail and tie. 

In a rail-clip, the combination of a metal part comprising 
a bar having an upper surface to bear against the under 
surface of the rail, a longitudinally-extending recess in one 
side to engage a flange of the tie, a boss having a recess to 

engage a flange of the rail and a boss provided with a bolt¬ 
opening, a separate metal part having a bolt-opening and 
recesses, one of which engages a flange of the tie and the 
other a flange of the rail, and a bolt passing through said 
openings with means thereon for tightening the parts in 
clamping engagement .with the rail and tie. 

817,689. Brick-Pallet. Frank Bentley, Niles, Ohio. Filed 
Oct. 18, 1905. Serial No. 283,305. 

Claim. A brick-pallet comprising a flat body portion, 
legs depending therefrom at each end, and means for secur¬ 
ing such legs to the body portion, such means forming pro¬ 
jections above the upper surface of such body portion, the 
legs being so constructed in their lower portions as to en¬ 
gage with the projecting portions of a pallet upon which it 
may be superposed so as to thereby prevent the pallets from 
slipping either laterally or longitudinally. 

817,722. Saggar for Baking Pottery. John W. Lyons, 
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Dec. 29, 1905. Serial No. 293,840. 

Claim. In a saggar, the combination of a body portion, 
a bottom having an opening therein, a partition at one side 
of the opening forming a pocket, a series of projections, 
with a slab mounted on the partitions and projections and 
less in width than the body portion so that the back of a 
washstand-form resting on the slab can project into the 

pocket. 
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“I like to read American advertisements. They are tn 

themselves literature, and 1 can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

A self-conceited man revolves around himself. 

The important part of every man’s business is to know 

what to do next. 

Somebody reaps the benefit of every advertisement. If 

it is not the man who pays for the space it is his own fault. 

Beware of the man who boasts of his good deeds; he 

probably only awaits a favorable opportunity to do a mean 

one. 

In its way the gold cure may be all right, but a man 

seldom feels the need of the cure until his gold is all 

gone. 

It doesn't pay to argue. Congratulate yourself on being 

so much more sensible than the other fellow and let it go at 

that. 

Subscribe for The Clay Record, the only Clay Journal 

in America that is printed twice per month. Only one dollar 

for a whole year, and you get the news before it becomes 

stale, at least the chances are that you will. Do it now. 

Now is the time to plant your advertisement if you want 

to reap a harvest. Don’t wait until the buying has all 

been done. If you have the goods and want to sell them, tell 

the people so, and the best medium in which to make your 

statement to the buyers of clay working machinery is the 

semi-monthly Clay Record. 

So long as the American people are given to waking up 

from time to time, and asserting themselves, the country is 

safe. 

The fraud and double-dealing with which the school hoy 

now is acquainted were known to students of affairs sev¬ 

eral years ago and at intervals articles bearing on the sub¬ 

ject appeared, yet were ridiculed and the writers dubbed 

cranks. It was pointed out in these columns that the 

manipulation by the few in favor of the elect few of the 

enormous surpluses in insurance, trust and banking com¬ 

panies accounted for the enormous expansion over night 

of individual fortunes, and every contention has been more 

than confirmed in the developments of recent investiga¬ 

tions. The people have awakened not a moment too soon, 

rather it had been well if the awakening had come earlier, 

however, one thing is sure, the energy being displayed by 

courts and legislatures along lines antagonistic to the prac¬ 

tices of recent years, if results follow as demanded, then a 

revolution in this country at this time is averted, other¬ 

wise we shall experience an upheaval the like of which has 

never been experienced in this world so far as its history 

maketh known. Money is the god worshiped. The man 

possessing it in abundance is a law unto himself, at least 

he thinks so and justifies himself on the ground that his 

lawyer takes care of his legal rights, and the latter for a fat 

fee will lie and steal, encourage contempt for law which 

he took oath to maintain and strengthen when admitted to 

the bar. All this has resulted in it being found possible to 

have anything done, or evaded or blocked, provided you 

have the dollars to advance to the scoundrels who are ready 

to do this work under the direction of “leading lawyers,” 

so-called. 

How much longer will the rank and file of the American 

people put up with the prevailing practice of men who 

simply have money and with the advice of counsel hieing 

away in the night season to a state where the summons of 

a court of a sister state cannot be served on them? Be¬ 

cause a man has a few dollars is he superior to his fellows, 

above law; is he a law unto himself? The people have 

already answered these, and similar questions, in an un¬ 

mistakable and emphatic negative, and if the so-called 

financial interests of America be wise they will change their 

present tactics, and that quickly, letting the world see the 

sure evidence of it; otherwise, within the next two years 

it will be found too late and the uprising of the American 

people meanwhile unmistakably and desperately against 

them. 

HEALTH CONDITIONS OF POTTERY 
INDUSTRY. 

An interesting and instructive article on “The Health Con¬ 

ditions of the Pottery Industry” forms a part of the annual 

report, just issued by Winton C. Garrison, chief of the New 

Jersey state bureau of statistics. The bureau maintains a 

general oversight of all the New Jersey industries. 

The pottery report referred to is based on an investigation 

made in 33 potteries at Trenton, the eastern pottery center. 

The inquiry was directed toward ascertaining, the date of 
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the establishment of each pottery, the number of workmen 

employed and the number of deaths among employes dur¬ 

ing the year, the number of fatal accidents, the diseases pecu¬ 

liar to the industry, the branches of the trade that are con¬ 

sidered unhealthy, the principal ill-health producing factors, 

the branches of the industry that offer the greatest liability 

to accident and also the principal accident producing fea¬ 

tures. 

The whole report, compared with the investigation along 

the same lines in previous years, tends to show that the hygi¬ 

enic conditions of the industry are much better today than 

they were three, five or ten years ago. Diseases that were 

once very prevalent are now almost unknown. 

Garrison calls special attention to the fact that the in¬ 

temperate use of liquor, which was notably prevalent during 
the early years of pottery maanufacture in Trenton, has 

almost entirely disappeared. 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

Walter Ramsey lost a leg by being caught in the ma¬ 

chinery at a brick yard at New Castle, Pa. 

Andrew Schick has been appointed receiver for the 

Marion (Ind.) Clay Pot Co. at the request of Uriah S. 

Shelly. 

Elmer S. Ranberg, an employe of the Coffeyville Vitrified 

Brick Co. at Chanute, Kansas, was killed by falling into the 

dry pan. 

A boiler at Brown Brothers’ tile factory, Crawfordsville, 

Iowa, exploded, two workmen were killed and the plant was 

wrecked. 

D. L. Conklin, brick manufacturer at Hamilton, Ont., 

has made an assignment to the state bank of Hamilton. His 

liabilities are $6,000. 

The courts gave damages to the amount of $3,808 to John 

Bentley for the. injuries he received at the plant of the 

Altoona (Kansas) Brick Co. 

Robert M. Wilson has started suit against the Fredericks¬ 

burg (O.) Coal and Brick Co., claiming that the company 

owes him $2,000 for services as superintendent. 

Mrs. H. T. Urquahart has bought in on a mortgage the 

plant of the Granite Brick Co., at Little Rock, Ark., for 

$13,608. It is understood that she will operate same. 

Peter A. Mattson filed suit against Calvin & Leek, brick 

makers, Ogden, Utah, for having made holes in his proper¬ 

ty for the purpose of securing brick clay, and prays for 

$2,000 damages. 

C. A. Everhart, a visitor at the Salina (Kansas) Brick 

Works was caught in the machinery and had his arm twisted 

off. He visited the plant with several friends to see the 

new machinery operate. 

On a petition of Peter Burns, the Burns & Shea Brick 

Co., Springwells, Detroit, Mich., has been restrained from 

manufacturing brick or taking clay from the property they 

have been working, which belongs to the Burns’ heirs, 

unless the taxes of the past two years have been paid. 

OBITUARY. 

T. J. Frazier, president of the Carthage (Texas) Brick 

Company is dead as a result from an accident. He was 

hauling a new brick machine to the works and was thrown 

from the wagon and the machine fell on him, injuring 

him so as to cause death after several days. 

William Cartwright, one of the oldest manufacturing- 

potters, died at Wellsville, Ohio. He was born in England 

and was associated in the pottery business with his sons. 

William Taylor, who formerly lived at St. Peter and Ot¬ 

tawa, Minn., died at his home in Brooklyn, N. Y., He was 

62 years old and born in England. 

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

Fire caused a loss to the extent of several hundred dol¬ 

lars to the plant of the Guyan Valley Brick Co.’s plant at 

Barbourville, W. Va. 

The plant of the Fultonham Brick Company at Fulton- 

ham, Ohio, was totally destroyed by fire of unknown origin. 

The loss is $15,000, with no insurance. 

The fire brick and retort works of the late James Gard¬ 

ner Jr. & Co., of Lockport Station, Pa., was very badly dam¬ 

aged by fire, causing a loss of several thousand dollars and 

throwing thirty men out of employment. The office of the 

company is at Pittsburg. 

The plant of the Hamilton & Toronto Sewer Pipe Co., at 

Hamilton, Ontario, was destroyed by fire, causing a loss of 

$50,000, fully covered by insurance. 

The plant of the Standard Porcelain Works at New 

Cumberland, W. Va., was badly damaged by fire. The 

loss will amount to $10,000. Captain John W. Porter is 

superintendent of the plant. 

Fire broke out in the factory settlement of the H. Ste¬ 

vens & Son Clay works at Macon, Ga., and destroyed eight 

of the tenement buildings, valued at $500 each. An ex¬ 

plosion of a kerosene lamp caused the fire. 

CUBAN CLAY PROMISES TO OPEN NEW 

INDUSTRY. 

“Cuba is only in the infancy of its industrial develop¬ 

ment,” said Manuel Balbis, of Cienfugos, who, with Antonio 

Capperi, is in America for the purpose of having tests made 

of certain samples of clay brought from that vicinity. If 

the clays prove to be valuable for brick and terra cotta 

manufacture they will purchase a considerable outlay of 

brick-making machinery before returning. 

“In our section of the island,” he said, “we are enjoying 

very prosperous conditions. The crops are good, the de¬ 

mand for our products satisfactory, everything promising. 

Very slowly brick buildings are coming into favor in the 

villages. If our clay is good we hope to make a profitable 

business manufacturing brick. 

“Before purchasing we will look over much machinery. 

We want the best. Most important to us just now is the 

test result. This will make 11s wait here a week.” 
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SAND LIME BRICK AND BUILDING BLOCKS. 

The above is the title of the latest trade book on this 

subject. It fully describes the Huennekes System, which is 

now owned by the Standard Brick Machinery Company, 

114 Liberty St., New York. They are a very substantial 

form of engineers and contractors, especially formed for 

the construction of sand lime brick plants. The laboratory 

is at South River, N. J., where Colby M. Avory, one of the 

best engineers in the country, is in charge. 

If you are interested in the manufacture of sand lime 

brick, it will be far better for you to write to the firm to 

their New York office and get one of the latest catalogues. 

THE MURRAY CORLISS ENGINES. 

The Murray Iron Works, Burlington, Iowa, has just 

issued one of the most complete and up-to-date catalogues 

on Corliss Engines, Air Pressers, Pumping Engines, Tubu¬ 

lar, Water Tube and Internal Furnace Boilers and complete 

power plants. It is their catalogue No. 56, and is as near 

complete as any catalogue that ever entered the office of 

The Clay Record. 

It is the same size as The Clay Record, contains 72 

pages, and is printed on highly calendared paper, well illus¬ 

trating each'of the different designs of engines and other 

machinery. 

It contains much good information regarding the Corliss 

engine, lots of data, etc. Yes, you can get one if you are a 

user of power or contemplate using it. 

THE JACKSON PRESSED BRICK PLANT IN 

NEW HANDS. 

L. S. Anderson, who has been identified with the Sand- 

Lime Brick company of Genesee, Pa., holding the position 

of secretary and treasurer as well as manager, is now in 

control of the Jackson (Mich.) Pressed Brick company, 

having leased the property for one year with the option 

at the end of that time to purchase or lease for three years. 

He is making many practical changes, bringing the factory 

up to date in its equipment. A National ore pulverizer 

and a Berg press have been shipped to the factory and will 

be installed at once. It is expected that in ten days the 

factory will be making brick and employing twelve to 

twenty men, the old employes being given the preference. 

Mr. Anderson says he has discovered wherein the fac¬ 

tory has not attained the greatest success, and it is because 

the sand has not been pulverized fine enough. The sand 

used has been too coarse. To test out his ideas, Mr. An¬ 
derson took some of the sand which is abundant about the 
factory just south of the city, and pulverized it at his east¬ 
ern factory and made brick. Comparison was made with 
the coarse sand brick. It required 951 pounds pressure 
to crush the coarse sand brick, while the pulverized sand 
brick withstood a pressure of 2,839 pounds. In the water 
test the coarse sand brick required but eight minutes to 
saturate and the pulverized sand brick was not more com¬ 
pletely saturated in twenty-four hours. There is an ex¬ 
cellent market for brick in Jackson and vicinity, and with 
the factory newly equipped and in experienced hands, the 
business is expected to take on renewed life among Jackson 
industrials. 

KEWANEE BRICK PLANT TO BE STARTED 

AGAIN. 

For the purpose of manufacturing and marketing brick, 

a new company has been organized by a number of Kewa- 

nee, Ill., men and the plant of the Mining and Manufac¬ 

turing Company has been leased. The company will be 

known as “The Kewanee Brick Co.” and the newly-elected 

officers are: 

President—R. E. Taylor. 
Vice President—George Wilsey. 
Secretary—William Stanley. 
Treasurer—Moritz Roth. 
Manager—E. A. Mumford. 

A number of the officers are practical brick-makers who 

have had experience in the business and who are familiar 

with the industry in all details. The plant will be operated 

in harmony with the brick-workers’ union. 

The buildings, kilns and whatever else that is useful re¬ 

maining from the plant of the Kewanee Mining and Manu¬ 

facturing Company will be utilized by the new company, 

which will add all other equipment that is necessary to 

carry on the industry under the best possible conditions. A 

modern brick-making machine has been purchased and will 

be set up immediately. The brick-making machine of the 

old plant was destroyed in the fire which visited the plant. 

Men are already on the ground, getting the preliminary 

work out of the way, and it is expected that the brick¬ 

making will commence not later than the middle of the pres¬ 

ent month. 

The plant will turn out between one and two 

million brick this season, and as the demand here will be 

brisk this year, for building brick, it is believed that there 

will be no difficulty in marketing all the product at home. 

♦ ♦♦- 

INDEPENDENT BRICK INTERESTS TO 

CONSOLIDATE. 

Pittsburg.-—Two large Chicago independent brick manu¬ 

facturing plants have signed agreements to join the con¬ 

solidation of these interests being formed here. In all, 

fifty-six plants in the country have agreed to consolidate, 

and when the merger is finally completed it will include 

sixty independent companies. Appraisers are completing 

inventories of the plants and auditors also preparing data, 

all of which will be presented at a general meeting of the 

affiliated interests to be held here this month. The capi¬ 

talization of the holding company will be in the neighbor¬ 

hood of $15,000,000 and general offices will be established in 

Pittsburg. 
-4-*-*- 

No. 59 CONICAL ROLL CLAY CRUSHER. 

Bulletin No. I, containing a faithful illustration, a com¬ 

plete description and full specifications of the new No. 59 

Conical Roll Clay Crusher, which has been recently added 

to the varied line of clay working machines manufactured 

by H. Brewer & Company at Tecumseh, Mich. 

If you are interested in this Bulletin or in clay-working 

machinery in general, you may get considerable valuable 

information by calling for it or the 1906 Forty-seventh An¬ 

nual Catalogue. . 
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3,500 MEN GO OUT AT KINGSTON AND VICIN¬ 
ITY-WANT UNION RECOGNIZED. 

Kingston, N. Y., May 15.—All the brickyard hands in 

this vicinity went on strike this morning because the brick¬ 

yard owners refused to grant their demand for recognition 

of the union. President Hanks and other officers of the 

International Brick, Terra Cotta and Tile Workers’ Union 

have been here for three weeks endeavoring to adjust the 

troubles. Not being successful, they ordered the strike. 

The yards affected employ over 3,500 men, and make, when 

running, 6,000,000 bricks a day. 

About one thousand Southern negroes are among the 

strikers, the other strikers being Italians, Hungarians, Aus¬ 

trians and Poles. 

The demands of the International Brick, Tile and Terra 

Cotta Workers’ Union follow : 

First—Twenty-two thousand brick to constitute the out¬ 

put of a single machine, working with one gang. The 

present output is twenty-four thousand. Working wijh a 

gang and a half, the output to be restricted to thirty-three 

thousand brick per single machine. The manufacturers ob¬ 

ject to this restriction, as it would work a hardship to the 

maker and cut down his sales materially. On a yard work¬ 

ing several machines the decrease of 2,000 a day per ma¬ 

chine will cut off a large per cent of the profits without 

giving much relief to the workingman. On the other 

hand, the workers claim the output is entirely too large and 

causes much hardship to accomplish it. 

Second—An increase of ten cents per day in wages. 

Third—Men watching at kilns at night to receive $1.25 

for a half night’s work. 

Fourth—Boatmen to receive $40 per month and board 

and no other work required of them. 

Fifth—-'Ten hours to constitute a day’s work, with a 

half an hour for breakfast and one hour for dinner. 

Sixth—All workmen on the yards to be members of the 

International Brick, Tile and Terra Cotta Workers’ Union. 

The last demand is the one which has proved to be the 

stumbling block to a peaceful consideration by the manufac¬ 

turers of the other side of the question. It was like flaunt¬ 

ing a red rag at a bull. The makers are agreed that there 

will be no consideration of any demands which include 

recognition of the union. With that eliminated there was a 

chance that the other things, with the exception of a de¬ 

crease of output, might be granted. But at present there 

remains no possible solution of the difficulties, for the union 

officers say the demand will not be withdrawn. One of 

the officers of the union said today that there was a chance 

of a strike, but added that every effort would be made to 

settle the differences without resorting to that method. The 

manufacturers are very reticent, but hold out little hope of a 

settlement. 
-4-*-*- 

H. M. Deavitt, who is an expert chemist for more than 

one hundred well known firms, has moved his office and 

laboratory to 56 Fifth Avenue, Garden City Block, Chi¬ 

cago. Analyses on clay, sand, cement, or lime are a spe¬ 

cialty, and special boiler compounds are made. 

SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

Lee Stover is making colored cement pressed brick at 

Watertown, S. D. 

F. D. Cunningham, the contractor at Fulton, Mo., has 

started making cement brick. 

The Laughray Concrete Brick Machine Co., Bay City, 

Mich., has been incorporated with $25,000 capital. 

J. A. Mahoney, Deming, N. M., has secured machinery 

and has commenced making cement brick. 

The Holland (Mich.) Brick Co. is behind with their or¬ 

ders for brick and the force will be materially increased so 

as to catch up. 

Steady progress is being made on the Sand-Cement Brick 

Co.’s plant at Glen Falls, N. Y. Actual operations will 

begin in June. 

W. F. Conrad, 928 W. 32d St., Indianapolis, Ind., has 

patented a sand cement brick machine that with six molds 

makes 40,000 brick daily. • 

Dr. Russell G. Paris has commenced an action against the 

Mohican Brick Co. at Fort Edwards, N. Y., to foreclose on 

the plant, real estate, etc. 

The Tri-City Sandstone Brick Co., Moline, Ill., has re¬ 

sumed operations at their plant, with orders for over a 

million of brick on hand. 

Representatives of a large Eastern sandstone brick manu¬ 

facturing concern are at Macon, Ga., investigating the pros¬ 

pectus of building at Macon. 

The Virginia Granolithic Building Block Co., 1321 West 

Main St., Richmond, Va., are in the market for machinery 

for making sand-lime brick. 

M. L. Ortelieb and John I. Hancock are at present en¬ 

gaged in the organization of a company to manufacture hol¬ 

low concrete brick at Leistershire, N. Y. 

The Ideal Pressed Brick Co., Detroit, Mich., has filed 

articles of incorporation with $5,000 capital stock. They 

will manufacture brick by a secret process. 

The Federal Granite Brick Co., of Scranton, Pa., has 

decided to double its working force at both the Scranton 

and Sayre plants on account of the rush for orders. 

The Standard Cement Brick Co., South Bend, Ind., has 

been organized with $6,000 capital stock. Directors are: 

George J. Hoffman, August H. Jordan and William A. 

Wiegand. 

The Borst Block and Brick Co., Akron, Ohio, has been 

incorporated with $10,000 capital stock, by C. H. Borst, 

A. K. Fausen, Walter T. Flower, E. S. Bunnell and Clyde 

F. Beery. 

The Roseton (N. Y.) Sand Lime Brick Co. has been in¬ 

corporated with $120,000 capital stock. The directors are 

H. A. Bartlett, C. L. Waring, Amos F. Holden, and T. F. 

Chadwick of Newburg, and Patrick Lynch of Blackstorm. 

The Oshkosh (Wis.) Sand Brick Co. has been incor¬ 
porated with $75,000 capital stock. They will make sand 
lime brick. Peter L. Marden is president, Julius Kiel vice 
president, Benjamin H. Doughty secretary, and Frank J. 
Barber treasurer. 
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miscellaneous items. 

Len Stroud of Mabel, Minn., is moving his brick plant 

to Preston, where he has bought land and will operate 

same. 

Mr. James W. Buttermore, Connellsville, Pa., is putting 

in a “Martin” Latest Improved style “A” Machine with 

double mould entrance. 

Mr. Edward A. SchUesler, Buffalo, N. Y., has ordered 

from the Henry Martin Brick Machine. Mfg. Co., of Lan¬ 

caster, Pa., an all iron and steel style “P” Brick Machine. 

The Barron Dryer Co., formerly at 225 Dearborn St., 

Chicago, have moved their office to suite 310-211 Oxford 

Bldg., 84 La Salle St. The company has a large amount of 

work on hand at the present time. 

Frank Pierson, Adam Saale and Frank Way have leased 

for two years the brick and tile plant of the Chillicothe 

(Mo.) Brick Co. They will operate as Frank Pierson & 

Co., and will make several additions to the plant. 

The Stuyvesant Brick Co., Stuyvesant, N. Y., are put¬ 

ting in three “Martin” Latest Improved Style “A” Ma¬ 

chines, each fit up complete with Pug Mill, Elevator, and 

Sander, furnished by the Henry Martin Machine Mfg. Co., 

of Lancaster, Pa. 

The local citizens at Payville, Mo., want a brick works 

and will supply the capital and want a brick maker to 

run the plant. Wesley Merritt, industrial agent of the A., 

T. & Santa Fe Railway, Railway Exchange Building, Chi¬ 

cago, can give information. 

Wesley Merritt, industrial agent of the A., T. & Santa 

Fe Railway, Chicago, Ill., informs us that Marrietta, I. T., 

wants a brick making plant, that conditions are good for a 

first class plant. The citizens will invest from $15,000 to 

$20,000 with a practical brick man. 

Mr. John W. Goulding, Trenton, N. J., is installing a 

“Martin” outfit, including “Martin” Latest Improved Style 

“A” Machine, with Pug Mill, Disintegrator, Elevators, etc., 

complete, purchased from the Henrv Martin Brick Machine 

Mfg. Co., of Lancaster, Pa. 

The East End Brick Works, East Catasauqua, Pa., are 

greatly enlarging their plants and are changing the “Mar¬ 

tin” Horse Power Brick Machines to Steam Power and will 

fit the Machine up in combination with the “Martin” Pug 

Mill, Elevators, Crushers, etc. 

The Black Hawk Clay Mfg. Co., Sears, Ill., has just re¬ 

organized with $80,000 capital stock. The officers are: M. 

Rothchild, president; Charles S. Englebrecht, vice president 

and manager; and Ed. Berger, secretary and treasurer. A 

new Boyd Dry Press has been installed. The office is in 

the Lane Bldg., Davenport, la. 

Mrs. J. PI. Brown, Fort Salunga, N. Y., is installing a 

“Martin” outfit complete, including the Brick Machine, Pug 

Mill, Elevators, Crushers, etc., together with the Latest 

Improved “Martin” Patented System of handling and dry¬ 

ing soft mud brick, all of which is to be installed by the 

Henry Martin Brick Machine Mfg. Co., of Lancaster, Pa. 

William Cooper of Meadows is making arrangements to 

establish a brick making plant at Council, Idaho. 

S. K. Leacox, Keota, la., is building new kilns and adding 

machinery so as to double the capacity of his plant. 

The stockholders of the Seward (Pa.) Brick Co. elected 

George H. Preston, president; C. L. Ferguson, vice presi¬ 

dent, and C. C. Pfordt, secretary and treasurer. 

The Hudson Brick and Cement Co., New York, has been 

incorporated with $20,000 capital stock. Directors are: 

J. W. Gannon, Nat Taylor Jr., H. C. Vervalen. 

William A. Shull, of Vinton, O., is examining the Teays 

Valley, Putnam Co., W. Va., fire clay strata with a view of 

locating a plant to manufacture fire clay products. 

The Rensselaer (N. Y.) Brick Co. has elected A. H. 

Ostrander, president; Homer L. Brayton, vice president; 

R. A. Rollins, treasurer, and James D. Henderson, secre¬ 

tary. 

The Patuxent Brick Co., Alexandria, Va., has been in¬ 

corporated with $100,000 capital stock by Charles Childs, 

president; F. J. Coleman, secretary; A. J. Curtis, treasurer; 

all of Washington, D. C. 

The Humboldt (Neb.) Brick Co. are getting their new 

brick works in readiness for manufacturing brick. Former 

Postmaster Bantz is the manager and C. L. Snyder, formerly 

of Versailles, Mo., is the yard superintendent. 

The Danville (Ill.) Brick Co. is opening up a coal mine 

near the plant in Vermilion Heights and will mine its own 

coal. The plant began operations the first of the month, 

after a thorough overhauling and a shut-down since Novem¬ 
ber. 

The Hauerwas Brick Works at Florence, Ala., has been 

bought by a company capitalized at $12,000. The officers 

are: F. D. Green, president; S. P. Merrill, secretary and 

treasurer ; and U. S. Hauerwas, general manager. It will be 

called the Florence Brick Co. 

Paul Schneider has leased for 50 years on a royalty 48 

acres of land near Bedford, Cuyahoga Co., Ohio, to Gustav 

A. Wagner, who will erect a brick plant on the property 

at once, which will have a capacity of 100,000 brick daily. 

The deposit contains a 36 foot vein of yellow clay and 40 

feet of shales. 

The American 
Sandstone Brick 
Machinery Co. 

Saginaw, Mich. 

One of these presses made 
22 M. brick each consecu¬ 
tive day of ten hours for 
more than six months 
without a breakdown. An¬ 
other press made 4.235.000 
the first ten months, ten 
hours per day run; is now 
making 36M. per day, day 
and night run. We were 
the first to introduce the 
Komnick or hydrated lime 
system in the United 
States; also to build and 

install the complete plant and guarantee results, and are prepared to 
furnish complete or partial installation. 
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John W. & F. F. Morgan, and other citizens are consider¬ 

ing the starting of a brick making plant at Marietta, O. 

The Sharon Coal and Brick Co., Georgetown, Ill., has 

been incorporated with $30,000 capital stock by H. W. Mor¬ 

ris. P. H. Smith and R. W. Fisk. 

W. H. Burland and Charles Varian, St. Anthony, Idaho, 

are preparing to put in a brick plant on the old site west of 

town, Mr. Varian will be manager. 

The Unique Brick and Tile Co., Portland, Oregon, has 

been organized with $20,000 capital stock by B. F. Hoover, 

A. F. Hoover, Henry Black and H. Hanni. 

Chicago and Toledo capitalists are arranging to start a 

clav roofing tile plant at Brazil, Ind. The site secured is un¬ 

derlaid with fine clay and shale and a good vein of coal. 

The Grinnell (la.) Brick and Tile Co.’s plant is going 

rapidly forward under the management of C. A. Smith. The 

Richardson-Lovejoy Engineering Co., of Columbus, O., are 

furnishing the plans. 

The Simons Brick Co., Los Angeles, Cal., have bought 

100 acres of ground of the El Carmel tract and propose to 

move their plants to this site and make an industrial town. 

The company employs 400 men. 

The plant of the Southern Sewer Pipe Co., in North 

Birmingham, Ala., will be doubled in capacity. The plant 

now employes several hundred hands, and with the new ad¬ 

dition will be the largest in the South. 

The Dublin (Ga.) Brick and Lumber Co. has been in¬ 

corporated with $25,000 capital stack. The plant will be 

located on the Oconee River, S. H. Fuller is president, B. M. 

Grier manager, and L. H. Beacham secretary and treasurer. 

The Cormack property in the Hudson River at Port 

Ewen, N. Y., has been sold to New York builders, who will 

put up a brick making plant running same by electricity. 

B. Bergman, a practical brick man for 40 years, will have 

charge of the building and arrange the yard. 

The directors of the Pocono Brick Co. met in Strouds¬ 

burg, Pa., and elected Otto Ruhlman, president; E. C. Ar¬ 

nold, secretary, and Mahlon Wolbert, treasurer. The new 

company is capitalized at $20,000 and assumes control of 

the old brick plant of Scott Run, the capacity of which will 

be greatly increased. 

BUILDING SUPPLIES 
WANTED 

The wonderful progress of Northwest and Western 
Canada has created a tremendous demand at 

WINNIPEG 
for all classes of Building Material. We reach every Archi¬ 
tect, Builder, Contractor and Engineer in Northwestern and 
Western Canada. We reach every Brick Yard and Clay 
Worker. Write us for full particulars, etc. 

•If 1 a year keeps you posted. 

WESTERN CANADA CONTRACTOR 

720 Union Bank, Winnipeg, Canada. 

A RARE OPPORTUNITY. 
One thousand acres of "Fire Clay" with lignite coal in abundance on 

adjoining land. Clay of the following analysis with a vein running from 
four to forty feet. Some of it shows the same analysis, except has much 
less sand. 

ANALYSIS: 
Telephone Connection. 

CHEMICAI, LABORATORY, 
H. Endf.man, Ph. I) , 

Analysis, Consultations and Researches. 
23 William Street, New York, Aug. 9, 1904. 

Certificate of Analysis. 
For F'. M. Greene, Atlanta. Texas. 

I have examined the sample of Clay marked as stated below and find 
the following results: 

It contains in 100 parts by weight— 
Alumnia . 19.88 1 
Silica. 20.95 | 
Hydrate water . fi.03 CLAY 
Oxide of iron.0.74 j 
Alkaline earths and alkalies. 2.22 J 
Coarse sand (sample .35.00 1 camti 
Dust sand. . 15.18 ( 

This clay situated in Texas. Would like to put it in as stock with good 
people to develop it. Samples and full particulars on application. 

F. M. GREENE, ATLANTA,* TEXAS. 

B. E. Brown of Pocatello, Idaho, has started a brick 

yard at Joseph, Oregon. 

The Clermont Brick and Tile Co., Biloxi, Miss., are in 

the market for brick machinery. J. A. Bradus is secretary. 

Plans have been perfected for a new fire brick plant at 

South Webster, O. W. J. Mossbarger is one of the pro¬ 

moters. 

Winterset, Iowa, is to have a tile plant. Thomas Mardis, 

Fred Mardis, S. D. Alexander, Ed. Orris and others are 

interested. 

The Duquesne Brick Co., with $50,000 capital stock, has 

been incorporated in Trenton, N. J., by S. Hunt, E. L. Kern 

and A. Nuernberg, all of 147 State St. 

John P. Hatch and others of Chicago will build at Man- 

teno, Ill., a $60,000 brick plant. Mr. Hatch has been a 

brick maker in Chicago for 25 years. 

The Coxey Egyptian Stone and Brick Co., Mount Ver¬ 

non, Ohio, which is owned by J. S. Coxey, has contracted 

for machinery necessary for making brick. 

R. E. Pray and A. L. Smith as Pray and Smith, Green¬ 

field, Mass., will operate the plant in that city. Mr. Smith 

will also operate the plant in Northampton. 

The Benson Brick Co., Cohoes, N. Y., has been incor- 

corporated with $20,000 capital stock by Martin & John 

Benson, Edward Penrose, Harmon Eggers and Michael 

Murphy, all of Cohoes. 

The Iowa Enamel Brick and Stone Co., Des Moines, la., 

have leased a plant on South 9th St., and will have their 

plant in operation in a short time. W. H. Langan is presi¬ 

dent and Frank Stehn manager. 

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Grand Forks (N. 

Dak.) Brick, Tile and Cement Co., M. F. Murphy was elect¬ 

ed president, William Burge treasurer and Joseph R. Pou- 

pose manager. The company is building a plant north of 

the city. 

Read & Read, Mount Carmel, Ill., have just bought the 

brick and tile plant of M. L. Tilton on West 6th St., and 

will consolidate same with the North Main St. plant. A 

new dryer will be put in, so that the plant can be run all 

winter. 
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WANTED TO NEGOTIATE. 
The undersigned owns 60 acres of land imme¬ 

diately upon the the Great Texas & Pacific Rail¬ 
way, west of Fort Worth, Texes, 47 miles, and 79 
from Dallas, 1 exas, upon which there is a mountain 
of 20 acres of as fine oriole and tile shale as and be 
found anywhere Thickness of shale 40 feet above 
ground of valley surface, and thicker still below. 
Makes a cherry red brick Wish to have a strong 
company formed and will take stock. Convenient 
to coal and water. Fine sale for product. Invite 
correspondence. E. W. MORTEN. 

Farmersvilla, Texas 

FOR SALE. 
An interest In my tile and brick plant, to one of 

experience, that can take charge and run it. Must 
be able to invest some money in plant. Plenty of 
good clay at back door, and good market at front 
door. This is an opportunity that you don’t olten 
run up against. Plant now running. Come and see 
or write 

S. H. RECORD, 
Cnarleston, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa¬ 
tion address 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Profitable running brick plant, 25,000 capacity. 

Ready sale for entire product. Owner has larger 
interests requiring attention 

TERRA HAUTE PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Terra Haute, Ind, 

WANTED. 
r- Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 
tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 

T, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE IN GAS BELT. 
A fine brick yard for sale. Dry Press. Every¬ 

thing new last year. Five up-draft kilns. Making 
money. Fine shale bank Can make brick cheaper 
than any yard in Kansas Reason for selling one of 
the partners has large oil interests in Indian Terri¬ 
tory. Will give time on part of price Making 
30,000 brick daily and ready sale. Address 

A. B.,care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
A second-hand Four-Mold Dry Press. Has not 

been used more than a year. Good condition of re¬ 
pair guaranteed. Also good second-hand 44-inch 
Pulverizer. Address 

BOSTON, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

POSITION WANTED. 
Wanted, position as foreman or manager of a 

Dry Press Brick Plant of not less than 20,000 brick 
per day. A number of years experience. Address 

ELLIS, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Chambers End Cut Brick Machine, capacity 8,600 

brick daily. 75 double deck roller bearing stiff mud 
brick cars. 

STEELTON & HARRISBURG BRICK CO. 
Steelton, Pa. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
A good, reliable man of experience, with some 

capital to invest in and take charge of a new Dry 
Press Brick Plant. Plenty of shale, and good mar¬ 
ket for all the brick. Address 

DENIS, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED. 
A man who understands brick making in all its 

branches, and who has $5 0UO to $10,000 to buy an 
interest in a large brick plant in the West, and take 
complete charge of same at a good salary. Plenty 
of business at good prices; no competition. Owner 
has other business and wants some one interested 
who can run the plant. Address, 

“West,” Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

MatchinerV For 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One Atlas Engine, 35 horsepower. One Atlas 

Boiler, 50 horsepower. One Hurcules, Sr., No. 108 
Brick Machine. On Sander. One Turn-table One 
20 barrel Galvanized Iron Tank for washing moulds. 
One 4-sprlng Truck. Three Hand Wheelbarrows. 
Six Brick Wheelbarrows, One Disingrator, Belting, 
Shafting, Pulleys. 85 Brick Moulds. 44 Iron Kiln 
Doors. 175 Kiln Grates- All of this property is 
nearly new and will be sold at a gmat sacrifice. For 
further information, write to A. J. WARD, 

Holland, Mich. 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second-hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT," 
Care Clay Record, Chioago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of vaiious gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x34 inches. Address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALE K, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, 111. 

MACHINERY WANTED. 
Second-hand 9-foot dry pan, screens, elevators, pug 

mill, large size Chambers’ brick machine, belting, 
pulleys, cable and dump cars. Also 150 to 250 h. p. 
Corliss engine, and two 100 h. p. boilers. 

J. O. C., care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and Tile plant, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery, 6U,000 daily capacity, down draft kilns, 
inexhaustible bed of best clay suitable for all kinds 
of building, facing and paving brick, drain, tile, 
sewer pipe, etc., on two railroads, demand very 
good. Address B, care of Clay Record. 

FOR SALE. 
A going, money-making hollow block plant. 

Best location in Ohio. Also well equipped for face, 
common, paving and common brick. Includes coal 
mine and 125 acres of four foot Cambridge coal, 
overlaid with snale and underlaid with Are clay. 
Good prices and more orders than can be filled. 
Plant comparatively new and in excellent condition. 
Will be sold at $40,000, two-thirds original cost, 
one-half cash and one-half credit. Good reason for 
Beilins. Address, 
THE GUERNSEY BRICK & CONTSRUCTION CO. 

Cambridge, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
2,000 ft. 12-lb. steel rails, used one season. 

11,000 82 in. x 9m-in No. 1 White Pine Pallets. 
One set Brick Moulds, new, 9 x 4!^ x 217e inches. 
One 48-in. Leviathan Belt for Potts’ Sander, new. 
One Potts’ Dump Table, used one season. 

RIVERSIDE BRICK CO. 
Green Bay, Wis. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
One Standard Brick Machine, steam power, 

30,000 capacity. 24 new Brick Moulds. 11.000 Pal¬ 
lets. Three Oft-Bearing Trucks. All in first-class 
condition. Owner, E. J. SWARTZ & SON, 

Syracuse, Ind. 

FOR SALE. 
One Model “B” Four-Mould Dry Press, used only 

a short time, thoroughly overhauled. 
Model B, care Clay Record, Chicago. 

PERFORATED METALS 
for all purposes 

Prompt shipment of all 
orders guaranteed. 

H. S. SIMPSON, 
817_Chamber of Commerce 

Chicago. Ill. 

Paper Jogger# quoted. 

R. A. HART. 41 White St.. 

No bettor made, rut tronr 
S3 and *10,lo 

4 Wheel, $3.00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH- 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile plant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clay supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 3 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections, 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. C. MODLIN, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1732 Powers St„ Cincinnati, Ohio. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 308, Williamsport, Pa. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery in first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
Barnhart style “B,” good condition, large enough 

to dig clay for 100,000 brick in 8 hours. Apply to 
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY, 

918 Chamber of Commerce, 
Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
One 5-ft. Style Americ.n Dry Pan. practically new. 
One 10-hp. Gasoline Engine, complete. 

KIAMENSI CLAY CO. 
Newport, Del. 

9-FT. DRY PAN WANTED. 
We could use another Dry Pan and will buy at 

once if good and cheap. Will buy 25,000 capacity 
Stiff Mud Machine and Pug Mill and Dunlop Screen. 

GOETZ PRESSED BRICK CO. 
New Albany, Ind. 

SETTER WANTED. 
A first-class brick setter. State age, experience, 

reference and salary expected. 
Box M, Neshkoro, Wis. 

SAND LIME PLANT. 
Huennekes System Plant, including best Four- 

Mould Boyd Press. Jeffrey Sand Dryer and Con¬ 
veyor; all practically new and In good condition; 
will be sold at less than half of construction cost. 

Address, SAGINAW PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Saginaw Mich. 
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Brick and Mortar Coloring 
After twenty years “Clinton” colors still stand at 
the head. Get the genuine, with the “ Little Yel¬ 
low Side-Label. ’ ’ 

CLINTON METALLIC PAINT CO., Clinton, N. Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

WARNING 
NOTICE is hereby given that the process of drying and 

burning brick by first setting green, undried brick in horizon¬ 
tal courses in a kiln to form a layer thereof, then covering and 
drying such layer, and successively coursing, capping and dry¬ 
ing separate layers of green, undried brick upon the last dried 
layer until all the layers are thoroughly dried, and then burn¬ 
ing, is patented in U. S. Letter Patent No. 485199 to J. C. Kenzel, 
dated Nov. 1,1- 92, and all persons are hereby warned against 
using such processes without grant or license from the under¬ 
signed owners of said patent. Unauthorized use of the patented 
process will render the user liable to an action for infringement 
and the payment of damages to the owners of the patent, whose 
rights thereunder will be strictly enforced. 

J. C. KENZEL, 
J. S. KRAUSS, 

P. O. Box 271. 128 Logan St., Knoxville, Term- 

Refractory Cement 
(So called because it is worked the same as cement) 

A high refractory composition that can be used the 

same as cement, cured and put to use in twelve to twenty- 

four hours, and will endure any degree of heat that fire¬ 

clay products will. 

Applied to the inside of a kiln it will protect the walls 

and give increased refractivity; will reduce the cost of 

repair, and save fuel in any kiln. 

Every boiler furnace should be lined inside with 

“Refractory Concrete.” It will protect the walls and 

increase the heating capacity by preventing rediation. 

For insulating steam pipes this composition is guaran¬ 

teed equal to asbestos or magnesia felt; the cost per foot 

to cover a 3-inch to the thickness of 1 inch will be 4c. 

Refractory brick of a high order can be formed from 

the composition on any cement brick machine. 

For flue linings, chimney blocks and tops, floor and 

partition blocks, conduits for electric wires, etc., this is 

the ideal material. 

Refractory Concrete can be combined with any aggre¬ 

gate used in the formation of cement products. 

For information pertaining to your particular require¬ 

ment, and prices, address. 

E. R. STOWELL 
NEW CORYDON, INDIANA 

The Burlington Route 
calls attention to manufacturers seeking a 
new location to its Industrial Department. 
This department is established for the 
benefit of manufacturers. Information on 
the three Rs of manufacturing—Power, 
Raw Material, Market - can be had by 
writing 

Burlington 
Route 

W . H . MANSS, 
Industrial Commissioner, 

209 Adams St., CHICAGO. 

CLAY RECORD IS A SEMI-MONTHLY 
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NOW READY—A TREATISE ON 

: PRODUCER-GAS and j 
j GAS-PRODUCERS | 

BY AN ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITY. 

J A 300-page book containing thirty chapters, giving the fundamental £ 
J principles and definitions, calculations, classifications, manufacture and _ 

B use; the fuel, the requirements, the history, its by-products, Producer- _ 
■ Das for tiring kilns, steam boilers, and power plants. The 2 

J future of the Gas-producer and a bibliography. q 

B OVER 1()0 CHOICE ILLUSTRATIONS—PRICE, .^4.00. 

■ A subscription to the CLAY RECORD for one year without additional B 
B charge to those that are not now subscribers. a 

CLAY RECORD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

BaBflBBaaaiaBBBBBBBIIBflBBlBOflBIlIBBBBBBIBBBBI 

A NEW CLAY FEEDER AND MI\ER 

The Rust Clay Feeder has been brought out in response to a better 

method for mixing and feeding clay in brick, tile and all clay* working 

plants. By the use of this feeder the services of two men are entirely dis¬ 
pensed with, the clay being dumped into hopper of machine from car is 

automatically fed into the disintegrator. 'The spirals draw their supply 
evenly from all parts of the hopper, mixing the clay perfectly, which 

tends both to improve and increase the output of the plant. 

Send for full descriptive circular. 

MarionMachine.FoundryandSupplyGo. 
Marion, Ind. 
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The Dennis Double Cham¬ 
ber Up and Down Draft 
Brick Kilns and Direct 
Heat and Hot Air Brick 
Dryers show many new 
features that make them 
superior to all others. 
Economical, durable and 
strong in construction and 
operation, having many 
points of advantage that, 
appeal to practical brick ■ 
makers. Patented April 14, 
1903 and September 8.190S, 
Brick plants installed an, I 
putin operation. Write fo • 
booklet. Correspondenc i 
solicited. 

F. W. DENNIS, 
145 Water St.. Noriolk, Va. 

A bsoluiely safe and reliable. Ask your friends 

A WOODEN TOWER 
Is a source of annoyance and danger. It is 
liable to rot and collapse at any time. A 

CALDWELL STEEL TOWER 
is safe, staunch and durable and will carry 
four times the weight of the filled tank. 
Expensive labor is not necessary to erect 
these outfits, your own men can do it. We 
furnigh all plans. 

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list. 

Robert F. Wentz, M.W. S. E. 
701 National Bank Building, Allentown, Pa. 

DESIGNER AND BUILDER OF 

Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Plants, Analysis, 
Tests, Examinations, Reports, Preliminary Plans, 
Estimates and Complete Drawings and Specifications 
for Modern Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Works. 

We have designed, built and reconstructed twenty-two 
Cement Plants in the past twenty years. 

We design and equip complete Cement and Sand-Lime 
Brick Plants with the most modern machinery. 

THE HYDRO - MALAXATOR PROCESS for the 
manufacture of Sand-Lime Brick. 

W. E. CALDWELL CO., 

£ How to Use Portland Cement. 
From the German of L. Golinelli. 

Translated by Spencer B. Newberry, E. M., Ph. D. 
A booklet of 30 pages, 5%x6}£ inches. 

PRICE, SO CENTS. 
■ 
■ 22,000 copies Bold in Germany. 

---——. 

: Portland Cement Sidewalk Construction. 
5, Compiled by P. B. Beery, and based upon the 
■ experience of many successful contractors. 

A booklet of 30 pages, 5%x6% inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 

s 
■ 
■ 
s 

Louisville, Ky. 

FIBE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

THE “CHILDS” 
FIRE EXTINCUISHERS 

APPROVED 
aud included in the list of approved extinguish 

era Issued by the 

National Fire Protection Association 

SALESMEN WANTED 

O. J. CHILDS CO. 
Sole Mfrs. UTICA, N-Y 

■ 
I 

Brick Moulds and 
Brick Barrows 

With Moulds and Barrows it is not the first 

cost, but it is, will they last? We have made 

them for over 30 years and know your wants. 

All kinds and shapes. A trial order will con¬ 

vince. 

James B. Crowell & Son, 
Wallkill, N. Y. 

PERFECTION BRICK MOULDS 

PATENTED JAN. 28, 1902. 

These are the 
kind of Brick 
Moulds the Brick 
Makers have al¬ 
ways wanted but 
could not get till 
now. You can 
get a mould that 
the vents are 
right all the time 
No change 
whether the 
Mould is wet or 
dry. Try a sam¬ 
ple order. Satis¬ 
faction guaran¬ 
teed. 

THE ARNOLD-GREAQER CO. 
Manufactursrsof Brick Machinery 
end Supplies of all Kinds. 

NEW LONDON, OHIO. 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■Ran 

PI. Is/L. DEAVITT, 
PRACTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST, 

Garden City Block, 

CHICAGO. 

Analyses of Clay, Sand, Lime, Cement Materials and 

Shales a specialty. 

Special attention given to the preparation of Clay Pro¬ 

ducts from the raw material. 

A well equipped laboratory and long experience in this 

branch of work enables us to give expert reports on obtaining 

glazes on refractory materials. 

All enquiries in regard to the above will receive prompt 

attention. 



MAGNESIA BURNING AND MAGNESIA BRICK. 

The comparatively youthful magnesia industry has made 

such strides during the last few years that we believe our 

readers will be interested in some information we have been 

able to obtain on this subject. 

Although found in almost every part of the globe, mag¬ 

nesite, or magnesia stone, only occurs in sufficiently large 

quantities to pay for its extraction in the east of Europe, 

in South Africa, and in California. The European mag¬ 

nesia stone is chiefly obtained from Syria, Hungary, and 

Greece, the South African from the Transvaal district, and 

the Grecian from Euboea. Attempts to use the large de¬ 

posits in the neighborhood of the Ural mountains have not, 

to the present,.met with much success. 

The most famous magnesia quarry is that of the Veitsch 

Magnesia Co., in Syria, which, in spite of many attempts 

to absorb or ruin it through various trusts, still continues 

to work at a considerable profit to its owners. In Hungary 

there are many quarries, but these are mostly small, and 

were started some years ago when the market was in such 

a state that the search for magnesia has been compared to 

the Californian gold rush of some forty years ago. 

The raw magnesia ore often contains dolomite and quartz, 

as well as numerous varieties of magnesium silicate, so that 

it is invariably necessary to pick it over carefully in order 

that these foreign substances may be removed as completely 

as possible. This is more especially the case when the ore 

contains fusible materials, or materials which can unite with 

it to form a vitrifiable mass. 

The ore is removed from its bed by blasting and quarry¬ 

ing in a manner similar to ordinary stone, and is then 

broken into pieces the size of a man’s head. These “balls” 

are then examined by the “picker,” who removes the for¬ 

eign earths and stones as much as possible, and only sends 

to the works the portions which he judges to be sufficiently 

pure. It is, therefore, of the greatest importance that the 

“pickers” should be thoroughly conscientious and reliable 

men, as much of the success or failure of the works depends 

on the care and skill they exercise in the cleaning, of the 

stone. 

The kilns for vitrifying the magnesia stone are either 

cupolas heated by coal and an air blast, or gas-fired cupolas 

in which the fuel is first converted into a crude kind of 

producer-gas before being admitted to the kiln. The latter 

give a much purer product. 

The well known Mendheim kiln (which is a gas-fired kiln 

somewhat on the Hoffmann principle) and ordinary con¬ 

tinuous kilns are also used, but there is always some diffi¬ 

culty in gaining a sufficiently high temperature to properly 

vitrify the mass. 

The “setting” of the stone in the kiln varies, naturally, 

with the particular kind of kiln employed, but in all cases 

the material must be stacked in such a way that the hot 

gases can traverse it without much resistance. As the 

stone loses a large proportion of carbonic acid gas on being 

heated, the filling of the kilns is a matter requiring con¬ 

siderable skill, for the material shrinks and settles during 

the firing, and is exceedingly liable to slip and choke any 

air passages which may have existed when the kiln was first 

filled. In order to utilize as much of the heat as possible, 

the top 20 to 30 in. of stone are set somewhat more closely 

than the rest, and every care is taken to get as much mate¬ 

rial into the kiln as is possible without unduly diminishing 

the draught, because even the best stone yields less than half, 

its weight of magnesia on burning, and the ordinary mag¬ 

nesite rock only produces about 45 per cent, of its weight 

of magnesia, even when worked under the best conditions. 

In cupola kilns the firing has to be watched with especial 

care as the tendency of the magnesia to bind into lumps 

and to adhere to the sides of the kiln is very great, and 

may easily cause a stoppage of the firing. This tendency 

to agglutinate is greatly increased by any siliceous mate¬ 

rial which may be present in the stone, and it is on this 

account that the preliminary sorting and removal of foreign 

material must be carried out with such care. All repairs to 

the kiln, which in clayworking are usually made with sand 

or clay, must in the case of magnesia burning be made with 
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magnesia, and ashes from the fuel used in firing are also 

the cause of a serious loss of value to the product, so that 

gas-fired kilns are now rapidly coming into use quite inde¬ 

pendently of their relative cost. 

The temperature of the kiln varies in different works, 

and is really dependent on the purity, or otherwise, of the 

material being burnt. The temperature corresponding to 

Seger’s cone No. 17 is usually considered rather low; cone 

No. 24 is a fair average, but in some works even higher 

temperatures are reached. 

In some works the completion of the burning of the 

magnesia is never attained, and for some purposes it is 

preferred to the fully burnt material, particularly for the 

manufacture of magnesia bricks, though magnesia, with a 

volume weight of less than 2.175, is n°t suitable for this 

latter purpose, as it would contract too much in the subse¬ 

quent firing. 

When drawn from the kiln the burnt magnesia is dark 

chocolate brown in color, but the partially burnt portions 

are much lighter in color, and can thus be easily sorted 

from the rest. The burnt stone must be carefully kept 

from all moisture, which it rapidly absorbs from the air if 

left exposed for any length of time. Hence no more should 

be taken from the kilns than can be immediately worked up 

into bricks or stored in a perfectly dry place. 

For grinding the clinker machines similar to those used 

for Portland cement clinker are employed. The lumps are 

first reduced in a stone-breaker or disintegrator, the smaller 

pieces are then passed through a pair of crushing rolls set 

somewhat widely apart, and the final grinding is carried 

out in a ball-mill or a pendulum-mill fitted with ample dust- 

removing appliances. 

The ground clinker greatly resembles emery both in 

color and sharpness, and is extremely dangerous to the 

workmen employed in its producton. Its hardness is so 

great that it rapidly wears away the grinding surfaces of 

the machinery, so that its production is apt to be costly if 

cheap machines of low-grade steel are used for its reduction. 

For the production of good magnesia bricks certain quali¬ 

ties are necessary in the clinker of which they are made, 

and unless these characteristics are present serious defects 

will be observable in the finished bricks. Hence, additional 

precautions are necessary in making bricks to those needed 

in making the ground magnesia meal. Thus, the bricks 

being invariably required to possess the greatest possible 

refractory power, it is essential that the kiln in which the 

clinker is burnt should be lined with magnesia bricks wher¬ 

ever the charge of magnesia can possibly touch it—siliceous 

matter being attacked at the high temperatures used to such 

an extent as to seriously lower the melting point of the 

clinker produced. It is also necessary for the rest of the 

kiln to be built of the best and most refractory fire-clay, or 

of Dinas bricks, and in many instances it is found cheapest 

in the end to build all the parts of the kiln which are ex¬ 

posed to heat of magnesia bricks with a fire-clay backing to 

give added strength. 

The characteristics sought for in the best class of mag¬ 

nesia bricks are: great refractoriness, a high percentage of 

magnesia, great mechanical strength, comparative lightness 

(in other words, a porosity of 20 per cent.), and a specific 

gravity of 3.03 to 3.05. 

These characteristics are obtained as the result of the 

most careful attentien to each step of the process of manu¬ 

facture, viz.:— 

1. Breaking up the clinker into moderate sized pieces by 

means of a stonebreaker. 

2. Sorting of the broken clinker and removal of the 

impurities, such as dolomite, quartz, large grains of pikros- 

min (a variety of asbestos which is commonly found in na¬ 

tive magnesia ore), glass-like pieces of material which are 

due to the magnesia and other bases present uniting with 

the silica, etc., to form a slag and underburnt clinker. 

3. The production of magnesia flour by grinding the 

sorted clinker in ball mills or pendulum mills (“dry grind¬ 

ing”), or in edge-runner mills with water (“wet grinding”). 

This latter is to be preferred when the clinker contains 

much lime. If the clinker is particularly impure wet grind¬ 

ing will give more satisfactory results than dry grinding, as 

it enables the various constituents of the clinker to become 

more thoroughly mixed, and facilitates the combination of 

any free lime with any free silica which may be present. 

4. It is necessary, when wet grinding is employed, to 

ascertain the specific gravity of the clinker before water is 

added, in order that the proper allowance may be made for 

the contraction the bricks will undergo on firing. By judi¬ 

ciously mixing various grades of clinker the contraction of 

the bricks may be kept within very narrow limits. 

5. Moistening the flour with water (if the flour has been 

produced by dry grinding) is the next step. The propor¬ 

tion of water used varies somewhat, but is commonly about 

5 per cent. In some cases dextrin is added to the water, 

in order to bind the flour better in the press; in others flux¬ 

ing materials are added, but this is a matter which, natur¬ 

ally, varies with the varying compositions of the clinker, 

and in many cases the clinker contains sufficient cementing 

materials to render any further addition entirely unneces¬ 

sary. 

6. Mixing of the moist clinker-flour, in order that the 

water may become evenly distributed, is best carried out 

by means of a pug mill, though several of the ordinary 

mixing machines on the market will work quite satisfac¬ 

torily for this purpose. 

7. The pressing of magnesia bricks is preferably carried 

out in a hydraulic machine, as great pressure is needed to 

produce bricks which will bear handling. Even with the 

great.est pressures yet attempted the bricks are exceedingly 

tender, and a difficulty is often experienced in removing 

them from the press. 

The pressure required varies with the composition of the 

clinker of which the bricks are made; if it is easily fusible, 

with a specific gravity of about 2.2, and containing grains 

of all sizes up to i-i6th of an inch in diameter, a pressure 

of 250 atmospheres per square inch will suffice, but for a 

more refractory and finer flour a pressure of 400-500 atmo¬ 

spheres will be necessary. 

Machines which can exert such enormous pressures must 
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be extremely well built, or they will not work accurately 

after a few months’ use. It has been found that those 

which exert pressure from both above and below are pref¬ 

erable to those giving a pressure in one direction only. 

8. The causes of defective bricks are similar to those of 

Dinas brick and other manufacturers where it is sought to 

produce a solid article by compressing a powder in a mould. 

Air may be contained in the brick, and render it fragile 

before firing and blistered after, if the two parts of the press 

which form the mould do not fit each other properly. If the 

edges of the mould are defective, the pressure will be, to a 

large extent, ineffectively applied, and the bricks will not be 

sufficiently firm, whilst lamination occurs when the air is 

imprisoned in the die. 

As already stated, the contraction of magnesia stone on 

firing is very great, and, consequently, if the clinker has 

been imperfectly fired before it is ground and pressed into 

bricks, the second firing will be fraught with considerable 

difficulty, and probably with much loss, as the bricks will 

lose their shape, and may fall in the kiln. Even with care¬ 

fully burnt clinker it is necessary to guard against variations 

in the contraction which it may undergo during the second 

firing, and on this account the sorting of the clinker must be 

carefully carried out, and carefully chosen mixtures of nor¬ 

mal, underfired and overfired clinker fed to the grinding 

mills. One way of testing the contraction is by deter¬ 

mining the specific gravity of the clinker, when it will be 

found that the underfired material is relatively much lighter 

than the true clinker, whilst the overfired glass-like masses 

frequently obtained are of still greater specific gravity. 

The actual contraction of the pressed bricks in the kiln 

should never exceed 15 per cent, of their volume (or 5 per 

cent, of their length), and a somewhat lesser contraction 

is in all cases desirable. It is by no means easy to keep the 

contraction within the desired limits as the influence of the 

varying size of the grains of clinker, variations in the pres¬ 

sure applied in formation, and variations in the temperature 

and heating of the kiln all exert an influence on the density 

of the bricks. 

9. Drying the bricks before passing them to the kiln is 

usually necessary—not so much because of their liability 

to spoil if set direct from the press, as because the utiliza¬ 

tion of the heat from waste steam, etc., enables them to be 

dried more economically in this way. Some bricks are 

found to increase the hardness when they have been dried 

slowly, but the number of cases in which this phenomenon 

has been observed is not at present very large. It is in 

the handling of the goods when dry that the value of dex¬ 

trin becomes apparent, as when this material is added with 

the water used to moisten the clinker flour the increased 

ease with which the bricks may be handled is very notice¬ 

able. 

10. Setting and burning of the bricks is most conveni¬ 

ently carried out in a Dinas brick kiln, the magnesia bricks 

being fired either alone or on the top of Dinas bricks. Care 

must, however, be taken that the magnesia bricks do not 

come in contact at all with the walls of the kiln. According 

to one authority, fire-clay works which also produce Dinas 

bricks are in the best possible position for producing mag¬ 

nesia bricks at the lowest cost and with the greatest cer¬ 

tainty of success, because their customers are the most 

likely to appreciate the value of magnesia bricks. 

A difficulty in filling the kiln entirely with magnesia 

bricks lies in the special sole of magnesia clinker that must 

be laid in order to prevent the lowest layers of bricks from 

being spoiled. There is also a greater risk of bricks falling 

owing to their being unable to withstand the pressure of 

the bricks above them, and so spoiling the draught of the 

kiln, and producing a larger proportion of underfired bricks, 

than is the case with clay goods. 

Attempts to use a continuous kiln, some chambers of 

which are employed for burning the magnesia stone to 

clinker and the others for burning the pressed bricks, have 

not proved satisfactory in practice for various reasons, 

which it is not necessary to enter into here. 

To prevent the bricks from adhering to each other after 

firing they may be dusted over with powdered pikrosmin 

(which is obtained as a by-product in the manufacture of 

the magnesia clinker), which may afterwards be removed 

with a steel brush. The layer need not be more than 1-50 

in. in thickness, as it is only used to prevent direct contact 

of the bricks with each other. 

The firing of the bricks is carried out at a temperature 

varying somewhat with the composition of the clinker, but 

usually lying between Seger cones 18 and 24. The cones 

must be set in a special base of either Dinas mixture or 

magnesia, as the use of clay is not permissible. Although 

the use of Seger cones alone is capable, in the hands of a 

competent burner, of giving satisfactory results, yet the 

frequent reading of the temperature by means of a Wanner 

(or, preferably, a Fery) pyrometer lessens the risk of errors 

in firing being made and escaping the attention of those 

whom they most nearly concern. 

The door gap of the kiln, when magnesia bricks are alone 

being burnt, is best made of clinker and broken magnesia 

bricks, without mortar, but smeared over with a mixture of 
chalk and linseed oil to render it air tight where necessary. 
When fired on the top of Dinas bricks the door can be of 
the ordinary materials. 

The firing is conducted precisely as for clay goods, ex¬ 
cept that less care is needed at the commencement, because 
magnesia bricks which have been dried at 30 deg. Cent, 
can withstand the sudden application of 400 deg. Cent, 
without inconvenience. Magnesia bricks need somewhat 
careful cooling and storage, but this part of the manufac¬ 
ture presents no particular difficulties. 

It will thus be seen that the manufacture of magnesia 
bricks is a combination of methods employed in the pro¬ 
duction of Portland cement, Dinas bricks, and ordinary 
clayware. It requires considerable care and no small 
amount of skill, and is not entirely free from danger to 
the workmen, particularly in the fine grinding and the 
pressing into shape. 

For those who can obtain the raw material at a reason¬ 
able price, and who are already engaged in the manufac¬ 
ture of fire-bricks, the production of magnesia bricks offers 
a field worth considering, as the selling price of these goods 
is considerably higher than that of the ordinary refractory 
brick, whilst the cost of manufacture need not be excessive. 
—British Clayworker. 
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WASTE SAVERS. 

Evory up-to-date brick maker knows now that a Waste 

Heat Dryer will make and save money, but few are con¬ 

vinced that their boiler plant could be run more economical¬ 

ly by using- mechanical draft. None would save less than 

io per cent in their coal bill and very often it would be 

cut in two. 

Here are some points why mechanical draft is advan¬ 

tageous : 

1. Increased steaming capacity (up to 100%) or de¬ 

creased size of boiler plant for given output. 

2. Decreased fuel consumption per developed horse¬ 

power. 

3. Inferior fuel may be used. 

4. Independence of weather and climate. 

5. Omission of chimney. 

6. Mechanical stokers may be used. 

7. Smoke prevention. 

8. Utilization of Waste Heat in gases. 

9. Economy in space. 

10. Economy in first cost. 

There are two kinds of mechanical draft: Forced and 

Induced. Forced draft furnished the necessary oxygen to 

burn coal by blowing say about 200 cubic feet of air for 

every pound of coal burned, in the closed ash pit. 

Induced draft sucks smoke and gasses from the boiler. 

The fan handles the 200 cubic feet of air necessary for 

burning every pound of coal, expanded to about 400 cubic 

feet by the rise in temperature and also the gases gener¬ 

ated by combustion. 

A forced draft apparatus is proportionately smaller and 

therefore cheaper, but forced draft will not always work 

successfully, while induced draft will. The decision which 

to use ought to be made by a competent engineer. By ap¬ 

plying to the New York Blower Co., 25th Place and Stewart 

Avenue, Chicago, full information may be had. 

In the following we give views of some of the fans used 

in mechanical draft and sketches of a few typical applica¬ 

tions : 

Engine driven steel plate fan for forced draft. 

Engine driven, three quarter housing for induced draft with water 

cooled bearing, supported by I beam grillage. 

Forced draft by belt driven Peerless Blower. 

V 

Peerless blower for forced draft. 

Induced draft apparatus with cinder separator. Induced draft with engine driven fan. 
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Induced draft with engine driven fan for battery of boilers with 

short chimney. 

Forced draft fan belted to motor. Same fan ventilates engine room. 

WESTERN STONEWARE CO., WITH CAPITAL 

OF $1,750,000, FILE INCORPORATION ! PAPERS. 

The articles of incorporation of the Western Stoneware 

company, Monmouth, Ill., comprising the eight potteries 

known as the Monmouth Pottery company, the Weir Pot¬ 

tery company, the Macomb Stoneware company and the 

two plants of the Macomb Pottery company, the Culbertson 

Pottery, Whitehall, the Clinton (Mo.) pottery and the 

Fort Dodge (la.) Stoneware Co. were filed in Springfield, 

this state. The capitalization is fixed at $1,750,000. 

The officers of the above incorporation are : 

President—W. D. Brereton of Monmouth. 

Vice President—P. E. Elting of Macomb. 

Secretary—A. D. Philpot of Chicago. 

Treasurer—George E. Patton of Monmouth. 

Superintendent—Charles Kettron of Macomb. 

Ass’t Supt —E. E. Spencer of Monmouth. 

The Board of Directors of the Western Stoneware com¬ 

pany are: A. N. Eastman and A. D. Philpot of Chicago; 

W. D. Brereton, J. Ross Hanna, of Monmouth; P. E. Elt¬ 

ing of Macomb, P. A. Falkener of Kansas City, David Cul¬ 

bertson of Whitehall, Charles Kettron of Macomb. 

The prospectus of the organization showed a capacity of 

the seven plants at something over 16,000,000 gallons year¬ 

ly. That was the amount of the capacity at that time, but 

within a year it is expeced to increase this capacity to at 

least 23,000,000, divided about as follows: 
Monmouth Pottery Co. 6,000,000 
Weir Pottery Co.  3,000,000 
Macomb Stoneware Co. 3,500,000 
Culbertson Pottery Co. 2,000,000 
Ft. Dodge Stoneware Co.   1,000,000 
Clinton Stoneware Co. 1,500,000 

23,000,000 

It is expected to increase the capacity of the plants this 

year so that they will manufacture that much ware and in 

a short time to increase the amount to 26,000,000. 

The charter under which the company is formed is a 

broad one, and the policy of the new incorporation is to 

gradually extend its field to the handling of all kinds of 

clay ware. The annual output of the new company will be 

5,000 cars per annum, all the companies to be run at full 

capacity all the time. Prominent capitalists are behind 

the deal and the present is but the start of what the com¬ 

pany will eventually be. 

As stated, the headquarters of the incorporation will be 

in Monmouth, and the local offices will be located here. 

An addition is being built to the office of the Monmouth 

Pottery company and increased office force will be installed 

at once. The inventory of the various plants is now under 

way, the Weir and Monmouth potteries being shut down 

during this process. 

The original articles of the company were filed in Maine, 

the articles which were filed in Springfield being the sub¬ 

incorporation papers. The business and extent of the com¬ 

pany’s plants will be increased as fast as possible. 

The entire business of the company will be transacted 

through the head offices located in this city. Both the local 

plants will be run to the limit of their capacity. It is prob¬ 

able that new facilities will be added to the local plant 
' I! 

at once.. 

The selection of W. D. Brereton of the Monmouth Pot¬ 

tery to head the new company is a fitting tribute to the 

ability which has characterized his management of the 

local company. The location of the headquarters of the 

company means a great deal to the Maple City in an in¬ 

dustrial and financial way, and is an added boom to “a 

better and greater Monmouth.” 
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A NEW THEORY OF PLASTICITY. 

Mr. Lorenz Wolff has recently published a new theory 

as to the cause of plasticity of clay, which may prove to be 

a valuable stepping-stone to future practice in that, so far 

as the theory is correct, it will enable clayworkers to experi¬ 

ment on sounder lines than they have done in the past, says 

The British Clavworker. 

There has been a general impression for some years past 

that the plasticity of clay was related in some way or other 

to the combined water of the clay, because when any clay 

is heated sufficiently to drive off its combined water, it at 

once loses its plasticity, and no means have yet been dis¬ 

covered for restoring this plasticity to the clay, with the 

possible exception of some recent experiments of Dr. Mel- 

lor’s, in which it was found possible, by heating clay and 

water under pressure in sealed tubes, to very slightly in¬ 

crease the plasticity of clay and similar materials. These 

experiments have, however, been made on so small a scale 

that they will have to be repeated frequently on a com¬ 

mercial scale before the increase in plasticity can be con¬ 

sidered as assured. 

Meanwhile we turn to Mr. Wolf’s paper, in which we 

find plasticity defined as “the property of a body which 

enables it to absorb water in its pores in such a manner 

that the properly moistened body yields to mechanical pres¬ 

sure ; but when the pressure has been removed, the shape of 

the body remains as though the pressure were still acting 

upon it.” 

The more evenly distributed the water is through the 

solid mass, and the smaller the distance by which the par¬ 

ticles are separated from each other, the more readily will 

they move over each other, and the greater will be the 

plasticity. The smallest conceivable particle of any com¬ 

pound is known as a molecule; consequently, if in any case 

it were possible to separate each solid molecule from the 

next bv a definite quantity of water, an ideal condition of 

plasticity would be reached. 

It is not merely sufficient that each molecule of clay 

should be separated from the rest by a quantity of water; 

the amount of water is of great importance. If, for in¬ 

stance, the water is insufficient to properly separate the par¬ 

ticles, they will attract each other strongly, and will not 

yield properly to minute pressures, whilst if too much water 

is present, the mass will not have sufficient cohesive power, 

and will fall to pieces. Clay with exactly the correct amount 

of water is found but seldom, as much time is required for 

the water to penetrate between each molecule of clay, and 

the action of pressure (including gravitation) tends to com¬ 

press the lower layers of a clay bed, and so renders it almost 

impossible for the perfectly even distribution of the water 

in just the right amount throughout the mass. This can 

easily be seen by soaking two different classes of clay for 

the same length of time in water, when it will be found 

that the denser (say a shale) will absorb far less water than 

the more open clay (surface clay), and will take much 

longer to become equally plastic. In some cases the amount 

of time required for a clay to become plastic is so great 

that it is beyond all our powers of endurance, and probably 

takes many, many years, even under the best conditions. 

When a solid substance becomes plastic on addition of 

a liquid, it is probably because the smallest particles (mole¬ 

cules) are then able to move readily over each other, and 

this motion takes place more readily and more evenly in 

all directions the nearer the shape of the particles ap¬ 

proaches to that of a sphere; for in a sphere the distribu¬ 

tion of force and the effect of external forces is equally 

great on all sides, and spherical bodies possess an attractive 

power equal in all directions to the fluid particles of a mix¬ 

ture of solid and liquid. 

As bodies which possess a greater force in one direction 

than another (such as crystals) cannot move so easily over 

each other when in a moist state, it follows that to attain 

the maximum plasticity the particles must be spherical and 

not crystalline in form. This is confirmed by the recently 

published experiments of the U. S. A. Department of Agri¬ 

culture, in which the more plastic clays were found, on 

microscopical examination, to contain the larger proportion 

of non-crystalline (“amorphous”) matter, and of a size so 

minute that it taxed the strongest microscopes to definitely 

show their shape. 

In studying the plasticity of clay, it must be remembered 

that under this simple word “clay” are gathered together 

numerous compounds of widely differing characteristics 

and properties and of widely diverging composition. Clay 

is, in fact, not a substance but a mixture, and it contains, 

in addition to the pure “clay substance” (A1203, 2 SiOz, 

2 H20), a varying proportion of sand, quartz, felspar, mica 

and other silicates, many of which do not, under any cir¬ 

cumstances known to us, possess any plasticity. 

It may be stated in general terms that a clay varies in 

plasticity according to the proportion of pure “clay sub¬ 

stance” which it contains; but this statement is only true 

to a limited extent, because the plasticity of a clay is also 

governed by a variety of physical characteristics which can¬ 

not be predicted from the chemical composition of the mass. 

For instance, it is, above all, important that the clay shall 

allow the water necessary to its plasticity to penetrate 

evenly throughout its mass, so that the density of the clay is 

of great effect in determining the plasticity of the clay. 

The effect of differences in density for clays of similar com¬ 

position can usually be equalized by altering the time of 

soaking the clay in water, or by exposing it to the weather. 

The condition of the size of the clay particles is of great 

importance. Pure clay substance only crystallizes from 

certain forms of clay-producing minerals such as felspar, 

and usually in the form of monocline plates or tables. Such 

clays, on account of their not being spherical in the form of 

their smallest particles, cannot be so plastic as the so-called 

“amorphous” clays, and, consequently, clays which are 

found near to the place of their formation (as the kaolins) 

are invariably less plastic than others. Long exposure to 

weather, water, or anv other simple agency cannot increase 

their plasticity to any notable extent, as an increase in 

plasticity can only be obtained by a partial destruction of the 

crystalline form. If a clay can be so finely ground that the 
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essential crystalline form has less effect than the spherical 

shape of the particles can make up for (as when a kaolin 

clay has been transported by natural agencies for a consid¬ 

erable distance from its source, and has become ground and 

“pebbled” in the process) a plastic clay rich in clay sub¬ 

stance may be produced; but the grinding required is of 

such a nature that attempts to produce it in ball and other 

mills are not likely to be successful owing to the enormous 

length of time required making the process of reduction 

prohibitively costly. It is on this account that clays contain¬ 

ing a relatively small amount of clay substance are actually 

more plastic than the purer kaolins. This also explains why 

clays which have their clay substance in an extremely finely 

divided and spherical state, and which dry to a hard, horny 

mass, may, nevertheless, be classed as plastic clays, as distin¬ 

guished from the kaolins which dry to a loose powder. 

On sufficient exposure to water many clays of a dense 

nature become highly plastic, if they contain a moderately 

high proportion of clay substance. In such cases, however, 

the water must be able to distribute itself evenly through¬ 

out the clay substance, in spite of the narrow spaces between 

the molecules. In other words, the resistance exerted by 

the clay to any separation of its particles cannot be much 

greater than the power possessed by tbe water or by the 

opposite attractive force which exists between the mole¬ 

cules of a solid body and water. 

This last-mentioned attractive force cannot, on the other 

hand, be much greater than the attraction of two molecules 

for each other, or the substance would immediately fall to 

powder in water. 

It therefore follows that the attractive powers of a plastic 

substance and of water for each other must be approxi¬ 

mately equal to the molecular attraction of a solid body. 

To calculate the attraction of the particles of two bodies, 

the weight and mass of each and the distance between their 

molecules must be known, and, for the purpose of his argu¬ 

ment, Mr. Wolf assumes that the molecules of all sub¬ 

stances are small spherical bodies—an assumption which is 

probably correct, and which greatly simplifies the calcula¬ 

tions which follow. 

As the molecular weights and densities of the commoner 

compounds are known, the volume of one or more mole¬ 

cules can be readily calculated, and the molecular proper¬ 

ties of “clay substance” are based on the assumption that 

it follows the conditions which would obtain if it were a 

true compound of the formula A1203, 2 Si02, 2 H20. 

According to Newton’s Law of Attraction, the attraction 

of two bodies is proportional to their mass and inversely 

proportional to the square of their distance. Hence, the 

attraction of two particles (molecules) of solid matter for 

each other may be calculated, and are shown in col. M. in 

the following table, whilst the attraction between one mole¬ 

cule of the solid and one of water is shown in col. A. 

A similar calculation shows that, whilst the insertion of 

one molecule of water between two molecules of clay sub¬ 

stance reduces the value of M. from 14.8 to 6.2, the inser¬ 

tion of eight molecules of water reduces the value of M. to 

3.37, or rather less than the corresponding value for two 

molecules of water (3.4) ; so that with this proportion of 

water (equal to about 40 per cent, by weight), the mass 

has no longer any power of cohesion, but falls to pieces. 

In actual practice a somewhat larger proportion of water 

is required, as some is used up in overcoming the resist¬ 

ance of the impurities of the clay. 

A CONFIRMATION OF THIS THEORY. 

Proof of the fact that most of the substances commonly 

occurring in clay can be made plastic, if sufficiently finely 

divided, and provided that they have a sufficiently large 

M :A. ratio, is obtained by precipitating the desired com¬ 

pound from a dilute solution in a sufficiently fine state, 

when it will be found that they may be mixed with pure 

clay substance to the extent of 25 per cent, or more, accord¬ 

ing to the M :A. ratio of the added material. Thus chalk, 

which has a low M :A. ratio (100:73), has a much more 

serious effect on the plasticity of clay substance, to which 

it has been added than the same proportion of magnesium 

carbonate or magnesium hydrate, both of which have higher 

ratios. 

Another curious effect is that of the presence of water in 

the molecule of the added substance. This additional (com¬ 

bined) water greatly increases the M :A. ratio; thus silica 

has a ratio of 100:70, but with one (combined) molecule of 

water the ratio is increased to 100:81. Iron oxide, hydrox¬ 

ide, and calcium sulphate—both anhydrous and hydrated— 

behave similarly. 

It is, therefore, evident that the M :A. ratio of substances 

occurring in clay is of the greatest importance in deter¬ 

mining the maximum plasticity of which the clay is capable, 

or in determining what other minerals may be added with¬ 

out affecting the plasticity of the clay. 

It must, however, be distinctly understood that to obtain 

the maximum plasticity the substances must be divided to 

almost molecular fineness—a condition which cannot be ob¬ 

tained by ordinary grinding, no matter how thoroughly this 

operation is carried out, by ordinary mills. 

The intensely finely ground particles of plastic clay are 

partly due to the extremely lengthy rubbing it has under¬ 

gone in its transport from the place of its original forma¬ 

tion to that from which it is dug. No clayworker could 

afford either the time or expense of so fine a grinding, but 

if it were possible to greatly decrease the time required for 

this process, it seems possible that all clays might be made 

equally plastic. 

The author of this theory claims that, although the plas¬ 

ticity of clay may be in part due to minor characteristics 

which have been pointed out by previous observers, yet the 

chief source of plasticity is to be found in the fine state of 

the particles and in the relation which exists between the 

attraction of the particles for each other and for the water 

between them. 

The Lindenwald Brick Co., Hamilton, Ohio, has begun 

operations on land located on Mount Pleasant Pike and 

will soon be ready to furnish brick. The company is corn- 

nosed of George Pater, Henrv Pater and Frank X. Duerr. 
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“ DRAIN TILE.”* 

By J. A. Wilson, Dows, Ia. 

This subject, “Drain Tile,” is of great and vital im¬ 

portance to all who are interested in the development and 

improvement of state and country. It is a recognized fact 

today that we must have some means of underground drain¬ 

age to bring our soil up to its fullest state of productive¬ 

ness. Therefore the question, “How shall this be accom¬ 

plished?” 

We will discuss 'a few phases of this -subject that appeal 

to us as being worthy of our consideration. Although it has 

been reserved to the present time to see land ' drainage 

reduced to a system, or at least very great improverrients 

made in methods, based on scientific principles, it is by 

no means a modern discovery. 1 • - 

The Romans were careful to keep their arable lands dry 

by a means , of open trenches, and there are some 'grounds 

for surmising that they even Used covered drains for the 

same purpose. It is at least several centuries since the 

British Husbandmen made use of-covered drains or chan¬ 

nels of various kinds for the drying of their land. It is 

two centuries since Captain Walter Blythe -wrote on this 

subject and said; “Superfluous and venomous water/which 

lyeth in the earth and much, occasioneth bogginess-, miriness, 

rushes, flagg and other filth, is indeed the chief caitse of 

barrenness in any land of this nature. Draining is an ex¬ 

cellent and chiefest means for their reducement; and for 

the depth of such drains I cannot possibly bound, for I 

have not the time nor opportunity to take in all the cir¬ 

cumstances. And for thy drainage trench, it must 'be so 

deep that it goes to the bottom of the cold spewing water 

that feeds the flagg and rush; yea, suppose that this cor¬ 

ruption that feeds and nourishes- the flagg and rush should 

lie a yard or four feet deep, to the bottom of it thou must 

go if ever thou wouldst drain it to purpose.” 

By this we see that at that time Blythe understood and 

advocated principles of drainage that we today believe to 

be correct. Also Captain Blythe had in mind the advantages 

and we may say the necessity of keeping the draining 

trenches as near to grade and in a straight line as prac¬ 

tical. 

A little more than a century ago Elkington discovered 

and promulgated a plan of drainage by a means of covered 

drains or trenches partly filled with stones, etc., which was 

more or less successful, and his plan was given to the pub¬ 

lic in a quarto volume by Mr. John Johnston of Edinburgh. 

During the thirty or more years subsequent to the publica¬ 

tion of this volume, most of the drainage that took place 

was on this system, and an immense capital was expended 

with ever varying results. 

About the year 1823 the late James Smith of Deanston, 

having discovered anew the principles of draining so long 

before advocated by Blythe, proceeded to exemplify them 

in his own practice and to expound them to the public in a 

way that speedily revolutionized the art of drainage and 

marked an era in our agricultural progress. 

Instead of persisting in fruitless attempts to drain large 

♦Read at the Iowa Brick & Tile Association meeting. 

areas by a few extensive cuts, he insisted on the necessity 

of providing every field that needed drainage at all with 

a complete system of parellel channels or drains, running 

with the greatest slope of the ground and the distance 

apart of these channels ranging from 10 to 40 feet. The 

depth which he prescribed for his parellel drains was 30 

inches and these to be filled 12 inches with stones small 

enough to pass through a three inch ring—in short, a new 

edition of .Blythe’s drain. A main receiving drain was 

to be carried along the lowest part of the ground with 

sub-mains in every subordinate hollow that the ground pre¬ 

sented. 

These receiving drains were to be of sufficient size to 

carry the greatest amount of water at any time requiring 

to be carried from the area from which they supplied the 

outlet. 

Mr. Smith' appropriately named this system according to 

its effects, “Thorough Draining.” The great labor and cost 

of these drains soon led to the substitution of tiles and 

soles, sometimes called Horse Shoe tiles, of burned earthen¬ 

ware. The limited supply and high price of these tiles for 

a time impeded the progress of the new system of drain¬ 

age; but the invention of tile making machinery by the 

Marquis of Tweeddale and others, removed this impedi¬ 

ment and gave a mighty stimulus to this fundamental agri¬ 

cultural improvement. The substitution of the cylindrical 

pipes for the old horse shoe tiles has further lowered the cost 

and greatly increased the efficiency and permanency of 

drainage works. 

The writer has helped to rive out timbers and construct 

drains from them, also from poles and stone much as 

described above, and we as tile manufacturers are all ac¬ 

quainted with the passing from the old horse shoe type 

of tiles to the octagon type and from that to our present 

type of drain tile. Also we have marked the very great 

improvement made in the machinery for the production 

of all articles of earthenware—the passing from the old 

hand and horse power machinery to the present up-to-date 

machinery now running in the extensive factories located 

throughout the entire country, until the manufacture of 

drain tile has become a very great industry. 

The farmers are well up to the spirit of the times, and 

we believe that as a class they are among the best read 

people to be found in America. The farmer is found to 

be a ready buyer when convinced that advantages are sure 

to follow his investment. We may say, this is a sort of 

“show me” age, in which demonstration is the rule and 

not the exception. The farmer as a practical man fully ap¬ 

preciates his inefficiency in this matter of drainage, there¬ 

fore if the tile manufacturer will explain the principles of 

drainage and point him to the correct method of laying 

the tiles, he will greatly increase his business, for it will 

increase the number of tiles. used when a proper system 

is installed. Also by increasing the efficiency of the drain¬ 

age you may have helped to engineer, you not only cause 

the farmer to reap greater benefits than ever before, but 

his confidence in your business is firmly established. To 

our mind there is no better advertiser than a thoroughly 
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satisfied customer and none are blind to the necessity of 

good, advertising. There is no better way to put the merits 

of a manufactured article before the public than by judicious 

advertising. With drain tile as with other products adver¬ 

tising alone is insufficient, but needs to be backed up by 

experiments and tests, and there are few more practical 

tests than a well drained farm. There is room for improve¬ 

ment in all manufactured articles and some room for im¬ 

provement in drain files, and drainage, but tile drainage as 

it is today has attained a very high, standard of perfection. 

Let us note a, few of.:the benefits-to be derived from a 

thorough system of' drainage. In .swamp land this system 

is the only one that is safe, as it does not permit the water 

to run off to.o fast, thus giving the soil ample time to 

adjust itself to• the absence of wat-ei, to which it has not 

been accustomed. 

In loamy soil tile drainage has a very beneficial effect. 

The land is thoroughly ventilated, as loam is not so tenacious 

as clay, thus giving all decayable matters a chance to decay 

and form humus. The ventilation also keeps the ground 

warm and aids in keeping it sufficiently dry. .On sloping 

ground the water from a heavy rain sinks to the tiles and 

is carried off as it -falls, thus leaving the ground damp and 

warm and in proper condition to promote plant growth. 

If there were no tiles there the pores of the ground would 

become saturated until they could take no more water, and 

slope would be cut into gullies and the earth washed away 

from the roots of the plants, greatly hindering their growth 

and making the ground cold and backward, for the pores 

are full of water that has chilled and much of it must rise 

to the surface and be evaporated. 

The depth to which tiles should be laid is a matter agreed 

upon by few. In past years drain tile was generally laid 

at a depth of from 2 to 3 feet, but today no one thinks of 

laying tile less than 3 to 3^2 feet and 4 feet is considered 

the standard. It has been proved that a 4 foot drain will 

do all that a three foot one will do, and in most cases a 

great deal more. The tile drains an area below the tiles 

and takes the water from places that a shallower drain 

would have no influence upon whatever. 

We do not wish to take space to mention a great many 

of the benefits of drain tile in time of drought, yet it 

will be found that the tiles will pay for themselves in a 

time of considerable drought, not so much by what they 

do, as by what they prevent being done. There can be 

no fixed standard of cost of this system of drainage, as 

conditions vary so greatly. In considering the cost of a 

system of drainage, one should remember that it is not 

work that is done for a day, but for generations, if properly 

done, hence the very great importance of having the work 

done very carefully and by competent men. 

The United States government stations give many in¬ 

teresting and instructive statistics of experiments and tests 
along these lines of drainage and places the increase in value 

of properly drained land at from 20 to 50 Per cent. 
-•-*>- 

The plant of the Union (la.) Brick and Tile Co., owned 
by B. O. Witter, which was destroyed by fire a few months 

ago is to be rebuilt at once. 

NEW CHEMICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER FOR 
USE ON STEAM AND ELECTRIC 

CARS, BOATS, ETC. 

The O. J. Childs Company, Utica, N. Y., U. S. A., large 

manufacturers of Hand Chemical Fire Extinguishers for all 

purposes, have perfected a special machine which they are 

just putting on the market in two sizes: “Utica” No. 7, for 

steam and electric .cars, pleasure boats and automobiles. 

“Utica” No. 8, for steamships and large vessels. These 

machines are built without hose and have a stop cock outlet 

in cap, and the lever that opens and closes the stop cock, 

which controls the contents of the machine, also operates 

the stopple which corks the bottle. In other words when 

the stock cock is shut off the stopple is held firmly in the 

bottle, and when the-stop cock is open the stopple is lifted 

away from the bottle and allows the chemical, to mix when 

The accompanying cuts show the machine complete, and 

also the cap with stop cock outlet, and hanger and bottle 

attached. These extinguishers are approved by the U. S. 

Government under Department of Commerce and Labor 

for Steamboat Inspection Service, rules January 1906. 

These machines are built of the best Lake Superior cold 

rolled copper, and the brass parts are of the best bronze 

brass valve metal, and the interior of the machines are lead 

lined throughout. 

The O. J. Childs Company can be complimented on their 

success in perfecting this machine. They already report 

having secured some very nice orders from two of the 

largest electric trolley roads in central New York, and 

have also equipped a number of pleasure vessels in New 

York City. 

CLAY IN IOWA AND MINNESOTA. 

At points in Iowa and Minnesota on The North-Western 

Line, there are locations where deposits of clay and pottery 

material are found, and only require a test to prove their 

suitability for industries in this line of manufacture. Ref¬ 

erence to these will be given upon request to the Industrial 

Department, Chicago & North-Western Railway, Chicago. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 
TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

817,478. Building Construction. George F. Fisher, 
North Tonawanda, N. Y. Filed Jan. 30, 1905. Serial No. 

243.3i6. 
Claim. A hollow building-block consisting of a plurality 

of sections, each block comprising facing sections having 
depressions on their inner sides, and an intermediate sec¬ 
tion having depressions on both sides, the depressions of the 
intermediate section being in opposing relation to the de¬ 
pressions in the facing sections, thereby forming an air¬ 
space between the intermediate section and each facing sec¬ 
tion. 

In a building, a wall formed of hollow separable blocks 
set in courses, every alternate course being constructed of 
blocks formed in two sections having opposing depressions 
and a sheet of paper between said sections, and the inter¬ 
mediate courses being constructed of blocks comprising two 
facing sections having depressions on their inner sides, an 
intermediate section having depressions on both sides, and 
a sheet of paper between the intermediate section and one 
of said facing sections. 

817,643. Drier. John R. Hussey, Indianapolis, Ind. 
Filed May 17, 1905. Serial No. 260,769. 

Claim. The combination of an overhead traveling carrier 
consisting of two cross-bars at the top, a downwardly-ex- 
tending bar on each side of said cross-bars and a longitudin¬ 
ally-extending side bar at the lower end of said vertical bars 
being each provided with a vertical slot, a tray, a hand-lever 

thereof will be vertically movable, said tray-carrying levers 
extending in opposite directions, means on the opposite ends 
of said tray-carrying levers for engaging or disengaging 
the tray, vertically-extending toggle-levers pivoted at their 
upper ends to some part of the carrier and at their lower 
ends to said tray-carrying levers near the tray-carrying 
ends, connecting-bars pivoted to the middle of the toggle- 

levers and to the inner ends of the tray-carrying levers, and 
vertically-extending connecting-bars pivoted at one end to 
the inner ends of said toggle-connecting bars and said load¬ 
carrying levers and at the other end pivoted to said hand- 

lever. 
817,489. Molding-Machine. Orion D. W. Inman, Be¬ 

loit, Wis. Filed May 1, 1905. Serial No. 258,367. 

Claim. A machine of the character described the com¬ 
bination with the walls of an invertible mold and a core; of 
means for moving the core and laterally moving the walls 
at one operation, successively, while the mold is inverted. 

In a machine of the character described the combination 
with a table; of an invertible mold comprising laterally- 
movable walls, means for detachably securing the walls to¬ 
gether and telescopic connections between the walls and 
table and constituting supports for the mold when inverted 
and raised. 

818,129. Oil-Burning Brick-Kiln. Richard South, Los 
Angeles, Cal., assignor of one-half to Morris Marks, Los 
Angeles, Cal. Filed Aug. 10, 1905. Serial No. 273,575. 

Claim. The combination with a plurality of kilns, of par¬ 
titions separating the kilns, combustion-spaces in said par¬ 
titions, escape-flues leading from the combustion-space of 
each partition to the kilns on both sides of said partition, 
and a lower flue arranged in the partition for placing ad¬ 
jacent kilns in communication with each other. 
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817*383. Apparatus for Molding Plastics. George T. 
McIntyre, Riverside, Cal. Filed Feb. 17, 1905. 

Claim. A machine for molding plastics comprising a 
casing, having a charging-opening at one end and a dis¬ 
charge-opening at the other end, said casing flaring from 
the charging to the discharging end, a force-feed device 
within said casing, and a mold connected to the discharging 
end of the casing. 

817,988. Manufacture of Brick. Gust A. Riddle, Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa., assignor of two-thirds to J. W. Fritts and C. J. 
Mathewson, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Dec. 17, 1904. 

Claim. The herein described composition of matter for 
the manufacture of brick, consisting of ground or pulver¬ 
ized ganister stone, silicate of soda, water and glycerin, in 
or about the proportions stated. 

The herein-described composition of matter for the man¬ 
ufacture of brick, consisting of ground or pulverized ganis¬ 
ter stone nine gallons, silicate of soda one gallon, water one 
gallon and glycerin twelve drops to each gallon of silicate of 
soda, substantially as set forth. 

818,287. Process of Treating Clay. Eugene S. Powers, 
Merchantville, N. J. Filed July 10, 1905. 

Claim. The herein-described process of making plastic 
products, consisting in incorporating with clay a liquid so¬ 
lution of silica, or similar inorganic substance, molding 
same, and thereafter causing the crystallization of said sil¬ 
ica on the surface of the composition. 

The process of making plastic products, consisting in mix¬ 
ing clay and sand, adding and mixing liquid solution of sil¬ 
ica, molding such composition, then causing the formation 
of an oxid on the exposed surface thereof, and thereafter 
heating same whereby the oxid forms a crystallized crust, 
substantially as described. 

818,286. Process of Molding Concrete Bricks or Blocks. 
William Porten, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Sept. 20, 1905. 

Claim. A process of molding concrete bricks or blocks 
which consists in placing a thin layer of cement in a mold 
having a hard smooth floor to form on the block a finished 
facing impervious to moisture, and then filling up and tamp- 
in~ mold with a mixture of coarse sand and cement to 
form a comparatively porous backing, substantially as de¬ 

scribed. 
A process of making a concrete brick or block which con¬ 

sists in placing a thin layer of fine sand and cement mixed 
in suitable proportions in a mold having a hard smooth floor 
to form a finished facing on the block, and then filling up 
and tamping the mold with a mixture of coarser sand and 
proportionately less cement whereby a softer, more pervi¬ 
ous backing will be formed, substantially as described. 

817,853. Gas-Producer. Franklin G. Hobart, Beloit, 
Wis., assignor to Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Chicago, 
Ill., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed April 19, 1905. 

Claim. In a gas-producer, the combination with a maga¬ 
zine, of an annular vaporizer surrounding the lower end of 
said magazine, and spaced therefrom, and a top for said 
vaporizer extending inwardly over the said space and con¬ 
nected to said magazine, said top having apertures opening 
into said vaporizer, and valved poker-holes opening into 
the space between said magazine and vaporizer, for the pur¬ 
pose described. 
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In a gas-producer, the combination with a magazine, of 
an annular vaporizer surrounding the lower end of said 
magazine and spaced therefrom, ribs on said vaporizer pro¬ 
jecting into said space, and a top for said vaporizer bridg¬ 
ing said space and connected to said magazine and having 
apertures opening into said vaporizer, and valved poker- 
holes opening into the space between said magazine and 
vaporizer, for the purpose described. 

818,308. Floor-Brick for Downdraft-Kilns. Richard 
Southworth and Joseph E. Holden, Mimico, Canada. Filed 
Dec. 8, 1905. Serial No. 290,959. 

Claim. A floor-brick for kilns having one plain vertical 
side and plain vertical ends and one recessed side forming 
end projections, and a depending portion of the length of 
the bottom of the recess extending beneath the body portion 
said end projections having upwardly and outwardly in¬ 
clined opposing faces as and for the purpose specified. 

The combination with the beams, of a plurality of bricks 
having one of the sides plain and the other side recessed, 
so as to provide projecting ends, which are designed to fit 
against the plain side of the adjacent brick, and all the 
bricks being arranged, so that the ends abut each other and 
the joints over the beam are alined, and the depending por¬ 
tions extend between the beams said projecting ends having 
upwardly and outwardly inclined opposing faces so that the 
space formed between two bricks is smaller at the bottom 
than at the top as and for the purpose specified. 
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“ I like to read American advertisements. They are in 

themselves literature, and I can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 

very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 

out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 

least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 

acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

A chronic borrower is naturally a' trifle touchy. 

Subscribe for the Clay Record now. It costs only one 

dollar per year and is pointed. 
___ ' . 1 ‘ *• 

If anyone sticks a pin in your toy balloon, don’t waste 

any time trying to save the contents. 

What a delightful world this would be if every man could 

select the other fellow’s reading matter. 

' • J 

Too many men make strenuous efforts to get a liberal 

share of something that doesn’t belong to them. 

The workman who takes a real interest in his work doesn't 

have to spend much time looking for a good job. 

When you encounter a man who telis you the world is 

growing worse, give him the sorrowful look and pass on. 

On account of the illness of the Editor, the last two 

issues of the Clay Record has been delayed a few days. 

However, we hope to have the June issue out promptly. 

We hear it said, and that often, particularly bv those 

whose line of business it is to promote education and who 

are harping everlastingly on the string, Educate! Educate! 

Educate! that the people are growing wiser; that they know 

more than their fathers, and similar talk; but we must con¬ 

fess that a superficial analysis of -everyday happenings mani¬ 

festly contradicts these .statements. Now we-are not allud¬ 

ing to what people know aboflt Latin. rof Greek, history or 

art, in this criticism, but to actions and conduct Observed 

in practical matters in everyday business affairs. We fail 

to see where this generation is profiting froin the experience 

of the past, which it should if it is growing wiser. 
■ > . 

Take one thing to make this point. Note the recent as¬ 

tounding revelations of the conduct of men in high finance 

in the management of great corporations and in connection 

take note of the stupidity exhibited on the part of the 

stockholders in these institutions. 

Many, many years ago Herbert Spencer remarked that 

in matters of business, and in matters of business at large, 

the maxim should be: “Do not suppose, things are going 

right till it is proved they are going wrong,' but rather 

suppose they are going wrong till it is proved they are going 

right.” Let us suppose this generation had cherished this' 

item of knowledge handed down and thereby had grown 

by as much wiser to the extent of appropriating and apply¬ 

ing this principle in the world of affairs could it have been 

possible the rottenness recently revealed and that known 

but yet to be brought to the light ? 

We admit there has been improvement along intellectual 

lines, but we deny the present generation is wiser than 

nearby generations in matters of morals pertaining to every¬ 

day life in domestic and business affairs, not because it lacks 

in principles, (admitted in theory) but that these are scorned 

by it in practice. 

After waiting patiently for months the Congress in its 

good pleasure has passed the Rate Bill which is now in 

the hands of the President for his- signature. The law is 
r 

not what it should have been or what the people had a right 

to expect from a body of men who presumably were elected 

for the purpose of legislating for the interests of the people. 

However, the American people have become so used to get¬ 

ting “half a loaf” they have accepted it without protest, 

so far as we have learned, although there are some indica¬ 

tions that there is an undercurrent of feeling and sentiment 

that will, when an opportunity presents itself, break out 

and the outcome will be that many, if not all, of those 

against whom this feeling and sentiment are held will be 

relegated to private life. 

In touch as we are with men of all shades of political 

bias, we have been surprised at the unanimity of a senti¬ 

ment to rebuke the moss-covered and antiquated appeal 

that this and that are “unconstitutional” if enacted into law; 
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this sentiment being unanimous that if .the constitution is 

opposed to the features demanded, then change the consti¬ 

tution ; grant our forefathers had wisdom i,t does not follow 

they had, or that we believe they had, the wisdom of the 

agesthat it is not to be conceded they could and did an¬ 

ticipate the conditions of the twentieth century, etc., and 

provided for them in the constitution. 

Politics is not our business, but as citizens interested only 

in the welfare of the country, we recognize' a necessity for 

many changes; and if we read aright the signs of the times 

at the next general’ elections' there will''be a shaking up and 

a breaking up of the old lines, the like of which this coun¬ 

try never before experienced. 

-- 
• • 1 ’> . • ’ " • . • • ' . j 

OBITUARY. 

Ralph A. Hellier, son of the late Walter S. Hellier, 

founder of the Bangor (Maine) Brick Co., is dead. 

Harry Dietschler, of H. Dietschler’s Sons, brick mer¬ 

chants, died at his home, 8/0' Clinton St'.; Buffalo, N. Y. 

John De Haven, age 55 years, died at his home in Al¬ 

toona, Pa., of stomach trouble. He was the manager of the 

Altoona Brick & Tile Co. 

Harry C. Ellis, one of the oldest brick makers of Toledo, 

O., died of tuberculosis at his home. He was 66 years of 

age and had been a sufferer for years. 

Samuel Cartwright, aged 66 years, and brother to 

William Cartwright, who died within 36 hours, died at his 

home in East Liverpool, O. They were interested in the 

Cartwright Pottery. 

Lawren W. McCollum, secretary of the W. S.. Dickey 

Clay Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo., died at the hospital in 

Macomb of peritonitis while on a business trip. He was 

53 years old and for 17 years with the above company. 

John E. Pinkham, a prominent brick maker of Dover 

Point, N. H., died suddenly at his home of heart failure. 

He was 71 years old and had been engaged in the brick 

business since early life. O. L. Pinkham, supt. of the Fiske 

Brick Co., is his only son. 

J. A. Saigne, general supt. of the Bibbs Brick Co., Macon, 

Ga., died on a southern railway train. He had been on a 

10-day trip and was returning home. When Macon was 

reached it was found he had died of heart trouble, and his 

body was taken from the train. 

DEALERS INDICTED FOR BREAKING ANTI¬ 

TRUST LAW. 

John T. Windsor, William Windsor, Walter Akers, Al¬ 

fred Akers, William F. Keller, William Cooper, James 

C. McCausland, George Carmichael, brick manufacturers 

and dealers, at Akron, O., were indicted today by the grand 

jury, charged with operating a brick trust. It is alleged 
that as members of the Akron Brick Exchange, they created 
restrictions in the trade of brick throughout this county 
and state, prevented competition and fixed a standard price 

and figure on brick. 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

Frank W. Baitey was accidentally killed in the machinery 

of the Table Rock (Nebr.) Clay Co. 

Wm. Doty, an employe of the brick yard at Beecher, Ill., 

was run down and instantly killed by the C. & E. I. Ry. 

train., 

The 50,000 gallon tank of the Georgia Vitrified Brick & 

Clay- Co... at Campania, Ga., collapsed and caused a complete 

loss to the company. 

John Thomford, an employee in the Cr'ookstbn (Miim.) 

Brick & Tile Col, was seriously injured in the clay bank 

by same falling upon him. 

The jury awarded Rosanna Palin $4,500 damages for 

the loss of her husband who was employed and killed at 

the works of the Carv Brick Co., at Troy, N. Y. 

G. W. Sjoblad, a teamster in the employ of J. W. Graham, 

the Rock Island, Ill., brick manufacturer, was almost in¬ 

stantly killed by being kicked in the head by a horse. 
. , i 

A terrible explosion occurred in the William Blunt Pot¬ 

tery; East Liverpool, O., which wrecked a kiln, and ruined 

the ware. Gas caused tire accident. No one was injured. 

John Neibert, president of the Muscatine (la.) Brick Co., 

broke his leg while playing baseball at a picnic. His son 

made a slide to third base and struck his father, breaking 

his leg. .'...I 

John Sekerski, a workman, was crushed to death by tons 

of clay falling upon him at the brick plant of the Grand 

Rapids (Mich.) Brick Association. He leaves a widow and 

four children. 

The Potteries Selling Co., Trenton, N. J., has enjoined 

the Resolute Pottery Co. of Trenton, N. J., from manu¬ 

facturing or selling the water closets made under the Frame 

and Neff patents. 

The Findlay (O.) Hydraulic Brick Co. has been sued for 

$10,000 damages for the loss of the life of Duszo Buczko, 

who was run over by one of the company’s wagons while 

the driver was reading a book. 

The creditors of the Wooster (O.) Shale Brick Co. voted 

to accept the bid of Albert Shupe of $9,560 for the plant 

which was sold under bankruptcy. Same will be put irj 

repair and operated by Mr. Shupe. 

The York (Pa.) Brick Co. has been adjudged a voluntary 

bankrupt and a receiver appointed. The liabilities of the 

company are $12,000, assets $7,000. Wm. Stambaugh and 

John Plonk organized the company several years ago. 

George Miller, an employe of the Ottawa (Kansas) Brick 

& Tile Co., was seriously hurt at the plant by a pile of 

brick falling on him. The bones in the leg were so shat¬ 

tered that they protruded, and he received a scalp wound. 

Serious charges are made against Frederick Bach, presi¬ 

dent of the Bach Brick Co., Chicago; Wm. Bach Jr., vice- 

president; Otto Bach, secretary, and Emil Bach, Julius 

Bach and Henry Bach, by the trustee of the bankrupt estate 

of Marie Muller. The bill claims that they have $15,000 

worth of property owned by the woman. 
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THE HUDSON BRICK YARDS TO REOPEN. 

Kingston, May 31.—The Hudson River Brick Manufac¬ 

turers’ Association of the Kingston district yesterday after¬ 

noon decided that the yards operated by its members should 

reopen for business, and some of the manufacturers an¬ 

nounced that they would begin work today, while others 

found it impossible to get ready before Monday. 

No discrimination will be made against employes, it was 

announced by the manufacturers after the meeting had 

adjourned, and men will be employed whether they belong 

to the International Brick, Tile and Terra Cotta Workers’ 

Alliance or not. In other words, the manufacturers will 
run “open” yards. 

Before the meeting an effort was made by Robert W. 

Haw'thorne, state mediator of the state labor department, 
to arrange a meeting between the manufacturers and a com¬ 
mittee of the alliance, but the manufacturers refused to 
assent to the proposition, and said they would adhere to 
their original purpose not to recognize the union in any way. 

Finding that the good offices of the state labor depart¬ 
ment were not acceptable to the manufacturers, and with 
no immediate prospect of violence at any of the yards, Mr. 
Hawthorne left town late in the afternoon for New York 
city, where he has been busy adjusting the strike of the 
funeral coach drivers. 

The manufacturers regard the strike as broken, and they 
give credit to the Hutton Company of this city for making 
the start at work which they have followed. They do 
not anticipate any further trouble, and believe that the men 
will gradually return to work, regardless of the union 
affiliations. 

The International Alliance, on the other hand, does not 
believe that the manufacturers will be able to continue at 
work throughout the season without trouble, and says that 
legal proceedings will be taken, as announced, by ex-Sena- 
tor Jacob A. Cantor of New York city, who is their counsel, 
to prosecute the manufacturers for alleged violations of the 
labor and other laws. A fight against alleged unsanitary 
conditions will also be kept up, it says, until conditions 
along the yards are made as sanitary as anywhere else. 

Work on several of the brickyards continued today with¬ 
out any trouble resulting. No attempt was made to stop 
the men who have gone to work to break the strike, and 
the manufacturers claim they have the backbone of the strike 
broken. Vice-President Butterworth of the Brick Workers’ 
National Alliance laughed last night when asked if the 
union men were joining the ranks of strike breakers as 
the manufacturers say. He said that from reports re¬ 
ceived he believed that less than thirty men had deserted 
the union. This showing out of 2,700 union men in this 
vicinity was a remarkable one. Mr. Butterworth said it 
was a good sign when the strikers had returned from 
Glasco without becoming engaged in a riot with the non¬ 
union men who were armed. “But,” said he, “there is 
no telling what may happen if trouble breaks out again 
in some other year. The men have kept quiet with no sign 
of a break from either side. Should differences arise at 
some future time there will be no holding the hot-headed 
ones and this place will be a small hell on earth.” 

Already many men have left this part of the country and 
are seeking work at brickyards which are not affected bv 
strikes. A great many are working at Haverstraw and a 
number have gone to the Catskills to get work on the New 
York water system. A large party of Roumanians who 
came east about the time the coal strike was threatened 
have gone back to Pennsylvania. 

PRESIDENT FINANCES BIG BRICK COMPANY. 

N. L. C. Kackelmacher, president of the Columbus (Ohio) 

and Hocking Coal and Iron Co., arrived in New York to 

complete the organization of their mammoth brick company, 

which is to be the largest 'in the United States, with a 

capacity of 500,000 bricks a day, to cost $1,000,000. Their 

engineers are now perfecting their plans, and they will break 

ground for their works on the Ohio River at Hocking Val¬ 

ley in three weeks, where they have immense beds of clay, 

for which the Ohio Valley is famous. 
It was learned that Mr. Kackelmacher had been successful 

in having the whole amount required underwritten. 

With regard to the coal situation, Mr. Kackelmacher says 

the strike is not yet settled and a settlement is not yet in 

sight. But had it not been for the attitude of Mr. Rob¬ 

bins in Pennsylvania the miners would have been glad to 

renew the old scale of wages. As it is, it is impossible to 

predict the outcome now that the State politics of Pennsyl¬ 

vania is involved, as there is believed to be an agreement 

with the miners to send Mr. Robbins to the United States 

Senate, in return for his support of their cause. It is given 

out by their side that the Steel Trust is back of Robbins 

in this deal, but the trade does not credit it, though it is not 

opposing it. 

ANNUAL OUTING OF BROTHERHOOD OF 
OPERATIVE POTTERS. 

The annual outing of the National Brotherhood of Oper¬ 

ative Potters of the western district will be held this year at 

Rock Spring Park, Chester, W. Va., June 4. It is being ar¬ 

ranged to make the event the greatest of its kind ever held 

by the Brotherhood. 

For three months the national officers have been working 

on the outing. A special train is to be run from every town 

in which a pottery is located. The train from Coshocton 

will come from the most distant point, although many are 

expected to come here from the Columbus shops, by making 

the trip to Coshocton the night before and coming east on 

the special. 

A silver cup is the prize set up by the Brotherhood for 

the winning ball team. The contest this year will be be¬ 

tween a team from the Niles shop and a team from Jig- 

germans local No. 12 of this city. 

A prize of $25 is offered the winning team in the tug of 

war. These teams have been selected from local No. 12 

and Kilnman’s Local No. 9. 

Over 20,000 people are expected at this reunion. The 

outing has increased in attendance annually. 

BRICK PLANT MERGES 

The Tulsa (I. T.) Vitrified brick plant and Tulsa Red 

Fork brick plant were consolidated yesterday. E. B. Howard 

becomes president and general manager of the merger. The 

consolidated plants have a daily output of 75,000 brick, 

which will be increased to 100,000 at once. Tulsa is very 

fortunate in possessing a good quality of brick shale and 

brick making is becoming a prominent industry here. 
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mr. McCollum dies in a hospital at 

MACOMB. 

Lauren W. McCollum, secretary of the Dickey Clay 
Manufacturing company of Kansas City, Mo., died at a 
hospital at Macomb, Ill. While on a business trip he was 
stricken in that city with peritonitis and inflammation of 
the bowels. An operation was performed. His wife and 
his daughter, Mrs. J. Will Merrill, Jr., were at his bedside. 

Mr. McCollum returned in April from a three-month 
trip to the Philippine islands and Hawaii. He went to New 
Orleans and Chicago on business and had stopped at Ma¬ 
comb on Ins way home when he became ill. 

Mr. McCollum is widely known in the clay manufactur¬ 
ing business. He was born in Buffalo, N. Y., fifty-three 
years ago and was reared in that city. There he became an 
early day friend of Grover Cleveland. The two, when young 
men, were members of the same club and played whist to¬ 
gether in the days when Cleveland was just entering politics 
as sheriff of Erie county. Mr. McCollum did newspaper 
work in Buffalo, holding a position for several years in 
the advertising department of the Commercial Advertiser. 
He then went to Des Moines for two or three years, having 
charge of the construction of the Gilbert starch manu¬ 
facturing plant there. About twenty years ago Mr. Mc¬ 
Collum came to Kansas City and was first employed by the 
Keith & Perry company. He afterwards became manager 
of the Deepwater Clay Manufacturing company, which was 
bought by Walter S. Dickey in 1889. Since that time Mc¬ 
Collum held the most responsible position in the sales de¬ 
partment of the business. He has traveled for the company 
in the Philippines, Japan and China. 

McCollum was chairman of the finance committee of the 
Republican city committee in the spring campaign and was 
treasurer of the Republican county committee. He was a 
member of the Ivanhoe lodge of Masons, the Knife and 
Fork club and the Commercial club. 

Mr. McCollum was the adviser of Mr. Dickey in all the 
important steps connected with the building of the com¬ 
pany’s business. He had spent most of his time in the main 
office, but when there were particularly important contracts 
to work for or new territory to develop McCollum was the 
man sent out from headquarters. He was a strict business 
man with high ideals and everything he had to do with 
was' thoroughly systematized. That was true in politics 
as well as in business. McCollum was often the real planner 
for things that were worked out in the names of others. 
He had no liking for notoriety and when suggested for 
chairman of the Republican committee preferred to stand 
behind the chairman and to furnish ideas. But he always 
kept himself in the background. 

-- 

TO BRING 5,000 SUITS AGAINST MANUFAC¬ 

TURERS UNDER THE STATE LAW. 

Though the strike of the members of the Brick, Tile and 
Terra Cotta Workers’ Union in the brickyards along the 
Hudson is practically ended, the fight against the manu¬ 
facturers is not ended, according to Herman Robinson, 
the New York representative of the American Federation 
of Labor, in a report which he made to the Central Feder¬ 
ated Union in New York. 

“Under the present law,” he said, “the men in the brick 
vards can work only ten hours a day. These men have 
been working twelve, fourteen and sixteen hours a day, 
and 5,000 suits for overtime are to be brought on their 
behalf against the employers. The suits will be prosecuted 
by ex-Borough President Cantor, and the fight will go on 
until the men in the brickyards get justice.” 

SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

W. E. Rice has started to make cement brick at Clarion, 

Mich. 

Ed. Stott, Darlington, Wis., is making cement brick at 

the above place. 

Parish & Bomme, Roseau, Minn., are preparing to go into 

the cement, brick and concrete business. 

Jas. L. Aiton, Alexandria, Minn., has added a cement 

brick machine to his tile and cement block factory. 

The Washington (N. C.) Investment Co., W. E. Jones, 

manager, will establish a sand-line brick plant there. 

Sail & Brooking, Peoria, Ill., manufacturers of cement 

blocks, have decided to go into the cement brick business. 

George Finck, 135 Broadway, New York, desires to 

communicate with firms that make sand brick machines. 

A new sand-lime brick industry will be established at 

Brantford, Ontario. Necessary machinery will cost $30,000. 

A. W. Mertens, International Falls, Minn., recently pur¬ 

chased a cement brick machine, and will manufacture brick. 

J. S. Crue and J. C. Perry have formed a partnership 

for the manufacture of tile and cement brick at Tekamah, 

Nebr. 

The Inter-Mountain Building & Supply Co., Boise, Idaho, 

are now installing their machinery for their sand-lime brick 

plant. 

H. S. Bowler, Gloversville, N. Y., has applied for a patent 

on a cement brick machine, which operates by hand, making 

500 brick per hour. 

W. D. Schultz has been appointed managing director 

of a sand-lime brick company at Brandford, Ontario. The 

plant will cost $40,000. 

The Seminole Pressed Brick Co., Jacksonville, Fla., has 

been incorporated with $35,000 capital stock to make sand- 

lime brick. R. Cay is president. 

H. J. Willetts and Mr. Webster have bought the cement 

brick plant on Wabash St., Michigan City, Ind., from Chas. 

H. Felton, and will operate same. 

The Rockford (Ill.) Cement Stone & Brick Co. has been 

org-anized, and a plant is built on No. 2nd St. W. W. 

Sawyer and W. C. Sawyer are interested. 

The Winchester Rock & Brick Co., Winchester, Mass., 

have lately called Robt. T. Edwards to their employ, in 

planning for their sand-lime brick plant. 

The Ohlemacher .Brick Co., of Michigan City, Ind., 

recently closed a contract with the Oliver Chilled Plow 

Works, at South Bend, for one million sand-lime brick. 

The Lake Superior Sand-Lime Brick Co., Hancock, Mich., 

begun at once to rebuild their plant which was destroyed by 

fire. For 30 days they will work under a temporary shed. 

The W. F. Barnes Co., San Francisco, Cali., who are the 

representatives of the Schwarz System on the Pacific coast, 

have secured a site on the Columbia River, 8 miles below 

Portland, Oregon, and will in a few days begin the con¬ 

structing of a sand-lime plant. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

O. T. Cassidy is putting up a brick and tile works at 

Orange Grove, Miss. 

Floey Brick Works, Downingtown, Pa., capital $50,000, 

has been incorporated. 

It is reported that R. H. Etheredge, Saluda, S. C., will 

establish a brick works. 

William Adams of Denver, Colo., will start a brick 

works at Goodland, Kansas. 

The Pennsylvania Clay Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has been 

incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. 

The Forbes Kealty Co. is planning to establish a brick 

making plant on their property at Rensselaer, N. Y. 

The Calesa (Ala.) Townsite Co. has located a brick and 

tile works in that town that will cost $40,000 and employ 

100 hands. 

Quinn & Moritz, Revenna, Neb., have started to mould¬ 

ing brick. They have largely increased the capacity of their 

drying yards. 

J. J. Lane, Newberry, S. C., has found a fine deposit of 

clay on his property and in all probability a brick yard will 

be located there. 

Le Roy, Kansas, is to have a 100,000 daily capacity brick 

plant. The machinery has already been bought. E. F. Day 

and H. C. Waage are interested. 

The Sheffield (Ala.) Brick and Tile Co. has been sold 

to Dr. A. D. Bellanmy of Florence. The plant is a large 

one, just equipped with a new outfit of machinery. 

The Camp Conduit Co., Akron, O., has been incorporated 

with $100,000 capital stock, by PI. IP. Camp, L. W. Camp, 

Anna M. Camp, Amelia Camp and Louise W. Camp. 

The Mount Gilead (O.) Tile and Pottery Co. has been 

incorporated with $15,000 capital stock bv J. C. McCormick, 

IP. E. Hubbard, J. A. Wilhelm, J. P. Price and R. J. Pum- 

phrey. 

The Independent Brick Co. of Trenton, N. J., have a 

large force of men at work building a brick plant on the 

meadows near the Pegin railway, about a mile north of 

Bordentown. 

Buildings have been erected and machinery nearly in¬ 

stalled for a brick making plant at East Chattanooga, Tenn. 

The capital stock of the company will be $25,000. O. S. Mc- 

Culley is president; Gordon McCluskey, vice president; and 

Samuel McCulley, secretary and treasurer. 

The Kewanee (Ill.) Brick Co. has been organized, and 

has leased the plant of the Kewanee Mining and Mfg. Co., 

which was burned about 18 months ago. The plant will 

be rebuilt. R. E. Taylor is president; George Wilsey, vice 

president; Wm. Stanley, secretary; Moritz Roth, treasurer; 

and E. A. Mumford, manager. 

L. O. Wilson, Fred Smith, R. S. Trulock, W.'I. Goff and 

W. T. Beeks, all of Elkeno, Okla., have formed company 

with $25,000 capital stock that will build a brick and tile 

plant on the Montrief-Ernest Brick Works Site. The com¬ 

pany will be called the El Reno Brick and Tile Co. 

Henry Lehman of Boston, Mo., is preparing to open up 

a tile factory on his farm west of the city. 

John Newbower, formerly of Havre, Mont., has started 

operating the brick plant at Browerville, Minn. 

The Capron (Ill.) Brick and Tile Co. has sold its plant 

to Munson Bros., who will fit it up in good shape. 

Summit, Miss., is to have a $25,000 brick making plant. 

Lucion E. Schilling of Magnolia is promoting the enter¬ 

prise. 

The firm of Fries & Burr, tile and brick manufacturers at 

Utica, Mich., has been dissolved, and C. E. Fries continues 

the business. 

A deal has been closed whereby the machinery of the 

Home Brick Co. of Iola, Kansas, is to be removed to Le 

Roy, where it will be put in operation. 

The Southern Kaolin and Aluminum Co., Blaney, S. C., 

has been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. They 

will mine and ship koalin and caustic soda. 

M. C. Madsen, Hutchinson, Minn., has completed arrange¬ 

ments to make tile at his brick yard. He has erected the 

buildings and put in the necessary machinery. 

The High Ridge Hydraulic Press Brick Co., Chicago, 

has been incorporated, with $21,000 capital stock, by Fred¬ 

erick Scholer, D. S. Roberts and John W. Petesch. 

In this issue of The Clay Record is the ad of the Ohio 

Galvanizing and Mfg. Co., of Niles, Ohio. They have just 

patented a new steel brick pallet that has much merit. 

The Armstrong (la.) Brick and Tile Co., have leased their 

plant to Ottawa, Ill., parties, who have the right to op¬ 

erate it under the lease until fall, with the privilege of 

buying. 

Mark Ogan of St. Louis, Mo., recently married Olive 

Stafford of Buffalo, Mo., and they have gone to Tesla, Cal., 

where Mr. Ogan will have charge of the Carnegie Brick 

and Pottery Co.’s new plant. 

The Williamsburg (Va.) Brick Co. recently bought the 

W. L. Jones brick yard and has remodeled and started same 

in operation. Melville De Baum, formerly of the Roseton 

Brick Co. of New York, is the president and manager; James 

Cathacart, Jr., is vice president; and Robert T. Boyd, is 

secretary and treasurer. 

The American 
Sandstone Brick 
Machinery Co, 

Saginaw, Mich. 

One of these presses made 
22M. brick each consecu¬ 
tive day of ten hours for 
more than six months 
without a breakdown. An¬ 
other press made 4.235.000 
the first ten months, ten 
hours per day run; is now 
making- 35M. per day, day 
and night run. We were 
the first to introduce the 
Komnick or hydrated lime 

komnick IMPROVED rotary press. system in the United 
States; also to build and 

install the complete plant and guarantee results, and are prepared to 
furnish complete or partial installation. 
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Leek Bros., Adams. Tenn., have established a brick plant. 

O. L. Feaster, Micariopy*. Fla., .wants catalogues and ma¬ 

chinery for making brick. „ . \. 

The Center Brick Co., Howards Pa-, has been incorporated 

with $5,000 capital stock? 

The brick & tile yard of Richholt Bros, at Holgate, Ohio, 

is rapidly being pushed to completion. 

Brick Mfg. & Construction Co., Franklinton, La., has 

been incorporated with$io,ooo capital stock. 

Postmaster H. E. Hull has sold his interest in the Wil- 

liamsbury, (la.) Brick & Tile Co., to Arthur Lewis. 

E. E. Bumpus, of Ft. Collins, Colo., has purchased the 

Cody Wyoming brick works, and will begin the manu¬ 

facture of brick. 

The Mentens, (Ill.) Brick & Tile Co., has been incor¬ 

porated with $100,000 capital stock by John P. Hatch, 

Geo. W. Jackson and Daniel G. Lee. 

The Venable & King Bros., Rockwood, Tenn., have 

leased the Brick & Tile Co’s plant and moved it to the farm 

of Col. J. A. Shadden, where it will be put into operation. 

The National Drain Tile Co., Terre Haute, Ind., will put 

in a $50,000 tile plant at Springfield, Ill. The plant will be 

southeast of the city near the Springfield Paving Brick Co’s 

plant. 

The Wilson Brick Co., Windsor, Vt., has been incor- 

ported with $50,000 capital stock. Fred H. Young and A. 

E. Snow, of Springfield, Mass., and Arthur B. Clapp, of 

Brattleboro, Vt., are the incorporators. 

The Winterset, (la.) Brick, Tile & Material Co. has been 

incorporated with $10,000 capital stock. The officers are 

S. D. Alexander, president; T. F. Mardis, vice-president; 

W. L. Smalley, secretary, and W. C. Summers, treasurer. 

The Empire Pressed Brick Co., of Spokane, Wash., has 

been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock by Louis R. 

Demert, secretary; Ralph K. Green, president. They have 

bought the Shepard & Son brick plant at Rockford, Wash. 

The Preston Brick Co., Kingwood, W. Va., has been in¬ 

corporated with $5,000 capital stock by A. B. McCrum, R. 

W. Monroe, P. J. Crogan, C. F. Shaw, J. A. Lenhart, Wm. 

Brown, Wm. Schaffer, and C. C. Pierce, all of Kingwood. 

BUILDING SUPPLIES 
WANTED 

The wonderful progress of Northwest and Western 
Canada has created a tremendous demand at 

WINNIPEG 
for all classes of Building Material. We reach every Archi¬ 
tect, Builder, Contractor and Engineer in Northwestern and 
Western Canada. We reach every Brick Yard and Clay 
Worker. Write us for full particulars, etc. 

$ 1 a year keeps you poster!. 

WESTERN CANADA CONTRACTOR 

720 Union Bank, Winnipeg, Canada. 

A RARE OPPORTUNITY. 
, , One thousand acres of “Fire Clay*’ with lignite coal in at>itndauee on 

adjoining land. Clay of the following analysis with a vein running from 
four to forty feet. Some of it shows the saitie analysis, except has much 
less sand. 

ANALYSIS: 
Telephone Connection. 

CHEMICAL LABORATORY, 
H. Kndkman, Ph. I) , 

Analysis, Consultations and. Researches. 
23 William Street, New York, Aug. 9, 1904. 

Certikicatr of Analysis. 
For F. M. Greene, Atlanta. Texas.' 

I have examined the sample of Clay marked as stated below and find 
the following results: 

It contains in 100 parts by weight— 
Alumuia .  19.88 j * 
Silica.    20.95 
Hydrate water .  -6.03 j. CLAY 

Alkaline earths and alkalies. 2.22 j 
Coarse sand (sample.  35.00 ) 
Dust sand....’. 15.18 j SAND 

This clay situated in Texas. Would like to put it in as stock with good 
people to develop it. Samples and full particulars on application. 

F. M. GREB.NE, ATLANTA, TEXAS. 

The Carrollton (Texas) Brick Co. has been organized 

with $50,000 capital stock. 

George W. Ford and M. F. Houck will establish a brick 

plant with 60,000 daily capacity at Louisburg, N. C. 

F. W. Spinks will put in a $75,000 brick making plant 

at Latonia, Ivy. He will make 60,000 brick daily, using the 

Scott system of kilns, etc. 

The new plant of the Maumee Brick & Tile Co., Ft. 

Wayne, Ind., located on the New Haven road east of the 

city, is now making brick. 

The Darlington (S. C.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $20,000 capital stock. Bright Williamson and J. E. 

Blackwell are the incorporators. 

James C. Riley and Roscoe L. Haefer are behind an en¬ 

terprise to make 50,000 brick daily at Bloomington, Ill. 

The plant will be on the old J. B. Holmes site. 

The New Lexington (O.) Press Brick Co. has been 

incorporated with $80,000 capital stock by B. F. Rogers, 

C. H. Bell, J. W. McDonald. A. Farlinger and J. W. Fay. 

The Nelson-Meyer Co., West Manchester, O., has incor¬ 

porated with $10,000 capital stock. Incorporators are: C. 

A. Nelson, W. E. Nelson, N. O. Myers, L. W. Nelson and 

A. J. Myers. 

The Omaha (Nebr.) Brick, Paint & Pottery Co., 2nd and 

Hickory Sts., will have their plant in operation the first 

of August, making 50,000 brick per day. P, E. Iler is the 

president and manager of the company. 

The Hocking Valley Tile Clay Co., owned by A. E. Ma- 

goon of Logan, O., and F. A. Freer of Nelsonville, have 

increased its capital stock from $10,000 to $75,000, and will 

build a new 20 kiln plant. A. M. MagOon will supervise. 

A company has been organized at Anna, Ill., consisting 

of F. P. Anderson, F. W. Willard, F. M. Otrich and L. B. 

Tuthill. The capital stock is $50,000. The company have 

a site leased at* McClure, and have leased 2,500 acres of 

silica lands. 

The Dunbar Co., Charleston, W. Va., ha$ been incorpor¬ 
ated with $50,000 capital stock for the purpose of buying 
land and making brick and clay products.- Incorporators 
are H. H. Young, E. A. Reid, L. S. Couch, and Geo. S. 
Couch, all of Charleston. 
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POSITION WANTED 
Position wanted manager or superintendent of 

a first-class brick plant, anykind ot brick or hollow 
ware. Can construct and equ p any bind of plant, 
and take complete charge if necessary. 

Q, care Clay Record. 

POTTERY FOR SALE 
A two kiln pottery for sale in Philadelphia, Pa. 

coveniently located to P. R R- Co., to P. & R. Ry. 
Co. and to Wharves In running condition for the 
manufacture of any line of potterv ware. Kilns 
16J4 feet, up draft, with decorating kiln, all as good 
as new. Address 

2539 E. Clearfield St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

WANTED 
A practical man with from five to ten thousand 

dollars to use in promoting a number one pressed 
brick plant in a hustling town, and afterwards to 
take charge of plant. Must be a practical pressed 
brick man. 

Promoter care Clay Record 
Chicago, III. 

FOR SALE 
Two Sturtevent Fans, Pipes and Fixtures for 

waste heat drying. 
One Steam Pump. 
Eighty (80) Double Decked Dryer Cars. Address 

Shupe & Barnhart Shale Co. 
Wooster, Ohio 

WANTED TO NEGOTIATE. 
The undersigned owns 60 acres of land imme¬ 

diately upon the the Great Texas & Pacific Rail¬ 
way, west ot Fort Worth, Texes, 47 miles, and 79 
from Dallas, Texas, upon which there is a mountain 
of 20 acres of as fine orick and tile shale as and be 
found anywhere Thickness of shale 40 feet above 
ground of valley surface, and thicker still below. 
Makes a cherry red brick. Wish to have a strong 
company formed and will take stock. Convenient 
to coal and water. Fine sale for product. Invite 
correspondence. E. W. MORTEN. 

Farmersville, Texas 

FOR SALE. 
An interest In my tile and brick plant, to one of 

experience, that can take charge and run it. Must 
be able to invest some money in plant. Plenty of 
good clay at back door, and good market at front 
door. This is an opportunity that you don’t olten 
run up against. Plant now running. Come and see 
or write 

S. H. RECORD, 
Cuarleston, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the right 

party. Good market at hand. For further informa¬ 
tion address 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED. 
' Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 
tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 

T, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Chambers End Cut Brick Machine, capacity 8,500 

brick daily. 75 double deck roller bearing stiff mud 
brick cars. 

STEELTON & HARRISBURG BRICK CO. 
Steelton, Pa. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
A good, reliable man of experience, with some 

capital to invest in and take charge of a new Dry 
Press Brick Plant. Plenty of shale, and good mar¬ 
ket for all the brick. Address 

DENIS, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED. 
A man who understands brick making in all its 

branches, and who has $5 000 to $10,000 to buy an 
interest in a large brick plant in the West, and take 
complete charge of same at a good salary. Plenty 
of business at good prices; no competition. Owner 
has other business and wants some one interested 
who can run the plant. Address, 

“West,” Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

Machinery For S&le* 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One Atlas Engine, 35 horsepower. On® Atlas 

Boiler. 50 horsepower. One Hurcules, Sr , No. 108 
Brick Machine. On Sander. One Turn-table One 
20 barrel Galvanized Iron Tank for washing moulds. 
One 4-spring Truck. Three Hand Wheelbarrows. 
Six Brick Wheelbarrows. One Disingrator, Belting, 
Shafting, Pulleys. 85 Brick Moulds. 44 Iron Kiln 
Doors. 175 Kiln Grates- All of this property is 
nearly new and will be sold at a great sacrifice. For 
further information, write to A. J. WARD, 

Holland. Mich. 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT," 
Care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of various gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x34 inches. Address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

COR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
r 16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

MACHINERY WANTED. 
Second-hand 9-foot dry pan, screens, elevators, pug 

mill, large size Chambers’ brick machine, belting, 
pulleys, cable and dump cars. Also 150 to 250 h. p. 
Corliss engine, and two 100 h. p. boilers. 

J. O. C., care Clay Record. Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and Tile plant, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery, 60,000 daily capacity, down draft kilns, 
inexhaustible bed of best clay suitable for all kinds 
of building, facing and paving brick, drain, tile, 
sewer pipe, etc., on two railroads, demand very 
good. Address B, care of Clay Record. 

FOR SALE. 
A going, money-making hollow block plant. 

Best location in Ohio. Also well equipped for face, 
common, paving and common brick. Includes coal 
mine and 125 acres of four foot Cambridge coal, 
overlaid with shale and underlaid with fire clay. 
Good prices and more orders than can be filled. 
Plant comparatively new and in excellent condition. 
Will be Bold at $40,000, two-thirds original cost, 
one-half cash and one-half credit. Good reason for 
selling. Address, 
THE GUERNSEY BRICK & CONTSRUCTION CO. 

Cambridge, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
2,000 ft. 12-lb. steel rails, used one season. 

11,000 82 in. x 9J^-in No. 1 White Pine Pallets. 
One set Brick Moulds, new, 9 x 4\4 x inches. 
One 48-in. Leviathan Belt for Potts’ Sander, new. 
One Potts’ Dump Table, used one season. 

RIVERSIDE BRICK CO. 
Green Bay, Wis. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
One Standard Brick Machine, steam power, 

30,000 capacity. 24 new Brick Moulds. 11.000 Pal¬ 
lets. Three Off-Bearing Trucks. All in first-class 
condition. Owner, E. J. SWARTZ & SON, 

Syracuse, Ind. 

FOR SALE. 
One Model “B” Four-Mould Dry Press, used only 

a short time, thoroughly overhauled. 
Model B, care Clay Record, Chicago. 

PERFORATED METALS 
for all purposes 

Prompt shipment of all 
orders guaranteed. 

H. S. SIMPSON, 
817.Chamber of Commerce 

Chicago. Ill. 

Paper Jogger, quoted. 

R. A. HART. 41 White St., 

No better made, cut trcm 
S8 and SIO.Io 

4 Wheel, $3.00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers. 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH- 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class brick and tile riant. Good machinery, 

unlimited clav supply, 25,000 capacity daily, 3 kilns 
170,000 capacity, dry sheds, etc. Track connections, 
A snap if taken at once. Address 

H. C. MODL1N, Secretary, 
Perry, Iowa. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines. from 3 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1732 Powers St.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line ot the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 308, Williamsport, Pa. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery in first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
Barnhart style “B,” good condition, large enough 

to dig clay for 100,000 brick in 8 hours. Apply to 
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY, 

918 Chamber of Commerce, 
Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
One 5 ft. Style Americ.n Dry Pan, practically new. 
One 10-hp. Gasoline Engine, complete. 

KIAMENSI CLAY CO. 
Newport, Del. 

9-FT. DRY PAN WANTED. 
We could use another Dry Pan and will buy at 

once if good and cheap. Will buy 25,000 capacity 
Stiff Mud Machine and Pug Mill and Dunlop Screen. 

GOETZ PRESSED BRICK CO. 
New Albany, Ind. 

BRICK PLANT WANTED 
Wanted to buy or lease a brick yard for making 

red brick. 
RED BRICK 

169 Division Street, New Haven, Ct. 

SAND LIME PLANT. 
Huennekes System Plant, including best Four- 

Mould Boyd Press. Jeffrey Sand Dryer and Con¬ 
veyor; all practically new and In good condition; 
will be sold at less than half of construction cost. 

Address, SAGINAW PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Saginaw Mich. 
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Brick and Mortar Coloring 
After twenty years “Clinton” colors still stand at 
the head. Get the genuine, with the “ Little Yel¬ 
low Side-Label.” 

CLINTON METALLIC PAINT CO., Clinton, N. Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

WARNING 
NOTICE is hereby given that the process of drying and 

burning brick by first setting green, undried brick in horizon¬ 
tal courses in a kiln to form a layer thereof, then covering and 
drying such layer, and successively coursing, capping and dry¬ 
ing separate layers of green, undried brick upon the last dried 
layer until all the layers are thoroughly dried, and then burn¬ 
ing, is patented inU. S. Letter Patent No. 485199 to J. C. Kenzel, 
dated Nov. 1, ls92, and all persons are hereby warned against 
using such processes without grant or license from the under¬ 
signed owners of said patent. Unauthorized use of the patented 
process will render the user liable to an action for infringement 
and the payment of damages to the owners of the patent, whose 
rights thereunder will be strictly enforced. 

J. C. KENZEL, 
J. S. KRAUSS, 

P. O. Box 271. 128 Logan St., Knoxville, Tenn. 

^ MM MMMHMMMMMMM)^ 

Refractory Cement 
(So called because it is worked the same as cement) 

A high refractory composition that can be used the 

same as cement, cured and put to use in twelve to twenty- 

four hours, and will endure any degree of heat that fire¬ 

clay products will. 

Applied to the inside of a kiln it will protect the walls 

and give increased refractivity; will reduce the cost of 

repair, and save fuel in any kiln. 

Every boiler furnace should be lined inside with 

“Refractory Concrete.” It will protect the walls and 

increase the heating capacity by preventing rediation. 

For insulating steam pipes this composition is guaran¬ 

teed equal to asbestos or magnesia felt; the cost per foot 

to cover a 3-inch to the thickness of 1 inch will be 4c. 

Refractory brick of a high order can be formed from 

the composition on any cement brick machine. 

For flue linings, chimney blocks and tops, floor and 

partition blocks, conduits for electric wires, etc., this is 

the ideal material. 

Refractory Concrete can be combined with any aggre¬ 

gate used in the formation of cement products. 

For information pertaining to your particular require¬ 

ment, and prices, address. 

E. STOWELL 
NEW CORYDON, INDIANA 

The Burlington Route 
calls attention to manufacturers seeking a 
new location to its Industrial Department. 
This department is established for the 
benefit of manufacturers. Information on 
the three Rs of manufacturing—Power, 
Raw Material, Market-can be had by 
writing 

W . H . MANSS, 
Industrial Commissioner, 

309 Adams St., CHICAGO. 

CLAY RECORD IS A SEMI-MONTHLY 

NOW READY—A TREATISE ON 

PRODUCER-GAS and 
GAS-PRODUCERS 

BY AN ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITY. 

A 300-page book containing thirty chapters, giving the fundamental 
principles and definitions, calculations, classifications, manufacture and 
use; the fuel, the requirements, the history, its by-products, Producer- 
Gas for tiring kilns, steam boilers, and power plants. The 
future of the Gas-producer and a bibliography. 

OVER lOO CHOICE ILLUSTRATIONS—PRICE, $4.00. 

A subscription to the CLAY RECORD for one year without additional 
charge to those that are not now subscribers. 

CLAY RECORD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

A NEW CLAY FEEDER AND MI\ER 

The Rust Clay Feeder has been brought out in response to a better 
method for mixing and feeding clay in brick, tile and all clay working 
plants. By the use of this feeder the services of two men are entirely dis¬ 
pensed with, the clay being dumped into hopper of machine from car is 
automatically fed into the disintegrator. The spirals draw their supply 
evenly from all parts of the hopper, mixing the clay perfectly, which 
tends both to improve and increase the output of the plant. 

Send for full descriptive circular. 

MarionMachine.FoundryandSupplyCo. 
Marion, Ind. 
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Something New In Brick Kilns and Dryers 

Absolute ly safe and reliable. 

The Dennis Double Cham¬ 
ber Up and Down Draft 
Brick Kilns and Direct 
Heat and Hot Air Brick 
Dryers show many new 
features that make them 
superior to all others. 
Economical, durable and 
strong in construction and 
operation, having many 
points of advantage that, 
appeal to practical brick ■ 
makers. Patented April 14, 
1903 and Septembers, 1908, 
Brick plants installed am i 
put in operation. Write to- 
booklet. Correspondenc > 
solicited. 

F, W. DENNIS, 

145 Water St., Norfolk. Va. 

Ask your friends 

A WOODEN TOWER 
Is a source of annoyance and danger. It is 
liable to rot and collapse at any time. A 

CALDWELL STEEL TOWER 
is safe, staunch and durable and will carry 
four times the weight of the filled tank. 
Expensive labor is not necessary to erect 
these outfits, your own men can do it. We 
furnigh all plans. 

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list. 

t 
♦ 

; 
t 

W. E. CALDWELL CO., Louisville, Ky. 

Jgl „ FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

f 
1 

THE “CHILD 8” 
in m FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

psa APPROVED \ and included in the list of approved extinguish 

'iBTiinillii era issued by the 
, u SECTIONS 

1 AH& 1 l   ii p ... i ,ti 'III 
National Fire Protection Association 

1 
SALESMEN WANTED 

Jr O. J. CHILDS CO. 
Sole Mfrs. UTICA, N-Y 

Robert F. Wentz, M.W. S. E. 
701 National Bank Building, Allentown, Pa. 

DESIGNER AND BUILDER OF 

Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Plants, Analysis, 
Tests, Examinations, Reports, Preliminary Plans, 
Estimates and Complete Drawings and Specifications 
for Modern Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Works. 

We have designed, built and reconstructed twenty-two 
Cement Plants in the past twenty years. 

We design and equip complete Cement and Sand-Lime 
Brick Plants with the most modern machinery. 

THE HYDRO - MALAXATOR PROCESS for the 
manufacture of Sand-Lime Brick. 

How to Use Portland Cement* 
From the German of L. Golinelli. 

Translated by Spencer B. Newberry, E. M., Ph. D. 
A booklet of 30 pages, 5)^x6% inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
22,000 copies sold in Germany. 

Portland Cement Sidewalk Construction. 
Compiled by P. B. Beery, and based upon the 
experience of many successful contractors. 

A booklet of 30 pages, 5J^x6J^ inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 

Brick Moulds and 
Brick Barrows 

With Moulds and Barrows it is not the first 
cost, but it is, will they last? We have made 
them for over 30 years and know your wants. 
All kinds and shapes. A trial order will con¬ 
vince. 

James B, Crowell & Son, 
Wallkill, N. Y. 
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PERFECTION BRICK MOULDS | 

at 

These are the 
kind of Brick 
Mouldsthe Brick 
Makers have al¬ 
ways wanted but 
could not get till 
now. You can 
get a mould that 
the vents are 
right all the time 
No change 
whether the 
Mould is wet or 
dry. Try a sam¬ 
ple order. Satis¬ 
faction 
teed. 

guaran- 

patent&d ja.n. 28, 1902. 

THE ARHOLD-GREAGER CO. 
NEW LONDON, OHIO. Manufacturers ol Brick Machinery 

and Supplies of all Kinds. 

HI. IM1. DEAVITT, 
PRACTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST, 

Garden City Block, 

CHICAGO. 

Analyses of Clay, Sand, Lime, Cement Materials and 
Shales a specialty. 

Special attention given to the preparation of Clay Pro¬ 
ducts from the raw material. 

A well equipped laboratory and long experience in this 
branch of work enables us to give expert reports on obtaining 
glazes on refractory materials. 

All enquiries in regard to the above will reoeive prompt 
attention. 



DRAINAGE LAWS.* 

By D. A. Kent, of Jewell, Iowa. 

The evolution of the drainage laws has taken place chiefly 

through the experience of the owners of the wet lands of 

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa. The Iowa law is the last 

enactment on the subject. In the formulation of the Iowa 

law it was attempted to summarize the laws of the other 

states and adopt their best principles. This, we think, has 

been fairly well done with some exceptions that will be 

noted in the body of this paper. 

I am pleased to note the interest that this convention has 

always taken in the matter of drainage laws. You are to 

be complimented for being alive to your best interests. The 

manufacture of drain tile has formed a large part of your 

industry and it will continue to do so for a long time. You 

tile makers will have to manufacture something like fifty 

million dollars worth of tile before the drainage of our 

state is well done. We have about 6,000,000 acres of land 

to drain and it will require fully $50,000,000 worth of tile 

to finish the work. 

I apprehend that at this time you desire a discussion of 

the practical operation of the new drainage law. 

The chapter of the drainage laws that was enacted at 

the session of the last General Assembly provides only for 

drainage through the organization of a drainage district, 

and for private drainage on the farmer’s own land when 

he terminates his drain within the boundaries of his own 

land and in the natural water way. This new statute pro¬ 

vides two methods of proceudure : First, by petition of one 

or more interested land owners; and second by the mutual 

agreement of all the interested parties. This latter method 

is highly commendable and much to be preferred. It does 

away with a large part of the expense in the preliminary 

proceedings, and avoids the contention, strife, litigation and 

delay that almost uniformly follows the first method. 

To proceed under the second method, requires reason¬ 

able men, and men who know enough of the subject of 

♦Read at the last meeting of the Iowa Brick and Tile Association. 

drainage to determine what is right and then, knowing the 

right, be willing to do it. - 

Under this method the expenses of appraisers for both 

benefits and damages are avoided. Also the expense of 

serving notices, calling witnesses, spreading the tax and at¬ 

tending the various meetings of the board of supervisors. 

And we may well add, the vast expense of bad blood and 

neighborhood quarreling. A ditch, by mutual agreement, 

becomes corporate property as soon as all the articles per¬ 

taining thereto are properly expressed in writing, duly 

signed, acknowledged and filed with the County Auditor. 

The board of supervisors will then take jurisdiction of the 

ditch, construct it and maintain it. 

A ditch by petition requires more elaborate work, and 

entails expense, and this method should be pursued only 

when there are certain interested parties who are not willing 

to do what is right between man and man. In the insti¬ 

tution of a drainage proceeding by petition, there are but 

few questions to be decided, chief among which are the 

questions, is the drainage practicable? who are benefited 

and to what extent? Who are damaged and to what extent? 

The utility of a ditch is practically established by the statute, 

and whenever a board of supervisors have been properly 

petitioned it is their duty to proceed with the preliminaries 

leading to the establishment and construction of the ditch 

or drainage improvement. The questions for review by the 

courts, are the form and matter of the petition; the regu¬ 

larity of the proceedings; the equity in the assessments 

of benefits; the justice in the awards for damages; the com¬ 

petency of the board of supervisors and its commissioners 

of appraisement and the action of the board in its findings 

for or against the petitioners. These questions give broad 

grounds for appeal and preclude the possibility of any man 

being robbed of his rights if he attends to his business in 

the initial proceedings. The grounds for appeal are so 

specifically pointed out, that no one needs to be at a loss 

to know his rights in any particular. 

The drainage laws provide for the drainage of an in¬ 

dividual farm through the organization of a subdistrict when 
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the farm lies within a drainage district. But there is no 

law permitting a private land owner to drain through the 

land of another without his consent. There is a constitu¬ 

tional amendment pending; which has for its object the 

preparation of the way for laws that will properly provide 

for such cases. Hitherto the doctrine of personal liberty 

has been strangely applied in the matter of inter-farm drain¬ 

age. It sounds very great to trumpet the principle that a 

man is lord of his own castle; and master of his own frog 

ponds; but personal rights cease where civil rights begin. 

Blackstone defined these rights most comprehensively when 

he demonstrated a natural, as a savage right, in distinguish- 

ment from civil rights. There is no essential difference 

between the corporate bodies of a city or town and a civil 

township, and if a man owns a lot in town, the town council 

has no hesitancy in going straight after a tax for the pur¬ 

pose of constructing a drain or sewer or pavement that 

will improve the lot owner’s property or the town property 

in general; but if the township trustee undertakes to tax 

a lot in the country for the construction of a drain the act 

is at once declared unconstitutional, the improvement is 

stopped, and the lot owner looks with imperious derision 

on his enterprising neighbor. 

Moreover the statute empowers the trustees to compel 

the joint owners of the boundary line between farms to 

construct partition fences jointly; and pay for the'same 

share and share alike. But the statute is hushed when the 

trustees come to the question of compelling joint action in 

the construction of a ditch along a water way that is owned 

in common by two land owners. The courts draw the 

line between a post hole and a tile hole. 

Section 44 of the new law should be amended so as to 

compel a tax according to benefits on all lands benefited 

by a ditch draining the highway. The present form of this 

section provides the way for the man with a pull, to get his 

land drained at the expense of the township. 

Section 40 delegates the power to the Board of Super¬ 

visors to buy an outlet for a ditch leading into an adjoining 

state. This section is lame in that it does not confer power 

upon the board of an adjacent county in another state in 

the same manner as the provisions for a ditch in two or 

more counties. Sections 18 and 19 pertain to crossing 

the right of way of railways. These sections read very 

nicely until we come to the provision where the cost of 

construction of the improvement over the right of way 

shall be considerably as an element of damage. This 

iniquitous provision should be stricken out. The railways 

of the state receive as much benefit from the drainage of 

the wet lands as the land owners, and they should be able 

to see their interest and not be a thorn in the side of every 

drainage proposition that comes up. 

Under the liberality of the present law, they should show 

their good will by being content with reimbursement for 

the actual cost of making the improvement over their right 

of way; but instead they file claims for damages in some 

instances that would blush the face of a New York grafter. 

Under Chapter 2, Title X of the Code, there are two 

methods of procedure: First by petition signed by a ma¬ 

jority of the abutting land owners and, second, by a peti¬ 

tion signed by a hundred free holders in the county. The 

first form of petition is objectionable in that it may exclude 

interested parties who are not abutting land owners, and in 

that, it lodges too much of the preliminary proceedings 

with the county auditor. The second method is decidedly 

objectionable in that it qualifies men who have absolutely 

no interest in the improvement to sign the petition. They 

sign the petition therefore because they dislike to say no to 

the petitioner, and then probably turn around and sign a 

remonstrance because they have the same dislike to say no 

to the remonstrator. The old law is practically a dead let¬ 

ter in the light of the new law. The question of deter¬ 

mining benefits requires more good business sense than the 

administration of all the rest of the law. Section-lays 

down a guide which, if intelligently followed, will lead to 

an equation of interest with mathematical precision. The 

basis for determining benefits lies in parceling out the land 

that receives the most benefits. These parcels should be 

marked 100. Then every other parcel of land in the dis¬ 

trict will be benefited a certain per cent of 100. This per 

cent must be determined from two standopints. First, the 

amount of wet land each parcel contains; and second, 

whether the benefit is direct or indirect. A direct benefit 

follows, in all cases where the main ditch affords an im¬ 

mediate outlet for lateral drains, an indirect benefit obtained 

wherever it is necessary to organize a sub-district to afford 

drainage for the lands in question, and in this case the 

amount of benefit lies in the relation of the sub-main to the 

main drain. That is, if the sub-main discharges one-tenth 

as much water as the main, then the land drained by the 

sub-main should be assessed one-tenth of the cost of the 

main drain from the junction to the terminus, and this as¬ 

sessment should be apportioned in the same manner as pre¬ 

scribed for the main ditch. To make the matter more plain 

we will assume a drainage problem and give the solution. 

We will assume that we have organized a basin comprising 

5,000 acres into a drainage district and that the cost of the 

construction of the main ditch will be $25,000. We will 

assume that there is a railway running through the district 

and that the benefits to the railway are $1,000. We will also 

assume that the highways of the district are benefited in 

the sum of $2,000. This leaves $22,000 to be levied on the 

lands of the district in proportion to the benefits. Now we 

will suppose Smith, Jones, Brown and Williams each have 

120 acres of land that is benefited more than the rest of the 

land. Their classification number therefore will be 100. 

Then Oleson, Peterson, Larson, and Swanson each have 

160 acres that is benefited only % as much; then their 

classification number will be 75. Then Frederickson, Koof, 

Arens and Fritz, each have 400 acres which is benefited 

only y2 as much as the highest classification number. Their 

number will be 50. Then there are McDonald, O’Connell, 

Flannigan, and Muldoon whose classification number should 

be only 25 and they each have 240 acres. Then there are 

Johnson, Thompson, Anderson, and Christianson who each 
have 80 acres and whose classification number should be 
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io. Then there is Crawford who has 120 acres away up 

in one corner of the district which is not much benefited 

and his classification should be 5. Now multiply each 

owner’s acreage by his classification number and this prod¬ 

uct will be so many acres at 1 per cent. Find the sum of 

all the products and divide the amount to be raised on the 

land by this sum. The quotient will represent the amount 

on one acre classified at one per cent. Then multiply each 

owner’s product by this quotient, and the resulting product 

will be his correct assessment. The following table illus¬ 

trated the solution of the problem : 
Total Cost of Ditch. $25,000.00 
Amount assessed against highway. . $2,000.00 
Amount assessed against railway... 1,000.00 

$3,000.00 3,000.00 

Balance to be assessed against land. $22,000.00 
Names of No. Class. Assess, on, Each own’s 

owners. acres. number. Product. 1 acre. assessmt. 
Smith .... 320 100 32,000 .07741 $2,477.12 
Jones .... 320 100 32,000 2,477-12 
Brown .. . 320 100 32,000 2,477-12 
Williams . 320 100 32,000 2,477.12 
Oleson ... 160 75 12,000 928.92 
Peterson .. 160 75 12,000 928.92 
Larson . .. 160 75 12,000 928.92 
Swanson . . 160 75 12,000 928.92 
F r ederickson 400 50 20,000 1,584.20 
Koof . 400 50 20,000 1,584.20 
Arens .... 400 50 20,000 1,584.20 
Fritz . 400 50 20,000 1,584.20 
McDonald . 240 25 6,000 464.46 
O’Connell . 240 25 6,000 464.46 
Flannigan . 240 25 6,000 464.46 
Muldoon .. 240 25 6,000 464.46 
Johnson .. . 80 10 800 61.92 
Thompson . 80 10 800 61.92 
Anderson .. 80 IO 800 61.92 
Christianson 80 IO 800 61.92 
Crawford . 200 5 1,000 77-41 

$21,999.79 

The elements of damage consist of the area of the right 
of way for the ditch. The number of bridges required 
for crossing and any injuries to crops that may result dur¬ 
ing the construction of the ditch. In the nature of things 
no general claim for damages should be allowed. Because 
the water way existed before the ditch was constructed and 
the ditch is assumed to be an improvement of the old water 
way instead of a damage to it. The only reasonable excep¬ 
tion that can be taken to this position is the instance wherein 
it is necessary to condemn land uninjured by the old water 
way for an outlet for the new water way. I am of the 
opinion that the right of way for the new ditch is not a 
righteous element of damage. The land through which the 
old water way meandered is always comparatively value¬ 
less, and the new water way is made to improve it. It is 
therefore absurd to claim that it is both damaged and im¬ 
proved by the same act. 

The matter of fencing the ditch should be controlled by 
the board of supervisors and should not be considered as 
an element of damages. They should determine what fenc¬ 
ing is necessary for the protection of the ditch, and, in as 
much as all ditches will not need fencing, and in some in¬ 
stances, only the deep sections, the fencing should be a part 
of the original cost of the improvement. 

ARCHITECTURAL EFFECTS BY JUDICIOUS 

USE OF CLAY WARE. 

By Geo. E. Hallett, Architect, Des Moines, Iowa. 

The products of clay employed in architecture, embody 

those coming under the head of brick, tile and terra cotta. 

The term terra cotta covers all of the various products save 

those coming more distinctly under the head of brick and 

tile, therefore the term terra cotta covers not only such 

products as exterior facings, ornamentation, etc., but a great 

deal that would be purely structural, such as fire-proof floor 

arches, partitions and other fire proofing. 

Probably the greatest development in the last few years 

as well as the future developments and uses of clay prod¬ 

ucts in the construction of buildings, will be found under 

this general head of terra cotta. 

The wonderful development in the last few years of clay 

products, their popularity and extensive use in building 

construction throughout this country, is due to the demand 

for the more permament and fire-proof construction in 

buildings. 

The successful introduction of this material in architecture 

dates from about the year 1880. The lack of progress and 

development prior to this date was largely due to the im¬ 

proper uses of these materials, as for example the definition 

of brick as given by the Encyclopedia of Britanica, “Brick 

—A kind of imitation stone made of baked clay.” 

This would indicate that stone from time immemorable 

had been looked upon as the ideal building material and 

any material proposed as a substitute, was considered as 

necessarily an imitation and therefore inferior. This idea 

gains further credit from the fact that the products of clay 

have always been cheaper than stone. 

While to its cheapness can no doubt be attributed its 

ultimate successful introduction and later development, yet 

the mere fact of its being cheaper, operated against its 

proper uses, which was almost wholly responsible for the 

failure to successfully introduce it at an earlier period. 

Terra cotta is probably the most enduring of all building 

materials, but like brick it was for many years looked upon 

as an imitation of stone and this was carried to the extreme 

of painting the terra cotta to correspond to the color of the 

stone it was desired to imitate. 

While terra cotta has been used extensively in building 

construction in foreign countries for centuries, it is only 

within the last few years, comparatively, that it has come 

into general use in this country. 

The abundance of timber and the comparative ease with 

which it could be converted into building material made it 

most available for the early buildings. Later came the use 

of brick with wood trimmings and ornament, then brick 

with stone trimmings, and stone buildings. 

When we consider that buildings were even constructed 

of wood, designed to imitate stone and wood trimmings 

in imitation stone were applied to brick buildings, brick walls 

were plastered and marked off in imitation of stone courses 

and painted to imitate the color and effect of stone, it does 

not seem so strange that architects felt the necessity of 

painting terra cotta to imitate stone. 
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These ideas and practices prevailed in this country up to 

about 1880. About this date Mr. Geo. B. Post is said to 

have been the first architect to introduce the use of terra 

cotta in architecture as terra cotta, rather than an imita¬ 

tion of stone. He seems to have been the first to recognize 

the importance of adapting his design to the materials, 

which is now generally regarded as quite as important as 

the design itself. 

The color adopted was red, which was no doubt the 

safest color to undertake at that time, if in fact other satis¬ 

factory colors might have been available at all. The par¬ 

ticular shade of red used in this work was a light, warm 

red, which has become universally known as terra cotta 

color. This, therefore, marks the beginning of the proper 

use of terra cotta in this country. 

While many earlier attempts were made to introduce it 

as a building material, the inability of the architects to 

separate it from stone and make their designs conform to 

the new material contributed largely to these failures to 

establish it in its proper place as a building material, di¬ 

vorcing it from stone and placing it on its own merit, made 

its wonderful development during the last twenty-five years 

possible. On the other hand, terra cotta has contributed a 

great deal in the development of architecture during this 

period, as for example the modern sky-scraper must of 

necessity be of steel frame construction and no material 

lends itself to this type of construction as does terra cotta. 

The frame work of these buildings carrying the walls or 

outer coverings of each story independent of the stories 

below, makes great strength unnecessary and therefore 

makes it possible to reduce the weight of the walls to the 

minimum. The development in the manufacture of terra 

cotta makes it possible to meet most any condition and re¬ 

quirement of construction, as well as design and the great 

variety of colors and texture of surfaces to be had, meet all 

requirements of taste. 
The time is not far distant when all buildings of any 

importance and that make any pretense of permanency will 

be built of fire-proof construction, terra cotta will be largely 

used in the exterior walls, and in interior construction in 

the shape of porous terra cotta. 

I believe we will see burned clay similar to this porous 

terra cotta, made in a convenient form to be used as the 

aggregate for concrete, in the place of crushed stone and 

coal cinders now in use, in concrete floor and other con¬ 

struction. It would combine all of the advantages of both 

and be subject to none of the objections of either, cinders 

or broken stone, and would make cheaper construction than 

the terra cotta arches now in use. 

While terra cotta has been placed upon a proper basis 

and will enter very largely into the architectural compo¬ 

sition of the future building, as well as in the fire-proof 

construction, it is not due to the fact of its cheapness, but 

on account of its adaptability to modern architecture and 

building construction. 

It must not be expected, however, that clay products will 

take the place of all other materials, as while better effects 

can be had by the use of terra cotta in certain cases, it 

will also be found that certain other effects can best be 

obtained by the use of stone and as this fact becomes better 

appreciated and understood, its abuses will be decreased and 

its proper value as a building material more permamently 

established. 
COLOR. 

The colors of the earlier products of burned clay in this 

as well as other countries, were necessarily fixed and limited 

by the character of the natural clays, which in this country 

were almost entirely confined to the reds. This fact be¬ 

came so thoroughly fixed in the minds of the people that 

the suggestion of brick, conveyed to the mind the one 

color, red, save the one exception of the Milwaukee brick 

and this exception is made most notable from the fact that 

in later years when other colors were developed, they were 

compared to the Milwaukee brick, while brick made in 

China and Japan are invariably slate blue in color. 

The later developments in color of brick runs parallel 

with that of terra cotta, practically no attempt was made 

to vary or control the colors until after 1880, as about this 

date terra cotta was started on its successful development 

in the one color of red, but the application of science and 

higher education has produced all colors and shades re¬ 

quired, together with surfaces, textures and effects to meet 

all demands. 

These same conditions prevailed in the manufacture of 

tile, if not to even a greater degree, as the earlier types of 

floor and other tile have been practically abandoned. 

It is now not unusual to see, in a house even of moderate 

cost, a bath room entirely lined with tile, white vitreous for 

the floor, with glazed white or tints, with embossed en¬ 

richments in delicate and beautiful designs, for the side 

walls and ceilings, casings of doors, windows, etc., with 

bath room fixtures almost entirely of burned clay, solid 

porcelain tub, one piece lavatory, closet bowl and even the 

closet tank of porcelain or vitreous china, illuminating the 

use of wood in bath rooms almost entirely. 

The development of American porcelain in bath tubs 

and lavatories in the last few years has been most inter¬ 

esting and gratifying when it is considered that these pro¬ 

ducts are now being produced in this country, of superior 

quality, and at the same time at a very much lower price 

than the imported wares. 

The manufacture of roof tile has also developed most 

extensively and are now to be had in various colors, of 

excellent quality of material and in forms that produce 

pleasing architectural effects, together with the most dur¬ 

able and satisfactory roof coverings to be had. 

The original size of the English brick is 414x9x3". The 

Roman brick 414x12x2". These sizes have been modified 

for various reasons until we have brick of most all sizes 

and shapes imaginable, which is a great nuisance from an 

architect’s standpoint, as no building of any architectural 

pretense can be properly designed without figuring dimen¬ 

sions which will be affected by a variation in size of the 

brick from the size used as a basis, and as it is often im¬ 

possible to determine the exact brick to be used in a given 

building, in advance of preparing the plans, and sometimes 
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it is necessary to change to another even after the plans 

have been figured to conform to a particular brick, as there 

are hardly any two brick manufacturers in the country 

whose brick are of the same size, it make an endless amount 

of work and trouble for the architect and not infrequently 

the results are disappointing, with all the care possible short 

of actually preparing entire new plans. 

Perfect uniformity of size would be of substantial value 

to all concerned. The exact size would not be of so much 

importance so long as the proper proportion of width to 

length was maintained, which should be, length equal to 

twice the width, plus one joint. Many brick are made the 

length equally only twice the width, not allowing for the 

joint, again where the length exceeds twice the width and 

a joint, in the once case leaving practically no joint and in 

the other a very large joint. Satisfactory results cannot be 

obtained with such sizes. 

As to sizes of products other than brick, no definite or 

standard size can be fixed as this would naturally run into 

terra cotta and will in the very large majority of cases 

require special sizes. 

The hollow blocks which have been made quite generally 

in this section of the country in the last few years can be 

used to advantage under certain conditions only. There 

are objections to them, which will limit their use, as for ex¬ 

ample their size makes it impossible to work even courses 

to given heights as well as lengths of wall, therefore re¬ 

quires the use of more or less brick in connection with 

them. This often makes their use ill-advised, as the only 

possible advantage over a wall entirely of brick, is the sav¬ 

ing effected by their use. Where a large portion of brick 

is necessary to carry up jambs, reach proper height, etc., the 

saving is reduced to the minimum, if in fact a saving is ef¬ 

fected at all. 
Further objections are in the difficulty to keep the mortar 

from falling out of the head joints, owing to the thin shell. 

It is very difficult to apply the finish in buildings where they 

are used as the size of the blocks place the joints so far 

apart, it is often impossible to provide nailing at proper 

points, so that we naturally come back to the ordinary brick 

size, as being the most desirable for backing up walls, as 

well as for facing. , . . 
The units can hardly be larger than the standard brick 

size, especially in thickness, without encountering difficul¬ 

ties or providing special sizes, as it is absolutely necessary 

to govern the different heights to meet the requirements. 

With brick this is done by a variation in the mortar joints, 

with a brick 2*4" in thickness the greatest variation possi¬ 

ble, would be ]/2 the thickness of a brick, or iJ/g," to be 

gained or lost, to come to the proper height of sill, top of 

openings, etc. While to double the size of the unit, making 

it 4y2" instead of 2yA", we decrease the number of joints 

by half and increase the possible variation to overcome, by 

the same proportion, or to a possible 2J4" to be taken care 

of, in half the number of joints, which would result in a 

great many cases in leaving no joints at all or in making 

very large and unsightly joints, if indeed it were possible 

to conform to the given height at all. 

The introduction of the cement block has created a dis¬ 

turbance in the minds of the brick manufacturers to some 

extent. This need give little or no alarm, as the cement 

block, especially in its present form, is of short life. 

The size prohibits its use in everything except the most 

ordinary class of work for the reasons just given. It is 

impossible to build a building of such large units, unless 

the building is planned with a view of making all of the 

openings, heights, etc., to conform exactly to these sizes, 

as the requirements of modern architecture will not permit 

a building to be planned and designed in this way. It 

would require special blocks of many different shapes and 

sizes for each individual building. This would necessarily 

increase the cost of the cement blocks to a prohibitive point, 

as they have nothing to recommend them save their cheap¬ 

ness, compared with other materials. 

What is most needed in this section of the country, is a 

cheap, rough brick. The brick industry has been well de¬ 

veloped along the lines of paving brick, which can be used 

in the construction of buildings to advantage only under 

certain conditions. The development of face brick has quite 

kept pace with the demand, but little or no attempt has been 

made to supply the great demand for a cheaper brick for 

filling in and backing up the walls, which constitutes a 

large portion of the walls of most buildings. 

I believe that most every one in the building business, 

felt at the time of the introduction of the paving or shale 

brick that the acme of perfection had been reached in the 

manufacture of common, rough brick for building purposes, 

but experience of the last ten years has shown conclusively 

that this quality of brick can only be used to advantage in 

certain portions of a building, in foundations, piers, and 

bearings where loads are concentrated, these brick fill every 

requirement, but for the general use of filling and backing 

up walls, they have many objections. 

In the first place they are much better and more expensive 

than necessary, which means a waste, in the construction 

of buildings, as their extra quality adds nothing to the 

value of the building, again they are in many ways a posi¬ 

tive disadvantage, it being impossible to place the finish 

without plugging the walls and their vitreous character, 

which makes them so valuable for many purposes, is a 

positive disadvantage when used for filling and backing up 

of walls, as it greatly retards the drying out of the mortar 

and consequently of the plaster and eventually the drying 

out and preparing the building to receive the interior fin¬ 

ishings. 

They are not a desirable brick for the construction of 

chimneys, bricking in boilers, etc., as they are so dense 

they expand and contract to the extreme and are also great 

conductors of heat and cold. This same objection applies 

in the backing up of buildings to a certain extent, added 

to these objections is the one of their extreme weight, which 

requires more expensive foundations and footings. 

The brick so generally used in and around Chicago, I 

have come to consider about the ideal rough brick. A few 

years ago these brick were used for filling and backing 



the walls of a building in this city and at the same time 

we had charge of several other buildings in which the shale 

brick had been used. The Chicago brick were used in the 

one building purely on account of cheapness, but their ad¬ 

vantages in point of weight, facilitating the drying out of 

the building, putting up finish, etc., left no question in my 

mind as to their desirability. It seems with all of the va¬ 

rieties and grades of clay to be found in this section of the 

country, we must have a clay or combination of clays that 

would produce a similar brick, and we know of nothing 

that would contribute more to the building up of our cities 

than the advantages of this grade of material and believe 
that with proper clay and other conditions would afford a 
profitable and desirable enterprise from a manufacturers’ 
standpoint, as it would be an enterprise of practically one 
commodity. 

The possibility of discovering just the proper clay to pro¬ 
duce this grade of material, calls to mind a trip to the 
American Terra Cotta Works, located near Qiicago, in 
about 1894 or 1895. My attention was called to the work 
of a young man recently graduated from the Ohio State 
University from the Ceramic Department. 

Mr. Gates, President of the company, informed me that 
this young man was one of three of the first class to be 
graduated from this department. Knowing of this special 
course in the University, he had engaged one of the grad¬ 
uates before he finished his studies, built a laboratory at the 
works, and as soon as he was out of school, set him to 
work. At the time of my visit he had been at work only a 
comparatively short time, but had accomplished a great 
deal in taking care of shrinkage, tendency to warp, check, 
and other difficulties encountered in burning, also in produc¬ 
ing colors and textural effects never before produced in this 
country. 

Mr. Gates was very enthusiastic over his work, and speak¬ 
ing of this branch of higher education, expressed himself 
as of the opinion that it was a calling that should attract 
many young men. 

I had forgotten the University, and thinking perhaps this 
would be of interest to the Clay Workers of Iowa, I wrote 
Mr. Gates for the name and address of the Professor in 
charge of this branch of the University. In his reply he 
states, “It is the Ceramic Department of the Ohio State 
University of Columbus, O., in charge of Prof. Edward 
Orton, Jr., whom I consider to be quite a wonderful man. 
Have sent four of my boys to him and only stopped then, 
because I had no more boys.” 

This, I believe, shows conclusively that what is most 
needed in the clay industries is greater knowledge and higher 
education along scientific lines, as I believe there can be no 
question that the products of clay will enter very largely 
into the construction of our future buildings, we must look 
for great developments in these products in the next few 
years, and I do not know of any profession or business that 
can be taken up by a young man with such prospects for 
financial success, so say nothing of the possibilities of great 
accomplishments. 

Mr. Gates testifies to his confidence along these lines, 
when he sends his four sons to take up the same course. 
This action on his part confirms the idea that he is not only 
satisfied with the terra cotta business at this time, but he 
sees in its future development, room for his four sons and 
more if he had them. I believe many of those engaged in 
the manufacture of clay products in Iowa, could well give 
this suggestion careful consideration, coming as I believe it 
does, from one of the most successful men engaged in the 
manufacture of clay products in America. 

STEAM DRYERS FOR BRICK WORKS. 

A prominent New York State agent, when asked re¬ 

garding the increased hazard in brick-yard plants from the 

installation of steam dryers, made the following comments: 

“The largest and most progressive brick makers in the 

Hudson Valley and vicinity are building new plants or 

equipping old ones with steam dryers. Very little care 

seems to be taken to secure a safe installment of steam pipes. 

Whatever the layman may think, fire underwriters have 

good cause to insist that all steam pipes be hung on metal 

and not touch wood at any point. The old sun-drying brick 

yard is a simple hazard, kiln shed being separated from 

mixing and pressing sheds by a large yard, boiler houses 

usually away from other buildings, and built of brick. The 

new steam drying yards, on the contrary, are usually under 

one set of continuous roofs, are run throughout the year, 

full blast; have in the center the worst hazard of all—the 

long, overheated kilns—and are essentially a composite spe¬ 

cial hazard from an underwriting point of view. 

“With a view to minimizing the increased hazard, the fol¬ 

lowing suggestions as to construction are made in the ex¬ 

pectation also that the rate of insurance will be modified 

to such an extent that the extra cost of construction will be 

saved in from two to three years by a manufacturer who 

adopts the methods. The matter, however, is not official, 

but individual, being the result of experiences with the 

brick making and other similar hazards. 

“Suggestions as to dry kilns: 

“1—Dry kilns to have brick side and end walls, each kiln 

divided by a brick wall from others, all walls adjoining 

other portions of plant to be at least three feet higher than 

same, without openings. 

“2—Standard fire doors of wood covered with tin to be 

at each end of kilns, either rolling or sliding, but hardware 

must be absolutely standard as well as method of applying 

tin (see Underwriters’ Association circular with cuts), and 

doors must overlap openings two inches all sides. 

“3—Ceilings of kilns to be either (a) brick arched or 

(b) iron plates over-lapped and thick enough to support 

and be overlaid with at least four inches of clean sand; 

wood roof, if any, not to be embedded in sand, but an¬ 

chored in brick above level of sand. Roof space to be clean 

and free from all piping and storage. 

“4—Wooden ventilators to be (a) one for each kiln; (b) 

to be on brick bases which shall rise to at least four feet 

above the highest brick or frame wall within six feet of 

them; (c) to have no communication with roof space, if 

any, of kilns. 

“5—Each ventilator and each kiln to have an open steam 

pipe with valve in easy reach and marked ‘ventilator steam 

jet’ and ‘dry kiln steam jet,’ respectively, and ‘turn on in 

case of fire.’ 

"It will be seen that the specifications above require semi- 

fireproof kilns. This seems the best method owing to the 

practical impossibility of keeping steam pipes in the kilns 

from resting on wood or otherwise coming in contact with 

wood.” 
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FIRE-BRICK WORKS FOR BOILER SETTING 

By R. P. King in American Machinist. 

Fire bricks contract when heated. This should be borne 

in mind when designing arches and furnace walls, and when 

locating steel work that expands when Heated. 

The bricks need not be selected on account of hardness, 

although they must not soften under 3000 degrees F. Brick 

for arches must be selected with a view to absolute unifor¬ 

mity of size, contraction and fusing. 

Uniformity is most important in a fire brick; a good sec¬ 

ond, uniform in size, hardness, contraction and fusibility is 

preferable to a first-quality brick that lacks these qualities. 

When selecting brick for a boiler setting, the red brick 

for the backing should be selected with as much care as is 

given to the fire brick. They should be hard burned, swells 

and bumps not being objectionable unless the distortion 

prevents good laying; the appearance is of minor impor¬ 

tance. The size of the red brick should conform to the 

size of the fire brick, so that header courses may be put in 

regularly as often as necessary; the courses should be so 

arranged that all headers be laid level. 

Many writers say that for good work the clay should be 

the same as the bricks are made of. I do not believe that 

this is essential, my experience being that nearly any clay 

is good, provided it is finely ground. If a glaze is desired, 

a little common salt mized with the clay will suffice to pro¬ 

duce it. 

In the illustration is shown a half arch and one arrange¬ 

ment of the skew back and side wall that support it. The 

skew backs for flat arches require attention, as upon their 

stability depends the strength of the arch. It is better to 

use specially moulded skew backs, of a form similar to 

those shown in the illustration. Back of the skew backs, 

well protected by the masonry, should be placed structural 

steel of suitable form to carry the thrust of the arch to the 

buck stays. 

Taking the case illustrated, where the angle of the skew 

back is 30 degrees from the vertical, and the width of the 

' fire box 46 in., one-half the span or 23 in. divided by the 

sine of 30 deg.=46 in., from which the circumference of 

the inner circle C equals 289 and of the outer circle C 

345.6 inches. 

If wedge brick tapering from 2^/2 to 2 in. are to be used, 

making up any deficiency in alinement with 2)4-in. flats, 

then: 

Let x — the number of wedge brick. 
y = the number of flat brick. 

Then 2l4^+2l4y=345-6 
and 2 x-\-2]/2y=28g 
from which ^=113 (nearly) 

y= 25 (nearly) 

The arch includes 60 deg. and we take 113—6 for the 

number of wedge brick and 25—6 for the flats. The re¬ 

sults taken in even numbers give 19 wedge and 4 flats, as 

shown in the figure. Any problem iivolving arch, wedge 

or circular brick may be worked out in the same manner 

with results sufficiently close for practical purposes. 

In estimating fire-brick work, it is not enough to calcu¬ 

late the number required; from 5 to 10 per cent, must be 

added. 

BETTER CONDITIONS FOR THE POTTERS. 

Dr. Horace G. Norton was one of the speakers at the 

seventh annual meeting of the American Association of 

Life Insurance Examining Surgeons, which was held in 

Boston. Dr. Norton spoke on “The Dangers of the Pot¬ 

ter’s Trade from a Life Insurance Viewpoint.” He said 

in part: 

“The special dangers of a potter’s trade are due to dust, 

lead, ground flint, spar and exposure to extreme heat and 

cold. 

“I think that in the light of modern research a greater 

part of the danger is due to the germ of consumption con- 

teminating the dust. 

“Trenton potteries are now as modern and complete in 

their equipments and as hygienic as potteries anywhere. 

“I am unable to see any difference as regards the health¬ 

fulness of those employed in our potteries as compared to 

the workers in any other line of manufacturing in our city. 

“One of the greatest blessings that has come to the pot¬ 

ters in our city is the recent custom of having the pot¬ 

teries swept and dusted at night after labor has ceased. 

This very important innovation is due to the labor union, 

I understand, and certainly deserves great praise. 

“Men should not be allowed to sweep or dust about their 

benches during working hours, nor should any employe be 

allowed to spit upon the floor under any circumstances. 

“An abundance of spittoons—for example, one to every 

two benches—would be of the greatest benefit. These should 

also be washed and cleansed at night. 
“Potteries should be heated by steam or hot water, not 

by hot air; exhaust fans should be so arranged as to venti¬ 
late the rooms and carry much of the dust out of the pot¬ 

teries. 
“Much of the danger of groundlaying has been overcome 

by the introduction of machinery. 
“I do not think we physicians in Trenton find much lead 

colic. Potters do not drink more than other workmen.” 
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RECENT ENDURANCE TEST OF GAS PRO¬ 
DUCER. 

Some skepticism having been expressed as to the claims 

made by the fuel-testing committee of the United States 

Geological Survey regarding the power-producing efficiency 

of coals used in the gas producer and gas engine, a so- 

called “endurance test” was recently undertaken by Prof. 

R. H. Fernald, who has charge of the Survey’s gas pro¬ 

ducer plant at St. Louis. The results of this run, which 

began March 28 and continued until April 1, a period of 

24 consecutive days, are particularly voluable and suggest¬ 

ive. They afford indisputable proof of the possibility of 

operating producer plants continuously for power purposes 

with the use of bituminous coals. 

This test was made possible through the courtesy of 

Donk Brothers Coal and Coke Company of St. Louis, who 

generously supplied, without charge to the Government, 

150 tons of screened coal from their mine “No. 3,” located 

near Troy, Ill. The average of six analyses of this coal 

showed 14.68 per cent moisture, 30.98 per cent of volatile 

combustible, 42.93 per cent of fixed carbon, and 11.41 per 

cent of ash including 1,33 per cent of sulphur. The British 

thermal units per pound of dry coal were 12.343. 

This test was made in the plant in which all the Gov¬ 

ernment fuel tests have been conducted since October, 1904. 

This instillation consists of a Taylor pressure producer gas 

plant of 250 horse-power capacity, furnished by R. D. 

Wood & Company of Philadelphia, and a vertical three- 

cylinder, single acting Westinghouse gas engine of 235 

brake horse-power capacity, operating on producer gas. 

The engine is belted to a 175 kilowatt Westinghouse gen¬ 

erator. The electrical energy developed during this test 

was dissipated through a water rheostat, designed to read¬ 

ily control the load upon the engine. 

The coal was broken to about 3 inch egg size and de¬ 

livered to the charging floor of the producer by a belt con¬ 

veyor. It was charged to the producer at intervals vary¬ 

ing from 25 to 30 minutes. The weight of each charge 

was 150 pounds. The hopper through which the coal 

passed to the producer is a double seal hopper with belt 

and cover plate. The producer was charged by hand. 

The bell is so designed that the coal is evenly distributed 

over all portions of the fuel bed, which was kept in uniform 

condition by hand poking from the top about every half 

hour. 

The gas left the generator at an average temperature of 

644 degrees F. and passed through a water seal dust col¬ 

lector and then to the scrubber. From there the gas 

passed directly to the centrifugal tar extractor which re¬ 

moved the greater portion of the tar left in the gas. It 

was then delivered directly to the holder. No further at¬ 

tempt was made to purify it, since experiments at this test¬ 

ing plant have proved conclusively that sulphur carried in 

the gas has no injurious effect upon the engine. From the 

holder the gas passed through a meter which has a ca¬ 
pacity of 30,000 cubic feet per hour, on its way to the 
engine cylinders. 

During this entire test calorimetric determinations of 

the heat value of the gas were made every 20 minutes and 

volumetric analyses were made every 2 hours. The aver¬ 

age heat value of the gas for the entire run was 156.1 Brit¬ 

ish thermal units per cubic foot. This gas contained no 

hydrogen disulphide, 9.2 per cent carbon dioxide, no oxy¬ 

gen, .4 per cent ethylene, 20.9 per cent carbon monoxide, 

15.6 per cent hydrogen, 1.9 per cent methane, and 52 per 

cent nitrogen. 

Observations relating to the tar extracted during this 

test are of special significance, as it has often been stated 

that no plant which separates the tar mechanically could 

run more than 5 or 6 days without shutting down. The 

total tar extracted during this test amounted to 14,950 

pounds, or about 143 pounds of tar for every ton of coal 

burned in the producer. This tar did not contain over 10 

per cent of water. 

As the plant was designed for general test purposes, the 

passages through which the gas was obliged to pass were 

far more tortuous than would have been the case in a plant 

installed merely for the production of power. In passing 

from the dust collector to the scrubber, the gas was forced 

to make 3 right angle turns and pass through a water seal 

valve, traversing a distance of about 20 feet instead of 3 

feet, as would have been the case in an ideal arrangement. 

Owing to the deposit of tar in the water seal valve, the test 

was brought to a close after 24 days. Without this un¬ 

fortunate combination of piping, more notable endurance 

records should be made than the surprising 24-day test here 

recorded. 

The ashes were removed about once every 48 hours with¬ 

out shutting down the plant. This was accomplished by 

simply reducing the pressure under which the producer 

was operated and running the plant on the suction basis 

during the hour required for removing the ashes. The 

men worked with entire ease and comfort during this 

period. 

The engine ran in perfect order at all times during the 

period of 24 days and at the end of the test was found in 

unimpeachable condition. Even a cleaning was not neces¬ 

sary. It is still operating with remarkable regularity and 

shows no ill effects from the strain to which it was sub¬ 

jected. The producer plant was also found in excellent 

condition, and the regular tests are now going on as usual. 

Owing to the fact that final calibrations of some of the 

instruments used in this test have not been received, the 

official horse-power carried during the test and the dry 

coal required per brake horse-power cannot be given. The 

approximate figures show, however, that an average horse¬ 

power of 227 was used during the test, and an average of 

1.39 pounds of dry coal consumed per brake horse-power 
per hour. 

SWITCHES, FROGS, R. R. CROSSINGS. 

The M. Mitshkun Co., of Detroit, Mich., whose advertise¬ 
ment will be found in our columns, manufacture and carry 
in stock for prompt shipment, Switches, Frogs, Railroad 
Crossings to fit any and all sections of rail, also Industrial 
turntables, portable track, tram cars, and all track connec¬ 
tions. Write for Catalog “A.” 
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SAY DETROIT CAN’T RUN BRICK PLANT. 

The three judges who heard the suit brought by At¬ 

torney Charles Flowers, in the name of the attorney general, 

to restrain the city of Detroit, Mich., from spending the $50,- 

000 appropriated for a brick plant, have decided in favor of 

the petitioner. Judges Man dell and Murphy took the 

ground that the city had no right, expressed or implied, 

to enter into such an undertaking, while Judge Brooke held 

that it was not common sense to prevent the city from mak¬ 

ing its own paving material and to leave it at the mercy 

of contractors. In the majority opinion it was said: 

“It is urged that if the power to pave streets be given by 

the charter, such provision necessarily carries with it by 

implication the power to prepare, furnish, or even manu¬ 

facture the paving materials. But a paving brick is a well 

known and widely sold commercial commodity, and if the 

argument has force it might as well be asserted the city 

has by implication the power to manufacture everything 

that goes into paving.” 

After denying the city the right to operate a brick plant, 

the judges say: “We are further of the opinion that it 

is not one of the powers that is essential to the declared ob¬ 

jects and purposes of the municipal corporation.” 

Judge Brooke takes exactly the opposite ground. He 

cites the fact that the city has for some time maintained 

an asphalt plant and a plant for cutting cedar posts into 

paving blocks, and while he admits that there may be no 

good reason for allowing the city to manufacture another 

kind of paving material, he says: 

“Yet I do not believe the power to build, maintain and 

operate the plant in question should be denied to the city, 

which has indicated the economic necessity for such action 

through its properly constituted officers, unless it is clear 

beyond peradventure that the exercise of such power is 

unconstitutional. If the conclusion reached by my asso¬ 

ciates is correct, then even the legislature cannot, by grant 

of authority to the city, clothe it with power to do this act. 

This would mean that through all time the municipality 

would be at the mercy of private contractors in carrying 

on this most important branch of municipal activity, the 

repaving of its streets. The application for the injunction 

should be denied and the bill dismissed.” 

BRICK MEN GO FREE AGAIN. 

“A conviction, based upon a bad indictment, is like a 

palatable breakfast based upon a bad egg,” Judge Wana- 

maker said in passing upon the indictments of fourteen 

brick dealers who were held by the grand jury for being 

in a “trust.” 
For the second time the indictments were quashed for 

legal technicalities. Three months ago Judge Hayden, of 
Medina, quashed them for defects; this time Judge Wana- 
maker made the order to quash on the ground that the men 
indicted were not connected specifically in the indictments, 
with firms whose actions are said to have been violations of 
the Valentine anti-trust law. 

The grand jury, which meets June 18, will correct the de¬ 
fects, however, and Prosecutor Hagelbarger hopes to place 
the men on trial before the present term of court ends. 

FIRST UNIT OF AMERICAN REFRACTORIES 

CO. ABOUT READY TO START WORK. 

When the American Refractories company starts manu¬ 

facturing, July I, at its plant at Rockdale, Joliet, Ill., will 

have the benefit of another large industry at its doors. 

Brick for use in kilns, open-hearth furnaces and other 

places where high temperatures are used, is to be the 

product of the plant, and as soon as the remainder of the 

plant is completed about 600 men will be employed. But 

150 will start work July 1. 

Both because of peculiarities in its construction, and be¬ 

cause of its product, the plant will be one of the most in¬ 

teresting about Joliet. There are to be four units, separate 

and independent of each other. One is now nearly com¬ 

plete. 

The main building of this unit, as stated before, an inde¬ 

pendent factory by itself, is 238 feet long and 136 feet 

wide. In it are rock crushers, mills, mixers and hot floors 

Supplementing this are the kilns. 

The plant will have its own water supply from an arte¬ 

sian well and will use a stand pine of about 180,000 gallons 

capacity. A 250-horse-power boiler and engine of the 

latest model furnish the power for the plant. 

The process of manufacture is interesting. Open-hearth 

furnaces and places where extreme heat is used require a 

brick which will not only withstand the heat, but will reflect 

it. After much experimenting, it was found that brick 

made from ganister, one of the hardest known rocks, gave 

the best results. 

This rock is quarried near Baraboo, Wis. At the plant 

it is crushed, then powdered and mixed with enough lime 

solution to form a thick mud. Molded into brick, the soft 

brick are dried on a hot steel floor. 

From this floor they go to the kilns, and are subjected to 

about 3,000 degrees of heat, coming out almost as hard as 

the original rock. 
-*-»4- 

GETS FIFTY DOLLARS MONTHLY FOR FORTY 

YEARS. 

Among the decisions handed down by the Superior Court 

at Pittsburg was one affirming the decision of Judge Francis 

J. Kooser in the case of Edith Lawrence King et al. against 

the Savage Fire Brick Company. This case, embracing 

as it did a number of intricate legal questions, has been in 

litigation for some years, and the decision of the Superior 

Court was awaited with considerable interest by the array 

of attorneys connected with it. It was a contest over the 

will of Georgia Edith Manning of Mississippi, who owned a 

lot of fire-clay land leased to the Savage Fire Brick Com¬ 

pany at Williams’ Station, and extended to Bedford county. 

A portion of the estate of the testatrix was claimed by 

the children of Attorney Alexander King of Meyersdale, 

and this contention has been sustained by the decision of 

the higher court. Through this decision Mr. King’s two 

children will receive a minimum rental of fifty dollars per 

month for forty years. Besides, there is considerable money 

that has been in the hands of a stakeholder for some years 

pending a decision from the courts. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of in¬ 
terest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

818,452. Mold for Bricks. James A. Judie, South Bend, 
Ind. Filed Aug. 3, 1905. Serial No. 272,606. 

Claim. A mold for bricks comprising a slotted bed-plate, 
a partitioned mold-frame mounted on the bed-plate with the 
partitions thereof in the slots of the bed, and a combined 
ejector and carrier mounted in the mold-frame and dividing 
the latter into a plurality of matrices. 

A brick-mold comprising a slotted bed-plate, a mold- 
frame supported on said bed-plate and having partitions 
adapted to fit in the slots of the bed-plate, said partitions 
being provided with rows of slots, and a plurality of com¬ 
bined ejectors and carriers each having an upright plate fit¬ 
ted in the slots of the partitions and also having blades ar¬ 
ranged to rest on the top of the bed-plate and straddle the 
partitions, substantially as specified. 

819,467. Composition for the Construction of Bricks. 
Edward R. Stowell, Portland, Ind. Filed April 18, 1904. 
Serial No. 203,763. 

Claim. The herein-described brick composed of amor¬ 
phous carborundum and Portland cement, substantially as 
described and for the purpose specified. 

819,251. Cement-Tile Machine. Luke R. Peck, Caro, 
Mich., assignor of one-half to Charles O. Thomas, Caro, 
Mich. Filed Jan. 26, 1906. Serial No. 297,956. 

Claim. In a cement-tile machine, the combination with 
one-piece inner and outer molds, of one-piece auxiliary outer 
molds formed of a pliable sheet of a material such as tar 
or roofing paper and provided upon opposite ends with 
fastening devices detachably connecting the ends of the 

sheet together and forming it into an open-ended mold 
adapted to form a lining for the outer mold in casting the 
tile and an independent and removable outer support for the 
tile after casting it. 

In a cement-tile machine, the combination with an inner 
mold, of an outer mold adapted to diametrically expand and 
contract at least for a portion of its length, and an auxiliary 
outer mold formed of a single sheet of pliable material with 
overlapping ends provided with fastening devices detachably 
securing the ends together, said auxiliary molds adapted to 

form a non-adhesive lining for the outer mold in casting the 
tile and a removable independent outer support for the tile 
after the removal of the outer mold. 

819,170. Device for Ornamenting Earthenware Articles. 
Frederick J. Ridgway, Joseph Aynsley, and Frederick Han¬ 
cock, Stoke-upon-Trent, England. Filed Dec. 6, 190= 

Claim. An apparatus of the class described, comprising 
a suitable support, a standard mounted thereon, an arm 
mounted on said standard and adapted to swing in a hori¬ 
zontal plane and provided at one end with a cutter, and a 
rotatable holder mounted on said support adjacent to said 
standard, substantially as shown and described. 

An apparatus of the class described, comprising a frame, 
a rotatable support mounted thereon, an arm-support mount¬ 
ed adjacent to the rotatable support, and an arm pivotally 
mounted on said arm-support and adapted to swing in a 
horizontal plane, and provided with a cutter or former com¬ 
posed of sheet metal bent into yoke shape, substantially as 
shown and described. 

819,075. Gas-Producer. Charles H. Morgan, Worces¬ 
ter, Mass. Filed June 3, 1904. Serial No. 210,960. 

Claim. In a gas-producer, the combination with a gas- 
producing chamber, of a cover for said chamber, a rotating 
member journaled beneath said cover, an opening in said 
cover for the admission of fuel eccentric to the axis of said 
member, a scraping-blade projecting from the top of said 
rotating member, whereby the top of the fuel in said cham¬ 
ber is leveled. 

In a gas-producer, the combination with a gas-producing 
chamber having an opening for the admission of coal, of a 
rotating sleeve journaled concentrically with the axis of the 
chamber, a tangential blade carried by said sleeve, a cup¬ 
shaped flange on said sleeve, having an internal gear, a 
pinion inclosed in said flange and engaging said gear, and 
means for rotating said pinion. 
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819,517. Molding-Press. George H. L. Clark, Sterrett 
township, Allegheny county, Pa. Filed Sept. 26, 1905. 

Claim. In a press, a movable upper plunger, means for re¬ 
ciprocating the same, a movable mold-bottom, lifting-rods for 
the mold-bottom, locking devices arranged to periodically 
connect the movable bottom and plunger through the said 

rods to move together to raise the mold-bottom to a point 
somewhat above the top level of the mold, means for then 
releasing such connection and allowing the mold-bottom to 
drop slightly, other locking means for temporarily holding 
the mold-bottom in such dropped position, and other releas¬ 
ing means for subsequently again releasing the mold-bot¬ 
tom ; substantially as described. 

819,781. Brick Molding and Pressing Machine. Henry 
G. Morris, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 7, 1905. Serial 
No. 244,566. 

Claim. In a brick-making machine the combination of a 
table having an opening constituting a mold, a plunger hav¬ 
ing a top plate or part adapted to fit said opening and a re¬ 
duced shank or body whereby space is afforded for the es¬ 
cape of material which passes the top part or plate, and a 
guide arranged internally of the plunger whereby it is pro¬ 
tected from falling material, substantially as described. 

In a brick-making machine the combination of a table hav¬ 
ing an opening constituting a mold, a plunger adapted to 
work in said opening and constituting a bottom for the mold. 

an ejector arranged to lift the plunger, a cam, a follower 
engaging the cam and ejector, and an adjustable fulcrum 
for the follower whereby the upward ejecting throw of the 
plunger may be regulated, substantially as described. 

819,414. Press. John E. Donaldson, Frankfort, Ind. 
Filed Oct. 26, 1905. Serial No. 284,533. 

Claim. In a machine of the class described, a base, guide- 
rods secured to the base, a die-carrying plate mounted for 

vertical movement on the guide-rods, toggle-levers pivoted 
to the base and die-carrying plate, respectively, a pivoted 
operating-lever for actuating the toggle-levers to raise and 
lower the die-carrying plate, and a link connecting the 
toggle-levers and operating-lever and having one end there¬ 
of movable to a position below the pivotal center of the 
operating-lever when the latter is depressed for locking said 
lever in operative position. 

819,931. Tile-Machine. John M. Schenk, Waterloo, and 
Joseph Schenk, Emmettsburg, Iowa; said Joseph Schenk 
assignor to John H. Stewart, Waterloo. Iowa. Filed July 
1, 1905. Serial No. 267,950. 

Claim. In a device of the type set forth a rotatable mold- 
carrier, a plunger, a pivoted element to engage the molds, 
and means for imparting a spiral and upward movement to 
said plunger and for raising said element when the plunger 
has been raised out of the mold. 
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■•I like to read American advertisements. They are tn 

themselves literature, and 1 can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 
very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 
least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 
acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

A big head is often the result of a few small ideas. 

Strength of mind and muscle can only be attained and 

preserved through use. 

It’s time to cross your fingers when you hear a man 

boasting of his good deeds. 

The Clay Record is the only semi-monthly clay journal 

in America. It costs only one dollar for 24 numbers. 

Our idea of a hero is a man who does not hesitate to do 

his duty as he understands it, regardless of what other 

people say. 

“Keeping everlastingly at it” bring success—but be sure 

you go at it in the right wav. It isn’t so much the doing as 

the manner of doing. 

John Wanamaker of Philadelphia, who now spends one 

million dollars annually for advertising, commenced with a 

stock of goods valued at a little over one hundred dollars, 

and his next investment was sixty-five dollars for an ad¬ 

vertisement in a daily paper. 

We have had occasion, more than once, to say something 

on the practice of many communities or the Boards of Im¬ 

provement acting for them, when materials of various kinds 

were required for various purposes, instead of buying them 

of local dealers or manufacturers, of purchasing in outside 

markets. If these materials were not obtainable at home 

there could not be any ground for criticising such methods, 

but in many cases that have come under our personal 

knowledge and observation, in purchasing brick for exam¬ 

ple, where as good material, if not better, could be had right 

at home, it is noted the purchases have been made else¬ 

where. One would be justified in thinking that local pride 

if nothing else, would control, and particularly where local 

prices were the same as outside figures and these purchases 

be made at home. But no! the opposite course is so fre¬ 

quently followed that purchasing at home is the exception 

and not the rule. 

The ready questions comes up: why is this done ? Why 

is such action permitted by the community? An analysis 

of several happenings of this character reveals that per¬ 

sonal and political prejudices influence the majority of the 

members of the Board or Committee invested with the au¬ 

thority to make these purchases, and the local man or men 

are punished or rebuked, to put it mildly, for whatever 

it may have been which produced these prejudices. This 

being the fact, then why does the community permit it? 

“What is everybody’s business is nobody’s business.” The 

community is quiescent, so to say, while the preliminaries 

are going on, and not until is all done is there any atten¬ 

tion paid to what is done, when is too often, too late, be¬ 

sides to take action involves legal steps which are tedious 

and slow, and while it is being debated time slips by and 

the matter becomes ancient, or at least is so regarded when 

it is allowed to drop; not perhaps without some stir having 

been made meantime. And the final thing said is, “let it 

go this time, might as well, but it shall not be tolerated 

again.” The result being, however, that the community 

falls back into its former state of mind, and the same of¬ 

fense before long is again committed. 

The remedy for this, and the only remedy, in our opinion, 

is that rule or law the U. S. government enforces, in mak¬ 

ing purchases, only limiting the field of purchase to this 

country if the material be obtainable here, in the former 

case limiting purchases of materials to the community for 

which intended, if in it they are obtainable, price and quality 

considered. 

Louis A. Wilson has brought suit for $7,480 against the 
Los Angeles (Cal.) Pressed Brick Co., claiming that he was 
put to work in a pit that had previously caved in and that 
was dangerous. The second cave-in broke his leg and hurt 

his back. 
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OBITUARY. 

Richard Graham, a well-known brick manufacturer of 

Lynn, Mass., died of heart failure. He was 58 years old 

and lived in Lynn 40 years. He leaves a wife and nine 

children. 

George I. Wood, proprietor of the Wood Brick Works, 

Southbridge, Mass., was found dead by his wife. Despond¬ 

ency over ill health was the cause of his death. He was 

45 years old and leaves a widow and two children. 

Dr. Samuel P. Boardman, formerly president of the 

Springfield (LI.) Pressed Brick Co. and the Lincoln Park 

Coal Co., committed suicide by drowning himself in the 

waterworks reservoir while mentally deranged as the result 

of protracted sickness. 

W. J. Hemphill, late general manager of the Evans & 

Howard Fire Brick Company, St. Louis, Mo., died while 

on a visit at Jacksonville, Ill. He was 51 years old, a 

prominent railroad man and in 1897 retired from railroad 

service to enter the Evans & Howard Co. 

-- 

ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

The Toledo (O.) Cement Building Block Co. has had an 

involuntary bankruptcy petition filed against it. 

H. T. Quick, while at work at the Orcutt Brick & Tile 

Works, Monroe, la., got his thumb caught in a machine 

and crushed off. 

The Colonial Trust Co., of New York, has issued an 

execution for $1,352,083 against the Nazareth (Pa.) Ce¬ 

ment Co., and the plant has been seized by the sheriff. 

Bert Goodwin, one of the proprietors of Goodwin’s Brick 

works at Minonk, Ill., was seriously injured while trying 

to put a belt on a pulley, badly crushing his arm. 

A receiver has been asked for the Arkansas Granite Brick 
Co., Ft. Smith, Ark., by the Topeka Steam Boiler Co. The 
plant was installed a year ago at a cost of $30,000. 

The New Era Cement Co., Nashville, Tenn., incorporated 

a year ago, and manufacturers of cement tile, has made 

an assignment. C. T. Benedict is secretary and treasurer 

of the company. 

John Schramka, proprietor of a brick yard at Port Wash¬ 

ington, Wis., was arrested by state factory inspector for 

employing two boys who were under age. He pleaded 

guilty and was fined. 

Rosanna Prein, administratrix of her husband, has re¬ 

ceived a verdict of $4,500 against the Cory Brick Co., 

Cohoes, N. Y., for the death of her husband, which resulted 

from a cave-in of the clay bank. 

An order has been issued in the case of Daniel Webster 

against the St. Clair (Mich.) Brick & Tile Co., restraining 

the defendants from disposing of any stock of the company 

or encumbering the property. 

The appointment of a receiver for the Walker Mining & 
Mfg. Co., Pierce, Stark Co., Ohio, is asked for by a minor¬ 
ity stockholder. The company was capitalized at $500,000 
and owned property but never put up the plant. J. B. 
Weigel is president and Frank M. Levens, secretary and 
treasurer. 

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

The large buildings of the J. W. Ivery Brick Works at 

Dillsburg, Pa., were partly destroyed by fire. 

The brick yard at Willoughby, O., owned by the National 

Fire Proofing Co., of Akron, O., was destroyed by fire. 

The brick plant of C. E. Miller, East South St., York, 

Pa., was damaged by fire to the extent of several thousand 

dollars. 

The power house of the Langenberg Brick Mfg. Co., 

near Whittlesey, Wis., has been destroyed by fire, causing 

a loss of $3,000. 

Fire broke out in the plant of the Norwood (Pa.) Brick 

Co., owned by Chas. T. Schuster, and damaged it to the 

extent of $3,000. 

The plant of the Squirrel Hill Brick Co., Bristol St., 

Hazelwood, Pittsburg, Pa., was damaged to the extent of 

several thousand dollars by fire. 

Fire broke out in the extensive brick works of E. A. Poe, 

at Fayetteville, N. C., and caused a loss of $10,000 before 

it was checked. Insurance $2,000. 

The large plant of the Hawthorne Pottery Co., Haw¬ 

thorne, Clarion Co., Pa., was destroyed by fire causing a 

loss of $1,800. The plant will be rebuilt at once. 

The plant of the Krusel Fire Brick Co., located in Roches¬ 

ter, N. H., was entirely destroyed by fire, causing a $15,000 

loss. Insurance $6,000. G. M. Goodwin and A. E. Atwell 

of Haverhill, and William E. Turner are the owners. 

Fire destroyed the plant of the Jacksonville (Ill.) Brick 

Works, causing a loss of $10,000, everything except the 

kilns being destroyed. Insurance was of a fair value. Ed¬ 

ward C. Whitmer was the manager of the plant. 

The plant of the Lake Superior Sand-Lime Brick Co. at 

Ripley, Mich., was destroyed by fire, causing a very large 

loss which is not estimated at this writing. The plant is 

one of the Huennekes system, and was rushed with orders. 

Fire destroyed the plant of the Manitowoc (Wis.) Clay 

Products Co. The loss is estimated at $20,000. Insurance 

adjusted at $9,000. The plant will be rebuilt at once. G. 

W. Kennedy is treasurer and manager, Elmer Leach of 

Oshkosh, is the president. 

SAN FRANCISCO BUILDERS’ ASSOCIATION 

OFFERS INDUCEMENT TO SKILLED 

LABOR. 

The Masons and Builders’ Association, San Francisco, 
Calif., has raised the wages of bricklayers and helpers. 
Commencing May 21, bricklayers received $7 per day, of 
eight hours, and helpers $4 a day. This is an advance of 
$1 a day for bricklayers and 50 cents for helpers. 

In a statement that has been issued the Builders’ Asso¬ 
ciation declares the supply of this kind of skilled labor is 
inadequate to the demand and that it has been found neces¬ 
sary to take this action as an inducement to journeymen 
to come and help in rebuilding the city. 

F. I. Hadley, Secretary of the Journeymen Bricklayers’ 
Union, is of the opinion that there is enough bricklayers 
here to supply the demand existing, but many of them are 
temporarily engaged in repairing chimneys. 



G. E. LUCE OPENS UP OFFICE. 

Mr. G. E. Luce, for several years the mechanical en¬ 

gineer of the Illinois Brick Co., of this city, has opened up 

an office on the sixth floor of the Plymouth Building, Chi¬ 

cago. He will design and construct all kinds of clay-mak- 

ink plants, examine clay properties, test clays, correct faults 

with plants now in operation, and advise as to the possi¬ 

bilities of any plant. Mr. Luce is a man of varied ex¬ 

perience. He has been connected with nearly every kind of 

a clay-making plant from that of common brick to that of 

the highest class of products. If you are looking for an 

engineer or are having trouble of any kind at your plant 

consult him. 

BROWNWOOD TO HAVE THREE BRICK 

PLANTS. 

Three new brickyards will soon be doing business at 

Brownwood, Texas. For a long time Brownwood has 

been without a brickyard, and until recently, it seems, it 

has not been discovered that the finest quality of brick can 

be made from clay found around here in great abundance. 

Messrs. Taylor and Morton are installing a large plant 

to the west of town and will soon be ready to turn out the 

brick. Two other parties of Houston and Belton have 

leased ground and will intall plants at once. Both claim to 

have fine beds of clay, and the sample of brick produced 

shows a very fine brick. 

MR. ROSE OF SHARON IN THE EARTH¬ 

QUAKE. 

James V. Rose, Sharon, Pa., who has a large brick works 

in that city, and his wife, arrived home from San Fran¬ 

cisco, where Mr. Rose is president of a brick and tile works. 

They were there during the entire time of the earthquake 

and were occupying quarters in the Colonial hotel at the 

time of the great disaster. They had narrow escapes, for 

the hotel was badly damaged, as it is in the heart of the 

stricken district. All their clothing was lost, and after a 

long and tedious walk through all kinds of dangers they 

finally reached the ferry and were fortunate enough to be 
able to reach Oakland. Mr. Rose says that the newspaper 
descriptions of the awful scenes in San Francisco are by no 
means exaggerated, and that they were so terrible that he 
cannot begin to tell of them. His company lost considerable 
by the quake, but he says that there is every indication 
that the city will be built up better and bigger than ever and 
that steel will enter very largely in all of the constructions. 
From Oakland they journeyed to Stockton and from there 
sent telegrams home apprising their friends of their safety. 

COMPANY HAS SHIPPED 8,000,000 AND WILL 

DUPLICATE ORDER. 

The Salt Lake (Utah) Brick company has shipped 8,- 
000,000 brick so far to the Garfield smelters, and expects to 
ship 8,000,000 more before the order is completed. The 
brick is going out there at the rate of 60,000 .to 100,000 per 
day. The company has been greatly hindered in the manu¬ 
facture of fine pressed brick by the wet weather which has 
continued since February. But with the advent of more 
open and drier weather, the expectation is to catch up with 
orders in a short time. 

COAL & IRON CO. WILL ERECT THREE 

PLANTS. 

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Colum¬ 

bus and Hocking Coal and Iron company held recently, all 

of the old board and officers were re-elected as follows: 

N. L. C. Kachelmacher, president; L. C. Lathrop, vice 

president; A. L. Thurman, secretary and treasurer. The 

above named gentlemen, with R. F. Little, T. P. Linn, C. 

G. Barratt, F. M. Cronise, C. M. Voorhees and H. O. 

Seixas, make up the board of directors. The executive 

committee is composed of Messrs. Kachelmacher, Lathrop, 

Little, Linn and Cronise. 

The report for the past year shows a gain in results, com¬ 

pared with last year, of $69,731.43, and proves that the 

company has made steady progress. 

President Kachelmacher was tendered a vote of thanks 

for his able management of the company’s affairs. 

Near New Straitsville, Perry county, will be erected the 

first of the large brick plants which the Columbus and 

Hocking Coal and Iron company will build in the Hocking 

Valley. The site was selected last week and preparations 

for its erection will go forward at once. 

Richardson and Lovejoy are the engineers in charge of 

the work, but Samuel S. Wyer of the Ohio State univer¬ 

sity has been selected as engineer in direct charge of the 

work, location of power plants, etc. Mr. Wyer will open 

his office with the coal company at once. The blue prints 

and specifications for the first plant, which will be of the 

stiff mud variety and will have a capacity of 150,000 brick 

a day, will be ready for inspection by contractors the last 

of this week. 

This plant will be followed by two others, also of large 

capacity. The company has all financial details arranged 

and by next summer expects to have three immense brick 

plants at work in the Hocking valley. 

LEHIGH SECURES SEWER PIPE PLANT. 

Lehigh, Iowa, has beaten out the county seat in' securing 

the Indiana sewer pipe concern that has been negotiating 

with both Lehigh and Fort Dodge over a location. A deal 

was closed at Lehigh this morning bv which the Lehigh 

Brick and Tile Company, of which W. C. Beem was pro¬ 

prietor, was sold to J. A. Long, L. G. Holmes and War¬ 

ren Overpack. Eighty acres of land are included. 

The purchasers represent the Portland (Indiana) Sewer 

Pipe Company. They are a wealthy concern which for sev¬ 

eral months has been investigating the clay and other con¬ 

ditions at Lehigh and Fort Dodge with a view to establish¬ 

ing a plant for the manufacture of vitrified sewer pipe. They 

went to Lehigh first and afterward went to Ft. Dodge. 

After sampling the clay here a few weeks it was hoped they 
would find conditions satisfactory enough to locate here. 
Such is not the case, it seems, and the congratulations are 

due to Lehigh. 
It is understood that the Lehigh clay has been tested in 

all manner of ways and they are sure the quality of sewer 
pipe will be of the best. The new comers expect to invest 
a large amount of capital in their Lehigh plant. They will 
employ about one hundred men when fairly under way. 
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POTTERY NEWS ITEMS. 

John B. and G. Amphlett will start a flower-pot and jar- 

dinere factory at Ionia, Mich. 

J. C. Ham has bought land at Centerville, Ala., and will 

build an up-to-date swell pottery. 

The plant of the Faience Pottery Co., Zanesville, O., was 

sold by the receiver to Chas. D. Wedge. 

The Clay Products Co., Martha’s Vineyard, Mass., is 

making extensive improvements to its plant. 

R. A. Thompson, 318 Empire Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., pro¬ 

poses to establish a jug pottery at that place. 

A settlement was effected with the potters at Crooks- 

ville, O., after a 7 weeks’ layoff. Both sides won. 

The Van Briggle Pottery Co., of Colorado, will build 

an addition 125x190 feet, and double the capacity of the 

plant. 

Receiver Frank M. Rider, of the Progressive Pottery Co., 

Roseville, O., has had orders from the court to sell the 

property at private sale. 

To avoid the duty it is stated that Trenton, N. J., pottery 

concerns will establish a large pottery at Ottawa, Canada. 

Dr. E. Coderdrick, of Trenton, is interested. 

The plant of the New Castle (Pa.) Pottery Co., has been 

sold to East Liverpool capitalists for $133,000. The plant 

was sold by a receiver to local men sometime ago. 

It is estimated that $8,000,000 is invested in the 29 pot- 

tory plants of Trenton, N. J., and that 4,289 persons are 

employed, whose annual wages aggregate $3,000,000. 

The J. H. Stroll Pottery Co., Cincinnati, O., has been in¬ 

corporated with $12,000 capital stock by L. J. George, J. 

H. Stroll, Martin Pothan, Gus Krug and A. R. S. Fangen- 

berg. 

The Mt. Gilead (O.) Tile & Pottery Co., has been in¬ 

corporated with $15,000 capital stock by J. C. McCormick, 

H. E. Hubbard, J. A. Wilhelm, J. R. Price and R. J. 

Pumphrey. 

In our issue of April 30 we stated that “William Mason, 

formerly connected with the LaBelle Pottery at Wheeling, 

W. Va., has purchased controlling interest in the plant and 

will move to Wheeling and assume the management.” This, 

we find from authority, is not correct. 

ARCHITECTS WILL SPECIFY STONE ARCHES 

INSTEAD OF BRICK. 

Hereafter Columbus, Ohio, architects will authorize stone 

window arches instead of brick. In other words, brick 

arches over doors and windows will not be built unless 

the owner specifically requests it. This step is taken owing 

to the fact that the Bricklayers’ Union of America has at¬ 

tempted to prevent brick manufacturers from making cut 

brick for these arches, the union claiming that the brick 

should be cut by the workmen on the job. This would in¬ 

crease the cost of the arches from 100 to 300 per cent. As 

stone is cheaper, arches of this material will be used when 

possible. 
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SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

Crystal, Mich., has a cement brick plant. 

L. P. Hutto, Kingman, Kansas, has started into the mak¬ 

ing of cement brick. 

William Kuhaupt, Horicon, Wis., has commenced the 

manufacture of cement brick. 

The Davis Cement Works, Davis, Ind. Terr., is now 

turning out 7,000 cement brick per day. 

The Warren Sand-Lime Brick Co., Bajnbridge, Ga., 

began making brick in West Bainbridge last week. 

Wm. H. Cather, Center, Ala., wants information con¬ 

cerning the manufacture of sand-lime brick and blocks. 

At the Paul Kleir Lumber Yard, Iola, Kansas, tests are 

being made of making brick out of smelter cinders and 

cement. 

San Francisco, Cali., parties contemplate the erection of a 

sand-lime brick plant for making brick under the Steger 

system. 

Thomas Hick's Brick Works at Dodgeville, Wis., is now 

turning out 3,000 brick daily, making them from cement, 

gravel and sand. 

Full & Brooks, Ellendale, N. Dak., have bought a cement 

brick machine and are now preparing to make all kinds of 

plain and ornamental brick. 

Maxfield & Forbes, of Finn Station, near Boulder, Colo., 

will put in a plant to make sand-lime brick. They are now 

burning lime at the above place. 

The Pacific Coast Brick, Tile, Chemical & Cement Co., 

Seattle, Wash., has been incorporated with $2,000,000 capi¬ 

tal stock by R. H. Heath, A. C. McRae and S. W. Dally. 

The Newark (N. J.) Cement Pressed Brick Co., has been 

incorporated with $40,000 capital stock by John P. Lamb, 

Frank Craine, T. V. Rutledge, J. W. Rutledge and C. A. 

Stasel. 

The officers of the Granite Brick Co., Glens Falls, N. Y., 

were elected as follows: President, Daniel P. DeLong; 

vice president, G. M. Ingalsbe; secretary and treasurer, A. 

Z. DeLong. The business for the past year was very pros¬ 

perous. 

Mr. Paul Tafel, who has been in Europe for the last 10 

months in the interests of the Semisteel Co., of Cleveland, 

Ohio, has returned. He has acquainted himself with all 

the latest inventions and improvements in the equipment 

of sand-lime brick plants. 

The Colorado Brick & Artificial Stone Co., Colorado 

Springs, Colo., will begin at once the construction of a $25,- 

000 addition to their plant. Bonds to the extent of $35,- 

000 have been issued for the purpose. Clark Mellon is 

president and Geo. W. Bierbauer, secretary. 

Mr. H. F. Doyle, who was formerly the western repre¬ 

sentative of the FI. Huennekes Co., has taken offices at No. 

ii47_ii48 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, and he will represent 
the Standard Brick Machinery Company of 114 Liberty St., 
New York, in the west. The latter company is well known 
engineers and contractors for the erection of sand-lime brick 
factories. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

S. L. Bloom will establish a brick yard a mile north of 

Corona, Cal. 

The C. H. Kline Brick Co., Chaska, Minn., are putting in 

8 new kilns to their plant. 

John Vick contemplates organizing a company for mak¬ 

ing 20,000 brick daily at Bryan, Texas. 

The Thomas-Taylor Brick Co., Crystal Springs, Miss., 

made their first brick last week, the results being very satis¬ 

factory. 

Pat McDonald has purchased the brick plant on Canyon 

Hill at Parma, Idaho, from John McMahan, and will greatly 

enlarge it. 

The Harper Brick Co., of Kinkora and Harrison, N. J., 

has taken over the plant of the Milltown Enamel Brick Co., 

and will operate same. 

The Harrisburg (Pa.) Clay Co. increased their capital 

stock from $25,000 to $50,000 for the purpose of acquiring 

more land and making improvements. 

The Scanlon Brick Co., Crescent, N. Y., has been incor¬ 

porated. City Attorney John Scanlon, P. M., Wm. B. Le 

Roy and George Whitney are the directors. 

John Large, proprietor of the Brown City (Mich.) Brick 

& Tile Works, has bought the plant at Clifford, and will 

operate same. Archie McMillan is in charge. 

The Matthew Owen Brick Yard at Blackinton, Mass., 

has been sold to Tillapaugh & Trudeau of Schenectady, 

N. Y., and will be put into shape and operated at once. 

The Mohawk Valley Brick & Supply Co., Utica, N. Y., 

is a new company that will soon be putting brick on the 

market. The plant is on Schuyler Road north of West 

Utica. 

The Claverack Brick Co., Troy, N. Y., has been incor¬ 

porated with $10,000 capital stock. Directors are: E. O. 

Ross and W. R. Hartman of Troy, and John J. Zimmerman 

of Watervliet. 

The Mound City (Kan.) Brick Co. has commenced the 

building of a 100,000 capacity brick plant which will be 

finished by fall. O. A. Kentner of Coffeyville, is the head 

of the enterprise. 

The Pacific Front & Ornamental Brick Co., Portland, 

Ore., has been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock 

by F. H. Hilliker, Frank A. Sweeney, G. F. Archibald and 

James M. McNaughton. 

At a recent stockholder’s meeting of the Mayo Brick & 

Tile Co., Walhalla, N. Dak., $10,000 was added to the 

working capital. A 6-mile switch track will be built into 

the yard by the Great Northern Ry. 

A company has been formed at Moline, Kansas, to put 

in a brick plant and the R. D. Miller farm purchased. Those 

interested are John Cleveland, J. J. Webb, Geo. H. Turner, 

G. F. McKey, O. S. Stevens, H. R. Ellsworth, J. W. Far¬ 

row, E. A. Chaffin, L. D. Copeland, J. M. Johns, J. S. Ames, 

and J. S. Funston. 

Phil Zeh will start a brick yard at Thief River Falls, 

Minn. He has found excellent clay. 

The Morgan Brick Co., Norristown, Pa., has been in¬ 

corporated with $100,000 capital stock. 

D. K. Cecil & Co., Ahoskic, N. C., contemplate the es¬ 

tablishing of a brick plant with 30,000 brick capacity. 

Edward Beyard and Wm. Patching, Gallup, N. Mex., 

are interested with Eastern parties in the building of a brick 

plant near that town. 

The Keystone Pressed Brick Co., Bridgewater, Pa., will 

go ahead with their plans and build or complete the plant 

that was started a year ago. 

M. Schmidt, Secor, Ill., is looking for a location to start 

a tile and brick plant. Mr. Schmidt is a well-known tile 

maker of splendid reputation. 

The St. Elmo (St. Elmo Station, Chattanooga, Term.) 

Tile and Brick Co., has been organized with $30,000 capital 

stock by W. A. Poe and others. 

The People’s Brick Corporation, Trenton, N. J., has been 

incorporated with $100,000 capital stock by James L. Siple, 

Henry S. Bready and J. L. Conrad. 

The Quincy (Wash.) Mfg. Co. has been incorporated to 

make brick. The officers are: M. F. Cochran, president, 

and A. J. Sallberg, secretary-treasurer. 

The new plant of the Bingen (Pa.) Brick Co., on the 

North Penn Rv., has been started up, making 1,000,000 

brick per month for the New York and Philadelphia 

markets. 

The new quarter million dollar addition to the Kittanning 

(Pa.) Brick & Fire Clay Co.’s plant is now far enough 

completed that the manufacture of brick will be begun in a 

few days. 

The Stegmayer Enamel Brick Co., New York, has been 

incorporated with $200,000 capital stock. Directors are: 

H. C. Holmes, 1 Madison Ave., E. R. Hickel, and M. R. 

Hutchinson. 

The Ennis-Crisp Brick Co. has been incorporated with 

$30,000 to build a brick plant at Crisp, Texas. The sales 

office will be at Ennis. A. J. Mulligan is president; W. D. 

Farris, vice-president; J. Clark, secretary, and J. Baldridge, 

treasurer. 

KOMNICK IMPROVED ROTARY PRESS. 

install the complete plant and guarantee 
furnish complete or partial installation. 

The American 
Sandstone Brick 
Machinery Co. 

Saginaw, Mich. 

One of these presses made 
22M. brick each consecu¬ 
tive day of ten hours for 
more than six months 
without a breakdown. An¬ 
other press made 4,235,000 
the first ten months, ten 
hours per day run; is now 
making 36M. per day, day 
and night run. We were 
the first to introduce the 
Komnick or hydrated lime 
system in the United 
States; also to build and 

results, and are prepared to 
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The Two Rivers (Wis.) Brick Co. are now making 

brick in their new plant. 

The Kelly Brick & Tile Co., Superior, Wis., has changed 

its location to Menomonie, Wis. 

O. Duclos, Little Falls, Minn., has installed a 50 h. p. 

electric motor in his brick yard, to operate the plant. 

Simon & Crawbuck Co., 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City, 

N. J., has been incorporated with $50,000 capital stock, to 

make brick and building materials. 

The Tulsa (Ind. T.) Red Fork Brick Plant and the 

Tulsa Vitrified Brick Co. have consolidated and E. B. 

Howard is president and general manager of the merger. 

James C. Riley and Roscoe G. Heafer, Bloomington, Ill., 

have formed a partnership and are now engaged in starting 

a brick works on the old Holmes site, southeast of town. 

The Barboursville (Ky.) Brick & Tile Co. have com¬ 

pleted the installing of a 60,000 brick daily capacity plant. 

Dishman and McDermott control the stock of the company. 

Three yards will be operated at De Pere, Wis., this 

season, those of John Roffers and Arnold Van Lanan, on 

the West Side, and John Hockers on the east side of the 

river. 

The Cofifeyville (Kansas) Vitrified Brick & Tile Co. are 

considering the establishing of another branch plant. This 

time at Vallejo, Cali., on the site of the old terra cotta 

works. 

A. D. Baker of Deer Creek, Minn., and C. D. Baker of 

Fergus Falls, have bought the brick yard machinery at the 

later place and will move same to Deer Creek, where they 

will operate a yard. 

The Fairfield (la.) Brick & Tile Co. has been incorpo¬ 

rated with a paid-up capital of $12,000 by Thos. Louden, 

James Louden, R. B. Louden and J. C. Ward. The plant 

has already been built. 

J. F. Bridge and Joseph B. Byles of-Hancock, Md., Chas. 

A. Ritchey, Wiley Ritchey, H. N. Rosen, and F. W. Bridges 

of Hagerstown, Md., have organized a company for the 

manufacture of shale brick at Hancock. 

The Weaver-Zeverly Construction Co., Morgantown, 
W. Va., has been incorporated with $50,000 capital stock, 
to manufacture brick, etc. Incorporators are I. N. Weaver, 
H. J. Zeverly, Everett Casto, E. M. Zeverly and H. E. 

Casto. 

BUILDING SUPPLIES 
WANTED 

The wonderful progress of Northwest and Western 
Canada has created a tremendous demand at 

WINNIPEG 
for all classes of Building Material. We reach every Archi¬ 
tect, Builder, Contractor and Engineer in Northwestern and 
Western Canada. We reach every Brick Yard and Clay 
Worker. Write us for full particulars, etc. 

$1 a year keeps you posted. 

WESTERN CANADA CONTRACTOR 
720 Union Bank, Winnipeg, Canada. 

A RARE OPPORTUNITY. 
One thousand acres of “Fire Clay" with lignite coal in abundance on 

adjoining land. Clay of the following analysis with a vein running from 
four to forty feet. Some of it shows the same analysis, except has much 
less sand. 

ANALYSIS: 
Telephone Connection. 

CHEMICAL, LABORATORY, 
H. Endeman, Ph. D , 

Analysis, Consultations and Researches. 
23 William Street, New York, Aug. 9, 1904. 

Certificate of Analysis. 

For F. M. Greene, Atlanta. Texas. 
I have examined the sample of Clay marked as stated below and find 

the following results: 
It contains in 100 parts by weight— 

Alumnia . 19.88 ] 
Silica .. 20.95 | 
Hydrate water .6.03 J- Cl.AY 
Oxide of iron.  0.74 
Alkaline earths and alkalies. 2.22 J 
Coarse sand (sample .35.00 1 
Dust sand. 15.18 j 

This clay situated in Texas. Would like to put it in as stock with good 
people to develop it. Samples and full particulars on application. 

F. M. GREENE, ATLANTA, TEXAS- 

SAND 

C. M. Wilson, Sanderson, Texas, will soon have his first 

kiln ready for the market. 

H. C. Eddins is reported to have established a pressed 

brick plant at Orange, Va. 

J. H. Thomas, Turners Falls., Mass., has replaced the 

steam brick plant with power from the electric plant of the 

Turners Falls Co. 

The first of the series of kilns to be erected by the Utica 

Pressed Brick Co. at Canastota, N. Y., is completed and 

filled to be burned. 

The Yoke Vitrified Brick Co., Coffevville, Kansas, has 

been incorporated. Capital stock, $125,000. A. J. Yoke is 

president and manager. 

The government has appropriated $6,000 for the build¬ 

ing of a brick plant at the Federal Penitentiary on McNeils 

Island, near Tacoma, Wash. 

The Moline (Kansas) Brick Co. has been organized with 

$25,000 capital stock. John Cleveland, president; E. A. 

Chaffin, secretary and treasurer. 

The Dallas Brick & Tile Works, Dallas City, Ill., has 

been incorporated with $2,500 capital stock, by Edwin 

Kiefifer, Frank Kieffer and Rosa Kieffer. 

J. H. Judik has purchased the Harman & Judik Brick 

Co.’s plant on Academy Ave., Baltimore, Md.; considera¬ 

tion, $20,000, and has leased same to Bolt & Selter, who will 

continue the manufacture of brick. 

The Penobscot Tile & Pottery Co. has been incorporated 

with $48,000 capital stock, to manufacture terra cotta, brick 

and pottery. President Henry D. Black, Everett, Mass., 

Treasurer, Horace F. Hanson, Bangor, Maine. 

The Summit (Miss.) Brick Mfg. Co. has been incorpo¬ 

rated with $25,000 capital stock. Officers: Dr. W. W. 

Moore, president; J. T. Covington, vice-president; W. A. 

Schilling, general manager; S. M. Covington, secretary; 

H. T. Gracey, treasurer. 

The Menteno (Ill.) Brick & Tile Co., with $1:00,000 cap¬ 

ital stock, are now ready to do business. The officers are: 

D. G. Lee, president; George Hatch, vice-president; George 

Jackson, secretary; Otto Weber, treasurer, and John P. 

Hatch, general superintendent. Mr. Hatch is a Chicago 

brick maker of splendid reputation. 
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POSITION WANTED 
Position wanted manager or superintendent of 

a first-class brick plant, anykind of brick or hollow 
ware. Can construct and equip any kind of plant, 
and take complete charge if necessary. 

Q, care Clay Record. 

POTTERY FOR SALE 
A two kiln pottery for sale in 1 hiladelphia. Pa, 

coveniently located to P. R R. Co., to P. & R. Ry. 
Co. and to Wharves In running condition for the 
manufacture of any line of potterv ware. Kilns 
16*4 feet, up draft, with decorating kiln, all as good 
as new. Address 

2539 E. Clearfield St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

WANTED 
A practical man with from five to ten thousand 

dollars to use in promoting a number one pressed 
brick plant in a hustling town, and afterwards to 
take charge of plant. Must be a practical pressed 
brick mac. 

Promoter care Clay Record 
Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE 
Two Sturtevent Fans, Pipes and Fixtures for 

waste heat drying. 
One Steam Pump. 
Eighty (80) Double Decked Dryer Cars. Address 

Shupe & Barnhart Shale Co. 
Wooster, Ohio. 

WANTED TO NEGOTIATE. 
The undersigned owns 60 acres of land imme¬ 

diately upon the the Great Texas & Pacific Rail¬ 
way, west of Fort Worth, Texes, 47 miles, and 19 
from Dallas, Texas, upon which there is a mountain 
of 20 acres of as fine oriok and tile shale as can be 
found anywhere Thickness of shale 40 feet above 
ground of valley surface, and thicker still below. 
Makes a cherry red brick. Wish to have a strong 
company formed and will take stock. Convenient 
te coal and water. Fine sale for product. Invite 
correspondence. E. W. MORTEN. 

Farmersvilla, Texas. 

FOR SALE. 
An interest in my tile and brick plant, to one o 

experience, that can take charge and run it. Mus 
be able to invest some money in plant. Plenty o 
good clay at bac k door, and good market at fron 
door. This is an opportunity that you don’t olten 
run up against. Plant now running Come and see 
or write 

8. H RECORD, 
Caarleston, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
One Atlas Engine, 35 horsepower. One Atlas 

Boiler, 50 horsepower. One Hurcules, Sr., No. 108 
Brick Machine. On Sander. One Turn-table One 
20 barrel Galvanized Iron Tank for washing moulds. 
One 4-spring Truck. Three Hand Wheelbarrows. 
Six Brick Wheelbarrows. One Disingrator, Belting, 
Shafting, Pulleys. 85 Brick Moulds. 44 Iron Kiln 
Doors. 175 Kiln Grates- All of this property is 
nearly new and will be sold at a great sacrifice. For 
further information, write to A. J. WARD, 
Holland, Mich. 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT," 
Care Clay Record, Chioago 

FOR SALE. 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of various gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS OAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x34 inches. Address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

MACHINERY WANTED. 
Second-hand 9-foot dry pan, screens, elevators, pug 

mill, large size Chambers’ brick machine, belting, 
pulleys, cable and dump cars. Also 150 to 250 h. p. 
Corliss engine, and two 100 h. p. boilers. 

J. O. C., care Clay Record, Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and Tile plant, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery, 60,000 daily capacity, down draft kilns, 
inexhaustible bed of best clay suitable for all kinds 
of building, facing and paving brick, drain, tile, 
sewer pipe, etc., on two railroads, demand very 
good. Address B, care of Clay Record. 

PERFORATED METALS 
for all purposes 

Prompt shipment of al 
orders guaranteed. 

H. S. SIMPSON, 
817JChamber of Commerce 

Chicago. Ill. 

Paper Jogger, quoted. 

R. A. HART. 41 Whitest, 

No better made, cut troir 
$3 and SIO, to 

4 Wheel. $3.00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers 

BATTLE CREEK. MICH 

SWITCHES AND FROGS 

Right and left-hand one, two and 
three way switches, of various gauges, 
radius and weight of rail, at special 
prices. 

M. MITSHKUN, Detroit, Mich. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
A good, reliable man of experience, with some 

capital to invest in and take charge of a new Dry 
Press Brick Plant Plenty of shale, and good mar¬ 
ket for all the brick Address 

DENIS, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 308, Williamsport, Pa. 

Brick Yard for sale cheap. A bargain to the righ 
party. Good market at hand. For further informa 
tlon address 

BRICKMAKER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED. 
Wanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 

tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 
T, care Clay Record, 

Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Chambers End Cut Brick Machine, capacity 8,500 

brick daily. 75 double deck roller bearing stiff mud 
brick cars. 

STEELTON & HARRISBURG BRICK CO. 
Steelton, Pa. 

Buy a snap! 
Right between best markets 
In Minnesota 
Cash or time. 
Kilns and everything goes. 

FOR SALE. 
A going, money-making hollow block plant. 

Best location in Ohio. Also well equipped for face, 
common, paving and common brick. Induces coal 
mine and 125 acres of four foot Cambridge coal, 
overlaid with sbale and underlaid with fire clay. 
Good pi ices and more orders than can be filled. 
Plant comparatively new and in excellent condition 
Will be sold at $40,000, two-thirds original cost, 
one-half cash and one-half credit. Good reason for 
selline. Address, 
THE GUERNSEY BRICK & CONTSRUCTION CO. 

Cambridge, Ohio. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Will sell half interest in buff and fire brick plant, 

to experienced man who can manage it. Address 
CHA8. A. MYERS, Ft. Worth, Texas 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE 
Brick Yard for sale, cheap, or to lease on shares. 

Write for particulars to R. N. BOAK 
Middletown, N. Y. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANCE. 
One of the best small brick and tile plants in 

Southern Michigan. 20,009 capacity, Stewart patent 
kilns, good drying sheds, all machinery In first- 
class condition, fine clay, good market. Will sell at 
a bargain or will exchange for good real estate. 

Address, MICHIGAN, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
Barnhart style “B,” good condition, large enough 

to dig clay for 160,000 brick in 8 hours. Apply to 
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY, 

918 Chamber of Commerce, 
Chicago. 

FOR SALE. 
One 5 ft. Style Americ in Dry Pan, practically new. 
One 10-hp. Gasoline Engine, complete. 

KIAMENSI CLAY CO. 
Newport, Del 

Yes, we are going to sell. 
A fine location. 
Right prices 
Dead sure money maker. 

Write RUSH CITY BRICK CO., Rush City, Minn 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class Brick Plant, or will contract with good 

party to make brick by the thousand, or will lease 
yard on royalty. 45,000 capacity daily Ready tale 
at S5.50 per thousand, F. O. B. cars at yard Reason 
for selling, owner is contractor. Address 

J. C. H., care Clay Record. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
One Standard Brick Machine, steam power, 

30,000 capacity. 24 new Brick Moulds. 11,000 Pal¬ 
lets. Three Off-Bearing Trucks. All in first-class 
condition. Owner, E. J. SWARTZ & SON, 

Syracuse, Ind. 

FOR SALE. 
One Model “B” Four-Mould Dry Press, used only 

a short time, thoroughly overhauled. 
Model B, care Clay Record, Chicago. 

BRICK PLANT WANTED 
Wanted to buy or lease a brick yard for making 

red brick. 
RED BRICK 

169 Division Street, New Haven, Ct. 

SAND LIME PLANT. 
Huennekes System Plant, including best Four- 

Mould Boyd Press. Jeffrey Sand Dryer and Con¬ 
veyor; all practically new and In good condition; 
will be sold at less than half of construction cost. 

Address, SAGINAW PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Saginaw, Mich. 
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Brick and Mortar Coloring 
After twenty years “Clinton” colors still stand at 
the head. Get the genuine, with the “ Little Yel¬ 
low Side-Label.” 

CLINTON METALLIC PAINT CO., Clinton, N. Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

WARNING 
NOTICE is hereby given that the process of drying and 

burning brick by first setting green, undried brick in horizon¬ 
tal courses in a kiln to form a layer thereof, then covering and 
drying such layer, and successively coursing, capping and dry¬ 
ing separate layers of green, undried brick upon the last dried 
layer until all the layers are thoroughly dried, and then burn¬ 
ing, is patented in U. S. Letter Patent No. 485199 to J. C. Kenzel, 
dated Nov. 1, 1'92, and all persons are hereby warned against 
using such processes without grant or license from the under¬ 
signed owners of said patent. Unauthorized use of the patented 
process will render the user liable to an action for infringement 
and the payment of damages to the owners of the patent, whose 
rights thereunder will be strictly enforced. 

J. C. KENZEL, 
J. S. KRAUSS, 

P. O. Box 271. 128 Logan St., Knoxville, Tenn- 
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Refractory Cement 
(So called because it is worked the same as cement) 

A high refractory composition that can be used the 

same as cement, cured and put to use in twelve to twenty- 

four hours, and will endure any degree of heat that fire¬ 

clay products will. 

Applied to the inside of a kiln it will protect the walls 

and give increased refractivity; will reduce the cost of 

repair, and save fuel in any kiln. 

Every boiler furnace should be lined inside with 

“Refractory Concrete.” It will protect the walls and 

increase the heating capacity by preventing rediation. 

For insulating steam pipes this composition is guaran¬ 

teed equal to asbestos or magnesia felt; the cost per foot 

to cover a 3-inch to the thickness of 1 inch will be 4c. 

Refractory brick of a high order can be formed from 

the composition on any cement brick machine. 

For flue linings, chimney blocks and tops, floor and 

partition blocks, conduits for electric wires, etc., this is 

the ideal material. 

Refractory Concrete can be combined with any aggre¬ 

gate used in the formation of cement products. 

For information pertaining to your particular require¬ 

ment, and prices, address. 

E. Pt. STOWELL 
NEW CORYDON, INDIANA 

The Burlington Route 
calls attention to manufacturers seeking a 
new location to its Industrial Department. 
This department is established for the 
benefit of manufacturers. Information on 
the three Rs of manufacturing—Power, 
Raw Material, Market—can be had by 
writing 

Burlington 
Route 

W . H . MANSS, 
Industrial Commissioner, 

300 Adams St., CHICAGO. 

CLAY RECORD IS A SEMI-MONTHLY 

NOW READY—A TREATISE ON 

PRODUCER-GAS and 
GAS-PRODUCERS 

BY AN ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITY. 

A 300-page book containing thirty chapters, giving the fundamental 
principles and definitions, calculations, classifications, manufacture and 
use; the fuel, the requirements, the history, its by-products, Producer- 
Gas for firing kilns, steam boilers, and power plants. The 
future of the Gas-producer and a bibliography. 

OVER lOO CHOICE ILLUSTRATION?—PRICE, $4.00. 

A subscription to the CLAY RECORD for one year without additional 
charge to those that are not now subscribers. 

CLAY RECORD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

IM 

A NEW CLAY FEEDER AND MI\ER 

The Rust Clay Feeder has been brought out in response to a better 
method for mixing and feeding clay in brick, tile and all clay working 
plants. By the use of thi* feeder the services of two men are entirely dis¬ 
pensed with, the clay being dumped into hopper of machine from car is 
automatically fed into the disintegrator. The spirals draw their supply 
evenly from all parts of the hopper, mixing the clay perfectly, whicn 
tends both to improve and increase the output of the plant. 

Send for full descriptive circular 

Marion Machine,Foundry andSupply Co, 
Marion, Ind. 
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The Dennis Double Cham 
her Up and Down Draft 
Brick Kilns and Direct 
Heat and Hot Air Brick 
Dryers show many new 
features that make them 
superior to all others. 
Economical, durable and 
strong in construction and 
operation, having many 
points of advantage that 
appeal to practical brick • 
makers. Patented April 14, 
1903 and Septembers, 1908, 
Brick plants installed am l 
put in operation. Write fo • 
booklet. Correspondenc i 
solicited. 

F. W. DENNIS, 

145.Water St„ Norfolk, Va. 

Br»ers ! Robert F. Wentz, M. W. S. E. 
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Absolutely safe and reliable. Ask your friends 

A WOODEN TOWER 
Is a source of annoyance and danger. It is 
liable to rot and collapse at any time. A 

CALDWELL STEEL TOWER 
is safe, staunch and durable and will carry 
four times the weight of the filled tank. 
Expensive labor is not necessary to erect 
these outfits, your own men can do it. We 
furnigh all plans. 

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list. 

701 National Bank Building, Allentown, Pa. 
DESIGNER AND BUILDER OF 

Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Plants, Analysis, 
Tests, Examinations, Reports, Preliminary Plans, 
Estimates and Complete Drawings and Specifications 
for Modern Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Works. 

We have designed, built and reconstructed twenty-two 
Cement Plants in the past twenty years. 

We design and equip complete Cement and Sand-Lime 
Brick Plants with the most modern machinery. 

THE HYDRO - MALAXATOR PROCESS for the 
manufacture of csand-Lime Brick. 

WwwvWwWV 

S How to Use Portland Cement. 
From the German of L. Golinelli. 

Translated by Spencer B, Newberry, E. M., Ph. D. 
A booklet of 30 pages, inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
■ 
■ 22,000 copies sold in Germany. 

-—--— 

: Portland Cement Sidewalk Construction. 
5. Compiled by P. B. Beery, and based upon the 
■ experience of many successful contractors. 

A booklet of 30 pages, 5J£x6% inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 

I 
■ 
■ 
1 

W. E. CALDWELL CO., Louisville, Ky. 

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE 11! 
THE “CHILDS” 

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

APPROVED 
and included in the list of approved extinguish 

ers issued by the 

National Fire Protection Association 
SALESMEN WANTED 

O. J. CHILDS CO. 
Sole Mfrs. UTICA, N. Y 

IBBSI 

Brick Moulds and 
Brick Barrows 

With Moulds and Barrows it is not the first 
cost, but it is, will they last? We have made 
them for over 30 years and know your wants. 
Ail kinds and shapes. A trial order will con¬ 
vince. 

James B. Crowell & Son, 
Wallkill, N. Y. 

PERFECTION BRICK MOULDS i 
These are the 

kind of Brick 
Mould s the Brick 
Makers have al¬ 
ways wanted but 
could not get till 
now. You can 
get a mould that 
the vents are 
right all the time 
No change 
whether tne 
Mould is wet or 
dry. Try a sam¬ 
ple order. Satis¬ 
faction guaran¬ 
teed. 

: 
♦ 

patent an Ja.n. 28, 1902. 

THE ARHOLD-GREAGER CO. 
Manufacturers of Brick Machinery 
and Supplies of all Kinds. 

NEW LONDON, OHIO. 

li. HUL. DEAVITT, 
PRACTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST, 

Garden City Block, 

CHICAGO. 

Analyses of Clay, Sand, Lime, Cement Materials and 
Shales a specialty. 

Special attention given to the preparation of Clay Pro¬ 
ducts from the raw material. 

A well equipped laboratory and long experienoe in this 
branch of work enables us to give expert reports on obtaining 
glazes on refractory materials. 

All enquiries in regard to the above will receive prompt 
attention. 



BIOGRAPHY OF CLAYS.* 

By Ross C. Purdy, Champaign, Ill.f 

The history of a particular deposit of clay or a citation 
of all of the agencies that have affected its chemical and 
physical character, is almost an impossbility. Many theories 
and speculations have been entertained bv scientists, all of 
which may come to naught by the discoveries of new facts. 
Our sciences being still in the formative stages; revolutions 
and evolutions in the field of pure science are still with us; 
yet there are known facts concerning nature and there is 
convincing circumstantial evidence from which deductions 
can be drawn that have every earmark of being true when 
viewed in the lime light of our highly developed sciences. 
The great difficulty in studying the agencies and their effect 
on the rocks, clays and soils, is that we can not observe ac¬ 
curately the processes as they are operating. But as Seger 
says, “Even if nature does not grant to the human eye a 
look into her most secret work-shops, if she does not show 
how she changes clay into shale, sand into sandstone, or 
wacke, or forms a crystalline lime or marble out of the de¬ 
posit of calcareous shells, if she has not yet, up to this time, 
permitted us to determine the conditions under which, in 
heaps of detritus formed by friction and weathering, the 
like constituents move to certain centers of concentration 
and become new crystalline formations, speculative science, 
by comparison of the products upon which these unknown 
influences have worked for an unlike duration of time, or 
with unequal intensity, yet furnishes a hold as to how these 
may have originated and bring us closer to the workshop of 
nature, for the most part not accessible for direct observa¬ 
tion.” 

One of the greatest factors making difficult the study of 
the efficiency of forces operating in nature, is time. In the 
laboratory, the longest duration of time in which observa¬ 
tions of the physical and chemical changes taking place 
when substances are undergoing changes is an almost “in¬ 
finitely small fraction of the time through which the forces 
or agents have been at work.” To illustrate, Van Hise 
says that “in the chemical laboratory, the amount of crys¬ 
talline silica which can be dissolved in water and transported 
to another place within the time during which an ordinary 
experiment is carried on, is so small as to be immeasurable, 
and yet it is certain that in nature, water has dissolved and 
transported to other places enormous quantities of silica.” 

♦Read at the 1906 meeting of the National Brick Manufacturers’ Association. 
flnstructor in Ceramics at University of Illinois. 

However, there are known agencies at work in nature, 
with cause and effect of which we are, in the main, familiar. 
We know something of the factors that tend to shape the 
character, disposition and capacity of a human being, but 
the problem that is the more difficult is to study a human 
being and determine what forces have made him what he is. 
In an analogous way, the same can be said of clays. While 
we can enumerate the several factors causing alterations and 
modifications in the chemical and physical properties of a 
clay, it is not so simple a matter to study the physical and 
chemical properties and then determine the factors which 
have affected these properties; so let me repeat the intro¬ 
ductory sentence; the history of a particular deposit of clay 
or a citation of all the agencies that have affected its chemi¬ 
cal and physical character is almost an impossibility. 

FORCES AT WORK. 

Wind, water, ice, and changes of temperature: These 
agents are so effectual and operate within such a limited 
space of time that they can be observed and measured with 
a tolerable degree of accuracy. They are too well known 
to warrant extensive elaboration at this time. Animal life 
from the earth worm to the large burrowing animals 
throughout all parts of the earth is constantly working over 
the soil, assisting, as it were, the work of the elements, 
water, wind and ice, and the changes of temperature. Vege¬ 
tation, from the mosses to the trees, affect very materially 
the opportunities for running waters, blowing winds, mov¬ 
ing ice and changing temperatures to carry on their work 
of alteration by promoting, transporting and exposing new 
surfaces. Denuding of forests, sinking of artesian wells, 
cultivation and drainage of soils, changing of water courses 
and opening of canals all play their part in influencing this 
work. The transportation, denudation and deposition of 
materials by which water and ice and their consequent ef¬ 
fects will be touched upon latter, when considering the 
types of clays as we find them in nature. 

Chemical Agencies : The abstraction of inorganic mate¬ 
rials from the soils by plant life is an important factor. The 
materials most abundantly abstracted, according to S. W. 
Johnson, are potash, soda, magnesia, lime, phosphoric acid 
and silica. 

In grain and straw, Johnson found the following: 

Grain. Straw. 
Potash . 18.50 12.0 
Soda . 3.90 4.6 

Magnesia . 7.00 3.0 
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Lime . 2.70 7.3 
Phosphoric Acid . 32.40 6.0 
Silica . 3I-IO 59.7 
Johnson further affirms that plant life is capable of disin¬ 

tegrating feldspar, converting it into clay and the carbonate 
of potash. It is even stated that plant life frequently cuts 
great furrows in the more soluble rocks, such as limestone, 
by virtue of the acid reactions at point of contact of the 
roots with the rocks. 

F. H. Storer has proven by experiments that owing to 
the chemical action of plant life, the soil and clay is made 
more soluble. 

Action of bacteria in clays has received considerable at¬ 
tention from the potters and justly so, for they play an im¬ 
portant part in the oxidation process of vegetable rot in 
clays. They are the main organic agents in the process of 
oxidation of dead plants and animals. Oxidation by water 
and oxygen alone, it is claimed by Van Hise, would be very 
slow were it not for bacteria. They accelerate the oxidation 
of carbon and with the aid of water, convert it into carbonic 
acid; they act upon the plants converting their nitrogen into 
nitrous and nitric acids and ammonia; the effects of which 
will be considered later. In fact, bacteria are potent in the 
oxidation and reduction processes that so alter the admixed 
ingredients of our clays that they deserve the prominent con¬ 
sideration they are receiving in our scientific researches on 
clay. 

Excreta of animals consists in a large part of chemical 
compounds that promote chemical changes. The passage of 
soil through the alimentary canal of an earth worm, decom¬ 
posing the material matter is a factor too little appreciated. 

Humic acid plays an important part in the chemical 
changes occuring daily within our soils. Humis is the end 
result of the action of bacteria; water and oxygen on or¬ 
ganic compounds. The main effect of humic acid is to con¬ 
vert silicates into carbonates and by its own breaking down, 
producing carbon dioxide. It has also the property of hold¬ 
ing water heat, ammonia, acids and soluble compounds, all 
of which promote chemical activity. 

Richard Mueller, an eminent German chemist, experi¬ 
mented on the effect of carbonic acid on the various silicates 
and succeeded in showing that almost all of the silicate min¬ 
erals were susceptible to the destructive action of carbonic 
acid. In the process of carbonation, sodium, potassium, cal¬ 
cium, magnesium, and iron that were originally combined 
as insoluble silicates, were converted into the soluble car¬ 
bonate compounds, and the alumina made soluble, and the 
silica partly soluble. The alkaline carbonates thus formed 
are able, in turn, to decompose other silicates under ordi¬ 
nary conditions of weather, thus making complete the cycle 
of carbonation, oxidation, vegetation and further production 
of carbonates, for it is in limy soils that vegetation best 
flourishes, except where the alkali carbonate accumulates, 
however, there vegetation is killed and the cycle interrupted. 

Iron compounds, especially the oxides, hydrate readily 
in wet weather. Granitic rocks have been known to crumble 
due to hydration of their component parts. On hydration, or 
in other words, the taking of water into chemical combina¬ 
tion, the mineral expands, exerting a powerful shattering 
force that crumbles the rock and causes it to slack down to 
powder. The breaking down of concretions or “nigger 
heads” thrown out from shale banks, illustrates the destruc¬ 
tive force attesdant upon hydration of iron and lime. 

Dehydration is the reverse of hydration. Its effect is 
merely to change the color of the clay and make easier the 
oxidation of the fluxes. 

All natural compounds are to some extent soluble in 
water. 

Dr. M. Fiebekarn gives the following citations of ex¬ 

periments conducted to show the solvent powers of water. 
C. Dolton found anorthite, treated in form of floated pow¬ 
der, with distilled water several weeks at 8o° C., was dis¬ 
solved. 

E. W. Hoffman found similar solubility for talc, potash 
mica, magnesia mica, etc. 

Danbree found that by treating potash feldspar in a 
rotating drum, the water contained notable quantities of 
potash and silica. 

The solvent power of water is greatly supplemented by 
organic substances like humic acid as well as by carbonic, 
nitric, sulphuric and hydrochloric acids and their com¬ 
pounds. For instance, 10,000 parts of pure water dissolves 
only 0.13 parts of carbonate of lime, while the same amount 
of carbonate water will dissolve 10.0 parts, or seventy-six 
times as much carbonate of lime. 

Chemists would say that this increased solvency is the 
result of mass action and that the solvent action is propor¬ 
tioned to the effective mass. By this they mean that an ex¬ 
change of component parts by the inter-reaction of the sub¬ 
stances takes place between the salts in solution, until all 
are satisfied and are in their most staple condition. 

Van Hise says that if all the important bases occurring 
in the rock making minerals were equally abundant, the 
stronger bases would be taken into solution to a larger ex¬ 
tent than the weaker bases. Therefore the order of solution, 
and this is confirmed analytically, would be potash, soda, 
lime, magnesia, iron and alumina. 

T. M. Read calculates that throughout the entire globe 
there is removed about 96 tons of material per square mile, 
so it is readily seen that the solvent of water is a powerful 
factor in bringing about changes in the clays. Particularly 
is this true in limestone regions where the limestone skeleton 
of the rock formation is dissolved away, leaving as a residue 
some of our most valuable clays. 

Deposition of the dissolved salts follows as a natural se¬ 
quence, but deposition is generally the result of change of 
condition such as supersaturation due to evaporation of a 
part of the dissolving medium, or the action of life upon the 
dissolved material as in the seas, etc. 

By virtue of the solvent power of water, oxides of silica, 
iron and alumina, the carbonates of lime, magnesia and iron, 
the silicates both hydrous and anhydrous, sulphides, particu¬ 
larly those of iron, are carried from the upper to the lower 
strata of our earth’s crust making possible the formation of 
new rocks. 

The cycle of rock disintegration, dissolved substances, 
precipitated compounds and rock formation is continuous. 
This cycle is made possible by the selective tendency of like 
materials to segregate and crystallize. To the recrystalliza¬ 
tion of material that was once in solution is credited our 
gneiss, schists, many of our slates and sedimentary rocks of 
all description. 

Mechanical action of heat and pressure metamorphose 
shales into slates and eject new rock forming substances 
from the interior of the earth into crevices and faults which 
in time pass through the cycle of decomposition, clay forma¬ 
tion and remetamorphosing into new rocks. Nature seems 
to operate in cycles and there is no doubt, judging from the 
depression of a part and the uplifting of another part of the 
Atlantic coast that this earth will experience serious revolu¬ 
tions in its makeup in the next geological age. 

THE CLAYS. 

Having considered the agencies or forces at work alter¬ 
ing the rocks and clays, we will now trace the probable his¬ 
tory of the several types of clays. In this I am going to 
follow the general outline of Prof. Orton, Jr.’s, classification 
of clays, modified to some extent. 
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Kaolin: When a rock is broken down by any of the 
agencies or combination of agencies the end product of in¬ 
terest to clay workers is the resultant clay. From minerals 
in the rocks that are free from iron we obtain directly the 
pure clay called kaolin or china clay. From minerals con¬ 
taining iron we obtain impure kaolin. The impurities in 
these clays may be leached out by the solvent action of 
water, assisted chemically by some of the many chemical 
agencies before alluded to, leaving as a residue a pure, white 
burning clay. Whether or not this has been the history of 
many of our kaolin beds is unknown. Many of the kaolin 
beds, however, are so situated as to make the leaching effect 
of water as a purifying agent untenable. For instance, the 
kaolin beds of Cornwall, England, are said to be far below 
the effective region of surface water and that evidences are 
noted that the decomposition of the parent rock is the result 
of the action of fluorine. 

Pure clays may also be derived from the weathering of 
volcanic ash or fused materials known as erupted rocks that 
have been forced through fissures in the earth’s crust. 

Whatever is the history or impurity of the original clay 
formed in situ., i. e., its place of formation, its physical char¬ 
acteristic is lack of plasticity. By geological agencies, this 
non-plastic clav is removed from its place of formation to 
other beds, seldom to find a permanent resting place, but for 
ages it may be sorted, contaminated, purified, and redepos¬ 
ited, first under one condition, and then under another, until 
at last they are today in a more or less plastic condition, laid 
down in beds where from its developed physical and chemi¬ 
cal properties it is known as ball, fire, bog, alluvial, shale, 
and bolder clay, etc. 

Ball Clay: “Ball clay” is a commercial term used to 
designate the purer plastic clays. It can not be classified as 
ball clay by its purity altogether, for there are some fire 
clays that are just as pure, but which are differentiated from 
ball clays by their manner of formation and color when 
burned. 

If in the working over, by geological agencies, the pure 
kaolin escapes contamination or its contaminating substances 
are such as can be leached out by percolating waters, and 
the clay in this process acquires plasticity, we have as a re¬ 
sult a ball clay. If the impurities are mineral detritus alone 
such as is found in the Florida and Missouri ball clays, they 
can be purified commercially by washing and sedimentation. 
A few of our ball clays are thus prepared for the market. 
A few ball clays, such as the English, Kentucky and Ten¬ 
nessee ball clays, are found to be sufficiently free from con¬ 
tamination to be used direct from the mine. 

Should the original kaolin with its contaminating sub¬ 
stances be deposited in swampy districts as was the largest 
part of our country before the recession of the ocean to its 
present bed, then the clay will be rendered more impure by 
unfiltration from the higher lands, by water, and in turn, 
purified by the heavy swamp vegetation, by virtue of proc¬ 
esses before cited. By the time that the geological condi¬ 
tions are favorable to the metamorphosing of the vegetable 
deposits that have been preserved from decaying from the 
fact that the water and mud in which they fell prevented the 
oxygen in the air to come in contact with them, this deposit 
will be purified to a greater or less extent. Or this purifica¬ 
tion may be afifected later by the leaching efifect of water 
when this deposit is raised from the swamp level, to high 
ground as was the case with the coal measures at the time 
of the recession of the oceans. To the degree of purifica¬ 
tion by the agencies of plant life or perculating waters, or 
both, we have our different grades of fire clays, ranging 
from very impure, known as “bastard” or “No. 2,” to purest 
or “No. 1” fire clay. 

Now under some conditions this fire clay may be left 

plastic and under others nonplastic. As a case in question, 
may be mentioned the flint fire clays. The cause of this 
latter differentiation is unknown. Chemical analysis fails to 
reveal the secret. By hypothesis we can claim that the clay 
had never been rendered plastic since its formation, by the 
weathering of the parent rock. Or we can claim it has been 
indurated by infiltration and absorption of cementing sub¬ 
stances such as soluble silica. All clays have revealed the 
property to absorb soluble salts and if by pressure or long 
contact the absorbed substances should become chemically 
combined with the clay in part or in whole, or rendered in¬ 
soluble, these soluble salts would not be leached out again, 
but remain as a cementing material. There are evidences 
in favor of either hypothesis. 

Flint fire clay, according to Wheeler, is found in Mis¬ 
souri, in sink holes in milestone, the underground outlet of 
which had been choked. In these instances, the clay has 
probably not been purified by the leaching of plants or water, 
but rather are more liable to be in the same condition of 
purity or impurity, as when deposited. 

Shales: Instead of finding a permanent resting place, 
some of the materials that might have been ball clays or 
fire clays, have continued their migration by means of 
streams, being continually sorted and contaminated until 
finally the finer grained portions were deposited in still, deep 
waters. If not altered, they would remain as mud or marks 
but due to being elevated by some movement of the earth’s 
crust, and by steady pressure exerted upon the deposit, 
squeezing out the water, the particles of the mud would be 
brought so close together as to come within the limits of 
molecular attraction. This process of welding clay particles 
together by pressure is practiced daily in the manufacture of 
clay wares. That this is a possibility we know and it is safe 
to suppose that that is the history of the hardening process 
by which this fine grained mud was altered into the hard 
shale. 

Chemical alteration of the mineral detritus or realtera¬ 
tion of the compounds as well as the infiltration of some 
cementing constituents which were previously in solution in 
the swamp waters, may have taken part in the consolidation 
of the mud into shale. But for the most part, it is fair to 
assume that compression brought about by some movement 
of the earth’s crust was the main cause of this change. That 
dehydration and its consequent hardening effect may have 
taken place after deposition of the shale material is a very 
great possibility as evidenced by the fact that there are tran¬ 
sitions in such depositions from the very soft plastic shale 
on the one hand, to the hard nonplastic slate on the other, 
with an accompanying decrease in amount of water of hy¬ 
dration. By this process of hydration and dehydration in 
shale deposits the kaolin or clay substances may be altered 
We have no means at present ascertaining the truth of this 
conjecture, yet its possibilities can not be questioned. If it 

*rU^’ exP^ain in part the peculiar properties of 
the shales that adapt them to paving brick manufacturers • 
such conjectures are justified by what we know of the com¬ 
position of shales, and in time we will know more exactly 
the relations between the amount and character of altera¬ 
tions to the physical properties of the shale products as de¬ 
veloped in the mnaufacturing processes. If within the prov¬ 
ince of the geological chemist to disclose to us these con¬ 
ditions and determine what these properties are that make a 
shale valuable. 

Shales have been formed in nearly all of the geological 
eras and there is no known reason why they are not all 
equally adapted to paving brick manufacture. It may be 
that the newer, or coal measure shales are composed of'ma¬ 
terial that have been worked over and over for a longer 
period of time and have thus acquired physical properties 
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that make the shales better adapted to paving brick manu¬ 
facture. This is another problem for solution by the geo¬ 

logical chemist. 
Varieties of Shales: According to their mineral charac¬ 

ter, Prof. Orten has classified shales into clay shales, sandy 
shales, calcareous shales, ferrugenous and bituminous shales. 

Owing to the fact that the shale material was deposited 
from running wrater it can be readily seen that a great vaiia- 
tion in its mineral character is highly possible. That this 
is true even in the same deposit is to be seen at every shale 

bank. 
One of my pupils once said “that an alluvial clay was a 

shale vet unborn. Poetic or ridiculous as this definition 
may be, it is emphatic in that the shale material differs from 
the ordinary alluvial deposits only by its fineness of grain, 

method of deposition and, later, induration. 
Bog Clays: Bog clays are collected in still, shallow 

waters and marshes. Should vegetation thrive and theii 
remains accumulate inoxidized, or in other words, be pre¬ 
served, and the whole deposit be raised so as to ultimately 
be drained, we might have the impure bog clays converted 
into the purer fire clays. Bog clays suffer contamination 
from infiltration and want of drainage, altering their charac¬ 
ter and adaptability for manufacturing purposes very great¬ 
ly. Bog clays are, as a rule, of very little economic value. 

Glacial Clays: The study of glacial action and the gla¬ 
cial debris left after their recession is too profound to war¬ 
rant more than a passing comment at this time. To the 
glaciers we credit the heterogeneous sheet of debris cover¬ 
ing our Northern Middle West, making the rick soils of the 
prairie lands, leaving the limy and gravelly deposits here, 
and the fire silt or loam there. This debris varies in char¬ 
acter as the parent rock or soil over which, and through 
which the glacier plowed its way from the North. From 
glacial deposits we obtain material that is extremely fine 
grained, such as that of the Albany slip, so valuable as a 
stoneware glaze, up to the worthless gravel deposits known 
as boulder clays. Where by subsequent sorting and redepo¬ 
sition by running water, glacial material has been worked 
over, we have a material that is often of great economic 

value. 

Alluvial Clays: As has been indicated in several places 
in the foregoing discussion, water is an extensive sorting 
agent, depositing in succession, from the head of the stream 
to its mouth and even out into the ocean, debris ranging 
from boulders to the finest of silts. Along a river course 
in eddies and places where the force of the stream may be 
arrested, there the finer particles may be deposited. Many 
of these deposits are valuable for clayworking purposes. 

Loess: The discussion of the origin of loess calls out a 
great diversity of opinion. The sandy granular surface 
clays of the Mississippi Valley is in many places loess. 
Whether it is wind blown or water deposited is a very much 
mooted question. The sharp angular character of the grains 
and the lack of definite stratification has led many to favor 
the “wind blown” theory. Those favoring the “water depo¬ 
sition” theory argue that much of the glacial debris was 
ground very fine by mechanical action of scouring, so fine 
in fact, that the material will float in water for a long period 
of time, and so fine as to render attrition or further commu¬ 
tation impossible, thus the angular conditions of the loess 

particles. 

Whether wind blown or deposited from water, we have 
in loess the valuable clay that lends itself so advantageously 
to the dry press process of brick manufacture. 

In conclusion, let it be stated that the history of any of 
these clays could have been otherwise, and likely the most 
diversified clays, as we now find them, had the same origin. 

They shade one into the other so nicely that only the more 
pronounced types can be determined, and it is not infrequent 
that a clear indentification of a given clay is possible. Geo¬ 
logical, chemical and organic agencies have all played a large 
part in giving the separate clays their characteristic proper¬ 
ties and time in which these agencies operate is so long and 
slow that their work may be arrested in all stages of comple¬ 
tion. The general tendency is, however, to complete a cycle 
from one condition to another depending upon local circum¬ 
stances for the rapidity of the completion of the cycle. The 
biography of clays, as has been before suggested in the in¬ 
troductory remarks, can not be recorded in its completeness, 
but the relationship between all types of clays can be traced 
as has been attempted in this paper. 

POTTERY WORKERS WILL DEMAND BETTER 
SANITARY CONDITIONS IN FACTORIES. 

Akron, O., June 30.—Important matters will come up 

before the convention of the National Brotherhood of Op¬ 

erative Potters, which wjll meet in this city the week of 

July 9-14. 

On account of the existence of an agreement between 

the brotherhood and the United States Potters’ Association, 

signed at Philadelphia in October, 1905, no increase in the 

wages of general ware workmen will be asked, but the 

sanitary pottery workers will ask for an increase in wages 

by presenting a resolution at the convention here week after 

next. It is asserted that there has been no increase in 

the wages of this class of workmen for four years. The 

workmen in the plants of Akron, Wheeling, W. Va., Tren¬ 

ton, N. J., and Kokomo, Ind., will profit by this increase if 

granted. 

The convention will probably ask manufacturers to em¬ 

ploy men to sweep the floors on the clay shops, the aisles 

and steps after the workmen leave, the object being to ob¬ 

tain a better sanitary condition and to lessen insurance risks. 

The workmen will sweep the benches, but the companies 

will have to pay for the other sweeping, according to the 

proposition that will come up. 

A resolution will be presented at the convention to estab¬ 

lish a sick and funeral fund under the care of the national 

officers of the association. A provision will be made that 

the fund shall be left untouched, for thirteen weeks after 

its establishment, and the benefits shall be $100 for deaths 

and $5 a week in cases of sickness. There is a belief that 

the delegates will not authorize the fund, but will not object 

to it being established in different potteries or locals. 

It is said that all national officers will be re-elected. 

This means that Thomas J. Duffey of East Liverpool will 
succeed himself as president and Frank Hutchins of Tren¬ 
ton, N. J., as secretary. 

President Duffy and the members of the auditing and 
executive committees will come to Akron next Friday and 
begin work the next day. The auditing committee consists 
of A. T. C. Potts and James Devlin of Trenton, N. J.; A. 
V. Gilbert and Joseph Smith of East Liverpool and T. J. 
Mumford of Akron. 

The brotherhood consists of 7,000 members, who will 
be represented here by delegates from all parts of the United 
States. The Akron Central Labor union, of which T. J. 
Mumford has been president, will entertain the delegates 
royally. 
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HAPPY THOUGHT BRICK CUTTER. 

Happy thought is a cutter for cutting brick which is 

daimed by the manufacturers, the Wallace Manufacturing 

Company, Frankfort, Ind., to cut brick successfully and 

profitably. 

During years of experience in the manufacture of brick 

and tile machinery, they have observed that it requires but 

50 pounds of pressure to force a number eighteen wire 

through a column of clay 4 1-2 inches thick and 9 inches 

long. 

They have also learned and fully demonstrated, that 

where the clay is of the proper density, the column will 

produce a pressure of 210 pounds without “stoving” or in¬ 

juring the brick, thus leaving a surplus of 160 pounds, 

which power may be applied to an apparatus for the cutting 

holding the wires, come in contact with the cam, at the 

same time, the wire comes in contact with the column of 

clay. The cams move the slides concurrently and uniformly 

with the column of clay while the cutting operation is going 

on the cutting appliances are driven by the power from 

the column of clay without interfering with the movement. 

After having passed through the column of clay, the 

wires come in contact with cams, which move them back to 

their former position. 

It can be readily seen that the faster the clay emerges 

from the brick machine, the faster it will drive the Cutter 

and there is no limit to the number of brick this Cutter 

will cut. 

The large gear, which carries the outer end of the wires, 

is held in position and is forced to travel in a direct course 

Happy Thought Brick Cutter, made by Wallace Mfg. Co., Frankfort, Ind. 

of the brick. With this as a basis, the result of reasoning 

was to the effect that it was necessary to reduce the weight 

and friction in order to get a contrivance by which we could 

place the wire at a given point with 50 pounds pressure, 

which is necessary to force it through the column of clay, as 

a result, every box, bearing and cam in the “Happy 

Thought” Cutter has roller bearings, thus reducing the fric¬ 

tion to a minimum, using but four cog wheels, and the cul¬ 

mination is a perfect automatic brick cutter. 

As you will see by the cut, the “Happy Thought” Cut¬ 

ter has one large gear and on the inner part of this gear is 

fastened one end of the wire, the other end is fastened to 

a center, which travels in unison with the large gear. At 

each end, the wire fasteners are fixed on slides with ball 

bearings. 

As the column of clay emerges from the Brick machine, 

it sets the reel in motion and as the wires revolve, the slides 

by four roller bearing disks, which work in a groove cut 

in the large cog. 

The registering of the column of clay is done by the 

receiving belt, and as you will observe, each revolution of 

this registering pulley drives the cutting reel twice, around, 

as the gear on the registering shaft is twice the size of the 

one on the driven. 

In this short space, we have fully described to you the 

“Happy Thought" and while this short description may seem 

brief to you, yet, we have nothing to add as there are 
no clutches, springs nor heavy machinery to elaborate on 
or set forth why it is necessary to have same, as they have 
eliminated all unnecessary machinery. 

M. E. Jacobs, Berlin, Ct., has bought the Kahms prop¬ 
erty, 35 acres of good clay land, on the N. Y., N. H. and H. 
Ry., and will start a new brick yard, having recently sold 
his yard to Hotchkiss Brothers. 
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THE NEW YORK GRANITE BRICK CO. AND 

TESTS OF SAND-LIME BRICK. 

An event of notable interest in the sand-lime brick in¬ 

dustry is the installation of the factory of the New York 

Granite Brick Company at South River, New Jersey. This 

is the largest sand-lime brick plant in the United States, 

having a daily capacity of 100,000 bricks, and the output 

of the plant is already sold for months ahead, so that the 

company is obliged to refuse orders. 

If it had not been already fully demonstrated, the quality 

of the product of the South River factory would convince 

every user of building material as to the excellence of sand- 

lime brick when properly made. A number of these bricks 

were recently subjected to severe tests by Prof. Ira H. 

V2 Common brick 73,000 lbs. 5301 lbs. per sq. in. 

V2 Common brick 69,400 lbs. 4867 lbs. per sq. in. 
Average: 4784.8 lbs. per sq. in. 
Average required by Bu¬ 
reau of Buildings: 3000 lbs. per sq. in. 

TRANSVERSE TEST (BREAKING). 

Maximum Load: Modulus of Rupture: 
I Common brick 1350 lbs. 745 lbs. per sq. in. 

I Common brick 1360 lbs. 720 lbs. per sq. in. 

I Common brick 980 lbs. 536 lbs. per sq. in. 

I Common brick 1290 lbs. 680 lbs. per sq. in. 

I Common brick 1260 lbs. 664 Ibs. per sq. in. 

I Face brick 1300 lbs. 6iS lbs. per sq. in. 

I Face brick 1550 lbs. 738 lbs. per sq. in. 

I Face brick 1130 lbs. 544 lbs. per sq. in. 

I Face brick 1100 lbs. 530 lbs. per sq. in. 

I Face brick 1550 lbs. 740 lbs. per sq. in. 

Average: 651.2 lbs. per sq. in. 
Average required by Bu¬ 
reau of Buildings: 450 lbs. per sq. in. 

Interior of New York Granite Brick Co. s Factory. 

Woolson of Columbia University, who is the official brick 

tester for the building department of New York City, and 

the results of the tests are the best ever obtained from any 

commercially made sand-lime brick. We print here a rec¬ 

ord of these tests, which speak for themselves. 

TESTS OF SAND-LIME BRICK. 

Brick manufactured at South River, N. J., by the New York 
Granite Brick Company. Office 114 Liberty Street, New York, N. 
Y. Approved by New York Bureau of Buildings, June nth, 1906. 
This approval is given as a result of the tests of our product made 
by Prof. Ira H. Woolson of the Mechanical Department of Colum¬ 
bia University, a summary of which is as follows: 

COMPRESSION TEST (CRUSHING). 

Maximum Load: 
% Common brick 62,300 lbs. 
l/2 Common brick 66,200 lbs. 
y2 Common brick 66,100 lbs: 

Ultimate Strength: 
4347 lbs. per sq. in 
4688 lbs. per sq. in 
4721 lbs. per sq. in 

ABSORPTION TEST “COMMON” BRICKS. 

Per cent absorption after soaking. 
Specimen 30 mins. 2 hrs. 4 hrs. 24 hrs. 48 hrs. 

No. 1 8-7 14.0. 14.2 14-5 14.8 

No. 2 3-8 6-3 8.0 12.8 14.9 

No. 3 4.6 8-5 ii-3 14.2 14.9 

No. 4 2-3 3-8 4-7 10.2 ii-7 
No. 5 4-9 5-6 11.4 13-8 15. 

Average: 142 
Average required by Building Bureau not more than: 15.0 

FEEZING TEST. 

The specimens were first soaked in water ten days then removed 
and placed in the dry freezing atmosphere of a refrigerator room. 
After 23 hours they were taken out and thawed in water varying 
in temperature from ioo° to 150° F. The thawing occupied 45 mins, 
to one hour. After being thoroughly thawed they were again placed 
in the freezing room and this was repeated twenty times. 

The bricks were weighed before the test began and after the 

last frezing, and the loss calculated in per cent was as follows: 
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PERCENTAGE DECREASE IN WEIGHT DURING FREEZ¬ 

ING TEST. 

Specimen. 
“Common” Brick. 

Per 
No. i 
No. 2 
No. 3 
No. 4 
No. 5 

Average: 
Average required by 

reau not more than 

cent decrease, 

i 33 
2.28 

1-37 
0.71 

1.3 
1-39 

Building Bu- 
10 per cent. 

PERCENTAGE DECREASE IN STRENGTH DURING FREEZ¬ 

ING TEST. 

This test shows loss in strength of 28 per cent. 
The Bureau of Buildings requires that the loss in strength be not 

greater than 33 1-3 per cent. 

The factory itself, which is situated about twenty miles 

from New York, is a monument to engineering skill, all the 

equipment being carefully designed and installed to insure 

the greatest durability of the machines as well as efficiency 

and economy of production. 

The sand is carried from the bank to a very large rotary 

fire drier, which has a drying capacity of thirty tons an 

hour when reducing the moisture in the sand five per cent. 

At the depositing end of the drier is a rotating screen, which 

allows the sand to pass through while gravel or any for¬ 

eign matter is discharged over the end. 

After being properly dried the sand is elevated into a 

large, specially designed storage bin. Immediately under 

Factory of the New York Granite Brick Company at South River, New Jersey. 

FIRE TEST. 

OBJECT OF THE TEST: 
To ascertain the effect produced by heating the brick to a high 

temperature, then plunging under a stream of cold water or allowing 
them to cool slowly in air. 

METHOD OF TEST: 
Six half bricks resulting from previous transverse tests were 

taken for this test. They were all placed in a gas furnace so ar¬ 
ranged that while the flame could play about them, the sharp jets 
of blue flame could not strike them. The furnace was cold at the 
start and the heat was gradually raised to 1700° F. in about 60 min¬ 
utes and held at that temperature for ten minutes longer. The 
temperature was continuously and accurately recorded by an electric 
pyrometer. 

At the expiration of the test the bricks were rempved from the 
furnace and one of them immediately plunged under a Stream of cold 
water, while the other was allowed to cool slowly in the air. 

Previous to the end of the test one specimen was taken from 
the furnace just at the time when it began to show a dull red 
heat and was subjected to the stream of cold water. The other 
specimens remained the full period of the test. 

THE RESULT OF THIS VERY SEVERE TEST WAS EX¬ 
CEPTIONALLY GOOD AND ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY 
TO THE BUREAU OF BUILDINGS. 

this is a rotating feeder which measures the sand and di¬ 

vides it into two parts of unequal quantity; the smaller 

portion goes directly into the tube-mill where with a small 

percentage of lime it is ground to a fine powder, the larger 

quantity is conveyed on a belt to the delivery end of the 

tube-mill where it is discharged into a blade mixer with the 

pulverized material from the tube-mill. 

The lime used in the process is crushed to a fine powder 

so that it will pass through a one-sixteenth inch mesh 

screen. The lime is elevated from the crusher and lime 

house to a bin erected by the side of and connected with 

the sand bin. Under this bin is a suitable feeder connected 

to the same shaft as is the sand feeder, which by auto¬ 

matic measuring conveys accurately any quantity of lime 

required, usually about five per cent. 

The lime fed in this way is discharged into the same 

chute as the lesser quantity of sand, and passes with it on 
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the same conveyor into the tube-mill. When the finely 

ground sand and lime mixture leaves the discharge end of 

the tube-mill, it is delivered into the blade mixer, where, as 

stated above, it joins the portion of unground sand and is 

thoroughly mixed with it, filling all interstices between the 

larger grains of sand. 

In the first half of the blade mixer the sand and lime 

are thoroughly mixed dry, each particle of sand being com¬ 

pletely covered with lime dust, and in the second half suf¬ 

ficient water is added to thoroughly slake the lime, thereby 

beginning the formation of the bond. After this very com¬ 

plete mixing the material is elevated to a hydration bin 

where it remains twenty-four hours, and on the following 

day it is conveyed on a belt to an elevator. From this it is 

discharged into a spiral feeder and conveyor-mixer which 

delivers it to the press in a regular measured quantity, op¬ 

portunity7 being allowed while in the conveyor-mixer for the 

addition of moisture, if necessary, so that the material will 

be in perfect condition for the press. 

When taken from the press the bricks are stacked on 

steel tray cars and run into a hardening cylinder according 

to the regular usage in sand-lime brick factories, and hard¬ 

ened under a steam pressure of 125 pounds. There are three 

Abbe tube-mills, each 5 x 22 ft., in this large factory, six 

hardening cylinders and six Special Boyd sand-lime brick 

presses. The presses are provided with different molds 

so that the plant can produce not only face brick of stan¬ 

dard or Philadelphia size but also common brick, New 

York size, and Ashlar blocks, plain and rock faced, bevel- 

edged blocks, tool-edged and pick-faced blocks, as well as 

bull-nosed brick and other ornamental shapes. The mix¬ 

ers, conveyors, elevators and other -transmission machinery 

were furnished by Stephens-Adamson Manufacturing 

Company of Aurora, Illinois. 

The factory was constructed bv the Standard Brick Ma¬ 

chinery Company, engineers and contractors for sand-lime 

brick plants, 114 Liberty Street, New York, under the 

direct superintendence-'of their engineer, Mr. Colby M. 

Avery, and the company is to be congratulated on the fine 

job they have achieved. 

SAND AND LIME BRICK STANDS GREAT 

PRESSURE AND HEAT. 

The City7 Architect, Toronto, Ontario, after exhaustive 

tests, has passed the new sand and lime brick, and several 

buildings which were held up awaiting the result of the 

tests are now released. 

I he brick tested showed unexpected strength and re¬ 

sistive powers. It only crumbled after 120,000 pounds had 

been applied to a single brick. The highest pressure on any 

other brick tested at the School of Practical Science was 

98,000 pounds. The new brick, too, withstood half an hour 

in 4,000 degrees of heat. The building regulations require 

brick able to withstand a pressure of 6 tons to the foot. 

The sand and lime brick have been tested to a pressure of 

over 200 tons to the square foot. 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AT UNIVERSITY 

OF ILLINOIS NAMES CAUSE AND CURE 

FOR EFFLORESCENCE ON BURN¬ 

ING MATERIAL. 

J. C. Jones of the department of geology of the Univer¬ 

sity of Illinois at Urbana has just completed for the School 

of Ceramics a study of the causes and cure of efflorescence 

of brick which will be published in the forthcoming volume 

of the Transactions of the American Ceramic Society. 

This efflorescence, which is also known as whitewash, 

kiln white, dry white, wall white, etc., is the white crystal¬ 

line substance which appears on bricks both before and 

after they are laid in the wall, seriously disfiguring many 

otherwise most attractive buildings. This disfigurement 

was at one time considered so serious a matter that a re¬ 

ward of $100,000 was offered for the discovery of its cause 

and cure. In his paper Mr. Jones has endeavored to bring 

together all that was known upon his subject, and has add¬ 

ed the result of some researches of his own. 

He finds the causes of efflorescence to be : 

1. Soluble salts contained in the clay as mined. 

2. Soluble salts developed in the clay by weathering. 

3. Soluble substances formed in the clay during burn¬ 

ing, partly by chemical changes among the ingredients of 

the clay itself, and partly by interaction between the materi¬ 

als of the clay and kiln gases. 

4. Soluble salts in the mortar used to bind the bricks 

in the wall. 

5. Soluble substances developed by reactions between 

the ingredients of the mortar and those of the clay. 

6. Soluble salts in the water used in the manufacture 

of brick or mortar. 

7. Soluble salts in the soil or substances lying against 

the wall. 

He finds that efflorescence usually is made up of sul¬ 

phates and carbonates with occasionally salts of other acids 

which are carried to the surface of the bricks by the evap¬ 

oration of water which has entered them. 

The suggested cures are: 

r. The use of clay which has not been weathered. 

2. To weather the clay and then wash out all soluble 

salts. 
3. To change soluble into insoluble salts by introducing 

some precipitating agent as barium. 

4. To remove efflorescence which has been formed 

in the kiln by alternating oxidizing with reducing conditions 

during the latter part of the burn. 

5. To coat the bricks as they come from the machine 

with some organic substance. 

6. To burn the bricks so that they will absorb the 

smallest possible amount of water. 

7. To coat those portions of the wall below the ground 

with waterproof paint. 

8. 1 o see that the gutters and flues which carry water 

or steam pipes are so constructed that water cannot reach 

the walls. 

9. I o make mortar joints as thin as possible, and use 

mortar which is free from sulphur or nearly so. 
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BLACKMER & POST PIPE COMPANY LARGEST 

MAKERS OF VITRIFIED-CLAY PRODUCTS. 

The credit of having the largest manufacturers in the 

United States of exclusively vitrified-clay products belongs 

to St. Louis, Mo. The institution is the Blackmer & Post 

Pipe Company, and its production in vitrified clay includes 

sewer pipe, wall copings and drain and conduit tiles. In 

the twenty-eight years that this establishment, part of the 

time as a firm and part of the time as a corporation, has 

been engaged in the manufacture of clay products, four dif¬ 

ferent factories have been built in St. Louis to accommo¬ 

date the constantly increasing volume of business which it 

has done. 

Lucian R. Blackmer came to St. Louis from Vermont in 

1867, and Lewis W. Post came here from Connecticut in 

1872. Both Mr. Blackmer and Mr. Post had been identified 

with clay-manufacturing interests when, in 1878, they 

formed the firm of Blackmer & Post. The first factory 

built by the firm was completed in 1880, and subsequently 

three other factories were erected and equipped, the second 

in 1887, the third in 1892 and the fourth in 1900. 

Three of these factories are running as one plant, al¬ 

though they are separate buildings. The site of the big 

plant is on the Oak Hill branch of the Missouri Pacific 

Railway. In 1892 the firm incorporated as the Blackmer 

& Post Pipe Company, its capital stock being $300,000. Its 

surplus now exceeds its capital. The executive offices of 

the company are at No. 613 Wainwirght building, and its 

officers are Lucian R. Blackmer, president; Lewis W. Post, 

vice president and general manager; E. Argo, secretary, 

and C. A. Doolittle, treasurer. 

In 1905, to meet the changing trade conditions, caused 

particularly bv the operation of the interstate commerce 

law, and to more satisfactorily supply the increasing demand 

for the company’s products from the territory distant from 

St. Louis, the principal stockholders of the Blackmer & 

Post Pipe Company organized the Post Pipe Company, 

which is now engaged in building and equipping a complete 

plant, with all the up-to-date appointments for the manu¬ 

facture of vitrified sewer pipe and other clay products, at 

Texarkana, Tex. The officers of this company are: Lewis 

W. Post, president; Lucian R. Blackmer, vice president; 

J. T. Wallace, second vice president, and G. R. Payne, secre¬ 

tary and treasurer. 

There are a number of contributing causes to the suc¬ 

cess which the Blackmer & Post Pipe Company has achieved 

as the leading concern in the country in the manufacture of 

exclusively vitrified-clay products. One thing that has done 

much to make the company the leading one in its line in 

the country is the fact that its products have always been 

considered of superior quality, and have been uniformily 

kept so. For that reason the company ships its products to 

New York, Pennsylvania, and other Eastern States, through 

a territory in which a hundred factories are engaged in 

making the same class of goods. The company exports 

its product to Cuba and Mexico, and the export branch 

of the company’s large business will be one of the features 

of the Post Pipe Company at Texarkana. 

PETER FISHER OF SAYREVILLE. N J., PASSES 

AWAY AT THE AGE OF 88 YEARS. 

Peter Fisher of Sayreville, N. J., died June 29, at his 

summer home at Allenhurst from asthma and other ail¬ 

ments incident to old age. He would have been 88 years 

of age on October 27. Mr. Fisber bad been closely iden¬ 

tified with Sayreville for fifty-five years. He was born in 

New York State and in early life he was in the brick busi¬ 

ness along the Hudson. He operated a boat line in con¬ 

nection with it, which laid the foundation of his capital. 

His brother and he made bricks along the Hudson River 

sixty years ago and he marketed them himself on his own 

boat line. 

Among his customers was James R. Sayre, Jr., of 

Newark, N. J. He became interested in the manu¬ 

facture of bricks and started the firm of Sayre 

& Fisher in 1851. They began with one yard, the annual 

output of which was about 5,000,000 brick. Now the output 

is about 100,000,000 brick. 

The partnership, which existed for fifty-five years, had 

never been broken. The township of Sayreville was named 

after James Sayre. 

Mr. Fisher leaves a widow and seven children. They 

are Peter Fisher, William P'isher, Charles W. Fisher, Ed¬ 

win A. Fisher, Richard B. Fisher, Mrs. Cornell Dunlap 

of Elizabeth and Mrs. R. B. Lockhart of Sayreville. 

STRATTON INTERESTS TO BUILD ANOTHER 

LARGE FACTORY NEAR THEIR 

PRESENT WORKS. 

The Stratton interests, owners of the Ohio River, the 

Stratton Fire Clay company and the Great Northern sewer 

pipe factories at Empire, Ohio, are to erect another mam¬ 

moth plan,, this summer, which will make them the largest 

independent sewer pipe manufacturers in the world, says 

the Tribune, of Toronto. Plans and arrangements for the 

new factory were made by C. M. Stratton and J. Stanton 

Casey while in the east the past week. 

The new factory will be located on the DeSellem farm 

at a point just north of the Great Northern works erected 

last summer, and which are now in full operation. That 

plant has 20 kilns and the new factory soon to be erected 

will be as large, if not larger. 

Work will be started in the near future, and the fourth 

plant of the Stratton Bros, will be in full operation by the 

first of January. 

ORNAMENTAL BRICK COMPANY TO ADD 

THREE NEW PLANTS. 

P. Shallenberger, treasurer of the Northwest Front & 

Ornamental Brick company of Spokane, Wash., announces 

that the company is preparing to install plants for the manu¬ 

facture of brick and ornamental work at Seattle, Lewiston 

and Walla Walla. 

Tbe plant to be put in at Seattle is to have a capacity of 

20,000 brick per day, and the plants at Lewiston and Walla 

Walla 5,000 per day each. 
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NEW INVENTIONS THAT ARE OF INTEREST 

TO THE CLAY MANUFACTURER. 

These new inventions are those that are especially of 
interest to anyone engaged in the line of building materials 
and their manufacture, or machinery to make them: 

820,024. Dumping-Car. Thomas H. Stagg, Columbus, 
Ohio, assignor to The Kilbourne and Jacobs Manufacturing 
Company, Columbus, Ohio. Filed Jan. 3, 1906. Serial No. 
294,370. 

Claim. In a side-dumping car a side door pivotally sus¬ 
pended to swing freely and to tend to swing inwardly, 
means for maintaining said door in elevated position when 
the car is dumped, in combination with a member positioned 
between said door and said means, which member is adapted 
to prevent the inward swing of said door beyond a prede¬ 
termined point, said door engaging with said member by 
gravity alone and being free to swing outwardly. 

820,895. Hand-Power Brick-Machine. John A. Sode- 
strom, Sac City, Iowa. Filed Nov. 22, 1904. Serial No. 

233,901. 
Claim.—In a brick-machine, a frame having two up¬ 

rights in parallel position and near to each other, adjustable 
bearings fixed to the uprights, a lever fulcrumed to said 
bearings, an open-ended mold fixed to the frame at the 
side of the lever, a plunger fitted in the mold and means 
for adjustably connecting the short arm of the lever with 
the plunger, to operate as set forth. 

A brick-machine, comprising a frame, an open-ended 
mold fixed to the frame, bearings for a plunger connected 
with the lower end of the mold, a plunger fitted in the mold, 
a lever fulcrumed to the frame in adjustable bearings fixed 
to the frame, two links of unequal length having hooks at 
their lower ends connected with the short arm of the lever 
to engage the lower end of the plunger, a stop device ad¬ 
justably fixed to the plunger, a detent fixed to the hook 
portion of the longest link, a bar hinged to the top of the 
frame, a striker fixed to the frame and a latch hinged to the 
end of the hinged bar, arranged and combined to operate in 
the manner set forth for the purposes stated. 

820,590. Molding-Machine for Building-Bricks. An¬ 
dreas C. Mueller, Moegeltondern, Germany. Filed Apr. 17, 
1905. Serial No. 256,056. 

Claim.—In a molding-machine for building-bricks the 
combination with a suitable framework of a molding-frame, 
comprising a central longitudinal rib, lateral ribs starting 
therefrom and hinged longitudinal side walls, metal squares, 

supporting planks and adapted to be laterally slid in the mold, 
slots provided in the vertical flanges intended to be engaged 
by the lateral ribs of the mold, chains attached to the outside 
of the squares, grooved guide-pulleys for the chains, chain- 
drums mounted upon a shaft and to which the chains are 
connected and means for rotating the said shaft substantially 
as and for the purpose set forth. 

820,485. Process of Producing Gas. Byron E. Eldred, 
New York, N. Y., assignor to Combustion Utilities Com¬ 
pany, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed 
May 11, 1905. Serial No. 259,939. 

Claim.—The process of producing gas which consists • 
in transmitting unmixed blast-furnace gases through a deep 
bed of incandescent fuel and collecting the resultant gas. 

The process of manufacturing and using gas which con¬ 
sists in alternately blasting a deep bed of hot fuel with air 
and with waste gases from a blast-furnace, in collecting 
the gas from the latter operation, cooling and washing the 
same and delivering to a gas-engine. 

821,031. Concrete-Brick Machine. George W. Dy Ar¬ 
man, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor of one-half to John Whit¬ 
aker, Middleport, Ohio. Filed June 29, 1905. 

Claim.—A concrete-brick machine including a base, a 
plurality of upright plates mounted upon the base, a slotted 
combined mold-bottom and carrier, a mold-front and a mold- 
back having each a recess in the top thereof opposite a 
space between two of the upright plates, and a clamp for 
the mold-front and the mold-back fitting in the slots and 
insertible between said two of the upright plates. 

A concrete-brick machine including a base, a plurality of 
pairs of angle-irons attached to the base, upright plates 
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secured to the angle-irons, a pair of angle-irons having slots 
therein and supporting an upright plate, screws attached 
to the base and extending through the slots of the angle- 
irons securing them adjustably to the base, a slotted com¬ 
bined mold-bottom and carrier provided at an end thereof 
with a removable filling-piece, and a mold-front and mold- 
back. 

821,453. Device for Cutting and Setting Bricks, Etc. 
Friederich Beyer, Siegmar, Germany. Filed Feb. 29, 1904. 

Claim.—A device for cutting and setting bricks made by 
a bar-press, comprising in combination rollers at the end 
of the bar of clay being provided with means adapted to 
move the bricks forward in groups with gaps between the end 
of the claybar and after every group of two or more bricks 
a, b and adapted to cooperate with a bar i fitted on the frame 
of the press, substantially as described and shown and for 
the purpose set forth. 

821,270. Molding-Machine. George P. White, Wallace, 
Idaho. Filed Aug. 19, 1905. Serial No. 274,925. 

Claim.—A molding-machine comprising a pair of heads, 
a movable press-head mounted between them, a toggle con¬ 
necting said movable press-head with one of the first-men¬ 
tioned heads, a cross-head connected with said toggle, and a 
toggle for operating said cross-head. 

In a molding-machine, the combination of a series of 
pillars or supports, chairs located on certain of said pillars, 
a rod supported by each chair, a pair of bars supported by 
others of said pillars in a position parallel to said rods, a 
head mounted on said rods, a second head movably mounted 

on said bars, means for forcing said second head away from 
the first head, a third head adjustably mounted on the rods, 
an invertible mold mounted between the second and third 
heads, said mold being mounted an trunnions located off 
center to balance the mold when filled with plastic material, 
and means on one of said trunnions for turning the mold. 

821,502. Screen. Joseph Keffler, Malvern, Ohio. Filed 
Oct. 7, 1905. Serial No. 281,829. 

Claim.—In a screen of the class described, the combina¬ 
tion of a suitable frame, wire-supporting bars provided with 
spaced grooves, said bars secured to the side members of 

the frame near the end thereof, non-metallic bars located 
near the ends of the frame, metal bars located against and in 
contact with the inner edges of the non-metallic bars, one 
of the metal and non-metallic bars adjustable with reference 
to the frame, means adapted to embrace the adjustable metal 
and non-metallic bars, metal plates secured to the non- 
metallic bars and their outer edges located in different 
vertical planes from that of the outer edges of the non- 

metallic bars, screen-wires seated against the outer edges 
of the non-metallic bars and means for holding the ajust- 
able non-metallic and metallic bars in fixed adjustment, 
substantially as and for the purpose specified. 

822,600. Fire-Brick Compound. Thomas P. Gourley, 
New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 28, 1906. Serial No. 303,352. 

Claim.—1. A fire-brick compound comprising carbid of 

silicon, water, silicate of soda and an acid. 
2. A fire-brick compound comprising carbid of silicon, 

mixed with water, silicate of soda, and sulfuric acid. 
3. A fire-brick compound comprising carborundum, 

water, silicate of soda and an acid. 
4. A fire-brick compound comprising carborundum, 

silicate of soda for bonding the particles of the carborun¬ 
dum together an acid which serves as a flux for said silicate 
of soda, and water for making the compound plastic. 

5. A fire-brick compound comprising carborundum, sili¬ 

cate of soda, water and a flux. 
6. A fire-brick compound comprising carborundum, sili¬ 

cate of soda, water and sulfuric acid which serves as a flux 
for said silicate of soda. 

822,602. Method of Waterproofing Buildings, Etc. Au¬ 
gust Gross and Aaron C. Horn, New York, N. Y.; said 
Gross assignor to said Horn. Filed Dec. 1, 1903. 

Claim.—A method of waterproofing flooring, comprising 
applying a compound of asphalt and oil to the border of 
the floor and to the lower portion of the continguous wall, 
applying upon said compound a strip or flashing so as to 
cover the joint between the floor and the wall, applying said 
compound to said strip or flashing and to the main por¬ 
tion of the floor, applying a sheeting to cover the floor and 
the portion of said strip which lies upon the floor, and 
then applying a coating of said compound. 
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** I like to read American advertisements. They are in 

themselves literature, and I can gauge the prosperity of the 

country by their very appearance.”—William E. Gladstone. 

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the 

very time that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine 

out of every hundred merchants advertise most when there is 

least need of it, instead of looking upon advertising as the pan¬ 

acea for their business ills.—John Wanamaker. 

There is no difficulty in the world that cannot be over¬ 

come by the man who hustles. 

Even though he be hard-hearted the man who butts 

against fate is apt to get the worst of it. 

It is the easiest thing in the world to stir up trouble ; all 

you have to do is to tell the truth in all occasions. 

Almost anyone will take your advice, and possibly one 

out of a hundred will generate faith enough to use it. 

The Clay Record is the only semi-monthly Clay Journal 

published in America. It gives to its readers the news of 

the day before it becomes stale. The subscription price for 

one year (twenty-four numbers) is only one ollar. Is there 

anyone in the business too poor to get it ? 

The building operations of the country continue of great 

volume, and, in the aggregate, are increasing over the show¬ 

ing made in 1905, which was a red-letter year in the domain 

of construction. From the tabulated reports by The Amer¬ 

ican Contractor, and presented herewith, the gain over the 

corresponding month of last year is quite general and pro¬ 

nounced, less than 20 per cent of the leading cities showing 

a loss. One of the most gratifying and encouraging fea¬ 

tures of these reports is the wide-spread gains, which ex¬ 

tend to all sections of the country, thus demonstrating the 

general prosperity that attends building operations. The 

percentage of gain in leading cities, as compared with June, 

1905, are: Atlanta, 146; Baltimore, 23; Bridgeport, 65; 

Buffalo, 14; Cincinnati, 33; Dallas, 43; Denver, 63; De¬ 

troit, 4: Duluth, 198; Evansville, 175; Grand Rapids, 62; 

Kansas City, 41 ; Louisville, 85; Los Angeles, 55 ; Milwau¬ 

kee, 18; Minneapolis, 19; Memphis, 55; Nashville, 20; New 

Orleans, 21; Omaha, 33; St. Louis, 85; Syracuse, 72; To¬ 

peka, 5; Toledo, 100; Tacoma, 119. The showing made in 

St. Louis is remarkable, the permits issued during the 

month amounting to over three million dollars, while those 

in Los Angeles aggregated $2,371,620. 

Judge Fox of the Missouri supreme court, with the con¬ 

currence of his associate judges, has rendered a notable 

decision that should serve as a warning to all who resort to 

direct falsehood in business transactions in that state. The 

legal principle that the purchaser must beware of what may 

prove to be unsatisfactory, or disappointing, is supposed by 

some to be flexible enough to cover lies and other pitfalls 

to catch the inexperienced or foolish. A St. Louis case 

is the basis of Judge Fox’s decision. An agent there sold 

a Michigan farmer twenty shares in a cement and brick 

manufacturing company in which the particulars of the 

capital stock and capacity of the plant were grossly mis¬ 

represented. The seller was convicted of obtaining money 

under false pretenses, and sentenced to two years in the 

penitentiary, where he is now confined. The supreme 

court decision is an approval of the sentence. 

Judge Fox rules that “When there is an absolute repre¬ 

sentation, false and untrue, and known to be such, the 

purchaser has a right to rely upon it, and common honesty 

and morality demand that the fraudulent dealers should 

not screen themselves by the excuse that the party could 

have detected the fraud if he did not rely upon the repre¬ 

sentations made.” Swindlers of the more extensive sort, 

from the get-rich-quick operator to the cheating promoter, 

have presumed much too far on the legal maxim that the 

purchaser must look out for himself, and charge up as bad 

investments the losses into which he is led by downright 

lying and other unscrupulous arts of deception. In Mis¬ 

souri, at least, there is a penitentiary check on the business 

liar and swindler, and the highest court in the state has con¬ 

firmed it. 

The Scanlon Brick Co. has been incorporated and has 

an office in Cohoes, N. Y., and works at Half Moon. 
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ACCIDENTS, DAMAGES AND LOSSES. 

John F. Merrill has bought in the Paola, Kan., Brick 

and Tile Co.’s plant at Sheriffs sale for $6,000. He will 

refit, remodel and enlarge it. 

The safe of the South Zanesville (O.) Sewer Pipe and 

Brick Co. was cracked by robbers. They expected to get the 

Saturday payroll, but were disappointed. 

Will Quinn, manager of the Georgia Brick and Clay 

Co.’s plant at Campania, Ga., was shot in the eye and back 

by a negro employee over a $2.25 settlement. 

R. Knowlton & Son, brick manufacturers in Locust St., 

Pittsburg, Pa., has been sued for $2,500 damages bv neigh¬ 

bors for injury to property caused by blasting. 

Edmond West, who sued the Coshocton (O.) Brick Co. 

for $10,000 damages for injuries while at work in their 

shale pit, received judgment for $1,000. An appeal has 

been taken. 

The plant of the Mohican Brick Co., at Fort Edwards, 

N. Y., was bid in at sale by the Dr. Russell C. Paris, owner 

of the bonds, covered by a first mortgage. The amount bid 

was $35,000. 

C. B. Carroll, son of M. J. Carroll, the Philadelphia, Pa., 

brick manufacturer is in a serious condition at his home, 

607 N. 56th St., as a result of a collision with a trolley car 

while driving. 

The plant of the Arthur B. Nitsch Brick Co. at Lans- 

downe, Baltimore Co., Md., was sold at public auction to 

Mrs. Annie K. Ament for $24,500. The property consists 

of 79 acres and a modern brick plant. 

The Continental Brick Co., St. Louis, Mo., has won 

its suit, affirming the lower court and giving a damage 

of $14,000 instead of $2,750, against the St. L., M. & S. Rv. 

for right of way through their property. 

Ambrose Barrington was almost instantly killed as a 

result of a premature explosion of dynamite at the works 

of the Highland Brick Co., Highland, Md. A few days 

before a man had both arms crushed while repairing ma¬ 

chinery. 

John Zerbe, night engineer at the Salina (Kansas) 

Vitrified Brick Co.’s plant, was badly scalded while on duty 

at the plant by slipping into a pool of hot water. The 

water reached nearly to his knee and cooked the flesh 

instantly. 
-- 

OBITUARY. 

William R. Orr, aged 78 years, one of the oldest op¬ 

erating potters in the East Liverpool. Ohio, district, died 

at his home on June 25th. 

Peter Fisher of the firm of Sayre & Fisher, which has 

made brick at Sayreville, N. J., for 55 years, died at his 

summer home at Allenhurst at the age of eighty-eight. He 

leaves a wife and seven children. 

William J. Wallis, superintendent of the Albany, N. Y., 

Orphan Asylum, is dead. He was 50 years old, and for¬ 

merly the superintendent of the Boys’ Industrial School and 

Industrial Brick Yard at Lancaster, Ohio. 

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

Fire partly destroyed the brick works of the George F. 

Weaver’s Sons, at Utica, N. Y. 

The Preston Street Brick Yard of the Baltimore (Md.) 

Brick Co. was damaged by fire. 

The brick works of Thomas J. Rose, on G Street and 

Penn. Ry., Philadelphia, Pa., was damaged to the extent of 

$15,000 by fire. 

Fire in the works of the Barber Asphalt Paving Co., 

near Perth Amboy, N. J., damaged the property to the ex¬ 

tent of $100,000. 

The plant of the United States Gypsum Co., Toledo, O., 

was destroyed by fire, causing a loss of $150,000, and throw¬ 

ing 150 men out of employment. 

The brick plant of J. M. Ireland at Los Vegas, N. Mex., 

burned to the ground. The plant will be rebuilt as soon 

as possible in an up-to-date manner. 

MANUFACTURERS OF BRICK ARE BOYCOT¬ 

TING CITY BUILDERS 

The Central Federated Union heard the story of the 

Hudson River brickmakers from Charles Hank, of Chicago, 

president of the International Brick, Tile and Terra Cotta 

Workers’ Union. He directed the recent strike of the union 

brickmakers on both sides of the river. The strike was 

practically won in all but two yards in Kingston, where 

John B. Rose, of Rosetown, who is a big Republican poli¬ 

tician and who wants to succeed Chauncey M. Depew in 

the Senate, is fighting the union. 

President Hank said that the public did not know what 

actual misery lies behind the beautiful scenery along the 

Hudson, skirting that part which is used by the brick manu¬ 

facturers. All the Pennsylvania coal mine evils, such as 

company houses, company stores, etc., find their exact du¬ 

plication in the little brick-making towns. 

One man had received five cents in actual cash for his 

two weeks' work, the company having taken the balance of 

his wages for rent, groceries, meat, supplies, etc. 

Befored the days of the union, a few months ago, the 

companies owned their employes, as securely as if they had 

been actual negro slaves of the South. In Rosetown the 

organizers had to sneak into the town late at night in order 

to get the men into the union, all approaches being guarded 

by day. 
All labor and health laws are violated in the brickyards. 

While excursionists are passing up the river admiring Na¬ 
ture’s handiwork, thousands of men are sleeping in 
“shacks,” after a long, hard day’s work. The companies' 

rule in the towns is absolute. 
The manufacturers,, he said, are banded together against 

the interests of the builders, and against their own em¬ 
ployes. They are under $5,000 bonds each not to recognize 
the union, and not to send brick to this city unless they get 
their price for it, the price being fixed by their "trust. 

Manufacturers, he added, have admitted to him that it 
costs them $4.50 and under to manufacture 1,000 brick. 
This includes delivery. They are sold for $14 a thousand. 
Thev have a profit of nearly $10 on every thousand brick 

sold. 



THE SECOND LARGE BRICK PLANT FOR 

mcarthur. 

It is now definitely settled that McArthur (Ohio) is to 

have another brick plant. A force of brick layers and 

other workmen commenced work on the Mohr-Minton Coal 

and Brick Company’s Brick Plant, at the Company’s works, 

just north of McArthur. It is the intention of the Company 

to have the plant completed in about sixty days. 

Charles Smith, of Indiana, who assisted in building The 

McArthur Brick Company’s plant, and a man of much ex¬ 

perience in all kinds of brick work, has charge of the work 

of building the plant, and when the same is completed he 

will manage it for the company. The capacity of the plant 

will be about 20,000 pressed brick a day. The company 

expects to manufacture brick of two colors, buff and dark 

red, these being the best selling colors. The company will 

make nothing but fine brick—brick that sell for about $15 

a thousand. The output of the plant for five years in ad¬ 

vance has been contracted, so the officers of the company 

know just what they are doing. 

The C. W. Raymond Company, of Dayton, will furnish 

the brick machinery, and expect to have it here by the tenth 

of next month. Kilns and building containing machinery 

will be located about 50 feet from power house, and all ma¬ 

chinery will be run by a motor, a fine electric plant having 

been installed by the Mohr-Minton Coal Company some 

months ago. The capital stock of the Mohr-Minton Coal 

Company was recently increased from $100,000 to $200,000 

to give the Company sufficient working capital to handle its 

very large business. A fine quality of brick can certainly 

be manufactured by this company as cheap as by any other 

company in the United States, as an abundance of good clay 

and coal are found right at the plant, the supply of clay being 

almost unlimited on the Company’s lands. 

The officers of the Company are: F. E. Mohr, President 

and General Manager; W. C. Mohr, Vice President; J. M. 

Moore, Secretary; Charles B. Wescoat, Assistant Manager. 

-+—+- 

EXPERIMENT TO BE MADE BY SOUTH CAR¬ 

OLINA BRICK MANUFACTURERS. 

One of the first parties of foreign laborers to be brought 

South by a local corporation, arrived in Charlotte, N. C., 

over the Seaboard from New York, and will be taken to 

the plant of the Charlotte Brick Company, of which Mayor 

S. S. McNinch is president, near Fort Mill, S. C. 

There are thirteen of the laborers, just enough, Mayor 

McNinch says, for an experiment, comprising Poles, Ger¬ 

mans, Scandinavians and Hungarians. 

Several of the men landed in New York three days ago; 

the others have been in the country for a few weeks. Most 

of them are young and all are healthy and robust looking. 

Mayor McNinch has been confronted with the labor prob¬ 

lem for a long time. He makes 75,000 bricks each day, and 

it takes from eighty to one hundred men to operate the 

plant. He has been employing negroes almost evclusively, 

and they have not given satisfaction. If the first installment 
proves a success, Mayor McNinch will bring other foreign 
laborers to his plant. 

WILL BE A NEW SEWER PIPE AND BRICK 

CENTER IN THE OHIO VALLEY. 

A section of Jefferson county, Ohio, on the main line of 

the Cleveland & Pittsburg railroad between Irondale and 

Salineville in Columbiana county will soon be classed as a 

new sewer pipe and brick center of this part of the Ohio 

Valley. 

Within six months a total of possibly 70 kilns will be 

burning either fire brick or sewer pipe. About 41 kilns are 

being operated now. 

The Norris Mining and Manufacturing company, at Salis¬ 

bury, is operating 12 kilns and it is reported that the grade 

of brick made there is superior to any ever manufactured in 

that section heretofore. 

There are 21 kilns operated by the East Ohio Sewer Pipe 

plant which is located midway between Salisbury and Iron- 

dale. Business with this firm is increasing rapidly and it is 

reported that the capacity of the works is to be increased. 

It is reported that the Ohio Coal & Coke company, near 

Irondale, is formulating plans to engage in the clay business 

and that a plant is to be built by this concern to make brick. 

The Pritshaw plant at Irondale which was recently sold 

to Pittsburg parties will operate eight kilns. This company 

is also shipping much ground clay to mills and furnaces 

which is used as a mortar. 

Capt. John Porter who recently purchased the old Miner 

plant is having a successful business in the shipping of 

ground clay to mills and furnaces. It is reported that busi¬ 

ness with this plant is so brisk that employes are compelled 

to work overtime to keep up with its orders. 

The McClain Brick company, of Pittsburg, which oper¬ 

ates a plant at Vanport, Pa., has let the contract to Kerr, 
Myers & Cadman of Toronto, for the construction of 16 

kilns for their new plant to be built at Irondale. It is pos¬ 

sible this plant will not be in operation until next fall. 

It has been announced in this city that a new company 

is being organized among local capitalists for the purpose 

of erecting a 12 kiln plant at Irondale, at which sewer pipe 

and brick will be made. 

Two beds of clay in that section of Jefferson and Colum¬ 

biana counties are said to be unequaled, and that further de¬ 

velopment of these deposits means additional factories. 

Over 1,000 men will be employed in this industry alone in 

the Yellow Creek valley when all of these plants are in 

operation. 1 

PLANS READY TO BE FIGURED UPON. 

The plans for the brick plant which the Columbus and 

Hocking Coal and Iron Company are about to erect, are 

ready. All contracts will be let on a strictly competitive 

basis. No commissions whatever will be allowed, and all 

bidders will have an even chance of securing contracts. The 

plant will introduce many new features. Producer Gas will 

be used, and the contracts for Gas Engines and Electrical 

work especially will be large. Blue prints and specifica¬ 
tions can be obtained by prospective bidders by applying 
to R. A. Magly, General Manager, Columbus and Hocking 
Clay Construction Co., New First National Bank Building, 
Columbus, Ohio. 
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WILL COMPILE A CODE OF THE IMPROVE¬ 

MENT LAWS. 

August H. Baer, city counsellor of Belleville, Ill., has 

been engaged by the National Paving Brick Manufacturers’ 

Association, which held its national convention at Indian¬ 

apolis recently, to compile a code of the improvement laws 

of Illinois. In legal parlance it is to be a volume on the 

forms, proceedings and practice as to the legal structure of 

local improvement cases. The main objects of the work 

are to simplify the proceedings and to secure greater uni¬ 

formity so as not to expose the proceedings to unnecessary 

contention and to reconcile them with the expressions of the 

supreme court. Mr. Baer is recognized as one of the best 

authorities of the state on improvement laws. 

-■» *♦- 

ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY PASSES 

DIVIDEND. 

After a session of the directors of the Illinois Brick com¬ 

pany it was decided to pass the quarterly dividend. 

This action was taken as the result of the trade war 

which has existed between the Illinois Brick company and 

the independent, since March, and which has resulted in 

cutting the price of brick from $7.50 and $8.50 per thou¬ 

sand to $4. 

On July 1 the directors will mail a statement to the 

stockholders showing the financial standing of the company. 

President Prussing declared that this report will reveal con¬ 

ditions highly satisfactory to the stockholders. 

It is apparent from the attitude of the directors of the 

Illinois Brick company that they are preparing for a long 

and hard fight. The independents are still making efforts 

to get matters on a more satisfactory basis, and it is said 

that they have been partially successful. It is understood 

that the Illinois Brick company, however, has had no part 

in these negotiations. President Prussing’s statement to 

the stockholders follows: 

“Stockholders are entitled to dividends out of surplus 

earnings, and it is among our most pleasant duties to de¬ 

clare them regularly. Our paramount duty, however, is the 

conservation of the business of the company. Herein we 

serve the interest of every stockholder. 

“An industrial war has been forced upon us. During a 

struggle of this kind profits are sacrificed. At present the 

supply of brick exceeds the demand—prices are very low. 

We shall endeavor to keep the company in its present strong 

financial condition. Dividends should be deferred and our 

position in this market maintained. 

“A statement showing the very satisfactory condition of 

this company on July 1 will be mailed in due course.’’ 

-<>-•->- 

SWITCHES, FROGS, R. R. CROSSINGS. 

The M. Mitshkun Co., of Detroit, Mich., whose adver¬ 

tisement will be found in our columns, manufacture and 

carry in stock for prompt shipment, Switches, Frogs, Rail¬ 

road Crossings to fit any and all sections of rail, also indus¬ 

trial turntables, portable track, tram cars and all track con¬ 

nections. Write for Catalog “A”. 

SAND OR LIME BRICK OR BLOCK NEWS. 

Charles Vail has put in a cement brick plant at Colby, 

Kansas. 

Fred Brenner is in charge of the new sand brick plant 

at Live Oaks, Fla. 

I he Concrete Brick Mfg. Co., is a new industry for 

Little Rock, Ark. B. F. Henry is the manager. 

The Owensboro (Ky.) Sand-Lime Brick Co. has been 

made exempt from taxes by the council for five years. 

W. C. Bond, P.” O. Box 336, Victoria, B. C., wants 

catalogues and information regarding sand lime brick ma¬ 

chinery. 

Colombia, S. A., has a sand-lime brick plant. It is lo¬ 

cated at Barranquilla, and has a capacity of 6,000,000 brick 

annually. 

The Orlando (Fla.) Building Block Co. has been lately 

organized and will manufacture cement brick and building- 

materials. 

The Leigh & Gray Cement Brick Co., Blackstone, Va., is a 

new enterprise that has started to make brick out of sand 

and cement. 

The Granite Brick Co., Janesville, Wis., has just in¬ 

stalled a new fuel water or condensing boiler. They are 

rushed with orders. 

Warren C. Dodge of Patchogue, N. Y., has been made 

superintendent of the New York Granite Brick Co.’s plant 

at South River, N. J. 

The Warsaw (O.) Sand-Lime Brick Co., has been or¬ 

ganized by Dr. Moore and others, and will build a 20,000 

brick daily capacity plant on land owned by him. 

Charles W. Boyle, Grand Rapids, Mich., has perfected 

and patented a cement brick machine and with a Detroit 

and Harbor Springs party will put same on the market. 

The Hiawatha (Kansas) Composite Pressed Brick Co. 

has been organized and will erect a factory and install 

machinery. E. E. Sherwood is president and John A. Jones 

secretary. 

The Waterloo (la.) Cement Tile Machinery Co. has 

changed its name to the Cement Tile Machinery Co. This 

was made necessary on account of the other company, the 

Waterloo Tile Machinery Co. 

Deneen Bros., builders at San Francisco, Cal., is examin¬ 

ing sands near Twin Lakes, Ben Lomond and Monterey, 

with a view of getting good sand to make sand brick. They 

have the contract to rebuild the Palace Hotel. 

The plant of the Mohican Brick Co., at Fort Edwards, 

N. Y., erected two years ago at a cost of $56,000, has been 

sold to G. R. Shaw and Dr. Jarvis Barraclough of Sandy 

Hill. They will start the plant making sand-lime brick. 

The People's Cement and Brick Co., Binghamton, N. 

Y., has put in a Diefendorf patent sand cement brick ma¬ 

chine. The officers of the company are: A. G. Diefendorf, 

A. Wr. T. Back and William F. Donley. The plant is on 

Upper Griswold St. and will make 15,000 brick daily. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 

The Dillonvale (0.) Brick & Tile Co. lias increased its 

capital stock from $20,000 to $50,000. 

W. E. Flentge, postmaster at Cape Girardeau, Mo., and 

a brick manufacturer and merchant, was nominated for 

railroad and warehouse commissioner by the Republican 

State Convention. 

Conley & Slemmer, Upper Sandusky, O., have burned 

their first kiln of brick and have had splendid success. 

They used natural gas for fuel. 

The Golden Gate Tile Co. will rebuild its manufactory 

at North Beach, Sacramento, Cali., at once. The new plant 

will be ready by August 1st, and will cost $100,000. 

Erie Brick Company, Buffalo, N. Y., capital stock $75,- 

000, has been incorporated. Directors are L. B. Dorr, B. 

F. Davidson and Abram Bartholomew, all of Buffalo. 

The Oconee Brick Co., Athens, Ga., have their first kiln 

of brick ready for the market. The officers are: S. C. 

Upson, president, and Edward S. Upson, secretary and 

treasurer. 

The Lowatsch & Lotz Brick Co., Kingston, N. Y., capital 

stock $100,000, has been incorpoiated. Directors are E. 

H. Lowatsch and F.. H. Lotz of Kingston, and August 

Welp of New York City. 

El Reno (Okla.) Brick, Gas & Oil Co. has been incor¬ 

porated with $50,000 capital stock. Directors: A. C. 

Kreipe, M. F. Dawson, L. A. Wilson, August McLean, and 

A. W. Ernest, all of El Reno. 

The W. C. Beem Brick & Tile Works, Lehigh, Iowa, has 

been sold to the Portland (Ind.) Tile & Hollow Block Co. 

The company will build a 3,000-car per year plant. Gen¬ 

eral offices will be at Ft. Dodge. 

The Griffin (Ga.) Press Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $25,000 capital stock. The incorporators are T. E. 

Drewry, Chas. H. Westbrook, N. B. Drewry, J. W. Har¬ 

rington, Allen Little, W. J. Kincaid, and J. W. Gresham. 

The Bridgeton Brick Co., Broad street, Eatontown, N. J., 

has been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. In¬ 

corporators: J. DeWitt Ray, Eatontown; William W. 

Ridgley, Camden, and Littleton R. Riclgley, of Baltimore, 

Md. 

The Middlesex Stone, Brick & Tile Co., Portland, Maine, 

capital stock $250,000, has been incorporated. Promoters: 

James Morrison, Harry J. Palmer, of Medford; Arthur M. 

Torrey, Boston, and George F. Gould and M, T. Osgood, 

of Portland. 

The Gotebo (Okla.) Oil, Gas & Pressed Brick Co., has 

been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. A brick 

plant has already been purchased. Directors are Charles 

A. Huber, of Weatherford; Joseph Huber, F. R. Wildman 

and Will McCoy, of Blair, and W. H. Kuder, of Gotebo. 

The Clermont Brick & Tile Co., Biloxi, Miss., has been 
incorporated with $50,000 capital stock. Incorporators: 
Z. T. Chamberlain, treasurer; J. A. Broadus, secretary; 
G. H. Combel, president. The company purchased the 
plant of the Combel Brick & Tile Co., at Clermont - City, 
and will install more machinerv. 

The Carolina Clay Co., Bryson City, N. C., has been in¬ 

corporated with $20,000 capital stock. 

The first brick have been made by the Kewanee (Ill.) 

Brick Co., a new company with E. A. Mumford as man¬ 

ager. 

I. P. Wilson, Beaumont, Texas, claims he has found clay 

near town that will make sewer pipe, samples of which are 

at the Chamber of Commerce. 

The Marengo (la.) Brick & Tile Co., successors to 

Danskin & Wagner, have put in new machinery and will 

increase the capacity of their plant. 

It is the intention of the Kiesel Brick Co., Rochester, 

N. H., to rebuild their plant which was destroyed by fire 

recently. Modern machinery will be installed. 

The Lake Superior Cement Co., Duluth, Minn., has been 

incorporated with $3,000,000 capital stock by Alva L. Mer¬ 

ritt, J. Wesley Merritt and L. C. Merritt, of Duluth. 

The firm of Straight Bros., Fonda, fa., has been incor¬ 

porated with $150,000 capital stock, as the Straight Bros. 

Company. They own several tile and brick plants in Iowa. 

The Fairmount (Ind.) Tile Co. have traded their factory 

to Alexander Lindsey for eight houses and lots in Marion, 

Ind. Mr. Lindsey takes immediate possession and will 

operate the plant. 

The Veedersburg (Ind.) Brick Co. has been incorporated 

with $10,000 capital stock. Directors: Miles Marshall, 

Clinton B. Marshall and Walter D. Marshall, of Veeders¬ 

burg, and Herbert Hood, of Toledo. 

The Sauk Center (Minn.) Pressed Brick & Tile Co., 

with $50,000 capital stock, has been incorporated. Incor¬ 

porators : M. D. Hoff, of St. Paul; P. W. McAllister, of 

Minneapolis, and P. Lowenthal, of St. Paul. 

The William G. Doyle Co., to manufacture sewer pipe, 

flue linings, fire brick, etc., has been incorporated, with $50,- 

000 capital stock. President, William G. Doyle; treasurer 

and clerk, A. D. Page, both from Boston, Mass. 

The Vallejo Brick & Tile Co. has been incorporated .with 

$100,000 capital stock. Oakland, Cali., will be the prin¬ 

cipal office. Directors are F. M. Knapp, Adolf Michel, 

Geo. C. Davis and C. F. Rilet, all of Oakland, and S. W. 

West, of Salt Lake City, Utah. 

The American 
Sandstone Brick 
Machinery Co. 

Saginaw, Mich. 

One of these presses made 
22.M. brick each consecu¬ 
tive day of ten hours for 
more than six months 
without a breakdown. An¬ 
other press made 4.235.000 
the first ten months, ten 
hours per day run; is now 
making 35M. per day, day 
and night run. We were 
the first to introduce the 
Komnick or hydrated lime 
system in the United 
States; also to build and 

install tne complete plant and guarantee results, and are prepared to 
furnish complete or partial installation. 
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The Bachus Co., which owns a brick yard at Gif¬ 

ford, Idaho, has opened a lime quarry at Bed Rock. 

Barnett & Gurney have installed an up-to-date brick 

machine of 40,000 daily capacity in their plant at Ripley, 

Tenn. 

The Merrill Brick Co., Des Moines, la., has been in- 

coporated with $40,000 capital stock. The incorporators are 

A. W. Field and Paul Gabrell. 

It is announced that the Diana Brick and Tile Co., which 

owns a brick plant at Loeb, near Beaumont, Texas, will 

add machinery to double the capacity of the plant. 

Homer J. Kendall, Lehi, Utah, has shipped several sam¬ 

ple lots of clay to eastern parties, who wish to investigate 

the wonderful and inexhaustible supply of clay controlled 

by him. 

The Evans Clay Mfg. Co., Uhrichsville, O., has been 

incorporated with $50,000 capital stock by Thomas J. Evans, 

E. P. Uhlrich, George S. Evans, T. D. Helea, James B. 

Westhofer. 

The Charles Gehlhaus Co., Cliffwood, N. J., has been 

incorporated with $125,000 capital stock. Incorporators are 

Otto F. Gehlhaus, John F. Hettrick, William A. Gehlhaus 

and William Sandlass. 

The work on the new brick plant at Sandpoint, Idaho, 

of the Dry Pressed Brick Co., Spokane, Wash., will be 

completed soon. E. B. Hewitt, who has been manager, has 

tendered his resignation. 

James F. Mock, a manufacturer of brick machinery and 

owner of a foundry at Hartford City, Ind., has decided to 

move to Jackson, Miss., transferring his industry to that 

place. A $50,000 capital stock company will be formed. 

The Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, has 

been incorporated with $450,000 capital stock. The com¬ 

pany will manufacture all kinds of pottery ware. Incor¬ 

porators are : A. W., Charles F., and G. J. Koch, F. W. 

Braunstein and W. C. Ripley. 

The Wayne Brick Co. has been organized by W. A. 

Price, as president, and J. R. Whitman, secretary and treas¬ 

urer. The office is at Wavcross, Ga., and the works at 

Wayneville. 60,000 brick will be made daily. They pur¬ 

chased the plant of J. A. Montgomery. 

BUILDING SUPPLIES 
WANTED 

The wonderful progress of Northwest and Western 
Canada has created a tremendous demand at 

WINNIPEG 
for all classes of Building Material. We reach every Archi¬ 
tect, Builder, Contractor and Engineer in Northwestern and 
Western Canada. We reach every Brick Yard and Clay 
Worker. Write us for full particulars, etc. 

$ I a year keeps you posted. 

WESTERN CANADA CONTRACTOR 
720 Union Bank, Winnipeg, Canada. 

A RARE OPPORTUNITY. 
One thousand acres of “Fire Clay’’ with lignite coal in abundance on 

adjoining land. Clay of the following analysis with a vein running from 
four to forty feet. Some of it shows the same analysis, except has much 
less sand. 

ANALYSIS: 
Telephone Connection. 

CHEMICAL LABORATORY, 
H. Endeman, Ph. D , 

Analysis, Consultations and Researches. 
23 William Street, New York, Aug. 9, 1901. 

Certificate of Analysis 
For F. M. Greene, Atlanta. Texas. 

I have examined the sample of Clay marked as stated below and find 
the following results: 

It contains in 100 parts by weight— 
Alumnia . 19.88 
Silica.   20.95 
Hydrate water. .6.03 }■ CLAY 
Oxide of iron. .. . ..  0.74 
Alkaline earths and alkalies. 2.22 
Coarse sand (sample .35.00 , c.XTri 
Dust sand. 15.18 j »and 

This clay situated in Texas. Would like to put it in as stock with good 
people to develop it. Samples and full particulars on application. 

E. M. GREENE, ATLANTA, TEXAS. 

The Alliance (O.) Clay Products Co. is completing its 

plant, so that they will be making brick shortly. 

Edgar Drake and Ora Hankinson, Sullivan, O., are 

building a brick and tile works on the B. W. Riggs farm, 

north of town. 

The Brookhaven (Miss.) Brick Mfg. Co. has been in¬ 

corporated with $50,000 capital stock by L. E. Schill of 

Magnolia and others. 

J. H. Shirley, Columbia, S. C., and J. H. Williams, of 

Greenville, contemplate establishing a brick works at Green¬ 

ville, called the Greenville Brick Co. 

Brown Brothers, Crawfordsville, la., whose plant was 

destroyed by an explosion, are getting their plant in shape 

again, so that it will be. running soon. 

The Redfield (la.) Brick and Tile Works, owned by 

Robert Goodwin Jr. has recently added another kiln, so 

as to try to keep up with the orders that are coming in. 

The Brown Clay Works, Fort Salonga, N. Y., has been 

incorporated with $35,000 capital stock. Incorporators: 

Juliet H. Brown, Henry C. Brown, and J. Cornell Brown 

of Brooklyn. 

The Norris Mining and Manufacturing Co., of New 

Salisbury, O., has completed a shaft into a clay mine which 

contains an 18 foot vein of very fine clay, which is to 

be used for making free brick. 

The Briar Creek Brick Co., Charlotte, N. C., has been 

incorporated with $100,000 capital stock. The stockholders 

are J. B. McLaughlin, W. S. Pharr, J. H. Ross, and R. J. 

Foil. The plant will be on the Pharr farm, 3 miles from 

the city and will make 30,000 brick daily. 

On account of the rush of business the American Clay 

Machinery Co., Bucyrus, Ohio, has started on the com¬ 

pleting of the buildings which were started some time ago. 

A complete clay testing room and laboratory, which will 

occupy a special building, will be finished first. 

The Grand Ledge (Mich.) Clay Product Co. has been 

organized with the following officers: E. A. Turnbull, 

president; W. E. Wilson, vice-president; E. A. Tabor, sec¬ 

retary and general manager, and A. R. Gillies, treasurer. 

They will erect a large plant and manufacture conduits. 
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POSITION WANTED 
Position wanted manager or superintendent of 

a first-class brick plant, anykind of brick or hollow 
ware. Can construct and equip any kind of plant, 
and take complete charge if necessary. 

G, care Clay Record. 

POTTERY FOR SALE 
A two kiln pottery for sale in Philadelphia, Pa, 

coveniently located to P. R R- Co., to P. & R- Ry. 
Co and to Wharves In running condition for the 
manufacture of any line of potterv ware. Kilns 
16)4 feet, UP draft, with decorating kiln, all as good 

as new. A(^esR clearfleld gtPhiladelphia, Pa. 

WANTED 
A practical man with from five to ten thousand 

dollars to use in promoting a number one pressed 
brick plant in a hustling town, and afterwards to 
take charge of plant. Must be a practical pressed 
brick man. „ , 

Promoter care Clay Record 
Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE 
Two Sturtevent Fans, Pipes and Fixtures for 

waste heat drying. 
One Steam Pump. 
Eighty (80) Double Decked Dryer Cars. 
One Benzing fcnd-Cut Brick Cutter. Address 

Shupe & Barnhart Shale Co. 
Wooster, Ohio. 

WANTED TO NEGOTIATE. 
The undersigned owns 60 acres of land imme 

diately upon the the Great Texas & Pacific Rail" 
way, west of Fort Worth, Texes, 47 miles, and .9 
from Dallas, Texas, upon which there is a mountain 
of 20 acres of as fine brick and tile shale as can be 
found anywhere Thickness of shale 40 feet above 
ground of valley surface, and thicker still below. 
Makes a cherry red brick. Wish to have a strong 
company formed and will take stock. Convenient 
te coal and water. Fine sale for product. Invite 

correspondence. EFrrmersvaie, Texas. 

FOR SALE. 
An interest in my tile and brick plant, to one o 

experience, that cau take charge and run it. Mus 
be able to invest some money in plant. Plenty o 
good clay at bac k door, and good market at rron 
doo^ This is an opportunity that you don t often 
run up against. Plant now running. Come and see 

OF Wme S. H. RECORD, 
Cnarleston, Ill. 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE. 
Brick Yard for sale cheap, 

party. Good market at hand, 
tlon address 

Care Clay 

A bargain to the righ 
For further informa 

BRICKMAKER, 
Record. Chicago. Ill 

WANTED. 
pjWanted—A Four-Mold Dry Press, in good condi¬ 
tion. Price must be reasonable. Address 

T, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
Chambers End Cut Brick Machine, capacity 8,500 

brick daily. 75 double deck roller bearing stiff mud 
brick cars. 

STEEETON & HARRISBURG BRICK CO. 
Steelton, Pa. 

Buy a snap! 
Right between best markets 
In Minnesota. 
Cash or time. 
Kilns and everything goes. 

Yes, we are going to sell. 
A fine location. 
Right prices 
Dead sure money maker. 

Write RUSH CITY BRICK CO., Rush City, Minn. 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
First-class Brick Plant, or will contract with good 

party to make brick by the thousand, or will lease 
yard on royalty. 41,000 capacity daily. Ready (ale 
at $5.50 per thousand, F. O. B cars at yard Reason 
for selling, owner is contractor. Address 

J. C. H., care Clay Record. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS 
New and rebuilt Slide Valve and Automatic En¬ 

gines, from 8 to 200 h. p. Boilers of all types, from 
5 to 150 h. p. All of our rebuilt machinery is thor¬ 
oughly overhauled in our own shops by competent 
mechanics and modern tools. We are now offering 
some special bargains. Send us specifications to 
your requirements. 

THE RANDLE MACHINERY CO. 
1732 Powers St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

PERFORATED METALS 
for all purposes 

Prompt shipment of al 
orders guaranteed. 

H. S. SIMPSON, 
817 Chamber of Commerce 

Chicago. Ill. 

GIANT MACHINE FOR SALE. 
A second hand No. 2 Giant Auger Brick Machine. 

Address “GIANT,” 
Care Clay Record, Chioago 

Right and left-hand One, Two and Three Way 
Switches, of vai ious gauges, radius and weight rail, 
at special prices. 

THE ATLAS OAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—1200 Steel Crimped Pallets. 
10x84 inches. Addre-s 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—CHEAP—New and re-laying rails, 12, 
16, 20 and 25 pound. For prices, address 

ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

Ho belter made, cut trom 
$8 and 810. lo 

4 Wheel. $3 00 
5 Wheel. $3.25 

Guaranteed. 
Sold by all dealers. 

R. A. HART. 41 White St.. BATTLE CREEK, MICH- 

SWITCHES AND FROGS 

Right and left-hand one, two and 
three way switches, of various gauges, 
radius and weight of rail, at special 
prices. 

M. MITSHKUN CO., Detroit, Mich. 

Paper Joggers quoted. 

FOR SALE. 
One 4-Mold Dry Press, very cheap. Good as new. 

DEALER, 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

FOR SALE. 
A brick and Tile plant, equipped with up-to-date 

machinery, 60,000 daily capacity, down draft kilns, 
inexhaustible bed of best clay suitable for all kinds 
of building, facing and paving brick, drain, tile, 
sewer pipe, etc., on two railroads, demand very 
good. Address B, care of Clay Record. 

FOR SALE 
1 Hercules Sr. Brick Machine and Disintegrator 

Horton Make. 
1 Grand Automatic Brick Machine with Pug Mill 

and Disintegrator, Creager Make. 
1 Kells Brick Machine. 
1 Mould Sander and Dump Table. 
1 <0 horse power Atlas Engine. 
1 50 horse power Atlas Boiler. 
1 40 horse power Gasoline Engine. 
80 Brick Moulds, 12 Spring Trucks. Belting, Shaft¬ 

ing and Pulleys. 3 Side Cut Hand Cutting Tables. 
All in good order and will be sold cheap. Address 

W. H. VANDER HEYDEN 
Ionia, Mich. 

BRISK YARD FOR SALE. 
Will sell half interest in buff and fire brick plant, 

to experienced man who can manage it. Address 
CHAS. A. MYERS, Ft. Worth, Texas 

BRICK YARD FOR SALE 
Brick Yard for sale, cheap, or to lease on shares. 

Write for particulars to R. N. BOAK 
Middletown, N. Y. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
One Standard Brick Machine, steam power, 

30,000 capacity. 24 new Brick Moulds. 11,000 Pal¬ 
lets. Three Off-Bearing Trucks. All in first-class 
condition. Owner, E. J. SWARTZ & SON, 

Syracuse, fnd. 

FOR SALE. 
One Model “B" Four-Mould Dry Press, used only 

a short time, thoroughly overhauled. 
Model B, care Clay Record, Chicago. 

PARTNER WANTED. 
A good, reliable man of experience, with some 

capital to invest in and take charge of a new Dry 
Press Brick Plant Plenty of shale, and good mar¬ 
ket for all the brick. Address 

DENIS, care Clay Record, 
Chicago, III. 

FIRE CLAY LANDS. 
500 acres underlaid with heavy vein superior fire 

clay and light vein coal, which can be mined cheap¬ 
ly, on the line of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., in 
Pennsylvania, for lease on royalty at low price per 
ton. For further information address the owner. 

BOX No. 308, Williamsport, Pa. 

OPPORTUNITY FOR PRACTICAL MAN 
An opportunity for a practical man that can invest 

some money to take a position as yard foreman. 
Address 

YARD FOREMAN 
Care Clay Record, Chicago, Ill. 

STEAM SHOVEL FOR SALE. 
Barnhart style “B,” good condition, large enough 

to dig clay for 100,000 brick in 8 hours. Apply to 
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY, 

918 Chamber of Commerce, 
Chicagq. 

FOR SALE. 
One 5-ft. Style Amerlctn Dry Pan. practically new. 
One 10-hp. Gasoline Engine, complete. 

KI AMEN SI CLAY CO. 
Newport, Del 

BRICK PLANT WANTED 
Wanted to buy or lease a brick yard for making 

red brick. 
RED BRICK 

169 Division Street, New Haven, Ct. 

SAND LIME PLANT. 
Huennekes System Plant, including best Four- 

Mould Boyd Press. Jeffrey Sand Dryer and Con¬ 
veyor; all practically new and in good condition; 
will be sold at less than half of construction cost. 

Address, SAGINAW PRESSED BRICK CO. 
Saginaw, Mich. 
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Brick and Mortar Coloring 
After twenty years “Clinton” colors still stand at 
the head. Get the genuine, with the “ Little Yel¬ 
low Side-Label.” 

CLINTON METALLIC PAINT CO., Clinton, N. Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

WARNING 
NOTICE is hereby given that the process of drying and 

burning brick by first setting green, undried brick in horizon¬ 
tal courses in a kiln to form a layer thereof, then covering and 
drying such layer, and successively coursing, cappifig and dry¬ 
ing separate layers of green, undried brick upon the last dried 
layer until all the layers are thoroughly dried, and then burn¬ 
ing, is patented in U. S. Letter Patent No. 485199 to J. C. Kenzel, 
dated Nov. 1, 1'92, and all persons are hereby warned against 
using such processes without grant or license from the under¬ 
signed owners of said patent. Unauthorized use of the patented 
process will render the user liable to an action for infringement 
and the payment of damages to the owners of the patent, whose 
rights thereunder will be strictly enforced. 

J. C. KENZEL, 
J. S. KRAUSS, 

P. O. Box 271. 128 Logan St., Knoxville, Tenn. 

Refractory Cement 
(So called because it is worked the same spb cement) 

A high refractory composition that can be used the 

same as cement, cured and put to use in twelve to twenty- 

four hours, and will endure any degree of heat that fire¬ 

clay products will. 

Applied to the inside of a kiln it will protect the walls 

and give increased refractivity; will reduce the cost of 

repair, and save fuel in any kiln. 

Every boiler furnace should be lined inside with 

“Refractory Concrete.” It will protect the walls and 

increase the heating capacity by preventing rediation. 

For insulating steam pipes this composition is guaran¬ 

teed equal to asbestos or magnesia felt; the cost per foot 

to cover a 3-inch to the thickness of 1 inch will be 4c. 

Refractory brick of a high order can be formed from 

the composition on any cement brick machine. 

For flue linings, chimney blocks and tops, floor and 

partition blocks, conduits for electric wires, etc., this is 

the ideal material. 

Refractory Concrete can be combined with any aggre¬ 

gate used in the formation of cement products. 

For information pertaining to your particular require¬ 

ment, and prices, address. 

E. IR,. STOWELL 
NEW CORYDON, INDIANA 
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The Burlington Route 
calls attention to manufacturers seeking a 
new location to its Industrial Department. 
This department is established for the 
benefit of manufacturers. Information on 
the three Rs of manufacturing—Power, 
Raw Material, Market—can be had by 
writing 

Burlington 
Route 

W . H . M A N S S , 
Industrial Commissioner, 

209 Adams St., CHICAGO. 

CLAY RECORD IS A SEMI-MONTHLY 

NOW READY—A TREATISE ON 

PRODUCER-GAS and 
GAS-PRODUCERS 

BY AN ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITY. 

A 300-page book containing thirty chapters, giving the fundamental 
principles and definitions, calculations, classifications, manufacture and 
use; the fuel, the requirements, the history, its by-products, Producer- 
Gas for firing kilns, steam boilers, and power plants. The 
future of the Gas-producer and a bibliography. 

OVER lOO CHOICE ILLUSTRATIONS—PRICE, $4.00. 

A subscription to the CLAY RECORD for one year without additional 
charge to those that are not now subscribers. 

CLAY RECORD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

A NEW CLAY FEEDER AND MI\ER 

The Rust Clay Feeder has been brought out in response to a better 
method for mixing and feeding clay in brick, tile and all clay working 
plants. By the use of this feeder the services of two men are entirely dis¬ 
pensed with, the clay being dumped into hopper of machine from car is 
automatically fed into the disintegtator. The spirals draw their supply 
evenly from all parts of the hopper, mixing the clay perfectly, which 
tends both to improve and increase the output of the plant. 

Send for full descriptive circular 

MarionMachine.FoundryandSiipplyCo. 
Marion, Ind. 
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i Something New In Brick Kilns and Dryers 
The Dennis Double Cham¬ 
ber Up and Down Draft 
Brick Kilns and Direct 
Heat and Hot Air Brick 
Dryers show many new 
features that make them 
superior to all others. 
Economical, durable and 
strong in construction and 
operation, having many 
points of advantage that 
appeal to practical brick ■ 
makers. Patented April 14, 
1908 and September 8,1908, 
Brick plants installed am I 
putin operation. Write to- 
booklet. Correspondenc i 
solicited. 

F. W. DENNIS, 
145 Water Sl„ Norfolk, Va. 
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Absolutely safe and reliable. Ask your friends 

A WOODEN TOWER 

W. E. CALDWELL CO., Louisville, Ky. 

Is a source of annoyance and danger. It is 
Hs>u' to rot and collapse at any time. A 

CALDWELL STEEL TOWER 
is safe, staunch and durable and will carry 
four times the weight of the filled tank. 
Expensive labor is not necessary to erect 
these outfits, your own men can do it. We 
furnigh all plans. 

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list. 

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!! 

THE “CHILDS" 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

APPROVED 
and included in the list of approved extinguish 

era issued by the 

National Fire Protection Association 

SALESMEN WANTED 

O. J. CHILDS CO. 
Sole Mfrs. UTICA, N. Y. 

Robert F. Wentz, M.W.S.E. 
701 National Bank Building, Allentown, Pa, 

DESIGNER AND BUILDER OF 

Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Plants, Analysis, 
Tests, Examinations, Reports, Preliminary Plans, 
Estimates and Complete Drawings and Specifications 
for Modern Cement and Sand-Lime Brick Works. 

We have designed, built and reconstructed twenty-two 
Cement Plants in the past twenty years. 

We design and equip complete Cement and Sand-Lime 
Brick Plants with the most modern machinery. 

THE HYDRO - MALAXATOR PROCESS for the 
manufacture of Sand-Lime Brick. 

£ How to Use Portland Cement* 
From the German of L. Golinelli. 

Translated by Spencer B. Newberry, E. M., Ph. D. 
A booklet of 30 pages, 5%x6% inches. 

PRICE, SO CENTS. 
■ 
■ 22,000 copies sold in Germany. 

-—-— 

: Portland Cement Sidewalk Construction. 
2, Compiled by P. B. Beery, and based upon the 
■ experience of many successful contractors. 

A booklet of 30 pages, 5%x6}£ inches. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
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Brick Moulds and 
Brick Barrows 

With Moulds and Barrows it is not the first 

cost, but it is, will they last? We have made 

them for over 30 years and know your wants. 

All kinds and shapes. A trial order will con¬ 

vince. 

James B. Crowell & Son, 
Wallkill, N. Y. 

PERFECTION BRICK MOULDS 

PATENT&O JAN. 28, 1902. 

These are the 
kind of Brick 
Moulds the Brick 
Makers have al¬ 
ways wanted but 
could not get till 
now. You can 
get a mould that 
the vents are 
right all the time 
No change 
whether the 
Mould is wet or 
dry. Try a sam¬ 
ple order. Satis¬ 
faction guaran¬ 
teed. 

THE ARHOLD-GREAGER GO. 
Manufacturers of Brick Machinery 
and Supplies of all Kinds. NEW LONDON, OHIO. 

H. 1S/L. DEAVITT, 
PRACTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST, 

Garden City Block, 

CHICAGO. 

Analyses of Clay, Sand, Lime, Cement Materials and 

Shales a specialty. 

Special attention given to the preparation of Clay Pro¬ 

ducts from the raw material. 

A well equipped laboratory and long experience in this 

branch of work enables us to give expert reports on obtaining 

glazes on refractory materials. 

All enquiries in regard to the above will receive prompt 

attention. 
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